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Abstract	
	
The	research	focus	is	a	specific	case	study	analysis	of	collective	violence	in	the	North	of	
England,	in	particular	West	and	South	Yorkshire.	There	are	three	cases:	the	Bradford	Riots	June	
9-11th,	1995,	The	‘Battle	of	Orgreave,’	June	18th,	1984	and	a	violent	encounter	between	Leeds	
United	and	Manchester	United	fans	at	Elland	Road	on	October	11th,	1975.	The	cases	are	set	
within	the	dynamic	of	violence	mutation	revealed	in	both	their	specific	genres	and	in	the	
fusion	of	violence	that	draws	together	the	cases	and	manifestations	of	violence	in	the	region	
throughout	the	period	covered.	
					The	unique	challenges	of	violence	research	are	addressed	and	a	triangulation	methodology	
was	employed	drawing	upon	extensive	newspaper	sources,	official	reports,	secondary	sources	
and	a	limited	sample	of	supporting	interviews	to	garner	an	insight	into	the	events.		
					Fundamental	problems	of	definition	were	broached,	highlighting	the	difficulties	of	
undertaking	a	multidisciplinary	study	of	violence.	This	was	compounded	by	different	disciplines	
seeing	the	phenomenon	through	their	own	restrictive	lens,	resulting	in	divergent	and	
contradictory	conceptualisations	of	violence.	This	necessitated	the	formulation	of	a	conceptual	
framework	-	violent	conflictual	contention,	to	obviate	some	of	the	weaknesses	in	violence	
definition.	Inculcated	within	the	framework	were	thematic	strands	of	grievance	and	identity	
formation	set	within	the	contentious	repertoire	of	non-institutional	actors	leading	up	to	and	
emanating	from	the	cases	themselves.		
					Primary	attention	was	devoted	to	the	non-institutional	actors,	although	recognition	was	
made	of	the	role	played	by	the	police	in	all	the	cases.	Yet	irrespective	of	the	level	of	social	
control	employed	by	the	police,	and	all	three	cases	exhibited	differing	crowd	control	
strategies,	they	nonetheless	could	not	prevent	the	outbreak	of	violence	and	may	have	in	fact	
have	inadvertently	exacerbated	an	increased	recourse	to	violence.		
					A	grievance	framework	was	proposed	in	which	suddenly	imposed	grievances	were	
identified	in	the	unfolding	events	and	reference	was	made	to	grievances	of	illegitimate	
inequality	and	violated	principles	that	may	have	been	key	causal	factors	or	factors	that	
perpetuated	the	continuation	of	the	violence.		
					Grievance	factors	were	juxtaposed	with	identity	considerations	that	highlighted	the	fragility	
and	transitory	nature	of	identity	formation.	As	the	research	developed	it	became	evident	that	
those	confronting	the	non-institutional	actors	in	the	cases	were	derived	not	from	some	
external	‘other’	but	were	in	part	sourced	from	their	own	fractured	communities.			
					Compounding	the	volatility	of	grievance	and	identity	formation	was	a	realisation	of	violence	
that	transformed	in	both	time	and	space	and	effectively	negated	any	essentialist	approach	to	
the	study	of	violence,	thereby	compromising	the	concept	of	violent	conflictual	contention.	The	
actors	involved	could	only	access	a	limited	and	at	times	vicarious	contentious	repertoire,	so	
their	invocation	of	violence	reflected	an	instrumentality	and	a	self-belief	in	the	virtuosity	of	
their	use	of	violence	at	specific	points	in	time.		
					Placed	within	their	historical	pathways,	the	cases	moved	from	the	1970’s,	through	the	
1980’s	and	1990’s	and	finally	into	the	twenty-first	century.	Demarcated	in	their	own	clearly	
defined	temporal	context,	the	cases	demonstrated	significant	levels	of	non-fatal	violence.	
When	transfused	into	a	totality	that	merged	the	cases	together	into	a	landscape	of	violence,	
then	the	region	was	witness	to	significant	and	perpetual	levels	of	violence	during	this	period.	
This	has	resulted	in	a	Yorkshire	particularism	fraught	with	contradiction	and	a	resort	to	
violence	that	has	found	refuge	in	the	different	communities.		
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Tiivistelmä	
			
					Tutkimuskohteena	on	tapaustutkimusanalyysi	joukkoväkivallasta	Pohjois-Englannissa,	
erityisesti	Länsi-	ja	Etelä-Yorkshiressa.	Tapauksia	on	kolme:	Bradfordin	mellakat	9.–11.6.1995,	
”Orgreaven	taistelu”	18.6.1984	ja	jalkapalloseurojen	Leeds	United	ja	Manchester	United	fanien	
keskinäinen	väkivaltainen	yhteenotto	edellisen	kotistadionilla	Elland	Roadilla	11.10.1975.	
Tapaukset	asetetaan	väkivallan	muutoksen	dynamiikkaan	siten,	kuin	ne	esittäytyvät	sekä	
erityisissä	väkivallan	lajityypeissä	että	tarkasteltaessa	niitä	väkivaltakokonaisuuksina,	joihin	
vedetään	yhteen	sekä	nämä	tapaukset	että	väkivallan	ilmentymät	kyseisellä	seudulla	koko	
tarkastelun	alaisena	aikana.	
					Työssä	käsitellään	väkivallantutkimuksen	ainutlaatuisia	haasteita.	Metodisesti	
triangulatiivinen	tutkimus	hyödyntää	laaja-alaisia	sanomalehtilähteitä,	virallisia	raportteja,	
toissijaisia	lähteitä	ja	rajallista	otosta	käsittelyä	tukevia	haastatteluja,	joista	kootaan	käsitystä	
tapahtuneesta.	
					Puheeksi	otetaan	perustavanlaatuiset	määrittelyongelmat	ja	korostetaan	monitieteisen	
väkivaltatutkimuksen	tekemisen	vaikeuksia.	Haasteellisuutta	lisää	se,	että	eri	tieteenaloilla	
ilmiötä	tarkastellaan	tieteenalan	omasta,	rajoittuneesta	katsantokannasta,	mistä	tuloksena	on	
eriävyyttä	ja	ristiriitaisuutta	väkivallan	käsitteellistämistavoissa.	Tämän	vuoksi	on	muotoiltu	
käsitteellinen	viitekehys,	väkivaltainen	konfliktinen	kiista,	jotta	on	voitu	karsia	pois	heikkouksia	
väkivallan	määrittelystä.	Viitekehyksen	puitteissa	täsmennetään	temaattiset	epäkohta-	ja	
identiteetinmuodostustekijät	asetettuina	tapauksiin	johtaneeseen	ja	tapauksista	itsestään	
alkunsa	saaneeseen	keinovalikoimaan,	joka	ei-institutionaalisilla	toimijoilla	oli	kiistatilanteissa	
käytössä.	
					Päähuomio	kohdennetaan	ei-institutionaalisiin	toimijoihin,	vaikkakin	poliisin	rooli	
tunnustetaan	kussakin	tapauksessa.	Poliisin	käyttämästä	sosiaalisen	kontrollin	tasosta	ja	
kussakin	kolmessa	tapauksessa	käytetyistä	erilaisista	joukkojenhallintastrategioista	huolimatta	
ei	väkivallan	purkautumista	kuitenkaan	pystytty	ehkäisemään,	vaan	näillä	menetelmillä	
saatettiin	itse	asiassa	tahattomasti	lisätä	väkivaltaan	turvautumista.	
					Työssä	esitetään	epäkohtien	viitekehys,	jossa	yhtäkkisesti	aiheutetut	epäkohdat	
identifioidaan	tapahtumien	kehityksessä,	ja	viitataan	epälegitiimin	eriarvoisuuden	ja	
loukattujen	periaatteiden	epäkohtiin,	jotka	ovat	saattaneet	olla	keskeisiä	kausaalisia	tekijöitä	
tai	väkivallan	jatkumista	ylläpitäneitä	tekijöitä.	
					Epäkohtatekijät	rinnastetaan	identiteettinäkökohtiin,	jotka	korostavat	identiteetin	
muodostumisen	haurautta	ja	jatkuvaa	muutostilaa.	Tutkimuksen	edetessä	kävi	selväksi,	että	
tapauksissa	ei-institutionaalisten	toimijoiden	kanssa	vastakkain	asettuneet	eivät	olleet	mitään	
ulkopuolisia	”muita”	vaan	osittain	lähtöisin	näiden	toimijoiden	omista,	hajanaisista	yhteisöistä.	
					Epäkohtien	ja	identiteetin	muodostamisen	ailahtelevuutta	pahensi	väkivallan	
todellistuminen,	joka	muuttui	niin	ajassa	kuin	paikassa	ja	käytännöllisesti	katsoen	teki	tyhjäksi	
essentialistisen	lähestymistavan	väkivallan	tutkimukseen	ja	siten	asetti	kyseenalaiseksi	
väkivaltaisen	konfliktisen	kiistan	käsitteen.	Mukana	olleilla	toimijoilla	oli	ollut	kiistatilanteissa	
käytettävissään	vain	rajallinen	ja	ajoittain	välillinen	keinovalikoima,	joten	heidän	
turvautumisensa	väkivaltaan	heijasti	instrumentaalisuutta	ja	heidän	omaa	uskoaan	väkivallan	
käytön	hyveellisyyteen	tiettyinä	ajankohtina.	
					Historiallisille	poluilleen	sijoitettuina	tapaukset	etenivät	1970-luvulta	1980-	ja	1990-lukujen	
kautta	viimein	2000-luvulle.	Omiin,	selvästi	määriteltyihin	ajallisiin	asiayhteyksiinsä	rajattuina	
tapaukset	ilmentävät	merkittävän	tasoista	ei-fataalia	väkivaltaa.	Kun	tapaukset	sulautetaan	
väkivallan	kokonaisuuteen,	ilmeni	tutkimuksen	piiriin	kuuluvalla	seudulla	tuona	aikana	
merkittävää	ja	jatkuvaa	eritasoista	väkivaltaa.	Tuloksena	tästä	on	ollut	nimenomaan	
Yorkshirelle	leimallinen	asiantila,	joka	on	täynnä	ristiriitaa,	sekä	eri	yhteisöissä	sijansa	saanutta	
turvautumista	väkivaltaan.		
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Preface	
	
					To	get	a	sense	of	the	trials	and	tribulations	of	life	in	Yorkshire	weaving	through	the	cases	
outlined	in	this	research	the	reader	is	advised	to	look	at	the	writings	of	David	Peace	or	the	film	
representations	of	his	works:	‘GB	84’	which	looks	at	the	1984	miners’	strike,	‘The	Red-Riding	
Quartet’	covering	the	years	1974	to	1983	and	the	stark	reality	of	everyday	survival	against	the	
backdrop	of	the	Yorkshire	Ripper	and	the	‘Damned	United’	giving	an	insight	into	the	intrigues	
at	Leeds	United	Football	Club.	Another	interesting	work	is	Hanif	Kureishi’s	work	‘My	Son	the	
Fanatic’	set	in	Bradford,	which	gives	an	incisive	portrayal	of	an	ethnic	community	living	in	
Britain	and	the	film	‘Bradford	Riots’	by	director	Neil	Biswas.	Not	forgetting	the	real	historical	
insight	into	Yorkshire	communities:	the	film	‘Kes’	by	director	Ken	Loach	and	‘This	Sporting	Life’	
directed	by	Lindsay	Anderson.	The	rich	literary	freedom	afforded	by	these	works	
contextualises	this	doctoral	research.	
	
					This	research	raises	interesting	questions	that	may	have	implications	for	developments	here	
in	Helsinki	and	other	Finnish	conurbations.	Whether	or	not	the	events	in	Yorkshire	set	the	
template	for	future	events	in	this	city	depends	on	the	capacity	of	decision	makers	to	learn	
from	the	complex	interlace	of	grievance,	identity	and	contentious	repertoire	that	impact	on	
the	dynamism	of	collective	violence.	The	scale	and	intensity	of	the	events	realised	yesterday	in	
the	streets	and	byways	of	Yorkshire	covered	in	this	research	may	seem	distant	to	the	present	
landscape	of	Finland.	But	perhaps	events	such	as	those	characterised	herein	are	blighting	too	
many	cities	and	towns	throughout	Europe	and	is	Finland	really	immune	from	the	insidious	
mutations	of	collective	violence?		
	
						To	the	bairns:	“There’s	no	one	quite	like	you…	follow	your	dreams	and	don’t	let	the	bastards	
grind	you	down.”	(Yorkshire	saying).	
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1 Introduction	
In July 2005, terrorist attacks in London killed 52 people and injured several hundreds. 

Of the four responsible for the attack, three came from Leeds in Yorkshire. Christopher 

Loftus and Kevin Speight, both Leeds United supporters were stabbed to death in 

Istanbul at a game with Galatasaray in 2000. Jeremy Burton, another Leeds fan was 

killed after being attacked at an away game at Tottenham in February, 1981. The 

Orgreave Truth and Justice campaign still fights for justice for the violence witnessed 

on the picket lines at Orgreave near Rotherham on June 18th, 1984 during the miners’ 

strike. 

Victims or perpetrators, the unnerving relation between these acts is the connection to 

the county of Yorkshire in the North of England. Violence was faced both at home and 

had been disseminated beyond the borders of the county. But has there been anything in 

recent Yorkshire history to suggest that the propensity for violence on home soil had 

nurtured this recourse to violence?  

Williams highlights the potential for developing models of analysis and description that 

sees violence as being coupled with particular attributes of landscape and semiotic 

content for the inhabitants leading to the development of clusters of violence in specific 

locales.1 Navickas states in the first sentence of her work: “Space and place are central 

to the strategies and meaning of protest.”2 Whilst both observers might be able to access 

an empirical base that affords clear delimitation of the acts and collectivities they are 

researching, the acts themselves represent outliers to the conflict spectrum from protest 

to war. Yet between these two polarities, the acts and their associated conceptual 

frameworks that are violent but non-lethal and involve collectivities, such as violence at 

football matches, picket line violence seen in industrial disputes or ethnic-related 

violence seen in the inner cities, have been contested and at times ill-defined. This has 

led Jane Kilby and Larry Ray in a special edition of the Sociological Review to lament 

the decades of neglect and lack of engagement when it comes to the study of violence.3 

																																																													
1Thomas.	J.	T.	Williams,	“Landscape	and	warfare	in	Anglo-Saxon	England	and	the	Viking	campaign	of	
1066,”	Early	Medieval	Europe	23/3	(2015):	329-359.	
2Katrina	Navickas,	Protest	and	the	Politics	of	Space	and	Place,	1789-1848	(Manchester:	Manchester	
University	Press,	2016).	
3Jane	Kilby	and	Larry	Ray,	“Introduction,”	The	Sociological	Review	62/S2	(2014):	1.	In	an	earlier	work,	
Ray	noted	cautious	optimism	that	things	might	be	changing	with	the	works	of	Wieviorka,	Žižek,	
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This research takes three cases from modern Yorkshire history and examines the extent 

to which violence became meaningful or significant to the non-state participants 

involved and how the cases are situated within the continuity of violence in the three 

genres of violence: football, ethnic and work-related. They are examined in-depth to 

unravel the interplay between grievance and identity factors within a defined time frame 

and event formation to exemplify how the violence was realised in a specific locale.  

The cases are placed within the historical lineage of violence that has characterised the 

region starting from the 1970’s. The discussion takes into account the evolution of 

violence in all three genres of violence to see how they mutated throughout each of the 

decades and to identify possible parallel developments looking at both similarities and 

differences in their evolution. The focal point of the research is on cases of collective 

violence. The fact that they have taken place within Yorkshire borders should not 

detract from the reality that violence has been a notable feature of British history in 

general. This has been a key theme in literature on the subject that has elevated the role 

of the ‘rebel’ or ‘usurper’ to an inglorious figure of British history.4 Nor is it an attempt 

to denigrate the overwhelming number of peaceful encounters that have involved the 

workers, ethnic minorities or football fans in the region. 

The three cases cover football-related violence involving Leeds fans at their match with 

Manchester United in October 1975, the Battle of Orgreave in June 1984 during the 

1984/1985 miners’ strike and the Bradford riots in June 1995 when members of the 

Kashmiri community were involved in widespread violence.5 

Rob Bagchi, sports writer for The Guardian described the events on that October day in 

1975 as the most “febrile with menace and the most exciting I have ever witnessed.”6 

																																																																																																																																																																																			
Malešević	and	Schinkel,	which	will	be	referred	to	later	in	this	research.	See	Larry	Ray,	Violence	and	
Society	(London:	Sage,	2011).	
4Ian	Hernon,	Riot	Civil	Insurrection	from	Peterloo	to	the	Present	Day	(London:	Pluto	Press:	2006);	David	
Horspool,	The	English	Rebel	(London:	Penguin	Books,	2010);	Edward	Vallance,	A	Radical	History	of	
Britain	(London:	Little,	Brown	Book	Company,	2009).	
5The	spotlight	of	the	research	will	be	on	the	areas	of	Bradford,	Leeds	and	Orgreave.	This	may	be	
extended	to	other	areas	to	support	or	highlight	particular	issues.	For	example,	reference	had	to	be	made	
to	Rotherham,	which	is	the	nearest	urban	conurbation	to	Orgreave.	Although	one	recognises	that	they	
are	not	representative	of	Yorkshire	as	a	whole,	they	do	nonetheless	give	an	insight	into	the	relative	
dynamics	of	the	region.	
6Rob	Bagchi,	“The	Rivalry	between	Manchester	United	and	Leeds	that	turned	to	hate,”	The	Guardian,	
January	2,	2010.	Bagchi	was	later	to	write	an	uncompromising	account	of	Leeds	during	the	Don	Revie	
era,	see	Rob	Bagchi	and	Paul	Rogerson,	The	Unforgiven,	The	Story	of	Don	Revie’s	Leeds	United	(London:	
Aurum	Press,	2009).	
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There were over ninety arrests which was one of the highest recorded at a league match 

at Elland Road and the highest during the 1970’s.7 There has been no previous research 

into this incident. 

The significance of the events at Orgreave during that hot summer’s day on June 18th, 

1984 is encapsulated in the following statement: 

“As a symbol of the broader industrial fight, community solidarity, radical 

intent, and a struggle against a reactionary security and police apparatus, 

Orgreave stands pre-eminent…the battle for the Orgreave coking plant 

was one of the great set-piece confrontations of the miners' struggle. 

Almost medieval in its choreography, it was at various stages a siege, a 

battle, a chase, a rout.”8  

The events at Orgreave took place amidst the backdrop to one of the most acrimonious 

conflicts in industrial relations. On the one side, the National Union of Mineworkers 

(NUM), on the other, the National Coal Board (NCB) running the nationalised industry 

supported by the Conservative Government, both engaged in a year-long struggle.  

A decade later, newspaper headlines turned attention to the problem of ethnic 

confrontation. During two days of rioting on the 9-10th June 1995, hundreds of Asian 

youths confronted the police when “pitched battles erupted in the Manningham area of 

Bradford and spread to the city centre after around 200 riot police confronted youths.”9 

The ramifications from this incident were felt years later and parallels were drawn with 

the riots in 2001 which subsequently engulfed the city of Bradford. The riots of 1995 

have largely been left in the shadows by academic and media observers. 

To dissect the cases, extensive reference was made to local newspapers spanning the 

periods covered by the cases, the key publications being the Telegraph & Argus, 

Yorkshire Post and Yorkshire Evening Post as well as the national newspapers. Archival 

																																																													
7Elland	Road	is	the	home	ground	of	Leeds	United.	It	should	be	recognised	there	may	be	no	correlation	
between	the	number	of	arrests	and	types	of	charges	made	arising	from	a	criminal	act	and	the	degree	of	
injuries	and	damage	inflicted,	see	John	Jacob	Tobias,	Crime	and	Industrial	Society	in	the	19th	Century	
(London:	Batsford,1967).	Nevertheless,	the	reports	from	the	scene	on	that	day	would	indicate	that	
significant	instances	of	collective	violence	had	taken	place	and	this	resulted	in	multiple	arrests.	
8Tristram	Hunt,	“The	Charge	of	the	Heavy	Brigade,”	The	Guardian,	September	4,	2006.	Hunt	is	a	former	
Labour	MP,	he	resigned	after	Corbyn	was	re-elected	as	Labour	leader.	
9Jo	Kearney	and	David	Harrison,	“200	Riot	Police	in	Bradford	Pitched	Battle,”	The	Observer,	June	11,	
1995.	
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material was also accessed at the cities of Bradford, Leeds and Sheffield Local Studies 

and Archive Units. In addition, specific collections such as the Popplewell Papers at 

Bradford University were examined that look at football-related violence. The Bradley 

Documents and Winterton Papers at Sheffield University referring to the mining 

industry and associated strikes were also reviewed. As were the defence counsel 

documents of the miners arrested at Orgreave, provided online by the Orgreave Truth 

and Justice Campaign. The report compiled and published by the Bradford Commission 

into the riots was also a key resource as were the supplementary unofficial and official 

publications. Additionally, in-depth interviews were set up with participants in/or 

observers to the case events.  

The only event that has attracted extensive discussion is that of Orgreave on the 18th 

June. But this research adopts an alternative dimension drawing upon a conceptual 

framework developed in social movement theory and applies it to the defence counsel 

documents submitted to the Court of Appeal in January 1991. The two other cases have 

not been the subject of extensive academic review. As a result, getting to grips with the 

intricacies of the events in the cases in the context of the frame of reference presented in 

this research was demanding.  

The legitimacy of choosing the cases and the violence genre that each case represents 

was enhanced by David Waddington, who has applied the flashpoint model to the 

picketing at Orgreave between May and June 1984	and the Bradford Riots that took 

place in 2001.10 He explicitly recognised that football violence would be a suitable 

candidate for applying the flashpoints model. In a subsequent work, he did in fact 

include football violence, emphasising that this type of violence was deserving of a 

singular theoretical approach because it made manifest a form of public disorder that 

was “issue-less.” This is in contrast to the other two types of public disorder that he 

regards as “issue-oriented.”11 This dichotomy is related to the expressive and 

instrumental notions of violence that will be discussed later in this paper, as will 

consideration of the fact that even those involved in football violence may have claims 

which counteract the assertion that such violence is issue-less. As Kathryn Graham 
																																																													
10Genres:	ethnic,	work	and	sports-related	violence.	David	Waddington,	“Applying	the	Flashpoints	Model	
of	Public	Disorder	to	the	2001	Bradford	Riot,”	British	Journal	of	Criminology	50	(2010):	342-359;	David	
Waddington,	Karen	Jones	and	Chas	Critcher,	Flashpoints:	Studies	in	Public	Disorder	(London:	Routledge,	
1989).	
11Ibid.,	14.	See	also	David	Waddington,	Contemporary	Issues	in	Public	Disorder:	A	Comparative	and	
Historical	Approach	(London:	Routledge,	1992).	
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points out: “aggression always has a purpose for the aggressor. That is, even expressive 

aggression has an instrumental goal for the aggressor, even if it is only the satisfaction 

of having a grievance recognised.”12  

One of the central themes of the research revolves around a grievance or sense of 

injustice that engages the protagonists involved in the altercation. To identify and 

address that grievance and how it relates to the pathology of collective violence, it is 

necessary to have a theoretical frame of reference that explicitly recognises the role of 

grievances in acts of violence. This frame of reference is found in social movement 

theory in general and collective action frames in particular. 

Research into social movements has not totally excluded investigations into outbreaks 

of collective violence. Sidney Tarrow observes that within the purview of social 

movements “the repertoire of contention offers three basic types of collective action: 

violence, disruption and convention,”13 with some research being sensitive to the 

potential of movements to develop into collective violence.14  

If social movements have the propensity to encompass both violent and non-violent acts 

of contention, then this has important implications for the study of collective violence. 

“To note the distinction between social movements and other species of collective 

behaviour is not to assert that they do not overlap or co-mingle at times.”15 Rather this 

overlap is often observed “especially when movements dramatise their concerns and 

press their claims in public settings.”16 Implicitly if not explicitly, social movements 

embrace an undercurrent of instability because their very existence and action threatens 

some level of disorder.17 Certainly those emanating from the 1960’s were described as 

pro-active and at times revolutionary. At the same time,	“other movements are better 

described as reactive, responding to changes that are already taking place and 

																																																													
12Kathryn	Graham	et	al.,	“Apparent	Motives	for	Aggression	in	the	Social	Context	of	the	Bar,”	Psychology	
of	Violence	3/3	(2013):	218-232.	
13Sidney	Tarrow,	Power	in	Movement:	Social	Movements	and	Contentious	Politics	(Cambridge:	
Cambridge	University	Press,	1998),	104.	
14See	Donatella	Della	Porta,	Social	Movements,	Political	Violence	and	the	State:	A	Comparative	Analysis	
of	Italy	and	Germany	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	1995),	where	reference	is	made	to	the	
emergence	of	terrorist	groups	from	social	movements	in	Ireland,	Italy	and	Germany.	
15Doug	McAdam	and	David.	A.	Snow,	Social	Movements:	Readings	on	Their	Emergence,	Mobilisation	and	
Dynamics	(LA:	Roxbury,	1997),	xxiv.	
16Ibid.,	xxv.	
17Sidney	Tarrow,	Power	in	Movement:	Social	Movements,	Collective	Action	and	Politics	(Cambridge:	
Cambridge	University	Press,	1998),	103.	
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attempting to preserve a traditional way of life against threats from outside.”18 This 

dichotomy is to some extent recognised by Eric Hobsbawm,	who examines primitive or 

archaic forms of social agitation in social movements.19   

Each case in this research reveals the extent to which the potential for violence is 

instilled in the fabric of Yorkshire history. On the surface, the episodic nature of the acts 

precludes them from being associated with any social movement. However, it could be 

stated that: “mobs, riots and spontaneous assemblies are more an indication that a 

movement is in the process of formation than movements themselves.”20 Whilst it is 

doubtful if such a process could be attached to the cases described herein, it needs to be 

acknowledged, that much theory “usually treats social movements as long-lasting single 

actions or as coherent social groups and fails to capture the ways actions affect each 

other.”21 Therefore when evaluating the historical evolution of collective violence in 

Yorkshire, it is necessary to see whether or not the cases weave together with other 

outbreaks of disorder from the same genre. To see whether or not they form a narrative 

of violence that extends beyond the confines of the specific collective violence to which 

each case is related.  

 

The research perspective is enhanced with the development of the collective action 

frame by William Gamson (1992) and Bert Klandermans (1997) which is used as a key 

theoretical frame of reference for this research. It has been utilised to act as a tool to 

describe and evaluate the extent to which a sense of grievance permeated the acts of 

collective violence seen in Yorkshire.22 There are three basic elements of the collective 

action frame: a sense of injustice, an element of identity and the factor of agency. 

Essential here is the belief held by event participants that they can influence what they 

see as encroachments on their way of life.23 It needs to be emphasised that the ‘agency’ 

																																																													
18Peter	Burke,	History	and	Social	Theory	(Cambridge:	Polity	Press,	2005),	92.	
19Eric	Hobsbawm,	Primitive	Rebels	(Manchester:	Manchester	University	Press,	1959).	
20Sidney	Tarrow,	Power	in	Movement:	Social	Movements	and	Contentious	Politics	(Cambridge:	
Cambridge	University	Press,	1998),	6.		
21Pamela.	E.	Oliver,	“Bringing	the	Crowd	Back	In:	The	Nonorganisational	Elements	of	Social	Movements,”	
in	Research	in	Social	Movements,	Conflict	and	Change,	Vol	11,	ed.	Louis	Kriesberg	(Greenwich,	Conn:	JAI	
Press,	1989),	1.	
22William.	A.	Gamson,	Talking	Politics	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	1992);	Bert	Klandermans,	
The	Social	Psychology	of	Protest	(Oxford:	Blackwell,	1997).	
23Ibid.,	42.	In	a	later	work	Klandermans	complements	“agency”	with	the	term	“efficacy”	to	recognise	
that	those	involved	also	assess	the	costs	of	participation.	Bert	Klandermans,“How	Group	Identification	
Helps	to	Overcome	the	Dilemma	of	Collective	Action,”	The	American	Behavioral	Scientist	45/5	(2002):	
888.		
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component has been modified for the purposes of this research so that the focus is on 

the contentious repertoire of the non-state actors. In this way, the research question 

looks at the extent to which the cases examined are part of a wider continuum of 

contention. The contextualisation of the cases within their historical lineage may 

indicate the extent to which they represent an established act in the repertoire of 

contention adhered to by the groups involved, or they may be abhorrent isolated 

incidents with no historical precedents. Or perhaps they opened the gates from which 

more violent outpourings were to ensue. This then demands an evaluation of the genres 

of violence, both prior to and subsequent to the three cases under review to ascertain 

whether they were ingrained or extraneous to the violent demeanour of the region. 

Certainly, the presence of a grievance, coupled with a collective identity are necessary 

precursors, but they are not in themselves sufficient to compel groups to engage in 

collective violence. To do this, individuals and groups alike must be able to access 

empirical evidence in which experience has shown that collective violence is either a 

successful influence strategy or at least a strategy that could make a difference.24  

Yet the researcher of violence faces fundamental obstacles, not least because “the 

systematic study of violence…has often been looked at in isolation from the study of 

peaceful protest.”25 Mary Jackman describes the research literature into violence as 

“both specialised and balkanised.”26 At the same time, “the field within the social 

sciences that specialises in phenomena of collective violence (terrorism, extremism 

etc.), has hardly considered social movement research theory.”27 Although there have 

been some interesting developments in the area since work started on this research.28 

But the problems have always been enduring as Hannah Arendt pointed out: “No one 

engaged in thought about history and politics can remain unaware of the enormous role 

																																																													
24Bert	Klandermans,	The	Social	Psychology	of	Protest	(Oxford:	Blackwell,	1997),	18,	42-43.	
25Doug	McAdam,	Sidney	Tarrow	and	Charles	Tilly,	“To	Map	Contentious	Politics,”	Mobilization	1	(1996):	
18.	
26Mary	Jackman,	“Violence	in	Social	Life,”	American	Review	of	Sociology,	28	(2002):	387.	See	also	Sinisă	
Malesĕvić,	The	Sociology	of	War	and	Violence	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	2010),	17.	
27Dieter	Rucht,	“Violence	and	New	Social	Movements,”	in	International	Review	of	Violence	Research,	ed.	
William	Heitmeyer	and	John	Hagan	(Dordrecht:	Kluwer,	2003),	374.		
28For	example	Spaaij	and	Anderson	as	well	as	Braun	and	Vliegenthart	explicitly	invoke	social	movement	
research	to	understand	violent	fan	behaviour:	Ramon	Spaaij	and	Alastair	Anderson,	“Soccer	Fan	
Violence:	A	Holistic	Approach:	A	Reply	to	Braun	and	Vliegenthart,”International	Sociology	25/4	(2010):	
561-579;	Robert	Braun	and	Rens	Vliegenthart,	“Violent	Fan	Fluctuations:	A	Diffusion	Perspective	to	
Explain	Supporters’	Violence,”	Mobilization	14/1	(2009):	23-44;		Robert	Braun	and	Rens	Vliegenthart,	
“The	Contentious	Fans:	The	Impact	of	Repression,	Media	Coverage,	Grievances	and	Aggressive	Play	on	
Supporters’	Violence,”	International	Sociology	23/6	(2008):	796-818.	
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violence has always played in human affairs, and it is at first glance rather surprising 

that violence has been singled out so seldom for special consideration.”29  

Consequently, the examination of violence has been undertaken within an academic 

vacuum, to some extent isolated from the methodological and intellectual advances seen 

in social movement theory and other disciplines. Although research under the auspices 

of the Dynamics of Contention Programme referred to later in the paper indicate that 

some academics, notably Charles Tilly have attempted to address some of the concerns 

raised. Nevertheless, the rationale for devoting attention to delimiting the conceptual 

and definitional aspects of collective violence in the following chapter is to tackle the 

inherent problems in existing research. Such problems are seen as “ultimately 

unsatisfactory because the analytic tools developed by the social and political sciences 

always seem to put to one side some aspects of violence, which appear to be a sort of 

residue or remainder, a minor or marginal element. They do not help us to understand 

the extreme aspects of violent behaviours or the moments of frenetic madness.”30 It is 

essential therefore that when researching violence, clear demarcation lines are set 

around the theoretical postulates established and the phenomena being examined. This 

necessitates a rigorous definition of violence and how it is realised in the cases. In order 

to achieve this, the research has formulated a concept of ‘violent conflictual contention’ 

that included the attributes of ‘grievance,’ ‘identity’ and ‘agency’ factors. This has been 

essential to confront the stark warnings of Willem Schinkel, when he states “violence is 

a slippery object. Covering a plethora of things, actions mostly, being ill-definable, it is 

an object which escapes objectification.”31  

The predicament faced by the researcher into violence is highlighted by Charles Tilly 

when he states: “that the student of collective violence must deal with a paradox: to 

understand and explain violent actions, you must understand nonviolent actions.”32 Ray 

also highlights the paradox of violence research in such a way that its treatment as 

something external and threatening has ignored the reality that it is “embedded in the 

social fabric in manifold ways.”33 But it is outside the remit of this research to look at 

																																																													
29Hannah	Arendt,	On	Violence	(New	York:	Harcourt	Brace	&	Company,	1970),	8.	
30Michel	Wieviorka,	Violence:	A	New	Approach	(London:	Sage,	2009),	95.	
31Willem	Schinkel,	Aspects	of	Violence:	A	Critical	Theory	(Basingstoke:	Palgrave	MacMillan,	2010),	3.		
32Charles	Tilly,	From	Mobilisation	to	Revolution	(New	York:	Random	House,	1978),	184.		
33Larry	Ray,	Violence	and	Society	(London:	Sage,	2011),	3.	
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the plethora of social nuances of violence.34 In trying to address this paradox, the 

violent actions examined in this paper are evaluated within the context of a collective 

action frame theory purportedly used to appraise peaceful acts of contention. 

Case study methodology has been employed in this research which reinforces an 

episodic perspective of history. Focusing on specific events in itself is limited, but these 

cases cover different genres of collective violence spanning the political landscapes laid 

down in both Labour and Conservative Britain. The cases examined cover periods in 

British history where the attack on democratic principles was assailed from both the 

political left and right, thereby allowing for an examination that transcends the political 

divide.35   

Initially, this research was to concentrate on the non-state actors because by excluding 

an in-depth examination of the role of the police and the associated power structures, 

this would have obviated the need to look at the political opportunity structure and the 

action and reaction of the state actors. The risk here was that it would have incurred 

justifiable criticism from those that see violence as interactional and not one- 

dimensional.36 Perhaps the outbreaks of violence were the result of reactions to changes 

in police tactics or strategy. Conversely, the police might retort that their tactics and 

strategy were a reaction to the ever-changing nature of violence presented in society. 

But identifying who initiated the cycle of violence is always controversial and often 

																																																													
34Although	Ashworth	and	Dandekar	emphasise	that	“…much	of	our	relationship	with	violence	and	war	is	
determined	by	our	social	character	suggests	that	to	understand	warfare	and	violence	we	need	to	
understand	the	social.”	Clive	Ashworth	and	Christopher	Dandekar,	“Warfare,	Social	Theory	and	West	
European	Development,”	Sociological	Review	35	(1987):	3.	
35One	of	the	points	often	made	by	observers	on	political	violence	is	that	there	is	an	intrinsic	correlation	
between	the	degree	of	democratisation	and	the	extent	of	political	violence	exhibited	in	any	state,	in	
other	words	the	Political	Opportunity	Structure,	see	for	example	Charles	Tilly,	The	Politics	of	Collective	
Violence	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	2003).	Mansley	provides	a	useful	overview	of	the	
debate	on	this	issue:	David.	R.	Mansley,	Collective	Violence,	Democracy	and	Protest	Policing	(Routledge:	
Oxon,	2014).	
36Stott	and	Reicher	call	for	the	analysis	of	collective	violence	in	terms	of	inter-group	dynamics	between	
state	and	non-state	actors.	See	Clifford	Stott	and	Steve	Reicher,	“How	Conflict	Escalates:	The	Inter-
Group	Dynamics	of	Collective	Football	Crowd	Violence,”	Sociology	32/2	(1998):	358.Tarrow	also	
recognises	the	important	role	of	the	reaction	of	elites	and	state	actors	impacting	on	episodes	of	
contention,	see	Sidney	Tarrow,	Power	in	Movement:	Social	Movements	and	Contentious	Politics		
(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	1998),	7.This	analytical	dimension	is	also	an	important	
characteristic	of	social	movement	theory,	see	for	example	Karl-Dieter	Opp	and	Wolfgang	Roehl,	
“Repression,	Micromobilisation	and	Political	Protest,”	in	Social	Movements:	Readings	on	Their	
Emergence,	Mobilisation	and	Dynamics,	ed.	Doug	McAdam	and	David.A.	Snow	(Los	Angeles:	Roxbury,	
1997),	190-206.		
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difficult to ascertain. Therefore, recognition of the role of the police in the cases 

examined needs to be understood and will be returned to periodically in the paper. 

Not defining violence is not an option,37 rather it is an absolute requirement and that is 

why the first part of the paper is devoted to a consideration of definitional features. By 

drawing upon multiple disciplines, the research is also adopting an interdisciplinary 

approach that brings together different points of view in formulating a concept of 

‘violent conflictual contention.’ Attention in the paper is first placed on the act of 

violence to be defined. This moves from general layers of contention through conflict 

and then to violence. This is then fused with a modified collective action frame, 

subdivided into the elements of grievance, identity and agency. The purpose being to 

unfold a definition of collective violence that will establish the necessary theoretical 

foundation for scrutinising the cases. At the same time, it will overcome some of the 

definitional problems and criticisms inherent in violence research.  

But a word of warning is necessary and this is eloquently set out by Peter Imbusch: “it 

is the protean richness of form and chameleon like colorations of the social 

phenomenon of violence that produce the diversity of competing attempts to 

explanation, with their totally different range and often inconclusive evidence, thus 

impeding agreement and revealing the difference between the many concepts of 

violence.”38 Perhaps violence is transient, reflecting the specificity of local dynamics. It 

is all very well promoting explicit definitional parameters to address the inherent 

problems of violence research, but one has to be sensitive to the historicity of the 

specific temporality, events, peoples and locales of the cases themselves. They are 

separated in time and space and this is compounded by the modular nature of the case 

study analysis adopted. Taken together with the undulating contours of history they may 

negate or modify attempts to produce a theoretical frame of reference applicable to 

violence. After all, “we are dealing with one of the most elusive and at the same time 

most complex social phenomena in the social sciences.”39  

																																																													
37Vittorio	Bufacchi,	“Introduction,”	in	Rethinking	Violence,	ed.	Vittorio	Bufacchi	(Oxford:	Routledge,	
2011),	1.	
38Peter	Imbusch,	“The	Concept	of	Violence,”	in	International	Handbook	of	Violence	Research,	ed.		
William	Heitmeyer	and	John	Hagan	(Netherlands:	Kluwer	Academic	Publishers,	2003),	14.	
39Anne	Nassauer,	“From	Hate	to	Collective	Violence:	Research	and	Practical	Implications,”	Journal	of	
Hate	Studies	9	(2010):	203.	
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The paper first turns to some preliminary considerations of the unique characteristics of 

the ‘Yorkshireman’ and their attendant limitations that question the concept of 

‘Yorkshire particularism.’ This is then followed by an outline of the theoretical frame of 

reference moving from the ‘act’ encapsulated in the transition from contention to 

conflict and then violence. After which is an evaluation of the ‘players’ and the 

framework of grievance, identity and agency as well as an appreciation of some key 

methodological factors. The paper is then subdivided into three chapters looking at the 

respective decades. Chapter three looks at the1970’s with a special attention on the 

violence at the Leeds v Manchester United game in October 1975. Next is chapter four 

where the focus is on the 1980’s with reference to the events at Orgreave in 1984. After 

which is chapter five and an examination of the violence during the Bradford riots of 

1995 set within that decade.  Each of these chapters gives an overview of the historical 

pathways of violence leading to and from each case in all three genres of violence: 

sports-related, ethnic and industrial relations. Chapter six then looks at the steps 

violence has taken since the cases took place.  

When setting out on this research journey in the mid-1990’s, the cases ostensibly 

represented the pinnacles of collective violence in their respective genres in the region. 

That was the initial research standpoint and it proved to be unfounded as each case was 

overshadowed by more serious instances of violence and this needs to be acknowledged 

and will be discussed in the paper. If the cases had only been set within a traditional 

historical context following the path of previous examples of violence leading up to the 

outbursts of violence in the cases and terminating the path of violence after each ease, 

then false conclusions would have been drawn concerning the mutations of violence in 

the region. By presenting an insight into post-case developments, this allows the 

research to firmly place the cases within their historical trajectory and to identify 

whether they were in fact isolated examples or have been part of a wider tapestry of 

violence. In so doing, concluding statements are made on the relative virtues and 

limitations of the concept of violence and frame of reference used in the research. 

Finally, chapters seven and eight will present overviews of the grievance and identity 

formations identified in the cases, with chapter nine providing some concluding 

observations. The paper now turns to an examination of some aspects of Yorkshire 

particularism. 
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1.1 Yorkshire	Particularism?	
A petition in 1641 portrayed the citizens of Yorkshire as being “looked upon as rude 

and barbarous people.”40 In 1489 the Yorkshire Rebellion saw stirrings against the 

imposition of unfair taxes. Guy Fawkes, a native of York, had he been successful in his 

attempt to blow up the House of Commons in 1605 would have gone down in history as 

one of the world’s most notorious terrorists. The fact that his effigy is burnt every year 

on November the 5th, bonfire night, puts his name at the forefront of English folklore.  

Some of the largest and bloodiest encounters during the English Civil War and War of 

the Roses took place on Yorkshire soil, “there were more sharp skirmishes and more 

notable battles in that one county of York than in all the kingdom besides.”41 Ian 

Atherton writing on the English Civil War commented on how historical accuracy was 

married to Yorkshire particularism in the celebration of Sir Thomas Fairfax, a native of 

Yorkshire and Lord General of the parliamentary army, 1645-50, when there were 

attempts to ensure that Fairfax had ascendency over Cromwell on the Marston Moor 

Memorial.42  

Renowned TV commentator, Barry Davies reporting at the match between Leeds and 

West Bromwich Albion (WBA) in the 1970/1971 season at Elland Road, Leeds, was 

incredulous at the referee’s decision to allow a goal by WBA that led to a pitch 

invasion: “there are more police on the pitch than there are players and the Yorkshire 

spirit really comes to the fore.”43 

The continuity of Yorkshire particularism is perhaps a notable feature of the English 

landscape, one that Hattersley sees evolving in Victorian times when he states: 

“The attributes for which Yorkshire and Yorkshiremen will be 

remembered were essentially the product of Victorian 

																																																													
40David	Hey,	History	of	Yorkshire	(Lancaster:	Carnegie	Publishing,	2005),	4.	See	Appendix	1	for	maps	and	
a	brief	overview	of	the	region.	
41Edward	Clarendon,	“The	History	of	the	Rebellion	and	Civil	Wars	in	England,”	in	Yorkshire	in	the	Civil	
Wars,	ed.	Jack	Binns	(Pickering:	Blackthorn	Press,	2004),	iv.	The	Battle	of	Towton	29,	March,	1461,	
reputed	to	be	the	largest	battle	on	British	soil	and	the	battle	of	Marston	Moor	in	July	1644	which	
determined	the	end	of	King	Charles	are	but	two	significant	examples	fought	on	Yorkshire	soil.	
42Ian	Atherton,	“Remembering	(and	forgetting)	Fairfax’s	Battlefields,”	in	England’s	Fortress,	New	
Perspectives	on	Thomas,	3rd	Lord	Fairfax,	ed.	Andrew	Potter	and	Philip	Major	(Routledge:	London,	2016),	
95-120.	
43Brian	Viner,	“Commentary:	Going	mad	and	not	caring	as	we	listen	with	Davies,”	The	Independent,	
October	28,	2002.	
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England…Yorkshire started to stand for something when all that was hard, 

heavy and arduous in Victorian England began to flourish in the county – 

coal cut from deep seams, blooms and billets of hot steel manhandled 

under massive steam hammers, wool spun and woven not at home but 

during long days spent in the company’s cold sheds. To survive any or all 

of that, the families that lived in the lath and plaster back-to-back houses 

had to espouse the oppressive virtues and the stern values. It was not a 

time when the tender could survive.”44 

Marshall advocates that the “county” is a legitimate unit of analysis and that the process 

of regional cultural delineation and enhancement in nineteenth century Yorkshire 

continued into the twentieth century.45 He goes on further to elaborate upon the 

“psychology of Yorkshireness” to underline the issues of character and identity 

associated with the county. Green and Pollard further affirm the unique status of 

Yorkshire as a distinct region which is the only county equated as being a region in their 

theoretical perspective.46 To some extent, this is in part an application of Paasi’s 

concept of the “institutionalisation of regions”47 to a specific locality - Yorkshire, in 

which a region progresses through various stages to attain an independent status within 

a territorial system. Similarly, Keating sees a region possessing a triumvirate of 

elements: the cognitive - people’s awareness of the region; affective - how the people 

feel and the extent to which it provides a common framework and finally, instrumental - 

the degree to which it can be used as a basis for collective action.48 Whilst the members 

of this community will not know most of their fellow members, as with the national 

level, they are all part of an “imagined community” in which they access a sense of 

belonging.49  

																																																													
44Roy	Hattersley,	Goodbye	to	Yorkshire	(Southampton:	Camelot	Press,	1976),	14.	
45William	Marshall,	“The	creation	of	Yorkshireness”	(PhD	diss.,	University	of	Huddersfield,	2011),	6.	
46Adrian	Green	and	A.J.	Pollard,	Regional	Identities	in	North-East	England	1300-2000	(Woolbridge:	The	
Boydell	Press,	2007),	14.	
47Anssi	Paasi,	“The	institutionalization	of	regions:	a	theoretical	framework	for	understanding	the	
emergence	of	regions	and	the	constitution	of	regional	identity,”	Fennia	–	International	Journal	of	
Geography	164/1	(1986):	105–146.		
48Michael	Keating,	The	New	Regionalism	in	Western	Europe:	Territorial	Restructuring	and	Political	
Change	(Northampton:	Edward	Elgar	Pub,	1998).	
49Benedict	Anderson,	Imagined	Communities.	Reflections	on	the	Origin	and	Spread	of	Nationalism	
(London:	Verso,	1991).	
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There have been tangible expressions of representation of this community, for instance 

Yorkshire has a devolution movement50 and Yorkshire First, a regionalist political party 

contested several seats in the 2015 general election,51 with Yorkshire Day being 

celebrated on the 1st of August. Moreover, some espouse that whilst Yorkshireness, at 

times blending with Northerness,52 is seen to be an imagined community that has been 

constructed as an English ‘other,’ an expression of English modernity.53 Yet Yorkshire 

particularism has moved from the sublime to the ridiculous, for instance Mark Rowe 

underpins the strategy of Yorkshire cricket club to adhere to a “Yorkshire-born rule” for 

players in their ranks.54 While Anthony Clavane regrets the demise of Yorkshire 

sporting traditions as a result of Neoliberalism in the guise of Thatcherism.55 

However, this research is not a celebration of the Yorkshireman because clearly the 

conclusions accruing from the research findings do not paint a favourable picture of the 

Tyke.56 The flaws are to be found in the very notion of the Yorkshire identity: an 

ephemeral Yorkshireness invoked to justify and perhaps hide the recourse to a 

truculence and intolerance of the ‘other.’ Irrespective of the level of abstraction one is 

dealing with, the ‘essentialist’ characteristic that one can say definitively what is 

Yorkshireness, Northerness, Englishness or Britishness is severely constrained and 

contested. Langlands for example, sees Britishness as a type of “added value” attached 

to the differing nations within Britain.57 Whilst Ward not only addresses the crisis of 

Britishness but advocates that this is in a constant state of flux and has always been 

unstable.58 At the same time, Spracklen is scathing in his critique of the essentialism 

																																																													
50https://yorkshiredevolutionmovementt.wordpress.com/yorkshires-cultural-identity/(Accessed	
November,	2014).	
51Now	re-branded	as	the	Yorkshire	Party,	see	http://www.yorkshireparty.org.uk	(Acessed	November,	
2016).	
52Thomas	Fletcher,	“Yorkshire,	Cricket	and	Identity:	An	Ethnographic	Analysis	of	Yorkshire	Cricket’s	
Imagined	Community,”	in	Sport	and	Social	Identity:	Studies	from	the	field,	ed.	John	Hughson,	Fiona	
Skillen	and	Clive	Palmer	(Lewiston,	N.Y:	Edwin	Mellen	Press,	2011),	41-72;	Thomas	Fletcher	and	Spencer	
Swain,	“Strangers	of	the	north:	South	Asians,	cricket	and	the	culture	of	‘Yorkshireness,’”	Journal	for	
Cultural	Research	20/1	(2016):	86-100.	
53Simon	Featherstone,	Englishness:	Twentieth-Century	Popular	Culture	and	the	Forming	of	the	English	
Identity	(Edinburgh:	Edinburgh	University	Press,	2009),	see	chapter	5.	
54Mark	Rowe,	“County	and	other	identities	in	English	cricket,”	in	Sport,	Media	and	Regional	Identity,	ed.	
Simon	Gwyn	Roberts	(Newcastle	upon	Tyne:	Cambridge	Scholars	Pub,	2015),	49-65.	Rowe	calls	this	a	
“chauvinistic	rule”	that	was	rescinded	in	1992.	
55Anthony	Clavane,	A	Yorkshire	Tragedy	(London:	Quercus,	2016).	
56Yorkshiremen	are	also	referred	to	as	‘Tykes.’	
57Rebecca	Langlands,	“Britishness	or	Englishness?	The	Historical	Problem	of	National	identity	in	Britain,”	
Nations	and	Nationalism	5/1	(1999):	53-69.	
58Paul	Ward,	Britishness	Since	1870	(London:	Routledge,	2004),	3.	
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surrounding “Northerness” advocating that it is shaped by the hegemonic cultural power 

of the south of England.59  

Not only is the national identity subject to volatility but equally the regional level has 

not been averse to such fluidity. Fractured identities proliferate along different axes 

between north and south, between east and west such as the Yorkshire/Lancashire 

rivalry which of course epitomises the factionalism within Northern regionalism.60 

Perhaps essentialist unitary identities fixed in time and characteristics are insufficient to 

truly encapsulate the different and dynamic nuances of identity formation. As alluded to 

in the last section, violence embodies a fluidity of action and this fluidity may also be 

reflected in the multifaceted dynamism of a plurality of identities61 an individual or a 

collectivity may hold. Hall persuasively elaborates the shifting sands of identity 

formation: “Though they seem to invoke an origin in a historical past with which they 

continue to correspond, actually identities are about using the resources of history, 

language and culture in the process of becoming rather than being: not ‘who we are’ or 

‘where we came from’, so much as what we might become, how we have been 

represented and how that bears on how we might represent ourselves.”62 

There is of course a counter-intuitive argument to this constant transformation of 

identity. Brubaker and Cooper have highlighted what they call the “identity” crisis in 

the social sciences63 whereby the non-essentialist, fluid approach promulgated by Hall 

may in fact leave identity meaning nothing and having no value to anyone. But perhaps 

the perception of identity as oscillating between the extremes of a fixed unitary identity 

versus an identity in flux fails to comprehend the multiplicity of identities that may in 

fact co-exist or be in conflict with each other.  
																																																													
59Karl	Spracklen,	“Theorising	northerness	and	northern	culture,	the	north	of	England,	northern	
Englishness	and	sympathetic	magic,”	Journal	for	Cultural	Research	20/1-4	(2016):	4-16.	
60Helen.	M.	Jewell,	The	North-South	Divide:	The	Origins	of	Northern	Consciousness	in	England	
(Manchester:	Manchester	University	Press,	1994);	Katie	Allen,	“Recession	puts	the	north-south	divide	
back	on	the	misery	map,”	The	Guardian,	November	10,	2011;	Dave	Russell,	Looking	North:	Northern	
England	and	the	National	Imagination	(Manchester:	Manchester	University	Press,	2004);	Martin	
Wainwright	and	David	Ward,	“The	great	north-north	divide,”	The	Guardian,	June	30,	2004;	Ian	Midgley,	
“We	may	hate	each	other…but	us	Yorkshire	folk	stick	together,”	Hull	Daily	Mail,	September	16,	2015.	
David	Counsell	et	al.,	“Fragmented	Regionalism?	Delivering	Integrated	Regional	Strategies	in	Yorkshire,”	
Regional	Studies	41	(2007):	391-401. 
61Ted	Cantle,	“National	identity,	Plurality	and	Interculturalism,”	The	Political	Quarterly	85/3	(2014):	312-
319.	
62Stuart	Hall,	“Introduction:	Who	Needs	Identity?”	in	Questions	of	Cultural	Identity,	ed.	Stuart	Hall	and	
Paul	du	Gay	(London:	Sage,	1996),	4.							
63Rogers	Brubaker	and	Frederick	Cooper,	“Beyond	‘identity,’”	Theory	and	Society	29	(2000):	1-47.	
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Utilising Moreno Questions, Pete Woodcock from the University of Huddersfield 

looked briefly at how “Yorkshireness generally conflated with Englishness.”64 Indeed, 

regional and national identity may also converge with other territorial imaginaries that 

take their reference from different temporalities and conventions.65 In fact, if one were 

to further fuse this notion of multiple identities co-existing and conflicting with each 

other within a conception of society that sees a liquid modernity66 of rapid change, then 

to talk about ‘Yorkshire,’ ‘Yorkshireness’ or ‘Yorkshire particularism’ is replete with 

contradictions and is inherently unstable.  

Paasi incisively observes: “Regional identities and affiliations with region are not 

always rosy visions of solidarity or unity but may coexist with internal oppositions 

based on cultural, economic and political conflict and processes of Othering…regional 

identity may be a crucial element for the ‘identities of resistance’ that through which 

actors are opposing.”67 When applied to Yorkshire, what this researcher did not realise 

is that the ‘othering’ was in-built, transcribed in the DNA of the bleak terrace houses of 

the imagined community that was and is Yorkshire. Curiously it is Vainikka’s apt use of 

the term “splintered” that conveys the identity realisations in the Yorkshire region as 

will be shown in this research. Whilst in Päijat-Häme this might not have led to 

violence, in Yorkshire unfortunately, conflict and violence have disturbingly resided. 

Certainly, there has been an awareness for a long time of the divisions existent in urban 

landscapes such as that by raised by Lea and Young on the spectre of intra-racial 

tensions when they stated: “the high crime rate of certain minority segments of the 

black community is directed on itself. Street culture is, on the one hand, expressive, 

liberative and on the other individualistic, macho and predatory.”68 But this was and still 

is to be found in the urban backwaters of British cities in general and not restricted to 

specific ethnic communities or regions and pathologising any community or region and 

by implication those who populate them is untenable.  

																																																													
64Pete	Woodcock,	“Cornwall	and	Yorkshire	show	regional	identities	run	deep	in	England,	too,”	The	
Conversation,	May	12,	2015.	https://theconversation.com/uk	(Accessed	June,	2015).	
65Joni	Vainikka,	“The	role	of	identity	for	regional	actors	and	citizens	in	a	splintered	region:	The	case	of	
Päijat-Häme,	Finland,”	Fennia	–	International	Journal	of	Geography	191/1	(2013):	25-39.	
66Zygmunt	Bauman,	Liquid	Modernity	(Cambridge:	Polity	Press,	2000).	
67Anssi	Paasi,	“The	region,	identity,	and	power,”	Procedia	Social	and	Behavioral	Sciences	14 (2011):	15.			
68John	Lea	and	Jock	Young,	“Race	and	Crime,”	Marxism	Today	August	(1982):	38.	The	authors	are	best	
associated	with	‘left	realist	criminology.’	
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If one accepts the propositions above, not only is identity formation constantly changing 

but also the phenomena that is called ‘violence’ is subject to rapid transmutations. But if 

the agents and the acts of violence are constantly evolving, as revealed in this research, 

then by definition one cannot have a theoretical framework that truly encompasses all 

the variables endemic to a specific community or region nor all the variables manifest in 

an act of violence they ascribe to.  

Yorkshire particularism falters on a fluidity that is identity and violence, there can be no 

self-fulfilling prophecy promoted by the researcher of violence because the agents and 

acts of violence are transitory. However, as will be emphasised in the theoretical 

framework, there is tremendous value and the need for a research undertaking that looks 

at a specific locality and is demarcated by clear case study boundaries in terms of actor, 

act and temporality and a specific delimitation of the concept of violence under review. 

Whether the same acts are to be seen in other locations outside the remit of the research 

focus is of course interesting and the researcher is not denying that other cities are 

witness to violence and entrepreneurs of violence on their streets. Nor is one denying 

that the vast majority of acts engaging the actors from the different communities 

covered in this research were and are inherently peaceful. But the focus here is on 

clearly defined genres of violence in three case studies, married in time and place by 

their connection to Yorkshire and coalescing around acts of collective violence that 

undeniably took place.  

The conclusions accruing from the research did not meet the original research 

formulations first put forward in the wake of the 1995 Bradford riots. Then the 

researcher had tenuous notions of an essentialist Yorkshire identity and the 

promulgation of specific acts of violence that made the region notable. The research 

findings will make clear that such notions were limited: the identity formations merged 

imperceptibly with the evolution of violence. The fluidity of identity and violence alike 

undermined attempts to construct an essentialist depiction of either the concept or 

perpetrators or victims of violence. Unfortunately, the conclusions are a sad indictment 

of the Yorkshireman and they are not a ‘celebration’ of the county or the people. And, if 

one accepts that the characterisation of violence depicted in this research is ultimately 

not restricted solely to Yorkshire, then other cities and regions by definition may not be 

immune from the same mutations of violence and the attendant uncomfortable questions 

that necessarily arise.  
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The paper now turns to a consideration of the theoretical frame of reference and 

formulation of the concept of violence under review.  

2 Definitional	Parameters	

2.1 The	Act	

2.1.1 Contention		

Disillusionment with the way in which different fields of the social sciences had failed 

to appreciate the cross-disciplinary benefits that might accrue from a synergistic study 

of contention led Doug McAdam, Sidney Tarrow and Charles Tilly to look for cohesion 

by integrating the familiar triad of social movements, revolution and collective action, 

under the umbrella term of “contentious politics.”69 The value of this development for 

this research, is that the level of theoretical abstraction they proposed, in particular the 

work of Tilly, explicitly allowed for social movements and collective action to be 

placed within a specific genre of human activity, namely that of “contention.” 

Their starting point was that “contention begins when people collectively make claims 

on other people, claims which if realised would affect those others’ interests. Claims run 

from humble supplications to brutal attacks…and …at least one party to the interaction 

(including third parties) is a government: an organisation controlling the principal 

concentrated means of coercion within a defined territory.”70 The cases in this research 

exhibit features consistent with this description of contention. In all the cases, claims are 

made by the respective parties and explicitly involve to some degree the tacit or active 

participation of institutions responsible for the means of coercion and control in society.  

																																																													
69Doug	McAdam,	Sidney	Tarrow	and	Charles	Tilly,	“To	Map	Contentious	Politics,”	Mobilization	1	(1996):	
17.	The	ideas	explored	in	this	article	are	expanded	upon	in	Doug	McAdam,	Sidney	Tarrow	and	Charles	
Tilly,	Dynamics	of	Contention	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press:	2001)	and	Charles	Tilly	and	
Sidney	Tarrow,	Contentious	Politics	(Boulder:	Paradigm	Publishers,	2007).		
Tarrow	asserts	that	“social	movement	research	has	often	been	cut	off	from	the	study	of	other	forms	of	
contention”	and	he	explicitly	recognises	the	need	for	bridging	the	gap	between	the	extensive	literature	
on	social	movements	and	contention.	Sidney	Tarrow,	“Silence	and	Voice	in	the	Study	of	Contentious	
Politics	Introduction,”	in	Silence	and	Voice	in	the	Study	of	Contentious	Politics,	ed.	Ronald.	R.	Aminzade	
et	al.,	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	2001),	6.	Yet	this	runs	the	risk	that	“the	study	requires	
an	interdisciplinary	approach	which	conventional	academic	disciplines	cannot	easily	incorporate.”	David	
Waddington,	Karen	Jones	and	Chas	Critcher,	Flashpoints:	Studies	in	Public	Disorder	(London:	Routledge,	
1989),	3.	
70Doug	McAdam,	Sidney	Tarrow	and	Charles	Tilly,	“To	Map	Contentious	Politics,”	Mobilization	1	(1996):	
17.		
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The primary intent of McAdam’s et al. article was to provide a more structured and 

cohesive approach to the study of contention. As part of their ‘map’ they set out the 

need to formulate a taxonomy of interrelated clusters looking at contention. Two of 

these clusters included, on the one hand, state-oriented politics, for example social 

movements and on the other, conflict and violence per se. They felt that the clusters 

should be seen as supportive, such that “connecting the clusters would have great 

potential…for building a more theoretically integrated social science.”71 This theoretical 

viewpoint was realised with the formation of the Dynamics of Contention Programme 

that attempted to address the concerns seen by McAdam et al.72 But ‘contention’ is an 

expansive concept drawing upon a wide array of processes on different levels of 

abstraction.73 If the focus is on the non-peaceful acts of contention then the next step is 

to draw in the definitional boundaries and look at ‘conflict,’ and it is to this the paper 

now turns. 

2.1.2 Conflict	

“The irreducible act that lies at the base of all social movements, protest and revolutions 

is contentious collective action.”74 In fact Robert Braun and Rens Vliegenthart specify 

that “riots, revolutions, protests, acts of nationalism and other forms of collective 

violence should be considered as sub forms of contentious behavior.”75 Contention, if 

McAdam et al.’s definition is accepted in the last section, focuses on the role of claims. 

Those claims can “range from timid requests to strident demands to direct attacks.”76 

Yet the breadth of contention is so wide that within the constraints of this research it is 

not feasible to investigate ‘contention’ per se. Rather, it is necessary to delimit the 

boundaries of contention by focusing on acts of conflict within the genre of contention, 

because they are necessary precursors to any analysis of collective violence. According 

																																																													
71Ibid.,	21.		
72Doug	McAdam,	Sidney	Tarrow	and	Charles	Tilly,	Dynamics	of	Contention	(New	York:	Cambridge	
University	Press:	2001).	This	is	developed	further	by	Charles	Tilly	and	Sidney	Tarrow,	Contentious	Politics	
(Boulder:	Paradigm	Publishers,	2007).	
73This	was	described	by	Selbin	as	being	“unwieldly,”	Eric	Selbin,	“Contentious	Cartography,”	Mobilization	
2/1	(1997):	99-106.	
74Sidney	Tarrow,	Power	in	Movement:	Social	Movements	and	Contentious	Politics	(Cambridge:	
Cambridge	University	Press,	1998),	3.	
75Robert	Braun	and	Rens	Vliegenthart,	“The	Contentious	Fans:	The	Impact	of	Repression,	Media	
Coverage,	Grievances	and	Aggressive	Play	on	Supporters’	Violence,”	International	Sociology	23/6	(2008):	
800.	
76Charles	Tilly	and	Sidney	Tarrow,	Contentious	Politics	(Boulder:	Paradigm	Publishers,	2007),	5.	
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to Donald Black, ‘conflict’ is the most appropriate unit of analysis for studying 

violence.77  

An immediate problem arises in that contention and conflict are multifaceted and may 

belie any single universal model or definition. Even where attempts have been made to 

find definitional parameters, inadequacies and contradictions have plagued the field.78 

Despite this, it is essential to stress, that without trying to formulate this initial 

definitional standpoint, the conceptual framework proposed herein would be 

undermined and the conclusions accruing from the investigation may be either limited 

or misdirected.  

It is important to realise that conflict is both endemic to and an essential characteristic 

of society. It may afflict society but it is essential for its functioning because “if a stable 

or healthy society is defined as one in which there are no expressions of discontent with 

the government or with existing institutions, in which no laws are ever broken, then 

there are no stable or healthy societies.”79  

Christopher Mitchell recommended that the triad of situation, behaviour and attitude 

need to be explicitly recognised in any analysis of conflict. Certainly conflict arises in 

different contexts and occurs at the intrapersonal, interpersonal, intergroup, 

organisational and international levels.80 Given this variety, he defined a conflict 

																																																													
77Donald	Black,	“Crime	as	Social	Control,”	American	Sociological	Review	48	(1983):	34-45.	
78See	for	example	Doug	McAdam	and	David.	A.	Snow,	Social	Movements:	Readings	on	Their	Emergence,	
Mobilisation	and	Dynamics	(LA:	Roxbury,	1997),	35	and	Christopher.	R.	Mitchell,	The	Structure	of	
International	Conflict	(London:	Macmillan,	1981),	16.	This	has	been	compounded	by	what	Törnblom	and	
Kazemi	call	“Typological	Confusion.”	They	maintain	that	a	typology	of	conflicts	is	required	for	the	
systematic	analysis	of	conflicts.	However,	they	observe	that	current	conflict	research	is	confused	by	a	
myriad	of	typologies	that	has	had	a	negative	impact	on	the	conceptual	aspects	of	conflict	analysis.	Kjell	
Törnblom	and	Ali	Kazemi,	“Advances	in	Justice	Conflict	Conceptualisation:	A	New	Integrative	
Framework,”	in	Justice	and	Conflicts:	Theoretical	and	Empirical	Contributions,	ed.	Elisabeth	Kals	and	
Jürgen	Maes	(Berlin:	Springer-Verlag,	2012),	23.	
79Craig	Brinton,	The	Anatomy	of	Revolution	(New	York:	Prentice	Hall,	1938),	27-28.	See	also:	Georg	
Simmel,	Conflict:	The	Web	of	Group	Affiliations	(Glencoe	IL:		Free	Press,	1955)	who	saw	conflict	as	an	
inescapable	characteristic	of	social	order.	
80Conflict	is	often	analysed	within	the	domain	of	Peace	Research,	International	Relations	and	Conflict	
Analysis	and	Resolution	(CAR)	see	for	example	Dennis.	J.	D	Sandole	et	al.,	Handbook	of	Conflict	Analysis	
and	Resolution	(Abingdon:	Routledge,	2008),	3.	Although	interstate	conflict	is	often	contingent	upon	
prevailing	conditions	in	the	domestic	arena,	work	by	Edward	Azar	into	Protracted	Social	Conflict	shows	a	
series	of	domestic	preconditions	conducive	to	the	transformation	of	conflict	to	higher	levels	of	intensity.	
The	point	being	that	“sources	of	conflict	lay	predominantly	within	rather	than	between	states	and	that	
the	traditional	preoccupation	with	relations	between	states	was	seen	to	have	obscured	a	proper	
understanding	of	these	dynamics.”		See	for	example	Hugh	Miall,	Oliver	Ramsbotham	and	Tom	
Woodhouse,	Contemporary	Conflict	Resolution:	The	Prevention,	Management	and	Transformation	of	
Deadly	Conflicts	(Cambridge:	Polity	Press,	1999),	71-72.	
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situation as “any situation in which two or more social entities…perceive that they 

possess mutually incompatible goals…and conflict behaviour are actions undertaken by 

one party in any situation of conflict aimed at the opposing party with the intention of 

making that opponent abandon or modify its goals.”81 

This is somewhat simplified by Otomar Bartos who states that conflict is “a situation in 

which actors use conflict behaviour against each other to attain incompatible goals and 

or to express their hostility.”82 Looking at the differing contention and conflict 

perspectives it is clear that they support one another. Taking into consideration the 

definition of contention provided by McAdam et al. in the previous section, then a 

synthesis might provide a useful general backdrop for understanding collective 

violence. The aforementioned definitions could be reformulated in such a way that: 

contention, involving conflict and thereby referred to as ‘conflictual contention,’ is 

initiated when parties use conflict behaviour that involves the use of claims directed at 

each other. Whereby conflict behaviour, is action undertaken by one or all parties 

against each other in order to attain goals that are seen as incompatible by the parties 

and/or to express hostility towards the other party. At the same time, at least one party 

to the interaction is a representative organ of the state. 

But a key obstacle has always been that conflict, especially those occasions where there 

are violent confrontations “attract attention in proportion to their scale and severity, 

making it easy to disregard those conflicts that remain limited to a few persons, or never 

escalate to violence at all,”83 or possibly to disregard those that involve only non-

governmental actors. Yet to ignore such instances of conflict would, in fact, overlook 

perhaps the highest density and range of conflictual contention that takes place where 

there are incompatible goals and/or the expressions of hostility.84 Therefore, any 

																																																													
81Christopher.	R.	Mitchell,	The	Structure	of	International	Conflict	(London:	Macmillan,	1981),	17	and	29.	
A	key	point	forwarded	by	Mitchell	is	the	multi-level	approach	of	conflict	analysis,	such	that	“patterns	
and	processes	that	characterise	conflict	at	one	social	level	also	characterise	it	at	other	levels.”		
82Otomar.	J.	Bartos	and	Paul	Wehr,	Using	Conflict	Theory	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	
2002),	13.		
83Roger.	V.	Gould,	“Collective	Violence	and	Group	Solidarity:	Evidence	from	a	Feuding	Society,”	
American	Sociological	Review	64	(1999):	357.	
84This	obviously	incorporates	the	field	of	criminology.	Since	the	sixteenth	century,	rates	of	crime	have	
been	declining,	reference	to	causal	factors	behind	this	can	be	found	in	Norbert	Elias,	The	Civilising	
Process	Vols	1-2.	(Oxford:	Blackwell,	1994).	However,	it	has	been	pointed	out	that	violent	crime	started	
to	increase	in	the	latter	part	of	the	twentieth-century,	see	Manuel	Eisner,	“Modernity	Strikes	Back?	A	
Historical	Perspective	on	the	Latest	Increase	in	Interpersonal	Violence	(1960–1990),”	International	
Journal	of	Conflict	and	Violence	2/2	(2008):	288-316.	At	the	same	time,	the	perception	rather	than	the	
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definition of conflictual contention should be sensitive to the possibility that encounters 

might not necessarily involve players representing the state. Thus, the above definition 

of conflictual contention needs to be qualified so that it can also involve parties where 

state actors are tacit or non-participants in acts of conflictual contention.85 

Confrontation might arise because people feel aggrieved and resorting to acts of 

conflictual contention is the only viable option to them.86 This is precisely the argument 

presented by Frances Piven and Richard Cloward when they argue that breaking the 

rules might be the only outlet for some groups because the rules were put in place 

precisely to subjugate them.87 Certainly in the field of conflict analysis, grievance 

models have often employed the view that relative deprivation, or variations around this 

concept have been causal mechanisms behind the onset of conflict.88  

During the nineteenth-century, Alexis de Tocqueville had argued that revolutions 

emerge after improvements had been introduced and set off rising expectations, which 

could not be immediately gratified. Although this approach can be traced over many 

years, the theory introduced by John Dollard89 is the most widely acclaimed. 

Subsequently, James Davies refined the “J-Curve”90 in which rising expectations and 

relative deprivation are linked. Deprived people will raise their expectations, which if 

not sustained, will become frustrated and resort to aggression. The key point being that 

it is not the absolute level of deprivation encountered but rather the relative deprivation 

																																																																																																																																																																																			
reality	of	violence	might	be	all	pervasive:	“it	is	widely	believed	that	we	are	living	today	in	one	of	history’s	
most	violent	periods…the	fear	that	we	may	be	currently	undergoing	a	process	of	de-civilisation,	above	
all	of	mounting	violence,	is	deeply	imprinted	in	the	contemporary	Zeitgeist,	one	of	the	dominant	beliefs	
of	our	times.”	Eric	Dunning,	“Violence	and	Violence-Control	in	Long-Term	Perspective,”	in	Violence	in	
Europe:	Historical	and	Contemporary	Perspectives,	ed.	Sophie	Body-Gendrot	and	Pieter	Spierenburg	
(New	York:	Springer,	2008),	228.	
85In	a	subsequent	article	by	McAdam	and	Tarrow	appraising	the	relative	virtues	of	their	work	“Dynamics	
of	Contention”	written	ten	years	earlier	in	conjunction	with	Charles	Tilly	they	acknowledge	that	
contention	is	not	solely	limited	to	state-centric	interactions,	rather,	many	contemporary	cases	of	
contention	do	not	involve	a	representative	of	the	state	or	the	state	itself.	See	Doug	McAdam	and	Sidney	
Tarrow,	“Dynamics	of	Contention:	Ten	Years	On,”	Mobilization	16	(2011):	5.	
86Craig	Calhoun,	“Social	Theory	and	the	Politics	of	Identity,”	in	Social	Theory	and	the	Politics	of	Identity	
ed.	Craig	Calhoun	(Oxford:	Blackwell,	1994),	9-36.	
87Frances	Fox	Piven	and	Richard.	A.	Cloward,	Poor	People’s	Movements	(New	York:	Random	House,	
1977).	
88See	for	example	Ivok	Feierabend	and	Rosalind	Feierabend,	“Systemic	Conditions	of	Political	
Aggression:	An	Application	of	Frustration-Aggression	Theory,”	in	Anger,	Violence	and	Politics,	ed.	Ivok	
Feierabend,	Rosalind	Feierabend,	and	Ted	Gurr	(Englewood	Cliffs,	NJ:	Prentice-Hall,	1972),	136-183.	
89Dollard,	John	et	al.,	Frustration	and	Aggression	(New	Haven:	Yale	University	Press,	1939).	
90James.	C.	Davies,	“The	j-curve	of	rising	and	declining	satisfactions	as	a	cause	of	some	great	revolutions	
and	a	contained	rebellion,”	in	Violence	in	America:	Historical	and	Comparative	Perspective,	ed.	Hugh.	D.	
Graham	and	Ted.	R.	Gurr	(New	York:	Signet,	1969),	671-709.	
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based on their previous rising expectations that instigates the move towards aggression. 

The attractiveness of the relative deprivation theory was further enhanced with the work 

of Ted Gurr.91 He asserted that increasing actual, and more importantly, perceived 

relative deprivation, results in more frustration, which in turn lower the threshold for the 

use of aggression. 

Nevertheless, reservations have been expressed over the utility of this theoretical 

approach. Studies have shown that frustration does not always lead to aggression92 and 

there is empirical evidence to show that the relationship between relative deprivation 

and aggression is questionable.93 Despite these limitations, the insight provided by 

frustration-aggression theories is important, not least because they shed light on 

important theoretical suppositions intrinsic to an understanding of collective violence 

and in particular grievance formation.94 

The stance taken so far in this research is that ‘contention’ is a generic term that has as 

its starting point the use of claims that if realised would affect the interests of others and 

sometimes involves a state actor. Conflict is seen as an important subcategory of 

contention in which the action involves the pursuit of incompatible claims or goals 

and/or the expression of hostility by one or more parties against each other where the 

state actor may or may not be present. These conflicts may or may not turn violent, but 

for the purposes of this theoretical frame of reference it is important to appreciate that 

“conflict is a ubiquitous aspect of social life and an important source of aggression and 

																																																													
91Ted	Gurr,	Why	Men	Rebel	(Princeton:	Princeton	University	Press,	1970).	See	also	Joanne	Martin,	and	
Alan	Murray,	“Catalysts	for	Collective	Violence,”	in	The	Sense	of	Justice:	Social	Psychological	
Perspectives,	ed.	Robert	Folger,	95-139	(New	York:	Plenum	Press,	1984)	who	provide	an	interesting	
discussion	on	the	relationship	between	relative	deprivation	and	collective	violence.	
92Joan.	N.	Gurney	and	Kathleen.	J.	Tierney,	“Relative	Deprivation	and	Social	Movements:	A	Critical	Look	
at	Twenty	Years	of	Theory	and	Research,”	The	Sociological	Quarterly	23	(1982):	33-47.	Tadeschi	
recognises	that	“…overall	the	evidence	does	not	support	a	direct	relationship	between	frustration	and	
aggression.”	James.	T.	Tedeschi,	“The	Social	Psychology	of	Aggression	and	Violence,”	in	International	
Handbook	of	Violence	Research,	ed.	William	Heitmeyer	and	John	Hagan	(Netherlands:	Kluwer,	2003),	
461.	
93Clark	McPhail,	“The	Dark	Side	of	Purpose:	Individual	and	Collective	Violence	in	Riots,”	Sociological	
Quarterly	35	(1994):	1-32.	See	also	Robert.	W.	White,	“From	Peaceful	Protest	to	Guerilla	War:	
Micromobilisation	of	the	Provisional	Irish	Republican	Army,”	American	Journal	of	Sociology	94/6	(1989):	
1277-1302,	who	emphasises	that	the	increase	in	violence	in	Derry	was	not	related	to	economic	
deprivation.	
94Some	of	these,	espoused	by	Gurr,	will	be	examined	in	the	chapter	dealing	with	grievances,	as	the	
concept	of	‘injustice’	is	one	focus	of	relative	deprivation.	See	Joanne	Martin	and	Alan	Murray,	“Catalysts	
for	Collective	Violence,”	in	The	Sense	of	Justice:	Social	Psychological	Perspectives,	ed.	Robert	Folger	
(New	York:	Plenum	Press,	1984),	122.	
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violence.”95 To further improve this theoretical position, it is important to consider the 

type of action that this involves, the context in which it takes place and the size in terms 

of the number of participants involved. 

The focus in this research is of course on collective acts. This does not mean to say that 

conflictual contention cannot be detected on an interpersonal or individualistic level. 

Rather, if the acts are by their nature collective, it demands that only those situations 

which are in the public domain96 can come under the scope of conflictual contention as 

defined herein. Therefore, the central forum to be examined is conflictual contention 

that is enacted in the ‘streets.’ This leads to the refinement of this paper’s definition of 

‘conflictual contention’ as:  

Collective conflict behaviour involving the use of claims directed at each other within 

the public domain. Wherein conflict behaviour, is action undertaken by one or all 

parties against each other, in order to attain goals that are seen as incompatible by the 

parties and/or to express hostility towards the other party. At the same time, at least one 

party to the interaction is a representative organ of the state although it can also 

involve parties where state actors are tacit or non-participants in the acts of conflictual 

contention. 

Conflictual contention performed in the public arena is obviously initiated by crowd 

formation. A crowd involves a face-to-face encounter when alternative means of 

achieving agreement or resolving disagreements have been obstructed, are inaccessible 

or are undesirable.97 But even using the term ‘crowd’ has been the subject of much 

debate. Erving Goffman drew attention to the generalised notion of the “gathering,” and 

this was re-aligned by John Lofland98 to counter some of the negative connotations 

																																																													
95Richard	Felson,	“Violence,	Crime	and	Violent	Crime,”	International	Journal	of	Crime	and	Violence	3	
(2009):	31.	
96Hanagan	identifies	four	primary	forms	of	violence;	public,	symbolic,	everyday	and	private.	Where	
“public	violence	occurs	in	public	places,	involves	coordinated	action	and	some	kind	of	claim	making.”	
Michael	Hanagan,	“Violence	and	the	Rise	of	the	State,”	in	International	Handbook	of	Violence	Research,	
ed.	William	Heitmeyer	and	John	Hagan	(Netherlands:	Kluwer	Academic,	2003),	121.	
97Reicher	adds	a	fourth	dimension	that	“the	situation	in	which	the	group	acts	is	in	some	way	novel	or	
ambiguous.”	Stephen.	D.	Reicher,	“The	St	Pauls’	Riot:	An	Explanation	of	the	Limits	of	Crowd	Action	in	
terms	of	a	Social	Identity	Model,”	European	Journal	of	Social	Psychology	14	(1984):	4.	
98Erving	Goffman,	Behaviour	in	Public	Places	(New	York:	Free	Press,	1963);	
John	Lofland,	Protest:	Studies	of	Collective	Behaviour	and	Social	Movements	(New	Brunswick:	
Transaction,	1985).	The	same	approach	is	adopted	in	Clark	McPhail	and	Ronald.	T.	Wohlstein,	“Individual	
and	Collective	Behaviours	within	Gatherings,	Demonstrations	and	Riots,”	Annual	Review	of	Sociology	9	
(1983):	580.	See	Lacks	who	distinguishes	between	a	group	and	a	crowd,	Robyn	Lacks,	Jill	Gordon	and	
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associated with the term ‘crowd’ which arose from the irrationality concept set down by 

Gustave Le Bon.99 A clearer focus is provided by Tilly who uses the term “contentious 

gathering” and is defined as “…occasions in which ten or more persons outside the 

government gather in the same place and make a visible claim which, if realised, would 

affect the interests of some specific person(s) or groups(s) outside their own 

numbers.”100 These gatherings can of course encompass a wide variety of occasions, 

types and behaviour, all of which have been scrutinised through a variety of theoretical 

lenses. Lofland for example, differentiates crowds on the basis of their dominant 

emotion.101 Whilst Contagion theory emphasises the increased escalation of crowd 

emotionality which in turn, linked to the irrationality of the crowd can lead to deviant 

behaviour.102 In addition, Convergence theory examines the individual and the way in 

which he/she brings their existing impulses to the fore in crowd behaviour.103 A 

synthesis of these two theoretical approaches is to be seen in Emergent Norm Theory 

whereby the crowd is seen as a social system in itself bringing out its own sets of 

norms.104 Reservations were put forth by Gary Marx who observed that the pendulum 

had swung too far from the standpoint of Le Bon.105 Certainly the oscillations between 

contagion, convergence and emergent norm theories have provided insights into various 

crowd dynamics. However, “it does not seem that one theory alone answers all of the 

questions regarding crowds and their behavior, but the combination of these three seem 

to offer the most complete understanding of the entire picture.”106 

																																																																																																																																																																																			
Colleen	McClaughlin	McCue,	“Who,	What	and	When:	A	Descriptive	Examination	of	Crowd	Formation,	
Crowd	Behaviour	and	Participation	with	Law	Enforcement	at	Homicide	Scenes	in	One	City,”	American	
Journal	of	Criminal	Justice	30/1	(2005):	2.	
99Gustave	Le	Bon,	The	Crowd:	A	Study	of	the	Popular	Mind	(New	Brunswick:	Transaction,	1995	originally	
published	1895).			
100Charles	Tilly,	From	Mobilisation	to	Revolution	(New	York:	Random	House,	1978),	178.	
101John	Lofland,	Protest:	Studies	of	Collective	Behaviour	and	Social	Movements	(New	Brunswick:	
Transaction,	1985).	
102See	Herbert	Blumer,	Collective	Behaviour	(New	York:	Ardent	Media,	1993).	
103Floyd	Henry	Allport,	Social	Psychology	(Boston:	Houghton	Mifflin,	1924).	
104See	for	example	Ralph.	T.	Turner	and	Lewis.	M.	Killian,	Collective	Behaviour	(Englewood	Cliffs:	
Prentice	Hall,	1987);	Donelson.	R.	Forsyth,	Group	Dynamics	(Belmont:	Brooks/Cole,	1999).	Interesting	
research	was	highlighted	by	Mann,	Newton	and	Innes	who	identified	that	deindividuation	theory	
provides	a	more	persuasive	argument	for	aggressive	crowd	actions	than	emergent	norm	theory.	See	
Leon	Mann,	James.	W.	Newton	and	John	Michael	Innes,	“A	test	between	deindividuation	and	emergent	
norm	theories	of	crowd	aggression,”	Journal	of	Personality	and	Social	Psychology	42	(1982):	260-272.	
105Gary	Marx,	“Issueless	Riots,”	The	Annals	of	the	American	Political	Academy	391	(1970):	23.	
106Robyn	Lacks,	Jill	Gordon	and	Colleen	McClaughlin	McCue,	“Who,	What	and	When:	A	Descriptive	
Examination	of	Crowd	Formation,	Crowd	Behaviour	and	Participation	with	Law	Enforcement	at	
Homicide	Scenes	in	One	City,”	American	Journal	of	Criminal	Justice	30/1	(2005):	3.	
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Nevertheless, a crowd “may be more or less organised, they may be more or less 

regular, they may be legal or illegal, more or less legitimate, violent and so on.”107 In 

fact, the crowd might embody traits and characteristics that reflect multiple theories of 

collective behaviour during any one event.108   

One of the most popular subcategories of ‘crowd’ or ‘gathering’ formation is that of 

‘protest.’ Clearly “there is protest …even when it is not part of an organised 

movement.”109 Yet the term itself has been the subject of widespread criticism,110 with 

some observers seeing it as ambiguous.111 On a higher level of abstraction, Lofland 

states that the use of “protest” in “conventional vocabulary…prejudges the intentions 

and political position of the actors, usually from the perspective of the authorities.”112  

In view of these differing viewpoints, what is needed is a sharper definitional base that 

pushes the analysis towards focusing on acts of collective violence. This means trying 

to balance the historicity of each of the elements of the definition with the local 

specificity of each of the cases. One such step is introducing the historical notion of 

‘public disorder’ together with all the attendant legal, social and political characteristics 

it embodies. If “the fundamental precondition for public order is congruence between 

the cultural values of the ordinary members of a society and the operating codes of 

order…maintained by political elites, then where these diverge, public disorder 

increases.”113 Codes of order as defined by Gurr are the legal frameworks prevalent in 

																																																													
107Karl-Dieter	Opp,	Theories	of	Political	Protest	and	Social	Movements:	A	Multidisciplinary	Introduction,	
Critique	and	Synthesis	(Abingdon:	Routledge,	2009),	34.	See	also	Blumer	who	subdivides	crowd	
behaviour	into	casual,	conventional,	acting	and	expressive	categories,	Herbert	Blumer,	Collective	
Behaviour	(New	York:	Ardent	Media,	1993).	
108Levy	in	her	article	examines	the	degree	to	which	contagion	theory,	convergent	theory,	emergent	
norm	theory	and	value	added	theory	were	evident	in	a	sports	crowd,	coming	to	the	conclusion	“that	
some	synthesis	of	theories	might	better	describe	the	total	picture…any	effort	towards	
synthesis…depends	on	ascertaining	the	strengths	and	weaknesses	of	each	theory	with	the	intention	of	
joining	the	former	and	dispensing	with	the	latter.”	Linda	Levy,	“A	Study	of	Sports	Crowd	Behaviour:	The	
Case	of	the	Great	Pumpkin	Incident,”	Journal	of	Sports	and	Social	Issues	13/2	(1989):	87.		
109James.	M.	Jasper,	The	Art	of	Moral	Protest	(Chicago:	University	of	Chicago	Press,	1997),	5.	
110“Arising	from	labeling	theory	studies	of	deviance	in	sociology,	a	distinction	is	sometimes	drawn	
between	protest	as	(1)	an	‘objective	phenomenon’	and	as	(2)	a	label	imputed	to	the	action	of	others.	As	
an	imputed	definition	of	action,	the	notion	of	protest	competes	with	such	alternative	labels	as	‘crime’	
and	‘riot’	as	a	way	to	define	and	explain	certain	collective	acts,	namely	mass	violence.”	John	Lofland,	
Protest:	Studies	of	Collective	Behaviour	and	Social	Movements	(New	Brunswick:	Transaction,	1985),	2.	
111Karl-Dieter	Opp,	Theories	of	Political	Protest	and	Social	Movement:	A	Multidisciplinary	Introduction,	
Critique	and	Synthesis	(Abingdon:	Routledge,	2009),	33.		
112John	Lofland,	Protest:	Studies	of	Collective	Behaviour	and	Social	Movements	(New	Brunswick:	
Transaction,	1985),	1.	
113Ted	Gurr,	Peter.	N.	Grabosky	and	Richard.	C.	Hula,	The	Politics	of	Crime	and	Conflict:	A	Comparative	
History	of	Four	Cities	(Beverly	Hills:	Sage,	1977),	767.	
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any given society, thus, public disorder as opposed to order, takes place when these 

codes are contravened. The fact that the ruling elite itself might be responsible for overt 

acts of violence is undeniable and should be recognised, but their position in society at 

least ensures that its legal legitimacy is assured.114 However, the behavioural, moral and 

ethical justification for such acts is certainly not guaranteed and to those on the 

receiving end of this ‘legitimate’ use of force, means that the very definition of 

legitimacy is compromised.115 Moreover, “crowds tend to become a matter of public 

concern when they are perceived as a threat to the state or disruptive of public order,”116 

in other words when they invoke violence in the pursuit of their goals.   

Adding the dimension of ‘disorder’117 provides a more accurate representation to the 

definition of conflictual contention provided earlier. In fact, this is in line with the 

approach set down by the Crowd Behaviour Panel of the Economic and Social Research 

Council in the UK, which equates “‘disorder’ with violent actions directed at or against 

persons or property.”118 The definition of conflictual contention for this research then 

becomes: collective conflict behaviour involves the use of claims directed at each other 

within the domain of public disorder. Wherein conflict behaviour, is action undertaken 

by one or all parties against each other, in order to attain goals that are seen as 

																																																													
114It	is	acknowledged	that	legalistic	definitions	of	violence	might	not	sufficiently	recognise	that	state	
actors	are	themselves	central	to	the	perpetration	of	collective	violence,	see	for	example	Herfried	
Munkler	and	Marcus	Llanque,	“The	Role	of	Elites	in	Legitimising	Violence,”	in	International	Handbook	of	
Violence	Research,	ed.	William	Heitmeyer	and	John	Hagan	(Netherlands:	Kluwer	Academic,	2003),	973-
987.	
115“One	of	the	most	common	ways	of	defining	violence	is	to	only	consider	forms	of	criminal	violence	and	
to	argue	that	violence	is	the	use	of	force	that	has	been	prohibited	by	law…It	may	seem	to	be	preferable	
for	historians	concerned	with	the	history	of	violence	to	opt	for	a	restrictive	eg.	legal	definition	of	
violence,	particularly	as	historians	often,	but	not	always,	depend	on	archival	sources,	which	are	often	
juridical	in	nature.”	Willem	DeHaan,	“Violence	as	an	Essentially	Contested	Concept,”	in	Violence	in	
Europe:	Historical	and	Contemporary	Perspectives,	ed.	Sophie	Body-Gendrot	and	Pieter	Spierenburg	
(New	York:	Springer,	2008),	27.	Obviously,	this	research	follows	the	same	path,	but	in	a	landmark	work,	
Reiss	and	Roth	recognise	the	limitations	of	only	using	a	legalistic	definition	and	they	call	for	future	
research	to	consider	a	behavioural	dimension.	This	has	been	addressed	in	subsequent	research,	but	the	
problems	of	definition	still	persist.	See	Albert.	R.	Reiss	and	Jeffrey.	A.	Roth,	Understanding	and	
Preventing	Violence	Vols	1-4	(Washington:	National	Academic	Press,	1993),	36.	
116George	Gaskell	and	Robert	Benewick,	The	Crowd	in	Contemporary	Britain	(London:	Sage,	1987),	6.		
117Ted	Gurr,	Peter.	N.	Grabosky	and	Richard.	C.	Hula,	The	Politics	of	Crime	and	Conflict:	A	Comparative	
History	of	Four	Cities	(Beverly	Hills:	Sage,	1977),	747,	assert	that	public	disorder	“consists	of	threatening	
collective	and	individual	actions	that	are	subject	to	public	control.”	Once	these	are	actualised	then	such	
actions	are	policed	and	prosecuted.	They	also	use	the	term	“civil	strife”	to	support	their	definition	of	
public	disorder	which	is	“overt,	collective	confrontations	between	contending	groups	in	a	society.”	A	
potential	for	civil	strife	exists	wherever	group	interests	are	in	conflict,	which	means	virtually	
everywhere.	The	interesting	question	arises	when	those	responsible	for	the	enforcement	of	law	and	
order	are	themselves	perceived	as	the	perpetrators	of	violence.	
118George	Gaskell	and	Robert	Benewick,	The	Crowd	in	Contemporary	Britain	(London:	Sage,	1987),	26	
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incompatible by the parties and/or to express hostility towards the other party. At the 

same time, at least one party to the interaction is a representative organ of the state 

although it can also involve parties where state actors are tacit or non-participants in 

the acts of conflictual contention. 

If one is looking at acts of public disorder, then the language used to describe it is often 

politically loaded.119 ‘Riots’ as opposed to ‘urban protest’120 obviously carries different 

connotations. Terms in this research will be used interchangeably in line with the 

reports and observations from the sources used,	but one is sensitive to the interplay of 

concepts and terminology that make the study of violence even more complex.121 

This research recognises the widely-held assumption that “violence is deviant; legally, 

socially, or morally from the mainstream of human activity,”122 that yes there is some 

deviant tendency amongst the participants involved in public disorder. After all, modern 

society has been constructed on the ground rock of rules, and, “where there are rules, 

there is deviance.”123 Indeed the “attempt by incumbents to pin the label ‘criminal’ and 

‘deviant’ upon their opponents and the corresponding efforts to paint established elites 

and their agents as ‘corrupt,’ ‘illegitimate’ and ‘unresponsive,’ are part of the strategy of 

conflict.”124 They are also the legacy of historical confrontations, where the victor has 

the prerogative of denoting an act as one of conformity or deviance. The language of 

crowd description is ever-changing, not only by those involved but also by 

commentators, who according to Harrison, observes that “despite a formidable 

																																																													
119Sophie	Body-Gendrot,	“Urban	violence:	a	quest	for	meaning,”	Journal	of	Ethnic	and	Migration	Studies	
21/4	(1995):	525-536.	
120Max	Farrar	is	strident	in	his	assertion	that	the	outbreaks	of	violence	in	Leeds	and	other	urban	centres	
during	the	latter	part	of	the	twentieth-century	should	not	be	classified	as	“riots,”	but	rather	“violent	
urban	protest.”	Max	Farrar,	“Violent	urban	protest-identities,	ethics	and	Islamism,”	in	Ethnicities	and	
Values	in	a	Changing	World,	ed.	Gargi	Bhattacharyya	(Farnham:	Ashgate,	2009),	103-118.	
121Thompson	in	his	landmark	article	on	the	moral	economy	warns	of	but	still	retains	the	term	“riot.”	
Edward	Palmer	Thompson,	“The	Moral	Economy	of	the	English	Crowd	in	the	Eighteenth	Century,”	Past	
and	Present	50	(1971):	76.	There	are	similar	parallels	here	with	Lofland’s	view	on	the	use	of	“crowd”	
referred	to	in	the	previous	chapter.		
122Mary.	R.	Jackman,	“Violence	in	Social	Life,”	Annual	Review	of	Sociology	28	(2002):	388.	
123Albert.	K.	Cohen,	Deviance	and	Control	(Englewood	New	Jersey:	Prentice	Hall,	1966),	1.	It	is	important	
to	recognise	that	definitions	of	crime	are	consistently	modified	over	time.	Ted	Gurr,	Peter.	N.	Grabosky	
and	Richard.	C.	Hula,	The	Politics	of	Crime	and	Conflict:	A	Comparative	History	of	Four	Cities	(Beverly	
Hills:	Sage,	1977),	11.	Although	within	the	historical	timescale	looked	at	in	this	paper,	the	scope	for	
change	in	legal	codification	is	extremely	limited.	Governments	changed,	but	the	legal	framework	of	a	
representative	democracy	was	intact	throughout	the	period.	However,	the	judiciary	was	often	used	by	
the	Thatcherite	Government	in	its	unrepentant	onslaught	on	the	miners’	union	in	the	1980’s.	See	John.	
A.	Griffith,	Politics	of	the	Judiciary	(London:	Harper	Collins,	1997).	
124Anthony	Oberschall,	Social	Conflict	and	Social	Movements	(Englewood	Cliffs:	Prentice	Hall,	1973),	24.	
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challenge to late nineteenth-century views of the crowd as an uncritical, instinctual and 

anti-social phenomenon, the presumption that crowds are inherently violent and 

disruptive has continued to prevail.”125   

But it needs to be remembered that whilst the legal codification of public disorder sets 

down the parameters of the acts to be evaluated, it should not be construed that these 

acts are somehow alien and counter-productive to the evolution of society. As Albert 

Cohen points out “deviance is not to be identified with social disorganisation. In limited 

quantities and under certain circumstances it may make important contributions to the 

vitality and efficiency of organised social life.”126  

Therefore it is important to highlight that the “various forms of violence need to be 

divorced from the meaning attached to them legally.”127 This is reaffirmed by Zahn et 

al. who maintain that violence should not be seen as a “subtype of criminal or deviant 

behaviour.”128 This analytical division129 is essential, so that important cultural and 

historical variations of conflict and violence can be evaluated without the stigma of 

deviance and criminalisation and all the negative connotations this entails.130  

Wieviorka cogently points out that “it has to be accepted that the legitimacy of violence 

can be a cultural and social phenomenon, and that it does not have to be defined by the 

state. Every culture and every society defines, at a given moment, what it will tolerate, 

accept or reject even if that definition does not conform to legal categories.”131 

Leading historians have emphasised that the crowd is not to be seen as impoverished or 

providing an unruly threat to the status quo, or to be imbued with individual miscreants 

with pathological tendencies. This is testified by the landscape of public disorder in 

British history and notable historical research. George Rude	advanced the social 
																																																													
125Mark	Harrison,	Crowds	and	History:	Mass	Phenomena	in	English	Towns,	1790-1835	(Cambridge:	
Cambridge	University	Press,	1988),	5.	
126Albert.	K.	Cohen,	Deviance	and	Control	(Englewood	New	Jersey:	Prentice	Hall,	1966),	11.	
127Mary.	R.	Jackman,	“Violence	in	Social	Life,”	American	Review	of	Sociology	28	(2002):	404.	
128Margaret.	A.	Zahn,	Henry.	H.	Brownstein,	Shelly.	L.	Jackson,	Violence	From	Theory	to	Research	(New	
York:	LexisNexis,	2004),	255.	
129Melucci	warns	of	the	dangers	of	“reductionism	that	treats	all	forms	of	dissent	as	social	pathology.”	
Alberto	Melucci,	Challenging	Codes:	Collective	Action	in	the	Information	Age	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	
University	Press	1996),	25.	
130Work	by	Turner	provides	an	interesting	insight	into	protest	and	crime.	One	key	point	being	that	crime	
and	deviance	are	individualised,	see	Ralph	Turner,	“The	Public	Perception	of	Protest,”	American	
Sociological	Review	34	(1969):	815-831.	However,	it	is	necessary	to	add	that	one	year	after	Turner’s	
article	the	Racketeer	Influenced	and	Corrupt	Organizations	Act	was	enacted	in	the	USA	to	address	the	
problems	of	organised	(collective)	crimes.	Under	English	law	it	is	the	Joint-Enterprise	laws.	
131Michel	Wieviorka,	Violence:	A	New	Approach	(London:	Sage,	2009),	45.	
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purpose of the crowd,132 Edward Palmer Thompson promoted the development of the 

working class whilst Hobsbawm	saw collective bargaining by riot.133 They did not see 

public disorder as an outpouring of social anarchy, but rather, dramatic and desperate 

attempts by collectivities to get attention and redress to their grievances.134 

Gaining attention and redressing the grievances takes on a variety of forms. These are 

often not sophisticated, highly organised, nor well-resourced and certainly this would 

apply to the cases in this research. The term “primitive,” coined by Hobsbawm and used 

by Tilly	in juxtaposition with the term “reactionary”135 resonate intuitively with the 

cases. Primitive forms of collective violence are characterised by being small scale, 

which they are relative to other forms of collective violence such as civil wars, genocide 

or terrorism. They are local in scope and there is participation by communal groups. In 

addition they often have inexplicit and unpolitical objectives.136 Reactionary collective 

violence is distinguishable by the fact that they set the communal members “against 

representatives of those who hold power and tend to include a critique of the way power 

is wielded.”137 The crux of most forms of primitive and reactionary collective violence 

is the sense of solidarity exuded by members of the group where “disputes are 

intrinsically collective because the institutional order obliges members of a kinship 

group to regard offenses against any member as offenses against all.”138 Recent work by 

Navickas continues the historical insight into the evolution of protest in the North of 

England. Her recognition of space and the sense of place held by those involved in 

protest resonate with the references to territoriality and the defence of the community 

raised in this research. Drawing upon parallels between Peterloo and Tianamen Square 

																																																													
132George	Rude,	The	Crowd	in	History	(New	York:	John	Wiley,	1964).	Research	into	the	Bradford	riots	
and	ethnic	conflict	explicitly	uses	Rude	as	the	basis	of	their	theoretical	framework,	see	Paul	Bagguley	
and	Yasmin	Hussain,	Riotous	Citizens,	Ethnic	conflict	in	multicultural	Britain	(Aldershot:	Ashgate,	2008).	
133Edward	Palmer	Thompson,	The	Making	of	the	English	Working	Class	(Harmondsworth:	Penguin	
Books,	1968);	Eric	Hobsbawm,	Primitive	Rebels	(Manchester:	Manchester	University	Press,	1959).	
134Indeed,	Charles	Tilly	might	be	seen	as	walking	in	the	footsteps	of	Thompson	and	Rude	by	
rehabilitating	the	“mob”	under	the	guises	of	a	“contentious	gathering.”	See	Theda	Skocpol,	Vision	and	
Method	in	Historical	Sociology	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	1984).	
135Eric	Hobsbawm,	Primitive	Rebels	(Manchester:	Manchester	University	Press,	1959);	Charles	Tilly,	
“Collective	Violence	in	European	Perspective,”	(Working	Paper	178,	Center	for	Research	on	Social	
Organisation,	University	of	Michigan,	1978).	
136Ibid.,	13.	
137Ibid.,	16.	
138Roger.	V.	Gould,	“Collective	Violence	and	group	Solidarity:	Evidence	from	a	Feuding	Society,”	
American	Sociological	Association	64/3	(1999):	358.	
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she highlights that “the freedom to protest in public space was and is defended by 

death.”139 

Tilly would place the miners’ strike within the remit of forward looking modern 

collective violence. This is because he emphasised the associational base of union 

membership as opposed to the communal base related to primitive and communal-based 

collective violence. Yet the communal face of the miners’ strike cannot be ignored, in 

fact the strike to all intents and purposes was backward looking, in tune with his 

classification of primitive and reactionary collective violence because: 

“the animating spirit of the strike – its common sense or implicit ideology 

was that of radical conservatism. As very often in popular movements of 

the past, it was defence of the known against the unknown, the familiar 

against the alien, the local and the human against the anonymous and the 

gigantesque. The miners were fighting against losing something…”140 

One miner simply put it that they were “defending what little we’ve got left.”141 As for 

the case of football violence, the primitive nature of these acts is patently obvious, but 

infused with this primitiveness was a communal spirit which was engendered as a 

defence against the ‘other,’ in this case Manchester United. Leeds fans supported a team 

that had been one of the most successful teams in recent years and yet they were 

castigated as ‘Dirty Leeds.’ If they were not going to get respect on the field, then some 

felt they were going to get it on the terraces and defence of territory epitomised the 

reactionary viewpoint taken by Leeds supporters on that Saturday afternoon in October 

1975. Finally, the resort to violence by the Kashmiris over the weekend in June 1995 

highlighted their sense of pride formulated in a sensitivity to insults from the ‘other’ and 

their community demand for restitution. The fact that the authorities were seen as 

insensitive and unwilling to accommodate their demands merely served to inflame the 

situation. They saw their resort to violence as a justifiable reaction to the violence they 

felt was meted out by the authorities, even though events might in fact show that they 

were the iniators of the violence. 

																																																													
139Katrina	Navickas,	Protest	and	the	Politics	of	Space	and	Place,	1789-1848	(Manchester:	Manchester	
University	Press,	2016),	xi.	
140Raphael	Samuel,	Barbara	Bloomfield	and	Guy	Boanas,	The	Enemy	Within:	Pit	Villages	and	the	Miners’	
Strike	1984-5	(London:	Routledge	and	Kegan	Paul,	1986),	22.	Raphael	was	a	Marxist	academic,	he	was	
instrumental	in	forming	the	History	Workshop	movement	at	Ruskin	College,	Oxford.	
141Ibid.,	23.	
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Could the cases examined herein be painted with the shades of a primitive and 

reactionary form of collective violence? The direction to take might be determined by 

the observation that the key to the enigma of the Yorkshire man is that “change, in 

whatever guise it presented itself, was threatening”142 and either they could acquiesce or 

resist. History has shown they have often chosen the latter, but it often has meant at a 

cost. The next section turns to ‘violence.’ 

2.1.3 Violence		

The theoretical parameters set down for conflictual contention in the previous section 

allows the research to more precisely target the concept of collective violence. The 

rational for this being that the study of violence “inevitably requires greater attention to 

issues of conceptualisation”143 and demands clearer delimitation. The focus in this 

section will be on ‘violent conflictual contention,’ recognising that violence occurs in a 

conflict situation144 which is itself derived from an act of contention in which people 

make claims on each other. By attaching the label of ‘conflictual contention,’ it denotes 

that violence is one subcategory	of the wider profile of conflict and that conflict, in turn, 

is a part of the wider concept of contention.145 Put another way, whilst not all contention 

involves violence, then certainly “all collective violence involves contention,”146 and by 

extrapolation, it must also involve conflict because as Peter Imbusch states:	“violence 

can be either a characteristic of a conflict or a form of conflict resolution.”147 This is a 

reflection to some extent of the call by Bettina Schmidt and Ingo Schröder that 

“research must strongly focus on the processual character of violent practices, linking 

																																																													
142Ibid.,	24.	
143Margaret.	A.	Zahn,	Henry.	H.	Brownstein,	Shelly.	L.	Jackson,	Violence	From	Theory	to	Research	(New	
York:	LexisNexis,	2004),	5.	
144Brian	Pitcher,	Robert	Hamblin,	and	Jerry	Miller,	“The	Diffusion	of	Collective	Violence,”	American	
Sociological	Review	43/1	(1978):	24.			
145Some	authors	have	proposed	that	violence	is	part	of	a	more	expansive	category	of	coercive	acts.	See	
James	Tedeschi	and	Richard	Felson	Violence,	Aggression	and	Coercive	Actions	(Washington:	American	
Psychological	Association,	1994).	Imbusch	criticises	the	semantic	overlap	stating	that	“the	precise	use	of	
violence	is	hampered	by	connotations	that	partially	overlap	with	semantically	related	concepts	(force,	
aggression,	conflict,	power	etc.)	that	are	however	not	identical	with	violence.”	Peter	Imbusch,	“The	
Concept	of	Violence,”	in	International	Handbook	of	Violence	Research,	ed.	William	Heitmeyer	and	John	
Hagan	(Netherlands:	Kluwer	Academic	Publishers,2003),	14.	Yet	he	falls	into	the	same	conundrum	he	is	
so	critical	of,	when	he	points	out	that	“violence	as	calculated	force	is	a	way	of	exercising	power.”	18.			
146Tilly,	Charles,	The	Politics	of	Collective	Violence	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	2003),	26.	
147Peter	Imbusch,	“The	Concept	of	Violence,”	in	International	Handbook	of	Violence	Research,	ed.		
William	Heitmeyer	and	John	Hagan	(Netherlands:	Kluwer	Academic	Publishers	2003),	18.	As	for	resolving	
a	conflict,	violence	might	be	successful	in	the	short	term,	but	in	the	long	term,	it	might	transform	and	
transfer	the	conflict	to	another	sphere,	see	James	Gilligan,	Violence	(London:	Jessica	Kingsley,	2000),	6.	
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them both to conflicts and to their cultural imagining and thus bridging the gap between 

the different anthropologies of conflict, war and violence.”148 Such a call can be seen 

taken up in violence research in Germany in the late 1990’s with the Berlin School and 

phenomenological violence research.149 

The definitional task is made easier and obviates an abstract level of complexity if 

violence, under all its guises is taken as a subcategory of conflict. Whilst accepting that 

conflict is not always violent it always invokes some form of contention even though 

contention in itself does not always have a violent demeanour. Such an approach thus 

provides increased legitimacy for accessing theoretical tools of reference from the 

conflict and by extension the contention lineage for the study of violence, because one 

can only comprehend the paradox, as stated earlier by Tilly, that the study of non-

peaceful acts is determined by the demarcation of peaceful acts themselves.  

It is also necessary to take a cursory glance at the aggression versus violence 

perspective.150 But here again, definitional issues arise with authors highlighting the 

problems encountered in attempting to define aggression.151 Despite this, one accepts 

Norbert Elias’s postulate that “…conflicts initiate aggressiveness.”152 The problem 

though is that aggression is inclusive of acts that cause both physical and emotional 

harm153 and is too expansive a concept to be considered in detail here. Rather, a further 

refinement might “link violence as a subclass of the more inclusive concept of 

																																																													
148Bettina	Schmidt	and	Ingo	Schröder,	Anthropology	of	Violence	and	Conflict	(London:	Routledge,	2001),	
18.	They	propose	a	four-stage	model	moving	from	conflict	to	confrontation	then	legitimation	and	finally	
war.	Only	in	the	last	stage	is	violence	put	into	practice,	though	this	is	not	inevitable	and	at	any	stage	
prior	to	this	there	are	non-violent	options	to	resolving	the	conflict.	
149See	Teresa	Koloma	Beck,	“The	Eye	of	the	Beholder:	Violence	as	a	Social	Process,”	International	Journal	
of	Conflict	and	Violence	5/2	(2011):	346-7.	The	Berlin	School	tried	to	look	at	violence	and	its	
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level	by	examining	power	and	structures	of	dominance.	
150The	theoretical	mosaic	is	made	even	more	complex	when	one	factors	in	emotion.	See	a	special	
edition	dealing	with	emotions	and	contentious	politics,	Ron	Aminzade	and	Doug	McAdam,	Mobilization	
7/2	(2002).	
151See	John.H.	Kerr,	Rethinking	Aggression	and	Violence	in	Sport	(Routledge:	Abingdon,	2005),	5.	
152Norbert	Elias,	“Violence	and	Civilisation:	The	State	Monopoly	of	Physical	Violence	and	its	
Infringement,”	in	Civil	Society	and	the	State:	New	European	Perspectives,	ed.	John	Keane	(London:	
Verso,	1988),	177-8.	
153Per-Olof	Wikström	and	KyleTreiber,	“Violence	as	Situational	Action,”	International	Journal	of	Conflict	
and	Violence	3/1	(2009):	78.	See	also	Leonard	Berkowitz,	Aggression:	A	Social	Psychological	Analysis	
(New	York:	McGraw-Hill,	1962),	xii,	who	states	the	existence	of	aggression	“may	not	be	displayed	in	
overt	behaviour.”	
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aggression.”154 Therefore whilst not all aggression involves violence, clearly all 

violence uses aggression, the two are related “occupying different positions on the same 

continuum,”155 making it necessary therefore to further refine what is meant by 

‘violence.’ 

An interesting paradox in modern society is that violence could be seen as the extension 

of war by peaceful means;156 it comes “in many forms and occurs in many different 

circumstances.”157 This has even more significance when one considers that interstate 

wars, which have usually come within the purview of research into violence, are not the 

sine qua non of modern human society.158 Rather, peace and its symbiotic relation – 

‘peacetime violence’ are the norm rather than the exception, at least so far in human 

history.159 Certainly there is a complementary duality in this relationship because on the 

one hand we might accept Palermo’s assertion that “…  if violent behaviour, and crime 

in general, are a tangible expression of the moral state of a community or of a nation, 

one can only conclude that present day society’s moral fabric is coming apart.”160 Yet 

on the other hand, without a greater amplification and knowledge of conflict, its sources 

																																																													
154Per-Olof	Wikström	and	KyleTreiber,	“Violence	as	Situational	Action,”	International	Journal	of	Conflict	
and	Violence	3/1	(2009):	78.	See	also	Goldstein	who	uses	the	terms	“aggression”	and	“violence”	
interchangeably.	Jeffrey.	H.	Goldstein,	Aggression	and	Crimes	of	Violence	(Oxford:	Oxford	University	
Press,	1986),	vii.	As	does	Stephen	Jones,	Understanding	Violent	Crime	(Buckingham:	Open	University	
Press,	2000),	5.	
155Gerry.	P.	T.	Finn,	“Football	Violence:	A	Societal	Psychological	Perspective,”	in	Football,	Violence	and	
Social	Identity,	ed.	Ricard	Giulianotti,	Norman	Bonney	and	Mike	Hepworth	(London:	Routledge,	1994),	
88.	Reiss	and	Roth	put	“aggression”	at	the	core	of	their	concept	of	violence,	Albert.	J.	Reiss	and	Jeffrey.	
A.	Roth,	Understanding	and	Preventing	Violence,	Volumes	1-4	(Washington:	National	Academic	Press,	
1993),	35-37.	
156Hannah	Arendt,	On	Violence	(New	York:	Harcourt	Brace	&	Company,	1970),	9.	
157Per-Olof	Wikström	and	Kyle	Treiber,	“Violence	as	Situational	Action,”	International	Journal	of	Conflict	
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158Kent	Worcester,	Sally	Bermanzohn	and	Mark	Ungar,	Violence	and	Politics:	Globalisations’	Paradox	
(London:	Routledge,	2002),	2,	state	that	“Political	science	has	only	intermittently	taken	up	issues	of	
political	violence	within	countries.	Analysis	of	war	between	countries…has	long	been	the	major	focus	of	
study.”	Tilly	notes;	“the	world	as	a	whole	has	taken	decisive,	frightening	steps	away	from	its	painfully	
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armed	struggle	within	existing	states.”	Charles	Tilly,	The	Politics	of	Collective	Violence	(Cambridge:	
Cambridge	University	Press,	2003),	58.	
159Etienne	Krug	et	al.,	World	Health	Report	on	Violence	and	Health.	(Geneva:	World	Health	Organisation,	
2002),	218,	point	out	that	“modern	day	conflicts	are	increasingly	within	rather	than	between	states.”	
Heal	notes	that	“peace	imposed	at	any	cost	can	be	viewed	as	tyranny,”	and	referring	to	the	Roman	
historian	Publius	Cornelius	Tacitus,	date	and	reference	not	provided,	he	notes	“a	bad	peace	is	even	
worse	than	war.”	Sid	Heal,	“Crowds,	Mobs	and	Nonlethal	Weapons,”	Military	Review	Mar-Apr	(2000):	
49.	Oberschall	notes	that	“even	in	relatively	peaceful	epochs…the	possibility	of	violence	is	never	far	
below	the	surface.”	Anthony	Oberschall,	Social	Conflict	and	Social	Movements	(Englewood	Cliffs:	
Prentice	Hall,	1973),	333.	
160George.	B.	Palermo,	Faces	of	Violence	(Illinois:	Charles	Thomas	Publisher,	2004),	314.	
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and characteristics, then peacemaking and at the very least conflict resolution will be 

compromised.161 In essence, peace cannot exist without conflict and conflict cannot 

exist without peace, and the problems of studying violence are compounded even 

further when one considers that “rather than sui generis, violence is in the eye of the 

beholder…	depending on one’s political-economic position in the world (dis)order, 

particular acts of violence may be perceived as ‘depraved’ or ‘glorious.’”162 

Given this contradiction of perceptions, the plight of defining a working definition of 

violence is daunting.163 This is illustrated by William Miller who observes: “the word 

‘violence’ is a depository for a large number of utterly incommensurable activities, each 

with its own sociology and psychology.”164 Plainly speaking, “the term violence has no 

standard definition”165 and it is important to recognise that any definitional standpoint 

will be deficient, depending on the ‘eye of the beholder.’ To counter this, reference is 

made to the justification by Kent Worcester, Sally Bermanzohn and Mark Ungar when 

they state:  

“some social scientists might object that violence is simply too unbounded 

a concept to be reliably subjected to scientific scrutiny…violence does not 

lend itself to any single, universal, all-purpose theory. Instead this 

research asserts that understanding violence requires marshalling and 

connecting existing intellectual resources in order to extend and deepen 

our analyses of particular cases and issues.”166  

																																																													
161See	Earl	Conteh-Morgan,	Collective	Political	Violence:	An	Introduction	to	the	Theories	and	Cases	of	
Violent	Conflicts	(London:	Routledge,	2004),	1.	
162Nancy	Scheper-Hughes	and	Philippe	Bourgois,	Violence	in	War	and	Peace	(Oxford:	Blackwell,	2004),	2	
and	5.	For	example,	the	authors	refer	to	John	Paul	Sartre’s	invectives	against	the	colonial	powers	that	
only	through	revolutionary	violence	can	colonised	subjects	regain	their	humanity.		
163Donald.	L.	Horowitz,	Deadly	Ethnic	Riot	(London:	University	of	California	Press,	2001),	3,	states:	“there	
is	a	paradox:	violence	is	either	beyond	explanation	or	not	in	need	of	explanation.”	This	is	echoed	by	De	
Haan	who	states:	“the	concept	of	violence	is	notoriously	difficult	to	define	because	as	a	phenomenon	it	
is	multifaceted,	socially	constructed	and	highly	ambivalent.”	Willem	DeHaan,	“Violence	as	an	Essentially	
Contested	Concept,”	in	Violence	in	Europe:	Historical	and	Contemporary	Perspectives,	ed.	Sophie	Body-
Gendrot	and	Pieter	Spierenburg	(New	York:	Springer,	2008),	28.	The	first	part	of	this	work	is	devoted	to	
contested	definitions	of	violence,	so	much	so	that	on	page	14,	Spierenburg	observes:	“historians…are	
usually	not	bothered	by	the	‘definition’	question.	Yet	this	question	is	a	problem	which	concerns	all	
disciplines	within	the	social	sciences.”		
164William.	I.	Miller,	Humiliation:	And	Other	Essays	on	Honor,	Social	Discomfort	and	Violence	(Ithaca:	
Cornell	University	Press,	1993),	77.	
165Stephen	Jones,	Understanding	Violent	Crime	(Buckingham:	Open	University	Press,	2000),	3.	
166Kent	Worcester,	Sally.	A.	Bermanzohn	and	Mark	Ungar,	Violence	and	Politics:	Globalisations’	Paradox	
(London:	Routledge,	2002),	2.	
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By converging on ‘particular’ cases of collective violence, which can be construed as 

the historicity of the cases themselves, the definitional and theoretical attributes 

associated with collective violence can be refined. Consequently, the empirical base 

provided by the cases in this research allows for the formulation of theoretical premises 

that contribute to a greater understanding of collective violence in recent Yorkshire 

history.167 In order to pursue this path, the first hesitant steps to the definition of 

collective violence must be taken. 

Violence can involve non-physical acts which may be just as destructive as physical 

acts themselves.168 Yet the focus here must of course be on the physical representations 

of violence whereby its everyday usage is defined as “acting with or characterised by 

great physical force, so as to injure, damage or destroy.”169 However, it is Tilly’s 

definition of collective violence that is the primary point of reference, such that it is 

“common episodic social interaction that immediately inflicts physical damage on 

persons and/or objects, involves at least two perpetrators of damage and results at least 

in part from coordination among persons who perform the damaging acts.”170 The only 

problem with this definition is that the ‘intentionality’ of the act is not made explicit.171 

Thus, the definition provided by Per-Olof Wikström and Kyle Treiber that “violence is 

intended to bring about physical harm to other beings”172 needs to be incorporated into 

Tilly’s proposal. Considering the above and drawing upon the facets covered in the last 

section, this would then result in a definition of violent conflictual contention whereby 

parties use: 
																																																													
167Donatella	Della	Porta,	Social	Movements,	Political	Violence	and	the	State:	A	Comparative	Analysis	of	
Italy	and	Germany	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	1995),	4,	sees	the	utility	of	providing	a	
general	concept	applicable	to	a	defined	historical	and	geographical	context.		
168Johan	Galtung,	“A	Structural	Theory	of	Integration,”	Journal	of	Peace	Research	5/4	(1968):	375-95,	
refers	to	the	concept	of	“structural	violence.”	Later	he	talks	in	terms	of	“cultural	violence,”	see	Johan	
Galtung,	“Cultural	Violence,”	Journal	of	Peace	Research	3	(1990):	291-305.		Another	interesting	work	to	
examine	is	Slavoj	Žižek,	Violence	(New	York:	Picador,	2008)	who	talks	about	“objective	and	systemic	
violence.”	
169Donatella	Della	Porta,	Social	Movements,	Political	Violence	and	the	State:	A	Comparative	Analysis	of	
Italy	and	Germany	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	1995),	2.		
170Charles	Tilly,	The	Politics	of	Collective	Violence	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	2003),	3.	
Further	delimitation	for	this	research	also	involves	excluding	international	wars	and	acts	of	individual	
violence,	see	David	Snyder,	“Collective	Violence:	A	Research	Agenda	and	Some	Strategic	
Considerations,”	The	Journal	of	Conflict	Resolution	22/3	(1978):	500.	Other	researchers	propose	that	
“the	number	of	perpetrators	can	range	from	a	small	group	to	an	entire	society.”	see	Craig	Summer	and	
Eric	Markusen,	Collective	Violence:	Harmful	Behaviour	in	Groups	and	Governments	(Oxford:	Rowman	&	
Littlefield,	1999),	ix.		
171In	fact,	Mitchell	draws	out	the	intentionality	perspective	in	his	definition	of	conflict	referred	to	earlier.	
172Per-Olof	Wikström	and	Kyle	Treiber,	“Violence	as	Situational	Action,”	International	Journal	of	Conflict	
and	Violence	3/1	(2009):	78.			
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- collective conflict behaviour that involves the use of claims that intentionally and 

immediately inflicts physical damage, injury or destruction on persons and/or objects 

directed at each other within the domain of public disorder  

- wherein that conflict behaviour, is action undertaken by one or all parties against 

each other, in order to attain goals that are seen as incompatible by the parties and/or 

to express hostility towards the other party 

- involves at least two perpetrators of damage and results at least in part from 

coordination among persons who perform the damaging acts 

- at the same time, at least one party to the interaction is a representative of the state 

although it can also involve parties where state actors are tacit or non-participants in 

the acts of violent conflictual contention. 

- such action is common episodic social interaction that intentionally and immediately 

inflicts physical damage on objects and/or injury to persons. 

The degree of physical harm is yet another problematical area. Tilly talks in terms of 

“salience of short-run damage” ranging from “low” to “high” types,173 whilst Donatella 

Della Porta sees violence as the “use of great physical force to inflict damage.”174 Using 

terms like ‘low’ and ‘high’ or ‘great’ is clearly imprecise. Tilly tries to address this 

through a typology of violence, although there is considerable overlap between the 

different types.175 Variation in severity has been examined in numerous research 

accounts176 and in this study, clearly the threshold to violence has been passed in all the 

cases. Yet it needs to be stressed that it is outside the realm of this research to assess the 

degree of damage inflicted. Although within the context of the violence genre each of 

the cases represented, be it sports, work or ethnic-related, each of the cases would have 

																																																													
173Charles	Tilly,	The	Politics	of	Collective	Violence	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	2003),	14-15.	
174Donatella	Della	Porta,	Social	Movements,	Political	Violence	and	the	State:	A	Comparative	Analysis	of	
Italy	and	Germany	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	1995),	3.	
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scattered	attacks,	broken	negotiations,	violent	rituals	and	coordinated	destruction)	of	collective	violence	
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collective	violence.	Charles	Tilly,	The	Politics	of	Collective	Violence	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	
Press,	(2003),	15.			
176See	Bryan.	T.	Downes,	“Social	and	political	characteristics	of	riot	cities:	a	comparative	study,”	Social	
Science	Quarterly	49	(1968):	504-20;	Jules.	J.	Wanderer,	“An	index	of	riot	severity	and	some	correlates,”	
American	Journal	of	Sociology	74	(1969):	500-5.	
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been regarded at the time as some of the most violent episodes in recent Yorkshire 

history. 

In all of the cases examined the numbers involved ranged from hundreds to thousands 

and on the face of it, only two perpetrators as forwarded by Tilly seems rather low as it 

would also include minor incidents extraneous to the onset of public	disorder. John 

Bohstedt’s delimitation of collective action by groups of fifty or more seems a more 

appropriate line of demarcation.177 However, acts of collective violence are prone to 

varying levels of diffusion and the numbers involved can vary dramatically over a 

period of time. Therefore, as Tilly pointed out earlier in his definition of “contentious 

gatherings:” “the occasions in which ten or more persons outside the government gather 

in the same place and make a visible claim,” will be taken as the minimum number 

involved. Thus, the definition of violent conflictual contention posits that it now 

involves at least ten perpetrators of damage and results at least in part from 

coordination among persons who perform the damaging act. 

Interestingly, the definition of a ‘riot’ for the purposes of criminal law contained in 

Section 1 of the Public Order Act, 1986, might elucidate the point being made: 

“1. Where twelve or more persons who are present together use or threaten 

to use unlawful violence for a common purpose and the conduct of them 

(taken together) is such as would cause a person of reasonable firmness 

present at the scene to fear for his personal safety, each of the persons 

using unlawful violence for the common purpose is guilty of riot. 2. It is 

immaterial whether or not the twelve or more use or threaten unlawful 

violence simultaneously.”178 

The last sentence is significant because it recognises that there may be smaller violent 

encounters involving less than the number stipulated, but they are still treated as part of 

the wider contentious gathering. If this is then added to the definition, a final sentence 

																																																													
177John	Bohstedt,	“The	Dynamics	of	Riots:	Escalation	and	Diffusion/Contagion,”	in	The	Dynamics	of	
Aggression:	Biological	and	Social	Processes	in	dyads	and	Groups,	ed.	Michael	Potegal	and	John.	F.	
Knutson	(Hiilsdale:	Erlbaum,	1994),	259.	This	is	supported	by	Holton,	see	Robert.	J.	Holton	and	Philippa	
Fletcher,	Public	Disorder	in	Contemporary	Australia.	A	Report	to	the	Criminology	Research	Council	
(1988),	13.	See	also	Andrew.	W.	Martin,	John.	D.	McCarthy	and	Clark	McPhail,	“Why	Targets	Matter:	
Toward	a	More	Inclusive	Model	of	Collective	Violence,”	American	Sociological	Review	74	(2009):	821	-	
41	who	link	collectivity	size	to	the	nature	of	collective	violence.		
178Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.2.2.	
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could be added: It is immaterial whether or not those performing the damaging act 

carry this out simultaneously. 

Three core themes emerge from the discussion thus far and form the heart of this 

research. They are the collective nature of the groups involved, in other words their 

‘identity,’ the issues that formed the basis of the confrontation, in other words the 

‘grievances’ and finally, the common episodic social interaction that characterised such 

acts, in other words the historical trajectory of the violence in the region - their 

‘contentious repertoire.’ The concept of violent conflictual contention exudes these 

attributes. But there are problems, some would say these are insurmountable; because 

“in the end we cannot say that now we ‘know’ exactly what violence is. ‘It’ [violence] 

cannot be readily objectified and quantified so that a ‘check list’ can be drawn up with 

positive criteria for defining any particular violent act or not.”179 This would align itself 

with the historicity of violence that recognises the specificity and uniqueness of local 

events within their wider historical evolution. Certainly, such an approach would negate 

the attempts made so far in this paper to draw up any boundaries of violent conflictual 

contention and the ‘essentialist’ character of the frame of reference developed thus far 

would be subject to criticism. In fact, this latter statement by Nancy Scheper-Hughes 

and Phillippe Borgois negates any attempt to formulate any theoretical postulate when it 

comes to the study of violence.  

Whilst it must be acknowledged that there are inherent deficiencies in the study of 

violence, this should not inhibit research into the field. One accepts that “there are a 

large number of kinds of violence, and no simple theory will explain all of them.”180 It 

is also conceded that ‘the end’ is not realisable: a ‘check-list’ approach by definition 

will be transitory because violence is a continually changing and dynamic 

phenomena.181 But surely the essence of social scientific research is not the answers 

resolved, but the questions asked.182 The path this research has taken is an incremental 

																																																													
179Nancy	Scheper-Hughes	and	Philippe	Bourgois,	Violence	in	War	and	Peace	(Oxford:	Blackwell,	2004),	2.	
180Randall	Collins,	“Micro	and	Macro	Causes	of	Violence,”	International	Journal	of	Conflict	and	Violence	
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one, but “violence research will always need local theories that do well in…explaining 

specific manifestations of violence,”183 and this research aims to meet this need: 

formulating a concept of violent conflictual contention and applying it to three cases 

within a defined geographical region of the UK and within a specific temporal frame.  

To conclude this part of the discussion, it is worth quoting Willem De Haan, who 

identifies very clearly the fundamental dilemma for the researcher investigating 

violence when he states: “definitions of violence will always be radically or 

fundamentally contested if only because every definition of violence bears its own 

theoretical, methodological and moral implications.”184 Violence manifests itself in a 

wide variety of guises, and despite the problems so far highlighted, numerous 

typologies have been developed to address this issue.185 Such approaches have been 

criticised because of the crudeness of the categories employed.186 They have the 

inherent problem of trying to link different acts of collective violence under the remit of 

a reductionist strategy because “they tend to annul the complex of analytical meanings 

conveyed by the action.”187 This top-down approach has significant drawbacks 

prompting the call for the development of a rigorous empirical resource base with 

“reliable findings about the specific varieties of collective violence,”188 which is in 

effect echoing the call made in the last paragraph by Manuel Eisner. 

Typologies of violence have been presented that subdivide violence into different 

categories, for instance Daniel Mider talks in terms of a “narrow understanding of 

violence as opposed to a broad understanding of violence.”189 He associates the narrow 

																																																																																																																																																																																			
Randall	Collins	made	the	appropriate	conclusion:	“We	are	not	nearly	in	sight	of	our	end,	a	
comprehensive	theory	of	violence	in	all	its	forms.	But	as	Winston	Churchill	said,	we	may	be	at	the	end	of	
the	beginning,”	(2009):	21.	This	discussion	was	merely	the	extension	of	previous	attempts	to	examine	
the	feasibility	of	developing	one	integrated	theory	to	explain	all	violence.	See	also	Margaret.	A.	Zahn	et	
al,	Violence	From	Theory	to	Research	(New	York:	LexisNexis,	2004),	251.		
183Manuel	Eisner,	“The	Uses	of	Violence:	An	Examination	of	Some	Cross-Cutting	Issues,”	International	
Journal	of	Conflict	and	Violence	3	/1	(2009):	42.	This	is	in	alignment	with	the	proposition	put	earlier	by	
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184Willem	DeHaan,	“Violence	as	an	Essentially	Contested	Concept,”	in	Violence	in	Europe:	Historical	and	
Contemporary	Perspectives,	ed.	Sophie	Body-Gendrot	and	Pieter	Spierenburg	(New	York:	Springer,	
2008),	36.	
185See	for	example	Ted	Gurr,	Peoples	Versus	State:	Minorities	at	Risk	in	the	New	Century	(Washington:	
US	Institute	of	Peace	Press,	2000)	dealing	with	ethnically	defined	minorities.	Also,	Paul	Hair,	“Deaths	
from	Violence	in	Britain:	A	tentative	secular	survey,”	Population	Studies	25	(1971):	5-24.		
186See	Donald.	L.	Horowitz,	Deadly	Ethnic	Riot	(London:	University	of	California	Press,	2001),	40.	
187Alberto	Melucci,	Challenging	Codes:	Collective	Action	in	the	Information	Age	(1996),	368.	
188Donald.	L.	Horowitz,	Deadly	Ethnic	Riot	(London:	University	of	California	Press,	2001),	41.	
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understanding with the field of political science, as opposed to the other fields of the 

social sciences concerned with a broad understanding of violence. But perhaps such a 

conception is falling into the same trap that McAdam et al. in their Dynamics of 

Contention programme levelled at the social sciences when they criticised the various 

fields in their failure to appreciate the cross-disciplinary qualities of the study of 

violence. 

Tilly has formulated a typology of interpersonal violence involving a subdivision into 

overlapping varieties of collective violence, although he argues “against thinking of 

each of these kinds of episodes as constituting a distinct causal realm with its own 

laws.”190 Instead he advocates “recognising multiple varieties of collective violence…in 

different phases and segments of wars or revolutions.”191 

The implication here is that acts of collective violence are to be found on some dynamic 

continuum at various stages of development, all progressing towards some greater goal 

or totality. However, disseminating what is that greater goal/totality might often be 

obscured and ill-defined and can only be readily identified with historical retrospection. 

At the time of their onset, the value, implications and/or cost to society of those 

collective violence acts is certainly unclear, especially when one considers that 

“different types of violence follow different patterns of evolution.”192 One could place 

the three cases in this research in various sub-categories provided by eminent authors,193 

but then the problems put forward by Alberto Melucci above would be encountered.  

At this stage, it is important to emphasise that “any survey of violence in human society 

is surely likely to show that the forms and incidence of violence are historically 

variable, so that the most fruitful level of conceptualisations and theories may not be 

transhistorical, but specific to certain historical periods and localities.”194 Bearing this 

statement in mind, then Pamela Oliver’s observation that “any locale or historical period 
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or issue has some collective events that could, in principle, lead to a social 

movement,”195 has significant resonance when one considers the theoretical framework 

and cases in this paper. This perspective promotes an important conceptual shift away 

from social movements embodying complex communication and resource structures 

with political change as a primary objective, towards an incremental approach to social 

movement formation where the focus is first on the local event rather than the 

movement.196  

The central theme of this proposition is that seemingly unrelated, at times isolated acts 

have the potential to form a collective totality. This collective totality, at times 

indiscernible, is based not solely upon access to resources or political opportunity 

structures. Rather, it emerges and at times recedes gradually in the wake of “small 

collective units, each working autonomously in accord with their own internal logic.”197 

Thereby collective totalities are built on the shifting sands of dynamic “relations among 

very different kinds of collective entities experiencing very different kinds of events.”198 

Each of the case studies deal with a specific genre of violent conflictual contention. 

Orgreave, the epitome of industrial unrest, Bradford embroiled in ethnic confrontation 

and Leeds/Manchester United revealing the brutality of football violence, on the face of 

it separated in time, space and dimension. Yet such disparate events may in fact come 

together, or expand into related areas and events within their own genre to form a larger 

totality. Although other totalities might emerge that deviate from the development of a 

social movement, these might include political parties, terrorist organisations or 

revolution itself. The point is, that “each event in a social movement is like throwing a 

rock into a pond, creating ripples, which eventually	damp out and become 
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imperceptible.”199 Alternatively, they might unite to form a wave sweeping away all 

before it. Oliver further adds that “we do not have to be able to find the end of the 

ripples: we do not have to draw boundaries around social movements to study them.”200 

This is an explicit recognition of the fluidity with which social movements are formed, 

both in a temporal and structural networking	sense.201  

There are two related problems here: firstly, the nature of social movements is that some 

may be discontinuous, that is “they flare up, eventually lose momentum, and disappear 

entirely”202 so that the ripple dissipates and is absorbed into wider society. Secondly, the 

problem arises that ‘all and sundry’ become identified as a social movement, ranging 

from “a riot lasting only a few hours to permanent organisations.”203 

The cases here and the cycle of violence characterising the Yorkshire landscape will not 

make definitive the outlines of any wider social movement, this is simply beyond the 

remit of this research. However, revealing the evolution of a tangible or intangible 

totality may be possible. Perhaps some larger or different organisational totality may be 

perceptible emerging phoenix-like from the ashes of the violence. At least this was the 

sentiment at the outset of this research journey, but the totality unveiled during this 

research was something more pernicious, more sinister and more disturbing than any 

physical organisational representation and it was inscribed in the very essence of the 

Yorkshire being, as will be shown as the paper unfolds. 

2.2 The	Players	

The emphasis of the paper so far has been on the nature of the act itself, namely ‘violent 

conflictual contention.’ Having established the conceptual parameters of the act, it is 
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use	the	term	“social	movement.”	Peter	Burke,	History	and	Social	Theory	(Cambridge:	Polity	Press,	2005),	
92.	Along	similar	lines,	Tilly	notes	that	“not	all	episodes	of	contention	constitute	social	movements	and	
not	all	social	movements	endure.”	Charles	Tilly	and	Sidney	Tarrow,	Contentious	Politics	(Boulder:	
Paradigm	Publishers,	2007),	111.		
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necessary to shift focus onto the actors themselves. But once again problems confront 

the research into violence. Michel Wieviorka insightfully observes:  

“the classical approaches are, on the whole, reluctant to concentrate on the 

actor of violence and therefore concentrate either on analysing the 

conditions that encourage action or acting out, or on studying the actor, 

who is reduced to being a sociological variant on homo economicus who 

is defined solely by his calculations, strategies and ultimately, interests. 

They take no interest, or very little interest, in the meaning of the action or 

orientations that the violence might be expressing.”204 

If one takes the demarcation of ‘violent conflictual contention’ specified in the last 

chapter, the constituent elements of the act can be subdivided into three core themes: 

Grievance: 

- collective conflict behaviour that involves the use of claims that intentionally and 

immediately inflicts physical damage, injury or destruction on persons and/or objects 

directed at each other within the domain of public disorder  

- wherein that conflict behaviour, is action undertaken by one or all parties against 

each other, in order to attain goals that are seen as incompatible by the parties and/or 

to express hostility towards the other party 

Identity: 

-involves at least ten perpetrators of damage and results at least in part from 

coordination among persons who perform the damaging act.	It is immaterial whether or 

not those performing the damaging act carry this out simultaneously. 

- at the same time, at least one party to the interaction is a representative of the state 

although it can also involve parties where state actors are tacit or non-participants in 

the acts of violent conflictual contention. 

Agency: 

- such action is common episodic social interaction that intentionally and immediately 

inflicts physical damage on objects and/or injury to persons. 
																																																													
204Michel	Wieviorka,	Violence:	A	New	Approach	(London:	Sage,	2009),	99.	
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These are precisely the same themes seen as essential to the concept of collective action 

frames discussed in the constructionist paradigm205 of social movement theory and 

addresses some of the concerns expressed by Wieviorka above.  

2.2.1 Collective	Action	Frames	

It is beyond the reach of this work to investigate the multitude of dynamic processes 

associated with framing.206 Interestingly, “all researchers speak of both framing and 

frames, yet the analysis of frame qualities presumes freezing the frame at a point in time 

to describe it… and compare it with frames at other intervals.”207 This approach is open 

to criticism because not enough attention has been devoted to the way frames are 

generated and evolve over time.208 Clearly it is important to recognise that “a frame’s 

snapshot is but a shadow of an emergent phenomenon…”209 which is echoing the 

observations made in the previous chapter by Oliver on the processual nature of 

movement formation. 

Although the research is focussing on a specific time period, through the collective 

action frame component of ‘agency,’ discussed later, there is the necessary requirement 

to place the events within their historical setting. In this way, the evolutionary nature of 

collective violence can be raised because “collective actors rarely, if ever, manufacture 

troublesome events entirely apart from the social context in which they find 

themselves…their framing of events is anchored in part to some set of empirical 

conditions”210 which are anchored in the past. 

																																																													
205See	William.	A.	Gamson,	Bruce	Fireman	and	Steven	Rytina,	Encounters	with	Unjust	Authorities	
(Homewood:	Dorsey	Press,	1982);	William.	A.	Gamson,	Talking	Politics	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	
University	Press,	1992).	
206The	degree	of	complexity	accompanying	the	concept	of	framing	has	grown	exponentially	with	the	
abundance	of	literature	on	the	subject.	It	has	also	led	to	some	criticism,	see	Robert	Benford,	“An	
Insider’s	Critique	of	the	Social	Movement	Framing	Perspective,”	Sociological	Inquiry	67	(1997):	409-430.	
207Hank	Johnston	and	John.	A.	Noakes,	Frames	of	Protest:	Social	Movements	and	the	Framing	Process,	
(Maryland:	Rowman	and	Littlefield,	2005),	24.	They	also	note	that	the	difficulties	are	exacerbated	
further	by	the	fact	that	frames	are	constantly	changing	making	the	collective	action	frame	difficult	to	
measure.	Although	Snow	et	al.,	advocate	that	it	is	the	“linguistic	elasticity”	of	the	core	term	that	made	it	
appealing	to	researchers,	see	Snow	et	al.,	“The	Emergence,	development	and	Future	of	the	Framing	
Perspective:	25+	Years	Since	‘Frame	Alignment,’”	Mobilization	19/1	(2014):	30.	
208Donatella	Della	Porta	and	Mario	Diani,	Social	Movements:	An	Introduction	(Oxford:	Blackwell,	2006),	
85.	
209Hank	Johnston	and	John.	A.	Noakes,	Frames	of	Protest:	Social	Movements	and	the	Framing	Process	
(Maryland:	Rowman	and	Littlefield,	2005),	24.	
210Doug	McAdam	and	David.	A.	Snow,	Social	Movements:	Readings	on	Their	Emergence,	Mobilisation	
and	Dynamics	(University	of	Arizona:	Roxbury,	1997),	3.	
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It is important to add the disclaimer that the inculcation of a collective action frame 

does not necessarily mean that collective action let alone collective violence will ensue. 

They “are sets of collective beliefs that serve to create a state of mind in which 

participation in collective action appears meaningful”211 and that such frames can both 

inspire and legitimate action.212 It is also evident that they are invoked when the 

protagonists perceive that they can influence change.213 Certainly there is a vast array of 

causal factors behind the onset of a collective action frame that engenders violence and 

they go beyond the boundaries of this research, but the fact is, in all three cases 

examined, collective violence did take place.  

Gamson pointed to three essential components of a collective action frame: a sense of 

injustice and the coalescing force of an identity combined with the feature of agency.214 

This is developed further by Klandermans who advocated that essential to grievance 

formation is the perception of injustice which frequently arises from a suddenly 

imposed grievance, awareness of illegitimate inequality and/or the violation of 

principles.215  

The injustice frame is a framework of interpretation used by people “to try to 

demonstrate that a situation of which they are critical is a matter of urgency, to identify 

the causes or those responsible, and where possible to propose solutions.”216 The 

proposal of solutions to these unfavourable situations can extend over a wide range of 

actions, both peaceful and violent. In the latter, not only is it contextualised, but quite 

often it is concentrated, so that groups “employ collective action frames to punctuate or 

single out some existing social condition or aspect of life and define it as unjust, 

intolerable, and deserving of corrective action.”217 Thus the research is concerned with a 

description of the grievances discernible in the actions of those involved and to what 
																																																													
211Bert	Klandermans,	The	Social	Psychology	of	Protest	(Oxford:	Blackwell,	1997),	17.	
212Robert.	D.	Benford	and	David.	A.	Snow.	“Framing	Processes	and	Social	Movements:	An	Overview	and	
Assessment,”	Annual	Review	of	Sociology	26	(2000):	611-639.		
213Edward.	N.	Muller	and	Erich	Weede,	“Theories	of	Rebellion:	Relative	Deprivation	and	Power	
Contention,”	Rationality	and	Society	6/1	(1994):	40-57.	
214William.	A.	Gamson,	Bruce	Fireman	and	Steven	Rytina,	Encounters	with	Unjust	Authorities	
(Homewood:	Dorsey	Press,	1982);	William.	A.	Gamson,	Talking	Politics	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	
University	Press,	1992).	
215Bert	Klandermans,	The	Social	Psychology	of	Protest	(Oxford:	Blackwell,	1997),	17-19,	38-43.	
216Dieter	Rucht,	“Violence	and	New	Social	Movements,”	in	International	Handbook	of	Violence	Research,	
ed.	William	Heitmeyer	and	John	Hagan	(Dordrecht:	Kluwer,	2003),	373.			
217David.	A.	Snow	and	Robert.	D.	Benford,	“Master	Frames	and	Cycles	of	Protest,”	in	Frontiers	in	Social	
Movement	Theory,	ed.	Aldon.	D.	Morris	and	Carol	McClurg	Mueller	(New	Haven,	CT:	Yale	University	
Press,	1992),	137.	
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extent those grievances centred on illegitimate inequality, their sudden imposition and 

the violation of principles. 

2.2.2 Suddenly	Imposed	Grievances	

Klandermans defines a “suddenly imposed grievance,” as “an unexpected threat or 

inroad on people’s rights or circumstances.”218 If one takes the term ‘suddenly imposed’ 

in its literal sense, that is the immediate infliction of physical injury, then any such acts 

not previously expected by a group has the potential for escalating into a grievance. In 

some instances, the expectation of violence is apparent, but there is still the point at 

which the violence is unleashed and the throwing of the first punch, kick or bottle will 

immediately invoke a suddenly imposed grievance. This is especially the case when 

such inroads are made by external groups seen to be hostile, threatening and/or 

provocative. As a result, “participation becomes more intense when faced with a 

perceived external aggression.”219 

In this research, a suddenly imposed grievance is used as a descriptive tool to identify 

the acts of violence. This can be either an act that was ‘initiated’ or ‘pre-emptive’ in the 

context of the immediacy of the situation the participants were faced with or as a form 

of ‘self-defence.’ The concept of self-defence is straightforward, someone hits you and 

the suddenly imposed grievance is instilled in you, the injustice is blatant and the choice 

then is either fight or flight. In effect “if there has been an attack so that defence is 

reasonably necessary, it will be recognised that a person defending himself cannot 

weigh to a nicety the exact measure of his defensive action.”220 Conversely, if the non-

state actor initiates or uses pre-emptive violence, i.e. throws the first punch, then it is 

used without the precondition that they have been assaulted beforehand in the 

																																																													
218See	Jacquelien	Van	Stekelenburg	and	Bert	Klandermans,	“Individuals	in	Movements,”	in	Handbook	of	
Social	Movements	Across	Disciplines,	ed.	Bert	Klandermans	and	Conny	Roggeband	(New	York:	Springer,	
2007),	160.	
219Donatella	Della	Porta	and	Gianni	Piazza,	Voices	of	the	Valley,	Voices	of	the	Straits,	How	Protest	
Creates	Communities	(Oxford:	Berghahn	Books,	2008),	90.	
220Lord	Morris	in	(Palmer	v	R	[1971]	AC	814).	Clearly	this	is	not	so	straightforward	from	a	legal	point	of	
view.	Section	76	of	the	UK	Criminal	Justice	and	Immigration	Act	2008	introduces	considerations	of	
reasonableness	and	appropriacy,	see	Section	76(3)	-	(7).	This	would	be	problematical	when	it	came	to	
instances	of	state	inspired	violence.	Even	if	the	police	official	was	acting	in	a	violent	manner	the	burden	
of	proof	and	the	threshold	for	conviction	would	usually	be	prohibitive.	However,	to	those	non-state	
players	in	the	front	line	confronting	the	‘other,’	the	transgression	of	using	violence	by	the	other,	
irrespective	of	the	source,	may	be	enough	to	instill	a	sense	of	injustice	that	warrants	an	equitable	or	
enhanced	violent	response.	Their	legitimation	will	be	drawn	not	only	from	the	injustice	of	the	act	by	the	
other	but	also	their	access	to	repositories	of	identity	and	agency	context	factors	as	discussed	later.		
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immediacy of that situation. This does not mean to say that they were not assaulted 

earlier in the event by some other party or even the same party they are now striking, 

but in the immediacy of the situation they are confronted with, they are now seeking 

retribution by initiating the resort to violence. This may be derived from a violated 

principle or illegitimate inequality which may or may not relate to the immediacy of the 

situation, for example another member of the group has been assaulted and that has 

been interpreted as an attack on the group as a whole. Or the initiated assault may be the 

product of a historical process that extends back in time. This might result from a 

suddenly imposed grievance experienced in a previous encounter earlier in the current 

event or one outside the confines of the current disorder, where collective memory 

perhaps plays a pivotal role and redress for this is now pursued. 

However, violence always introduces a suddenly imposed grievance into the 

relationship between the parties, be it through self-defence or an initiated assault.221 

This approach demands that there is always an instrumentality in the act, and as can be 

seen below, this can be in the immediacy of the confrontation or be delayed arising from 

some previous confrontation. 

2.2.3 Illegitimate	Inequality	Grievances	

“Contention may point to a grievance, identify a constituency and name an enemy.”222 

However, it is the sense of unfairness that there is unequal treatment afforded to a 

particular group, possibly at the expense of another group that stimulates the perception 

of illegitimate inequality.223 Frames of illegitimate inequality might prevail if one’s 

group is seen to be castigated as a scapegoat or folk devil and the state apparatus is seen 

to be used in a discriminatory or abusive manner towards that group. 

Klandermans emphasises that disadvantage must be recognised and be seen as 

illegitimate: “intergroup comparison and causal attribution to an external agent is the 

key to these perceptions,”224 and once identified the external agent held responsible for 

																																																													
221Adang	differentiates	between	violence	that	is	linked	to	a	clearly	identifiable	trigger	and	violence	that	
is	not	linked	to	a	clearly	identifiable	trigger.	He	notes	that	there	is	considerable	overlap	between	the	
two,	see	Otto.	M.J.	Adang,	“Initiation	and	Escalation	of	Collective	Violence,”	in	Preventing	Crowd	
Violence,	ed.	Tamara.	D.	Madensen	and	Johannes	Knutsson	(Boulder	Co:	Lynne	Rienner,	2011),	47-68.	
222Sidney	Tarrow,	Power	in	Movement:	Social	Movements	and	Contentious	Politics	(Cambridge:	
Cambridge	University	Press,	1998),	111.	
223Bert	Klandermans,	The	Social	Psychology	of	Protest	(Oxford:	Blackwell,	1997),	17.	
224Ibid.,	18	and	39.	
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this unfair situation may be made accountable. This is not always guaranteed as there 

are innumerable instances where groups do not address issues of illegitimate 

inequality.225 Yet this sense of illegitimate inequality may be enhanced if it is combined 

with a suddenly imposed grievance. At the same time, the search for seeking 

rectification for this illegitimacy will be amplified if there is a shared identity coupled 

with a predisposition for seeking recourse to violence which has been used in the past 

and is a characteristic feature of that group. 

2.2.4 Violated	Principle	Grievances	

A third type of grievance revolves around the moral indignation and outrage felt by a 

group when important values or principles, other than those related to equality, are 

violated. If the focus is on non-state actors, then it is “when the oppressed have created 

their own standards of moral condemnation, people may act collectively to redress 

injustice.”226 

The moral indignation arising from the violation of principles by some external agent is 

important to consider. The intangible nature of principles embodied in an ‘ethos’ or 

‘kinship’ that binds the group together might, in fact, transcend the material inequality 

experienced by the group. Perhaps the group holds a sense of justice or an unarticulated 

notion of what is right or wrong, or even a sense of fairness that cannot be attributed to 

some tangible differentiation between its existence and other groups. Once transgressed, 

this notion, ethos, sense of kinship, propels the group to take corrective action against 

the source of the unwarranted infringement on their principles. The key point is that 

“social conflict is seldom a simple mechanical reaction to grievances and frustrations 

experienced in the pursuit and defence of material interests…Interests and 

dissatisfactions are experienced and interpreted by way of moral ideas about right and 

																																																													
225Klandermans	highlights	the	important	role	of	fraternalistic	deprivation	which	involves	group	
comparisons	as	opposed	to	egoistic	deprivation	that	highlights	individual	comparisons.	However,	in	a	
subsequent	work,	Klandermans	seems	to	dilute	the	effect	of	fraternalistic	deprivation	pointing	out	that	
while	many	group	members	might	recognise	the	discrimination	levelled	at	their	group,	very	few	actually	
get	involved	in	collective	action,	see	Jacquelien	Van	Stekelenburg	and	Bert	Klandermans,	“Individuals	in	
Movements,”	in	Handbook	of	Social	Movements	Across	Disciplines,	ed.	Bert	Klandermans	and	Conny	
Roggeband	(New	York:	Springer,	2007),	159.	
226Karen.	S.	Cook	and	Karen.	A.	Hegtvedt,	“Distributive	Justice,	Equity	and	Equality,”	Annual	Review	of	
Sociology	9	(1983):	232.		
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wrong, justice and injustice of conceptions of the social order as they are expressed in 

ideals and highly regarded principles.”227  

2.2.5 Grievances	Interlocked	

Once the punch has been thrown, the kick landed or the stone cast, there are grievances 

thrown up that subsume pre-existing grievances under a phalanx of new suddenly 

imposed grievances. Once the trail of violence in the cases is marked out by the 

suddenly imposed grievances this can then be supported by an examination of violated 

principles and illegitimate inequality grievances that appear meaningful to the 

participants. 

In this way, the sense of injustice that flows from suddenly imposed grievances is 

juxtaposed with either a sense of illegitimate inequality and/or a contravention of 

principles that are intrinsic to the group’s notion of what is right and what is wrong. 

This conceptualisation draws upon the work by Bettina Schmidt and Ingo Schröder 

who, as with this research, link violent acts to a basic state of conflict and in so doing 

identify three important statements about their social ramifications: 

“A. Violence is never completely idiosyncratic. It always expresses some 

kind of relationship with another party and violent acts do not target 

anybody at random (although the individual is likely to be chosen as 

representative of some larger category). 

B. Violence is never completely sense- or meaningless to the actor. It may 

seem senseless, but it is certainly not meaningless to victim or observer or 

perpetrator. As social action, it can never be completely dissociated from 

instrumental rationality. 

C. Violence is never a totally isolated act. It is, however remotely, related 

to a competitive relationship and thus the product of a historical process 

that may extend far back in time and that adds by virtue of this capacity 

many vicissitudes to the analysis of the conflictual trajectory.”228  

																																																													
227Anthony	Oberschall,	Social	Conflict	and	Social	Movements	(Englewood	Cliffs:	Prentice	Hall,	1973),	35.	
228Bettina	Schmidt	and	Ingo	Schröder,	Anthropology	of	Violence	and	Conflict	(London:	Routledge,	2001),	
3.	
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The essential point here is that such an approach nullifies any need to make a distinction 

between instrumental and expressive forms of violence, because violence is always 

imbued with an instrumentality that appears meaningful to those who engage in the 

violent act.229  

Clearly there is a volatile cocktail of grievances arising from a perception of injustice 

that swirl around violent conflictual contention. Suddenly imposed grievances in the 

form of self-defence or initiated violence are the categorical imperative of each case, 

this is the point at which where the metaphorical ‘blood’ was spilt. But the influence 

exerted over the disorder by grievances of violated principles or illegitimate inequality 

is not so straightforward. In fact, the latter two grievance types might have been crucial 

in bringing the players to the confrontation. They may serve to sharpen the battle lines: 

they may perform a self-fulfilling prophecy role in confirming the illegitimacy of the 

actions of the opposing party or they may be essential for precipitating events and 

perpetuating intense levels of violence.  

The violent nature of the cases would seem to suggest that the non-state actors, if they 

were the belligerents perpetuated intense levels of violence. Nevertheless, if they were 

victims they soon metamorphosed into belligerents, the sense of injustice they felt 

possibly accelerating the process.  

This simplified conceptualisation to some degree reflects the processes exhibited in the 

social identity model230 and the flashpoint model.231 Stephen Reicher makes clear in his 

social identity model that actors who do act spontaneously may hold common 

grievances or shared understandings that both inform and limit their actions. It may also 

be that only when the violence takes place are the actors willing to express their 

grievances.232 As for the flashpoint model, Waddington draws upon the work of Neil 

																																																													
229It	is	also	explicit	in	the	definition	of	collective	violence	put	forward	by	the	World	Health	Organisation;	
Etienne	Krug	et	al.,	World	Health	Report	on	Violence	and	Health	(Geneva:	World	Health	Organisation	
2002),	152	which	states:	“The	instrumental	use	of	violence	by	people	who	identify	themselves	as	
members	of	a	group-whether	this	group	is	transitory	or	has	a	more	permanent	identity,	against	another	
group	or	set	of	individuals,	in	order	to	achieve	political,	economic	or	social	objectives.”			 	
230Stephen.	D.	Reicher,	“The	St	Pauls’	Riot:	An	Explanation	of	the	Limits	of	Crowd	Action	in	terms	of	a	
Social	Identity	Model,”	European	Journal	of	Social	Psychology	14	(1984):	1-21.	
231David	Waddington,	Karen	Jones	and	Chas	Critcher,	Flashpoints:	Studies	in	Public	Disorder	(London:	
Routledge,	1989).	
232See	John	Benyon	and	John	Solomos,	The	Roots	of	Urban	Unrest	(Oxford:	Pergamon,	1987).	
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Smelser in trying to address the inadequacies of single-factor theories.233 This research 

however, takes literally the meaning of flashpoint to be a place or situation in which 

violence flared up.234 Obviously to Waddington the concept of “flashpoint” exceeds 

this. Nevertheless, the elements of grievance, identity and agency used in this paper’s 

framework are represented in the situational and contextual levels of the flashpoint 

model he presented.235  

2.2.6 Identity	Factors		

A group’s collective action is not “solely dependent on the objective danger facing their 

interests, nor does it entirely depend on the availability of structural resources for 

protest, nor on material causal attributes, but it is closely linked to a subjective 

component: the awareness of a problem.”236 The paper’s research framework interprets 

the ‘problem’ as being embraced in grievances revolving around a perception of 

injustice that has resulted in violent conflictual contention. Tom Tyler et al., point out: 

“people are more likely to acknowledge injustice when they interpret their experiences 

in group-based terms.”237 If some external agent is held responsible for the group’s 

position of inequality, and/or the imposition of spontaneous and unacceptable 

grievances, and/or the transgression of important group principles then these causal 

actions stemming from the external agent often lead to anger.238 “This necessary 

																																																													
233Although	he	does	note	several	limitations	of	Smelser’s	work,	see	David	Waddington,	Karen	Jones	and	
Chas	Critcher,	Flashpoints:	Studies	in	Public	Disorder	(London:	Routledge,	1989),	169-177.		
234Benyon	distinguishes	between	the	triggering	event,	the	flashpoint	that	lights	the	conflagration	and	
the	deeper	contextual	issues.	John	Benyon,	“Interpretations	of	Civil	Disorder,”	in	The	Roots	of	Urban	
Unrest,	ed.	John	Benyon	and	John	Solomos	(Oxford:	Pergamon	Press,	1987),	33-34.	
235King	also	reduces	the	flashpoint	model	to	a	three-level	framework,	based	on	the	“historical	
background,”	the	“level	of	actualization”	(what	events	took	place)	and	the	“interactional	level.”	This	
paper’s	focus	would	correlate	with	the	first	two	levels.	See	Anthony	King,	“Football	Hooliganism	and	the	
Practical	Paradigm,”	Sociology	of	Sport	Journal	16	(1999):	272.	Whilst	Mohammed	Taj	in	his	dissenting	
report	on	the	Bradford	Riots	also	adopts	a	three-pronged	approach	looking	at	the	“immediate,”	
“exacerbating”	and	“underlying”	factors.	Mohammed	Taj,	“A	’Can	Do’	City,	Supplementary	Observations,	
Comments	and	Recommendations	to	the	Bradford	Commission	Report,”	(Bradford,	1996),	6.	Adang	used	
Waddington’s	contextual,	situational	and	interactional	aspects	in	his	examination	of	a	riot	in	Holland,	
Otto.	M.J.	Adang	and	Tom	van	Ham,	“Contextual	and	Individual	Factors	Determining	Escalation	of	
Collective	Violence:	Case	Study	of	the	Project	X	Riot	in	Haren,	The	Netherlands,”	British	Journal	of	
Criminology	April	5	(2015):	1-19.	
236Donatella	Della	Porta	and	Gianni	Piazza,	Voices	of	the	Valley,	Voices	of	the	Straits,	How	Protest	
Creates	Communities	(Oxford:	Berghahn	Books,	2008),	57.	
237Tom.	R.	Tyler	et	al.,	Social	Justice	in	a	Diverse	Society	(Boulder:	Westview	Press,	1997),	27.	
238See	Bert	Klandermans,	The	Social	Psychology	of	Protest	(Oxford:	Blackwell,	1997),	17.	Clearly	this	is	a	
gross	simplification,	“although…anger	is	an	important	precursor	of	violence,	it	may	not	be	sufficient,”	
according	to	Joanne	Martin,	and	Alan	Murray,	“Catalysts	for	Collective	Violence,”	in	The	Sense	of	Justice:	
Social	Psychological	Perspectives,	ed.	Robert	Folger	(New	York:	Plenum	Press,	1984),	102.	Nevertheless,	
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emotional component comes courtesy of a highly charged injustice frame that not only 

seeks to dramatise the illegitimacy of social conditions, but to blame particular others 

for the injustice.”239 But for anger to motivate collective action it must be shared240 and 

the group’s collective adoption of the injustice frame must be done in a public forum.241 

The public sharing of grievances by the group might not be automatic or universal 

amongst all the members at any one given time or place,242 yet as Klandermans points 

out, very little is needed for collective identity to evolve.243  

An essential precondition for the onset of violent conflictual contention is a feeling of 

group solidarity, where the members experience and share a sense of injustice and hold 

some external body responsible for their predicament: “The identity component not only 

emphasises the commonality of grievances, it also establishes the group’s opposition to 

the actor held responsible for the grievances.”244 The disorder is built on a groundswell 

of grievances, it creates and intensifies further grievances unlocking access to related 

injustice frames of illegitimate inequality and/or violated principles that were existent 

either explicitly or implicitly prior to the encounter. But “…most importantly, the 

events impose a collective identity upon those affected; everybody is victim of the same 

incident.”245  

This is even more pertinent when territoriality or in particular the defence of that 

territory is factored into the incident. Territoriality may be defined as the desire of a 

group to “delimit a territory within which the subject believes that it has a legitimate 

claim to define rules. The territory is usually associated with a sense of familiarity, 

																																																																																																																																																																																			
it	is	important	to	recognise	that	the	relationship	between	emotions	and	contention	in	general	and	
violence	in	particular	is	extremely	complex.	See	Ron	Aminzade	and	Doug	McAdam,	“Emotions	and	
Contentious	Politics,”	in	Silence	and	Voice	in	the	Study	of	Contentious	Politics,	ed.	Ronald	Aminzade	et	
al.,	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	2001):	14.	
239Ibid.,	31.	
240Bert	Klandermans,	Social	Psychology	of	Protest	(Oxford:	Blackwell,	1997),	17.	Yet	again,	this	needs	to	
be	qualified	because	“…the	specific	form	anger	takes	would	appear	to	be	variable.”	See	also	Ron	
Aminzade	and	Doug	McAdam,	“Emotions	and	Contentious	Politics,”	in	Silence	and	Voice	in	the	Study	of	
Contentious	Politics,	ed.	Ronald	Aminzade	et	al.,	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	2001),	31.			
241William	Gamson,	“The	Social	Psychology	of	Collective	Action,”	in	Frontiers	in	Social	Movement	Theory,	
ed.	Aldon.D.	Morris	and	Carol	McClurg	Mueller	(New	Haven:	Yale	University	Press,	1992),	73.		
242Bert	Klandermans,	Social	Psychology	of	Protest	(Oxford:	Blackwell,	1997),	5.	
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attachment and safety.”246 That association may be regarded by the group as a central 

aspect of who they are, their ‘self-definition.’ 

“Violence leaves traces,”247 it is inscribed in mind and body and is indelibly etched into 

the space occupied by different communal groups. The memory of previous encounters 

may add impetus to the recourse to violence, but such memory is in a constant state of 

change, overlaid by new and more pressing experiences. But what is fixed is the 

symbolism attached to the football ground, industrial complex, police station or streets 

that evoke memories of previous glory or defeat. Whether one is the victim or the 

perpetrator, the site of the violence provides a recurring image of violent embrace to 

those in the community that live within its shadow. 

2.2.7 Agency	

Two key problems arose with the approach adopted. One concerned the identification of 

the actual point at which the suddenly imposed grievance arose in the cases examined. 

The other related to the points in time at which the research perspective should 

commence and terminate. There may be numerous parties involved at various locations 

or these parties may be mobile at different points during the disorder, making the 

identification of the temporal nature of the collective violence inaccessible. In one case 

the violence took place on one day but was interspersed by peaceful breaks. In another 

case the collective violence continued over a weekend, punctuated by an extended break 

in the violence during the early morning and following day. One guiding principle that 

assisted in this analysis was set out in the Public Order Act 1986, Section 1, which 

stressed that it is “immaterial” whether or not the group uses the violence 

“simultaneously.”248 Obviously, this is covering the eventuality that public disorder may 

not be restricted to one single act but rather a series of acts within a defined time frame 

covering the event itself. 

The problem is then encountered when one starts to examine the historical lineage of the 

different cases of collective violence and the degree to which they were related to 

																																																													
246Thomas	Jordan,	“The	Uses	of	Territories	in	Conflicts:	A	psychological	perspective,”	The	Online	Journal	
of	Peace	and	Conflict	Research,	1/2(1998):	4.	http://www.perspectus.se/tjordan/Uses.pdf	(Accessed	
April,	2012).	
247Katharina	Schramm,	“Landscapes	of	Violence:	Memory	and	Sacred	Space,”	History	and	Memory	23/1	
(2011):	5-22.	
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preceding instances of collective violence from the same genre. How far back should 

one trace similar occurrences and to what extent did they have a bearing on the cases in 

this research? The expectation of the non-state actor and their use of violence might be 

the result of diffusion patterns.249 Here the injustice experienced is not in the face-to-

face interaction of the collective violence encounter but might be derived from a 

previous slight that preceded the eruption of violence on the dates under review. Susan 

Olzak proposes that “a new event to have begun if activity resumes after a pause of at 

least 24 hours in a locale. Otherwise, activity of more or less continuous actions by the 

same group is considered as one event.”250 This criterion is adopted in this research. In 

addition, the period considered in evaluating the wider historical paths of violence 

examined in the agency part of the work is based on Gurr’s perception that “a 

generation should suffice for evaluating historical magnitudes of turmoil.”251 Although 

reference to events outside this time frame will be necessary in order to highlight 

relevant historical developments.  

The third dimension of Klanderman’s conception of the collective action frame relates 

to agency and “agency results from the experience that collective action is a potentially 

successful influence strategy.”252 It is not enough that a group has shared grievances and 

a collective identity, but there needs to be the conviction that they have the right to both 

address and confront the grievances they are faced with and to make those they see 

responsible accountable for their actions.  

Such a conviction presupposes that the act they are willing to engage in has the potential 

for being successful, not least because there exist historical precedents where this has 

been the case. Naturally there are countless reasons why people engage in violent 

conflictual contention, but the threshold for engagement in such action is lowered if the 

groups believe that they can “successfully eliminate grievances.”253 It is quite subjective 

when one comes to a definition of ‘successful.’ This clearly relates to the instrumental 

nature of the violence. The mere act of addressing and confronting the architects of the 

																																																													
249See	Brian.	L.	Pitcher,	Robert.	L.	Hamblin	and	Jerry.	L.	L.	Miller,	“The	Diffusion	of	Collective	Violence,”	
American	Sociological	Review	43/1	(1978):	23-35.	
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grievances might in itself be seen as a form of ‘success,’ regardless of whether or not 

the grievance has been eliminated. On the other hand, the elimination of the grievance 

would logically be seen as a successful outcome.  

Research by Gamson highlights the effectiveness and success of utilising violence by 

protest groups.254 If such action is seen to be successful, then over a period of time, this 

predisposition to be violent will be used more and more frequently. This reaffirms one 

of Gurr’s basic hypotheses255 that the strength and range of normative justifications for 

violence will correlate with the historical proclivity for violence in a collectivity. Such 

that the more common a particular form of violence the more likely is the expectation 

that it will reappear. The focus in the agency part will be on the act itself examining the 

extent to which there have been similar cases of violent conflictual contention preceding 

the cases presented in this research. This concept of ‘agency’ revolving around the 

notion of ‘success’ outlined by Klandermans is modified in this paper. Rather, agency is 

taken to be what Anthony King terms the “historical context”256 or more precisely it is 

the repertoire of contention upheld by the non-state actors: the “historically developed 

and culturally sanctioned set of means and options, upon which a certain social group 

can draw in order to publicly articulate its claims.”257  

It was Hobsbawm who astutely observed that the past “represented the key to the 

genetic code by which each generation reproduced its successors and ordered their 

relationships.”258 Thus, it is worth considering that those engaged in violent conflictual 

contention, however valid or worthwhile their cause, often legitimise their acts through 

recourse to a distorted interpretation of that past.259 Memories elevate defeat into victory 

or perhaps filter out uncomfortable ‘truths.’ Those involved in violence either through 

design or accident live with the burden, some welcome it to achieve their objectives 

whilst others shun and recoil from it.  
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Whilst recourse to violence might be a strategic option set by historical precedent, these 

cases are not dealing with abstract political or economic notions that might in some way 

justify the use of violence.260 At the point of the suddenly imposed grievance it must 

have been meaningful for those involved to utilise violence. Vittorio Bufacchi 

sympathetically points out “that history is full of examples of violence being used as a 

means to impose injustice, and we must allow for the possibility that the only way to 

fight an injustice is through the same violent means.”261 Therefore what were the 

injustices seen by those on the front line when violence erupted?  

2.2.8 Injustice		

If the focus is on the non-state actors, the distortion of the ‘eye of the beholder’ 

perception comes into play here, because from the perspective of the state actors 

involved, the miners, immigrants and football supporters were the perpetrators of 

violence. The fact that all three incidents have been labeled as public disorder confirms 

the accepted historical orthodoxy that this was the case. However, the notion of an 

injustice frame held by those non-state actors might indicate that they at least perceived 

they were the victims in the violent episodes.262 Again referring to Wieviorka, he 

proposed a typology that elevates the subject to a pivotal position in the analysis of 

violence,263 such that to the non-state protagonists involved, “in his view, his violence is 
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not meaningless.”264 That meaning might be related to complex causal factors, to a 

suddenly imposed grievance or it may be reduced to the simple demand of gaining 

respect from others, because by standing up and using violence the group perceives that 

it is re-asserting its status and honour.265 

To the victim, the violence he pursues is not meaningless because it is “a demand for 

justice which would otherwise not be satisfied or would be inadequately satisfied.”266 

The interrelationship between the victim and injustice is critical because: 

“injustice creates victims, and being a victim of justice is degrading 

because it exposes one’s vulnerability, which is indicative of a person’s 

powerlessness. This suggests that injustice is the manifestation of certain 

power relations within society between dominant and subordinate forces, 

where the latter are vulnerable and powerless to the former. Understanding 

violence helps us to recognise the true nature of injustice…and a theory of 

violence is therefore a necessary component of any theory of justice.”267 

Bufacchi formulated an intriguing concept weaving together violence, injustice and 

justice promoting the idea that a theory of violence is a necessary precursor to an 

understanding of injustice. He acknowledged the difficulties on delineating the 

boundaries of what actually constitutes an act of violence and talked in terms of a 

“Minimalist Conception of Violence (MCV)”	versus as a “Comprehensive Conception 

of Violence (CVV)”268 dichotomy. Yet he recognised the definitional obstacle	of 

“whether violence should be defined from the point of view of the perpetrators (violence 

as intentional, destructive force) or alternatively from the point of view of the victims 

(violence as a violation of their rights).”269 He subsequently qualified this by 

recognising that there are “victims of justice and victims of violence and it is not always 
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easy to distinguish one from the other,”270 compounding even further the problems 

faced by the researcher of violence.271 

It is beyond the scope of this research to look at theories of justice. Rather it is the view 

of injustice, meandering around the three types of grievance identified earlier, which 

was held by those non-state actors involved in the collective violence that the research is 

concerned. As indicated in the introduction, this perspective is a limitation of the 

research and criticism of this is acknowledged.272 Although this is tempered throughout 

the cases by an explicit recognition of the role played by the police in the unfolding 

events. 

The fact that a sense of injustice arises must acknowledge that there is an interactional 

framework reflecting in part the power relationships in society. After all, the emerging 

events of collective violence might depend to some extent on the reaction of the crowd 

to state actors and their actions. British history has been plagued with over-zealous state 

officials only too willing to implement the law regardless of the consequences.273 To 

counter this, whilst legally, the non-state actors have been classified as the perpetrators 

of violence, their ‘underdog’ experience and perception of injustice might suggest to 

them, that justice is an ‘aberration.’ Justice then becomes something which has been 

imposed by those who want to convey the illusion of power, strength and domination, 

because “justice is always violent to the party offending, for every man is innocent in 

his own eyes.”274  

Interactional perspectives looking at the role of state and non-state actors may give a 

disproportionate amount of attention to the former, with the risk that “…the dynamics 

and forms of protest itself are overlooked.”275 The police become the scapegoats for the 

violent outbursts and a recognition of the complicity of non-state actors may become 
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diluted. This is minimised if the focus is on the non-state actors and whilst they did have 

to react to acts of violence from ‘the other,’ it was clear that they also initiated violent 

acts. At the same time one is not implying that the non-state actors are always complicit 

in the breaking violence, rather it is important to acknowledge that while they “may at 

times utilise illegitimate means…their motives may not be deemed immoral,”276 at least 

in their eyes. 

A basic definition of injustice might be one that “applies to any act that involves 

unfairness to another or violation of one’s rights, it is an unjust act.”277 More precisely it 

is “the denial or violation of economic, sociocultural, political, civil or human rights of 

specific populations or groups in the society based on the perception of their inferiority 

by those with more power or influence.”278 However, as Bufacchi stresses, this is 

problematic as there is a vast array of moral, legal and human rights	and equating 

injustice with violence may be a misleading equation.279 But this research is looking at 

the grievances couched in a sense of injustice that were brought to light in the violent 

conflictual contention breaking out in Yorkshire. What soon became clear when 

disseminating the data generated, is that the sense of injustice felt seared to the heart of 

what were intensely personal issues and these were not always shrouded in grand 

notions of social, economic and political injustice or the transgression of human rights. 

Nevertheless, the value of Bufacchi’s concept of violence perhaps can be seen in 

perceiving the cases from a limited synthesis of his theoretical framework. Whereby, 

MCV is realised in the suddenly imposed grievances of the physical act of violence be it 

either in self-defence or an initiated assault. Whilst CCV is realised in the violated 

principles and/or perpetuation of illegitimate inequality that either ‘immediately 
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preceded’ or ‘immediately followed’ the imposition of the suddenly imposed grievance, 

depending on the degree of temporality afforded to the cases.  

The grievance and identity parts of this research essentially focus on the subject of 

violence taking into consideration some of the micro aspects of violent conflictual 

contention. Moving to the discussion of agency necessitated the shift to the macro level; 

an events based perspective that explored the contours of prior and post cases of violent 

conflictual contention.280 This approach confronts one of the inherent tensions in the 

study of violence as Wieviorka sets out: “Since violence can be observed, empirically, 

especially on the ‘micro level’ where it occurs, or spreads, where individuals or groups 

are wounding and killing others, does this not primarily call for a ‘micro’approach? But 

since it is central to history, shaping and destroying whole societies, do we not in the 

first instance require a ‘macro’ perspective?”281 This research acknowledges the duality 

of the micro-macro approaches, regarding them as supportive and not contradictory.282 

2.2.9 	Issues	for	the	Researcher	

As Hobsbawm elucidates: “all history writing is selection,”283 and when studying 

collective violence there are some unique challenges. Quite often the act will have 

already taken place without the researcher being present. Once it has taken place, the 

foremost problem is that those involved in such acts, may for reasons perhaps of legality 

and publicity, not want to be identified and associated with those acts.284 Similarly, 

“those questioned can provide only retrospective justifications for their actions and thus 

only an inadequate reflection of the tangle of actual motives.”285 
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At the same time, some individuals are limited in their capacity to fully articulate their 

sentiments and views. On a practical level for instance, there were many grammatical 

and syntactical errors in the witness statements and in the oral statements during the 

interviews. I use the term ‘error’ with some reservation as it may denote academic 

arrogance when in fact the linguistic and communicative devices used by others may 

very well be an important part of their identity and this researcher is not going to bring 

that into question. Only where the language used made the meaning unclear, will there 

be any additional indication in the text.  

Significantly, the elapse of time may have resulted in a softening or hardening of their 

views and interpretation of the event, such that “ex post facto justification means that 

the perpetrator remembers the violent act which has already been committed and he 

reflects on it and reinterprets it for the present situation, redefining motives in the 

process.”286 Finally, another inherent weakness needs to be mentioned when it comes to 

personal accounts and that is “actors in a crowd are in a state of extreme narrative 

indeterminacy: they think they know what has happened but they probably do not, 

having only experienced events from one position and possibly for only part of the 

time.”287 Critics have raised the drawbacks of oral histories, notably Hobsbawm who 

asserts that personal memory is a questionable medium for preserving facts.288 Given 

these limitations, access to and the reliability afforded to personal interviews needs to 

be recognised and over-reliance on the data produced from this type of source needs to 

be accompanied by supporting data as highlighted later. But oral history is a valuable 

resource for any social scientist. It can often bring ‘life’ to a text or introduce a 

dimension that bridges the gap between the staid narratives of the past and the vibrancy 

of personal experience. Oral history can involve the individual and the group.289 Their 

importance lies in that they can often give a voice to those marginalised, as Elaine Batty 

																																																													
286Siegfried	Lamnek,	“Individual	Violence	Justification	Strategies,”	in	International	Handbook	of	Violence	
Research,	ed.	Wilhelm	Heitmeyer	and	John	Hagan	(Netherlands:	Kluwer	Academic,	2003),	1114.	
287Paul	Bagguley	and	Yasmin	Hussain,	Riotous	Citizens,	Ethnic	conflict	in	multicultural	Britain	(Aldershot:	
Ashgate,	2008),	13.	
288Eric	Hobsbawm,	On	History	(London:	Abacus,	1997).	
289One	of	the	classic	oral	histories	is	the	investigation	into	women’s	lives	in	Northern	England	where	
over	100	subjects	were	interviewed,	see	Elizabeth	Roberts,	A	Woman’s	place:	An	Oral	History	of	
Working-Class	Women,	1890-1940	(Oxford:	Blackwell,	1984).	Conversely,	one	of	the	off-quoted	works	
into	oral	history	is	the	insight	into	the	life	of	Doña	María	by	Daniel	James	in	his	work	Doña	María’s	Story:	
Life	History,	Memory	and	Political	Identity	(Duke	University:	Duke	University	Press,	2001).	Robert	Perks	
and	Alistair	Thomson,	The	Oral	History	Reader	(Abingdon:	Routledge,	2015)	gives	an	excellent	overview	
of	the	developments	in	oral	history.	
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promotes in her article when she counters the critics of the method when she states: 

“oral histories are understood to be a mechanism for helping us to understand the 

cultural milieu in which individual events were experienced, rather than a means of 

capturing the ‘general experience’ of a population.”290 The oral histories collected in 

this research serve to illustrate and not to vindicate actions and they are juxtaposed with 

other sources to provide a critical insight into the unfolding events. 

Where possible, interviews were set up and they were semi-structured in nature.291 It 

was important to talk to people in the frontline, not least because they are themselves 

recorders of history. They are also the conduits of traditions and narratives and an 

essential resource in any social scientific undertaking. In line with calls for “small scale, 

nuanced narratives from in-depth interviews”292 five primary interviews were 

conducted, reinforced by further interviews that were secondary in supporting or 

rejecting observations made in the primary interviews.293  

However, the very nature of violence assumes sensitive moral, legal and social 

consequences, if not for the participants then certainly for third party observers. Thus, 

practical difficulties are faced by the researcher when investigating this area as there 

may be reluctance on the part of those involved to speak openly or publicly about their 

experiences. When meeting one of those who had participated in the disturbances at 

Leeds in 1975 he openly declared that he was not proud of what he had done and that 

																																																													
290Elaine	Batty,	“Reflections	on	the	use	of	oral	history	techniques	in	social	research,”	People	Place	&	
Policy	Online	3/2	(2009):	109-121.	http://extra.shu.ac.uk/ppp-
online/issue_2_290709/documents/reflections_oral_history_techniques_social_research.pdf	(Accessed	
October,	2016)	
291In	all	cases	the	principles	and	guidelines	laid	down	by	Alasuutari	were	adhered	to.	See	Pertti	
Alasuutari,	Researching	Culture-Qualitative	Methods	and	Cultural	Studies	(London:	Sage,	1995).	The	
limitations	of	interviews	and	related	methodological	problems	when	investigating	conflict	or	violence	
related	areas	are	brought	up	in:	Raymond.	M.	Lee	and	Claire.	M.	Renzetti,	Researching	Sensitive	Topics	
(Newbury	Park:	Sage,	1993).	
292Tom	Gibbons,	Kevin	Dixon	and	Stuart	Braye,	“The	way	it	was:	an	account	of	soccer	violence	in	the	
1980’s,”	Soccer	&	Society	9/1	(2008):	31.	
293One	included	a	leading	community	member	actively	involved	at	the	time	in	the	Bradford	Riots	in	1995	
(referred	to	as	B1	in	the	text).	Two	others	were	leading	NUM	trade	unionists	who	had	been	involved	in	
the	miners’	strike	during	1984-5	(referred	to	as	O1	and	O2	in	the	text).	Finally,	prominent	members	of	
one	of	the	Leeds	United	fan	groups	involved	in	violence	in	the	late	1960’s	and	early	1970’s	(referred	to	
as	L1	and	L2	in	the	text).	The	interviews	were	treated	in	confidence	as	requested	by	the	interviewees.	
They	took	place	in	circumstances	not	always	conducive	to	research:	in	the	pub,	canteen,	on	a	coach,	at	a	
football	match.	There	were	interviews	with	other	sources	related	to	the	violence	at	Leeds,	denoted	by	
the	capital	‘L.’	Knowing	some	of	those	interviewed	personally,	also	meant	informal	communication	
channels	being	open	and	not	subject	to	the	formal	requirements	of	an	interview.	In	these	instances,	
notes	were	taken	either	concurrently	or	subsequent	to	the	discussions.	At	times,	communication	by	
phone	had	to	be	adopted.	
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the person he is now is not a reflection of the person he was. The problems for the 

researcher are exacerbated when dealing with ethnic groups. Raymond Lee for example, 

points out that among minority communities, researchers have been seen to be 

“predators.”294 For instance, there were monumental hurdles in place trying to both 

locate and interview those involved in the Bradford Riots.295 The specific problems of 

undertaking research in Bradford have been highlighted in subsequent research, with 

gatekeepers to the community filtering access.296 Although a key witness was traced and 

interviewed, this had to be supported by access to an official report - the Bradford 

Commission Report.297 The report was criticised, not least because it did not make 

recommendations and even one of the authors refused to sign off on the final version.298 

The report made for uneasy reading for all stakeholders, including the ethnic 

communities and interestingly the report did not interview any of those arrested. It did 

however, interview many hundreds of residents and is an authoritative account of what 

transpired. 

Linda Levy draws together some of the key obstacles when examining crowd behavior: 

“crowd events occur with great speed, are difficult to anticipate, often happens several 

at one time, sometimes cover a broad geographic area, have processes leaving few 

traces, are not conducive to the interviewing of members during the process, frequently 

produce unreliably remembered accounts and create a risk of injury to the observer.”299 

First-hand accounts are obviously susceptible to distortion, not least because of group 

loyalty and the impact of other social and cognitive factors. This results in participants 

and observers in the same event coming to diametrically different conclusions as to 

																																																													
294Raymond.	M.	Lee,	Doing	research	on	sensitive	topics	(London:	Sage,	1993),	140	and	157.	In	an	article	
in	The	Independent	written	the	day	after	the	riots	in	Bradford	it	stated:	“many	Asians	in	Bradford	hate	
journalists…”	see	“Bradford’s	culture	clash,”	The	Independent,	June	12,	1995.		
295Some	of	the	youths	involved	were	underage	and	therefore	could	not	be	identified	whilst	some	did	not	
want	to	be	identified	as	was	seen	in	Beverley	Aujula,	“Baby	was	hit	with	truncheon,	says	family,”	
Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	14,	1995.	
296Gurchatan.	S.	Sanghera	and	Suruchi	Thapar-Björkert,	“Methodological	dilemmas:	gatekeepers	and	
positionality	in	Bradford,”	Ethnic	and	Racial	Studies	31/3	(2008):	543-562.	
297Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996.	
298Manawar	Jan-Khan	a	leading	critic	and	spokesman	for	the	Manningham	Residents'	Association	in	
Bradford	stated	it	was	“a	very	amateurish	attempt	–	a	farcical	charade	irrelevant	to	the	community,”	in	
Yorkshire	Post,	“Riots	report	a	waste	of	money,”	November	21,	1996.	
299Linda	Levy,	“A	Study	of	Sports	Crowd	Behaviour:	The	Case	of	the	Great	Pumpkin	Incident,”	Journal	of	
Sports	and	Social	Issues	13/2	(1989):	73-74.	
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what actually happened.300 This only compounds even further the problems placed 

before the researcher in trying to identify and articulate what ‘really’ happened. 

There may also be institutional obstacles in place that restrict access to sources of 

information. This was seen after the publication of the book by Caroline Gall on the 

Leeds Service Crew when one of its main characters was subsequently arrested.301 

Institutional opposition was also encountered when South Yorkshire Police refused 

access to material related to the events at Orgreave.302 Not only was there limited access 

to institutional sources, but the reliability of such evidence was highlighted in two of the 

cases. The written testimony presented by police officers in the Orgreave case was 

suspected of widespread collusion and there have been calls for an official inquiry.303 

The Orgreave Truth and Justice Campaign304 have a wealth of defence counsel 

documents from the 1985 Sheffield Crown Court case and the Court of Appeal, 1991. 

There are the court transcripts as well as witness statements for the prosecution and 

defence. Yet the official statements are viewed contemptuously, for instance, Andrew 

Leigh, a miner at Orgreave described the police statements as a “load of codswallop.”305 

Whilst another miner, Arthur Critchlow said the prosecution’s allegations were “a lot of 

bollocks…the statement is pure unadulterated lies.”306 Similarly during the trials of 

those accused of public disorder after the Bradford Riots, the Stipendiary Magistrate 

noted: “We say here and now that we cannot pick and choose in the prosecution case 

																																																													
300See	Albert.	H.	Hastorf	and	Hadley	Cantril,	“They	saw	a	game;	a	case	study,”	Journal	of	Abnormal	and	
Social	Psychology	49	(1954):	129-34.	
301Caroline	Gall,	Service	Crew,	The	Inside	Story	of	Leeds	United’s	Hooligan	Gangs	(Lancs:	Milo,	2008).	
Historically,	Leeds	fans	have	been	suspicious	of	enquiries	into	their	activities,	this	stems	from	the	fallout	
from	the	Police	Operation	“Wild	Boar”	in	the	1980’s	when	several	fans	were	arrested.	Leeds	Service	
Crew	was	also	called	a	‘firm’	to	describe	an	organised	group	of	youths	engaged	in	football	violence.	
302Previous	requests	to	the	West	Yorkshire	Police	had	been	met	with	very	limited	success.	The	South	
Yorkshire	Police	was	even	more	averse	to	providing	information,	which	was	understandable	in	light	of	
the	findings	of	the	Hillsborough	Independent	Panel	that	claimed	the	Police	had	been	involved	in	a	mass	
cover	up	over	the	death	of	96	Liverpool	fans	in	1989.	Similar	comparisons	have	subsequently	been	made	
with	the	events	at	Orgreave	see	David	Conn,	“Hillsborough	and	Battle	of	Orgreave:	one	police	force,	two	
disgraces,”	The	Guardian,	April	12,	2012.	See	also	chapter	5	of	the	folllowing	that	gives	an	interesting	
insight	into	the	South	Yorkshire	Police:	Rob.	C.	Mawby,	Policing	Images:	Policing,	Communication	and	
Legitimacy	(Devon:	Willan	Publishing,	2002).	
303David	Conn,	“Hillsborough	investigation	should	be	extended	to	Orgreave,	says	NUM	leader,”	The	
Guardian,	October	21,	2012.	
304http://otjc.org.uk/	
305Andrew	Leigh,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	124/453.	http://otjc.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2014/07/Defendants-Statements-Volume-1.pdf	
306Arthur	Critchlow,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	317/453.	http://otjc.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2014/07/Defendants-Statements-Volume-1.pdf	
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those areas which are acceptable and those which are unacceptable…and having found, 

as we do, that the prosecution based on the evidence of the two officers fails in one area 

it must inevitably follow, in our view, that the prosecution case falls around their ears 

like a pack of cards.”307  

Finally, the simple passage of time and administrative procedures adopted may simply 

provide insuperable obstacles. This was the case with some of the court records for 

those arrested at the Leeds game, where the record retention and destruction schedule 

meant that after three years the records were destroyed.308 

It was impossible to gain access to whole collectives involved in the events, thus, the 

focus had to be on individuals. But herein lies a fundamental dilemma, as the research is 

concerned with collective violence and yet one only had access to individual accounts. 

This emphasis on the collective dimension of individual narratives is determined by the 

very nature of the act itself. Violent conflictual contention and all the attendant 

limitations it imposes on the methodological tools available, ensures force majeure that 

accounting for an individual’s actions in a given situation necessitates that it be 

extrapolated to the collectivity as a whole. Consequently, collective action becomes 

“reducible to …constructivist approaches which argue that individual persons 

determined for themselves how they connect with and relate to others, and that this is 

where we must identify the underlying sources of conflict and its management.”309  

It is also necessary to consider the role of the researcher in violence research. Being 

born in the region and seeing first-hand some of the genres of collective violence 

researched needs to be made explicit. However, one does not accept that proximity to 

																																																													
307Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.8.6.	The	Magistrate	was	also	
dismissive	of	much	of	what	the	defendants	said	as	well:	“…we	were	not	impressed	by	the	way	in	which	
they	gave	evidence,	nor	convinced	by	what	they	said.”	Ibid.,	section	4.8.8.	
308Carl	Kenneally,	Archivist,	West	Yorkshire	Archive	Service,	email	message	to	author,	July	19,	2013.	
309Sandra	Cheldelin,	Daniel	Druckman	and	Larissa	Fast,	Conflict:	From	Analysis	to	Intervention	(New	
York:	Continuum	Publishing	Group,	2003),	14.	This	point	is	also	made	by	Martin,	McCarthy	and	McPhail	
in	their	research	on	collective	violence:	“In	the	interest	of	conceptual	clarity,	it	is	important	to	note	that	
the	data	sources	from	which	we	draw	do	not	allow	us	to	consistently	differentiate	between	individual	
and	collective	violent	actions	that	occur	within	a	large	gathering.	We	therefore	refer	to	‘collectivities’	
and	to	‘violence’	because	we	can	say	with	certainty	only	that	the	violent	actions	we	study	occurred	
within	some	larger	collectivity,	which	itself	may	be	composed	of	multiple	smaller	events.”	Andrew.	W.	
Martin,	John.	D.	McCarthy,	Clark	McPhail,	“Why	Targets	Matter:	Toward	a	More	Inclusive	Model	of	
Collective	Violence,”	American	Sociological	Review	74	(2009):	822.	
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the target group undermines the legitimacy of the observer.310 Having lived outside of 

the region for over twenty years has allowed for a suitable level of detachment that has 

de-sensitised the researcher to the emotions attached to the region and the events.  

2.2.10 	Case	Study		

The research cases are bounded and contextualised meeting the needs of both Robert 

Stake and Matthew David.311 Not only is the case study methodology compatible with 

the collective action frame theoretical framework, but that “case studies, if done 

appropriately, generate analyses and understandings that are more multilayered and 

nuanced because of their …defining feature: the triangulation of multiple methods.”312 

As a direct result of the significant limitations imposed on investigating collective 

violence, more emphasis had to be placed on newspaper reports.313 But again there were 

problems. An excellent example of this being the reporting of the police horse charge 

during the Orgreave incident, where the editing of the televised report on that day was 

presented in such a way that the charge was portrayed as a reaction to debris being 

thrown by the miners. Some subsequent evidence disputed whether this had been the 

case.314 Furthermore, The Guardian has been referred to throughout the paper and yet 

over the years the paper has been one of the most critical of Leeds United. Not only the 

way the players have conducted themselves on the field but also the way the club has 

operated off the field. One of the key reporters dealing with these issues has been David 

Conn,315 who originally comes from Salford, a Metropolitan Borough of Manchester 

																																																													
310This	was	a	notable	issue	raised	by	Marie	Breen-Smyth,	“Critical	Terrorism	Studies:	The	Case	of	
Suspect	Communities”	(paper	presented	at	the	Terrorism:	Myths,	Agendas	and	Research	Conference,	
University	of	Helsinki,	Finland,	May	7-8,	2009).	
311Robert	Stake,	The	Art	of	Case	Study	Research	(Thousand	Oaks	CA:	Sage,	1995);	Matthew	David,	Case	
Study	Research	Volumes	1-4	(London:	Sage,	2006).	
312David.	A.	Snow	and	Danny	Trom,	“The	Case	Study	and	the	Study	of	Social	Movements,”	in	Methods	of	
Social	Movement	Research,	ed.	Bert	Klandermans	and	Suzanne	Staggenborg	(Minneapolis:	University	of	
Minnesota	Press,	2002),	150.	
313On	the	limitations	of	using	newspaper	data	see:	David.	G.	Ortiz	et	al.,	“Where	Do	We	Stand	on	
Newspaper	Data?”	Mobilization	10/3	(2005):	397-419.	
314See	Granville	Williams,	Shafted:	The	miners’	strike	and	the	aftermath	(Campaign	for	Press	and	
Broadcasting	Freedom:	London,	2009).	
315David	Conn,	“Does	the	ownership	of	Leeds	United	matter?	It	does	if	you	value	the	fans,”	The	
Guardian,	March	6,	2010;	“Leeds	United:	five	key	questions	answered,”	The	Guardian,	March	18,	2014.	
Even	when	writing	for	The	Independent	he	was	critical,	see	“Leeds	employees	count	cost	of	financial	
crisis,”	The	Independent,	January	24,	2004.	There	has	been	mutual	animosity	between	some	sections	of	
the	media	and	Leeds	and	it	continues	today	when	the	present	owner	refuses	to	be	interviewed	by	some	
journalists	as	did	the	previous	owner,	see	Gary	Edwards,	Fifty	Shades	of	White:	Half	a	Century	of	Pain	
and	Glory	with	Leeds	United	(Durrington:	Pitchpublishing,	2016).	
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and supports Manchester City. Sensitivity to media bias had to be paramount. For 

instance, it became obvious that for many years, reporting on ethnic violence was 

conditioned by a local media agenda that did not want to impinge on the political, social 

and cultural sensibilities of multiculturalism. In opposition, the media’s portrayal of the 

miners and football fans was tarnished by an arrogance and dismissive attitude that saw 

the two groups forever as society’s modern day folk devils.316  

One had also to revert to some less traditional sources where participants recounted 

their experiences in the events. This was most readily seen in the case of football 

violence. Emma Poulton	raises concerns about the use of the innumerable publications 

from current and ex-football ‘hooligans’ that have proliferated over recent years.317 

Whilst this is taken into consideration, Aage Radmann in his reference to the Swedish 

experience defends the use of such literature.318 At the same time, Pearson notes: 

“whilst many journalist, politicians, and police continue to refer to football violence as 

meaningless and the proponents as mindless thugs, the hit and tell memoirs reveal a 

world of identity, local pride, camaraderie and humour that forms the foundation for the 

activities of the hooligan gangs, both past and present.”319  

The inherent problems of incompleteness or distortion of reporting, needs to be 

considered when consulting newspaper sources.320 However, such problems are 

mitigated with the combination of personal interviews with other sources of data, 

																																																													
316Kristen	Sparre,	Peacemaking	Journalism	at	a	Time	of	Community	Conflict:	The	
Bradford	Telegraph	&	Argus	and	the	Bradford	Riots	(Bradford	University:	Department	of	Peace	Studies,	
1998);	Elaine	Wade,	“The	Miners	and	the	Media:	Themes	of	Newspaper	Reporting,”	Journal	of	Law	and	
Society	12/3	(1985):	273-284.	See	also	Carnibella	et	al.	who	talks	about	media	amplification	generating	a	
moral	panic;	Giovanni	Carnibella	et	al.,	Football	violence	in	Europe	(Oxford:	The	Social	Issues	Research	
Centre,	1996),	36.		
317Emma	Poulton,	“Fantasy	Football	Hooliganism	in	Popular	Media,”	Media,	Culture	and	Society	29	
(2007):	151-164.	She	uses	the	term	“hooliporn.”	See	also	Pete	Davies,	Twenty-Two	Foreigners	in	Funny	
Shorts	(Random	House:	New	York,	1994);	Geoff	Pearson,	“A	Commentary	on	‘Little	Hooliganz:’	The	
Inside	Story	of	Glamorous	Lads,	Football	Hooligans	and	Post-Subculturalism	by	Professor	Steve	
Redehead,”	Entertainment	and	Sport	Law	Journal	9/1	(2011).	
http://www.entsportslawjournal.com/article/10.16997/eslj.33/	(Accessed	April,	2012);	Jon	Dart,	
“Confessional	tales	from	former	football	hooligans:	a	nostalgic,	narcissistic	wallow	in	football	violence,”	
Soccer	&	Society	9/1	(2008):	42-55.	
318Aage	Radmann,	“Hit	and	tell	–	Swedish	hooligan	narratives,”	Sport	in	Society	18/2	(2015):	202-218.	
319Geoff	Pearson,	“A	Commentary	on	‘Little	Hooliganz:’	The	Inside	Story	of	Glamorous	Lads,	Football	
Hooligans	and	Post-Subculturalism	by	Professor	Steve	Redehead,”	Entertainment	and	Sport	Law	Journal	
9/1	(2011).	http://www.entsportslawjournal.com/article/10.16997/eslj.33/	(Accessed	April,	2012).	
320Reference	can	be	made	here	to	the	Kerner	Commission,	Report	of	The	National	Advisory	Commission	
on	Civil	Disorders	(Washington:	US	Government	Printing	Office,	1968)	which	examined	the	alleged	scare	
mongering	of	newspapers	during	the	1967	riots.	
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providing “persuasive evidence…through a triangulation of measurement processes.”321 

Thus newspapers, together with court documents and official government documents in 

addition to interviews were combined.322 Such a strategy tries to minimise the inherent 

problems one encounters when looking at collective violence, because quite often the 

researcher has only a very limited insight and attaching motives to a crowd in such 

situations is often tentative.323 

The interviews conducted needed to reflect the fact that “the fundamental triangle of 

violence includes perpetrators, victims and observers, all of whom are caught up in their 

own interpretive frameworks and their own agendas.”324 Of course in collective 

violence it is not always so straightforward to set the line between the first two sets of 

actors. In the cases examined the definitional line between perpetrator and victim is 

imprecise has already been discussed. Ideally it would be important to incorporate 

perpetrator, victim and observer perspectives in the research, “but in reality, it has to 

rely on the one or two perspectives accessible to the researcher.”325 

Violence did take place in all three cases and those involved clearly pursued their 

grievances. Given that “grievances apply to circumstances or conditions that constitute 

an injustice to the sufferer and give just grounds for complaint,”326 then that complaint 

could either take the form of fight or flight. Whilst both of these outcomes were evident 

in all the cases, the significance of the incidents lay in the fact that a large number of 
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Notes,”	in	Collective	Violence,	ed.	James.	F.	Short	and	Marvin.	E.	Wolfgang	(New	Brunswick:	Transaction	
Publishers,	2009),	112-119.	
324Bettina	Schmidt	and	Ingo	Schröder,	Anthropology	of	Violence	and	Conflict	(London:	Routledge,	2001),	
12.	
325Ibid.,	12.		
326Merriam	Webster	Dictionary,	http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/injustice	(Accessed	June,	
2006).	
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people decided to stay and fight, their call to violence was a reaction to their sense of 

injustice,327 who they were and their proclivity for violence. 

In summary, there are two levels of abstraction this research is dealing with: on the one 

level, the need to set the definitional borders of the concept of violence, despite the 

attendant criticism of being ‘essentialist’ in character. At the same time, one is trying to 

balance this with an attempt to synthesise this conceptual framework with the historicity 

of the acts themselves. The cases may be part of the tradition of violence in the region, 

but they may have features that distinguish them from both prior and subsequent 

continuities of violence which will necessarily impact on the concept of violence under 

review. This provides an interesting tension in the work and in some way, tries to 

recognise the need for the interdisciplinarity of history and the social sciences that some 

academics such as Charles Tilly and Pauli Kettunen have been discussing for many 

years.328 

The paper now turns to the 1970’s where the case study focus is on the violence 

encountered at the game between Leeds United and Manchester United at Elland Road, 

Leeds. It is placed within the context of violent outbursts both prior to and subsequent 

to the case, in order to identify the extent to which violent conflictual contention came 

to characterise the Yorkshire landscape in the decade. 

3 1970’s	

3.1 Preliminary	Problems	
Smith developed a typology of sports riots based on the continuum from ‘issue’ to 

‘issueless’ riots.329 In the context of this research, the problems of demarcation between 

the two are obviated by defining violence as instrumental. Mann formulated a system 

																																																													
327See	Tom.	R.	Tyler	et	al.,	Social	Justice	in	a	Diverse	Society	(Boulder:	Westview	Press,	1997)	and	Joanne	
Martin,	and	Alan	Murray,	“Catalysts	for	Collective	Violence,”	in	The	Sense	of	Justice:	Social	Psychological	
Perspectives,	ed.	Robert	Folger	(New	York:	Plenum	Press,	1984),	103.	
328Within	the	Nordic	context,	Pauli	Kettunen	has	been	one	of	the	leading	voices	examining	the	overlap	
between	history	and	the	social	sciences,	see	Seppo	Hentilä,	“Towards	historical	social	science,”	in	The	
Multi-layered	Historicity	of	the	Present,	ed.	Heidi	Haggren,	Johanna	Rainio-Niemi	and	Jussi	Vauhkonen	
(Helsinki:	Unigrafia,	2013),	13-33.	
329Michael.	D.	Smith,	Violence	and	Sport	(Toronto:	Butterworths,	1983).	
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for classifying sports riots according to the mnemonic FORCE,330 yet the divisions 

between the various types of violence in his typology are imprecise and one could 

envisage different types coming within the purview of a singular riot.  

By 2002 explanations for football violence had seemingly reached an impasse, with 

Leicester School academic John Williams331 asserting that there was no agreement in 

academia either about the causal factors or degree of seriousness that should be attached 

to football violence. By 2008 Paul Gow and Joel Rookwood332 were lamenting that 

existing explanations for football violence were incomplete. The Social Issues Research 

Centre was less than complimentary when it stated: “The various schools of thought 

often divide into openly hostile factions and the level of vitriolic discussion in the 

literature and at conferences is reminiscent of the ritual aggression which once 

characterised the earliest forms of football itself.”333 

Perhaps the spectacle of football violence has been subsumed beneath a moral panic for 

which there is and has been no substance. This might be traced back to Peter Marsh to a 

brief article in 1977 that highlighted the non-relationship between arrests and levels of 

crime/violence at football matches. Whilst conceding that this was problematical, he 

made the assertion that in the 1974/1975 season when compared to the games at Oxford 

United, there were a total of 273 arrests at Leeds United games during the season out of 

a total attendance of 1,048,464, which equated to 0.026 per cent or roughly half the 

corresponding figure for Oxford.334 He concluded that the moral panic associated with 

football violence was not a reflection of reality. Interestingly he also recognised that his 

																																																													
330Riot	types:	frustration,	outlawry,	remonstrance,	confrontation	and	expressive.	Leon	Mann,	“Sports	
crowds	and	the	collective	behavior	perspective,”	in	Sports,	Games	and	Play,	ed.	Jeffrey.	H.	Goldstein	
(Hillsdale,	NJ:	Erlbaum,	1989),	299-327.		
331John	Williams,	“Who	you	calling	a	hooligan?”	in	Hooligan	wars,	causes	and	effects	of	football	violence,	
ed.	Mark	Perryman	(London:	Mainstream,	2002),	45-6.		
332Paul	Gow	and	Joel	Rookwood,	“Doing	it	for	the	team	–	examining	the	causes	of	hooliganism	in	English	
football,”	Journal	of	Qualitative	Research	in	Sports	Studies	2/1	(2008):	72.	
333Giovanni	Carnibella	et	al.,	Football	violence	in	Europe	(Oxford:	The	Social	Issues	Research	Centre,	
1996),	30.		
334He	calculated	that	at	Old	Trafford	in	the	same	season	the	average	number	of	prisoners	per	match,	
expressed	in	terms	of	the	total	attendance	was	ten	times	lower	than	at	Oxford.	In	the	1975/1976	
season,	there	were	on	average	3.2	arrests	per	game	and	an	average	gate	of	well	over	50,000.	Peter	E.	
Marsh,	“Football	Hooliganism:	Fact	or	Fiction?”	British	Journal	of	Law	and	Society	4/2	(1977):	256-259.	
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research did not take into account events outside of the ground and by extension he did 

not take into account the avenues of contention335 to and from the ground. 

Dick Hobbs and David Robins would later refute Marsh’s dilution of the lack of violent 

connotation attached to football matches, stating: “Since	1974, when a 16-year-old 

Bolton Wanderers fan was stabbed to death during a half-time encounter with visiting 

…supporters in the tea room behind the club's main stand, there has been a steady 

stream of directly football-related deaths, which we conservatively estimate at 

averaging six a year.”336 There is also a great deal of evidence that violent disorder 

connected with football has been a notable feature since the 1870’s.337  

Marsh will have been aware of the death in 1974 and would have been equally aware 

that this led to calls for segregation and the use of CCTV cameras in the grounds. 

Consequently, this will have had a direct impact on the predisposition and opportunity 

for engaging in violence in grounds and would by definition have been intrinsic to the 

diffusion of violence outside the ground. So, when examining the levels of violence 

Leeds fans were engaged in, it is necessary to both look at incidents inside and outside 

Elland Road and to evaluate the temporal nature of that violence. By so doing, one can 

then gauge the extent to which there was a tradition of violence and tentatively delimit 

the contentious repertoire accessible to the Leeds fans. 

3.2 Tide	of	Violence	
A few days before the Leeds game in October on September 29th, 1975, the Yorkshire 

Evening Post showed a picture of Leeds supporter Glen Smith being led from the game 

between Burnley and Leeds. A fairly innocuous photo, with no title, but on closer 
																																																													
335Term	taken	from:	Richard	Giulianotti	and	Gary	Armstrong,	“Avenues	of	contestation:	Football	
hooligans	running	and	ruling	urban	space,	“Social	Anthropology	10/2	(2002):	211-238.	
336Dick	Hobbs	and	David	Robins,	“The	boy	done	good:	football	violence,	changes	and	continuities,”	The	
Sociological	Review	39/3	(1991):	553.	This	incident	also	pushed	the	authorities	nationwide	to	introduce	
segregation	in	the	stadiums,	see	Chris	Whalley,	Stadium	Safety	Management	in	England,	The	FA	Rules	
and	Governance	Website.	http://www.thefa.com/football-rules-governance/more/stadium-safety	
(Accessed	April	10,	2013).	Even	today,	the	sport	is	still	witness	to	fatalities	and	violence,	both	
domestically	and	internationally,	see	Osman	Gumusgal	and	Mehmet	Acet,	“The	Open	Sore	of	Football:	
Aggressive	Violent	Behavior	and	Hooliganism,”	Physical	Culture	and	Sport	Studies	and	Research	71/1	
(2016):	30-37.	
337The	Chester	Committee	Report	1966,	Harrington	Report,	1968	and	Lang	Report,	1969	were	among	
the	earliest	reports	into	violence.	A	report	to	the	Amsterdam	Group	in	1996	gives	a	very	good	overview	
of	the	historical	development	of	violence	in	the	sport:	Giovanni	Carnibella	et	al.,	Football	violence	in	
Europe	(Oxford:	The	Social	Issues	Research	Centre,	1996),	chapter	2.	See	also:	Joe	Maguire,	“The	
emergence	of	football	spectating	as	a	social	problem,	1880-1985,”	Society	of	Sport	Journal	3	(1986):	
217-244.	
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examination one can see a dart protruding from his wrist and his face grimaced showing 

the brutality that was encroaching on the terraces of football games at the time.338 

On September 13th, 1975, Leeds fans clashed with Chelsea fans at a service station near 

Manchester: thousands of pounds in damages were caused and 21 were arrested, youths 

as young as 14 were involved.339 Chelsea had been playing Oldham that day and Leeds 

were at Stoke. On a Saturday, as with the railway stations, the motorway service 

stations were hotspots where different groups of supporters would literally ‘bump into 

each other’ and violence flared. Leeds and Chelsea were not even in the same division 

at the time. There was a bitter rivalry between Leeds and Chelsea both on and off the 

pitch. Leeds lost the 1970 FA Cup final which many regard as a ‘classic’ for all the 

wrong reasons, one report noting: “It appeared that Mr Jennings (the referee) would 

give a free kick only on the production of a death certificate,”340 some calling the rivalry 

“out and out war.”341 The title of Michael Walker’s article says it all, the enmity had 

started in 1968 when a group of Leeds supporters entered the Chelsea end of Stamford 

Bridge, including some Leeds fans from Shipley342 and violence ensued. 

In May 1975, Leeds fans were involved in a riot in Paris when Leeds lost to Bayern 

Munich in controversial circumstances.343 The significance of this event was that in 

many Leeds supporters’ eyes they felt that from this date they were singled out by the 

authorities for special attention, in particular by the police.344 Leeds became the first 

English team to be banned from Europe.345 No other event highlights the relationship 

between events on and off the pitch than that night in Paris. The perception of an 

injustice as seen on the field provoked grievances that were manifest in the violence 

																																																													
338“Untitled,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	September	29,	1975.	
339“21	Soccer	fans	go	for	trial,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	October	15,	1975.	
340Michael	Walker,	“Leeds	against	Chelsea	stands	for	the	lingering	hatred	that	is	the	North-South	divide	
in	the	flesh,”	Daily	Mail,	December,	17,	2012.	
341Rob	Bagchi,	“Leeds	v	Chelsea	is	an	animosity	that	still	simmers	after	50	years,”	The	Guardian	
Sportblog,	December	18,	2012.	http://www.theguardian.com/football/blog/2012/dec/18/leeds-chelsea-
rivalry-capital-one-cup	(Accessed	November	23,	2013).	
342This	town	is	on	the	outskirts	of	Bradford	and	periodically	recurs	at	points	in	the	text.	
343The	referee	was	roundly	condemned.	In	another	game,	the	1973	European	Cup	Winners’	Cup	Final,	
Leeds	was	defeated,	again.	In	controversial	circumstances,	the	referee	was	subsequently	banned	from	
officiating	again.	In	2009,	Yorkshire	MEP	Richard	Corbett	sent	a	12,000	names	petition	calling	for	an	
inquiry	into	the	game,	describing	it	as	one	of	the	greatest	injustices	in	football	history.	Paul	Robinson,	
“Call	for	inquiry	into	‘fixed’	cup	final	gathers	momentum,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	May	19,	2009.		
344Leeds	United	Supporters	Club,	“Oral	evidence:	23	October,	1985,”	(Papers	of	the	Popplewell	Inquiry	
into	Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	Bradford	University,	SPG	319,	1986).	
345“Ambassador	regrets	Leeds	riot,”	The	Guardian,	May	30,	1975.	The	Yorkshire	Evening	Post	has	as	its	
title:	“Shame	of	Paris,”	May	29,	1975,	describing	violence	in	the	stadium	and	the	surrounding	streets.	
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during and after the game. If justice was lacking in the officials, then retribution for 

some fans was a natural refuge. The situation was inflamed further when a Leeds 

supporter got onto the pitch and was manhandled by security staff, again in full glare of 

the incensed Leeds supporters.  

But this linkage between on and off field events should not have come as any surprise, 

already in 1967 Arthur Hopcraft reporting on another Leeds game observed: “Leeds 

have lately offered the most striking evidence of the direct link between eruption on the 

field and viciousness among the watchers…When Bremner was sent off by the referee 

at last Saturday’s game with Fulham the fighting started in the crowd immediately. The 

point has to be faced that at a football match the tenor of the day is set by what happens 

on the field.”346 In 1964, at a game with Everton at Goodison Park, for the first time in a 

league game the referee stopped the match for ten minutes and took the players off the 

field to give both sets of players and fans time to cool down.347 No other sport seems to 

“raise the level of excitement and partisan spirit of the crowd than football,”348 and 

Leeds fans are not the only ones who resort to violence in reaction to events on the 

field.349 Smith (1983) highlights that if fans interpret action on the field of play they are 

more prone to imitate that behaviour.350 This was already presented at the Popplewell 

Inquiry, when notes at a meeting351 highlighted that rowdy behaviour on the field led to 

rowdy behaviour on the terraces, which was a repetition of the observations of a 

previous report that “every act on the field is reflected on the terraces.”352 Kerr and de 

Kock dispute such linkage, which is in contrast to the assertion made by their Dutch 

counterparts, Braun and Vliegenthart that violent behaviour of fans is more likely to be 

																																																													
346Arthur	Hopcraft,	“How	a	footballer	can	set	the	crowd	on	fire,”	The	Observer,	September	10,	1967.	
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seen if they witness players being aggressive on the pitch.353 This may possibly have 

been enhanced further where Leeds was concerned when it had the reputation for an 

aggressive style of play, epitomised by some key players.354 

A few years earlier the injustice felt by Leeds fans was seen in a domestic game against 

West Bromwich Albion (WBA). In an important league game in the 1970/1971 season, 

when Leeds were racing head to head with Arsenal for the title, Leeds fell almost at the 

last hurdle on April 17th when a notorious decision by the referee allowed WBA to score 

despite the player, Jeff Astle, being offside. Rob Bagchi and Paul Rogerson describe the 

event:  

“As the truth dawns that Tinkler has given the goal, Elland Road explodes 

with rage. There follows one of English football's most bizarre pitch 

invasions. A handful of spectators, many of them advancing in years, 

emerge from the packed stands to remonstrate with Tinkler, who is now 

surrounded by burly policemen. One bewhiskered invader is nattily attired 

in what is surely a Burton's blazer. This is Leeds after all. A breathless 

Davies (The TV commentator) is as incredulous as the players: ‘Leeds 

will go mad,’ he shouts, ‘and they have every justification for going 

mad!’”355  

There was a pitch invasion356 and missiles were thrown, the game was held up. Leeds 

lost the title race and they were banned from playing at Elland Road at the start of the 

next season.357 Where injustice was seen to mar the games that Leeds were involved in, 

then violent conflictual contention was never far behind, sooner or later.358 

																																																													
353John.H.	Kerr	and	Hilde	de	Kock,	“Aggression,	Violence,	and	the	Death	of	a	Dutch	Soccer	Hooligan,”	
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International	Review	for	the	Sociology	of	Sport	31/2	(1996):	119-136.	
355Rob	Bagchi	and	Paul	Rogerson,	The	Unforgiven,	The	Story	of	Don	Revie’s	Leeds	United	(London:	Aurum	
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Guardian,	August	18,	1973.	
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explicitly	link	these	to	the	April	17th	incident.	See	Martin	Thorpe,	“Old	wounds	open	as	FA	order	Leeds	to	
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The Leeds’ fans propensity for violence brought them at times very close to disaster. As 

with other sets of fans ‘taking the end’ of the opposition team in their ground was a 

cherished prize.359 This was success in the eyes of the away fans, it was not something 

taken lightly because it often resulted in a violent backlash from the home supporters. In 

1970 at Stoke, Leeds fans got into the Stoke end. In retaliation, the Stoke fans surged 

forward and 61 fans were injured when safety barriers collapsed. Yet again Leeds fans 

from Shipley were at the forefront.360 

The late 1960’s was immersed in a moral panic over youth culture, with ritual violent 

skirmishes between subcultures each weekend and on bank holidays. This gang culture 

metamorphosed into the youth gangs associated with football teams: “Football provided 

him with a social setting where camaraderie and friendships were sought, and a quest 

for excitement could be lived, relived and shared as collective memory.”361 The 

skinhead culture started to attach itself to the football teams, the level of violence 

escalated and teams that were seen as being successful, such as Leeds, started to attract 

these subcultures.362 This led to an intensification of the violence juxtaposed with a 

territorial imperative that demanded aggressive defence at home combined with 

aggressive offence when visiting other teams. 

Elland Road became the scene of many violent confrontations when visiting groups of 

supporters descended on the city and stadium. In the 1960’s, this was when the 

reputations were formed and tested. Where they could not get respect in wider society, 

some fans compensated for this on the terraces and streets when the mutual loathing of 

																																																																																																																																																																																			
Albion,”	The	Guardian,	December	17,	1986.	Rioting	at	WBA	was	reported	in	1982:	“Soccer	rioters	may	
kill	the	game,	says	Howell,”	The	Guardian,	May	21,	1982.	
359In	the	1980’s	and	1990’s	with	increased	segregation	and	securitisation	of	the	game,	‘taking	the	
opposing	team’s	end’	was	not	possible.	However,	this	was	replaced	by	‘taking	a	pub’	in	the	home	team’s	
city	or	simply	showing	one’s	presence	in	a	public	environment	in	that	city.	
360“Shipley	boys	injured	at	soccer	ground,”	Shipley	Times	and	Express,	February	4,	1970.	
361N.A.J.	Taylor,	“Football	Hooliganism	as	Collective	Violence:	Explaining	Variance	in	Britain	Through	
Interpersonal	Boundaries,	1863–1989,”	The	International	Journal	of	the	History	of	Sport	28/13	(2011):	
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sharpening	of	the	us-them	boundaries	associated	with	more	segregation	in	grounds	and	the	oxygen	
given	to	the	tribal	fault	lines	in	British	society	at	that	time.	
362Peter	Deeley,	“Top	football	teams	draw	the	hooligans,”	The	Observer,	October	9,	1966.	See	also	John	
Clarke,	Football	hooliganism	and	the	skinheads	(University	of	Birmingham:	Centre	for	Contemporary	
Cultural	Studies,	1973);	Ronald	Atkin,	“Leeds	cruise	to	another	record,”	The	Observer,	August	17,	1969:	
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rival teams was incised with a begrudging respect.363 There was no segregation at Leeds 

and pitched battles often broke out. Recalling one encounter, source L2 remembers 

Danny ‘Eccles’ Harkins of Chelsea fighting with the Leeds fans, including those from 

Shipley.364  

Similarly, when Leeds played away they were garnering a reputation for their recourse 

to violence, despite the numbers they faced. Bear in mind that they knew that when they 

went to an away game they would be outnumbered and there would be no police 

monitoring or segregation of fans. On one occasion L2 recollected getting chased down 

a cul-de-sac in London and having to smash milk bottles on a doorstep to use as 

weapons to survive, although numbers often proved pivotal. The seaside resorts had 

borne the brunt of many weekend disturbances between mods and rockers, teddy boys, 

and skinheads. And in the late 1960’s and subsequent years they became the venue for 

violent encounters between rival football groups. As L2 also remembered when 

confronted by a larger group of Tottenham fans in Yarmouth only to have the tables 

turned when a large group of Satan’s Slaves,365 who were visiting the town at the same 

time came to his assistance.  

This was a time when there was a self-fulfilling prophecy of violence associated with 

the game, especially those matches where Leeds were concerned. Many supporters do 

not engage in violence, but they were all tarred with the same brush. The numbers 

involved in violence were small compared to the total numbers going to the games and 

certainly Peter Marsh was right in his quantitative insight. But this belies the enormous 

‘sway’366 these groups had on the wider footballing population. Interesting research by 

Joel Rookwood and Geoff Pearson highlights the positive disposition fans have in 

general to those who engage in violence. Though the research was undertaken only 

recently it has equal applicability to earlier decades, the key point being that: “fans who 

claimed to be generally critical of ‘hooliganism’ believed that hooligan violence against 
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fans of certain clubs could be justified due to the cultural antagonism between the 

supporters that had arisen from a series of perceived historical injustices.”367 They also 

noted that many fans who would regard themselves as non-violent did not condone the 

use of violence and in fact appreciated the reputation their violent fans had engendered. 

The violent fans defined their teams in the media, they defined their teams relative to 

other rival teams, they imposed a tribalistic status that was manifest in the feverish 

atmosphere of a competitive sport that at times was as vicious on the pitch as it was off. 

All too often though, fans often got swept up in the violence even if they did not go to a 

game with violent intent. Some of the men invading the pitch at the injustice of Referee 

Tinkler’s decision in the 1971 match with WBA would hardly be described as youthful 

mindless thugs.  

3.3 Violence	at	Ellland	Road,	Pre-October	1975	

During the period there were some teams368 who were refining a reputation for violence 

both home and away, and research at the time revealed the paranoia prevailing in the 

sport and society at large: that being a football fan equated to being a hooligan and that 

this was a growing problem.369 Source L14 maintained that the key point about Leeds, 

as with some other cities was that as soon as the away supporters stepped off the train 

they had to run the gauntlet from the station to the ground and back to the station.370  

Simple things like mode of dress and fashion impacted on reputations. The skinhead 

apparel was hard and unforbidding. These were enhanced by extravagant regalia such as 

a white butcher’s jacket with the person’s nickname emblazoned on the back. Or 

fashion based on media representations, for instance Stanley Kubrick’s film Clockwork 

Orange in 1971. As police control strategies increased then such unashamed apparel had 

to be subdued so they would blend in with the crowd. 

																																																													
367They	also	noted	that	those	engaged	in	violence	from	their	own	group	of	supporters	served	a	purpose	
in	providing	protection	for	the	supporters	of	the	team	per	se.	Joel	Rookwood	and	Geoff	Pearson,	“The	
hoolifan:	Positive	fan	attitudes	to	football	‘hooliganism,’”	International	Review	for	the	Sociology	of	Sport	
47/2	(2010):	154.				
368These	might	include	Manchester	United,	Chelsea,	Liverpool,	West	Ham,	Newcastle	and	Everton.	
369See	Appendix	2	for	a	questionnaire	undertaken	into	soccer	violence	that	highlights	the	contempt	held	
by	many	quarters.	There	were	also	the	Harrington	Report	1968	and	Lang	Report	1969	that	raised	the	
profile	of	football-related	violence.	Interestingly,	Taylor	criticised	the	Harrington	Report	not	least	
because	the	report	was	based	on	the	precept	that	it	could	legitimately	segregate	the	hooligans	from	the	
true	supporters	who	did	not	engage	in	disorder.	See	Ian	Taylor,	“Hooligans:	Soccer's	resistance	
movement,”	New	Society	August	7	(1969):	204-206.	
370The	same	was	later	said	of	lower	league	clubs	notably	Portsmouth,	Millwall	and	Cardiff.	
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When the Kop at Elland Road was constructed in 1968, the home fans started to 

congregate there. The away fans were packed into the Scratching Shed, directly 

opposite, adjacent to which was ‘Clockwork Corner.’ This was an area where Leeds 

fans who used to go into the Scratching Shed and did not want to go into the Kop, faced 

the away fans and where violence invariably broke out. 

Merging together the appearance, the hardness on the terraces and the streets promoted 

a ruthless demeanor, is it any wonder that they were the modern day folk devils. Stanley 

Cohen’s seminal work on folk devils and moral panic used the examples of the clashes 

between the mods and rockers in the 1960’s. These were pre-existing violent 

subcultures that paved the way for the violent football groupings and these perhaps 

should “not be understood as a sign of a rise in the level of social violence but rather as 

a relational shift and displacement in the level of violence of specific groups whose 

members are prepared for violence.”371 This displacement revealed itself in the diffusion 

of violence on both a temporal and territorial level and this concept of diffusion has 

been used extensively in social movement theory. 

Robert Braun and Rens Vliegenthart372 place football violence within the remit of 

collective violence which they in turn, as this research does, identify as a specific form 

of contention. By not defining football violence within the realm of irrational behavior 

and linking it to contention, this allows them to unlock social movement theory to 

provide an insight into this type of violence. The findings of their 2008 research showed 

no relationship between political opportunity structure and football violence. They also 

found that police repression had no impact on fan violence. Conversely, deteriorating 

economic circumstances and media coverage did impact on fan violence. Moreover, 

they saw a strong relationship between aggressive play on the field and what they called 

“terrace terror.” It is important to recognise, as they do, and as emphasised in the 

violence section (2.1.3) of this research, that violence research might only be applicable 

to specific localities within specific time frames and thus have limited applicability to 

other periods and places. Given this disclaimer, the utility of their work is nonetheless 

appealing, not least because of their access to social movement theory, but also their use 
																																																													
371Ramon	Spaaij,	Understanding	Football	Hooliganism,	A	Comparison	of	Six	Western	European	Football	
Clubs	(Amsterdam:	Vossiuspers	UvA,	2006),	18.	
372Robert	Braun	and	Rens	Vliegenthart,	“The	Contentious	Fans:	The	Impact	of	Repression,	Media	
Coverage,	Grievances	and	Aggressive	Play	on	Supporters’	Violence,”	International	Sociology	23/6	(2008):	
796-818.		Robert	Braun	and	Rens	Vliegenthart,	“Violent	Fan	Fluctuations:	A	Diffusion	Perspective	to	
Explain	Supporter’s	Violence,”	Mobilization	14/1	(2009):	23-44.												
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of a diffusion perspective when looking at temporal and territoriality factors which they 

then utilised in their 2009 paper.  

Braun and Vliegenthart forward several hypotheses, one of which is that groups with 

similar status, will tend to replicate the “innovations”373 of other groups if they feel 

them to be useful and relevant. In terms of similarity in social status, Braun and 

Vliegenthart take the closeness of the clubs in terms of their levels of success. 

Throughout the mid to late 1960’s and early 1970’s despite Manchester being relegated 

to the second division for one season, the two clubs were seen as being amongst the 

most successful in English football in terms of domestic and international honours.374 

Braun and Vliegenthart hypothesised that supporters are more likely to be violent when 

supporters of clubs with a similar status were violent in the previous week.375 This 

research has modified this somewhat, positing that the likelihood of violence is 

increased if violence was a characteristic feature of their last match, in particular if this 

occurred during previous encounters at Elland Road. They also linked geographical 

proximity to status such that the smaller the geographical distance the more likely that 

violence would be diffused.  However, they found no evidence to support the latter 

postulate and in terms of Leeds and Manchester United this would be expected. Despite 

the Pennines being in the way, Leeds’ closest high-status rival was Manchester 

United.376 Combine this with the legacy of the bitter bloody history between Yorkshire 

																																																													
373They	refer	to	the	definition	of	diffusion	by	Rogers	that	it	is	“the	process	by	which	an	innovation	is	
communicated	through	certain	channels	over	time	among	the	members	of	a	social	system…innovation	
is	an	idea,	practice	or	object	that	is	perceived	as	new	by	an	individual	or	other	unit	of	adoption.”	The	
innovation	may	have	been	introduced	some	time	ago,	but	if	the	members	see	it	as	new	it	may	be	an	
innovation	for	them.	Everett	Rogers,	The	Diffusion	of	Innovations	(New	York:	Free	Press,	2003),	5	and	12.	
One	modern	variant	of	innovation	in	violence	might	be	seen	with	the	increased	use	of	vehicles	in	
terrorist	attacks	in	different	urban	areas.	Although	this	is	only	speculation,	the	popularity	of	such	games	
as	Grand	Theft	Auto	seems	to	have	paralleled	the	increased	incidence	of	such	attacks	on	the	European	
mainland.	During	the	1970’s,	Mary	Whitehouse	was	a	vocal	social	activist	criticising	the	glorification	of	
violence	on	television	and	the	repeated	referrals	to	violence	in	the	media,	for	instance	football	violence,	
which	she	felt	only	exacerbated	the	problem	and	de-sensitised	people.	See	the	following:	Julian	Petley,	
“Are	We	Insane?	The	‘Video	Nasty’	Moral	Panic,”	Recherches	Sociologiques	et	Anthropologiques	43/1	
(2012):	35-57.	https://rsa.revues.org/839	(Accessed	February,	2017).	
374Manchester	had	won	the	European	Cup.	Leeds	had	just	failed	to	become	the	second	English	team	to	
win	the	competition.	In	the	1964-65	season,	Leeds	had	lost	on	goal	difference	to	Manchester	who	went	
on	to	win	the	first	division.	
375Robert	Braun	and	Rens	Vliegenthart,	“Violent	Fan	Fluctuations:	A	Diffusion	Perspective	to	Explain	
Supporter’s	Violence,”	Mobilization	14/1	(2009):	28.	In	addition,	Russell	had	previously	asserted	that	
“those	who	have	fought,	and	especially	those	who	have	fought	recently,	appear	more	eager	than	others	
to	do	battle,”	Gordon	W.	Russell,	“Sport	riots:	A	social–psychological	review,”	Aggression	and	Violent	
Behavior	9	(2004):	368.		
376If	one	uses	the	same	criteria,	then	for	Manchester	fans	their	greatest	rivalry	would	be	against	
Liverpool.	
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and Lancashire and it might be expected that local derbies,377 certainly in the case of 

Leeds, would be devalued in terms of importance for the fans when compared to their 

rivalry with Manchester United. In the 1970’s, Sheffield represented the closest 

geographical rivals, but as will be seen later, Manchester became a surrogate for those 

residing in peripheral conurbations who did not support Leeds United but wanted to 

show the disdain for the latter by supporting their Lancashire rivals. 

Braun and Vliegenthart did find that “whenever a previous match between the two 

teams resulted in a riot, the risk for riots in the subsequent match between those teams 

increases by more than 30 percent.”378 Looking only at the games at Elland Road, the 

pathway leading to violence in October 1975 had twisted menacingly in their previous 

encounters and this is where their contentious repertoire evolved. 

The last time Leeds met Manchester United at Elland Road had been in the 1973/1974 

season. In the meantime, they had already met at Old Trafford where Leeds won,379 but 

for the 1974/1975 season Manchester had been relegated and hence there were no 

matches. Unfortunately, the previous encounters at Elland Road were bitter encounters 

both on and off the pitch. 

3.3.1 1968/1969	Season,	11th	January	1969	

In the 1968/1969 season, the ground had gone through a transformation with the new 

Spion Kop erected which was now the main stand for the home fans. The Kop was now 

the Leeds home end, and as with all clubs, it was the symbolic representation of the fans 

core support. There was “no greater disgrace, no greater loss of masculine pride could 

local fighting crews endure towards the end of the 1960’s and after than to ‘surrender’ 

																																																													
377Gary	Armstrong,	“False	Leeds:	the	construction	of	hooligan	confrontations,”	in	Game	without	
frontiers:	football,	identity	and	modernity,	ed.	Richard	Giulianotti	and	John	Williams	(Aldershot:	Arena,	
1994),	299-325.		In	this	chapter,	the	authors	examine	the	rivalry	between	Leeds	and	Sheffield	United.	
But	as	Moorhouse	points	out	“in	my	estimation	Sheffield	fans	have	never	been	widely	regarded	as	
'notorious'	(unlike	those	of	nearby	Leeds	for	example),	they	have	not…	figured	prominently,	if	at	all,	in	
the	battle	honours	which	flag	the	'development'	of	football	hooliganism	in	England	over	the	last	thirty	
years.”	H.F.	Moorhouse,	“Football	hooligans:	old	bottle,	new	whines?”	Sociological	Review	39/3	(1991):	
489-502.	
378Robert	Braun	and	Rens	Vliegenthart,	“Violent	Fan	Fluctuations:	A	Diffusion	Perspective	to	Explain	
Supporter’s	Violence,”	Mobilization	14/1	(2009):	34.	
37929	February,	1974,	the	crowd	of	60,025	was	4,000	higher	than	the	previous	best	for	any	domestic	
competition.	Eric	Todd,	“Leeds	exact	full	penalty	for	Manchester's	impertinence,”	The	Guardian,	
February	11,	1974.	
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the home end to visiting fans.”380 On the 11th January 1969 at the home game with 

Manchester United, the away fans tried to ‘take’ the Kop.381 This was the first time the 

Manchester fans had seen the new construction and there was no segregation in the 

ground.382 Before the game, 2,000 fans had been locked out and early reports were that 

there was no trouble.383 This soon changed however, when later editions reported: “100 

injured in football crowd.”384 The injury list had doubled since the first reports came in 

when the Yorkshire Evening Post (YEP) had reported only 50 injuries. Matters had not 

been helped when so many had been locked out.385 Reports suggested that Manchester 

fans had tried to invade the pitch but were prevented by the police. In the same report, a 

lot of the injuries were located in the Kop as Manchester fans flattened beer cans and 

threw them into the Leeds fans.386 Another report indicated the large number of fans had 

led to a surge in the crowd causing some injuries. This had led to the crowd spilling 

over in front of the Kop where fighting took place.387 Interestingly, there were only six 

arrests. Police control measures at this time were limited and violence flared. Even 

when such measures were introduced in later years, violence continued to be manifest. 

This prompts questions on the correlation between police control measures and their 

capacity to quell or enhance levels of violence.388 

To the Leeds fans, everything connected with Manchester became mired in ridicule and 

anger. These formative emotions were reflected in a rivalry on the pitch that at times 

became subsumed beneath crunching tackles. This was interlinked with a fierce 

competitiveness between the clubs for bragging rights in all the competitions. This was 

																																																													
380Eric	Dunning,	Patrick	Murphy	and	John	Williams,	The	Roots	of	Hooliganism:	An	Historical	and	
Sociological	Study	(London:	Routledge,	1988),	172.	
381According	to	Source	L2,	Chelsea	was	another	group	who	tried	to	occupy	the	Leeds	end.		
382Keep	in	mind	effective	segregation	of	fans	was	not	in	operation	at	Leeds	for	some	years	to	come.	See	
Jon	Howe,	The	Only	Place	for	Us:	An	A-Z	History	of	Elland	Road,	Home	of	Leeds	United	(Worthing:	Pitch	
Publishing,	2015).			
383“2000	fans	are	locked	out	at	Elland	Road,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	January	11,	1969.	
384“100	injured	in	football	crowd,”	The	Guardian,	January	13,	1969.	
385“50	fans	hurt	as	bottles	fly,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	January	11,	1969.		
386“100	injured	in	football	crowd,”	The	Guardian,	January	13,	1969.	An	earlier	report	in	the	Observer	had	
stated	that	filed	down	coins	and	bottles	were	also	thrown:	“80	soccer	fans	hurt,”	The	Observer,	January	
12,	1969.	
387“More	exits	likely	after	crowd	surge,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	January	13,	1969.	After	the	game,	there	
were	calls	for	controlling	the	access	to	missiles,	with	Leeds	fans	not	being	allowed	to	carry	bottles	or	
cans.	See	“Now	a	ban	on	missile	men,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	January	13,	1969.	
388See	for	example:	David	Stead	and	Joel	Rookwood,	“Responding	to	Football	Disorder:	Policing	the	
British	Football	Fan,”	Journal	of	Qualitative	Research	in	Sports	Studies	1/1	(2007):	33-41;	Jonas	Havelund	
et	al.	“Policing	football-From	‘hooliganism’	to	intergroups	dynamics,”	Journal	of	Education,	Psychology	
and	Social	Sciences	1/2	(2013):	36-41.	
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no more dramatised than the corrosive encounter in the FA Cup in 1969 when the two 

clubs met three times. Leeds came out victorious, but that was small redemption for 

their loss in 1965 when they were beaten by Manchester389 and with it the chance of 

being champions of England.  

Where did it all start?  Rob Bagchi dismisses the “Wars of the Roses” analogy. Instead 

he places it firmly in the 1964/1965 season when Leeds played Manchester in two 

games in the FA Cup Semi Final which Leeds won in the 89th minute of the replay. The 

brutality on the field spread to the backstreets of Sheffield and Nottingham as rival fans 

clashed.390 Yet despite Bagchi’s proclamations, to some, it was the January 1969 game 

that was pivotal.391  

3.3.2 1969/1970	Season,	6th	September	1969	

The Telegraph & Argus had the following as one of its headlines: “Soccer fans run riot: 

35 arrested.”392 Before the game reports of 40 arrests were filtering through to the 

media.393 During this game, Manchester fans ran across the pitch towards the Kop end. 

“Many of the Manchester youths wore crash helmets and some were in heavy boots… 

pennies, tin cans and other missiles were thrown.”394 They did make an attempt to enter 

the Kop, they were not successful. After the game, using the debris from the demolition 

of local houses nearby, where there was a ready supply of ammunition, roaming gangs 

pelted each other with missiles. The local MP said that of the 38 he had heard been 

arrested, 32 were from Manchester.395 The amount of arrests seemed to have no 

correlation with the degree of disorder taking place, one police officer said things were 

getting out of hand: “at one stage we were putting youths out of the ground as fast as we 

could count them.”396 In another report a senior police officer described the number of 

																																																													
389“Manchester	tops	Leeds	United,	1-0:	Soccer	Leaders	Beaten	for	First	Time	in	25	Games,”	New	York	
Times,	April	18,	1985.	
390Rob	Bagchi,	“The	rivalry	between	Manchester	United	and	Leeds	that	turned	to	hate,”	The	Guardian,	
January	2,	2010.	
391Source	L15.	
392“Soccer	fans	run	riot:	35	arrested,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	September	8,	1969.	
393“40	arrests	at	Elland	Road	say	police,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post	Green	Section,	September	6,	1969.	
394Ibid.	
395“Leeds	MP	urges	check	on	Soccer	hooligans,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	September	8,	1969.		
396In	other	words,	the	police	were	losing	track	of	how	many	they	were	throwing	out	of	the	ground.	
“Soccer	fans	run	riot:	35	arrested,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	September	8,	1969.	
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fans being ejected as a record and described razor edged metal discs being thrown as 

missiles.397 The violence continued year after year… 

3.3.3 1970/1971	Season,	17th	October	1970	

“Angry scenes as fans clash: 58 arrested” was the headline after the game on the 17th 

October, 1970. The largest number arrested were Manchester supporters,398 37 in all. 

Most arrests were inside the ground with two police officers injured. This seemed to 

have been a violent day for Yorkshire clubs with 73 arrests when Huddersfield visited 

Blackpool.399 On the day of the game, trains from Manchester to Leeds were attacked. 

3.3.4 1971/1972	Season,	19th	February	1972	

Once again Manchester mobs were seen attacking property, this time attacking buses, 

smashing the windows with stones400 and passengers dived for cover.”401 This took 

place before the game and pubs near the ground did not open because they feared 

trouble from the visiting Manchester fans, a local publican said “with Manchester 

United fans around it’s just not worth it.”402 

One report noted the “match at Elland Road brought the expected trouble from fans”403 

with	twenty-two arrested in the ground and seven outside. Reports also indicated that 

Leeds fans were involved in running battles with the Manchester fans, when the latter 

was “run back to the city centre”404 and their train was “bricked.”405 Leeds won the 

game 5-1. 

3.3.5 1972/1973	Season,	18th	April	1973	

At the end of the previous season, Manchester had visited Leeds in April, this time the 

YEP reported: “Soccer fans blaze terror trail in Leeds.”406 One incident is reported 

where a man is attacked by Leeds supporters when he was with his pregnant wife, it is 

																																																													
397“Many	ejected	at	Elland	Road	–	pub	is	closed	after	rowdyism,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	September	6,	
1969.	
398“Angry	scenes	as	fans	clash:	58	arrested,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	19,	1970.		
399“Arrests	top	130	as	fans	rampage,”	Yorkshire	Post,	October	19,	1970.		
400“Hooligans	stone	buses,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post	Green	Section,	February	19,	1972.	
401“Passengers	hurt	when	soccer	mob	stones	buses,”	Yorkshire	Post,	February	21,	1972.	
402“Soccer	mob	stones	buses,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	February	19,	1972.	
403“Fans	to	appear	in	court,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	February	21,	1972.	
404Run	back	=	chased.	Nick	Lowles	and	Andy	Nicholls,	Hooligans	(London:	Milo	Books,	2005),	467.	
405Caroline	Gall,	Service	Crew,	The	Inside	Story	of	Leeds	United’s	Hooligan	Gangs	(Lancs:	Milo,	2008),	75.	
406“Soccer	fans	blaze	terror	trail	in	Leeds,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	April	19,	1973.	
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not known if the man was a Manchester supporter. In another incident, a reporter saw 

“two Manchester youths were crushed against a railing at the railway station taxi exit 

and a Leeds supporter kicked a prostrate Manchester boy about the body and head.”407 

During the game there were seven arrests and missiles were thrown. Manchester fans 

chanted “Sunderland Sunderland,” goading the Leeds supporters after their team had 

scored.408 Leeds had lost the game and with it, their title hope. As the 45,000 streamed 

out, “gangs of youths went on a terror trail of destruction.”409 One report said that a 

Manchester gang surged through the streets smashing windows as they went.410 The 

report ended with a quote from an onlooker: “it was disgusting, the soccer supporters 

behaved like animals.”411  

3.3.6 1973/1974	Season,	22nd	September	1973	

In the 1973/1974 season on September 22nd, the YEP reported after the match: “Fans 

hurt at Elland Road.”412 Thousands were locked out of the stadium and St John’s 

ambulance “had a busy time treating many casualties, several of them with head and 

facial injuries.”413 In the last sentence they report that several Manchester supporters 

were led away. By Monday the 24th September, the paper was reporting that 65 fans had 

been arrested. Trouble had flared up before the game at the City Station and they noted 

the ambulancemen were kept busy.414 In the Yorkshire Post their report was titled: 

“Bricks fly as fans battle: police make 39 arrests,”415 whilst an onlooker described it as 

a scene from Belfast. A local proprietor highlighted that there had been constant trouble 

during the past five years foreshadowing the 1975 debacle, the reporter stated: “The 

fight broke out near workings at the end of the M1 motorway. Fans seized bricks and 

stones not yet removed by workmen.”416 

																																																													
407Ibid.	
408“United	title	hopes	dashed,”	Yorkshire	Post,	April	19,	1973.	Leeds	had	lost	to	Sunderland	in	the	1972	
Cup	Final;	it	was	a	humiliation	for	Leeds.	
409“Soccer	fans	blaze	terror	trail	in	Leeds,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	April	19,	1973.	
410“United	title	hopes	dashed,”	Yorkshire	Post,	April	19,	1973.				
411“Soccer	fans	blaze	terror	trail	in	Leeds,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	April	19,	1973.	
412“Fans	hurt	at	Elland	Road,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	Green	Section,	September	22,	1973.	
413Ibid.	
414“999	ambulance	damaged	by	soccer	fans,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	September	24,	1973.			
415“Bricks	fly	as	fans	battle:	police	make	39	arrests	sept,”	Yorkshire	Post,	September	24,	1973.	
416Ibid.	
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The Telegraph & Argus ran the story with the title: “United to get tough with the 

rowdies,” obviously subsequent events were to show this was to take some time.417 A 

photographer at the game said “there was a sense of panic and violence all the time”418 

and the fans were described as “barbaric.” There are similar parallels with the 1975 

encounter covered in this research, when the report observes that “long before the 

match, gangs from Manchester roamed the centre of Leeds, terrorising small groups of 

Leeds supporters.”419 

Manchester was relegated in the 1974/1975 season and when they returned to Elland 

Road there were the inevitable violent encounters. The following is an account of how 

violent conflictual contention came to Leeds that Saturday in October 1975. 

3.4 Leeds,	11th	October	1975	–	Case	Study	

3.4.1 Grievances	Unfolding	–	First	Reports420		

On October 13th, local councillor Denis Matthews was demanding that Leeds should 

move their ground away from housing areas,421 he was making the call after Elland 

Road, the surrounding side streets and the city centre had been the scene of vicious 

violence. It had started out so differently. 

In an early edition of the Telegraph & Argus dated the 11th October 1975, the front page 

had the article: 

“‘Police are reinforced for match.’ Extra police were drafted into Leeds 

today to support the city’s force on duty at Elland Road where a capacity 

crowd is expected. More than 40,000 fans were expected at the Leeds 

clash with table-topping Manchester United…Manchester United were 

allocated 6,000 tickets for the all-ticket match…the relief manager at the 

																																																													
417At	times	the	security	at	the	games	was	non-existent;	in	another	fixture	against	Liverpool	in	October	
1973,	a	pantomime	horse	got	on	the	pitch.	It	was	two	university	students	advertising	their	rag	week	and	
as	they	were	escorted	past	the	Kop	the	fans	started	singing	“I’ll	Say	Goodbye	to	My	Horse”	to	the	tune	
of	“Bless	em	all,”	Martin	Jarred	and	Malcolm	MacDonald,	Leeds	United:	The	Complete	Record	(Derby:	DB	
Publishing,	2012),	482.	
418John	Wray,	“United	to	get	tough	with	the	rowdies,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	September	24,	1973.	
419Ibid.	
420See	Appendix	3	for	a	map	and	identification	of	some	key	events.	
421“Move	United’s	ground,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	13,	1975.	
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Old Peacock Inn opposite Elland Road was taking no chances…the doors 

were staying locked at lunchtime.”422 

After the game, according to the police, ‘Operation Red Devil’ was a success that day in 

containing the violence.423 Senior police officers were in a self-congratulatory mood 

that widespread disorder had not taken place with only 41 arrests. Only six of those 

arrested were from Manchester, most of the arrests being for disorderly conduct, 

although they did admit that two Leeds supporters had been arrested for carrying 

offensive weapons.424 At the subsequent trial the fans pleaded guilty to using 

threatening behavior or words, some of those arrested were: “David Needham 25, 

driver, of Leeds fined £50 and bound over in £100. Peter Jack 18 labourer, Queensbury 

Bradford fined £75 bound over in £150. Glen Gibbins 21, Hull, fined £50 bound over in 

£100. Peter Ibbitson 18, painter of Harrogate, fined £50 and bound over in £100. Allan 

Whitehead 25, driver, Mansfield, fined £75 and bound in £150.”425 The local hospital 

reported a ‘relatively quiet day.’ On the face of it would seem a pretty ‘normal’ day at 

the game.  

The official statements and the charges brought reinforced the perception at the time by 

some researchers that the level of violence at football matches was essentially symbolic 

and harmless.426 Leading researcher Peter Marsh based his research on the events at a 

football club427 that was so remote and distant from the harsh reality of Northern cities. 

It was research that had failed to consider the unfolding dynamic taking place outside 

the stadium, both before and after the game. Where authorities charged a youth with 

threatening behaviour after he had repeatedly kicked an opposing supporter whilst they 

lay curled up on the ground.428 This was the portrayal of ‘non-fatal violence.’ Guns 

																																																													
422“Police	are	reinforced	for	match,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	October,	11,	1975.	
423“Soccer	sort-out	by	’Red	Devil,”	Yorkshire	Post,	October	13,	1975.		
424Ibid.	
425“£2000	fines	on	fans	who	brought	fear,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October,	29,	1975.	
426See	Peter	Marsh,	“Understanding	Aggro,”	New	Society	32	(1975):	7-9,	preceded	other	landmark	works	
propelling	this	thesis	forward:	Peter	Marsh,	Elisabeth	Rosser,	Rom	Harré,	The	Rules	of	Disorder	(London:	
Routledge,	1978);	Peter	Marsh,	Aggro:	The	Illusion	of	Violence	(London:	Dent,	1978);	Merrill.	J.	Melnick,	
“The	Mythology	of	Football	Hooliganism:	A	Closer	Look	at	the	British	Experience,	“International	Review	
for	the	Sociology	of	Sport	21/1	(1986):	1-21.	
427Marsh	based	his	subsequent	observations	on	Oxford	United.	
428“Soccer	fans’	7	hour	riot,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	October,	28,	1975	refers	to	one	case	of	a	21-year-old	
youth	from	Wakefield	who	was	fined	£75	for	threatening	behaviour	who	had	just	kicked	an	opposing	
fan.	Assault	or	Grevious	Bodily	Harm	might	have	been	charges	brought	today	and	why	they	were	not	at	
that	time	one	can	only	speculate.	Perhaps	society	was	more	tolerant	and	looked	towards	rehabilitation	
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were not used, deaths or severe injuries were not inflicted, the impression one of seeing 

Saturday violence as an unfortunate irritant. But there were indications that events had 

taken a different course that day to the one portrayed by the authorities and parts of the 

media.  

In an early edition of the Yorkshire Evening Post the title “Fans Taken to Hospital in 

Fights,”429 would suggest that trouble was looming large. At that time, the St John 

ambulance were responsible for medical care at football matches, often this was a first 

aid patch-up station with the walking wounded getting attention on site and then 

allowed to leave. The collation of statistics and recording of injuries was at times non-

existent. But when the article describes fans being ‘ferried’ to the hospital then this is 

one indicator that something more serious was afoot. In fact, the real extent of the 

violence that day only became apparent in court a few weeks later when prosecuting 

solicitor, Mr. Ian Pollard eloquently stated:  

“the battle of Leeds United was fought on the ground, in the side streets 

and the broad main streets of the city as warring gangs went on the 

rampage. Police manpower was stretched to the limit. There were 365 

officers on special duty with 84 inside the ground and 281 outside…they 

had to deal with battles involving ones and twos, running battles thru the 

streets and pitched battles involving several hundred on each side 

throwing bricks and stones at each other. Frantic pedestrians had to scurry 

for safety as bricks whizzed about their ears. They heard the sickening 

thud of boot against body as those involved were either thrown or beaten 

to the ground and kicked mercilessly. Those on the ground were 

surrounded by up to 10 youths who were just kicking at defenceless 

bodies.”430 

3.4.2 Expectations	

But the spectre of impending violence had been building up some time prior to the day 

itself. Source L3 recollected that: “when we played them in October 75 it had been two 

years since we had last met at Elland Road. During that time, we had become 
																																																																																																																																																																																			
rather	than	punishment	or	perhaps	they	just	wanted	to	expedite	matters	and	be	assured	of	a	conviction	
but	for	a	lesser	charge.	
429“Fans	Taken	to	Hospital	in	Fights,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	11,	1975.	
430“Seven	hours	of	fear	gripped	city	–	Court	told,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	28,	1975.		
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Champions of England again and they had been relegated to the second division. It was 

the Boot Boy period and because of our success a new younger breed of Leeds Boot 

Boy431 fan was emerging across the council estates in and around Leeds. ‘Scum’432 on 

the other hand, with their already massive boot boy numbers…had been rioting and 

smashing their way through the Second Division grounds of the country on their way to 

gaining promotion, thus gaining a notoriety as the hooligan army of its day.” Source L1 

smiled when he recollected the times he had been at the Leeds / Manchester United 

games; he always looked forward to the encounter. 

Factor into the equation that Leeds had just lost to Bayern Munich in the European Cup 

Final in acrimonious circumstances and had failed to supplant Manchester as the only 

English team to have won in Europe and many young fans were “all geared up then for 

one fucking hell of a battle come October 75.”433 Source L3 reminisced “the game was 

all ticket and we couldn't wait to queue up and get ours, I remember in the weeks 

leading up this match the buzz around schools and estates, every young boot boy in 

Leeds was going to this one. No way were scum gonna take liberties like they had 

before.” 

Certainly, the impending arrival of Manchester was eagerly anticipated, but whether this 

invoked the expectation and willingness to get involved in violence obviously varied 

throughout the Leeds supporting fraternity. Yet even those who had no violent intent 

recall that day: “Up until Manchester United were relegated in 1974, as Leeds enjoyed 

the upper hand on the pitch with only three defeats in 25 games, trouble between the 

supporters escalated; it then took a more vicious turn still after the Reds’ year of 

mayhem in the Second Division. It was in their first season back that I went to my first 

game at Elland Road between the two and the atmosphere was febrile with menace and 

the most exciting I have ever witnessed.”434 There were those who were prepared for 

violence, for example a trainee accountant, 17-year-old Richard Rowland was arrested 

that day for carrying an offensive weapon, a sharpened screwdriver.435 Eric Carlile, the 

																																																													
431Boot	boy	referred	to	those	youths	originally	involved	in	the	subculture	of	skinheads	in	the	late	1960’s.	
This	evolved	into	the	suedeheads	of	the	1970’s.	
432The	term	used	by	Leeds	supporters	to	describe	their	Manchester	rivals.	
433Source	L3.	
434Rob	Bagchi,	“The	rivalry	between	Manchester	United	and	Leeds	that	turned	to	hate,”	The	Guardian,	
January	2,	2010.	This	was	an	article	on	his	reflections	of	going	to	see	Leeds.	
435“Seven	hours	of	fear	gripped	city	–	Court	told,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	28,	1975.	Another	
Leeds	supporter	was	arrested	and	charged	that	day	with	possession	of	an	offensive	weapon,	see	“Soccer	
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then secretary of the Leeds supporters’ club was not surprised by the outcome of the 

day’s events, he had expected the bulk of arrests to be those of Leeds fans, noting “this 

seems the case everywhere now. The home crowd always seems to be waiting to give 

the away fans a hard time.”436 Of course there are different interpretations of what a 

‘hard time’ actually means. By the time the Yorkshire Post article had been printed on 

the 13th, they reported 41 arrests with only 6 from Manchester, which had increased 

from the 15 arrests reported in the Yorkshire Evening Post on the 11th.437 But once 

again, misleading reports present a picture far removed from the truth. 

3.4.3 Before	the	Game					

Manchester had one of the biggest fan bases in the country and they attracted many 

supporters from areas outside Manchester itself, some who travelled considerable 

distances. These had started arriving in the city of Leeds long before the game was due 

to start at 15.00hrs. A Leeds garage owner near Elland Road stated that: “There have 

been running battles up and down here all morning…”438 these had started before eight 

in the morning. One more forceful reminder was set forth by Source L5 who 

complained “the red army came, thousands, and it was kicking off from early on.” The 

Manchester fans had been arriving at various points in the city, invariably linked to the 

main public transport arteries at the bus and railway stations in the centre of Leeds.439 

The groups varied in size but were significantly smaller than the expected train specials 

expected later in the day that were carrying hundreds. But at that time in the day, they 

made their presence felt by the inevitable chants and raucous behavior. A Leeds fan 

recollected that he “loved the buzz of their visits.”440 

Early in the morning there were groups of Manchester fans in the city centre, and unlike 

today with the use of mobile phones and social media there were no opportunities to 

establish pre-arranged meeting points at which rival groups would confront each other. 

Having disembarked from the buses/trains any encounter with rival supporters was 
																																																																																																																																																																																			
sort-out	by	’Red	Devil,”	Yorkshire	Post,	October	13,	1975.	Source	L2	recounted	other	games	where	he	
went	with	youths	who	were	armed,	this	included	one	incident	when	a	youth	took	a	bottle	of	pure	
ammonia.	
436“Soccer	sort-out	by	’Red	Devil,”	Yorkshire	Post,	October	13,	1975.	
437“Fans	Taken	to	Hospital	in	Fights,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	11,	1975.	
438Ibid.	
439Source	L12.	This	natural	attraction	to	transportation	nodes	as	the	scene	for	violence	was	referred	to	
in	Daniel.	J.	Myers,	“Racial	Rioting	in	the	1960’s:	An	Event	History	Analysis	of	local	Conditions,”	American	
Sociological	Review	62	(1997):	91.	
440Source	L6.	
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more by accident than by choice. This was a time when fans flagrantly exhibited their 

allegiance to club by wearing scarves, sometimes two or three at the same time. This 

was also a time where even if you had no violent intent whatsoever and you	wore the 

colours of your team, if you found yourself in the wrong place at the wrong time, then 

you were a legitimate target. Often there would be a lot of ‘preliminary banter’ before 

the suddenly imposed grievance of initiating the first punch/kick or retaliating. This 

would involve chants or shouting and visual gestures and if bottles or stones were to 

hand they would be used. At this time in the morning, the confrontations broke out at 

various points in the city and were not restricted to the ground itself, after all the gates 

were not even open. Both sets of supporters were also trying to evade the police who 

were there in numbers, and as with the Leeds fans, the Manchester supporters had 

temporarily caught them off guard by their early arrival. There was no one central point 

for the flashpoint of violence to erupt, this was happening sporadically at different 

points in the city and on the way from the city centre to the ground. 

In the streets of Leeds, the Manchester supporters through sheer weight of numbers 

were confronting Leeds fans who had not mobilised to any significant degree. As such 

therefore those Leeds fans that were caught were on the defensive. More often than not 

being fleet of foot allowed them to escape. These then became the main conduits in the 

grapevine telling their friends and associates what had been happening in the morning 

and stoking up the fires of revenge. 

The main points of disembarkation for the away supporters were obvious points that the 

Leeds supporters would eventually gravitate towards. The atmosphere at these points 

was menacing despite the police presence. Leeds fans, later in the morning, now out in 

numbers were held back by police cordons. Chanting and vicious invectives were 

directed towards the arriving fans and of course they reciprocated. The atmosphere was 

intimidating. 

Source L1 mentioned that he would meet up in Dewsbury at 10 in the morning, mill 

around for a short time and then travel to Leeds with the intention of getting to the pub 

for opening time at 12.00hrs. Between his arrival point in Leeds and getting to Elland 

Road there were various “watering houses” that he would frequent, the intention being, 

to use his words, get “tanked up”441 before going to the game. Alcohol was not available 

																																																													
441Not	drunk,	but	enough	to	lower	one’s	inhibitions.	
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in the immediate vicinity of the ground as most public houses had closed, however, 

“many fans seemed to have brought their own drink.”442 The key point here is that the 

Leeds fans had some idea of the approximate time of the soccer specials coming from 

Manchester. Whilst the ground was the focal point for the Manchester fans, the train 

specials and coaches coming from across the Pennines were the main focal point for 

many Leeds fans. The use of Saturday specials to transport large numbers of supporters 

around the country was a nationwide occurrence. There was an obvious security 

dimension here as the police knew when and where the contingent of away supporters 

would be accessing the city. But this policy had patently failed on the 11th October as 

there had already been skirmishes, particularly in the city centre and some around the 

ground during the morning.  

The specials facilitated the transportation of large numbers of fans which provided an 

insatiable reservoir for those fans determined to engage in violence.443 If the 

predisposition to violence was not evident in the fans boarding the train, then certainly 

by the time they got off they would have a heightened sense of anger and frustration. In 

effect the Saturday specials were old rail stock with literally non-existent facilities and 

the fans were packed in like animals. Is it any wonder when they got off that they acted 

like animals…444 Waiting in abeyance, both the away supporters travelling to the game 

and the home supporters congregating at the station in eager anticipation allowed both 

sets of fans time for self-reflection: “discussions revolve around football, especially last 

week’s game, today’s game, last time these two teams clashed and the events on and off 

the field and outside the ground. It is at this stage that the reputations of notorious 

individuals or groups are reinforced.”445  

As the morning wore on and there were sporadic outbursts of intense violence, many of 

the Manchester fans drifted towards Elland Road, the ground itself was the magnet that 

drew them. Indeed, many Manchester supporters turned up without a ticket and the touts 

																																																													
442“Fans	bring	havoc	to	streets	near	ground,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	13,	1975.	
443Already	in	1969	politicians	were	questioning	the	viability	of	using	train	specials,	see	David	Steel	MP,	
“Time	to	stop	the	hooligans,”	The	Guardian,	June	4,	1969.	
444Later	in	the	1980’s	one	of	the	leading	football	hooligan	firms	was	the	Leeds	Service	Crew	who	used	
the	train	network	to	travel	the	country,	but	they	avoided	the	football	specials	knowing	that	they	would	
be	heavily	policed.	
445The	Sports	Council	Social	Research	Council,	Public	Disorder	and	Sporting	Events	A	Report	by	a	Joint	
Panel	of	the	Sports	Council	and	the	Social	Science	Research	Council,	1978	SPG	197	(Papers	of	the	
Popplewell	Inquiry	into	Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	Bradford	University,	1986),	7.	
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were out in force around the ground, so if they had any chance to see the game they had 

to first secure a ticket.446 

The ground itself was the central hub and milling around it was a volatile cocktail of 

rival groups of supporters. There were some coaches carrying away fans that parked 

closer to the ground at the top of Elland Road. But here the deployment of police 

resources, both horses and dogs ensured that any outbreak of violence was quickly dealt 

with. Especially well known focal points where Leeds fans used to “loiter with 

intent,”447 waiting to ambush unsuspecting fans, were in the area around the chip shop 

opposite the South Stand	or around the old Supporters’Club/Souvenir Shop or the bar in 

the nearby greyhound track. 448  

But there was a major problem for away fans coming by train as there was at least a 

30minute walk from the station to the ground. In such large numbers the visiting fans 

would be stretched in a long line snaking towards the ground. Coming out of the central 

train station they had to pass through some dark arches where the acoustics magnified 

tribal chanting and dim ominous lighting engendered a scene that can only be described 

as a scene from some Victorian horror story. Above, the railway lines bellowed as the 

trains rattled overhead, nearby the River Aire flowed, the smell of sewers lingering. 

Even today it is not the most endearing of places to pass through. In days gone by, away 

fans were often attacked in this area, but this time the police were in numbers and were 

able to escort the visiting fans through and down Neville Street, holding back the Leeds 

fans.  

The significance of this advance to the ground on foot was a display by the away fans of 

their strength. Their masculinity in being prepared to enter a hostile environment and at 

the same time they knew it would be seen as offensive by the home fans. Goaded on by 

the recollections of what had happened in the morning, the balance sheet of suddenly 

imposed grievances was building up for the Leeds fans. The reputation of the 

Manchester fans for being violent had been vindicated. But it really did not need the 

incentive of the grievances emerging from the morning to propel the Leeds fans towards 

confrontation, they just needed the opportunity. 

																																																													
446“Fans	Taken	to	Hospital	in	Fights,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	11,	1975.	
447Source	L9,	the	term	refers	to	fans	hanging	around	with	the	intention	of	fighting	or	at	the	very	least	
confronting	away	supporters.	
448Source	L9	and	L10.	
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By holding the Leeds fans back from entering the dark arches meant that there was a 

build-up of several hundred Leeds fans which had been increasing all the time as fans 

arrived. Bear in mind, Leeds was a large urban conurbation at this time and the transport 

arteries flowing into the city and towards the ground were now busy with thousands of 

Leeds fans. 

At times police containment strategies inadvertently led to problems. Because the police 

lines stopped the Leeds fans from getting through the dark arches this led to a build-up 

of fans at the entrance. Some decided to turn back and large numbers of Leeds fans ran 

parallel to the railway line and down Swinegate and across Bridge End further up 

spanning the River Aire. Once across the river they were literally running parallel to the 

Manchester fans winding their way towards Elland Road.449 Leeds at this time was not 

an appealing place to be as hundreds of terrace houses had been demolished and the 

route to the stadium passed through desolate construction sites. The construction of the 

M62/M1 at that time provided a labyrinth of different unofficial access points and an 

infinite supply of bricks, stones and other implements. Once they had caught up with 

the Manchester fans near the cemetery that would be in Holbeck, they ran over the road 

works and “smashed straight into them, the scum didn’t know what hit em’ they were 

running all over the place.”450 These fights were springing up throughout the area, the 

game had not even started yet. 

Not all the confrontations were as spontaneous as the one above. Often there would be 

rival gangs of youths baiting each other, both waiting for the first move to be made. If 

the police were present, then this often did not escalate. However, the police could not 

be deployed on every street corner and the constant ebb and flow of running battles 

continued throughout the time leading up to the game. Isolated groups of Manchester 

fans without tickets did hot help themselves and were easy targets for larger groups of 

Leeds fans. 

The sequence of events thus far described were summed up by Source L8 when he 

stated: “Man U turned up in numbers early doors and picked Leeds fans off, but once 

everyone was out in force there were too many Leeds fans up for it. A lot of Man U fans 

got badly hurt that day. People getting stabbed etc… there was a few Man U got done 

																																																													
449Source	L8.	
450Source	L7.	
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badly [sic] where they were building the motorway next to Elland Rd at the time so 

there were plenty of bricks, tools etc.” Author Caroline Gall refers to some of the 

incidents surrounding the game, one was the recollection of a Manchester fan who was 

repeatedly attacked on the way back from the ground, another was one who had been 

stabbed and beaten.451  

To some extent the Leeds fans felt they had re-staked their honour by standing up to the 

Manchester fans as they moved towards the ground. That honour had been sorely tested 

in the morning when self-defence was the order of the day. Now the ones initiating the 

violence were the Leeds fans, getting to the ground was one thing but surviving inside 

was another. 

The Leeds fans’ penchant for violence was always present at games, if not explicit, it 

was always simmering under the surface waiting for or engineering a fracture to appear. 

The interesting point is that in the fan base were youths that were not all raging 

hooligans scrambling towards a violent confrontation. Even hardcore supporters such as 

Source L2 who had numerous criminal convictions, when asked if he went to games 

with the sole intention of being violent said: “I don’t think so, I think it was the fact of 

who we were, we were prepared to make a lot of noise about it and we were prepared to 

stand us ground. I don’t think we thought about it very much, it just went and happened, 

a mindless thing…	We were just a set of lunatics who didn’t give a shit.” When pushed 

further, as with some other sources, it was revealing that the overall emotion was a 

sense of ‘pride,’ they felt they had principles that enclosed this pride in a masculinity 

that was quite frankly frightening: “you fuck with us and this is what’s gonna happen to 

you.”452 

Although one is not condoning such principles it becomes understandable when some of 

the sources subsequently referred to the contextual factors such as upbringing and role 

models having laid the foundations for their view of life. This was emphasised by 

Sources L1 and L2, the former recollected one incident: “I did get a good slapping from 

mi’dad after getting arrested, I do remember he said he would dismember me if he got 

																																																													
451Caroline	Gall,	Service	Crew,	The	Inside	Story	of	Leeds	United’s	Hooligan	Gangs	(Lancs:	Milo,	2008).	
452Source	L2.	
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called out from work again.”453 But the Saturdays at the games offered sanctuary for 

many fans, many released from the hard discipline of home relished the excitement of 

confrontation and the possibility of it merging into violence. As Source L2 declared: 

“discipline at home was strong but once I went t’football matches, [sic] I could do what 

I want.” Bear in mind also the fact that Leeds, like so many cities in Yorkshire at that 

time, was a bleak, brutal and hardened city. The Yorkshire Ripper454 had just started his 

reign of terror, it was a matter of survival for many of its citizens. It certainly became a 

matter of survival for those Manchester fans who had managed to get to the ground in 

one piece.  

The transference of a harsh domestic regime at home to the survival in the streets and 

football ground of Leeds was but a stone-throw away for many of the youths. They did 

not need elaborate sentiments of injustice based upon differential incomes policies or 

the transgression of community norms. Violated principles were reduced to 

inappropriate eye contact, chanting the wrong song, wearing the wrong coloured scarf 

and following the wrong team. In the ground, retribution was the order of the day, it was 

swift and it was violent. 

3.4.4 In	Elland	Road		

Chants vilifying the away fans echoed around the ground as the Manchester supporters 

were corralled in their part of the Lowfields Road terracing and the South Stand 

(formerly the Scratching Shed). “Chanters of obscenities and threats incited hatred in 

the hearts of others to carry out violence with their chants such as ‘we are going Man U 

bashing.’”455 The approach of kick off provoked a heightened state of tension:	“chanting 

																																																													
453Widom	looks	at	how	violence	begets	violence	in	vertical	transference	whereby	violence	experienced	
in	childhood	leads	to	violence	in	adulthood.	Cathy	Spatz	Widom,	“Does	Violence	Beget	Violence?	A	
Critical	Examination	of	the	Literature,”	Psychological	Bulletin	106/1	(1989):	3-28.		
454His	name	was	Peter	Sutcliffe,	he	murdered	13	prostitutes	and	attempted	to	kill	at	least	7	more.	He	
was	born	and	lived	in	Bingley,	Bradford.	This	town	merges	into	Shipley,	the	latter	saw	the	emergence	of	
the	Shipley	Skins	in	the	1960’s	that	formed	one	of	the	nuclei	of	the	Leeds	United	fans	often	involved	in	
violence.	The	group	is	referred	to	in	Caroline	Gall’s	book	Service	Crew,	The	Inside	Story	of	Leeds	United’s	
Hooligan	Gangs.	(Lancs:	Milo,	2008).	
455“Seven	hours	of	fear	gripped	city	–	Court	told,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	28,	1975.		Chanting	
was	largely	ignored	by	the	authorities,	although	in	one	incident,	Robert	Chapman,	21	of	Crossgate	Leeds	
pleaded	guilty	to	threatening	behaviour	likely	to	cause	a	breach	of	the	peace.	He	was	one	of	a	crowd	in	
the	North	Stand	chanting	at	Manchester	supporters	“‘you	are	going	to	get	your…heads	kicked	in.’	He	
was	also	waving	his	arms	and	making	a	‘v’	sign	at	Manchester	supporters,”	in	“Chanting	United	fan	
made	V	sign,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	November	18,	1975.	On	the	subject	of	chanting	reference	is	made	
to	Tim	Marshall,	Dirty	Northern	B-st-rds!	The	story	of	Britain’s	football	chants	(London:	Elliott	and	
Thompson,	2014).	Orginally	from	Leeds,	Marshall	is	a	renowned	journalist.	
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persists at this peak level up to the start of the match with variations producing more or 

less extreme responses. This is possibly the most difficult period for the police as the 

fans continually hurl abuse at each other. Pushes are made from the centre of the 

supporters towards either the police or the opposing fans…Certain individuals attempt 

to take up positions as near to the opposing fans as possible…”456   

Separating the fans on the Lowfields were two rows of police and stewards whilst the 

most vocal of the Leeds supporters were in the Kop directly opposite the South Stand. 

This was still the time when fans were standing, crammed into the stands, a morass of 

waving scarves, swaying bodies and vitriolic chanting. The terrain was easily 

identifiable in the segregation of the fans. Those that gravitated towards the fault lines 

separated by the police had the intention of displaying their prowess, preserving their 

distorted sense of honour and were more than willing initiators of violence. As Source 

L6 remarked: “was next to the scum with lines of coppers trying to keep us apart, it was 

kicking off all match, nothing major as the coppers got involved. There was the odd 

missile, a coin or something coming over, got hit by one. As I was getting out the scum 

were spitting at me, couldn’t do owt [sic] about it. When I left St John’s after the game I 

went after the buggers, last time I was spat at.” 

Missiles were not to hand that day in the ground as the fans were searched before 

entering the ground457 and consequently resorting to spitting was a common occurrence 

if there was a barrier between the perpetrator and the target. Under any circumstances 

such an act would be seen as unjustifiable and warrant addressing. This would have 

been difficult, if as in the previous case the fan was arrested at the time. But the 

dynamism and interplay of suddenly imposed grievances that arise when someone spits 

at you does not necessarily mean that retribution is exacted specifically at that point in 

time. This simple albeit grotesque act highlights the difficulties of identifying the 

complex nature of grievance formation. For instance, when Leeds fan Robin Metcalf, 

who was in a group of youths relentlessly kicking a Manchester fan laying on the 

ground justified his actions by saying: “I got spat at by Manchester United fans…”458 

Was the injustice of being spat at addressed with the person who had done the spitting 

																																																													
456The	Sports	Council	Social	Research	Council,	Public	Disorder	and	Sporting	Events	A	Report	by	a	Joint	
Panel	of	the	Sports	Council	and	the	Social	Science	Research	Council,	1978,	SPG	197	(Papers	of	the	
Popplewell	Inquiry	into	Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	Bradford	University,	1986),	8.	
457“Fans	Taken	to	Hospital	in	Fights,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	11,	1975.	
458“£75	Fine	for	youth	in	’kicking	team,’”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	28,	1975.	
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or transferred to another target who by virtue of wearing red colours was worthy of 

being kicked in the face? Given the information to hand, it is impossible to answer the 

question. What is clear, is that anyone with the red colours of Manchester were 

legitimate targets. Being spat at was a transgression too far and warranted a reaction, 

often violent, either sooner or later. 

Interspersed with the Leeds fans outside their allocated zones were small groups of 

Manchester fans. Standing shoulder to shoulder it was easy to identify those who had 

the audacity to be in the Leeds terracing, this might have been through accident and if 

so, they tried to hide their allegiance. If it was by purpose they made their presence 

known usually by the first chants of discord, yet regardless of whether it was by 

intention or accident small skirmishes flared up throughout the ground.459 Source L2 

said: “it was all in the bodylanguage, you knew it was going to kick off, people looking 

at you and when you are in the middle of it with people looking at you in the eyes, you 

can see what sort of character they are.”  

There was no preplanning to fight at these specific points in the ground, you had Leeds 

fans, old and young, many with peaceful intent, some with not. Yet it was the 

spontaneity of the moment, the realisation that you had better get “stuck in first and 

make it count before they did.”460 In such close proximity, there was nowhere to run.  

Those that went to the game with no intention of getting involved in violence were often 

confronted by the spectacle of violence and at times became unwilling participants. 

Source L6 made reference to when Manchester scored and the violence escalated. One 

account recalled that there were ten Manchester fans in the corner of the Kop and when 

Manchester scored they revealed their colours, they “got knacked and carried out when 

they scored.”461 The reputation of Leeds was reflected in the often-used chant: ‘Dirty 

Leeds,’462 by rival fans. This belied the fact that although Leeds were seen as a tough 

physical team epitomised by Billy Bremner and Norman Hunter, they were one of the 

most successful teams in the game. On that day against Manchester, the events on the 

field were reflected off the field. The referee in a post-match interview remarked: 

																																																													
459Source	L3.	
460Source	L2.	
461Knacked	=	beaten	up.	Heidi	Haigh,	Follow	Me	&	Leeds	United	(Great	Britain:	DP	Publishing,	2013),	105.	
462For	an	interesting	insight	into	the	context	surrounding	this	term,	Robert	Endeacott	has	written	a	book	
with	the	same	title	that	fuses	together	a	fictional	character	with	actual	events	under	the	management	of	
the	then	Leeds	manager,	Don	Revie.	See	Robert	Endeacott,	Dirty	Leeds	(Tonto	Books,	2009).	
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“Hunter has a reputation as a hard man…I booked him because he took the player’s legs 

before the ball…Some of Hunter’s tackles may have looked worse at a distance than 

they actually were.”463 As previously mentioned, it is undeniable to say that the events 

on the pitch were linked to those on the terraces;464 “the way Leeds played hard was 

very much reflected in the fans.”465 This engendered a loathing of both the team and 

supporters from rival clubs which weaved the fabric of football folklore. 

As soon as Manchester scored, “You’re gonna get your fucking heads kicked in!” 

cascaded around the ground,466 by the end of the game “50 people inside the ground 

needed medical treatment.”467 Michael Birrane who supported Leeds kicked a 

Manchester supporter in the back,468 whilst another Leeds fan, Christopher Allen, struck 

a Manchester supporter on the back of the head.469 A Manchester fan said: “I was 

sickened by and really frightened by what happened that day.”470 Another Manchester 

fan who had experienced violence at other games, noted: “it was the worst experience 

he’s ever had at a Man U game.”471  

The rituals accompanying the game were carefully revealed in various behavioural and 

situational characteristics: the chanting, gestures, lines of animosity separated by police, 

the crowd swaying backwards and forwards in rhythm to the game, the periodical 

outburst of violence, the police dragging out supporters. These combined to create an 

‘atmosphere’ that essentially revolved around the two opposing physical ‘ends’ of the 

ground: 

“The football end’s atmosphere is shaped by the predominantly masculine 

ethos of the fans; it is a setting conducive to acting out and asserting 
																																																													
463“I	was	right	about	Hunter	–	referee,”	Yorkshire	Post,	October	13,	1975.	A	few	weeks	later,	Norman	
was	involved	in	violent	on	field	scenes	when	he	was	fighting	Francis	Lee	of	Derby	County.	The	title	of	the	
article	says	it	all:	Hugh	McIlvanney,	“The	theatre	of	violence,”	The	Guardian,	November	2,	1975.		
464G.	Dickens,	et	al.,	Birmingham	Research	Group,	Bristol:	John	Wright	and	Sons,	Soccer	Hooliganism:	A	
preliminary	report	to	Mr.	D.	Howell,	Minister	of	Sport,	1968,	SPG	196	(Papers	of	the	Popplewell	Inquiry	
into	Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	Bradford	University,	1986),	15.	See	also	John	Arlott,	“Violence	as	a	
Tactic,”	The	Guardian,	November	1,	1968.	One	of	the	teams	shown	in	the	article	was	Leeds.	It	is	
interesting	to	note	that	the	first	player	to	win	the	Professional	Footballers'	Association	Players'	Player	of	
the	Year	was	Norman	Hunter	in	1973-74,	this	award	is	the	highest	accolade	from	fellow	professionals	in	
the	English	game.	
465Source	L1.	
466Source	L5.	
467“Seven	hours	of	fear	gripped	city	–	Court	told,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	28,	1975.			
468“£2000	fines	on	fans	who	brought	fear,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	29,	1975.	
469“£75	Fine	for	youth	in	’kicking	team,’”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	28,	1975.	
470“Seven	hours	of	fear	gripped	city	–	Court	told,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	28,	1975.			
471Source	L17.	
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commonly perceived behavior and the actors indulge in exaggerated 

demonstrations of courage and strength which are staged in order to 

antagonise, provoke or simply intimidate opposing groups of supporters. 

The atmosphere becomes increasingly partisan and loaded with ritual 

expectation and a feeling of the grand occasion which can spill over to 

other sections of the crowd, inducing a sense of fearfulness and 

expectation of trouble.”472  

That expectation increased when Manchester scored one then two goals without reply 

from Leeds. The inevitable reaction and recourse to off-field restitution by the Leeds 

fans was thus legitimised even further in their eyes.   

The heightened tension of this particular fixture was commensurate with the status of 

the game which was seen as important to both players and fans alike. In this case, on the 

field you had the shadows of eclipse being cast over a Leeds team entering a period of 

decline in terms of trophies won, at the same time as a Manchester team starting back 

on the path to ascendency. There had been a temporary hiatus in recent years when 

Manchester had been relegated, but this was the team that represented the ‘beautiful 

game’ with the descendants of George Best, Bobby Charlton, Denis Law. They had 

been the champions of Europe, idolised by a national press that was based in 

Manchester and followed by legions of fans throughout the country. They could do no 

wrong and this brought along all the attendant proclamations of fans that deemed 

themselves ‘superior’ in every respect to every other team, especially those across the 

Pennines in Yorkshire. The illegitimacy of their claim to be the best in England, both on 

and off the field had been usurped over the last few years by Leeds. The latter did not 

represent the ‘beautiful game.’ They had been successful in both the domestic and 

international competitions, yet they were stigmatised as ‘Dirty Leeds.’ For Leeds, the 

“tradition of toughness had its roots in the first division days of Don Revie,”473 this was 

found testament on the field and by extension for some supporters off the field. 

																																																													
472The	Sports	Council	Social	Research	Council,	Public	Disorder	and	Sporting	Events	A	Report	by	a	Joint	
Panel	of	the	Sports	Council	and	the	Social	Science	Research	Council,	1978,	SPG	197	(Papers	of	the	
Popplewell	Inquiry	into	Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	Bradford	University,	1986),	44.	
473Martin	Wainwright,	“Tough	reputation	dogs	Leeds	United,”	The	Guardian,	May	8,	1990.	Don	Revie	
was	the	manager	of	Leeds	from	1961	to	1974,	see	also:	Richard	Sutcliffe,	Revie-Revered	and	Reviled	
(Ilkley:	Great	Northern	Books,	2010).	
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The police presence in the ground effectively prevented any large-scale violence taking 

place. The violence had not been clustered around one central point but dispersed 

throughout the ground. According to police reports, arrest statistics showed “29 were 

Leeds United supporters and 13 were Manchester supporters.”474 

However, inaccessibility to the Manchester fans only served to further incense the 

Leeds fans. The essential point here is “…that the fan groups’ major aim is frustrated if 

its team is defeated or one of its members unfairly treated, and that this frustration 

intensifies if the fans are prevented by the police and by the layout of the Ends from 

correcting the injustice or humiliation.”475 As the game neared the conclusion, a 

consolation goal by Allan Clarke did nothing to appease the home fans. Before the end 

of the game many Leeds fans streamed out of the ground, their purpose soon became 

apparent. 

3.4.5 After	the	Game		

“Leeds fans had a tactic back then of leaving before the end of the game in order to wait 

in ambush for away fans approaching the top of Elland Road en route back to the Train 

Station.”476 

A Leeds fan was told by some away fans at a later date that “never go to Leeds on the 

train.”477 Hundreds of Leeds fans had left early, they were waiting for the departing 

Manchester fans, even though they had been segregated in the ground the two sets of 

fans were allowed to leave the ground at the same time.478 The way back to the station 

was like one big building site due to the motorway developments taking place, not only 

did it provide an infinite supply of missiles, but it also allowed the Leeds fans to be 

concealed at different points. This lay ahead of the Manchester fans because as they left 

the ground they were caught in a pincer movement by Leeds fans departing at the same 

at the same time as the Manchester fans and Leeds fans coming up behind them as they 

walked along Elland Road. 

																																																													
474“Fans	bring	havoc	to	streets	near	ground,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	13,	1975.	
475The	Sports	Council	Social	Research	Council,	Public	Disorder	and	Sporting	Events	A	Report	by	a	Joint	
Panel	of	the	Sports	Council	and	the	Social	Science	Research	Council,	1978,	SPG	19	(Papers	of	the	
Popplewell	Inquiry	into	Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	Bradford	University,	1986),	47.	
476Source	L3.	
477Source	L11.	
478Source	L3.	
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Those fans that had come by coach had a relatively easy time “as most Leeds walked 

back into town giving it to the away fans on the station.”479 Although this was not 

always the case as there were some Leeds fans who also came by coach, as Source L6 

noted it was a nightmare looking for his bus amongst the away coaches, not just when 

Manchester visited. On this day, he was confronted by large numbers of Manchester 

fans who seemed to be “coming out of the woodwork. There was nowhere to run. Yet 

before the first punches hit home the Man U fans stepped back as what seemed like 

hundreds of Leeds fans came from the side streets. But there were probably 30 or 40. 

Tables were turned then and there were some nasty encounters. The Mancs were being 

picked off by the larger number of Leeds fans. It wasn’t pretty.” 

A couple of Leeds fans noted that the police escorts for the away fans made little 

difference.480 One reason suggested was that the away fans left “at different times and 

entrances, so they would be strung out along the route back to the centre and to their 

coaches.”481 That day the police were out in force, but the numbers of away fans to 

chaperone exceeded the resources deployed. Source L3 recollected: “one of the main 

things I remember…was the adrenalin rush of walking back into Leeds centre 

afterwards and seeing fights breaking out all way back in town and around the station, if 

you came by Train/Special or car to Leeds in those days you must’ve had a death wish.” 

Source L10 agreed: “the walk to the station after the game was frightening for the 

visitors, some got into a terrible mess when they were strung out all over the place, they 

just got picked off.” 

A resident living nearby, Mr. F.S. Perry witnessing the debacle that day bemoaned: “I 

have lived here for 42 years and I have never before seen behaviour like that. It was a 

hell hole around here last Saturday.”482 Many Leeds fans had gathered on the hillside 

nearby	lying in wait.483 One Leeds fan said it was like a massacre when Leeds fans on a 

nearby hill charged into the Manchester fans and the police on horseback were 

surrounded.484 According to one local, “the trouble would have been on Lowfields 

																																																													
479Source	L12.	
480Source	L1	and	Source	L4.	
481Source	L1.	
482“Soccer	vandals	–Angry	residents	demand	action,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	17,	1975.	
483Beeston	Hill.	Caroline	Gall,	Service	Crew:	The	Inside	Story	of	Leeds	United’s	Hooligan	Gangs	(Lancs:	
Milo	Books,	2007),	75.	
484Source	L12.	
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Road, Wesley Street or Holbeck Cemetery Hill.”485 Reports also suggest that other areas 

adjacent to Elland Road were the scenes of trouble: “Leeds United fans angry by their 

team’s 2-1 defeat by Manchester United, marched along Ingram Road, Holbeck, hurling 

stones and terrorising residents… After the match the supporters swarmed down Elland 

Road over the South Leeds Motorway workings and into Euston Terrace ‘like a swarm 

of locusts.’”486 

When attending to one outbreak of disorder, the police were occupied with that 

outburst, in so doing they became stretched allowing clashes to take place at other 

points. “The fans must have broken through the police cordon on Elland Road” said one 

resident.487 As they broke through, stones and bricks were directed at rival supporters as 

well as nearby residential properties. When the skirmishes erupted, fans were seen 

running between traffic on the ring road.488 Soon the chasers and the chased mingled 

together. It was not possible to confirm the report that the police were overwhelmed and 

some of those arrested had to be handcuffed to lampposts. But as groups of Manchester 

supporters were being hunted down trying to evade their pursuers then Leeds fans 

walking back to the station as well as property became the targets for Manchester fans. 

Charles McEniry 18, from Bexhill Surrey, pleaded guilty to threatening behavior likely 

to cause a breach of the peace and remanded for reports…he was one of a group of fans 

who attacked the Sorting Office in Cross Princess Street with stones.”489 Another 

Manchester fan from London “said to have become involved in ‘collective madness,’ 

was jailed for three months after admitting threatening behavior.”490 Whilst Graham 

Howman pleaded guilty to threatening behavour, in his defence stating “he was scared 

by Leeds fans and thought he was in a jungle.”491 

According to some reports, 60 fans 492 were arrested after the match, one report said 

41493 another 49.494 By the time the first Manchester fans were getting back to the 

station, the sun was falling in the sky, the shadows were getting longer and the “biggest 

																																																													
485Source	L3.	
486“Fans	bring	havoc	to	streets	near	ground,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	13,	1975.	
487Ibid.	
488Ibid.	
489“Chanting	United	fan	made	V	sign,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	November	19,	1975.	
490“Day	of	terror	as	city	became	Soccer	fans’	battlefield,”	Yorkshire	Post,	October	29,	1975.	
491“Soccer	Riots:	Fans	in	Court,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	28,	1975.	
492“Seven	hours	of	fear	gripped	city	–	Court	told,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	28,	1975.	
493“Soccer	sort-out	by	’Red	Devil,”	Yorkshire	Post,	October	13,	1975.	
494“Fans	bring	havoc	to	streets	near	ground,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	13,	1975.	
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ooh ahs would come.”495 Source L1 added: “after the game everyone would go into 

Leeds. Because the station was in the centre we used to follow the away fans down into 

Leeds and follow them to their train. The favourite spot was, if you know Leeds City 

Station, there was a set of steps going up to the station in a tunnel and that is where it 

used to kick off.” After just coming back through the dark arches that ran under the 

railway lines the away supporters were then funneled up a winding stairwell that led 

into the train station. All parts of the train station and the immediate vicinity were the 

scene of angry encounters. “Gordon Findlay, 21 of Kippax, Leeds, was fined £75 after 

pleading guilty to using threatening words and behavior,”496 he had been kicking two 

youths in the doorway of a toilet.  

The sense of injustice among some Leeds fans and the desire for retribution was 

palpable in the actions of Martin Hanley who had been arrested for threatening 

behaviour. In his defence, Hanley claimed that he “had been duffed up497 by Manchester 

fans,” he added in his retort “you could hardly expect me to do nothing about it.”498 

This was the law of the streets, not set in some abstract notions of liberty, equality or 

fraternity. This was the brutal reality of seeking redress for grievances either perceived 

or endured, for which the sanction where possible was physical attack. This was the 

pursuit of a sense of honour by the Leeds fans arising from a distorted image of 

masculinity and status. Regardless of the guilt or innocence of the target chosen, their 

presence alone was deserving of sanction. In the first sentence of the article of the 

Yorkshire Evening Post on the 28th October it states: “a ‘team’ of ten youths wearing 

Leeds colours were kicking a Manchester fan who was on the ground.”499 This was 

replicated at different points in the city and had stained the events of the day. By the 

early evening the Leeds fans were involved in numerous fights: John Costello, 17, on 

Duncan Street was involved in another fracas at 17.45hrs when “youths were shouting 

and screaming and Costello was seen to kick a Manchester United supporter while he 

was on the ground.”500    

Once the police had got the last vestiges of Manchester supporters on to their train 

specials the Leeds fans would melt away into the city life. As Source L1 contemplated: 
																																																													
495Source	L1.	In	other	words,	the	most	trouble	would	break	out.	
496“Soccer	Riots:	Fans	in	Court,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	28,	1975	
497Beaten	up.	
498“Seven	hours	of	fear	gripped	city	–	Court	told,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	28,	1975.		
499“£75	Fine	for	youth	in	’kicking	team,’”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	28,	1975.	
500“Fans	in	clash-	£100	fine,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	November	14,	1975.	
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“then we would disappear into Leeds and by the evening we would be turning on each 

other – white against white, we thought we were the hardest.” 

3.4.6 Identity	Matters	

Both sets of fans had a violent disposition that was released in bitter encounters before, 

during and after the game. It blighted the area around the ground, the transport arteries 

to and from the ground and Leeds city centre. It marked one of the highpoints in 

violence that had ingratiated itself in the fixture and it was not to end. 

In Appendix 4 is a list of some of those charged at the game, this is not an exhaustive 

list, representing only approximately one-third of the total arrested. Of these, 17 of the 

28 arrested were 18 years or younger. 10 were older than 18 years with the oldest being 

25 and they were exclusively male.501 This reinforces the research at the time, for 

example, that of Peter Marsh502 and Eugene Trivizas.503 

Their age and gender were obvious common factors, at the same time the Joint Panel of 

the Sports Council identified a “strong basis in working-class culture. The terraces at 

big matches have become obvious and prominent places for proudly displaying and 

emphasising class values.”504 This was, in fact, reiterating some of the conclusions 

made by the Harrington Report in the first government funded research into football-

related violence which stated: “that the present evidence suggests that…(football 

hooligans) are mainly from a working-class background with the special problems 

inherent in large industrial cities and ports where violent and delinquent subcultures are 

known to exist.”505 Subsequent proponents of this class based perspective were the 

Leicester School506 who identified the “rough working class” as being primarily 

																																																													
501Although	there	were	females	actively	involved	in	following	Leeds	they	were	certainly	in	a	minority	see	
Heidi	Haigh,	Once	a	Leeds	fan	Always	a	Leeds	Fan	(Nottingham:	DB	Publishing,	2014).	
502Peter	Marsh,	Elisabeth	Rosser,	Rom	Harré,	The	Rules	of	Disorder	(London:	Routledge,	1978).	
503Eugene	Trivizas,	“Offences	and	offenders	in	football	crowd	disorders,”	British	Journal	of	Criminology	
20/3	(1980):	276-288.	Work	by	Johnston	is	an	extension	of	the	tradition	set	down	by	Trviizas:	Lynne	
Johnston,	“Riot	by	Appointment:	An	Examination	of	the	Nature	and	Structure	of	Seven	Hard-Core	
Football	Hooligan	Groups,”	in	The	Social	Psychology	of	Crime:	Groups,	Teams	and	Networks,	ed.	David	
Canter	and	Laurence	Alison	(Aldershot:	Ashgate,	2000).	
504The	Sports	Council	Social	Research	Council,	Public	Disorder	and	Sporting	Events	A	Report	by	a	Joint	
Panel	of	the	Sports	Council	and	the	Social	Science	Research	Council,	1978,	SPG	197	(Papers	of	the	
Popplewell	Inquiry	into	Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	Bradford	University,	1986),	46.	
505John	Anthony	Harrington,	Soccer	Hooliganism:	A	Preliminary	Report	(Bristol:	Jon	Wright	and	Sons,	
1968),	25.	
506Academics	based	mainly	at	Leicester	University,	see	Eric	Dunning,	Patrick	Murphy,	John	Williams,	The	
Roots	of	Football	Hooliganism:	An	Historical	and	Sociological	Study	(London:	Routledge,	1988),	213.	This	
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involved in football violence. However, there have been multiple arguments and 

counter-arguments over the causes of football-related violence and associated issues 

related to identity. Unfortunately no one theoretical lens is immune to criticism as the 

theoretical insights have been unable to keep up with the dynamic evolution of football 

violence since the late1960’s507 and limiting football disorder “to one causal mechanism 

has its limitations.”508 This is highlighted by Gary Armstrong and Rosemary Harris’ 

critique509 of the Leicester School and the latter’s rebuttal of their attack.510 The basis of 

Armstrong and Harris’ critique was that the class perspective was erroneous and there 

was a fundamental weakness in equating data on occupation with social class. 

Nevertheless, the occupation of those arrested on the 11th October in Appendix 4 shows 

a preponderance of unemployed, unskilled and semi-skilled workers that fell “within the 

Registrar’ General’s social classes IV and V”511 and these were identified in the 

Birmingham Research Group some years earlier as the most likely to be involved in 

football violence. Although they may have been representative of certain social strata, 

their class consciousness was noticeable by its absence in the interviews and contact 

																																																																																																																																																																																			
encapsulates	the	figurational	approach	to	football	violence	whereby	the	civilising	process	has	not	yet	
penetrated	to	the	lower	working	classes	who	still	seek	out	excitement	on	the	terraces.	
507This	is	a	key	point	made	in	the	following:	David	Waddington,	Contemporary	Issues	in	Public	Disorder:	
A	Comparative	and	Historical	Approach	(London:	Routledge,	1992),	138.	Ward	goes	so	far	as	to	say	that	
fan	violence	research	has	been	afflicted	by	an	inconsistent	application	of	theories	by	respective	scholars:	
Russell.	E.	Ward,	“Fan	violence:	Social	Problem	or	moral	panic?”	Aggression	and	Violent	Behavior	7	
(2002):	455.	
508N.	A.	J.	Taylor,	“Football	Hooliganism	as	Collective	Violence:	Explaining	Variance	in	Britain	Through	
Interpersonal	Boundaries,	1863–1989,”	The	International	Journal	of	the	History	of	Sport	28/13	(2011):	
1750-1771.	Theoretical	perspectives	include	Taylor’s	subcultural	approach	looking	at	the	loss	of	
community:	Ian	Taylor,	“On	the	sports	violence	question:	soccer	hooliganism	revisited,”	in	Sport,	Culture	
and	Ideology,	ed.	Jennifer	Hargreaves	(London:	Routledge,	1982),	152-188.	A	social	psychological	view	
seeing	the	disorder	as	a	reaction	to	boredom,	see	John.	H.	Kerr,	Understanding	Football	Hooliganism	
(Buckingham:	Open	University	Press,	1994).	Or	the	decline	of	working-class	communities	by	Stephen	
Wagg,	The	Football	World:	A	Contemporary	Social	History	(Brighton:	Harvester	Press,	1984).	
509Gary	Armstrong	and	Rosemary	Harris,	“Football	hooligans:	theory	and	evidence,”	The	Sociological	
Review	39/3	(1991):	427-458.	They	are	also	supported	in	their	criticism	by	Dick	Hobbs	and	David	Robins,	
“The	boy	done	good:	football	violence,	changes	and	continuities,”	The	Sociological	Review	39/3	(1991):	
551-579.	
510Eric	Dunning,	Patrick	Murphy	and	Ivan	Waddington,	“Anthropological	versus	sociological	approaches	
to	the	study	of	soccer	hooliganism:	some	critical	notes,”	The	Sociological	Review	39/3	(1991):	459-78.	
Moorhouse	was	also	critical	of	Armstrong	and	Harris:	H.	F.	Moorhouse,	“Football	Hooligans:	old	bottle,	
new	whines?”	The	Sociological	Review	39/3	(1991):	489-502.	
511G.	Dickens,	et	al.,	Birmingham	Research	Group,	Bristol:	John	Wright	and	Sons,	Soccer	Hooliganism:	A	
preliminary	report	to	Mr.	D.	Howell,	Minister	of	Sport,	1968,	SPG	196	(Papers	of	the	Popplewell	Inquiry	
into	Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	Bradford	University,	1986),	14.	
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with those who had been at the match that day. In fact, there was an outright dismissal 

of any class awareness by those interviewed, describing it as a “load of bollocks.”512  

The preoccupation of many academics with the class orientation of those participating 

in football disorder certainly had foundation when considering the socio-economic 

background of those involved. But whether there is utility in prescribing that all those 

involved were from the ‘rough working class’ is perhaps simplistic and rather 

tenuous.513 At least six of those arrested at the game were apprentices or trainees who 

aspired to ‘better’ their career and to use the term ‘rough’ is a labelling strategy that is 

overtly subjective and at the least dubious. Even though the Leeds game took place 

before the advent of the ‘casuals’ in the 1980’s, the dismissal of any class awareness by 

those who went to the game and their comments in general, reaffirms the observations 

by Dick Hobbs and David Robins that: “although they may come from the working 

class, and espouse heavy loyalty to their locality or region, nevertheless they are not 

class conscious. Rather they are self-conscious.”514 If you then combine this with John 

Clarke’s observation515 that in the youth’s first contacts with the sport they were able to 

bring with them a tradition of shop floor values such as loyalty, resilience, masculinity 

and allegiance to the group then this provides an incisive insight into the identity profile 

of those Leeds fans on the 11th October.  

But the common sense approach to an understanding of football-related violence had 

perhaps been subsumed under the plethora of competing theoretical viewpoints since 

the 1970’s. Already in 1968, there was a clear articulation on the subject when it was 

stating the obvious that the desire to support a football team is a natural progression for 

a youth “in his search for individual and group identity.”516 Those going to the game 

and those caught up in the violence were not ‘hooligans,’ “it was not the particular 

violence of a few but a relatively low level of potential violence amongst a lot of young 

																																																													
512Source	L14.	
513Points	made	by	Clifford	Stott	and	Steve	Reicher,	“How	conflict	escalates:	the	inter-group	dynamics	of	
collective	football	crowd	violence,”	Sociology	32/2	(1998):	356-357.	
514Dick	Hobbs	and	David	Robins,	“The	boy	done	good:	football	violence,	changes	and	continuities,”	The	
Sociological	Review	39/3	(1991):	566.	
515John	Clarke,	“Football	and	Working	Class	Fans,”	in	Football	Hooliganism,	ed.	Roger	Ingham,	Stuart	
Hall,	Peter	Marsh,	Jim	Donovan	(London:	Inter-Action,	1978),	37-60.	
516G.	Dickens,	et	al.,	Birmingham	Research	Group,	Bristol:	John	Wright	and	Sons,	Soccer	Hooliganism:	A	
preliminary	report	to	Mr.	D.	Howell,	Minister	of	Sport,	1968,	SPG	196	(Papers	of	the	Popplewell	Inquiry	
into	Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	Bradford	University,	1986),	16.	
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men, some of whom get together as fans.”517 Such an approach obviates the need to 

distinguish between hardcore hooligans with a predisposition for violence and the fan 

base in general. This also circumvents the perennial problem of defining hooligan and 

hooliganism, a point which Swedish researcher Aage Radmann acknowledges that 

“despite more than 40 years of research and hundreds of books and reports about 

hooliganism worldwide there still exists no precise definition of the phenomenon.”518 

3.4.7 The	Fans		

Going to that game in 1975, there was not the intention by the few to be violent but 

rather the expectation of the many that violence would be a natural component of the 

Saturday experience. “From 1968 to the mid-1970’s violence among fans and with 

police became expected on a weekly basis within and outside British football stadiums 

as new forms of spectator allegiance and sports consumption emerged.”519 The sources 

contacted did not want to portray themselves as hardcore hooligans, perhaps the years 

had mellowed them, after all, many now had families and careers and experiences in 

their youth were from another generation. But even football fans of today do not see 

themselves as ‘hooligans.’ Research by Radmann reveals that the fans’ self-image of 

being one of the “lads”520 which is no different to that portrayed by the fans of 

yesteryear. 	

This was described by Source L2, who probably had the most violent history, as a 

“bunch of guys who went together, were prepared to stand together and defend each 

other.” Again, the Birmingham research is incisive in its observations:  

“From our observations so far…the amount of aggression within the 

individual may gradually rise to such a level that finally quite a small 

incident may trigger off a violent reaction…Even a respectable middle 

class supporter subjected to the combined experience of seeing the team 

he supports robbed by a combination of unfeeling providence, an 

																																																													
517Gary	Armstrong	and	Rosemary	Harris,	“Football	hooligans:	theory	and	evidence,”	The	Sociological	
Review	39/3	(1991):	453.	
518Aage	Radmann,	“Hooligans:	nice	guys	or	the	last	alpha	males?	A	study	of	football	supporters’	self-
image,”	Soccer	and	Society	15/4	(2014):	549.	
519Brett.	M.	Bebber,	“The	Culture	of	Football:	Violence,	Racism	and	British	Society	1968-1998	(PhD	diss.,	
University	of	Arizona,	2008),	8.	
520Aage	Radmann,	“Hooligans:	nice	guys	or	the	last	alpha	males?	A	study	of	football	supporters’	self-
image,”	Soccer	and	Society	15/4	(2014):	559.	
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incompetent referee and a villainous opposition can come very close to 

senseless violence. We have good evidence that many middle aged, quiet, 

and industrious men who are models of respectability at home and at work 

undergo a temporary personality transformation on Saturday 

afternoon…This is probably linked with an oceanic feeling of freedom 

that the football crowd provides. As the normal restraints of conscience 

tend to disappear there is an eruption of emotion.”521 

They further add: “when actual fighting with opposing fans breaks out it often seems to 

meet the approval of other non-involved fans.”522 This would be epitomised at Elland 

Road by the tribalistic chanting that would strike up with outbreaks of violence. The 

essential point here and it is alluded to in the above quote, is that this “enables an 

understanding to some degree, how supporters who are not self-confessed hooligans 

come to participate in violent confrontations.”523  

That is not to say that the Leeds fans represented an amorphous mass intent on violence. 

Source L1 noted that there was a physical “pecking order” on the Kop terracing from 

about half way up, such that when he started he was on the outer edges and then as he 

got older moved closer to the centre because “you were seen and because you were to 

be seen if there was trouble…then the sky’s the limit.” Of course, on the Kop the 

trouble was not breaking out that day unless Manchester fans had surreptitiously entered 

the terraces in that part of the ground. Although as mentioned in the last section, violent 

outbursts were occurring sporadically throughout the game. But if you wanted to gain 

recognition for your violent prowess you had to either be near the rival fans which 

meant being in the Lowfields section near the Manchester fans, or alternatively taking 

part in the fracas pockmarking the paths to and from the stadium before and after the 

game. 

																																																													
521G.	Dickens,	et	al.,	Birmingham	Research	Group,	Bristol:	John	Wright	and	Sons,	Soccer	Hooliganism:	A	
preliminary	report	to	Mr.	D.	Howell,	Minister	of	Sport,	1968,	SPG	196	(Papers	of	the	Popplewell	Inquiry	
into	Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	Bradford	University,	1986),	15.		
522Ibid.,	19.		
523Ramon	Spaaij,	Understanding	Football	Hooliganism:	A	Comparison	of	Six	Western	European	Football	
Clubs	(Amsterdam:	Amsterdam	University	Press,	2006),	40.	This	facet	of	fan	violence	was	touched	upon	
by	M.	King	and	M.	Knight,	Hoolifan:	Thirty	Years	of	Hurt	(Edinburgh:	Mainstream,	1999)	and	by	Joel	
Rookwood	and	Geoff	Pearson,	“The	hoolifan:	Positive	fan	attitudes	to	football	‘hooliganism,’”	Sociology	
of	Sport	47/2	(2010):	149-164.		
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In L1’s group there were 4-5 who were usually at the centre who were seen as hardcore 

in their proclivity for violence, whilst the others he termed “hangers on,” and clearly 

there was a hierarchy in the groups. Source L2 reminiscing about another game talked 

about a time when a leading member of his group was attacked and he “went down.” In 

retaliation, the “other lads went beserk and it was like they were defending our man and 

they (the rival fans) didn’t know what hit em.”  

This gradation of group membership is reaffirmed in the work by Peter Marsh, 

Elisabeth Rosser and Rom Harre.524 But the primary elements had already been 

identified in the report by the Joint Panel when they differentiated between various 

sections in the group of supporters: 

“The major difference between the central core and the fringe area is the 

degree of solidarity probably stemming from two factors: the core initiates 

and sustains the most enthusiastic vocal support…they tend to know each 

other and a more developed sense of what is expected of them according 

to the situation. In the fringe area, solidarity is restricted to within the 

small cliques and in some cases strongly influenced by the degree of 

affiliation between the fringe area and the central core.”525 

3.4.8 Tribal	Perspective	

The chaotic spectacle of any given Saturday in any city, that was equally applicable to 

Elland Road at the time, was nicely summed up once more by the Birmingham 

Research Group:		

“Much of the disorderly behaviour on the terraces arises from numbers of 

teenagers who act together in small or large groups and who can be seen 

chasing about in packs. They generally congregate behind the goals and 

are distinctively dressed…A few of the most enthusiastic fans adopt more 

striking forms of dress. As a group they look for excitement and 

opportunities to let off steam and they follow their chant leader in songs. 

																																																													
524Peter	Marsh,	Elisabeth	Rosser,	Rom	Harré,	The	Rules	of	Disorder	(London:	Routledge,	1978)	who	sub-
divide	the	fans	into	aggro	leader	and	follower,	hard	men,	the	chant	enthusiast,	comedian,	looney,	
learner,	football	brain…	
525The	Sports	Council	Social	Research	Council,	Public	Disorder	and	Sporting	Events	A	Report	by	a	Joint	
Panel	of	the	Sports	Council	and	the	Social	Science	Research	Council,	1978,	SPG	197	(Papers	of	the	
Popplewell	Inquiry	into	Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	Bradford	University,	1986),	17.	
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their movements follow a regimented pattern and they seem to be very 

much influenced by one or two stronger characters who act as leaders…If 

rival groups are close together this readily develops into personal abuse, 

which inflames both groups and leads to an outbreak of brawling in which 

it is impossible to single out any person as individually responsible.”526 

The groups that assembled on that day in Leeds and Elland Road, sourced from the back 

streets of the city were from a constellation of groups that prided themselves on the sub- 

groups they represented, all of which had an undercurrent of violence. 

Source L1 went to the game with other youths he had gone to school with, numbering 8 

to 10 lads who were teenagers, they were all local to the area in which he was raised. In 

addition there was an older, smaller group from the same area, aged around 20 to 21 

who thought they were the “Bees-an-ees.”527 There was a hierarchy between the young 

and old ones, the former who could not get into the pubs could only “watch from afar, 

couldn’t associate with them, trying to emulate them, the birds all fancied them.”528 On 

match day they would meet up at a local pub, usually the Tommy Wass, for those lucky 

to get in because they were old enough, it allowed them to get a few drinks. The 

younger ones, waiting in the vicinity would wait in eager anticipation or make their way 

to the ground. Usually they would walk to Elland Road together as one group. They 

would then merge together with other groups coming from the South of the city, from 

such places as Wakefield and Dewsbury. 

This pattern was being replicated throughout the city of Leeds as well as from 

surrounding districts. Source L2 recollected it was a “tribal thing,” they would meet up 

at a local café and travel as a group to Leeds, “it became hell bent, I had to go to the 

football, I had to be with my mates.” It was not only the schools that provided the 

forums for interaction and getting to know each other in the local community as a 

prelude to going to Elland Road, at times it could be a local street where a number of 

																																																													
526G.	Dickens,	et	al.,	Birmingham	Research	Group,	Bristol:	John	Wright	and	Sons,	Soccer	Hooliganism:	A	
preliminary	report	to	Mr.	D.	Howell,	Minister	of	Sport,	1968,	SPG	196	(Papers	of	the	Popplewell	Inquiry	
into	Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	Bradford	University,	1986),	12	and	14.	
527Source	L1,	meaning	someone	who	was	‘cool’	or	had	respect.	
528Source	L1.	Birds	=	girls.	
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the youths lived. But for that Saturday experience, they forged alliances, the sole 

purpose being to support their team and confront rival fans.529 

In effect those following Leeds, bearing in mind they were getting crowds of 40,000, 

was composed of many ordinary supporters with no group identity other than being a 

fan of Leeds United. But these were intermingled with a large number of groups, 

coming together in a cell-like structure to form one large conglomeration without a 

single leader but a multiplicity of leaders each representing their own fiefdom. Coming 

together under the banner of Leeds represented “a magical context of belonging.”530 

Radmann feels that a “social identity is vital for football supporters…a collective 

identity that creates meaning…the bodily, physical closeness experienced in supporter 

communities, not least through violence, creates an exceptionally strong sense of 

belonging.”531 In essence what you had taking place was the Bedouin syndrome,532 

whereby informal alliances were moulded together to confront a rival set of supporters 

and this was taking place each and every Saturday when Leeds were playing, regardless 

of who the opponents would be.533 

Thus, groups would be merging to espouse new identities and this was transferred to the 

individual participants as well. Richard Giulianotti and Gary Armstrong propose that 

those intimately involved in football-related violence and those connected either 

through association or the mere act of being present when the violence starts have “a 

																																																													
529Ramon	Spaaij,	Understanding	Football	Hooliganism:	A	Comparison	of	Six	Western	European	Football	
Clubs	(Amsterdam:	Amsterdam	University	Press,	2006),	80.		
530Dick	Hobbs	and	David	Robins,	“The	boy	done	good:	football	violence,	changes	and	continuities,”	The	
Sociological	Review	39/3	(1991):	576.	
531Aage	Radmann,	“Hooligans:	nice	guys	or	the	last	alpha	males?	A	study	of	football	supporters’	self-
image,”	Soccer	and	Society	15/4	(2014):	554.	
532Paul	Harrison,	“Soccer	Tribal	Wars,”	New	Society	29/622	(1974):	602-604.	Dunning	extends	this	idea	
further	by	looking	at	the	work	of	Suttles	on	“Ordered	Segmentation”	who	examined	the	slums	in	
Chicago	during	the	1960’s.	Gerald.	D.	Suttles,	The	Social	Order	of	the	Slum:	Ethnicity	and	Territory	in	the	
Inner	City	(Chicago:	University	of	Chicago	Press,	1970).	See	also	Eric	Dunning,	Patrick	Murphy,	John	
Williams,	The	Roots	of	Football	Hooliganism:	An	Historical	and	Sociological	Study	(London:	Routledge,	
1988),	201-204.	
533Even	at	the	height	of	organised	football	violence	when	football	firms	prevailed,	such	as	the	Leeds	
Service	Crew,	a	similar	organisation	structure	was	founded	on	the	“proliferation	of	small	towns	and	
villages	around	the	Leeds	area,	each	with	its	own	strong	ties.”	This	comment	was	made	in	a	submission	
to	the	Popplewell	Inquiry	that	dealt	in	part	with	the	death	of	a	Leeds	fan	at	a	match	in	Birmingham.	John	
Williams,	Eric	Dunning	and	Patrick	Murphy,	A	Report	on	the	Crowd	Disturbances	at	the	Match	Between	
Birmingham	City	and	Leeds	United,	1985	Department	of	Sociology,	University	of	Leicester	(Papers	of	the	
Popplewell	Inquiry	into	Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	Bradford	University,	1986),	3.	Later	research	by	
Armstrong	on	another	Yorkshire	club,	Sheffield	United,	highlighted	the	lack	of	any	overarching	
organisational	structure	for	the	fans	of	that	club,	Gary	Armstrong,	Football	Hooligans:	Knowing	the	Score	
(Oxford:	Berg,	1998).	
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multiplicity of self identities available…not only defined by degree of involvement in 

fighting, but also the internal humour and self-parody afforded by the hooligan ‘court 

society’ -  ‘fashion victim’, ‘joker’, ‘colonel’, ‘thief’, ‘bandit player’, ‘beer monster’, 

‘quiet man’, ‘boxer’, ‘gambler’, ‘pervert’, ‘daftie’, ‘brother’ and so on.”534 Such an 

approach again allows for an understanding of how supporters who would not be 

regarded as hardened thugs come to get involved in violent encounters. 

3.4.9 Rituals	

Accompanying the matchday spectacle was a rich tapestry of rituals. These ranged from 

the orchestration of events in the stadium to the dress code presented by those on the 

terraces. Those young fans at the game were no longer characterised by provocative 

skinhead fashion, instead they had ‘softened’ their appearance. Crombi coats replaced 

Harrington jackets, flares replaced turned up jeans, loafers and platforms replaced doc 

martens, long hair grew out from short cropped hair, the skinheads had become the 

suedeheads. There were those like Source L1 who wore his sheepskin jacket month in 

month out regardless of weather. Even with the dress code there “was a pecking order, 

the older ones never got lifted because they did not stand out, they were conservatively 

dressed, at times wearing suits.”535 At the game in 1975 the symbolism of the scarf and 

the colours was still apparent, but these were not as blatantly publicised as in previous 

years when a fan might be bedecked with two or three scarves. This was a time when 

‘glam rock’ was in its death throes, and the first roots of punk were emerging. The ritual 

of dress code and identity was brought up by some of those interviewed and it was 

apparent that there was a ‘time lag’ when it came to attire for Leeds fans. As Source L2 

noted: “in the 60’s it was skinhead fashion that started to take off right at the end of the 

60’s, it was a case of army boots and combat jackets. I had a pair of doc martens, I was 

told to go home from school I could not wear that foot attire at school. Then when we 

went to London they weren’t wearing combat jackets ex-army surplus. They were 

wearing levi stay press and Ben Sherman shirts and you were nobody if you didn’t have 

a Harrington.” But Leeds in 1975 was still an urban backwater catching up with the 

latest trends, you could still be ‘ugly’ and you blended in and there were still those 

																																																													
534Richard	Giulianotti	and	Gary	Armstrong,	“Avenues	of	contestation.	Football	hooligans	running	and	
ruling	urban	spaces,”	Social	Anthropology	10/2	(2002):	218.	
535By	this	time	fans	were	turning	the	corner	when	it	came	to	fashion,	one	reason	put	forward	by	Source	
L1	was	because	if	you	wanted	to	infiltrate	the	home	or	away	team’s	‘end’	of	the	stadium	then	you	had	
to	be	as	inconspicuous	as	possible.		
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immune to the fashion trends that had started to appear and subsequently came to 

characterise the sport and the fans later on.536  

The ritual of dress was interlinked with the ritual of action and “‘aggro’ is a product of 

human beings’ struggle to express identity, in forms of interpersonal ritual, the rules 

governing which are well understood at a micro-cultural level.”537 Such rituals were 

distinguished by Marsh in his research at Oxford United, where he interpreted the 

encounters between rival sets of supporters more as confrontations of bluff and bluster, 

with the intention to scare and not harm. Where the apparent chaos on the terraces, 

which was previously referred to as a ‘chaotic spectacle’ in the previous section, could 

be reduced to well ordered aggression that was mitigated by rules of conduct on how far 

fans could go in their actions.538  

However, “though the conduct can often be characterised as ritual and repetitive it also 

proved highly dangerous and physically threatening.”539 Within the stadium there was a 

careful enactment of rituals taking place both on and off the field: the chanting, the 

physical gestures, the positions in the ground all conformed to a strict regime. When 

there were deviations from these rituals, such as away fans getting into the home 

terraces of the ground or vice versa then outbursts of violence were to be seen. These 

could and were often intensely violent as there was no escape path open to those 

wishing to withdraw. There was closure in these confrontations only when the police 

intervened. Marsh’s preoccupation with the rituals in the ground did not take into 

account the lethal intent that was unleashed when the confined spaces of the stadium 

were replaced by the complex labyrinth of streets outside. These were impossible to 

police comprehensively and provided ample opportunity for youths to confront their 

rivals. And,	whilst the rituals on the terracing could be seen played out throughout the 

																																																													
536By	the	1980’s	when	the	‘casuals’	had	come	on	to	the	scene	things	moved	from	the	sublime	to	the	
ridiculous	with	the	emergence	of	expensive	branded	goods.	
537Ian	Taylor,	“On	the	sports	violence	question:	soccer	hooliganism	revisited,”	in	Sport,	Culture	and	
Ideology,	ed.	Jennifer	Hargreaves	(London:	Routledge,	1982),	174.	
538This	is	contradicted	by	Charles	Tilly’s	typology	of	collective	violence	when	he	places	such	clashes	
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539Brett.	M.	Bebber,	“The	Culture	of	Football:	Violence,	Racism	and	British	Society	1968-1998	(PhD	diss.,	
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and	David	Robins,	“The	boy	done	good:	football	violence,	changes	and	continuities,”	The	Sociological	
Review	39/3	(1991):	553.	
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land each Saturday, including Elland Road, there was something menacing and brutal 

when Manchester came to Leeds that October. 

If they were old enough many fans would go to the pub before the game, as stated 

earlier by Source L1. Alcohol was an important component of the Saturday ritual 

“although the importance of alcohol as a factor in hooliganism seems to vary 

considerably in different regions. It only assumes significant proportions in the north of 

England and Scotland.”540 Alcohol was incorporated into the identity of many sections 

of society, notably the young males who were not restricted in access to pubs or were 

not constrained by licensing laws preventing the consumption of alcohol at or near 

football grounds.541 The point is, the older fans and leaders who were part of the 

innumerable local groups going to the game would not have been getting into the city 

until the pubs opened after 12.00hrs. This would account for why in the morning the 

Manchester supporters who had been arriving in numbers and had been confronting the 

Leeds supporters who were not out in any significant force or they were the younger 

members of the fan community.  

But when the transport arteries coming into the city started to fill up with Leeds fans, 

when different groups of youths mingled together on the trains and buses and when 

walking into the centre or towards the ground, the formidable empowerment derived 

from force of numbers was palpable. As a result, once caught up in the excitement and 

the passion they were carried along in the wake of the throng of supporters. As Source 

L1 stressed: “it was an adrenalin rush, it was like a high.” Getting the “buzz” first from 

																																																													
540G.	Dickens,	et	al.,	Birmingham	Research	Group,	Bristol:	John	Wright	and	Sons,	Soccer	Hooliganism:	A	
preliminary	report	to	Mr.	D.	Howell,	Minister	of	Sport,	1968,	SPG	196	(Papers	of	the	Popplewell	Inquiry	
into	Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	Bradford	University,	1986),	16.	
541This	issue	of	alcohol	was	a	continual	problem	connected	with	the	sport	and	it	continued	until	1985	
when	the	Bill	for	Sporting	Events	Act	was	introduced	after	widespread	disorder	and	deaths	occurred	at	
football	games,	in	particular	the	death	of	a	fan	at	Birmingham,	referred	to	later.	It	was	a	standard	
feature	that	alcohol	would	be	consumed	at	games	because	it	was	part	of	their	identity:	Tetley’s	beer	
was	and	is	associated	with	Yorkshire.	The	relationship	between	alcohol	and	violence	was	reaffirmed	
time	and	again,	culminating	in	the	Popplewell	Inquiry	concluding	that	“the	disorder	at	Birmingham	was	
caused	by	the	fact	that	a	substantial	number	of	visiting	Leeds	supporters,	full	of	drink,	came	to	
Birmingham	deliberately	to	cause	trouble.”	It	was	interesting	to	note	that	the	Leicester	team	of	
academics	who	downplayed	the	causal	link	between	alcohol	and	violence	was	politely	criticised	by	the	
Inquiry	when	it	stated	“…there	is	room	for	the	layman	to	doubt	whether	the	attempt	by	the	Leicester	
team	to	link	socio-	economic	developments	with	hooliganism	corresponds	with	reality…on	the	face	of	it	
the	Leicester	theory	seems	to	require	some	refinement.”	John	Williams,	Pat	Murphy,	Eric	Dunning,	Oral	
Evidence	from	the	University	of	Leicester,	Department	of	Sociology,	November	11,	1985	(Papers	of	the	
Popplewell	Inquiry	into	Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	Bradford	University,	SPG	35,	1986).	
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being in a small group, then in the midst of the crowd, then from the first sight of the 

opposition is difficult to describe.542 

Source L4 pointed out that even those who did not like football turned out when 

Manchester came to the city that October. Whilst Source L5 affirmed that this included 

the real “headcases” whose thirst for violence was well known in the locality. The 

match had created a “moral holiday” for the fans thereby “allowing them to control the 

space”543 around themselves. The void created by this moral holiday was engineered by 

the fans and propelled them into confrontation. But why was this game whipped up in 

such fevered expectations and then immersed in violent resolution? 

Colonel Lawrence Turnbull chairman of the magistrates said: “wanton hooliganism at 

football matches is wholly inexcusable to society. Every man and woman in this city is 

sick to death of this type of conduct.”544 For some years before the game in 1975, 

football-related violence had come to be seen as a national problem allied to the 

behaviour of significant subcultures such as the teddy boys, mods and rockers. These 

had morphed into the skinheads, suedeheads, smoothies etc all glamourised in the works 

of Richard Allen and the New English Library in the early to mid-1970’s. Allen wrote 

about a fictional character, Joe Hawkins, who progressed through various phases in his 

life and association with different subcultures. The point is, the ‘virtual thug’ 

represented by the fictional character was not too dissimilar to the ‘threatening folk 

devil’ portrayed in the media in general.545 The supporters of both clubs that day were 

the archetypal representatives of the folk devil stalking the environs of football stadiums 

every Saturday. If we take that “identity…is self-consciously contingent on the desired 

																																																													
542Finn	in	reference	to	accounts	of	others	involved	in	football	violence	notes	that	the	experience	is	so	
intense	and	positively	overwhelming	that	it	is	impossible	to	find	any	“adequate	description	of	the	
totality	of	the	feelings	that	result.”	Gerry	P.	T.	Finn,	“Football	violence:	A	societal	psychological	
perspective,”	in	Football,	Violence	and	Social	Identity,	ed.	Richard	Giulianotti,	Norman	Bonnet,	Mike	
Hepworth	(London:	Routledge,	1994),	112.	
543Randall	Collins,	Violence:	A	Micro-Sociological	Theory	(Princeton:	Princeton	University	Press,	2008),	
320	see	also	243-245.	
544“Day	of	Terror	as	city	became	soccer	fans’	battlefield,”	Yorkshire	Post,	October	29,	1975.	
545See	Poultion	for	a	modern	celebration	of	the	celluloid	hooligan:	Emma	Poulton,	“Lights,	camera,	
aggro!	Readings	of	celluloid	hooliganism,”	Sport	in	Society	9/3	(2006):	403-426.	Though	of	course	the	
landmark	work	in	media	representations	of	football	hooligans	is	Stuart	Hall,	“The	treatment	of	‘football	
hooliganism	in	the	press,”	in	Football	Hooliganism:	the	wider	context,	ed	Roger	Ingham	et	al.,	(London:	
Inter-Action	Imprint,	1978),	15-36.		
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image one wants to portray in any given situation,”546 then the image of those Leeds 

fans resounded in the words of Source L2 when he said: “if you fuck with us this is 

what’s gonna happen to you…we never walked from anything.” 

3.4.10 	Reputation		

“The nicest of fans will admit that there are opposing teams that they hate,”547 and 

Leeds fans hated Manchester United with intensity.548 During the heady days of 

football-related violence in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s when the mechanisms of 

public control were not reaching Orwellian depths, if you were an away fan and you 

went to Elland Road then “everyone was tarred by the same brush.”549 In other words 

whether you were young or old, male or female and you wore the colours of the 

opposing team you were legitimate targets.550 Tony O’Neill a Manchester United 

supporter writing about his experiences of football violence says about Leeds: “this was 

the land of the Neanderthals who didn’t give a fuck. Leeds didn’t distinguish between 

straight members (nothing to do with the sexual orientation of the non-Leeds fans) and 

thugs, and that drove me mad. I cannot stand by and see ordinary fans beaten up, but 

Leeds were cavemen. It didn’t help that the police were as thick as them and hadn’t a 

clue. That left the ordinary supporter at the mercy of the mob, something which would 

never change over there.”551 To really comprehend the level of venom directed towards 

Leeds fans since the late 1960’s one has to only go to the literature on rival fans’ 

recollections of football violence and the invectives they direct towards Leeds.552 

																																																													
546Chris	Stone,	“The	Role	of	Football	in	Everyday	Life,”	Soccer	and	Society	8/2-3	(2007):	172.	Stone	was	
referring	to	the	work	of	Goffman:	Erving	Goffman,	The	Presentation	of	Self	in	Everyday	Life	(Middlesex:	
Penguin,	1959).	
547Gerry.	P.	T.	Finn,	“Football	violence:	A	societal	psychological	perspective,”	in	Football,	Violence	and	
Social	Identity,	ed.	Richard	Giulianotti,	Norman	Bonnet,	Mike	Hepworth	(London:	Routledge,	1994),	92.	
548“There	is	no	team	Leeds	fans	hate	more	than	Manchester	United,”	quoted	in	Nick	Lowles	and	Andy	
Nicholls,	Hooligans	(London:	Milo	Books,	2007),	467.	The	same	level	of	acrimony	was	not	directed	at	
Manchester	City,	but	as	will	be	shown	later	their	encounters	were	not	immune	from	violence.	
549Source	L1.	
550As	football-related	violence	evolved,	this	indiscriminate	target	selection	was	to	be	replaced	by	specific	
targeting	of	other	fans	associated	with	their	team’s	‘firm.’	See	Anthony	King,	“Violent	pasts:	collective	
memory	and	football	hooliganism,”	The	Sociological	Review	49/4	(2001):	568-585.	
551Tony	O’Neill,	Red	Army	General	(Preston:	Milo	Books,	2004),	117.	
552Michael	Francis	and	Peter	Walsh,	Guvnors	(Bury:	Milo	Books,	1997),	Chapter	6	“We	Hate	Leeds”	by	
Manchester	City	fans;	Cass	Pennant	and	Rob	Silvester,	Rolling	with	the	6.57	Crew	(London:	John	Blake,	
2004),	Chapter	7	Portsmouth’s	hatred	of	Leeds;	Cass	Pennant,	Congratulations	you	have	just	met	the	ICF	
(London:	John	Blake,	2003),	Chapter	12	highlighting	West	Ham’s	hatred	of	Leeds;	Shaun	Tordoff,	City	
Psychos	(Bury:	Milo	Books,	2002),	Chapter	9	Hull’s	rivalry	with	Leeds.	
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“Back in the 60’s and 70’s, Leeds/Man U games were like local derbies,”553 both clubs 

and their supporters existed in parallel yet similar universes although the trajectory of 

the Leeds constellation was following in the shadow created by the Manchester orbit. 

From a hierarchical perspective554 Manchester had been European champions in 1968 

but a subsequent decline in form had seen them relegated to the second division in 

1974. Source L3 grudgingly noted: “scum’s away following, because of Munich555 and 

their success in the early to mid-1960’s was nationwide and despite their diminishing 

success towards the end of the decade	always brought massive and disruptive numbers 

to Elland Road during the late 60’s and early 70’s.” He further added that at the game in 

October “the scum brought thousands, which was what most of the Northern teams at 

that time did.” 

Leeds was a magnet for other teams, they were one of the top teams in that period. They 

had just won the first division championship and they had just lost to Bayern Munich in 

the European Cup finals. When Leeds faced Manchester in October it had been two 

years since they had met at Elland Road and Leeds was the team to beat. 

Whilst the Manchester fans had been faltering on field, off field in the lower division 

their fans had been wreaking havoc. Yet despite this there was an ‘aura’ surrounding the 

Manchester United team, a brand image that had emerged from the debris of Munich 

and the resurrection of Busby’s556 babes: “People had grudging respect for the success 

we had at Manchester United under Sir Matt because of the way we played, but there 

was no respect for Leeds and that partly explains the rivalry.”557 For Manchester their 

bitterness was directed towards Liverpool but as Gordon McQueen pointed out: “at 

Manchester, the big game was always against Liverpool, but Elland Road was always 
																																																													
553Source	L7.		
554As	referred	to	earlier,	Braun	and	Vliegenthart	propose	a	diffusion	perspective	to	explain	fan	violence.	
They	identify	several	processes	including	hierarchical	and	proximity	processes.	The	first	“hold	that	the	
behaviour	of	higher	status	groups	is	more	imitated	than	behaviour	of	lower	status	groups,	since	the	first	
are	regarded	as	more	successful.”		Whilst	the	second:	“posit	that	actors	are	more	inclined	to	copy	the	
behavior	of	actors	with	whom	they	share	characteristics.”	Robert	Braun	and	Rens	Vliegenthart,	“Violent	
Fan	Fluctuations:	A	Diffusion	Perspective	to	Explain	Supporters’	Violence,”	Mobilization	14/1	(2009):	24.		
555Reference	to	the	Munich	Air	Crash	1958	when	several	Manchester	players	were	killed,	making	their	
success	only	one	decade	later	all	the	more	remarkable.	The	accident	obviously	attracted	a	lot	of	
attention	and	sympathetic	outpouring	towards	Manchester	United.	
556Sir	Matt	Busby	was	Manchester’s	manager.	He	was	revered	throughout	the	media	and	football	
hierarchy.	Conversely,	Don	Revie	who	was	the	manager	of	Leeds	was	forever	castigated,	not	least	
because	he	later	left	his	job	as	manger	of	England	for	a	post	in	the	Middle	East.	
557Quote	by	Paddy	Crerand	who	played	for	Manchester	United	(1963-1971).	Mark	Ogden,	“Leeds	United	
v	Manchester	United:	former	players	try	to	explain	an	intense,	if	inexplicable,	rivalry	between	clubs,”	
The	Telegraph,	September	20,	2011.	
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the most hostile and intimidating away game.”558 Daniel Harris, a Manchester fan and 

author is unrepentant when he described the Leeds playing style as the “antithesis of 

Busby’s United.”559 Manchester knew how to entertain and understood ‘fairplay,’ but in 

his eyes, the rivalry between the clubs was a “battle between good and evil.”560 The 

narrative of hate has been mutual between the rival fans. It has been perpetuated over 

years and authors such as Harris have accessed and promoted the image of eternal foes.  

Finn couches the relationship between club and fan identity in the following: 

“supporters share with players the appreciation of hardness and the ambiguities between 

aggression and different types of on field violence…to support a team means supporting 

acts of violence and being vicariously involved in them…The contest between 

supporters is aggressive, in both senses of the term: sometimes that can be transformed 

into violence.”561 It was not ‘sometimes’ when Leeds met Manchester United, it was 

always. 

Regardless of how well the team performed, Leeds was often portrayed as football’s 

‘folk devils.’ To some Leeds fans the societal and sport’s institutional edifice was 

directed towards depriving Leeds of the rewards they justly deserved. In an article on 

the greatest football conspiracy theories, out of the six cases quoted, Leeds are the 

‘victims’ in two of the cases, the most by any team.562 The vilification of Leeds as a 

club was of course extended to their fans; they were integral to the ‘moral panic’ in the 

late 1960’s and 1970’s revolving around football violence. But Leeds was seen to get a 

degree of undue attention and as Source L3 indignantly pointed out: “the hatred towards 

scum started towards the back end of the 60’s, there was a definite bias in the National 

																																																													
558Ibid.	McQueen	was	a	former	Leeds	player	who	moved	to	Manchester	United.	See	also	the	following	
articles	giving	an	insight	into	the	bitter	rivalry:	Jack	Pitt-Brooke,	“Leeds	v	Manchester	United:	a	history	of	
conflict	and	contempt,”	The	Independent,	September	20,	2011;	Rob	Smyth	and	Paul	Doyle,	“Grudge	
match;	and	tackling	issues	in	the	hope	their	defenders	take	note,”	The	Guardian,	the	fiver	edition	on	
football,	September	20,	2011.	(Accessed	December	23,	2011).	In	1965	Jack	Charlton	of	Leeds	was	
brawling	with	Denis	Law	on	the	field,	a	reporter	at	the	time	remarked:	“both	sides	behaved	like	a	pack	
of	dogs	snapping	and	snarling	at	each	other	over	a	bone.”	See	“Manchester	United	0	Leeds	1,”	Yorkshire	
Post,	March	31,	1965.	
559Jack	Pitt-Brooke,	“Leeds	v	Manchester	United:	a	history	of	conflict	and	contempt,”	The	Independent,	
September	20,	2011.		
560Ibid.	
561Gerry.	P.	T.	Finn,	“Football	violence:	A	societal	psychological	perspective,”	in	Football,	Violence	and	
Social	Identity,	ed.	Richard	Giulianotti,	Norman	Bonnet,	Mike	Hepworth	(London:	Routledge,	1994),	92.	
562Rory	Smith,	“Football’	great	conspiracy	theories,”	The	Telegraph,	May	7,	2009.	The	two	cases	are	the	
1973	European	Cup	Winners’	Cup	final	against	AC	Milan	and	the	1975	European	Cup	final	against	Bayern	
Munich.	Leeds	lost	both	games,	the	referee	in	the	first	game	was	banned	for	match	fixing,	the	referee	in	
the	second	made	several	dubious	decisions	and	the	Leeds	fans	rioted.	
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and particular Northern press/media, much of which was based in scum back then. 

Despite being the dominant football force of its day Leeds were never acknowledged for 

it. The media darlings were scum and Matt Busby, it was always United this United 

that, as though no other United existed outside scum.” 

The label ‘Dirty Leeds’ had gained notoriety in football folklore by 1975, for both the 

team and the fans, but whether it was justified or not made no difference to the Leeds 

fans.563 The point is, they tempered a ‘siege like mentality,’ they were never going to be 

treated as ‘equals,’ they were stigmatised whichever way they turned and in 

consequence their attitude hardened: “we were the biggest bunch of idiots you’ve 

probably come across in your life. We didn’t give a fuck we just did what we wanted to 

do. We didn’t give a monkeys, we didn’t think authority were good enough…it 

steamrolled.”564 It merged into gratuitous acts of violence towards rival fans but there 

was something deeply pernicious about the violence directed towards the Manchester 

fans. 

Source L3 described the Manchester fans coming as a “scum invasion.” The impression 

given that it was some external force illegally entering the city walls. To some extent, 

nothing could be further from the truth. The train specials were bringing in large 

numbers from across the Pennines, but the fractures of conflict and identity in Leeds 

and the surrounding areas had already taken place.  

3.4.11 	Fractured	Landscape	

Reference has already been made to the “Bedouin Syndrome” with ad hoc alliances 

being made to confront the Manchester fans. However, what was omitted from the 

earlier reference was another element of the syndrome: “your friend of one moment can 

become your enemy of the next.”565 Source L4 pointed out that the vast majority of the 

Manchester fans who had been in the centre since early morning, were in fact 

‘Yorkshire Reds.’ The key term here is ‘Yorkshire Reds,’ that is supporters of 

Manchester who came from Yorkshire. Mention was made earlier of the eager 

																																																													
563Research	at	the	University	of	Leeds	indicated	that	whilst	Leeds	as	a	team	was	often	involved	in	bad	
tempered	games,	they	were	not	always	the	team	committing	the	most	fouls.	Author	Unknown,	“‘Dirty	
Leeds’-	The	making	and	legacy	of	a	reputation,”	(University	of	Leeds,	Leeds	Wiki	Portal).		
564Source	L2.	
565Ramon	Spaaij,	Understanding	Football	Hooliganism:	A	Comparison	of	Six	Western	European	Football	
Clubs	(Amsterdam:	Amsterdam	University	Press,	2006),	35.	
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anticipation felt in the city and the schools of the impending arrival of Manchester. That 

anticipation was felt not only by Leeds supporters, but also many youths living in 

Yorkshire that supported their Lancashire rivals. In fact, every time Manchester were 

playing at home at Old Trafford, their Yorkshire fans used to come to Leeds to get the 

travel connections across the Pennines. Sometimes groups of Leeds and Manchester 

fans would confront their rivals, even on match days when the two teams were not 

playing each other, but the police were usually able to manage the situation.566 

The fan base of Manchester was extensive, other cities and towns had their fair share of 

Manchester fans. In the week leading up to Saturday there had been rival sets of fans 

confronting each other, be it in the schools or the streets of Yorkshire. This was not so 

much the case in Leeds itself but rather in the outlying districts, because in Leeds, the 

Yorkshire Reds were not to be seen.567 

The clashes in the morning invariably involved Yorkshire Reds against Leeds 

supporters. When it came to the game itself, because the allocation of tickets was not as 

strictly controlled as it is today, it was relatively easy for away fans to get access to the 

home supporters’ sections of the ground. This inevitably led to the sporadic outbursts 

throughout the game as confirmed by source L3: “because of their Yorkshire fan base, 

they had little mobs in the Leeds sections ensuring constant scuffles throughout the 

game.” 

The ability of Manchester to draw upon a vast reservoir of support was undoubtedly a 

source of envy and bitterness for many Leeds fans. For several years, their team had 

been as successful as their Manchester counterparts, they were deserving of adulation 

but here you had Yorkshire youths turning their backs and supporting a Lancashire 

team. The incredulity felt and injustice perceived pushed many Leeds fans to seek 

retribution. 

The tribalistic mosaic that stretched throughout every sinew of Yorkshire was reduced 

to the primitive violence on that day in October when Leeds met Manchester. However, 

even when the trains had departed for Manchester, the fractured identity that was Leeds 

																																																													
566Source	L4.	
567Source	L7.	
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and described by author Anthony Clavane as a “schizophrenic city,”568 was fought over 

again in the evening in the pubs and side streets of the city.569 

Those too young to get into the pubs floated off back home or milled around on the 

endless street corners, reinforcing and contorting their memory of the day’s events. The 

collective memory of the day was obliterated even further under the alcoholic haze 

descending on the public bars. Now the Leeds fans took on another social identity, they 

had complied with their obligations of supporting their team, now they regressed to 

their tribal identity centred around their suburb, town, village, street…  

3.4.12 	Postcodes,	Respect	and	Honour		

There was a pecking order that had mutated and entrenched itself in the DNA of many 

youths and young adults brought up in the neighbourhoods of Yorkshire and these were 

rooted in the essence of a fluid Yorkshire identity. Often many of the youths had their 

first experiences on the terraces accompanying their father. Given that violence was 

endemic to the sport in the 1960’s and 1970’s it is not surprising that they were exposed 

to heightened levels of violence when groups of fans clashed. In the late 1960’s it was 

not unusual to see groups of youths entangled in bitter violence as they marauded 

throughout the stadium. In some ways, it became part of the ‘entertainment’ for those 

present and those not involved often extolled the virtues of those fans engaged in the 

violent outbursts. The youths were often exposed to the violence and the natural 

progression from observer to participant was perhaps inevitable.  

Violence or at least the threat of violence was a natural part of growing up, Source L2 

noted it started at school: “if you were the oldest you were supposed to be the hardest,” 

any chink in the armour of masculinity and that would soon be exposed and exploited 

by others. Portraying this aggressive masculinity brought its own rewards. It allowed 

the fan to show his prowess as a fighter and thereby gain respect within his own peer 

group. Source L1 was lauded as a “fucking hero” the next day after he was arrested at 

																																																													
568Anthony	Clavane,	Promised	Land:	A	Northern	Love	Story	(London:	Yellow	Jersey	Press,	2010),	19.	
569A	recent	article	looks	more	closely	at	this	phenomenon:	Tammy.C.	Ayres	and	James	Treadwell,	“Bars,	
drugs	and	football	thugs:	Alcohol,	cocaine	use	and	violence	in	the	night	time	economy	among	English	
football	firms,”	Criminology	and	Criminal	Justice	12/83	(2011):	83-100.	This	is	drawn	out	from	a	wider	
context	in	which	the	“powerful	nexus	of	alcohol	misuse,	violence	and	fear	has	become	the	principal	
common	experience	and	contingent	risk	in	the	night-time	leisure	economy”	in	the	UK	as	a	whole.	See	
Simon	Winlow	and	Steve	Hall,	Violent	Night:	Urban	Leisure	and	Contemporary	Culture	(London,	Berg,	
2006),	94.	
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the game. It also got him noticed in other ways: “there were the birds, they were like 

groupies, they were attracted by the hardness and maybe the violence.” 

Honour and an aggressive masculinity underpinned the Leeds fans’ desire to protect the 

reputation of their club in competitive violence with other fan groups. But the Saturday 

was the apex at which multiple identities converged. When the game was over they 

transmuted into another persona, only this time their allegiance was not to the club. 

“After the match you would go your own separate ways and go into Leeds city centre, 

stuck in your own little gangs, it was literally the case of looking for someone to fall out 

with.”570 Alcohol was of course playing its part, but as Source L1 mentions: “we would 

have turned on each other at 3.00 in the afternoon but then you were together and the 

other fans were the common foe.” L2 confirmed that often he would be in the pub 

before the game and the lads from different areas in their own groups would be waiting 

for each other to make the first move, but the rivalry was suspended when they drank up 

and went to the game. From such cities as Dewsbury and Bradford, the cellular structure 

of different groups reveled in the friction between themselves. Source L1 and L13 

recognised this tribalistic dimension, the former noting that by the end of the night they 

often ended up falling out amongst ‘themselves.’ Old grudges that had been subsumed 

beneath the surface of Elland Road re-emerged. The hierarchy of allegiance for Source 

L2 was his local town, “within that there were groups from different schools and streets 

with whom you had certain ‘issues’”571 but this was deferred when rivals from different 

towns would be encountered. Hence, when these adhoc groups were left in suspended 

animation after the game, then often their only refuge was to fight one another: “the 

Harehills mob thought they were the hardest and baddest, and we thought we were.”572 

Often these groups had a local identity that evolved from some social gathering point, 

be it a café or pub. In Leeds, this produced curious labels such as Lulus, Tomato Dip, 

Scabby Taps, Mucky Duck. This was a time when not being politically correct was an 

art form. When you introduce other subcultures into the equation that were thriving in 

the city such as the skinheads who had transmuted into the mods and their scooter 

gangs, or the greasers who merged into the biker gangs such as the Blue Angels, then 

the large numbers of Leeds fans who had been at the game stayed in the centre basically 

																																																													
570Source	L1.	
571Source	L2.	
572Source	L1.	
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meant it would be “last man standing.”573 This would be replicated in other outlying 

urban areas surrounding Leeds, for example in Bradford you had the motorcycle Satan’s 

Slaves and the scooter Yorkshire Road Rats. The groups in and around Leeds were 

particularly violent, for instance the turf wars between Harehills, York Road and East 

End Park.  

The postcode was important in the eyes of those living there. For the Leeds fans, the 

affinity with their micro culture, the school, the street, the neighbourhood was 

temporarily suspended when they went to the game against Manchester. What was not 

suspended at any time was the postcode of Elland Road, the ground itself and the 

vicinity extending up to the main transportation arteries at the train and bus stations.  

3.4.13 	Divide	and	Not	Rule	

Leeds was one of the first clubs to introduce CCTV and had its own dedicated police 

cells. Segregation between rival groups was enforced, although this was impossible to 

prevent the disorder taking place as a result of a number of Yorkshire Reds entering the 

home fans’ terraces. Large groups of away fans were unable to enter the Kop end in 

Elland Road, getting a ticket for home fans was hard enough, but other parts of the 

stadium were more accessible. Although segregation led to a reduction in violence in 

the ground it simply diffused the problem over a wider area outside the ground which 

became the main battleground as it was on the day of Leeds v Manchester.574  

In effect the segregation more stridently brought into focus the idea of a ‘territorial 

invasion,’ it further intensified the ‘us-them’ boundaries.575 The significance of defence 

																																																													
573Source	L1.	
574The	Lang	Report	on	Crowd	Behaviour	at	Football	Matches	in	1969	was	one	of	the	first	calls	for	
segregation.	But	“it	seems	likely	that	police	attempts	to	contain	confrontation	by	encouraging	the	
introduction	of	the	‘Football	End’	may	have	accentuated	the	process	of	polarisation.	The	polarisation	of	
opposing	fans	is	intensified…giving	almost	a	battle	atmosphere	to	the	End.”	See	The	Sports	Council	
Social	Research	Council,	Public	Disorder	and	Sporting	Events,	A	Report	by	a	Joint	Panel	of	the	Sports	
Council	and	the	Social	Science	Research	Council,	1978,	SPG	197	(Papers	of	the	Popplewell	Inquiry	into	
Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	Bradford	University,1986),	47.	The	authorities	were	forced	into	the	
introduction	of	segregation	when	Kevin	Olsson	was	stabbed	to	death	at	a	game	between	Blackpool	and	
Bolton	in	1974.	It	is	highly	probable	that	the	segregation	forced	the	fans	to	become	more	highly	
organised	leading	to	the	emergence	of	the	‘Firms’	in	the	1980’s.	See	the	following	who	describe	this	as	a	
“dialectical	process:”	Eric	Dunning,	Patrick	Murphy,	John	Williams,	Draft	Chapter	from	‘the	social	roots	
of	football	hooligan	violence,	Chapter	5,	1985	(Papers	of	the	Popplewell	Inquiry	into	Crowd	Safety	at	
Sports	Grounds,	Bradford	University,	1986).		
575See	N.	A.	J.	Taylor,	“Football	Hooliganism	as	Collective	Violence:	Explaining	Variance	in	Britain	
Through	Interpersonal	Boundaries,	1863–1989,”	The	International	Journal	of	the	History	of	Sport	28/13	
(2011):	1759.	
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of territory was paramount for the Leeds fans. The away fans did not need to throw the 

first punch or kick, they had already done that metaphorically by coming to Leeds.576 

As stated by Source L3, you had a “death wish” if you came to Leeds in those days. 

Elland Road was not simply a place of entertainment but, in local terms, a ‘symbolic’ 

site which represented and embodied the communities from which they are derived.577 

This encapsulates the feeling that the ground is built on the ever-changing sands of local 

groups that are in a constant state of flux, at times merging together, at times breaking 

asunder, at times confrontational, at times violent.  

The main points covered in this chapter are summed up when Tom Gibbons et al. states: 

“part of the reasons for gangs engaging in football violence was to defend what was 

considered to be their club’s, town’s, city’s or firm’s reputation or because of the 

opportunity it provided for a sense of belonging to a social group, for competition, 

achieving honour and inflicting shame amongst rival opponents.”578 But the last words 

are best left to football pundits Rob Smyth and Paul Doyle who describe the detestation 

felt by Leeds fans towards their Manchester counterparts as the “Love of Hate.”579  

Football-related violence was certainly a prominent feature of the nature of violent 

conflictual contention in the region during the decade, but it was not the only form 

taking place… 

3.5 Workplace	Confrontation	
The mining industry was a key employer in the Yorkshire region. The industrial power 

held by these workers was seen in their dispute with the Conservative Government in 

1972 and 1974. The three-day week, the scramble for candles and the death throes of 

the Conservative Heath government were the remarkable features of the 1974 strike. 

The 1974 strike was politically explosive leading to the collapse of the government. 

Intertwined with this debacle was the 1972 strike,580 which for Yorkshire miners was 

																																																													
576Source	L2.	
577B.	L.	Holland,	“Across	the	lines”	(PhD	diss.,	Bradford	University,	1999),	61.	This	dissertation	is	a	case	
study	examination	of	Leeds	United	looking	at	racial	harassment	in	and	around	football	grounds.	
578Tom	Gibbons,	Kevin	Dixon	and	Stuart	Braye,	“The	way	it	was:	an	account	of	soccer	violence	in	the	
1980’s,”	Soccer	and	Society	9/1	(2008):	29.	
579Rob	Smyth	and	Paul	Doyle,	“Grudge	match;	and	tackling	issues	in	the	hope	their	defenders	take	
note,”	The	Guardian,	the	fiver	edition	on	football,	September	20,	2011.	(Accessed	December	23,	2011)	
580An	interesting	insight	is	given	by	Jim	Phillips,	“The	1972	miners’	strike:	popular	agency	and	industrial	
politics	in	Britain,”	Contemporary	British	History	20/2	(2006):	187-207.	
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more significant and certainly more satisfying as it exorcised the ghosts of humiliation 

from the General Strike in 1926.581 

In 1972, calls for a wage increase merged into an overtime ban and this, synchronised 

with secondary picketing at other strategic locations, started to cripple the running of 

the country. Violent conflictual contention walked hand in hand with the picketing, 

although this was sporadic it increased in intensity. It culminated in the death of a miner 

from Yorkshire.582 This provoked the miners and the picketing was stepped up outside 

the Saltley Coke Depot in Birmingham.583 By the end of the first week of February 

1972, large numbers of miners from Yorkshire converged on the plant. Confronted by 

mass picketing the police tried to regain control, arrests were made, two policemen were 

injured but the lorries trying to access the plant were turned away. On the 7th February, 

there were over twenty arrests and the next day there were more arrests.584 All the time, 

calls were being made for other trade unionists to come to Saltley, as a result the 

thousands that congregated were able to get the gates to the plant closed. 

Even in the midst of so much confusion and chaos, Geary proclaims that whilst Saltley 

is often presented as an extreme example of industrial violence he maintains that the 

pushing and shoving that accompanied the picketing did not account for the anarchy 

that it has been historically associated.585 So even within landmark confrontations in the 

1970’s of workplace confrontations, the extent of violent conflictual contention was 

severely constrained and did not resemble the clashes that were going to be associated 

with the scenes during the 1984 strike.  

Yet the significant workplace confrontations between 1976 and 1978 did not directly 

involve the mining industry. They were at Grunwick which was the centre of a major 

industrial dispute and broke out when several Asian workers were dismissed and union 

recognition was contested. Located in London it attracted picketing and was the scene 

of sporadic violence, the pinnacle being the 7th November, 1977, when there were over 
																																																													
581Andrew	Taylor,	The	politics	of	the	Yorkshire	miners	(London:	Croom	Helm,	1984),	7.	
582Fred	Matthews	on	the	3rd	February.	
583Saltley	Gate	was	a	coke	depot	in	Birmingham	which	was	the	scene	of	a	major	confrontation	in	
February	1972	when	miners	on	strike	were	able	to	get	other	trade	unionists	involved	and	shut	the	plant	
by	their	sheer	force	of	numbers.	It	went	down	in	trade	union	folklore	as	one	on	the	most	significant	
victories	in	their	history	and	it	also	brought	Arthur	Scargill	(who	subsequently	became	NUM	President)	
to	prominence.	
584See	Geary	page77	for	a	table	of	arrests	at	Saltley,	Roger	Geary,	Policing	Industrial	Disputes:	1893-1985	
(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	1985).	
585Ibid.,	78.	
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100 arrests. On the 22nd June,1977 there was a mass picket at Grunwick at which Arthur 

Scargill and delegates from the Yorkshire NUM attended.  

The postwar period in the Yorkshire fields was strike prone, often these were unofficial 

but violence was not a feature.586 Geary also makes the same claim with respect to the 

pre-war period noting that “given both the number and size of the industrial disputes 

during this period (1915-1945) the absence of violent labour protest is particularly 

noteworthy.”587  

The 1926 General Strike saw the miners once again at the vanguard of industrial 

confrontation when the MFGB was threatened with wage cuts and a lockout ensued.588 

Despite getting the support of other trade unions on “Red Friday”589 this did not last and 

after only a few days in May the miners were left isolated. There were some outbreaks 

of violence, such as Doncaster May 12th, when 80 miners were arrested and there was 

damage to property.590 In Hull on May 10, forty men were arrested during disturbances 

over the weekend.591 But given the gravity of the situation and the fact that it was a 

General Strike, the level of violence was remarkable by its relative absence. 

Four years earlier in April 1921, the miners faced major structural changes in their 

industry including the return to private ownership. They were able to form the Triple 

Alliance with the Railwaymen and Transport Workers. But on the day they were 

supposed to join the miners, the two other unions reneged on their promises, “Black 

Friday” as it was to be called, presaged the lack of support the miners were to get in the 

1984/1985 strike. 

																																																													
586Between	1951	and	1956	there	were	1,090	disputes	in	the	Yorkshire	fields,	see	C.	Slaughter,	“The	
strike	of	Yorkshire	mineworkers	in	May	1955,”	The	Sociological	Review	6/2	(1958):	248.	See	also,	
“Yorkshire	strike	spreads	to	fortysix	pits,”	The	Manchester	Guardian,	September	4,	1947;	“85,000	miners	
now	idle	in	Yorkshire,”	The	Manchester	Guardian,	May	6,	1955.		The	war	itself	was	not	immune	from	
strikes:	“A	Yorkshire	Strike,”	The	Manchester	Guardian,	February	8,	1944;	“Yorkshire	Strikes,”	The	
Manchester	Guardian,	May	30,	1942.	
587Roger	Geary,	Policing	Industrial	Disputes:	1893-1985	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	1985),	
53.	Unofficial	and	official	strikes	still	characterised	the	industry	and	Yorkshire	was	at	the	forefront,	see	
“Yorkshire	Strike	Over,”	The	Manchester	Guardian,	May	5,	1949.	
588An	interesting	article	by	Renshaw	looks	at	the	lessons	of	the	1926	strike	for	the	1984	strike,	the	title	is	
revealing:	Patrick	Renshaw,	“The	1926	lessons	that	nobody	learned,”	The	Guardian,	May	1,	1984.	
58931st	July.		
590“Riot	at	Doncaster,	80	men	arrested	after	police	charge,”	The	Manchester	Guardian,	May	13,	1926.	
591“40	Hull	charges:	determination	to	crush	lawlessness,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	May	10,	1926.	
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There was another national coal strike in 1912592 but violence was not a feature. It is 

clear that violent conflictual contention was not a significant characteristic in industrial 

relations through much of the twentieth-century, although conflict was notable.  

3.6 Awakening	Ethnic	Issues	
In the 19th Century, preceding the influx of immigrants from the Indian subcontinent, 

Bradford had attracted large numbers of German593 and Irish immigrants. By 1851 

almost 10% of the population was Irish born594 and as with the rest of the workforce 

they lived in appalling conditions. In 1857, members of the Dublin Militia barracked in 

Bradford decided to riot through the streets on Christmas Eve.595 In 1862 there were 

attacks on Roman Catholic chapels in Leeds and Bradford.596 

George Weerth, the young German poet who visited Bradford in 1846, observed: 

“Every other factory town in England is a paradise in comparison to this hole. In 

Manchester the air lies like lead upon you; in Birmingham it is just as if you were sitting 

with your nose in a stove pipe; in Leeds you have to cough with the dust and the stink as 

if you had swallowed a pound of Cayenne pepper in one go - but you can put up with all 

that. In Bradford, however, you think you have been lodged with the devil incarnate. If 

anyone wants to feel how a poor sinner is tormented in Purgatory, let him travel to 

Bradford.”597 

The Yorkshire Evening Post reported on riotous streets scenes in Quarry Hill in June 

1917. The paper described acts of “Jew-baiting” amidst the crescendo of breaking glass 

when Jewish owned shops were attacked. The causes were unclear, although one 

account identified the stone throwing	getting out of control between rival groups of 

																																																													
592Coalmining	was	preeminent	as	a	strike-prone	industry	before	the	1926	General	Strike,	see	Roy	A.	
Church,	Quentin	Outram,	and	David	N.	Smith,	“The	Militancy	of	British	Miners,	1893-1986:	
Interdisciplinary	Problems	and	Perspectives,”	Journal	of	Interdisciplinary	History	xxII:	I	/Summer	(1991):	
49-66.	
593There	is	still	an	area	called	Little	Germany	in	the	centre	of	Bradford.	It	is	the	legacy	of	Jewish	
merchants	involved	in	the	wool	trade.	
594Katie	Binns,	Against	the	odds?	(Bradford	and	West	Yorkshire:	BBC	Local,	May	2006).	See	also	Clement	
Richardson,	“Irish	settlement	in	mid-nineteenth-century	Bradford,”	Bulletin	of	Economic	Research	20/1	
(1968):	40-57.	
595“Militia	Riot	at	Bradford,”	The	Manchester	Guardian,	December	28,	1857.	
596Denis.	G.	Paz,	Popular	Anti-Catholicism	in	Mid-Victorian	England	(Stanford:	Stanford	University	Press,	
1992).	
597George	Weerth,	“Samtliche	Werke	Vol	III,	(Berlin,	1957),	169,	translated	by	Alan	Farmer,”	in	Textiles	
and	Society	in	Bradford	and	Lawrence,	USA,	1880-1920,	ed.	J.	A.	Jowitt	(The	Bradford	Antiquary,	the	
Journal	of	the	Bradford	and	Antiquarian	Society,	5	(1991),	3-24.	
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English and Jewish children on a slum property clearance area on Mabgate Green where 

there was an abundance of debris to throw. There were over 1,000 youths involved in 

the disorder. 598 

The Battle of Cable Street on the 4th October, 1936 in the East End of London is one of 

the most significant events in turning back the Blackshirts of Fascist leader Oswald 

Mosley. However, one week earlier on the 27th September a rally by the Blackshirts on 

Holbeck Moor, Leeds, was confronted by a rival demonstration. Violence erupted to 

such an extent that it was seen as nastier and bloodier than Cable Street because the 

police were unable to fully separate the converging groups.599 Addressing a crowd of 

50,000 on the Moor, the occasion soon descended into chaos, with Mosley himself 

being injured.600 

But as with the emergence of football-related violence concerning Leeds fans, it was 

1969 that was a pivotal year. On the 26th July, 1969, Kenneth Horsfall a white youth 

was stabbed to death in Woodsley Road, Burley Leeds, during an altercation with Asian 

youths. Three were subsequently accused of his murder and at the Magistrates’ Court a 

senior police officer denied there was a “simmering volcano of racial disharmony on the 

verge of erupting.”601 The three were Bhupinder Singh, Dhaim Singh Ball and 

Mohammed Rashid. On the 28th there were over 1000 people on the streets. 

Confrontations with the police resulted in injuries to officers. The target had been the 

Pakistani community in the Burley Lodge Road area of Leeds, with some residents so 

frightened that they had left and gone to Bradford.602 By the 30th, there had been 35 

arrests and The Guardian journalist called the episode “Leeds’s white problem.”603 

Firmly placing the riot within the discourse set by Enoch Powell’s Rivers of Blood 

speech, Parkin’s article looked for links between the riots and the extreme right wing. It 

framed the participants as a mob, including young football hooligans “in search of those 

obscure satisfactions they get from wrecking football trains and ‘duffing up’ rival 

																																																													
598“Riotous	street	scenes	in	Leeds,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	June	4,	1917.	
599Daniel	Tilles,	British	Fascist	Antisemitism	and	Jewish	Response	1932-40	(London:	Bloomsbury,	2015),	
150.	
600“After	Fascist	Visit	to	Leeds,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	September	28,	1936.	
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603Michael	Parkin,	“Leeds’s	white	problem,”	The	Guardian,	July	30,	1969.	
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football supporters.”604 Interestingly, international coverage of the events came to the 

conclusion that “what is Britain’s problem today is undoubtedly the world’s and ours 

tomorrow.”605 

Maureen Baker, secretary of the Leeds Congress of Racial Equality, warned of 

impending confrontations, but it seems her warnings were ignored.606 A local 

community leader, the Reverand Malcolm Furness invoked plausible deniability when 

he stated the disturbances were “beer rather than race riots.”607 At the court hearings in 

September, six were sent to prison covering a total of over eight years.608 

Both Leeds and Bradford had seen an influx of immigrants from the former 

commonwealth. Asians from the Indian sub-continent, notably from Pakistan had 

started to settle in the area, especially Bradford. This development will be dealt with in 

greater detail when the Bradford case study is presented. At the same time, members of 

the Afro-Caribbean community had settled in Leeds, particularly in the Chapeltown 

district of the city. 

Bonfire night609 held every November sees large numbers of people congregating on the 

streets. In November 1974, residents of Rossington Grove, Chapeltown were out 

celebrating the festivities. A confrontation between a group of youths descended into 

acrimonious violence. A deluge of missiles was thrown, injuring police and damaging 

police cars. There were reports that one youth had been charged with assaulting a police 

officer. Given the reports and nature of the confrontation, it is surprising that not more 

were injured and arrested.610 

																																																													
604Ibid.	The	link	with	football	fans	by	the	journalist	is	vague,	what	is	clear	is	the	contempt	for	Leeds	
United	and	its	supporters	that	seems	to	have	been	ever	present	in	the	reporting	by	this	newspaper,	it	
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605Chris	Anderson,	“Black	and	white	Britain,”	Sydney	Morning	Herald,	September	5,	1971.	
606Michael	Parkin,	“Leeds’s	white	problem,”	The	Guardian,	July	30,	1969.	
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James	Nugent,	Joseph	White,	Eric	McHale,	Douglas	Houghton	and	Byron	Walker.	
609Guy	Fawkes,	a	native	of	York,	had	he	been	successful	in	his	attempt	to	blow	up	the	House	of	
Commons	in	1605	would	have	gone	down	in	history	as	one	of	the	world’s	most	notorious	terrorists.	His	
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610“Police	battle	with	200	in	Leeds	bonfire	riot,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	November	6,	1974.	
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Again, in Chapeltown on August 2nd, 1975, after pub closing time a fight engulfed the 

centre of Heckmondwike, south of Leeds.611 Police were injured, but this was nothing 

compared to the chaos of bonfire night a few months later. The night saw one teenage 

youth throw a stone at a passing police car smashing a window. There was no reason 

given other than it was identified as an unmarked police car. In response, the police 

came back in numbers and they were confronted by hundreds of Afro-Caribbean youths. 

Farrar who was present at the start of the events puts the confrontation in the context of 

harassment and intimidation by the police towards the community in general and the 

youths in particular as the causal factors for the youth’s actions.612 Prior to this outburst 

Maureen Baker, had also again warned of the marked decline in police/community 

relations running up to the outbreak. She does, however, qualify this by noting an 

escalation in gang rivalry: “Gangs of black teenagers are fighting with gangs of white 

teenagers and there are scores of incidents people outside of Chapeltown never heard 

of.”613  

According to the police on that night, reports had been made of youths erecting bonfires 

that presented a possible danger to nearby houses. However, the mere presence of the 

police was enough to incite the crowd. Consequently, when an unmarked police car was 

hit, this led to the inevitable spiral down to violent confrontation. During the night, 

police were injured and two were seriously injured when their car was overturned.614 

Subsequent reports alleged that the police had been lured into reacting by gangs who 

purposefully built bonfires on the streets to provoke the police.615 

Once the clash subsided the recriminations started, a local journalist remarking: “We are 

back to the ugly ‘Them and Us’ syndrome which has bedeviled race relations ever since 

coloured immigrants began to flood Chapeltown.”616 The community was riven by 

levels of deprivation, prostitution and gang warfare. The walls painted in the graffiti of 

‘The Black Dragons’ or ‘The Lords’ or ‘The Chappy Boys’ each marking their turf: 

“The mean streets of Chapeltown have become a breeding ground for discontent, 
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disillusion and now destruction.”617 There was the perception by the community at large 

that the night gave youths a ‘licence to wreck’	and other parts of Leeds also experienced 

gang violence, not just from Afro-Caribbean groups.618 

Violent conflictual contention was not to end in Chapeltown that bonfire night, the next 

decade was to see intense levels of violence. However, there were notable outbreaks in 

Bradford on another day of symbolism in both 1975 and 1976. April 23rd is St George’s 

Day, the patron saint of England. Like every other patron saint’s day, it is a time to be 

celebrated, but on this date the National Front (NF)619 took the opportunity to express 

their patriotism, they did so in Bradford. This was seen as an affront by many left-wing 

groups and immigrant communities who arranged counter-demonstrations.  

Leading local journalist Jim Greenhalf reminiscing on St George’s Day in April 1976 

pointed out the NF and the counter demonstration were kept apart by the police, 

although missiles and invectives were thrown. However, groups of West Indian youths 

intermittently stoned the police, some shops were looted and cars damaged.620 

A year later, similar demonstrations took place and when the NF neared the end of 

Lumb Lane, clashes took place with left-wing groups.621 The procession and assembly 

points of the two groups had been pre-arranged with the police, the presence of the left- 

wing groups was in breach of that agreement. When it reached the centre of Bradford, 

outside St George’s Hall, missiles were thrown at the NF procession, 300 police tried to 

keep the opposing groups separated. 

The theme of the NF rally was their opposition to the Common Market and 

immigration. The leader of the NF proclaimed: “We have seen the decaying parts of this 

city today, which reflect the decay of the country as a whole…The politicians who 

advocated a multi-racial society were those who lived in the Tudor mansions of 

Buckinghamshire - a Daimler drive from the local railway station and a taxi drive from 

the Houses of Parliament - where they wouldn’t see a black man for miles.”622 In an 

editorial, the newspaper commented: “Bradford is living amicably with its immigrant 

																																																													
617Ibid.	
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population and has shown extraordinary common sense over the years in coping with 

waves of immigrants.”623  

3.7 Terrace	Violence	Unabated	
Leeds fans were still engaged in violence throughout the decade. In Appendix 5 are the 

arrests at Elland Road during the 1970’s. The confrontations with Manchester United 

stand out and they surpassed the arrests made against any other club. Leeds fans 

attending matches ran the risk of getting involved in violence, either as a perpetrator or 

victim.624 In the following season, 1976/1977 the marauding groups of supporters was 

captured on film,625 there were 81 arrests with four policemen being injured. Source 

L19 said it was “kicking off” all the way to and from the ground. He recollected seeing 

a couple of Manchester fans getting “kicked to shit.” In the same season, extensive 

violence took place when Leeds met Manchester in the FA Cup semi-final at 

Hillsborough. The catalyst for the increased bitterness between the clubs was the 

transfer of key Leeds players, Joe Jordan and Gordon McQueen to Manchester United 

and over twenty years later Leeds fans could never forgive the players.626  

In the FA Cup, Round 5 against Manchester City on the 26.2.1977, there were 96 

arrests. In March 1977, in a cup tie with Wolves, the two sets of fans clashed resulting 

in over 30 injuries and 79 arrests.627 This meant a cup game with Manchester United at 

Hillsborough and sporadic violence marred the game. 

Yet another fixture between Leeds and Manchester City descended into further mayhem 

in January 1978 when the two teams met again at Elland Road in the cup. After going 

behind, Leeds fans attacked the Manchester City goalkeeper, the pitch was invaded, the 

game stopped and then re-started only for Leeds to lose. This was followed by total 

chaos when Leeds fans attacked Manchester fans en masse running across the field and 

sporadic violence broke out all the way from the stadium to the city centre. There were 

sanctions imposed on Leeds by a special five-man Commission of the Football 
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Association.628 Leeds also erected fencing to segregate fans and they were subsequently 

banned from holding FA fixtures at Elland Road.629  

The violence involving Leeds fans was not to stop. 

3.8 Commentary	

This last section ties together some of the key themes running through the continuity of 

violence seen in the clashes between the Leeds and Manchester supporters as well as 

some general observations on the unfolding violence during the decade related to the 

three genres of violence.  

As researchers into football-related violence, Nick Lowes and Andy Nicholls assert: 

“There is no team Leeds fans hate more than Manchester United.”630 However over the 

years, Manchester United at the rhetorical level has become everyone’s “local rival.”631 

At other grounds you can hear chants of ‘stand up if you hate Man United,’ this is what 

Carlton Brick calls the “othering” of Manchester United.632 But even at the rhetorical 

level, Leeds is distinct when it comes to their feelings towards their Lancashire rivals. 

Leeds fans just call Manchester United, ‘Scum.’ For many other teams, it is an innate 

jealousy directed towards Manchester United, for Leeds it goes beyond this. Brick 

diplomatically describes the rivalry between the two clubs as “interesting,” he then goes 

on to qualify this by noting “the aggro between both sets of fans has been particularly 

fractious and violent,”633 and that Leeds have consistently been the most unpleasant 

when they have visited Manchester.  

Gow and Rookwood make the point that “a good result away from home can be 

dangerous.”634 Certainly in October 1975 when Leeds lost, that stoked the flames of 

violence, but looking at the results and the level of disorder from 1969 there was no 
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correlation between team defeat and levels of violence, there was just simply violence 

regardless of the result. In this respect, the two sets of supporters were following an 

“interactional ritual chain”635 where they associated the self-fulfilling prophecy of 

recurrent violence. 

Drawing upon Randall Collins’ work on Interactional Theory,636 Marci Cottingham 

applies this specifically to sporting events. Her conclusion was that Collins’ definition 

of fan behavior and emotion located solely within the stadium, where peak ritual 

emotion takes place is limited.637 Moreover, Collins’ later contention that recourse to 

violence because of confrontational fear and tension in micro situations was also 

restricted in applicability.638 Clearly, here were groups of youths, determined where 

possible to engage in violent conflictual contention, inside and outside Elland Road.  

The series of confrontations in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s showed that the 

Manchester fans were certainly the aggressors on many occasions. As stated earlier, 

Source L3 reminisced about the October 1975 game: “No way were scum gonna take 

liberties like they had before,” which was an explicit recognition of Manchester’s 

violent intent in previous encounters. Bearing in mind that “where previous games 

between two clubs have produced confrontations between rival supporters with 

subsequent injuries or loss of face, vendettas are held over,”639 and certainly when the 

game in 1975 came around that vendetta for the Leeds fans was going to be addressed. 

The victim-like mindset that shrouded the Leeds team on the field was eternal in the 

corridors of Elland Road. This mentality was tarnished with an overpowering sense of 

injustice, be it the travesty of losing to AC Milan in the 1973 European Cup Winners 

Cup640 or the injustice of losing the treble in the 1969-70 season.641 This perception of 
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the eternal victim was steeped in the contagion of soccer violence that ran through the 

followers of the club and regardless of which level of abstraction one examines, be it 

international, interstate or intergroup “in historical terms, the answer to injustice has 

usually been revenge.”642 In essence the victims of yesterday often transform into the 

aggressors of today	and whilst it is impossible to deduce who threw that first stone, it 

became irrelevant for the Leeds fans. By 1975 the colour red became the embodiment of 

their folk devil and by logical extension, at least for the Leeds fans, this became the 

logic of vengeance.643  

A victim-like mentality also shrouded both the mining communities and formative 

immigrant communities. The miners were able to find recourse in a national 

organisation that represented their needs and was able to bring dispersed communities 

together. The National Union of Mineworkers was a powerful organ and strived to 

represent what it saw as the best interests of the membership. This will be questioned 

later in the paper, but it served as a forum to defuse violence but not necessarily conflict 

which came to characterise the industry.  

As early as 1906 Adams had asserted that the “normal atmosphere of the typical strike 

is one of menace.”644 Violence in industrial disputes often arose from power struggles 

between vested interests rather than local conditions. Yet the genre of workplace 

violence whilst a shadow, was not really an actuality. National confrontations had 

promoted the image of the miners as a force to be reckoned with and during the late 

1970’s and early 1980’s this ingrained itself in the memory and traditions of the mining 

community. The memories evolving on the back of the victories in 1972 and 1974 

reinforced a sense of invincibility, that the mining industry was indispensable to the 

nation. Violent conflictual contention was conspicuous by its absence in the workplace 

confrontations, but events in 1984/1985 were soon to dispel this notion. Whilst the 

miners were confident of their conviction and purpose, the 1970’s saw the emergence of 

a false notion of industrial strength. By the 1980’s the government and instruments of 
																																																																																																																																																																																			
April	they	had	8	games.	The	congestion	was	due	in	part	to	the	shortening	of	the	season	to	
accommodate	the	national	squad	preparing	for	the	World	Cup.	England	failed	miserably	and	Leeds	
ended	up	with	nothing.	
642Robert	Cribb	and	Kenneth	Christie,	“Introduction:	remembering,	forgetting	and	historical	injustice,”	in	
Historical	Injustice	and	Democratic	Transition	in	Eastern	Asia	and	Northern	Europe,	ed.	Kenneth	Christie	
and	Robert	Cribb	(London:	Routledge	Curzon,	2002),	5.	
643Michel	Wieviorka,	Violence:	A	New	Approach	(London:	Sage,	2009),	58.	
644T.	S.	Adams,	“Violence	in	Labor	Disputes,”	Publications	of	the	American	Economic	Association,	3rd	
Series	7/	1	(1906):	176-206.		
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law and order were prepared to confront the resolve of the mining unions and 

communities. 

There was no parallel infrastructure similar to the NUM representing the immigrant 

communities that was able to defuse the violence. These were marginalised 

communities and when dealing with outbreaks of violent conflictual contention, it is 

important to appreciate that precipitating incidents or flashpoints, such as an encounter 

on bonfire night must stand in relation to the underlying grievances held by that 

community.645 So when confronted by an incident involving the police, the spark seen 

to be lit by an over-zealous police force was the same incitement to disorder as that seen 

in previous disorders in American cities.646 Rucht makes the point that “an important 

indicator of conflict cultures in a specific society is how politicians and the police deal 

with protest groups.”647 But the 5th November 1975 was not a night for protest, it was 

ostensibly a night for celebrations. What the events showed was that in their encounters 

with the ethnic communities, the political, social and cultural sensibilities on the part of 

the police in quelling any escalation to violence were underdeveloped. It was to be a 

hard learning curve for the police over the next few years. The embryonic assertion of 

rights by the immigrant communities in the region was emerging in this decade and 

whilst the police had a long way to go, so had the ethnic communities in integrating 

with the rest of society. 

During the 1970’s, the shared memory of the immigrant communities was being 

formulated in their encounters with the police. It was clear that the community’s 

perception of the rights it should be afforded did not comply with the police’s 

interpretation of the law.648 Yet Brodeur points out: “the evidence is internationally 

overwhelming and accepted: racial and ethnic minorities are the object of a 

disproportionate amount of police force.”649 If the encounters between immigrant youth 

and the police were to be in situations on the street corner or as was to take place in later 

years with the implementation of ‘stop and search’ powers given to the police, then the 
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memory of confrontation was being etched in the immigrant communities in these 

formative years.650 Whilst Brodeur emphasises the role of discrimination employed by 

the police, he highlights a paradox in reporting that relates to the high number of 

incidents of officers coming from ethnic minorities. But this has limited veracity, 

because even today, ethnic minority groups are under-represented in the UK police 

force.651 In the 1970’s they were virtually non-existent and memories of policing in that 

era are not seen in a positive light.652 

Anthony King makes an important observation in his research that: “the shared memory 

of past intercourse and its significance is a manual of group membership. Once 

interaction between certain individuals is mutually established as a collective memory, 

that memory demands collective action later. For hooligans, violence constitutes the 

compelling form of social intercourse out of which their social group arise.”653 As the 

ritual violence was perpetuated game after game against Manchester United, then the 

narratives attained from collective memory became the crucial cultural capital of the 

group.654 In this way it was the collective memory of violence that sustained the group 

alliance.  

The problem though is that there was not a cohesive collective identity of Leeds fans 

engaged in violence that the previous source assumes. There was no internal group 

alliance, rather there was an unholy alliance between disparate groups who came 

together each Saturday, who adopted their allegiance to Leeds and temporarily 

suspended any inter-group rivalries. When Leeds were not playing, the fields of Leeds 

like Roundhay Park in the Summer of 1970 were the battlegrounds. In this case, Source 

L16 recalled that groups of mods and skinheads of Leeds were clashing and once again 

local reputations were built. The mods, rockers, skinheads, local groups such as the 
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Lulus or the Harehills boys or out of towners such as Shipley all converged on Leeds 

making the mosaic of violence and inter-group rivalry a volatile mixture. The point is, 

that the Leeds fans throughout this period did not exhibit the characteristics of the ‘firm’ 

that was to proliferate in the 1980’s and beyond. The firm had some semblance of 

organisation, there was an established network to disseminate the collective memory of 

a ‘heroic’ battle. This was not the case in the period looked at here, each group had its 

own cup of collective memories to fill, each group had to assuage its own thirst which 

meant the replication of violence by different groups directed at the same enemy. Herein 

lies the reputation of brutality and hatred that was evolving around the Leeds fans who 

engaged in violence during the 1960’s and 1970’s. 

A report by a Special Sub-Committee of the West Yorkshire Metropolitan Police 

Authority stated: “The Police maintain that the only effective method of containing 

‘mob’ violence generally is direct supervision which combats the element of anonymity 

in a large crowd.”655 This interventionist strategy obviously brought the police into 

direct confrontation with football fans. But for the fans who wanted to engage in 

violence, the police became an added inconvenience. Unlike for some marginalised 

groups in society the police were not the object of their anger. The interactional 

dimension demanded by Stott and Reicher when examining inter-group dynamics of 

football crowd violence is of value when examining those instances of violence when 

the police were the targets or agents of violence.656 In the encounters between the Leeds 

and Manchester fans it was their rivals who were the targets.  

From the late 1960’s and early 1970’s to the end of the decade one sees the shift in 

police strategy from protection of property to prevention of violence.657 This was 

juxtaposed with a growing public and political clamour to rein in those engaged in 

violence. But as postulated earlier in the text, irrespective of the police control measures 

put in place, violence flared up at the fixture between Leeds and Manchester United. To 

those involved, the violence was wrapped up in a complex array of symbols, rights and 

obligations that both transcended and perpetuated the act itself. 
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Gaining respect on the terraces was a way of defending the honour of one’s club and 

“among the body of fans there are many who are ready to defend their club’s honour 

against rivals.”658 Interestingly, eminent sociologist Desmond Morris uses this statement 

when describing the hooligan type in his typology of different fan groups. To the Leeds 

fans in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, honour was not elevated to some knightly 

codification where only opposing hooligan groups could be attacked. The codification 

of violent encounters that was to come with the ‘firms’ later on was non-existent.659 The 

indiscriminate use of missile throwing by both sets of fans at consecutive games did not 

conform to any sense of honour. The missile throwing was often a prelude to physical 

violence. Morris made the appendage to his above description of the hooligan with the 

observation that this is often couched in bluster and surging runs against other fans 

without matters coming to blows.660 But when it came to the games with Manchester, 

the accounts showed that sickening violence often did ensue and did not stop until the 

Manchester fans were on the trains back across the Pennines. One Manchester fan was 

indignant when asked about his experiences at Elland Road: “hated the place they hit 

kids and women.”661 Leeds was not a pleasant place to visit for Manchester fans in the 

late 1960’s and 1970’s. And, when the ritual had been briefly interrupted by 

Manchester’s relegation in the 1974/1975 season the animosity was rekindled when 

they met on that grey October afternoon in 1975. 

Some researchers talk in terms of a storico or tradition of rivalry between the groups.662 

But the late 1960’s and early 1970’s was precisely the period in which the tradition was 

being formulated. The tradition became ingrained in the Leeds fans as the decade 

progressed and when the next decade came around, the levels of violence did not 
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diminish. The same parallels could be made with the Pakistani and Afro-Caribbean 

communities in Bradford and Leeds. The tradition of confrontation was evolving and 

the descent to further violence was to follow… 

4 1980’s		

4.1 The	Violence	Continues		

The arrests at the games between Leeds and Manchester United continued, but as the 

decade turned the corner the violent encounters peaked in May 1980 when there were 

114 arrests at Elland Road. This game was the last game of the season, former Leeds 

player, Gordon McQueen would be playing for Manchester and if Manchester had won 

they would have won the league. With the knowledge that thousands of Manchester 

fans would be coming over the Pennines, Leeds fans turned out in numbers. Leeds won 

the game on the field, whilst off the field the bloody scenes endemic to the fixture were 

played out in the side streets. Source L3 described it as the biggest “set-to” between the 

two groups with the events closely mirroring those in 1975. A Manchester fan described 

it as “pure madness” that day, especially outside the ground.663 

But Leeds fans were not content at defence of territory, as their team went into terminal 

decline on the field. Leeds fans were involved in a riot at Coventry when their team lost, 

most of the 59 arrested were Leeds fans.664 In a relegation battle against WBA in May 

1982, the Leeds fans, by this time labelled ‘notorious,’ ripped down fencing and 

attempted to stop the game, they were only stopped after baton charges by the police.665 

Tipping into the division below in May 1982 only resulted in Leeds fans resorting to 

more violence. Mike Penning, the Minister for Policing, Fire, Criminal Justice and 

Victims in a parliamentary debate of football hooliganism stated: “There is some 

evidence that violence is to some extent moving down to the lower leagues, where not 

many police are expected to be around and there is not as much stewarding…Violence 
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happens because people think they can get away with it.”666 The same observations 

could be levelled at Leeds when they were relegated, it had already happened when 

Manchester United had been relegated in the 1974/1975 season. However, even when 

there was a significant police presence, violence had emerged. 

On the opening game of the season against Grimsby, a special court had to be set up on 

Saturday night to deal with number of fans arrested and the club was warned that there 

would be an investigation.667 When they visited Chelsea in October 1982 there was 

widespread disorder: the fans attacked the police resulting in 153 arrests, the game was 

followed by a further 60 arrests.668 In January they caused £20,000 worth of damage 

when they visited Derby. Out of the 47 arrests, 29 were Leeds fans and 10 police were 

injured. Leeds fans had ripped up the seating to use as weapons and missiles; there were 

scenes here reminiscent of what happened in Paris at the European Cup final back in 

1974.669 Similar events were repeated in September when Leeds visited 

Middlesborough.670  

The violent encounters Leeds fans were getting involved in were becoming more 

acrimonious, with increased numbers of injuries and arrests and they were soon to turn 

deadly. A similar parallel was taking place with violent conflictual contention involving 

the ethnic minorities.  

Already in 1977, the West Yorkshire Police asserted: 

“violence and vandalism at public gatherings in the County cannot 

generally be ascribed to racial or religious causes. Good relations with the 

immigrant communities are maintained by the police recognising the 
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distinctive attributes of each racial group and appreciating the law-abiding 

intentions of the majority of immigrants.”671 

However, by July 1981 riots had pockmarked several English cities.672 They had 

occurred in other Yorkshire cities such as Halifax and Huddersfield, but in Leeds it was 

hostile. There was the expectation of imminent violence which police were aware of 673 

and it came late on Sunday and early Monday. Extensive violence and damage to 

premises took place, with looting and attacks on the police; 24 of the latter being 

injured. Firebombs and missiles of all description were used, in Roundhay Road hardly 

any shop windows were left intact. One police van was struck with upwards of 40 

missiles, whilst the back alleys were the scene of violent confrontations between police 

and youths.674 

The disturbances attracted people from outside the area with the intent of engaging in 

the violence.675 By placing the attention on ‘outsiders,’ the focus was taken away from 

the racial aspect of those from Chapeltown that were involved.676 It is academic Max 

Farrar who provides an interesting insight into the disorder when he claims that the riots 

were perpetuated by the arrival ‘behind the scenes’ of groups of white youths from 

nearby Gipton to ransack the stores on Chapeltown Road whilst the Afro-Caribbean 

youths were locked in their fight with the police. He distinguishes between the 

“insurrectionist caliber” of the black youths with the “materialistic opportunism” of the 

white youths.677 It is undeniable that white youths were involved in the disturbances 
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although the overwhelming number was from the black community. Some reports 

identified white youths as the ring leaders.678 

Mitigating circumstances were put forward by the local newspaper: “The problem is not 

one of black people but of neglected urban decay… Due regard must be paid to the 

resentment felt by young black people.”679 The article dwelt on the levels of deprivation 

in the area indicating that the pressure cooker of community violence had been building 

up over a long time. It ended with the statement: “not one person interviewed – black or 

white – blamed the outbreak on racism.”680 

Meanwhile, Bradford had not been left unscathed, but this was not a result of the 

physical violence. The Bradford Commission reported that the first significant conflict 

between Asian youths in Bradford and the police came with the case of the ‘Bradford 

12.’ There was no act of violent conflictual contention here, rather it was placed within 

the context of a perceived threat towards the Asian community arising from the police 

and skinheads that had already exploded in many other cities in July 1981.681 12 Asian 

youths from Bradford and Shipley were alleged to have prepared firebombs and stored 

them in anticipation of an impending attack by skinheads. The police found the cache 

and arrested 12 youths, all were members of the United Black Youth League. They 

admitted they had prepared the firebombs and their legal argument was one of ‘self-

defence,’ their legal counsel stating: “They have been chased and beaten by extremist 

Right-wing thugs in Bradford, culminating in arson attacks on Asian homes and 

businesses.”682 The court accepted their version and they were acquitted.683 The 

significance of the episode is drawn out by the Bradford Commission when they 

observe that the youths “were seen by many young Asian people as the first group who 

were prepared to contemplate unlawful actions. They were acquitted by the court but 

this made little difference to the urban myth which surrounded them. A consequence for 

many young Asian men was distrust of the police and a feeling that the police would not 

support the rights of citizens from the ethnic minorities.”684 The episode ‘empowered’ 

																																																													
678“Aftermath	of	violence	–	City	court	cases,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	July	14,	1981;	Bruce	Smith,	
“Outsiders	behind	flare-up,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	July	14,	1981.	
679Ibid.	
680“Rumours-then	the	mobs	took	to	the	streets,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	July	13,	1981.	
681David	Pallister,	“500	police	battle	youths,”	The	Guardian,	July	13,	1981.	
682“Petrol	bomb	cache	for	riots,”	The	Guardian,	August	6,	1981.	
683Malcolm	Pithers,	“Asians	cleared	of	petrol	bomb	charges,”	The	Guardian,	June	17,	1982.	
684Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	5.8.14.	
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the Asian community with the self-belief that they could confront what they saw as 

state-legitimated injustices. It reinforced the suspicion of the police and the mantle of 

injustice weighed heavily on all encounters with police.685 

The arrest of the Bradford 12 was in the light not only of riots erupting across the land, 

but also the eruption of violence that had taken place in Bradford during the weekend of 

10-12th July. On Saturday, gangs of mainly white youths ran amok through Bradford 

city centre after pub closing time until the early hours. Violent encounters with the 

police would sporadically burst out then die down. One police spokesman said there 

was no “race angle involved.”686 This was disputed by some who said that 

representatives of the National Front from Manchester and other cities were in the city 

centre at the time. 

The city centres in the first part of the decade were the scenes of violent encounters 

between rival football fans and different ethnic groups in confrontation with the police. 

But when 1984 came around the focus moved to the pitheads and associated mining 

areas of Yorkshire.  

4.2 The	Great	Miners’	Strike	1984/1985	
Imbued with a religiosity of conviction and the righteousness of their cause, the miners 

could not comprehend the winds of change sweeping the industrial relations landscape. 

There is no one thriftier than the stereotypical Yorkshireman and from a hard-headed 

economic point of view their arguments seemed logical and virtuous. After all, as 

Source O2687 emotionally stressed:  

“We weren’t a threat we just wanted basic rights...to be given the 

opportunity to look after ourselves and better ourselves through working. 

We weren’t asking for it to be given to us…we had improved ourselves, 

mining had come a long way from the old day of the coal owner that run 

your life…it just didn’t make economic sense to shut a pit that’s mining 

coal and you can virtually give it away, because hospitals, schools are 

																																																													
685The	following	provides	a	comprehensive	insight	into	the	case:	Ananadi	Ramamurthy,	Black	Star	
Britain’s	Asian	Youth	movements	(London:	Pluto	Press,	2013),	the	title	to	the	chapter:	‘Self-Defence	is	
No	Offence,’	illuminates	the	new-founded	confidence	of	the	Asian	communities.		
686“Violence	hits	West	Yorkshire,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	July	13,	1981.		
687This	was	a	leading	trade	union	official,	at	the	time	he	was	a	young	lad	on	strike	and	involved	on	that	
fateful	day.	
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state run institutions were all inter-fund - Balanced Transfers. It wasn’t 

being imported, we always supported nurses and NHS if they had a 

dispute we supported anybody. So it didn’t seem that bad to keep people 

in work…it was a deep rooted thing that we wanted to leave it to the next 

generation, we didn’t want to destroy it or let it slip away. And it didn’t 

make economic sense.” 

The economic arguments of the Thatcherite revolution were simply couched in a 

language the miners did not understand. It was a language that promoted all those 

elements that they saw as the antithesis of their existence: corporatisation, greed, profit 

maximisation… Having said this, the mining industry had, over many years gone 

through radical change, even under Labour Governments there had been a contraction in 

the industry.688 Under Margaret Thatcher there was an acceleration in the pit closures, 

so when the strike came in March 1984, it “marked an escalation in the conflict rather 

than its origin; a strike had been inevitable since the first Thatcher Government took 

office.”689 

The miners had been economic realists and despite some mumblings of discontent they 

had acquiesced to the central diktats of the government and NCB.690 But the projected 

closure of Cortonwood pit in Yorkshire in March 1984, which was still seen as 

economically viable, was a transgression seen as totally unjustifiable to the mining 

community and contravened the central precept agreed by the Yorkshire area ballot in 

January 1981 that pits should not be closed on grounds other than exhaustion. The 

miners knew the government had been stockpiling coal reserves, they knew that the 

demand for coal would be reduced in the spring and summer, but other arguments 

superseded the economic and political mantras in pushing the miners over the brink. If 

the NCB could do this in the heart of Yorkshire, which was the vanguard of the mining 

industry, then all areas were at risk of being exploited and treated in such a ‘shameful’ 

																																																													
688Richards	highlights	that	between	1974	and	the	start	of	the	strike,	the	number	of	mines	in	Yorkshire	
fell	from	66	pits	to	53	and	the	workforce	was	reduced	from	64,400	to	53,900.	Andrew.	J.	Richards,	
Miners	on	Strike	(Oxford:	Berg,	1996),	87.	
689Jonathon	Winterton	and	Ruth	Winterton,	Coal,	Crisis	and	Conflict:	The	1984-85	Miners’	Strike	in	
Yorkshire	(Manchester:	Manchester	University	Press,	1989),	53.	
690In	1981,	the	government’s	submission	over	their	proposed	pit	closures	neutralised	a	threatened	
strike.	In	1981	Scargill	was	elected	President	of	the	NUM	and	adopted	a	more	strident	opposition	to	pit	
closures.	However,	pit	closures	still	continued	and	calls	for	strike	action	in	October	1982	and	March	
1983	were	rejected	by	the	membership.	
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manner. The NCB appeared to have broken the rules, they were playing a different 

game and they wanted to be the sole arbiter on the life or death of the pits. 

The term ‘shameful’ is not used lightly here. There were clear procedures to follow by 

both the NUM and NCB when it came to pit closures. These had been ignored by the 

latter. The manner in which it was conveyed was disrespectful. The Yorkshire Area 

NUM President, Jack Taylor, stated that the announcement of the closure at a regularly 

scheduled review meeting was not the correct forum for announcing pit closures, he 

complained: “we have been given four weeks’ notice of closure of the pit. It is 

diabolical.”691 So the mixture of abstract macroeconomic and political forces combined 

with a failure of mutual respect and lack of adherence to established procedure 

conspired to push the miners into the corner.  

For the Yorkshire miners, the closure of Cortonwood was yet again further confirmation 

that they were dealing with an employer that could not be trusted. They had been in 

repeated confrontations with management and recently the ban on overtime had further 

solidified the sense of mistrust running through their ranks.692 Strikes and stoppages 

were already in place even before Cortonwood was announced, other Yorkshire fields 

had seen a deterioration in industrial relations: Goldthorpe with a dispute over bonus 

earnings, Yorkshire Main dealing with unsafe working conditions and Askern over 

management proposals to downsize the number of fitters in the pit. Thus, by the time 

the Yorkshire Area of the NUM met on the 5th March where the call was made for a 

strike, the field was already in a state of turmoil. 

The sense of outrage that accompanied the onset of the strike served to reinforce a 

steely determination that was born out of survival from working miles underground in a 

warren of tunnels hidden with danger in every crevice. Now the natural dangers faced 

by the miners were replaced by the institutional dangers of a state using every resource 

at its disposal, intent on eliminating the threat posed by the miners to its Friedmanite 

economic mantra. At the same time, a governing political party seeking revenge for the 

defeat they had suffered back in 1972 and 1974 at the hands of the miners in the last 

national strike.  

																																																													
691Andrew.	J.	Richards,	Miners	on	Strike:	Class	Solidarity	and	Division	in	Britain	(Oxford:	Berg,	1996),	99.	
692Jonathon	Winterton	and	Ruth	Winterton,	Coal,	Crisis	and	Conflict:	The	1984-85	Miners’	Strike	in	
Yorkshire	(Manchester:	Manchester	University	Press,	1989),	65.	
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The centre of gravity of the dispute ebbed and flowed between the different mining 

areas. The Nottinghamshire field (Notts field) was symbolically held up by the 

government as the exemplar of anti-NUM machinations. Here were miners who wanted 

to go to work,693 who were breaking the strike and who were afforded the extensive 

protection of the substantial state resources invested in the dispute. Unable to break the 

stranglehold of police security operations protecting the Notts field, this forced attention 

on to other areas, one of which was Orgreave in South Yorkshire.694 As miner Paul 

Hopkinson said: “the usual pattern was that we would try and go into Notts but after a 

bit it became more difficult to get into Notts and we often turned round and came back 

and one of the places we picketed on the way back to our own area was Orgreave 

coking plant.”695 

4.3 What	Tradition?	
“In few modern communities is the past so living as in colliery districts. And perhaps in 

no other branch of contemporary society are present actions so deeply influenced by 

folk memories as they are among the Yorkshire miners. From this immense force of 

tradition come both the loyalties and the obstinacies that are at once the admiration and 

the despair of the outside world.”696  

Michael Clark from Pontefract697 said he had been to Orgreave for two weeks before 

being arrested on the 18th. Donald Goodfellow a miner in Doncaster698 went several 

times to Orgreave before he too was arrested. Gary Hargreaves of Rotherham699 saw 

people getting arrested but went time and again to the picket. Their contentious 

repertoire was born out of everyday experience,700 and the cataclysmic events of the 18th 

June were the culmination of a campaign stretching back to the 15th March when miner 
																																																													
693These	were	called	‘Scab’	workers.	
694Orgreave	was	a	major	British	Steel	Coking	Plant	that	supplied	steelworks,	in	particular	to	Scunthorpe.	
695Paul	Hopkinson,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	2,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	2/478.	Pickets	were	those	employees	
on	strike	who	assembled	at	their	employer’s	premises	to	stop	working	employees	from	entering	the	
work	premises.		
696J.R.L.	Anderson,	“Yorkshire	Miners,”	The	Manchester	Guardian,	August	26,	1958.		
697Michael	Clark,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	304/453.		
698Donald	Goodfellow,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	
of	Appeal	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	332/453.		
699Gary	Hargreaves,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	361/453.		
700Donatella	Della	Porta	and	Mario	Diani,	Social	Movements:	An	Introduction	(Oxford:	Blackwell,	2006),	
182.	
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David Jones was killed on a picket line at Ollerton Colliery.The miners did not need a 

repertoire of contention handed down over time through generations or over years, their 

repertoire of action was “finite, constrained in both time and space”701 to the bitter 

embrace of a strike that they felt was imposed on them and that they had no alternative 

other than to stand up for what they felt was a just cause – their survival. On all levels, 

they felt they were the victims, the voices of reaction facing down an onslaught from a 

state that invested all means at its disposal, both fair and foul. On a tactical level, they 

had been outmaneuvered, they had to react to the imposition of a police state in the 

Notts fields by falling back on Orgreave. The NCB wanted to encourage the miners to 

believe that the plant was important and they wanted to draw the miners into a set piece 

battle where they could be symbolically defeated. Ian MacGregor the Chairman of the 

National Coal Board condescendingly observed that Orgreave “mattered hardly a jot to 

us, beyond the fact that it kept him (the miners) away from Notts.”702  

4.4 Difficult	Beginnings	
Whilst the outbreak of the strike in March 1984 was the further escalation of a conflict 

that had been going on for years, the 18th June marked the denouement of the miners’ 

prowess as an industrial force.703 Already a few days earlier another fatality704 had 

disfigured the strike, the effect of which was to galvanise the miners into a more 

resolute demeanour that was seen on the 18th.705  

The 23rd May was the first day when convoys started to roll to and from Scunthorpe to 

Orgreave, one windscreen was smashed, there were 25 pickets.706 On the 24th, 400 

pickets had attempted to stop the convoys and 13 had been arrested, with 4 police 

injured.707 The 25th saw around 1,200 pickets with 7 arrests708 otherwise the 

																																																													
701Donatella	della	Porta,	Clandestine	Political	Violence	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	2013),	
17.		
702Ian	MacGregor,	The	Enemies	Within:	The	Story	of	the	Miners'	Strike,	1984-5	(London:	William	Collins,	
1986),	205.	
703The	sources	used	were	primarily	from	the	media	and	police.	These	two	sources	need	to	be	attached	
with	the	disclaimer	that	the	numbers	of	pickets	reported	by	these	were	often	on	the	high	side	and	the	
level	of	objectivity	of	both	the	right	and	left-wing	press	was	clearly	questionable.		
704Joe	Green	was	killed	at	a	picket	line	at	Ferrybridge	Power	Station	in	Yorkshire	on	the	15th	June.	Two	
days	earlier,	negotiations	between	the	NCB	and	NUM	had	collapsed,	see	“Pit	peace	talks	collapse,	
negotiations	collapse	despite	earlier	optimism,”	Sheffield	Morning	Telegraph,	June	14,	1984.		
705See	Isabel	O’Keefe	et	al.,	“Scargill	Hurt	in	Orgreave	Riot,”	The	Sheffield	Star,	June	18,	1984.			
706South	Yorkshire	Police	Authority,	Policing	the	Coal	Industry	Dispute	1984-85	in	South	Yorkshire,	
December	27,	1985,	SY727	(Sheffield	Archives),	7.	
707Ibid.,	7.	
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“atmosphere was calm and mostly good humoured.”709 Whilst on the 26th, with 800 

pickets there were 8 arrests and a handful of injuries to both police and pickets.710 The 

next day on the 27th May saw Arthur Scargill on the picket line, although he was 

knocked down and injured during one incident which he described as ugly, there were 

no arrests and few injuries reported.711 

Thousands of pickets had descended on Orgreave on the 29th May, long shield police 

officers and police horses were deployed for the first time after they alleged that they 

had been subjected to a prolonged barrage of missiles.	82 pickets were arrested with 104 

police injured.712 Sheffield Policewatch revealed a battle scenario that was to be 

repeated on the 18th.713  Miners were milling around from 7.30hrs with the police 

arrayed in their formations.714 The decision to use mounted police at 7.35, 7.40 and 

8.20hrs, at times even before the convoy had arrived, “unleashed the antagonism and 

resentment that was apparent in the hours and days that followed.”715 Before the horses 

were sent in, observers had not seen any missiles being thrown and panic ensued once 

the horses were sent in.716 Miners, frustrated at being hemmed in by the police threw 

smoke bombs and “all hell was let loose.”717 The Policewatch observers cautioned that 

the miners “were furious and shouted to the police: we’ll be back tomorrow, I’m sure 

																																																																																																																																																																																			
708Ibid.,	8.	
709J.	Tigwell	and	Cate	Cirkett,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	May	25,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).			
710South	Yorkshire	Police	Authority,	Policing	the	Coal	Industry	Dispute	1984-85	in	South	Yorkshire,	
December	27,	1985,	SY727	(Sheffield	Archives),	8.	
711John	Ardill,	“Scargill	takes	a	fall	and	puts	blame	on	the	police,”	The	Guardian,	May	28,	1984.	
712South	Yorkshire	Police	Authority,	Policing	the	Coal	Industry	Dispute	1984-85	in	South	Yorkshire,	
December	27,	1985,	SY727	(Sheffield	Archives),	8.	
713Policewatch	was	set	up	on	6/4/1984	by	the	Sheffield	Trades	Council	to	discuss	allegations	of	breaches	
of	civil	liberties	during	the	policing	of	the	miners’	dispute.	It	was	an	independent	body	of	volunteers	
including	academics,	clergymen,	students,	social	workers,	parents	etc.	It	attended	picket	lines	to	
observe	and	make	reports	about	what	they	saw	and	an	example	of	the	report	form	used	is	in	Appendix	
6.	The	body	reported	to	the	local	council,	gave	reports	to	the	media	and	interested	parties.	
714Janet	Kay	and	Carolyn	Spray,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	May	29,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).	
715Sheffield	Policewatch,	Report	no.4	June	1984,	SY704/V2/4	(Sheffield	Archives).		
716Jenny	Owen	and	Janet	McDermot,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	May	29,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).		
There	were	some	reports	that	the	afternoon	convoy	was	subject	to	missile	throwing	and	only	then	did	
the	police	react.		Martin	Walker	and	Susan	Miller,	The	iron	fist:	a	state	of	siege	vol	II.	A	report	to	the	
Yorkshire	area	NUM	(Spider	Web:	London,	1984),	46.	
717Ankie	Hoogevelt	and	Brigitte	Pemberton,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	May	29,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	
Archives).		
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increasing violence can be expected…”718 The manner of the arrests made was 

noticeable by their apparent brutality.719 

A Sunday Times team reported720 that the miners used cornfield fence stakes and ball 

bearings which suggested that they were prepared for the police actions. Police officers 

at the scene felt that the presence of Arthur Scargill had an incendiary effect, but by the 

time the violence had enveloped the site, Scargill was no longer present. A report by the 

Sheffield Policewatch emphasised that the use of riot police and horses provoked rather 

than quelled the violence.721 

The 31st May saw 2,000 at Orgreave: “pickets…took part in a ritual but comparatively 

good natured shove with police as the morning convoy left.”722 This was apparently 

unexpected723 because in the previous days the picket line was the scene of extensive 

violence. Attributing blame for the disorder for the previous days swayed back and forth 

between the constituents in the conflict.724 What was undeniable was that on the 30th 

May the smoke billowing from fires, barricades erected and the use of battering rams to 

break police lines were scenes reminiscent of Northern Ireland.725 Out of the 3,000 

pickets, 35 pickets were arrested, including Arthur Scargill, with 26 police being 

injured.726 Scargill’s arrest provoked ferocious clashes:727 “police in riot gear withstood 

																																																													
718Ibid.	
719Jim	Coulter,	Susan	Miller	and	Martin	Walker,	A	State	of	Siege:	Politics	and	Policing	of	the	Coalfields:	
Miners'	Strike	1984	(London:	Canary	Press,	1984).		
720Sunday	Times	Team,	Strike:	Thatcher,	Scargill	and	the	Miners	(London:	Andre	Deutsch	Ltd,	1985).	The	
newspaper	was	not	endeared	towards	the	NUM.	
721Sheffield	Policewatch,	Taking	liberties:	A	Sheffield	Policewatch	Report:	Policing	during	the	miners’	
strike	April-October	1984	(Sheffield	Archives	704/V3/1).	Margaret	Thatcher	the	following	day	said	that	
the	Orgreave	picketing	was	an	“attempt	to	substitute	the	rule	of	the	mob	for	the	rule	of	law.”	Margaret	
Thatcher,	“Remarks	on	Orgreave	picketing	‘attempt	to	substitute	the	rule	of	the	mob	for	the	rule	of	
law’”	(paper	presented	at	Banbury,	May	30,	1984).														
722Robert	Rae,	“Orgreave	tempers	cool,”	Sheffield	Morning	Telegraph,	June	1,	1984.	
723Michael	Morris,	“Orderly	retreat	at	coke	plant	surprises	police,”	The	Guardian,	June	1,	1984.	
724There	were	repeated	claims	that	‘outsiders’	were	responsible	for	the	violence.	These	agent	
provocateurs	were	present	but	certainly	not	in	the	numbers	alleged	by	the	police	or	media:	“Riots	led	by	
outsiders,”	The	Star,	May	31,	1984	and	“Outsiders	who	cause	trouble,”	Morning	Telegraph,	May	31,	
1984.	
725Michael	Morris,	“Orderly	retreat	at	coke	plant	surprises	police,”	The	Guardian,	June	1.	
726South	Yorkshire	Police	Authority,	Policing	the	Coal	Industry	Dispute	1984-85	in	South	Yorkshire,	
December	27,	1985.	SY727	(Sheffield	Archives),	9.	
727“Pickets	‘riot’	after	Scargill	is	arrested,”	The	Guardian,	May	31,	1984.	This	was	a	tactic	often	used	by	
the	British	in	Ireland,	India	and	Palestine,	such	that	by	decapitating	the	crowd’s	leadership	the	crowd	
would	then	disperse.	It	was	used	throughout	the	strike,	see	Jim	Coulter,	Susan	Miller	and	Martin	Walker,	
A	State	of	Siege:	Politics	and	Policing	of	the	Coalfields:	Miners'	Strike	1984	(London:	Canary	Press,	1984).	
In	the	case	of	the	miners	this	day,	it	merely	led	to	the	diffusion	of	the	violence	from	the	site	of	his	arrest	
to	the	picket	front	line.	
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an assault in which a Portakabin mobile office was carried several hundred yards to the 

approach road, turned on its side and set on fire. 3 telegraph poles were carried as 

battering rams and wire was strung at neck height between lamp posts in the path of a 

police horse charge. 2,000 police fought pitched battles with an estimated 3,000 

demonstrators.”728 

On the 1st June, police reported that 3,000 pickets unleashed a barrage of missiles on 

police inflicting multiple injuries on both police and pickets.729 There were reports that 

a miner had a fractured skull, whether that was from missiles or a police truncheon is 

unclear. The police officer in charge described one scene where six of his officers were 

isolated from their colleagues and were subject to a violent assault.730 Sheffield 

Policewatch observed that the police were from the South Yorkshire and Lancashire 

divisions.731 The 4th and 5th June were considered peaceful with only a handful of arrests 

and injuries.732 

On the 6th June, Bruce Wilson, Silverwood miner, prepared smoke bombs and spiked 

spuds733 to throw at the Orgreave convoy.734 Reports that day indicated ballbearings and 

paint stripper were thrown at the police.735 Police estimated there were 4,000 pickets 

and amidst the scuffles 23 pickets were arrested and 10 police injured.736 Already on the 

6th June observers remarked that Orgreave had settled into a ritual between pickets and 

police.737 One source put the encounter in more strident terms: “the savage beatings 

inflicted upon the miners and their supporters on 6th June provoked uproar and, if 

anything made most miners more determined than ever not to give in.”738 
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736South	Yorkshire	Police	Authority,	Policing	the	Coal	Industry	Dispute	1984-85	in	South	Yorkshire,	
December	27,	1985,	SY727	(Sheffield	Archives),	10.		
737Malcolm	Pithers,	“Paint	stripper	attack	on	picket	line,”	The	Guardian,	June	7,	1984.	
738Ken	Smith,	A	civil	war	without	guns:	20	years	on,	lessons	from	the	1984-85	miners’	strike	(London:	
Socialist	Publications,	2004),	66.	
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The following day, 7th June, thousands of miners marched in a mass lobby of Parliament 

in London. Fighting continued sporadically through the event when some reports noted 

there were over 120 arrests,739 a report in The Guardian noted: “the miners for their part 

were not slow to throw punches or missiles.”740 On the same day, 400 pickets were 

involved in disorder at Houghton Main Colliery near Barnsley, there was only 1 arrest, 

but 6 police were injured.741 

From the 8th to the 17th June, Orgreave was relatively quiet. Events away from Orgreave 

ensured that the latter was not the focal point of attention for violent conflictual 

contention.  

4.5 Irreconcilable	Forces	
“Having decided on the rule 41742 route to achieve a national stoppage of work, the 

NUM was bound, in the first instance, to rely on picketing to bounce recalcitrant areas 

into the strike,”743 and picketing lasted the duration of the strike. It meant therefore that 

the struggle would be won or lost on the picket line. So effective was the picketing in 

the first few weeks when Yorkshire pickets flooded into other areas and miners were 

refusing to cross picket lines across the country, that calling a national ballot was seen 

to be not necessary.744 It also meant that the police had to resort to more draconian 

measures to stem this tide, with the full acquiescence of the state machinery. These 

measures brought them onto a collision course with the miners who saw they had an 

inalienable right to picket. As Bernard Jackson, NUM President Wath Main branch 

pointed out: “there is no law in this country that determines how many pickets should be 

at any one place and there is no law against demonstrating.”745 At times, in Yorkshire, 

the police would not even give permission for an official picket of six miners to talk to 
																																																													
739Alex	Callinicos	and	Mike	Simmons,	The	Great	Strike	(London:	Socialist	Worker,	1985).	The	socialism	
these	sources	espoused	was	Trotskyism,	Callinicos	is	a	Professor	at	King’s	College,	London.		
740Patrick	Wintour,	“70	held	in	miners’	battle	at	commons,”	The	Guardian,	June	8,	1984.	
741South	Yorkshire	Police	Authority,	Policing	the	Coal	Industry	Dispute	1984-85	in	South	Yorkshire,	
December	27,	1985,	SY727	(Sheffield	Archives),	10.		
742This	gave	authority	to	local	areas	to	take	official	strike	action	if	authorised	by	the	national	executive	
committee,	see	Arthur	Scargill,	“We	could	surrender	-	or	stand	and	fight,”	The	Guardian,	March	7,	2009.	
743Mick	Clapham,	“The	1984-85	Miners’	Strike	and	British	Industrial	Relations”	(PhD.,	Bradford	
University,	1990),	48.	Rule	43	was	not	used	which	required	the	use	of	a	national	ballot	and	there	was	
the	fear	that	this	would	not	be	successful	as	previous	national	ballots	had	failed.	
744Jonathon	Winterton	and	Ruth	Winterton,	Coal,	Crisis	and	Conflict:	The	1984-85	Miners’	Strike	in	
Yorkshire	(Manchester:	Manchester	University	Press,	1989),	2.	By	mid-April	only	43	out	of	the	174	pits	
were	working,	see	Ian	Hernon,	Riot!	Civil	Insurrection	from	Peterloo	to	the	Present	Day	(London:	Pluto	
Press,	2006),	223.	
745Bernard	Jackson	and	Tony	Wardle,	The	Battle	for	Orgreave	(Brighton:	Vanson	Wardle,	1986),	21.	
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working miners.746 Once the strike started, the judiciary was a willing partner in the 

formulation and implementation of new laws that assailed picketing and the NUM from 

all sides.747 The miners once again saw themselves as the victims.	

The injustice faced, the resentment instilled and the hostility provoked as a result of the 

brutality experienced and dispensed on the picket line led to the inevitable diffusion of 

violence beyond the confines of the picket line. Already in the early stages of the strike, 

Sheffield Policewatch had “warned of the likelihood of escalating violence at Orgreave 

itself and also of the likelihood of reprisals against police forces in some mining 

villages where police tactics have been heavy-handed and provocative.”748  

4.6 Violence	Dispersed	
Prior to the start of pickets at Orgreave, the strike had been characterised by violent 

conflictual contention at pivotal geographical locations that symbolised the respective 

institutions in the strike. At the union offices in Barnsley, whilst awaiting the court’s 

decision on secondary picketing, hundreds of miners had gone to the offices to stop 

bailiffs arriving, there were 3 arrests and 7 police injured.749 This took place on the 19th 

March, only four days earlier local miner David Jones from Wakefield was killed on a 

picket line. According to Bernard Jackson, “this is when the strike really took a turn for 

the worst.”750 Whilst on the 27th and 28th March, 600 to 1200 pickets were outside the 

NCB Management Coal House in Doncaster, there were 12 and 22 arrests made 

respectively on the two days.751 Meanwhile on the 4th April, 10 were arrested when 170 

pickets assembled outside the Barnsley area Coalboard Office in Grimethorpe.752 

Similarly at the 12th April demonstration outside the NUM Executive Committee 

meeting in Sheffield, there were 55 arrests with 42 police injured.753 19th April at a mass 

meeting of 7,000 miners in Sheffield City Hall by the NUM saw minor disorder 

																																																													
746Mick	Clapham,	“The	1984-85	Miners’	Strike	and	British	Industrial	Relations”	(PhD.,	Bradford	
University,	1990),	49.	
747See	Peter	Joyce,	Politics	of	Protest:	Extra-Parliamentary	Politics	in	Britain	since	1970	(Gordonsville,	
VA,	USA:	Palgrave	Macmillan	Location,	2002),	71.	Also	Phil	Scraton,	“The	State	v	The	People:	An	
Introduction:	Blood	on	the	Coal,”	Journal	of	Law	and	Society	12/3	(1985):	251-266.		
748Sheffield	Policewatch,	Report	no.5	1984,	SY704/V2/5	(Sheffield	Archives).		
749South	Yorkshire	Police	Authority,	Policing	the	Coal	Industry	Dispute	1984-85	in	South	Yorkshire,	
December	27,	1985,	SY727	(Sheffield	Archives),	2.			
750Bernard	Jackson	and	Tony	Wardle,	The	Battle	for	Orgreave	(Brighton:	Vanson	Wardle,	1986),	24.		
751South	Yorkshire	Police	Authority,	Policing	the	Coal	Industry	Dispute	1984-85	in	South	Yorkshire,	
December	27,	1985,	SY727	(Sheffield	Archives),	3.	
752Ibid.,	4.		
753Ibid.,	4.		
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following the event.754 But it was the local communities that were witness to bitter 

violence. 

4.7 Maltby	
The picket line might have demarcated the opposing forces: the pickets and the police, 

but the more sinister and disconcerting were the violent clashes engulfing the mining 

communities, one of which was Maltby. The violence that disfigured Northern cities at 

that time was emblazoned on the front page of the Yorkshire Evening Post when 

reporting the events in Leeds that weekend before the 18th June: “Attacks and knifing in 

weekend of violence”755 which reported several attacks in the city, yet not one was 

related to the miners’ strike. But the violence attached to the strike was never far away; 

in the small mining town of Maltby, a few miles East of Rotherham, close to Orgreave, 

that weekend had been abrasive.  

The	sustained confrontations at Orgreave were inextricably linked to the events at 

Maltby.756 Clearly the festering wound that was Orgreave was impacting on local 

communities and both were feeding off the injustice of the other.757 Significant 

confrontations took place in Maltby over the weekends starting the 8th and 15th of June. 

After disturbances outside the Caledonian Pub led to arrests, a defence solicitor 

observed: “a great number of people in the village were incensed by the actions of the 

previous weekend. They felt that the police had been heavy-handed. They felt that the 

police had arrested people without justification. They felt that the police were abusing 

their powers and had assaulted people during the unnecessary arrests.”758 Such 

grievances eerily resonated around the miners on the Orgreave picket line and 

undoubtedly they fuelled the confrontation taking place in the fields of Orgreave.759 

Tension was riding high: “distrust between police and miners followed picketing at 

																																																													
754South	Yorkshire	Police	Authority,	Policing	the	Coal	Industry	Dispute	1984-85	in	South	Yorkshire,	
December	27,	1985,	SY727	(Sheffield	Archives),	6.		
755“Attacks	and	knifing	in	weekend	of	violence,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	June	18,	1984.	
756A	point	made	by	a	Maltby	NUM	Branch	Official	reported	in:	David	Waddington,	“Maltby:	A	Study	in	
Community	Resistance”	(paper	presented	at	the	first	coal	and	community	conference,	Sheffield,	March	
7-9,	1986,	Sheffield	Archives	SY733/V1/2),	5.	
757Paul	Brown,	“Tensions	of	pit	strike	blamed	for	riot,”	The	Guardian,	June	18,	1984.	
758David	Waddington,	“Maltby:	A	Study	in	Community	Resistance”	(paper	presented	at	the	first	coal	and	
community	conference,	Sheffield,	March	7-9,	1986,	Sheffield	archives	SY733/V1/2),	6.	
759The	disputed	events	of	the	8th	were	seen	to	be	the	sparks	leading	to	the	15th,	Mark	Hanna	and	John	
Steele,	“Mayhem	in	streets	of	mining	town,”	Sheffield	Morning	Telegraph,	June	18,	1984.		
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Orgreave coking plant and last week’s events was rampant in the pit village.”760 Fears 

of an impending curfew being imposed in the town and allegations of riot police and 

outside police forces being deployed only added oil to the fire on the 15th. It erupted 

when youths gathered outside the police station and started throwing stones at the 

building. Two officers were cornered and only just escaped. Other buildings were 

attacked and later another 100 youths descended on the police station again throwing 

missiles. In another incident, as the police approached the main crossroads in the town, 

several youths	“raced forward and threw punches at the policemen, the fight turned into 

a free-for-all as the police descended on the 300 strong crowd.”761 There were 29 

arrests.762 

Chief Superintendent John Nesbitt who had previously arrested Scargill at the Orgreave 

picket line was punched in the face, his nose was broken. His assailant was unemployed 

Lee Harris, a 17-year-old youth.763 The recurrent claims by the miners that ‘outsiders’ 

were responsible for the violence was vindicated to some extent that June weekend 

when there were claims that groups of skinheads had been instrumental in bringing 

chaos.764 The fact that those skinheads lived in nearby community’s dependent on the 

mining industry is stating the obvious.  

On the Queen’s Corner crossroads in Maltby, the crowds congregating there and outside 

the police station that weekend were youths, miners, men, women, all unified in their 

singular hatred of the police. David Waddington talks of “community resistance,”765 

when it was felt the injustice of police action was seen to be so flagrant. Community 

resistance was founded on a defiance that etched itself in the Yorkshire faces on the 

picket lines and communities facing an uncertain future. As for the police, they had lost 

all forms of legitimacy in the communities. The communities did not express their 

claims in grandiose statements or the promulgation of sacrosanct human rights. To 

them, actions spoke louder than words, after all they felt no one was listening. And 

when they did speak, the freedom of movement, assembly and speech were reduced to 
																																																													
760Helen	Hague,	“Two	nights	of	terror	as	tension	rose,”	The	Doncaster	Star,	June	18,	1984.	
761Geoff	Kemp,	“I	saw	the	battle	of	town’s	crossroad,”	The	Doncaster	Star,	June	18,	1984.	
762Kath	Finlay	and	Helen	Hague,	“20	in	court	after	pit	village	battles,”	The	Sheffield	Star,	June	18,	1984.	
763Kath	Finlay,	“Youth	charged	with	attack	in	riot,”	The	Sheffield	Star,	June	19,	1984.		
764“Maltby	Violence:	Outsiders	and	Police	Accused,”	Yorkshire	Miner	Strike	Issue	2,	June	1984.	The	paper	
was	issued	monthly	and	was	one	of	the	few	media	representations	endorsing	the	actions	of	the	miners.	
765This	draws	upon	the	work	of	Reicher	and	his	work	connected	to	the	St	Pauls’	Riots	in	Bristol.	Steve	
Reicher,	“The	St	Pauls’	riot:	an	explanation	of	the	limits	of	crowd	action	in	terms	of	a	social	identity	
model,”	European	Journal	of	Social	Psychology	14	(1984):	1-21.	
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the eloquence of the street, a Maltby miner exasperated said: “Bugger it, if we want to 

be out on the streets at midnight, we’ll be there!”766 There were hundreds on the streets 

to prove the point. 

All the features endemic to the fields of Orgreave on the 18th were laid bare on the 

streets of Maltby: a defence of territory where the police were seen as an army of 

occupation, where localism bred suspicion of the ‘other’ in whatever shape or form. 

Even where a grievance did not prevail, to infringe on the inner sanctum of the mining 

communities was seen as an incursion. Their solidarity had carried them through 

adverse conditions in the past767 and this had built in them an insular character768 that 

looked inwards to a defence of their community and to their industry.769 Now the assault 

from authority during the strike only reinforced and reinvigorated that insularity. 

4.8 My	Law	
Looking inwards and turning their backs on the outside fixed in the communities a 

sense of order that found sanctuary in observance of its by-laws and standards that 

dominated all others, even if this meant contravening the law of the land. Nowhere was 

this more unequivocal as when the Yorkshire miners drove into the Notts coalfield on 

the 14th March in defiance of a high court injunction that had been granted earlier in the 

day to the NCB.770 The outcome was to see Yorkshire and Notts miners first trading 

insults then punches outside Ollerton Colliery. 

This independence of mind was born out in the language of the streets. Their industry 

was faced with decimation, they were maligned from all quarters, but they still had the 

resolute belief in the virtues of their cause. They understood very well that the closure 

of the pits was a death knell for them and their communities. This was the impending 

																																																													
766David	Waddington,	“Maltby:	A	Study	in	Community	Resistance”	(paper	presented	at	the	first	coal	and	
community	conference,	Sheffield,	March	7-9,	1986,	Sheffield	Archives	SY733/V1/2),	7.	
767For	example,	in	August	1935,	10	were	killed	at	South	Kirkby	Colliery.	In	July	1912,	explosions	at	
Cadeby	main	colliery	killed	88	miners.		
768See	Andrew.	J.	Richards,	Miners	on	Strike:	Class	Solidarity	and	Division	in	Britain	(Oxford:	Berg,	1996).	
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769An	evocative	portrayal	of	the	community	spirit	in	Pontefract	in	the	old	West	Riding	of	Yorkshire	is	to	
be	found	in	Norman	Dennis,	Fernando	Henriques	and	Cliff	Slaughter,	Coal	is	our	life:	an	analysis	of	a	
Yorkshire	mining	community	(London:	Tavistock,	1969).	
770Patrick	Wintour,	“Defiant	miners	keep	up	picket	of	Notts	pits,”	The	Guardian,	March	15,	1984.	
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future faced by many miners. Place this trepidation alongside the sense of injustice 

arising from an employer that had disregarded established procedures and started to 

treat miners with impunity, and by a state obsessed with the irrational eradication of the 

NUM,771 then for many of the miners this left them with no alternative but to react. 

Retribution was the order of the day that 15th June in Maltby. Retribution for the 

previous weekend. Retribution for the impotence felt on the picket lines at Orgreave. 

Retribution for the ills wrought by a police force that “seemed to have forsaken any 

pretence of acting within a legally defined and publicly accountable framework.”772 

Retribution for the arrest of Scargill making Nesbitt a legitimate target for all and 

sundry.773 Align this with a “powerful sense of being wronged, a stubborn refusal to be 

‘pushed around,’ and a dogged adherence to a vision of the market wholly at odds with 

that of the government”774 and a religiosity of conviction evolved. Such a conviction 

was founded on a sense of history that few groups in society could muster. 

4.9 Orgreave,	18th	June,	1984	–	Case	Study	
The miners’ strike had been going on for 99 days.775  

There was clearly a strategic intent on part of the miners’ leadership to try and stop 

deliveries to Orgreave. Saltley Gate was clearly set in their minds, and the idea was to 

use the confrontation at Orgreave as a catalyst to get workers, also in related industries 

to down tools in sympathy and thus paralyse the economy.776 
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NUM President Arthur Scargill, who had been the architect of Saltley Gate, called for 

mass picketing777 on the 18th. This was communicated via the media and mass meetings, 

for example the Wakefield Miners’ Gala held in the weekend preceding the 18th.778 

However, the strategic dynamics and the nature of the beast that the miners faced was 

markedly different to that of previous industrial confrontations and whilst the state had 

learnt from history, the miners had not. 

4.9.1 Topography		

There were five key operational areas on the 18th June. Firstly, the Orgreave village area 

around the junction of Highfield Lane and Orgreave Lane to the South of the coking 

plant. Moving northwards towards the plant was via a railway bridge over an 

embankment opening out on to fields. Bordered on one side by the continuation of 

Highfield Lane and on the other by the disused Orgreave Colliery, this area was called 

‘topside.’ There was a cornfield on a gentle incline going down towards the plant. On 

all sides of this field on that summer’s day were police dog and/or horse units and the 

only point of access for the miners was via the railway bridge. The topside “was like 

two different places,”779 with the road itself and the field making it difficult for any one 

miner to have a panoramic view of the whole area. Moving towards the plant, there was 

a phalanx of police lined up to stop any movement of the pickets to the plant from the 

topside. Opposite the plant was a disused building that was being used as the police HQ, 

surrounded by a police vehicle compound. In front of which was the middle compound 

or what the miners called the ‘sheep pen,’780 opposite the main gates. Next to this was 

the Orkot Works and the coke plant itself. Behind this was the River Rother, crossed by 

another railway bridge and a derelict bridge that allowed access via the disused colliery, 

the former opened out on to Treeton Lane. To the north of the police HQ following 
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of	Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	30/478.	
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Highfield Lane the road comes to a junction with Poplar Way, on the corner of which 

was a recreation ground called ‘bottomside.’ If the road is followed further, then this 

goes towards the village of Catcliffe. If one turned left along Poplar Way this would 

take you to the main motorway and the Sheffield Parkway. 

The topography and the deployment of police forces resulted in the miners being 

corralled in the three holding areas: topside, sheep pen and bottomside. All three areas 

were the scene of confrontations on the 18th, but the events on topside received the most 

media attention.781 The topside saw the greatest concentration of pickets, the reason 

being according to Gary Hargreaves, a miner at Orgreave, was that on the bottomside 

the pickets were penned in, which they did not like, as opposed to the topside where 

there was more freedom of movement.782 But the miners had lost the strategic initiative 

as soon as they stepped on those fields.  

Assistant Chief Constable (ACC)	Clement in charge of operations claimed there were 

many thousands of miners, culminating in at least 8,000 in the village later that day.783 

This is disputed by many of the miners. By the time Roy Aldridge, one of the pickets, 

got to the topside at 08.30hrs he estimated that there were around 2,000 pickets.784 

Facing the miners were approximately 4,600 police officers on both the topside, sheep 

pen and bottomside, including 181 Police Support Units (PSU)785 as well as 50 police 

horses and 58 police dogs.786 

A plan was drawn up with a three-pronged attack on the plant. There were to be 

synchronised operations on the topside, behind the plant and bottomside to take place at 

the same time in order to stretch the police resources. However, the coordination of such 
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operations failed to materialise, despite having radio equipment the management and 

direction of such large numbers proved problematical.787 Not only was there lack of 

coordination within the leadership but also between the leadership and those in the front 

line as the latter were oblivious to the proposed concerted actions.  

4.9.2 Arrival	at	the	Coke	Plant		

Several reports indicated that the miners had found no hinderance from the police in 

reaching Orgreave. Many were in fact escorted by the police on to the fields, brought 

from the motorway and directed en masse to the topfield area above the coking plant. 

Otherwise many parked up in the vicinity of the Asda hypermarket or along Highfield 

Lane. A BBC report	quoted Chris Skidmore a young miner at the time, who stated it 

was “an unusual day because usually the police would try and stop people heading to 

the picket. But that day they were happy to wave everybody through and even showed 

them where to park.”788 Hundreds had come by coach and parked up in Sheffield centre 

setting off by foot. Stretches of Sheffield Parkway had to be closed as the miners 

marched to Orgreave.789 Actually getting to the picket was usually an adventure itself so 

that primary targets were accompanied by secondary fall-back targets, which often 

turned out to be the real target when the police imposed border controls on all access 

roads into Nottinghamshire. However, for some of those turning up that morning for 

picket duty, they did not know that Orgreave would be the target.790 Getting to the 

picket line in the first place was a success in itself, as Source O2 pointed out: “the first 

objective was to get to the picket line; the second was to be an effective picket.” 

A constant build-up of pickets continued through the early hours. The first miners had 

started arriving in large numbers from 06.00hrs791 but the first encounters were played 

out before that.  

																																																													
787David	Douglass,	Ghost	Dancers;	The	Miners’	Last	Generation	(Hastings:	Christie	Books,	2010),	84.		
788Chris	Skidmore,	interview	by	Nick	Taver,	Battle	of	Orgreave:	Miners	and	police	remember,	BBC	News,	
November	14,	2013.	
789Geoff	Kemp	and	Steve	Wright,	“Battle	Rages	at	Orgreave,”	The	Doncaster	Star,	June	18,	1984.	The	
subheading	of	the	article	was	“Traffic	Chaos	as	miners	close	Parkway.”	
790Blezard	made	the	point	that	it	was	normal	for	people	not	to	know	where	they	were	going	until	just	
before	they	departed	as	they	thought	their	phones	were	being	tapped.	Neil	Blezard,	Defendant’s	
Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	
Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	41/453.	
791“They	won’t	beat	us	back,”	Militant,	June	22,	1984.	A	newspaper	connected	to	the	Socialist	Workers	
Party.	
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4.9.3 First	Contact	

According to South Yorkshire Police, the first reports of the impending trouble came at 

03.00hrs when 50 demonstrators began dismantling a wall of the plant and throwing the 

stones into the works area.792 Police numbers were insufficient to impose any control on 

the situation or the movement of pickets.793 Even before the picket lines had formed and 

surged against the police lines, miners had broken into the plant.794  

Dave Douglass, the leader of the contingent responsible for entering the plant notes the 

“aim was to take the plant while the comrades at the top and bottom gates sealed the 

roads and acted as a massive decoy.”795 The miners were in such numbers and had 

caught the police by surprise that they gained access to the plant unhindered and were 

on the threshold of taking over the plant.796 David Denton had got to the area before 

07.00hrs behind the coking plant where he observed that “some people were letting 

coke out of the bottom railway wagons.”797 Having observed the same actions, Karl 

Whysall left the plant and walked along Treeton Lane where he saw a porter cabin lying 

on its side and a compressor burning.798 When Walter Riley got to the Bottomside on 

the railway bridge behind the coke plant around 07.00hrs there were already six or 

seven rows of pickets, in front of a police line, behind which he could see miners being 

treated for their injuries.799 But as Douglass points out the miners were not soldiers. 

They might have tipped their hats in deference to the collective solidarity of the miners, 

but in the end, they were individuals and they were a law unto themselves. If they did 

not want to do something they would not. And being in that environment where they 

had unfettered access to the plant and the freedom to cause havoc they instead held back 

																																																													
792South	Yorkshire	Police	Authority,	Policing	the	Coal	Industry	Dispute	1984-85	in	South	Yorkshire,	
December	27,	1985,	SY727	(Sheffield	Archives),	11.	
793Walter	Riley,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	187/453.	
794Malcolm	Pithers,	“Plant’s	battle	of	bricks	and	truncheons,”	The	Guardian,	June	19,	1984.	
795David	Douglass,	Ghost	Dancers;	The	Miners’	Last	Generation	(Hastings:	Christie	Books,	2010),	84.	
796John	Tunney,	“Pit	War,”	Sheffield	Morning	Telegraph,	June	19,	1984.	Karl	Whysall	estimated	there	
were	3-400	miners	in	the	cold	stocking	ground	of	the	plant.	Karl	Whysall,	Defendant’s	Statement,	
Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	2,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	
Justice	Campaign),	pdf	354/478.			
797David	Denton,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	68/453.	
798Karl	Whysall,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	2,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	355/478.	
799Walter	Riley,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	186/453.	
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and the damage they inflicted was minimal according to Douglass.800 They wanted to be 

with their mates on the picket line confronting the lines of police, they did not want to 

be vandals, there was no honour in smashing up machine plant. After all, if they 

destroyed the machinery it might just have an adverse effect on the steel workers in the 

plant who were still working to ensure the safety and maintenance of the plant. It would 

also mean that a key customer for the mining industry would reduce their demand for 

coal in the event of a return to work by the miners. When the police came with dogs and 

“they pushed the people back towards the edge of the river and towards the railway 

bridge, there were some scuffles…”801 

ACC Clement had seen hundreds of pickets at approximately 07.20hrs802 blocking 

Highfield Lane just below the bottom entrance. Within 30 minutes they had been 

kettled803 into the middle holding area opposite the Orkot Works. 

4.9.4 The	Picket	

Whether being an effective picket meant the use of violence was foremost in their minds 

is difficult to ascertain. As with many involved in violent incidents they are reluctant to 

openly admit they went there for the violence. Miner Gary Hargreaves pointed out 

“when I go to picket I know there might be trouble sometimes, but the large mass of 

people who go don’t go to cause trouble.”804 Although Source O1805 openly admitted 

the intention was to use violence but whether this was in the form of self-defence or an 

initiated assault was not made explicit, even after the passage of time. The intent of 

causing violence of course was not a collective emotion. Bernard Jackson felt that with 

the number of pickets available “we could have pushed them back to bloody Rotherham 

																																																													
800There	was	damage	to	pumps	and	railways.	See	Cabinet	Office	Files,	Ministerial	Group	on	Coal	20th	
Meeting,	18.6.1984	at	16.15	Ref	CAB	130/1268	(Kew:	National	Archives,	January	3,	2014),	64.		
801Gary	Hargreaves,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	363/453.	
802Anthony	Clement,	Witness	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	18	June,	1984	(Orgreave	Truth	and	
Justice	Campaign),	pdf	5/32.		
803This	is	the	modern-day	term	used	to	describe	the	containment	of	crowds	by	the	police.	It	has	been	
and	still	is	a	controversial	tactic,	the	subject	of	numerous	court	cases	and	critique,	see	the	article	by	
leading	Barrister,	Michael	Mansfield,	“Our	right	to	protest	is	under	attack,”	The	Guardian,	May	1,	2012.		
804Gary	Hargreaves,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	362/453.	
805Another	trade	union	official	active	during	the	strike	and	present	on	the	18th	at	Orgreave.	
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if we’d been intent on violence.”806 However, given the context of the strike and events 

leading up to the 18th, the fact that some form of violence was expected was always at 

the back of their minds, as source O2 remarked: “he was surprised that there were not 

more injuries on the picket lines.”  

Yet what is shocking about Orgreave is the innocent references to gratuitous violence 

that in other contexts would be seen as outrageous. When asked about whether or not he 

expected violence at Orgreave that day Source O2’s reply was: “no I expected the 

normal, the riot police stamping the shield or the riot shield to come down on the 

tongs807…I expected the normal, a gap would open up and a fist would come through, 

that was the norm.” The sense of injustice one would associate with unprovoked police 

attacks is clearly not apparent here. The violence had become a natural part of existence 

on the picket line so that when that fist came through there was very little the miner in 

the front shoving against the police wall could do. They could not run, they could not 

make an official complaint, they could only face the violence literally and try to give 

back as good as they got.  

Source O2 alleged that on the picket lines were troublemakers from some left- 

wing/anarchist organisations determined to provoke violence. Certainly, as the pickets 

were aware of the impending arrival of the lorries and the movement towards the police 

lines and the pushing started, objects were thrown from the miners. The only problem 

was, as Source O2 pointed out: “they were hurling stuff from back,	probably hurt just as 

many of our lads as what they did police.	The coppers had got their body armour but we 

hadn’t. There were some there who were just there for the aggro, but I don’t think they 

were mineworkers.” Waddington makes the point that the stone throwing was largely a 

“defensive measure, both an attempt to defend the right to picket which they felt had 

been taken away from them, and a defence against punitive action by the police.”808 

Whether they were or not, when those missiles were thrown, the initiative and perhaps 

legitimacy for action moved to the police. Stone throwing is the resource of the 

powerless and stones, bottles and coins did arch over the front lines into the lines of 

police. Throughout the day, the intensity of this increased dramatically, largely in 
																																																													
806Bernard	Jackson	and	Tony	Wardle,	The	Battle	for	Orgreave	(Brighton:	Vanson	Wardle,	1986),	34.	
Bernard	Jackson	was	President	of	the	Wath	Main	branch	of	the	NUM	present	that	day,	he	was	arrested	
by	the	police	and	his	book	gives	a	firsthand	account	of	the	day’s	developments	and	subsequent	events.	
807Toes.	
808David	Waddington,	Karen	Jones	and	Chas	Critcher,	Flashpoints:	Studies	in	Public	Disorder	(London:	
Routledge,	1989),	90.	
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response to what the miners perceived as the unwarranted use of excessive violence by 

the police. The deluge that was described in the police testimony during the subsequent 

court proceedings, especially during the early stages of the confrontation was 

undoubtedly exaggerated.809 But it is undeniable that the police ranks did suffer injuries 

from objects being thrown and they were thrown before the first convoy arrived. 

What was thrown varied from the ridiculous to the outright dangerous. Kila Millidine 

and Howard Upton of the Policewatch observed between 07.20 and 07.40hrs “about 15 

missiles were thrown: apples, eggs, oranges and one milk bottle which fell short, 

smashing on the road in front of the police lines.”810 The sight of these food products 

which also included potatoes arching over into the police lines provoked laughter 

amongst the miners.811 Alan Briscoe a local picket, who arrived in the topfield by 

07.30hrs noted that there were a “few in the crowd lobbing bricks…from the middle of 

the field.”812 Even though some of the missiles included food produce, this was a public 

disorder offence.813 Interestingly, the two observers took note that once the objects had 

been thrown the atmosphere was very relaxed in the midst of the morning sun. It was as 

though the miners wanted to show their symbolic defiance without escalating the 

confrontation. However, William Morrison standing in the front line of the pickets 

noted that after a bottle was thrown and landed between two policemen “they opened 

their ranks and the riot shields came out.”814 At 07.50hrs around 200 police with 

shields815 were deployed in front of the existing police lines, Paul Wilkinson, a Barnsley 

miner, interpreted their action as “throwing a challenge out to us.”816 

																																																													
809Gareth	Pierce,	“How	they	rewrote	the	law	at	Orgreave,”	The	Guardian,	August	12,	1985.	
810Kila	Millidine	and	Howard	Upton,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	June	18,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).		
811Paul	Wilkinson,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	444/453.	
812Alan	Briscoe,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	51/453.	This	was	supported	by	
another	miner:	Craig	Wood,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	2,	Counsel	Bundle,	
Court	of	Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	455/478.	
813The	extent	of	the	disorder	before	the	first	convoy	arrived	is	contested.	Waddington	and	Critcher	make	
the	point	that	there	was	little	evidence	of	stone	throwing	before	the	first	police	advance.	David	
Waddington	and	Chas	Critcher,	“Policing	Pit	Closures,	1984-1992,”	in	Patterns	of	Provocation,	ed.	
Richard	Bessel	and	Clive	Emsley	(Oxford:	Berghahn,	2000),	108.	Miner	Bruce	Wilson	referred	to	in	
section	4.4	notes	the	throwing	of	potatoes	in	a	previous	encounter.	Obviously,	there	is	a	question	of	
semantics	as	to	what	was	thrown.		
814William	Morrison,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	156/453.	
815Kila	Millidine	and	Howard	Upton,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	June	18,	1984	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives)	refer	
to	these	as	“Zulus.”	Christopher	Wilkinson	was	one	of	the	first	to	be	arrested	and	he	estimated	that	the	
shields	had	already	been	brought	out	around	07.35.	See:	Author	Unknown,	Number	18,	Notes	on	
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Standing on the picket line, day after day, in all weathers with long periods of boredom 

interspersed with sharp encounters when the coal deliveries approached or left must 

have been an opportunity for self-reflection. It allowed them to contemplate their 

position in society vis-à-vis other groups and the sense of illegitimate inequality was 

clearly percolating in the psyche of those present. Source O2 reminisced that “when 

you’re on the picket line and where there is that tension and you are tret like second 

class citizens, you start to feel a bit like hang on a minute there’s other people who get 

tret like this everyday…we were out of our comfort zone our little world and you see 

the rest of the world …we got some lads who never went back t’ pit [sic] …you got 

some lads who were just broken...it destroyed people’s lives.”  

The nonchalant manner in which miners described some of the events is illuminating. 

Source O2 for example said he “got to Orgreave and parked at the top of the hill over 

the bridge in the estate, walked down the hill, lined up and had a push and a shove.” 

That push and a shove was the picket line moving towards the coal deliveries, in this 

case lorry drivers bringing coke into the plant. It was a natural act that the miner felt he 

had an ordained right to both picket and express his discontent at those scab workers 

threatening his very existence. The expression of that discontent was in a multitude of 

forms, by simply being present, sometimes being allowed to talk to the scab and if not 

given the opportunity, having to resort to shouting expletives and/or pushing en masse 

towards the offender. At times this would last no more than a few seconds or minutes, 

but it was the moral imperative held by the miners that they felt they had the right to be 

there picketing. Douglass points out that: “secondary picketing was only an offence 

under the Employment Act, 1980, if you were not picketing your own place of work. 

We were employed by the NCB. It was a single employer. We weren’t employed by a 

pit, so we regarded all the premises of the NCB as our place of work.”817  

There was a ritualistic element to the picketing, as Source O2 stressed: “every picket 

line that I was on we were in that face-to-face confrontation, you could tell when the 

																																																																																																																																																																																			
Orgreave,	June	18,	1984,	Sheffield	Crown	Court	1985	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	11/20.	
Although	Michael	Burchall	contends	that	the	police	“riot	boys”	arrived	at	07.15.	Michael	Burchall,	
Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	Appeal,	January	1991	
(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	59/453.	
816Paul	Wilkinson,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	444/453.	
817David	Douglass,	Ghost	Dancers;	The	Miners’	Last	Generation	(Hastings:	Christie	Books,	2010),	51.	
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scabs818 would come, the coppers would come out, line up…Nobody knew when the 

wagons were due, everybody just seemed to congregate spread out around the field then 

all of a sudden made their way to the front…we just did the usual thing or thought what 

was the usual thing, just line up and push and shove.” But the ritual of the ‘push’ at 

Orgreave, as probably with all picket lines, was according to Bernard Jackson always 

when the lorries were entering or exiting the plant.819 The first shove came at around 

8.00hrs when the first lorries arrived.  

When he went to the picket line, the miners had a bagful of grievances weighing him 

down, Source O2 stressed: “my grievances were quite simple, I wanted to be given, 

allowed to have the promises I was given in ’82 which was a job for life, to retain my 

job, my dignity, my community. Castleford had 5 pits, that’s all there was really, 

they’ve all gone now. We’ve got redeveloped sites now that are retail parks, a ski 

slope...that’s what I were fighting against, I was fighting to preserve a way of life.” The 

grievances, notably violated principles in the form of broken promises were heavy 

burdens brought by the miners to those picket lines. With that there was the 

overwhelming sense of injustice that you could sense in the raw nerve when the issue 

was brought up with Source O2. After all he felt that they had been betrayed and he 

noted there “were gonna be a battle to the death, and Orgreave just proved it.” 

4.9.5 First	Convoy820	

A police spokesman at the time early in the morning said: “a number of pickets are 

running through the plant and police are trying to get them out.”821 The police, having 

realised the exposure of the plant sent officers inside the plant but not in any significant 

numbers. Some miners had come prepared like Paul Burke, a miner from Silverwood 

who had donned a helmet and come all “geared up” carrying a stick.822 The police, 

rather than confronting those in the plant “simply tried to shunt pickets away from the 

																																																													
818These	were	the	coal	delivery	drivers	seen	as	breaking	the	strike.	
819Bernard	Jackson,	Bernard	Jackson	and	Tony	Wardle,	The	Battle	for	Orgreave	(Brighton:	Vanson	
Wardle,	1986),	33.	
820From	their	position	on	the	topside,	the	miners	could	see	the	approach	of	the	convoy	along	the	
Parkway	onto	Poplar	Way	and	then	right	to	the	coking	plant.	
821Geoff	Kemp	and	Steve	Wright,	“Battle	Rages	at	Orgreave,”	The	Doncaster	Star,	June	18,	1984.	
822Brian	Elliott,	Yorkshire’s	Flying	Pickets	in	the	1984-85	Miners’	Strike.	Based	on	the	diary	of	Silverwood	
miner	Bruce	Wilson	(Barnsley:	Wharncliffe	Books,	2004),	72.		
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plant.”823 But the token appearance of the police, did however, hasten the exit from the 

plant of more miners to try and join the main picket lines.  

By the time the police returned in large enough numbers, the majority of miners had in 

fact drifted out of the plant to be where most of the miners were in the bottom field on 

the picket line. It was the collective identity that overtook any other consideration, all 

forms of grievance were rescinded, at least temporarily by that group of miners so that 

they could be with their colleagues, in their numbers and on the right side of the picket 

lines. When trying to join the throngs on the picket line at the bottom field they did 

encounter a small group of police officers assembling behind the pickets at the bottom 

gate, their intention being to attack the pickets from the rear. However, as Douglass 

describes: “with a roar, they fell upon the scattered cops and for once, the forces of law 

and order scattered, fell and took a merciless kicking.”824 In an attempt to delay or 

contain the coke convoy, miners had torn down lamp posts and took blocks of stone 

from a nearby wall.825  

The first convoy826 delayed for half an hour on the Sheffield Parkway eventually arrived 

at approximately 08.00hrs.827 

The convoy had to run the gauntlet from Poplar Way along Highfield Lane to the plant. 

The sight of the convoy sweeping headlong into the plant without any union 

representative being given the opportunity to consult with the scab drivers was certainly 

perceived as being illegitimate. The deprivation of this right by the police only served to 

incense the pickets, many of whom, like Alan Briscoe, felt that this led inexorably to 

things “boiling over into the kind of thing you see at Orgreave and that’s why people 

push at the police lines.”828 

																																																													
823Alex	Callinicos	and	Mike	Simmons,	The	Great	Strike:	Miners’	Strike	of	1984-85	and	its	Lessons	
(London:	Socialist	Worker	Bookmarks,	1985),	111.	
824David	Douglass,	Ghost	Dancers;	The	Miners’	Last	Generation	(Hastings:	Christie	Books,	2010),	85.	
825Isabel	O’Keefe,	“Bloodiest	Battle	Yet	In	100	Days	Pit	War,”	The	Doncaster	Star,	June	19,	1984.	She	
mentions	that	the	pickets	removed	a	barricade	to	allow	an	ambulance	through,	the	police	then	took	
control.		
82638	lorries	were	in	the	first	convoy.	South	Yorkshire	Police	Authority,	Policing	the	Coal	Industry	Dispute	
1984-85	in	South	Yorkshire,	December	27,1985,	SY727	(Sheffield	Archives),	11.	
827Bernard	Jackson	and	Tony	Wardle,	The	Battle	for	Orgreave	(Brighton:	Vanson	Wardle,	1986),	2.		
828Alan	Briscoe,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	49/453.	
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On this bottomside, there was a “pitched battle.”829 The police had pushed the pickets 

along Orgreave Road towards Catcliffe where they were penned in the playing field. “A 

lot of pickets were scattering and the people who were throwing the stones were still at 

the back of the pickets. As far as we could see all the stone throwing seemed to be 

coming from the river side of Orgreave road that is the side of the coking plant.”830 

As for those 2-300 pickets in the sheep pen, they could only throw verbal invectives 

against the scab lorry drivers as they passed by. Meanwhile, when the convoy was seen 

turning off into Poplar Way the pickets on the topside “ran or trotted downhill and into 

the police lines.”831 

The first shove took place accompanied by chants of ‘here we go, here we go.’ The 

police were also taunting the miners by shouting ‘come on.’832 In an article by Gareth 

Pierce, a leading defence cousel representing some of the miners at the subsequent trial 

remarked that the shoving lasted 38 seconds and gave the overall impression of a good- 

natured encounter that was diametrically different to the account presented by the 

police.833 The same video was obtained by a BBC team filming the Brass Tacks834 

current affairs programme. In the film they identified that the “pickets were not quite so 

peaceful and good-humoured as Ms.Peirce had suggested…there was pushing and 

shoving by the miners and one or two throwing missiles of one kind or another.”835	In a 

report “Policing the Coal Industry Dispute in South Yorkshire,” the Chief Constable of 

South Yorkshire, the situation is portrayed as one in which the police were acting in a 

defensive manner reacting to the use of increased violence by the pickets.836 Michael 

Clark, a South Yorkshire miner, who was on the road where the main push was directed 

																																																													
829Raymond	Morris,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	2,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	219/478.	
830Ibid.	
831See:	Author	Unknown,	Number	18	Notes	on	Orgreave,	18	June	1984,	Sheffield	Crown	Court	1985	
(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	campaign),	pdf	11/20.		
832Paul	Fountain,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	June	18,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).	
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minutes.	See	Bernard	Jackson	and	Tony	Wardle,	The	Battle	for	Orgreave	(Brighton:	Vanson	Wardle,	
1986),	74.	
834BBC	October	31,	1985.	
835Indymedia	UK,	“Why	the	police	riot-	part	3	The	Battle	of	Orgreave.”	
http://www.indymedia.org.uk/en/2009/02/420982.html	(Accessed	December,	2012).	This	organisation	
is	an	alternative	grass	roots	group	network	of	journalists	that	report	on	political	and	social	issues.	
836South	Yorkshire	Police	Authority,	Policing	the	Coal	Industry	Dispute	1984-85	in	South	Yorkshire,	
December	27,1985,	SY727	(Sheffield	Archives).		
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observed “3 or 4 lads hit on the head with batons. And the police were kicking as well. 

Some of the pickets were running up and kicking the shields.”837 

During this first shove, Policewatch observers saw the police wielding batons over the 

shield wall in close quarter situations when the pickets and police were joined in the 

pushing and shoving.838 When the baton came down on the heads of miners what other 

option than self-defence had the miners in the front line got? They could not run away 

as they were penned in by those pushing from behind and the police pushing from in 

front. Nor could they hit back as the police had shields protecting them. But the obvious 

violation by the police of a good-natured push and shove on the picket line infuriated 

those miners who could see what was happening from behind. As a result, “stones from 

the field now started to fly, some 50 from perhaps 10 pickets.”839  

4.9.6 Police	Horse	Charge	

At one stage during the first shove a police officer had his shield ripped away and it was 

set on fire whilst the miners had also got hold of a police helmet840 Seemingly this was 

used as an excuse by ACC Clement at the time to send the horse units in to prevent the 

shield being thrown back into police ranks.841	When the pickets moved back after the 

ritual shove, the police lines opened in the centre to allow the mounted police through, 

this was an ominous development.  

The day was to be interspersed with several police horse charges but this was not a new 

experience for the miners.	It had been used earlier at Orgreave on the 1st June. This 

tactic was in line with the new Public Order manual drawn up by the Association of 

Chief Police Officers (ACPO). The existence of this manual was not known until the 

court proceedings some months later and its contents proved to be highly controversial. 

The tactics employed that day by the police marked a watershed in police public order 

																																																													
837Michael	Clark,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	305/453.		
838Paul	Fountain,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	June	18,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).		
839Kila	Millidine	and	Howard	Upton,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	June	18,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).	
840Paul	Fountain,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	June	18,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).	Supported	by	Kila	
Millidine	and	Howard	Upton,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	June	18,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).	The	latter	
pointed	out	that	many	miners	had	lost	their	shoes	in	the	melee	at	the	front	of	the	picket.	Ernest	Barber	
witnessed	the	shield	being	burnt,	see	Ernest	Barber,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	
Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	
273/453.		
841John	Tunney,	“Pit	War,”	Sheffield	Morning	Telegraph,	June	19,	1984.	
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operations, the new manual legitimised the move towards what ex-Chief Constable 

Alderson called a “colonial style” policing.842  

The first charge came at approximately 08.20hrs, there were no batons drawn and this 

appeared to be a tactical move to create a space and retrieve the police equipment. By 

the time of the first charge the convoy had already entered the plant. The police video of 

the events, in fact, showed that the miners had already disengaged with the police on 

parts of the line when the first deployment of horses was made. One Policewatch 

observer remarked that he felt there was no apparent reason for the horse charge.843 

However, it served to heighten the tension which undermined any strategic intent to 

avoid or reduce violence. The first mounted charge inflamed the situation resulting in an 

increased throwing of missiles at the police.844 When they had reached the top of the 

field they stood around “and it was at that time that people were taking pot shots at 

them.”845 As they were coming back down the field, stones were being thrown at 

them,846 one of them being hit and knocked a policeman off his horse as they returned 

behind police lines.847 

But the key point here was that the ritual of picketing was violently and symbolically 

broken when the police used horse charges. The miners could tolerate the punching 

whilst pushing against the police, it had been integrated into the ritualised picketing. But 

once that ritual was broken, when they felt that the rules of engagement had been 

breached then that was a violation of principles that had to be redressed. But this was a 

symptom of the overall lack of comprehension by the miners as to why the full edifice 

of the state was being drawn up against them: “they were engaged in a desperate battle 

for survival, and bewildered that a cause so obviously just and demands so essentially 

modest should bring down on them the organised might of the state.”848 The miners 

																																																													
842John	Alderson,	Orgreave	Brass	Tacks,	BBC,	October,	31,	1985.	
843Paul	Fountain,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	June	18,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).	
844Kila	Millidine	and	Howard	Upton,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	June	18,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).	
845Russell	Broomhead,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	
of	Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	293/453.	
846Paul	Hopkinson,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	104/453.		
847Wayne	Lingard,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	132/453.	Eric	Newbigging,	
Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	Appeal,	January	1991	
(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	427/453.	
848Raphael	Samuel,	Barbara	Bloomfield	and	Guy	Boanas,	The	Enemy	Within:	Pit	Villages	and	the	Miners’	
Strike	1984-5	(London:	Routledge	and	Kegan	Paul,	1986),	23.	
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sought constant refuge in “old fashioned values its continual point of reference,”849 but 

the state was playing a different game, the rules had changed and that day was 

unrecognisable compared to other days at Orgeave in particular and other industrial 

disputes in general.  

4.9.7 Horses	and	the	Short	Shields	

Once the horses were recalled, the miners began to drift back to their original positions 

directly in front of the police lines. In the standoff, the two sides faced each other: the 

miners and the police in the front ranks traded verbal insults, missiles were periodically 

arching over into the police lines, especially following the horses return back behind 

police lines. Agitation was increasing on both sides. Neil Blezard of Riccall Colliery 

puts it mildly when he said: “everybody was shouting and getting a bit upset with them 

all charging with the horses.”850 

Having pushed the miners back, the mounted officers returned behind their lines. The 

stone throwing had increased,851 the face-to-face confrontation was ugly and ACC 

Clement interpreted the situation as hostile requiring more decisive action. Clement 

using a megaphone told the pickets on the topside to withdraw otherwise short shield 

units would be deployed. During this announcement, there were still some stones being 

thrown.852 Through the din of shouting, including shouts of “zeig heil, zeig heil”853 and 

the general commotion, it is doubtful if this was heard by many and had it been it is 

unclear whether or not they would have understood the threat of using short shield 

squads. A second horse charge was ordered, however, this was followed by the use of 

PSU snatch squads854 in both the left and right wings of the line, which entered the area 

																																																													
849Ibid.,	23.	
850Neil	Blezard,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	45/453.	
851By	this	time,	William	MacLauchlan	noted	there	was	a	lot	of	stones	flying	over,	see	William	
Maclauchlan,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	145/453.	
852Wayne	Lingard,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	133/453.		
853Alan	Briscoe,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	52/453.		
854The	deployment	and	use	of	these	units	was	the	first	time	in	an	industrial	dispute	in	England.		
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occupied by the miners at approximately 08.35 to 08.40hrs,855 with the main bulk of the 

miners on the road.856 

Faced with a beast, one with four legs and the other sitting atop bearing down on you 

with the intent of inflicting pain, then any thought of grievance, just or unjust is 

subsumed under the simple reality of survival. As Source O2 stated: “I don’t think I 

feared for my life I was too busy running at the time. I was thinking of not getting 

mi’[sic] head cracked from behind by a baton. We didn’t have the time to assess 

it…when you saw some mounted policeman waving his baton coming towards 

you…just clobbering someone that was within reach and it was just survival instinct.” 

Running up and down that hill had taken its toll. When the police lines had opened and 

the horses charged, the immediate response was flight. This was not some elegant 

disengagement, it was sheer panic857 and that was the intended purpose of the horse 

charge to both destabilise and disperse the miners. It certainly had that effect: “I can 

remember the horses charging us and we run up the left hand side, there were some 

younger lads trying to climb up some trees or congregate around the trees so you could 

skirt round the trees depending which side the horse went.”858 Self-preservation was 

obviously the order of the day, but not for all, as Andrew Leigh pointed out: “with the 

horses going in there was stones being thrown at them, because when you’re in shirt 

sleeve and there is a horse coming at you, you grab for the nearest missile.”859 

4.9.8 	Snatch	Squads	

Once the miners had been dispersed, the PSU’s followed up immediately and they were 

indiscriminate in who they targeted. Source O2 recollected: “it was first time that I had 

owt [sic] to do with getting chased by a policeman and it was the first time I can 

remember snatch squads being used. And you didn’t know who they were after. I think 

they weren’t going after anyone in particular, it was just a case of coming out grabbing, 

																																																													
855Author	Unknown,	Number	18	Notes	on	Orgreave,	18	June	1984,	Sheffield	Crown	Court	1985	
(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	13/20.	
856Alan	Briscoe,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	52/453.	
857Robert	Plant,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	436/453.	
858Source	O2.	
859Andrew	Leigh,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	116/453.	
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kicking shit out of someone and dragging em [sic] back behind police line and lock him 

up and decide what to charge him with later.” 

When asked how he felt when the police snatch squads came in Source O2 said he saw 

it as “more of a challenge, because you were with your comrades, that was the sort of 

environment we were used to working in. Mining’s dangerous, its hazardous, it’s not 

the best environment to work in, heat wise, dust wise and all that, but you look after 

each other.” This was exemplified in one of the scenes unfolding in the field when a 

police officer was seen hitting860 one of the miners with his baton. The prostrate man 

was Russell Broomhead from Barnsley and this scene encapsulates the violence 

characterising that day. It was a scene often used in news programming.861 The violence 

though was not all one-sided. The Doncaster Star reported that day: “One miner from 

Mansfield said that he saw a policeman have his riot shield wrestled from him and he 

was then attacked with fists by miners until colleagues came to his rescue.”862 In 

another scene a miner comes flying in, feet first striking a police officer.863 Herein lies 

the rapid transition from suddenly imposed grievance with the initial police assault, 

transmuting into a form of self-defence when fellow miners decided to retaliate: “Of 

course stones were thrown…When you’ve seen men trampled by horses or beaten by 

riot police purely for demonstrating, every instinct in you cries out against it. Of course 

you want to defend them just as you want to defend yourself.”864 The usual outcome of 

this would be injury to the miners, the police often did not get injured because of their 

riot gear protection in face-to-face confrontations and they had the offensive weapons. 

Once injured, the miners were then usually arrested and dragged back behind police 

lines where they were subject to police verbal abuse and at times further physical abuse. 

																																																													
860The	officer	was	PC	Martin	and	this	scene	provoked	a	great	deal	of	negative	reaction	towards	the	
police.	Subsequent	to	the	events	that	day,	PC	Martin,	despite	facing	a	disciplinary	hearing	was	not	
charged	with	any	offence.	
861An	evocative	visual	representation	of	the	events	that	day	and	the	feelings	of	miners	is	to	be	found	in	
the	film	by	Ken	Loach,	Which	side	are	you	on?	(January	9,	1985:	Channel	4).	The	incident	also	became	
the	subject	of	a	legal	action	by	the	NUM	after	the	police	failed	to	take	action	against	the	officer.	
Malcolm	Pithers,	“Scargill	Says	Union	Will	Sue	Policeman,”	The	Guardian,	June	23,	1984.	
862Geoff	Kemp	and	Steve	Wright,	“Battle	Rages	at	Orgreave,”	The	Doncaster	Star,	June	18,	1984.	
863In	fact,	a	member	of	the	public:	Mr.	P.R.	Hampshire	wrote	to	the	police	and	this	was	presented	in	
Appendix	C	of	the	following	document	stating	“I	hope	that	the	evidence	with	which	you	are	presently	
engaged	includes	that	piece	of	film	immediately	preceding	the	policeman-and-truncheon	shot	(of	PC	
Martin	hitting	Broomhead):	a	flying	karate-style	kick	delivered	by	a	rioter.	This	particular	piece	of	
violence	and	provocation	was	unaccountably	omitted	by	the	media	from	the	hundredfold	repeats	on	
TV.”	South	Yorkshire	Police	Authority,	Policing	the	Coal	Industry	Dispute	1984-85	in	South	Yorkshire,	
December	27,1985,	SY727	(Sheffield	Archives),	Appendix	C.	
864Bernard	Jackson	and	Tony	Wardle,	The	Battle	for	Orgreave	(Brighton:	Vanson	Wardle,	1986),	37.	
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Mr Skidmore, Chairman of the NUM's Yorkshire branch, said: “officers had pulled 

some of the miners out of picket. We could see they weren't just frogmarched off - they 

were being beaten up. That inflamed the situation.865 Bernard Jackson recounted his 

experience of arrest on the topside later in the day: “I was dragged through the cordon 

the coppers nearest lashed out with their truncheons: ‘Bastard miner, Fucking Yorkie 

miner.’ Fists, boots or truncheons, it didn’t matter so long as they could have a go at 

you.”866 Certainly not only the physical violence inflicted by the police and the 

associated injustice of their actions infuriated the miners but also the symbol of 

triumphalism that accompanied it. Often the police would cheer the returning horse 

units having just left miners trampled underfoot. The Guardian reporter, Malcolm 

Pithers penned: “it was…sickening to hear policemen clapping and cheering as a picket, 

bleeding heavily from a head wound was helped into an ambulance…while this was 

happening police were being pelted with missiles.”867 Police were also beating their 

truncheons on their shields before advancing into the miners, it was intimidating that 

evoked not only fear but a realisation “that we were facing an army, an army which had 

declared war on us.”868 The miners were defiant, William Gillan stated: “the police are 

supposed to be bloody men, but that sickened me the way they came with shields and 

																																																													
865Chris	Skidmore,	interview	by	Nick	Taver,	Battle	of	Orgreave:	Miners	and	police	remember,	BBC	News,	
November	14,	2013.	
866Bernard	Jackson	and	Tony	Wardle,	The	Battle	for	Orgreave	(Brighton:	Vanson	Wardle,	1986),	36.	One	
picket	after	his	arrest	testified	that	he	was	kicked	and	spat	at	by	policemen	all	the	way	to	the	processing	
centre,	see	Morris	Pinder,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	
Court	of	Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	167/453.	There	is	a	litany	of	
accounts	that	day	of	police	brutality.	One	of	the	most	disturbing	comes	from	Robert	Plant	who	
witnessed	the	attack	on	Roy	Aldridge,	his	witness	statement	read:	“Two	police	officers	had	hold	of	him.	
One	had	his	arm	twisted	and	extended	and	the	other	in	a	headlock.	The	one	who	had	him	in	a	headlock	
was	hitting	Roy	over	and	over	again	in	the	face	with	his	fist	and	saying	‘you’re	never	hit	a	copper	again	
you	fucking	bastard.’	He	rammed	his	head	into	the	wall	and	kneed	him	in	the	ribs	a	couple	of	times.	
They	also	rammed	his	head	into	the	iron	stair	rail.	There	was	blood	all	over	the	place	scattered	on	the	
wall	the	floor	and	even	the	ceiling…	as	this	was	going	on	the	police	women	who	were	cleaning	up	
people	for	the	photos	were	just	walking	by	as	if	it	were	an	everyday	thing.”	Robert	Plant,	Defendant’s	
Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	
Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	439/453.	
867Malcolm	Pithers,	“Blackest	day	for	picket	strike	violence,”	The	Guardian,	June	19,	1984.	
868Bernard	Jackson	and	Tony	Wardle,	The	Battle	for	Orgreave	(Brighton:	Vanson	Wardle,	1986):34.	The	
use	of	the	term	‘army’	should	not	be	taken	lightly	as	there	were	allegations	that	military	units	were	used	
throughout	the	strike	and	at	Orgreave.	Such	units	were	seen	as	those	not	displaying	numbers	on	their	
uniform	that	was	in	contravention	of	the	1977	Police	Discipline	Regulations.	See	“Charge	of	the	Heavy	
Brigade,”	Yorkshire	Miner,	June,	1984.		
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truncheons. They didn’t fight man to man. I think it would be a different matter 

then.”869  

Once the PSU’s came in and the miners saw they meant business then panic ensued 

amongst the miners. This charge resulted in the most arrests in one incident that day 

with 17 being arrested.870 

4.9.9 	Honour	Not	Backing	Down			

On the topside, when the horses and the snatch squads charged, the miners withdrew,	“I 

was on the left-hand side where there was a field, all the lads ran 20-30 yards and 

stopped and started panting. Remember you’re talking about miners, some of them were 

50-60 years old, they weren’t gonna [sic] outrun a horse.”871 At this point, the miners 

could have walked away and lived to fight another day, but they did not: “notions of 

honour and shame were pivotal…To resist the blandishments of the coalboard…was an 

act of self respect; to stand up to the police was a test of physical courage, even a proof 

of manhood.”872 In a brutally honest admission, Cadeby Colliery face worker William 

Gillan, positioned on the topside recalled: “I was standing near the banking at the edge 

of the road…this policeman was pointing at me. The inspector was standing there 

laughing. I shouted across to this policeman that if he had anything to say to me he 

should come over and say it to me…I challenged this policeman out to a fight, just me 

and him…”873 His honour was entangled in a masculinity that held physical prowess as 

a categorical imperative, to him it was a violation of his honour if his manhood were 

questioned, the use of gestures was as provocative as physical violence. 

Once they had dispersed over the field and the police returned behind their lines, 

looking back and surveying the debacle, the insight given by Source O2 is revealing and 

highlights the attitude of those on that day. He stated: “In my mind it was survival first 

																																																													
869William	Gillan,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	87/453.	
870Author	Unknown,	Number	18	Notes	on	Orgreave,	18	June	1984,	Sheffield	Crown	Court	1985	
(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign)	pdf	14/20.	Those	arrested	were	Birchall,	Selwood,	Davis,	
Sergeant,	Lisle,	Aldridge,	Morrison,	Mullins,	Briscoe,	Blizzard,	Broomhead,	Hopkinson,	Plant,	James,	
Lingard,	Rochester	and	Pinder.	
871Source	O2.	
872Raphael	Samuel,	Barbara	Bloomfield	and	Guy	Boanas,	The	Enemy	Within:	Pit	Villages	and	the	Miners’	
Strike	1984-5	(London:	Routledge	and	Kegan	Paul,	1986),	27.		
873William	Gillan,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	94/453.	Mr	Gillan	was	arrested	later	in	
the	day	and	charged	with	riot.	
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and then it was a case of not revenge, but stand up for ourselves and get ourselves 

organised and get ourselves back in a mass if you like and challenge them.” Clearly at 

this point it was not a question of self-defence as there was no immediate threat from 

the horses or snatch squads. The feelings Source O2 had was one of “disbelief and 

anger, the anger manifest itself by turning around and marching back down, cos that’s 

what most of us did once the horses had retreated. But it wasn’t like a gung-ho charge 

back down if you like, it was hesitant because the further I get down the hill the more 

I’ve got to run back before they charge again, and I think most people felt that, we’re 

miners, we’re basically buggered.” So here was a conditional reaction by the miners, 

perhaps face-saving to the extent that even though they had faced aggressive police 

action they were not beaten. Perhaps added to this steely almost fatalistic determination 

was the perception the police were ‘not playing by the rules.’ 

4.9.10 	Returning	Back	Down	the	Hill	

Having been pushed further up the field on the topside, the miners drifted back towards 

the police lines. Bear in mind the snatch squads were in full riot kit, whilst many miners 

were in t-shirts and shorts which reflects an interesting point about the intent of those 

miners on that day. Had there been the presumption that there was going to be violence 

and the miners had come with that purpose, then dressing in shorts and t-shirts was 

complete stupidity. Perhaps it was arrogance and a perception of their own invincibility, 

after all, the dangers they faced in their daily work far exceeded those presented on that 

June day. Or maybe there never was the intent to be violent. As Source O2 maintained: 

“we weren’t there to hurt anybody. But the police I believe they were, yeah. There were 

some police officers who had no interest in trying to maintain law and order, if anything 

they were there as agitators to cause the problem.” But violence had become so endemic 

in the ritual of picketing, so much so, that after the horses and snatch squads had 

returned to their own lines, the miners turned around and marched down the hill.  

Megaphone in hand, ACC Clement again went to the front to warn the miners that they 

desist from stone throwing otherwise the PSU’s would be deployed again. According to 

Clement the stone throwing became “spasmodic.”874 Between 08.45 and 09.25hrs a 

relative period of calm descended on the topside. 

																																																													
874Anthony	Clement,	Witness	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	June	18,	1984	(Orgreave	Truth	and	
Justice	Campaign),	pdf	8/32.	
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Meanwhile pickets had been cordoned off in the middle holding area, hemmed in by the 

police on all sides. After the first convoy had left, they were allowed to leave and move 

towards the bottomside. At the junction of Poplar Way and Highfield Lane a police 

inspector told the pickets to disperse and go home. David Wilson remarked: “we 

refused to go and stood there. From the back of us some people starting chucking some 

bricks and I can remember one or two bottles being thrown.”875 

The events on the bottomside of the plant were not on the scale of the encounter on the 

topside although there were altercations between the police and miners with the former 

making charges and arrests. Most of the arrests seem to have taken place between 08.25 

and 09.25hrs,876 one of the flashpoints being the junction of Poplar Way and Highfield 

Lane.  

4.9.11 	The	Second	Push	

Returning back to the topside, at 09.25hrs the second shove against the police took 

place when the lorries exited the plant. The level of tension was intense and as the 

convoy came out “there was a great deal of scuffling and fighting took place on the 

roadway.”877 Source O1 noted that there was a charge to block the bottom road as the 

lorries came out which took the police by surprise, but this was short lived as they 

repulsed the miners and regained control. Once the lorries had passed and things calmed 

down, just after 09.30hrs Arthur Scargill appeared in front of the miners, up to this point 

he had been in the rear orchestrating the strategy. Walking along in front of the police 

lines he harangued them for their actions. The police at this point did not react, instead 

they stayed stoically behind their lines. 

																																																													
875David	Wilson,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	238/453.	
876Author	Unknown,	Number	14	List	of	Defendants	Arrested,	Times	and	Places	of	Arrest,	June	18,	1984,	
Sheffield	Crown	Court	1985	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign).	This	was	compiled	by	a	member	of	
the	defence	legal	team.	See	Appendix	9	for	this	list.	
877Author	Unknown,	Number	18	Notes	on	Orgreave,	18	June	1984,	Sheffield	Crown	Court	1985	
(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign)	pdf	16/20.	In	this	encounter	the	following	seemed	to	have	been	
arrested:	Dixon,	Robson,	J.	Wilson,	Richardson,	Gillan,	Kennedy,	Lee	and	M.	Clarke.	
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4.9.12 	Break		

By 10.00hrs there was a lull in the day.878 Many having been there for several hours and 

with the morning turning into a hot summer’s day a lot of the miners decided to go to 

Orgreave village for refreshments.879 On the topside between the railway bridge and the 

police lines there were estimates of around 5-800 pickets milling around,	but this was a 

greatly reduced number compared to those a few hours earlier. In front of the miners 

stood a line of riot police still with shields, behind which were some 6-7 police lines 

numbering in excess of 700.880  

The peaceful respite was taken as an opportunity for the riot police to stand down. Once 

they left, the police ranks were no longer protected by shield formations. Given the 

immediate circumstances and the seething resentment many miners felt at the treatment 

handed out to them, it is not surprising that the undercurrent of violence once again 

emerged. Miners returning from the village perhaps saw this as an opportunity to seek 

retribution. One can only imagine the miners returning and seeing the riot police no 

longer there and the ranks of police arrayed across the field and road. Some reports 

indicate that missiles were periodically thrown at the police. Nicholas Ralph from 

Policewatch observed that once the shield formations had fallen back “a small group of 

miners towards the front of the crowd were involved in some form of altercation with 

the police line…there was a good deal of yelling and shouting but no physical 

confrontation. However, very soon afterward a small number of pickets threw stones 

towards the police.”881 Some reports state that a bottle with liquid in it was thrown at the 

police at just after 11.00hrs.882 However, some fifteen to twenty minutes before this 

Ankie Hoogevelt made the following observation and because the circumstances 

surrounding the next few minutes have been disputed as to why the police decided to 

advance up the field, it is worth quoting at length: 

“miners started drifting back towards the plant from the village, and then 

suddenly, from about a few yards down from where the bridge is, a couple 

																																																													
878Ankie	Hoogevelt,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	June	18,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).	This	Policewatch	
observer	arrived	at	10.15hrs	and	was	able	to	observe	the	subsequent	events.	
879The	police	had	got	local	magistrates	to	shut	all	the	local	pubs	and	off	licences,	including	the	Asda	
hypermarket.	“Scargill	Injured,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	June	18,	1984.		
880Nicholas	Ralph,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	June	18,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).		
881Ibid.	
882Malcolm	Pithers,	“Plant’s	battle	of	bricks	and	truncheons,”	The	Guardian,	June	19,	1984.		
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of pickets brought out a huge truck wheel from out of the bushes on the 

side of the road and started to roll this wheel down towards the police 

lines, under great hilarity.883 When the wheel reached the police lines, the 

police began to move forward a little bit, but hesitantly as if not quite 

knowing what to do. And next a hail of stones, small and about a fist size 

big, started to rain upon the exposed police. I felt sorry for the police as 

they were exposed and furthermore the terrain was against them, what 

with the stones being thrown downhill and thus gathering extra speed.”884 

Picket Geoffrey Baxendale confirms the stone throwing at this point from pickets on the 

road: “some of the people were running down and throwing stones and then running 

back…about 40 or 50 people were involved…one stone every 10 seconds or so.”885 

Soon long shields were hastily set up in the front lines of the police as an apparent 

defensive measure. This defensive tactic soon turned into offence – again. 

4.9.13 	Final	Push		

The return of the long shields incited the miners to further stone throwing. Which in 

turn led to a small detachment of PSU’s sallying forth into the crowd and as they 

returned to their own lines the stoning increased.886  

Around the same time on the bottomside, Treeton Colliery worker, Karl Whysall, was 

passing the Plough Public House and there was stoning going on from the miners. Soon 

afterwards, approximately 12 riot police had entered the playing fields at the junction of 

Poplar Way and Orgreave Road and charged at the miners.887  

Faced with a repetition of PSU’s striking from the police lines and mounted police 

marauding in front, the miners on the topfield fled back up the field from whence they 

had come on several occasions that morning. “As these men were running up the road 

pass me some of them were turning around and throwing missiles behind me as they 
																																																													
883Miner	Bruce	Wilson	recollecting	the	events	that	day	makes	reference	to	the	film	‘Spartacus,’	and	
rolling	that	wheel	down	the	hill	was	seen	as	a	re-construction	of	a	famous	scene	from	the	film.	Brian	
Elliott,	Yorkshire’s	Flying	Pickets	in	the	1984-85	Miners’	Strike.	Based	on	the	diary	of	Silverwood	miner	
Bruce	Wilson	(Barnsley:	Wharncliffe	Books,	2004),	72.	
884Ankie	Hoogevelt,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	June	18,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).	
885Geoffrey	Baxendale,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	
of	Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	24/453.	
886Nicholas	Ralph,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	June	18,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).	
887Karl	Whysall,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	2,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	355/478.	
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ran,”888 this was at approximately 11.15hrs. Nicholas Ralph, Policewatch observer 

mentions that at this time there were around 1000 pickets, of which 5-10% were 

involved in stone throwing.889 The decision was then made by ACC Clement for a 

general advance up the field. The police horses remained on Highfield Lane charging 

into the pickets who had congregated there, whilst obstacles had been placed on the 

road including parts of dismantled walls.890 Meanwhile the PSU’s moved into the fields. 

At the same time, the remaining police lines advanced up the field for a distance of 30 

yards. This was a sequence repeated two more times as the police moved up the field 

and the miners retreated towards the bridge.891 

Some stood and fought, although this was very few and those that did confront the 

police were risking arrest. A lot of miners simply did not have the physical capacity to 

outrun the police. Bernard Jackson was arrested at this point in the encounter in the 

vicinity of the electricity sub-station.892 David Bell was caught by the electricity sub-

station near the bridge. His leg broken he could offer no resistance. There was panic 

flowing through the miners: “everybody was running…the riot police with all the other 

lines behind them, moved along, road and fields, in one huge sweeping line and literally 

mowed everybody and everything down that stood in their way. They moved very fast 

and just grabbed whoever they could get hold of.”893 In their bid to slow down the 

advancing police, miners had “thrown a load of stuff across the road and there was a 

wire894 stretched across the road…It looked like wall toppings and a piece of a gate. 

There were pickets on the bridge and stones were still flying down.”895 As pickets got to 

the bridge some turned in what they might have perceived as a final act of defiance and 

																																																													
888Ernest	barber,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	274/453.	
889Nicholas	Ralph,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	June	18,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).	
890David	Bell,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	Appeal,	
January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	286/453.	
891Nicholas	Ralph,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	June	18,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).	
892Author	Unknown,	Number	18	Notes	on	Orgreave,	18	June	1984,	Sheffield	Crown	Court	1985	
(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign)	pdf	17/20.	Others	arrested	included	Gary	Hargreaves,	David	
Moore,	Michael	Fisher,	Gary	Foulds	and	David	Bell.	
893Ankie	Hoogevelt,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	June	18,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).		
894David	Moore	thought	it	was	rope.	See	David	Moore,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	
Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	
420/453.		The	police	made	a	big	issue	of	this	action,	however	this	was	disputed	by	miners	present	that	
they	did	not	see	any	such	wire,	see	Gary	Hargreaves,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	
Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	
371/453.	
895David	Fisher,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	329/453.	
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started “flinging stones,”896 before they were able to escape the police. The vast 

majority of miners were able to get across back over the bridge that gave them access 

back to the village. Some were cut off to the left of the bridge and had to slide down a 

steep embankment that bordered the railway line. A miner, Walter McDonald involved 

in that scattering said: “bodies were rolling down embankment and scrambling up other 

side”897 and then on into the village. By approximately 11.20hrs898 the police were up to 

the bridge that was the only exit route the miners could take, unless they threw 

themselves down the embankment and over the train tracks. From the other side of the 

embankment, there was “a constant bombardment of stones and bricks ensued from 

frustrated and angry pickets on the bank overlooking the railway line.”899 The type of 

missile had changed dramatically by this point in the carnage. There was “a cascade of 

bricks, bottles iron bars and jagged glass descended on the heads of the advancing 

policemen.”900 

4.9.14 	In	the	Village		

Stefan Wysocki, one of the pickets, having retreated up the topfield and over the bridge 

into the village was confronted by a “crowd of people in the road throwing stones at the 

police as they were coming up the hill.”901 

Having just been at the bottomside, Donald Goodfellow, from Doncaster, reached the 

junction of Highfield Lane and Orgreave Lane where he encountered thousands of 

people.902 Source O1 stressed: “It was do or die on the 18th…	They’d never been in the 

village before, they went to injure people and not arrest them.” The graphic images of 

mopping up actions in the village saw snatch squads and Police horse riders acting with 

impunity. Source O1 said he was “terrified.” 

																																																													
896Hugh	Lawson,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	381/453.	
897Walter	McDonald,	interview	by	Jeremy	Deller,	The	English	Civil	War	Part	II	(London:	Artangel,	2001),	
CD.	
898Bernard	Jackson	and	Tony	Wardle,	The	Battle	for	Orgreave	(Brighton:	Vanson	Wardle,	1986),	80.	
899Isabel	O’Keefe,	“Bloodiest	Battle	Yet	In	100	Days	Pit	War,”	The	Doncaster	Star,	June	19,	1984.	
900Craig	Seton,	“Barricades,	bricks	and	bottles	as	police	and	pickets	clash,”	The	Times	June	19,	1984.	
901Stefan	Wysocki,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	2,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	466/478.	
902Donald	Goodfellow,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	
of	Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	335/453.	The	numbers	are	hotly	
disputed;	the	confined	space	in	which	the	events	took	place	probably	precluded	the	8,000	that	ACC	
Clement	said	were	present,	see	Anthony	Clement,	Witness	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	18	June,	
1984	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	10/32.	
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Leslie Boulton who was an independent photographer in the village that day stated: “on 

my way up from the bridge to Pit Lane I had seen a policeman really beating up a 

picket. I said to him you don’t have to do that, he replied to me ‘after what I have had 

thrown at me, I’ll do as I like.’”903 The legitimacy for venting violence on both sides 

was the perceived injustice of the other in the methods they employed. 

Once the police reached the bridge they decided to cordon it off. Tactically this had 

resulted in the police having advanced to a defensive position nearly half a mile from 

the plant they were supposed to be protecting. Given that more deliveries were expected 

the police had created a situation that exceeded their primary mandate. By pushing the 

miners back over the bridge, they had inadvertently passed the initiative, albeit 

temporarily to the miners. The police lines were now confined to the bridge cordon and 

the narrow road904 extending into the village. This now came under sustained attack by 

a barrage of missiles from miners who were now able to use amongst other things the 

debris in a nearby scrap yard. The police in response brought up armoured cars and 

positioned them in front of the police lines.905 Down on the field there was not an 

abundant supply of missiles available, unless they were brought to the field or a nearby 

wall was cannibalised. Now, up in the village there was a plentiful supply of missiles to 

hand. 

The police’s situation was untenable. If the police did nothing they were subject to a 

barrage of missiles that would only result in severe injury. If they withdrew back down 

the field they were exposed to further attacks by the miners in pursuit who were still in 

their hundreds. There was also the symbolism of a ‘retreat’ and all the connotations this 

would hold. Alternatively, they could advance into the heart of the village itself, a 

residential area and push the miners back even further. 

ACC Clement chose the latter. From a strategic point of view there was no justification 

in this as the primary objective, the secure entry and exit of the coke deliveries had been 

achieved. Short limited charges were made by short shield PSU’s and horse units up 

Highfield Lane. These advanced a few yards then withdrew. This took place on several 

																																																													
903Lesley	Boulton,	Police	Complaint	Statement,	June	27,	1984,	Ref	729/V1/2	(Sheffield	Archives).		
904The	roadway	was	approximately	8metres	wide,	with	a	2metre	wide	footpath	on	the	right-hand	side	in	
front	of	a	row	of	houses.	Opposite	were	business	units	with	a	15	to	20foot	verge	in	front.	Author	
Unknown,	Number	18	Notes	on	Orgreave,	18	June	1984,	Sheffield	Crown	Court	1985	(Orgreave	Truth	
and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	18/20.	
905Ankie	Hoogevelt,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	June	18,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).	
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occasions and each time the miners withdrew then followed the police back to their line 

and the shouting of obscenities and missile throwing resumed.906 This was confirmed by 

Policewatch observer Nicholas Ralph who had sought refuge in a nearby factory: “The 

pattern of events was that each police charge was followed by a tactical retreat during 

which miners cautiously drifted back towards the police line (often stoning the police 

heavily as they did so) then a renewed charge would occur and pickets would run 

frantically away from the charging horses.”907 During such melees, the NUM President, 

Arthur Scargill, was injured at about 11.30hrs.908 The circumstances surrounding this 

event have been disputed, but he was one amongst many who were injured. “The police 

lines were stoned again after Scargill was taken away and several journalists, myself 

included, were hit by missiles ranging from stones to tappet rods taken from the haulage 

yard the pickets had plundered…a statement by the owner of a yard, Mr Manning: ‘they 

opened the drain tap of our diesel tank to get fuel to make petrol bombs, took brand new 

tyres from our stores to throw on the fire and completely demolished all our 

fencing.’”909 

The missile throwing did not abate: “there were some pickets in the road throwing 

stones at the police. I had seen them pulling down a wall to make bricks out of.”910 ACC 

Clement then ordered a general advance pushing the miners up Highfield Lane, the 

residents in the first village houses witness to the drama. In front of No.31911 a new 

police line was formed and was subjected to further missile throwing. Again, Clement 

decided to use mounted officers to disperse the miners, with batons drawn they 

advanced towards the village crossroads, 42 horses in total. Upon reaching the 

crossroads a ‘free for all’ flared up. Some officers cordoned off the crossroads, whilst 

others advanced into the Asda supermarket car park. Policemen on foot following up in 

support chased after the miners into the maze of streets and passageways adjacent to 

Highfield Lane. The police showed no restraint. Images of Kevin Marshall spreadeagled 

																																																													
906Eric	Newbigging,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	420/453.	
907Nicholas	Ralph,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	June	18,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).	
908David	Moore,	witnessed	Scargill	being	knocked	to	the	ground	by	a	policeman	hitting	him	with	a	shield,	
see	David	Moore,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	414/453.	
909Robin	Morgan,	“Molotov	Cocktails,”	Yorkshire	Post,	June	19,	1984.	
910Kevin	Marshall,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	394/453.	
911Mr.	Toseland,	the	resident	of	31	Highfield	Lane	was	witness	to	the	events,	his	witness	statement	is	in	
Appendix	10.	
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across a car being struck by a police inspector represented the tragedy that was taking 

place. It was patently obvious that the police leadership had lost all control. This was 

graphically represented in a picture taken of an attack on Leslie Boulton, the 

photographer referred to earlier, in Rotherham Lane.912 Approximately 20 people were 

arrested in the short distance between the railway bridge and the Asda hypermarket.913 

By 11.45hrs there was a standoff in the village. Police horse units occupied the junction 

of Highfield Lane and Orgreave Lane. In an attempt to regain some control, the police 

were ordered back to the bridge. By 12.00hrs they had withdrawn from the junction. 

And once again, the miners followed: “there was a gap of about 20-25 yards between 

them and the front of the pickets and there was a group at the front of the pickets 

throwing bricks and stones at the police. There were a lot of stones flying…I would 

reckon there were about 50 people throwing stones.”914 Some unsuccessful attempts 

were made at concocting petrol bombs.915 Craig Waddington recollected: “we were still 

in the scrap yard and we were yelling abuse at the police. Then there was a scrap car 

turned over and pushed into the road and another one rolled out of the scrap yard and 

turned over on the road. Anything that people could lay their hands on was being put 

out in the road behind the vehicles. Then somebody set fire to it…by this time it was 

12.50hrs.”916 

In the meantime, around 12.30hrs, the second convoy had gone into the plant.917 But 

this was irrelevant, the focal point of the confrontation had moved up to the bridge and 

the village. The miners at this stage could do nothing about the deliveries as they were 

concerned with survival and retaining some semblance of dignity through self-defence 

by erecting barricades in the village. Utilising the resources of the scrap yard again, 

defences were set up, with stakes protruding from makeshift foundations to deter any 

																																																													
912There	is	a	famous	picture	of	Lesley	ducking	down	to	avoid	a	policeman	on	his	horse	bending	over	with	
his	arm	outstretched	trying	to	hit	her	with	a	baton.		
913Author	Unknown,	Number	18	Notes	on	Orgreave,	18	June	1984,	Sheffield	Crown	Court	1985	
(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	19/20.	
914Richard	Greaves,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	348/453.	
915Malcolm	Pithers,	“Blackest	day	for	picket	strike	violence,”	The	Guardian,	June	19,	1984.	
916Craig	Waddington,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	225/453.	During	this	time,	he	
estimates	that	there	were	about	100	men	and	youths	involved,	see	pdf	228/453.	
917The	Second	convoy	arrived	at	approximately	12.40	and	left	30	minutes	later.	South	Yorkshire	Police	
Authority,	Policing	the	Coal	Industry	Dispute	1984-85	in	South	Yorkshire,	December	27,1985,	SY727	
(Sheffield	Archives),	12.		
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mounted attack. In addition, “police found four wrecked cars which had been turned 

into a blazing barricade across the road, and beyond it pointed fence stakes fixed at a 

45-degree angle towards the police lines. “‘They are there for the intention of impaling 

police horses.’ A police spokesman said ‘it is just like the battle of Bannockburn.’”918 

Again, Ankie Hoogevelt vividly describes the scene: “…the ravage on the bridge and 

the road beyond is indescribable. Everywhere the road has been broken up and great big 

chunks of stone have been ripped off the stone wall alongside Orgreave Lane. Even 

brick walls belonging to peoples’ gardens have been ripped apart.”919 

By around 13.30hrs the miners had had enough and they started to drift away. There had 

been 93 arrests. Officially 51 miners and 72 police officers were injured.920 The number 

of injured miners was certainly far greater than the official total, the reason being that 

they did not want to go to a local hospital because they knew the police were 

monitoring them and they would probably have been arrested had they gone to get 

treatment for their injuries.  

When asked if he felt a sense of injustice on that day, Source O2 replied: “yes 

definitely.” When asked if he felt a sense of injustice twenty-eight years later, Source 

O2 replied: “yes definitely.” 

As Bernard Jackson emphasised: “the anger I felt was the anger of injustice.”921  

4.9.15 	Crowd	Pathology	

By the time Kevin Marshall’s group of Doncaster miners got to the Asda car park 

around 07.00hrs, “we noticed that we were the only Yorkshire people there…Most of 

the others were Scottish and we could see coaches with signs saying they came from 

Scotland on them, there were Irish and Welsh there as well.”922 In fact the coaches had 

set off many hours before,923 some miners having reached the plant in the early hours. 

																																																													
918Robin	Morgan,	“Molotov	Cocktails,”	Yorkshire	Post,	June	19,	1984.	
919Ankie	Hoogevelt,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	June	18,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).	
920South	Yorkshire	Police	Authority,	Policing	the	Coal	Industry	Dispute	1984-85	in	South	Yorkshire,	
December	27,1985,	SY727	(Sheffield	Archives),	12.	
921Bernard	Jackson	and	Tony	Wardle,	The	Battle	for	Orgreave	(Brighton:	Vanson	Wardle,	1986),	36.	
922Kevin	Marshall,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	390/453.		
923MacLauchlan	set	off	at	22.30hrs	on	the	17th	travelling	through	the	night,	William	Maclauchlan,	
Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	Appeal,	January	1991	
(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	145/453.	
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The rapid buildup of miners had taken the police by surprise as they were able to roam 

freely in the early morning and those from far afield were also joined by miners from 

Northumberland and Durham.924 

Dave Douglass states that in the original plan of ‘attack:’ “we would split into 3 forces – 

Arthur would lead one group of miners at the top gate, the rest of the country, North 

Yorkshire and Barnsley would attack the bottom gate, while I would lead Doncaster and 

South Yorkshire from two assembly points into the rear of the plant and take the 

holding bays.”925 However, the list of defendants in Appendix 9 shows that the 

majority, over twice the number of any other pit area, were those from the Yorkshire 

area arrested on both the topside and bottomside. The obvious conclusion one can 

derive from these numbers is that the vast majority of miners that day were from the 

Yorkshire pits despite the presence of miners from other regions. 

Source O2’s recollection of the picket line was the miners standing around talking to the 

local pickets, “getting all together, keeping yourself warm.” On that summer’s day, 

there was no need to keep warm. Congregating in such large numbers in such a small 

area generated a heightened sense of anticipation and attachment as Source O2 

remarked: “it was the biggest picket I’d been out on, the sheer number of pickets and 

police. It wasn’t intimidating because you were with your mates, a bit of a jovial 

attitude if you like.” Coming over the railway bridge one can only imagine the sight 

many miners were faced with; the choreography of thousands of pickets and police 

waiting in eager anticipation for the first convoy.  

Intermingled with miners were some elements that had perhaps an alternative agenda, 

because miners were aware of political infiltrators and “people referred to them as 

‘Trotsky’s’ or ‘Socialist Workers.’” Source O2 made this statement after his reference 

to the stone throwing and the adverse effect it was having. Although unwilling to make 

clear, by implication he saw a connection between hardline left-wing groups and the 

missile throwing. At the time, some were willing to make the connection	explicit. The 

																																																													
924John	Tunney,	“Pit	War,”	Sheffield	Morning	Telegraph,	June	19,	1984.	It	is	doubtful	the	police	were	
surprised,	because	in	the	Orgreave	Draft	Log	notes	it	clearly	shows	that	the	authorities	had	extremely	
good	intelligence	on	the	source	and	movement	of	pickets.	See	Author	Unknown,	Draft	Log,	Orgreave	
Trial	Papers,	Counsel	Bundle	1,	Court	of	Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	
pdf	49/334.	The	Yorkshire	Post	also	reported	there	had	been	70–80	coaches	from	other	areas,	see	Robin	
Morgan,	“Molotov	Cocktails,”	Yorkshire	Post,	June	19,	1984.	
925David	Douglass,	Ghost	Dancers;	The	Miners’	Last	Generation	(Hastings:	Christie	Books,	2010),	84.	
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Sheffield Morning Telegraph quoted a miner: “the violence here is being committed by 

Communists and other agitators and has nothing to do with the NUM.”926 Whilst there 

is no evidence that the missile throwing was restricted solely to this group, there is no 

doubt that missiles were thrown at virtually all points during the 18th. 

Groups such as the Socialist Workers Party (SWP)927 were active and it is undeniable 

that some left-wing groups had attached themselves to the strike and did attend picket 

lines. If one reads the 1991 Court of Appeal Defence Statements, a large number of the 

miners disavowed any association with any of the missile throwing and many protested 

that they had been trying to stop the missile throwing. Whether the missile throwing 

was attributable to a specific group of left-wing sympathisers was impossible to 

ascertain. To use them as the scapegoat for all the perceived misdeeds of the miners is 

perhaps a bridge too far. But given that the NUM leadership were criticised for their 

allegiance to left-wing policies/groups and given the media and state onslaught it should 

not have come as any surprise that the brush of political dissension should have been 

used so liberally with the miners.  

There were allegations made that the presence of NUM President Arthur Scargill that 

day provided the catalyst for an escalation in violence. Chief Constable of South 

Yorkshire, Peter Wright928 in an interview maintained that the mere presence of Scargill 

had an influence on the miners as he increased their determination to achieve their 

objectives. But the impact of the leadership that day might have been overstated for 

obvious political and media motives. It should be kept in mind, as Jonathon and Ruth 

Winterton writing on the strike in Yorkshire emphasise, that “unlike the police, the 

union had no effective leadership or channel of command and no lieutenants to translate 

strategy into ground tactics.”929 As a consequence when asked about the miners’ 

strategy, Source O2 retorted “what strategy? I am not sure what the strategy was?” 

Whilst the leadership did have a uniting influence in bringing the miners together that 

day as a result of their public pronouncements, it is Bernard Jackson in his 
																																																													
926John	Tunney,	“Pit	War,”	Sheffield	Morning	Telegraph,	June	19,	1984.	
927Appendix	11	shows	a	leaflet	handed	out	at	the	time.	Smith	noted	that	there	were	hundreds	from	
Militant	(a	hardcore	socialist	organisation)	involved	at	Orgreave	over	the	period	when	picketing	took	
place	and	on	the	18th	their	members	were	present	and	they	were	dismissive	of	the	local	NUM	
leadership.	Ken	Smith,	A	civil	war	without	guns:	20	years	on,	lessons	from	the	1984-85	miners’	strike	
(London:	Socialist	Publications,	2004),	64.	
928Peter	Wright,	ITN	News,	June	18,	1984,	Ref	AS180684009.		
929Jonathon	Winterton	and	Ruth	Winterton,	Coal,	Crisis	and	Conflict:	The	1984-85	Miners’	Strike	in	
Yorkshire	(Manchester:	Manchester	University	Press,	1989),	98.		
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autobiography of the events who observes: “it wasn't Arthur who kept the strike going 

but the lads themselves because they believed in what they were doing.”930  

4.9.16 	Not	Playing	by	the	Rules	

Once the strike started the sense of outrage was played out night after night on the 

television, when news coverage showed violent confrontations between pickets and the 

police. It moved those who had hitherto not been involved in picketing like miner 

Andrew Leigh931 and stirred others like William Gillan who stated: “when I saw the 

violence at Orgeave in the days going up to the 18th on television, and when I saw my 

mates and colleagues being beaten up, I decided that it was time that I went there and 

tried to give them a hand. Watching that used to make my blood boil.”932  

‘Giving them a hand’ meant being a picket and going to the picket line standing in all 

weathers at all times for many hours. At Orgreave the objective was seemingly to stop 

the deliveries of coke from the plant going to the steelworks. Yet once again the pickets 

were faced by authorities that were bending the law to meet their own needs. It is all 

very well that Dave Douglass justified the use of flying/secondary picketing by 

asserting that the NCB and not the pits was the miners’employer. But the effects of 

secondary mass picketing were nullified by the police who demanded that there could 

be only six official pickets at any one picket line. This was not a matter of law, it was 

adopted by the Chief Constable of South Yorkshire as a matter of practice,933 a practice 

that was best suited to his operational needs and any other considerations were 

irrelevant. The point here is that the manipulations of management in the workplace 

were now seen to be replaced by the manipulations of the police on the picket line. The 

natural retort of the miners was to adopt an obdurate approach that simply ignored the 

machinations of the authorities and stand up for what they felt was ‘right.’ This was 

highlighted when Mr Justice Nolan granted an injunction against the Yorkshire area in 

March to stop the use of flying pickets. The area simply ignored the injunction.934 

																																																													
930“I	can't	forgive	the	police…I	had	respect	before,”	The	Guardian,	June	20,	1991.	
931Andrew	Leigh,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	113/453.	
932William	Gillan,	Defendant’s	Statements,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(OrgreaveTruth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	87/453.	
933Nick	Davies,	“Police	make	their	own	law	in	pit	war,”	The	Observer,	June	24,	1984.	
934Jonathon	Winterton	and	Ruth	Winterton,	Coal,	Crisis	and	Conflict:	The	1984-85	Miners’	Strike	in	
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Embedded in the outlook of the miners was an overwhelming sense of suspicion when it 

came to dealing with those in authority. According to Source O3, the nature of their 

work had hardened both the miners and management congealing into a sense of 

intransigence that was immovable. The miners saw the injustice of management 

abrogating any adherence to established procedures. Their workplace rights had been 

consistently eroded by a management striving to maximise profit. Their picketing rights 

had been negated by a police force using tactics that were seen as illegal and 

undemocratic. At the same time, their future curtailed by a government adhering to an 

uncompromising economic ideology that ignored the rights and welfare of its citizens.  

4.9.17 	Community	Solidarity	

Gillan’s emotions above also evoke a sense of togetherness and allegiance to his 

community, a community that was endowed with a solidarity that must have appeared 

quite daunting to other sections of society: on the one side ‘fearful’ on the other 

‘romantic.’ Fearful because of the apparent strength and fortitude it exuded. A constant 

reminder to those in power of a labour force that not only wanted but demanded respect 

and provided a direct challenge to their legitimacy. Romantic in the sense that here was 

a community based on old-fashioned principles of loyalty, honour and self sacrifice. But 

as Samuel et al. recognised from the testimonies they collected, the strike was “not so 

much an expression of community as a discovery of it, and the dominant note one of 

gratitude for the restoration of a world that had apparently been lost.”935 

Source O3 reiterated the strong community spirit that one found in many mining areas. 

Source O2 encapsulated the feeling when he said: “the same lads I went to work with 

were the same lads I went to school with and if you caused trouble it was one of their 

fathers who used to hit you behind back of lug936…we were brought up in that 

community, your father was a miner, his mates were miners, my mother was a barmaid, 

local people were either miners or chemical workers, it was a way of life it wasn’t just a 

job.” When the strike started, a ‘blitz’ mentality dominated all quarters of their society 

and communities transformed into thriving centres of social industry. Women were 

instrumental in creating an environment where solidarity and concern for one’s 

neighbour was propelled to the forefront of communal affairs. This often revolved 
																																																													
935Raphael	Samuel,	Barbara	Bloomfield	and	Guy	Boanas,	The	Enemy	Within:	Pit	Villages	and	the	Miners’	
Strike	1984-5	(London:	Routledge	and	Kegan	Paul,	1986),	9.	
936Ear.	
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around the soup kitchens and fund raising events they set up. Faced by the onslaught 

from the state in depriving striking families of full welfare benefits, this necessitated an 

informal welfare system being established to fill the vacuum. On a practical level for 

example on the 18th at Orgreave, Policewatch observer Ankie Hoogevelt noted that local 

people living close by came out with buckets of water for the miners who had been 

running the gauntlet against the police.937 Women did much to bolster the strike and 

appeared many times on the picket line,938 although on the 18th this was not the case.939 

The strength of character and fortitude radiating from those communities was quite 

remarkable. David Fisher, colliery worker noted: “we get supplementary benefit but 

after the money for the mortgage and the water rates has been taken off we get £9.70 

which has to provide for my wife myself and my ten year old child…my family is a 

local one and my father was a miner for many years…he retired with ‘dust’ at the age of 

48.”940 This was not a strike about wages or monetary gain, it was simply survival. 

These were proud people and they were assailed from all quarters because of who they 

were and what they represented. The inviolability of their cause was reaffirmed that 

morning on the 18th, as David Denton commented: “I felt very proud when I got to 

Orgreave and saw how many people were there.”941 But his burden must have been 

heavy when carrying family, peer group and generational responsibilities and when 

pushed into the corner both metaphorically and practically he had very little choice but 

to react. 

																																																													
937Ankie	Hoogevelt,	Sheffield	Policewatch,	June	18,	1984,	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).	
938The	following	report	highlights	the	important	role	of	women:	South	Yorkshire	Police	Authority,	Report	
of	an	Inquiry	by	the	Special	Sub	Committee	of	the	South	Yorkshire	Police	Committee	Presented	to	the	
South	Yorkshire	Police	Authority,	February	4,	1985	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign).	Women	were	
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women	marched	in	support	of	the	strike,	see	“Women’s	army	on	the	march,”	Yorkshire	Miner,	June	
1984,	4.	
939Paul	Wilkinson	mentions	the	presence	of	some	nurses	from	Sheffield	Trades	Council,	and	there	were	
of	course	female	observers	but	not	pickets.	Paul	Wilkinson,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	
Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	
Campaign),	pdf	444/453.	
940David	Fisher,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	320/453.	Dust	refers	to	the	disease	
CWP	–	Coal	Workers’	Pneumoconiosis.	
941David	Denton,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	67/453.	
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Winterton and Winterton pinpointed “kinship” and “community” as fundamental 

attributes of the miners’ identity.942 They were upholding the legacy handed down to 

them by their father and grandfather’s struggles for a decent way of life. They were 

fighting for that legacy to be handed down to the next generation. Members of different 

generations walked on to those Orgreave fields: fathers and sons, brothers and cousins. 

The account presented by miners Ronald Morris and his father Raymond Morris in their 

defendant’s statements is heart rendering, not least because of the futility they must 

have felt when they watched each other being arrested.943 Ingrained in their identity was 

a familiarity with danger and pain that they had only too often experienced and 

witnessed both down the mines and on the picket line.  

4.9.18 	Watch	my	Back	

Source O2 interestingly pointed out that “my sense of identity was a miner, it wasn’t 

regionalised, it wasn’t ‘I was a Yorkshire miner he was a Scottish miner…’ we were 

miners.” This identity was anchored in a loyalty to the union. This was reciprocated by 

a union that often transcended the traditional borders of union-member relationships and 

provided a pastoral role.944 Samuel et al. provides an excellent insight into the pit 

village communities during the strike. They highlight the ‘filial loyalty’ of the miner to 

the union: 

“The trade union was both the trustee of the miners’ future, and a 

custodian of his past…the union was conceptualised in terms of father-to- 

son succession rather than…in the more conventional trade union 

language of brotherhood…reference to the martyred dead – the 

generations of miners whose lives were sacrificed to the greed of the coal 

owners – were also apt to be put in ancestral terms: the NCB was turning 

the clock back to the conditions your fathers and grandfathers had to 

contend with. The miners had a debt to repay to the past, as well as an 

obligation to the future: they were bound by the sacrifices of their 

																																																													
942Jonathon	Winterton	and	Ruth	Winterton,	Coal,	Crisis	and	Conflict:	The	1984-85	Miners’	Strike	in	
Yorkshire	(Manchester:	Manchester	University	Press,	1989).	
943Ronald	Morris,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	2,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	195-208.	Raymond	Morris,	
Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	2,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	Appeal,	January	1991	
(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	209-235.	
944Andrew.	J.	Richards,	Miners	on	Strike:	Class	Solidarity	and	Division	in	Britain	(Oxford:	Berg,	1996),	61.	
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ancestors…. the right to work was legitimated and objectified by reference 

to the generations to come. It was by definition inalienable.”945 

The indebtediness of the miner to the union was realised when it came to the strike, 

picket line duty was the epitome of the payment of that debt. According to John Picken, 

union committee member, working underground engendered the “finest comradeship 

you could ever wish for,”946 and when the pit entrance closed, that collective identity 

found sanctuary in the ritual of picketing. The camaraderie then was not only built on 

the identity of being miners but also on the travails of the day to day existence in the 

ritual of picketing. Source O2 mentioned the joviality in their reaction to the 

intimidating sight of the police lines. But the jovial attitude and the inevitable banter 

only comes when you are with friends who will ‘look after your back,’ it alleviates the 

stress of the situation, it hides the quiet pangs of disquiet when faced with an opposition 

that is daunting. 

In March 1984, Mori947 undertook a poll research into miners’ attitudes for London 

Weekend Television and the results for the Yorkshire miners reveals an interesting facet 

that highlights the grim determination of the miners from that area. When asked: “Are 

you prepared to go on strike to prevent the Coal Board closing what it calls unprofitable 

pits or not?” Of the 323 respondents, 77% replied “yes.” However, when asked: “Do 

you think strike action will or will not stop Mr. MacGregor948 from implementing his 

plan to close pits?” 32% replied that it will, yet 57% indicated it will not. Added to this 

was a third question: “Would you or would you not be prepared to stay on strike for 

several months if you felt this would stop Mr. MacGregor implementing his plan to 

close pits?” In response, 90% said they would, whilst only 7% said they would not. 

Using the term ‘grim determination’ accurately reflects the demeanour of the Yorkshire 

miners. Here there was a desire to confront the threat to their livelihoods by the NCB, 

an acceptance that they were prepared to make massive sacrifices and yet a fatalistic 

realisation that they would probably fail in trying to halt the pit closures. Yes, they were 

prepared to go on strike, in fact it was in Yorkshire where the catalyst for the strike 

began and where it spread rapidly through the field and industry. Yes, they kept to their 
																																																													
945Raphael	Samuel,	Barbara	Bloomfield	and	Guy	Boanas,	The	Enemy	Within:	Pit	Villages	and	the	Miners’	
Strike	1984-5	(London:	Routledge	and	Kegan	Paul,	1986),	23.		
946Laura	Barton,	“Barton’s	Britain:	Orgreave,”	The	Guardian,	June	9,	2009.		
947Polling	company.	
948Chairman	of	the	National	Coal	Board	representing	the	employer	and	indirectly	the	government.	
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word: of the 56,000 miners in the Yorkshire area, 90% were still out on strike by 

February 1995.949 Yet a stream of pessimism, of likely failure, runs inexorably through 

the identity of the Yorkshire miners and can be seen realised in the accounts of those 

miners present on the 18th June whose primary objective was to stop the coke deliveries 

being transported by road: 

Paul Hopkinson Houghton Main Colliery, Yorkshire:950 

“we couldn’t have physically stopped them even if we’d wanted to – because the police 

and the powers that be were intent that they would go in regardless.” 

William Gillan, Cadbey Colliery, Yorkshire:951 

“we were trying to get through and reach the lorries, but there was no point in it, 

because they were always travelling at speed and we couldn’t have done anything.” 

Andrew Leigh, Beighton Colliery, Yorkshire:952 

“the reason we pushed was I suppose like pushing against authority. There was no 

chance of our ever stopping the coke lorries.” 

Alan Briscoe, Barrow Colliery, Yorkshire:953 

“the object of the pushing is not always to do with stopping the scabs going in but more 

to show solidarity and to show what people feel.” 

Here Briscoe gives an insight into the only realisable objective they could achieve and 

perhaps exposes the futility of the strategy that day. Indeed, with hindsight many miners 

look back on the ill-conceived strategy surrounding Orgreave. They felt that more 

resources should have been dispersed around the country and not concentrated in one 

confined area. When asked if Orgreave was part of his territory, Source O2 replied: 

“No. But as I say I were more comfortable on a picket line at a pit and I could stretch to 
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a coal power station like Ferrybridge, because they were an immediate effect if you like. 

To me Orgreave didn’t seem like a target that we should have been concentrating on 

because it was mining that we should have shut that down.” But they still turned up, 

they did not question, they did not turn back when they were chaperoned into those 

holding areas and when violence ensued and they were pushed up the hills, they still 

turned back to confront the police. 

The combination of pessimism and some semblance of rationality were conveyed by 

Wayne Lingard of Houghton Main Colliery, Yorkshire, when he said: “there was no 

possibility of stopping those lorries getting in and our aim really was to make it as 

expensive as possible for them.”954 But even when they could inflict a lot of damage, as 

they had the opportunity when they got into the back of the plant earlier that morning, 

the sense of identity was to ‘look after each other,’ which in this case meant leaving the 

plant and being with fellow miners on the picket line itself. This recourse to solidarity 

was made by Source O2 when he stated: “The last thing you wanted was to be the one 

or two who got through the police line. You wanted to be on the other side with your 

mates sticking together.” Thus, the sense of identity, couched in the communal need for 

self-defence and looking after each other was all pervasive. 

‘Looking after each other’ was tested to the extreme on that sunny day.	Not only did the 

numbers display solidarity but they also empowered those present and it must have been 

incredibly menacing to both sides how many were arrayed against them. As Source O2 

remarked: “you felt invincible. There were that many of us there we could have done 

anything. That’s what you felt like with your comrades, we were on the right side as 

well, justice was on our side, the moral high ground was ours and you were there in big 

numbers, you did feel invincible, soon shattered that illusion though.” His reference to 

the “shattering” is revealing; it refers to the violence directed towards the pickets that 

day. It is his recognition that regardless of what resources they could muster, they were 

defenceless when pitched against the full might of the state, it also introduced yet again 

the tinge of pessimism that seems to paint the Yorkshire landscape. 
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You had the convergence of two masculine cultures in which “solidarity and toughness 

were highly valued.”955 These two immovable opposites were infused with an 

intransigence that could only find expression in confrontation. On the one hand a police 

force militarised by a government that was unwavering in its self-belief and the 

determination to eradicate what they saw as the chains of trade unionism holding back 

change. On the other, a workforce grasping to a sense of pride that was defending what 

they saw as an unjustified assault on their very existence. A workforce that was 

grasping to the last remnants of dignity which they realised through their collective 

identity, for them it was “an act of faith in their leaders, faith in the union, faith in 

themselves.”956  

The faith in themselves was revealed by Source O3 when he stated: “Yorkshire miners 

believed they were right… they weren’t get put on.”  When those in the middle holding 

area saw the police horse charges taking place on the topfield, the injustice experienced 

by their mates was transposed to the pickets en masse. David Wilson lamented:  

“I looked up and saw the police horses charging from behind the police 

cordon, through it and out into the pickets. We were low down and they 

were up on the hill (topside) so everybody in our compound could see 

what was happening. We tried to push out of that compound and get up on 

the hill. We wanted to help those people on the top field by making the 

picket stronger and preventing the horses from coming through. We 

thought that the more people there were on that top field the less chance 

they would have of sending the horses through. But it was a waste of time. 

The police were too strong they were about 4 deep at that time.”957 

There is a sweeping sense of sadness when reading the accounts of miners that day and 

their fatalistic resignation. Even still, perhaps it was a sense of honour that propelled the 

miners to uphold their allegiance to each other and to confront those that threatened 

them, because “closely related to loyalty in the ruling passions of the strike, one might 
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refer to the almost feudal sense of honour. A strike is always about more than the sum 

of its causes. It entails…a struggle for symbolic precedence.”958 

The solidarity that they had engendered at the pit face revealed itself that day. Bob 

McDonald recounted: “I got trampled on, I was pinned to the ground by two coppers, 

my face was smashed in by a shield. I lost all my teeth ending up getting false teeth and 

plate at side of jaw…I got no assistance by ambulance people…I got picked up by other 

pickets…I remember someone pouring water on mi’face [sic] just to clear me up and 

then I went back in for more.”959 

The incident surrounding the attack on picket Russell Broomhead by PC Martin has 

already been referred to earlier. Whilst he was being attacked, the police film of the 

incident shows several miners running parallel to the police lines to go to his assistance. 

These included Wayne Lingard and Neil Blizzard who were arrested as they tried to 

intervene. Alan Briscoe witnessed960 what was happening and when he moved forward 

to render assistance, he too was arrested. In another incident, Walter Riley turned 

around after he heard shouts of warning whereupon he saw Jack Taylor being dragged 

by the hair by the police, “…other pickets and people rushed forward and managed to 

free him.”961 

4.9.19 	The	Enduring	Yorkshire	Folk	Devil	

“Yorkshire people have acquired a belief that they are a breed set apart from the rest. 

Those living beyond the boundary acknowledge this separateness, but not always in the 

most flattering manner.”962 That manner was taken to the extreme during the strike. 

Having a national leader from Yorkshire, a mining force that was solidly behind the 

strike and being seen as the arbiters of conflict in the first place with the Cortonwood 

fiasco, the Yorkshire miners and miners in general were castigated from all quarters. 
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Strike	1984-5	(London:	Routledge	and	Kegan	Paul,	1986),	26.	
959Walter	McDonald,	interview	by	Jeremy	Deller,	The	English	Civil	War	Part	II	(London:	Artangel,	2001),	
CD.	
960Alan	Briscoe,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal,	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	48/453.	
961Walter	Riley,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
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962A.	A.	Cooper,	York	Country	(Bedfordshire:	White	Crescent,	1988),	1.	
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Margaret Thatcher’s depiction of the miners as the “enemy within,”963 underpinned the 

scathing attack that the political elite set forth upon the miners. She even set up a special 

ministerial group to deal with the coal crisis.964 Reminiscent of Enoch Powell’s “River 

of Blood” speech,965 she demonised the threat from the strike as reaching national 

security proportions. Consequently, she invoked the entire edifice of the state in her 

assault and a state of siege was declared to isolate the mining communities even further. 

This involved the activation of the National Reporting Centre that coordinated police 

activities which in effect circumvented the legal provisions of the Chief Constables, 

resulting in the “establishment of a national riot force answerable only to the Home 

Secretary.”966 State benefits were cut for those on strike if they received financial 

support from the union. At the same time, there were allegations that the armed forces 

had been called up to bolster the police ranks and operations.967 Even the judiciary was 

seen to be an extension of government. The images of violence and confrontation seen 

in the media often portrayed the miners as the architects of violence. This was 

temporarily suspended when the attack on Russell Broomhead was widely condemned 

by the media and referred to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). But any hopes 

that appealing to the law would aid the miners’ fight the injustice they felt was quickly 

dashed when the DPP refused to prosecute the officer. The union itself was targeted and 

subject to scrutiny and sanction by the law when it came to the sequestration of funds. 

Michael Mansfield one of the leading UK barristers condemned the use of courts for 

political purposes as well as the extension of more draconian powers to the police.968 

Communities which had hitherto prided themselves in their community spirit and 

fortitude had to become even more insular and isolated to simply weather the onslaught 
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968Michael	Mansfield	interview	by	Yvette	Vanson,	The	Battle	for	Orgreave	(Channel	4	Vanson	Wardle	
Production,	1985),	DVD.	
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from outside. The stigmatisation of the miners as modern day ‘folk devils’ performed a 

self-fulfilling function in revealing the miners as being suspicious and averse to the 

inevitability of change. “Very quickly the miners drew connections between their 

treatment and that of the black workers in South Africa, the treatment of the Irish people 

in the six counties and that of black youth…at home.”969 Is it any wonder therefore that 

an increased tendency for looking inwards was juxtaposed with a heightened suspicion 

of those from ‘without.’ And perhaps this was justified when one considers	Paul 

Hopkinson’s observations that the telephones at the strike HQ were tapped.970 

The ire directed towards the miners did not only come from those in power. Many 

members of the public were incandescent at the perceived violence of the pickets on the 

18th. This is underscored by an anonymous letter sent to Leslie Boulton, the 

photographer attacked by the police, which read: “With scum like you and your 

associates, we are sorry you escaped the horses hoofs. Maybe your deserts [sic] are to 

come.”971 

4.9.20 	The	Divisions	Within	

As previously mentioned the National Reporting Centre took over operational control of 

the police forces and it was able to call upon the services of police forces from outside 

the strike areas. These forces were seen as an occupying force, especially by those 

living in the mining communities. Their effect on the picket line was even more 

dramatic, as Cadbey miner William Gillan stressed: “it wasn’t until they started 

importing the bobbies from other areas that the trouble all started...things got worse 

when the London bobbies and police from other areas started to come into the area.”972 

Some miners noted a tangible shift in the mood when outside forces would be present 

leading to a heightened tension: “when there’s been a buildup of police from the 

Metropolitan Police or from the south there’s been a change of atmosphere that you 

could feel.”973 There was the widely held perception that the Yorkshire police were not 
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the primary culprits when it came to violent encounters between the police and miners. 

Clearly there was the view that at Orgreave that those from Yorkshire were beyond 

reproach: “It was noticeable at Orgreave that the South Yorkshire police were kept 

away from the battle and held in reserve…those bastards have been brought up from 

London. They’re up here to harm you.”974  

But herein lies the Yorkshire enigma. There may not have been South Yorkshire police 

on the front line at Orgreave, but certainly on the 18th those from the West Yorkshire 

force were there in numbers975 and they were in the front line. When examining the 

court and legal defence documents of the 1985 trial, there were to be 65 witnesses from 

different police forces, only one was from a Yorkshire force, but these were not the 

arresting officers. Yet by the 1991 Court of Appeal trial in the statements submitted by 

the miners some referred to the statements made by the arresting officers and identified 

the police force they represented. On the basis of this information, the largest group of 

arresting officers were from the Yorkshire forces, closely followed by West 

Midlands.976 Research by Janie Percy-Smith and Paddy Hillyard had already in fact 

noted: “It was widely thought by miners that in general the local police were more 

sympathetic and less tough in their handling of those arrested than forces sent in from 

outside, in particular the ‘Met’ and the Greater Manchester force. Our evidence 

contradicts this view and indicates that South and West Yorkshire police forces were 

particularly rough in their handling of those arrested.”977 On both sides of the picket line 

you had Yorkshiremen, both intransigent, their separate allegiance to national and local 

communities’ immovable: “Yorkshire, it was said, was no longer God's own county but 

instead a police state. The miners were a danger to democracy. We know how the story 

ends and it isn't with happy ever after.”978 

There was in effect a civil war being conducted, not only between the mining 

communities and the ‘other’ but also internally, within and between families. On those 

fields in Orgreave different generations of the same family walked towards those picket 
																																																													
974Derek	Morley,	“Yorks	police	kept	back,”	Militant,	June	1,	1984.	
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lines, but there were also those families irretrievably fractured by the strike. Source O3 

pondered that families were ‘broken,’ with brother against brother, father against son, 

cousin against cousin. Whilst Source O2 recalled: “it divided families…the passion was 

that strong…I had an uncle in my family that we never spoke to, we never went to his 

funeral, he made his choice and that was it and it was different to ours.”  

The expectations of loyalty and honour were immersed in the coalfields. Miners were 

expected to stand up and be counted when it came to service in the front lines, some did, 

some did not. Pete Richardson reminisced his time on the picket line: “me and Bri were 

doing a lot of encouraging at the back, you know shouting at those who were just stood 

there, not helping saying for them to get stuck in and earn their picketing fee, not just 

come down for the ride…”979 

The greatest invectives were directed at the scabs, after all that was the purpose of the 

picket to stop them going to work, a poem written by a miner at the time: 

Oh	to	be	a	scab,	
The	most	hated	in	the	land;	
A	fight	for	job	security,	
Fought	by	another	man’s	hand.	
	
Scabs	in	Notts	and	everywhere	else,	
I	beg	you	please	take	note;	
If	this	battle	is	lost	MacGregor	can	gloat.	
To	hell!	Cut	his	throat!	
Remember	boys,	say	No	No	No	vote!	
	
Scabs	of	this	now	divided	land,	
Try	hard	to	understand.	
This	is	not	just	a	Yorkshire	miners’	fight	
But	a	fight	to	show	the	miners’	might!	
	
Think	hard	and	remember	
Maggie	appointed	Mac	
As	a	butcher	of	our	trade.	
We	appointed	Arthur	to	step	us	up	by	one	grade.	
	
So	scabs,	off	your	knees	
And	rally	round.	
Give	our	sons	the	right	
To	go	underground.980 
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By June 1984, the phenomenon of ‘scabs’ centred on the hostility directed towards 

those pits in Nottinghamshire981 that refused to join the strike. There were clear regional 

differences within the mining industry, but stencilled in the picket line were the 

localised fractures that symbolised the miners’ collective identity. Source O2 might 

have been adamant that he was a miner first and regional associations were secondary, 

but in practice localism was the determining influence at all levels.  

The ritual of picketing reinforced the local collective identity. When miners turned up 

early in the morning for picket duty at the local NUM office, they “liked to keep the 

same lads together… You had a regular crew you travelled with and if they all turned up 

you were in the same car. You were never alone, you always went in a car of 

four…there was a camaraderie.”982 Given that each morning was a different ‘adventure’ 

and they never knew where they would turn up or the risks they faced, then this 

certainly reinforced a collective resilience. Wayne Lingard remarked there were 40 or 

50 cars from his colliery that morning.983 As Raymond Morris noted: “us four were the 

same four who always went picketing together. Alan I’ve know for donkeys years.”984 

Paul Wilkinson stated: “that all through the dispute I went in the same car with the same 

3 or 4 people to picket,”985 while Paul Hopkinson confirmed that he always went to 

picket with his pit.986 

At Orgreave that day was a patchwork of ‘tribes’ each representing their own pit, but 

there was disunity in their ranks, it had been a cancer for many years. The onslaught on 

their industry had splintered the miners. Scargill argued that the Area Incentive Scheme 

was introduced to divide mineworkers so that they did not have common interests.987 It 

did and coalfield was set against coalfield. In fact, the power base of the NUM lay at the 
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local and not the national level. As a result, it was very difficult for the leadership to 

mobilise national opposition to the pit closure programme. Although “the campaign 

against pit closures was carried on in Yorkshire with more enthusiasm than at national 

level,”988 the area was riven with division between those in the central areas of the 

coalfield and those on the periphery. The following statement by the branch secretary at 

Barnsley Main colliery highlights the inherent tensions in the Yorkshire field: “Be 

aware of the differing traditions within the Yorkshire coalfield. Barnsley is very loyal to 

Scargill…traditionally militant…we sent out more pickets than any other panel area in 

1984-85…Doncaster is still quite militant, though becoming more moderate…North 

Yorkshire…was traditionally moderate…but is now becoming quite militant…South 

Yorkshire – very moderate.”989 Thus when Norman Dennis, Fernando Henriques and 

Clifford Slaughter	present a picture of a close-knit community in Featherstone (South 

Yorkshire) this belies the reality of embedded divisions that characterised the industry, 

communities and the strike itself.990  

Perhaps the view that was entrenched in the Yorkshire miners was a perception that they 

had more to lose and therefore had a greater justification for their actions. Although 

Source O2 said the identity of the miner was the cohesive bond, he soon qualified this 

by saying: “mining has always been a big part of Yorkshire, Kent’s had mining but it 

was never as big as Yorkshire.Yorkshire was built on coal and textile industry…look at 

Castleford take out these five pits and there’s nowt [sic] there. You knew you were 

fighting for your existence.” 

But the discord also extended beyond the NUM into its relations with other unions. 

Many miners were incredulous at the apparent lack of support from other unions. 

Barrow Colliery miner Alan Briscoe complained: “It wasn’t right what they were doing, 

the lorry drivers. In fact there weren’t even British Steel wagons that were doing it. All 

the names on the wagons were painted over with stickers, so nobody knew who they 
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belonged to. I felt we had been let down by other trade unionists. Especially by the men 

at British Steel.”991 

The following song to the tune of ‘Robin Hood’ might bear witness to the perception 

that for some there was a class based dimension to the strike: 

Maggie	T.,	Maggie	T.,	
Riding	through	the	glen,	
Maggie	T.,	Maggie	T.,	
With	her	evil	men,	
Robs	from	the	poor,	
Gives	to	the	rich,	
Robbing	bitch,	Robbing	bitch,	Robbing	bitch.992 
 
There was some awareness of the class dimension on that hot summer’s day. Paul 

Hopkinson stressed he was there “to show those people who were driving the lorries 

and were supposed to be in trade unions, but even if they weren’t, they were working 

class, how disgusted we were with what they were doing.”993 But as can be seen from 

the preceding discussion there were inherent divisions within the mining community 

and their relations with wider society, which might undermine a cohesive working-class 

identity. Perhaps Edward Palmer Thompson’s observations have some resonance here 

when he states: “‘Working classes’ is a descriptive term, which evades as much as it 

defines. It ties loosely together a bundle of discrete phenomena.”994 If the trade union 

movement was a symbol of the working class it was riven with division. There was no 

working-class unity shown that day in Orgreave, it is unclear whether it even existed.995 

This was asymmetrical warfare in which the miners were there to defend their 

livelihoods and community. These were communities in which capitalism, the owners 

of capital and the protectors of that capital lived cheek by jowl with the 

miners.996Although it must be emphasised, that the connection between miner and mine 
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owner reflected a deep-seated community relationship that went beyond economic 

determinants. The interdependency of all aspects of a mining community distinguished 

it from other branches of industry, so when they were dismantled in 1984 and the mine 

management was seen to collaborate with the police then many miners were both 

shocked and angry.997  

The miners had shown themselves capable of adapting to changing economic 

conditions.998 They were fighting for a decent salary commensurate with the dangers 

they faced, for the perpetuation of terms and conditions of employment that had been 

agreed upon. For values that were not too dissimilar to those promoted by Thatcher: the 

sanctity of the family, the notion of being hardworking infused with a strength of 

independence. The abrogation of these ‘rights’ and the abrasive dismissal of their 

concerns by the employers and their condemnation as the modern day ‘folk devil,’ gave 

them few alternatives - fight or flight. The only problem with the latter was there was 

nowhere to find refuge, the battle had already been brought to them on the fields of 

Yorkshire. 

4.9.21 	Not	in	my	Backyard	

Yorkshire was the epicentre of the mobilisation of the strike. The onset of the strike had 

seen Yorkshire pickets advancing into Nottinghamshire to stifle the scab operations. 

When the police invested its resources in preventing the Yorkshire pickets from 

entering the area, there was very little they could do from a strategic point of view. 

Their access points to other areas were constrained and getting to other pits and steel 

works could easily be thwarted by the police. Orgreave could easily be accessed, the 

logistical chain was not an issue and pits and steelworks stood in close proximity within 

a large industrial conurbation. Yet here was a scab operation going on in the backyard 

of what was supposed to be the vanguard of the strike. As Dave Douglass points out: “in 

the heart of the South Yorkshire coalfield was a scab operation that was running, 

deliberately some would say, right through the villages…so it was a target that rankled 

with people and we had a job stopping people going there spontaneously.”999 
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If you look at the Yorkshire identity based on honour and masculinity anchored in a 

pride stemming from an attachment to the local community, then what was happening 

in Orgreave was obviously a grave insult to the miners. Blinded by their own 

invincibility, their seething sense of injustice and incensed that a ‘foreign force’ had the 

impunity to operate in ‘their’ land, then the call to arms at Orgreave was perhaps 

inevitable. Yet the paradox of Orgreave was that the symbolism of the location was 

more important to the police and their political masters than the miners. If the police 

could drain the resources of the miners and suck them into an open pitched 

confrontation, then they would divert the miners away from coal producing pits in 

Nottingham. Thereby allowing the scab operations to function and maintain the police’s 

legitimacy in taking whatever measures necessary to defend scab workers. At the same 

time if they could defeat the miners in their own backyard, the symbolic heartland of the 

strike and the key support base of the figurehead of the strike - NUM President Arthur 

Scargill, then they felt they could inflict a death knell to the strike.  

But the events on the 18th June were soon to be overshadowed by further violence… 

4.10 	The	End	of	the	Strike		
If the police and the government had hoped to bring the miners to open battle and inflict 

a mortal blow to their cause, then that was not achieved at Orgreave. Whilst Orgreave 

was no longer the centerpiece of confrontations, the imagery and the experience it 

promoted ensured that it would not be forgotten. Whether it was revenge for Orgreave is 

impossible to say, but what is clear, is that the ensuing events saw an intensification and 

menacing shift in the nature of violent conflictual contention both on the picket lines 

and in the villages, homes and front rooms of those divided communities. “Revenge is 

associated with a culture of honour, which emphasises pride in manhood, masculine 

courage, assertiveness, physical strength and warrior virtues,”1000 and all these traits had 

been bludgeoned in full glare of the media on that June day at Orgreave.   

“Yorkshire pitmen dig in to keep a way of life,”1001 was the headline of an article a few 

days after Orgreave. From without, many saw it as unadulterated bloody-mindedness, 
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from within as the same article noted, the struggle made them harder, more determined 

and brought the communities closer together. 

Other than one incident on the 26th at the Coal House in Doncaster when hundreds of 

pickets descended and confronted the police and damage to property and arrests ensued, 

the rest of June was relatively peaceful. July showed warning signs that violence was 

still an undercurrent in the strike as characterised by the events in the Yorkshire village 

of Hemsworth. Violent confrontations broke out repeatedly between youths, who 

together with miners had clashed with riot police. The scale was unprecedented; on the 

weekend of the 13th July there were 20 arrests. The police present in the village were 

from the local area1002 and this further highlighted the internecine conflict infecting the 

local communities. Miners were in clashes with police at picket lines in other areas, 

those from South Yorkshire were prevented yet again from accessing the Notts and 

Derbyshire fields.1003 But perhaps this was contributing to the pressure cooker that was 

Yorkshire. Unable to picket in other areas they were effectively pinned in by the police. 

This was combined with an intransigence of all parties to the conflict both across the 

negotiating table1004 and the picket line which led to an increasing defiance1005 and a 

toxic contamination of the conflict. This contamination intensified with the spectre of 

miners returning to work. 

The diffusion of violence beyond the picket line took apace after Orgreave. A concert 

for miners and their wives in Wakefield turned nasty when police turned up after the 

concert. Taking offence at their presence over a hundred people confronted the police, 

four of whom were hurt.1006 

Increased policing to stop Yorkshire miners picketing elsewhere led to charges that the 

police had damaged cars along the Nottinghamshire border to stop them transporting 

miners. Reports suggested that Yorkshire miners had been attacked at Cuckney on their 

way to Warsop Main Colliery in Nottinghamshire. The same reports also said that the 

disturbances involving police and miners were “some of the ugliest of the miners’ 

																																																													
1002Malcolm	Pithers,	“Pits	frustration	breeds	village	violence,”	The	Guardian,	July	16,	1984.	
1003Paul	Denis,	“Pickets	move	into	Derbyshire,”	The	Guardian,	July	27,	1984.	
1004Patrick	Wintour,	“One	word	that	could	spell	a	long,	cold	autumn,”	The	Guardian,	July	20,	1984.	
1005Malcolm	Pithers,	“Cortonwood	miners	pledge	a	fight	to	the	bitter	end,”	The	Guardian,	July	20,	1984.	
1006Malcolm	Pithers,	“Four	police	injured	at	miners’	night	out,”	The	Guardian,	August	3,	1984.	
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strike.”1007 But the miners had learnt from the set piece confrontations at Orgreave, so 

they adapted and changed tactics. 

By the end of August, 16 miners had returned to work out of a total of 55,000 in 

Yorkshire. The symbolism of their return was not lost on all concerned because it gave 

increased legitimacy to the government that the strike was illegal. It was exploited to 

drive even deeper the splits within the ranks of the miners. The police expended 

massive resources in the protection and escort of the returning workers to work. When 

one miner returned to Silverwood colliery, Rotherham, barricades were set up on 

approach roads and the police were forced to slow down, at which time they were then 

pelted with missiles. The first hit and run attacks started at 03.45hrs, after each incident 

the pickets melted back into the nearby woods.1008 The day saw an eruption of violence 

throughout the Yorkshire coalfield. Barricades were erected and clashes with police 

took place at Markham Main, Bentley, Edlington, Kiveton Park and Allerton 

Bywater.1009 But it was at Armthorpe where there were bitter clashes, with the police 

reporting that barricades had been set up and stoning persisted. Counterclaims by the 

miners were that the police were indiscriminately roaming in the village targeting 

miners and youths.1010 The village was cordoned off and the media was not allowed 

access.1011 

September saw a steady increase in violence, at Kiveton Park colliery an assortment of 

missiles injured eight police officers, the same was repeated at Kellingley.1012 Further 

clandestine warfare reared its head later in September when one of the worst incidents 

of the strike1013 was seen when a police convoy was ambushed near Silverwood 

Colliery. Nine police vans were stopped at 02.00hrs and surrounded by hundreds of 

pickets who proceeded to pelt the convoy with stones, wood and pieces of metal. Two 

																																																													
1007Peter	Hetherington,	“Miners	allege	cars	attacked	by	police,”	The	Guardian,	August	14,	1984.	
1008Michael	Parkin,	“Hit-and-run	pickets	hunted	in	wood,”	The	Guardian,	August	22,	1984.	
1009Michael	Parkin,	“Paramilitaries	join	pickets,	say	police,”	The	Guardian,	August	23,	1984.	The	article	
related	to	the	fact	that	pickets	were	now	attired	in	protective	clothing,	concealed	their	identity	and	used	
mobile	and	more	fluid	tactics.	Asymmetrical	urban	warfare	was	on	the	front	door	step	in	the	Yorkshire	
mining	communities.	
1010An	account	of	this	is	in	David	Douglass,	Come	and	wet	my	truncheon	(London:	Aldgate	Press,	1986).	
1011Subsequent	investigative	journalism	revealed	some	of	the	unsavoury	tactics	employed	by	the	police,	
see	David	Hearst,	“The	day	the	police	stormed	Armthorpe,”	The	Guardian,	December	3,	1984.	
1012Andrew	Moncur,	“Van	with	working	miners	crash	into	an	ambush,”	The	Guardian,	September	8,	
1984.	
1013Stephen	Cook	and	Malcolm	Pithers,	“Diabolical	ambush,	allege	police,”	The	Guardian,	September	29,	
1984.	
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vans were overturned and the police were only able to repel the pickets with police 

dogs.1014 Throughout September, skirmishes and confrontations peppered Yorkshire, 

with the focal points being Kiveton Park, Yorkshire Main, Markham Main and Maltby. 

The inexorable path of violence was assailing even more brutal and divisive heights 

when on October the 5th, 21 police were injured in clashes at Yorkshire pits. Returning 

miners at Rossington and Kiveton Park provoked an angry reaction by pickets. Already 

at 02.00hrs police vehicles were attacked and by 05.00hrs there were reports of 3,000 

miners at Kiveton Park facing down large numbers of police.1015 The pickets were 

unable to stop the returning miners.  

The slow trickle of miners returning to work was debilitating for the mining 

communities. When a miner decided to return to work it attracted the disapprobation of 

a community that was tearing itself apart and often exploded in bloody reprisal. In the 

short term, the hatred directed towards the scab was often vividly underscored at the pits 

on the first day when they returned. This was repeated in bloody sequence throughout 

the coalfield, so when three miners decided to return to Brodsworth Colliery, pickets 

turned out in numbers and clashed with police resulting in multiple casualties on both 

sides.1016 This happened when Tony Haller decided to return to work at Rossington, 

resulting in 2,000 pickets confronting police, 25 of the latter were injured.1017 The 

returning miners induced the pickets back into massed pitched battles at the collieries 

with the police, which was playing directly into the hands of the police. But the blood 

was draining metaphorically from the veins of the strike and the strikers. They knew it, 

they were backed into a corner, their truculence and sense of honour tied them whilst 

the state outmaneuvered and out resourced them into submission. November was to be a 

very bitter month. 

Mining communities were in desperate straits, none more so than in Grimethorpe. With 

the onset of cold weather, families went to the local pit stockpile to take coal. Police 

support units descended on the area and made arrests. In retaliation at the perceived 

injustice of the police actions, miners and youths besieged the police station in the 

																																																													
1014Ibid.	
1015Malcolm	Pithers,	“21	police	injured	in	clashes	at	Yorkshire	pits,”	The	Guardian,	October	6,	1984.	The	
miners	were	accused	of	using	a	nail	gun	in	their	attack.	
1016“PCs	hurt	in	pit	clash,”	The	Guardian,	October	13,	1984.	
1017Malcolm	Pithers	and	Peter	Hetherington,	“Policeman	‘spiked’	in	clash	at	colliery,”	The	Guardian,	
October	18,	1984.	
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course of which a local police sergeant, Janet Smith, was brutally attacked, “it was as if 

all the pent-up feelings of the strike exploded” said one police officer.1018 There was 

widespread disorder over several days and the crescendo of violence was building up to 

a climax as more and more miners were deciding to return to work. 

Rumours began to circulate that a miner was preparing to return to work at 

Cortonwood1019 the symbolic pit that was the catalyst for the strike back in March. 

When he did go in under police escort, violence followed. On the 9th November, the 

violence on that day was described as the worst in the entire dispute. It exceeded the 

events of June with thousands of miners in pitched battles with police, the lines receded 

and advanced under continuous missile throwing and horse charges. Early fog, then 

acrid smoke filled the air from burning barricades.1020 On the 12th November, observers 

were calling it the worst day of violence in the strike and it was the most intense and 

concerted period of disorder in the entire dispute. A police station was attacked near 

Maltby. Dinnington Colliery was the scene of extensive disorder as were other locations 

in villages such as Brampton and the central location of Cortonwood. Petrol bombs 

were used, property damaged and multiple injuries with over 30 police injured.1021  

The miners returning back to work meant that the pickets had to be thinned out over the 

coalfield and the ability of the miners to garner enough support was starting to tail 

off.1022 That did not stop the violence, there were still confrontations with injuries and 

arrests at numerous locations, for instance Cadeby Colliery, Treeton, Rossington, and 

Askern. One incident that did attract attention was the assault on Michael Fletcher on 

the 23rd November. Fletcher was a working miner who was viciously attacked in his 

home by a group of approximately 20 striking miners.1023  

																																																													
1018Jonathan	Foster,	“Grimethorpe:	Why	a	brass	band	pit	village	erupted	into	violence,”	The	Guardian,	
October	21,	1984.		
1019Malcolm	Pithers,	“First	miner	back	at	pit	where	dispute	began,”	The	Guardian,	November	9,	1984.	
1020Malcolm	Pithers,	“Miners’	fury	over	strike	breaker,”	The	Guardian,	November	10,	1984.	
1021Malcolm	Pithers,	“Police	meet	petrol	bombs	in	worst	pit	violence,”	The	Guardian,	November	13,	
1984.	
1022Ibid.	By	the	12th	November	there	were	614	men	working	in	Yorkshire.		
1023Malcolm	Pithers,	“Miners	held	after	home	attack,”	The	Guardian,	November	27,	1984.	In	October	
1985,	several	of	the	miners	accused	of	the	assault	were	found	not	guilty	in	court.	This	perhaps	reflected	
the	deep-seated	suspicion	of	the	police	that	perpetuated	after	the	strike	when	the	police	and	crown	
prosecution	service	found	it	difficult	to	get	prosecutions	against	miners	in	mining	communities,	see	
“Miners	cleared	of	baseball	attack,”	The	Guardian,	October	23,	1985.	
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The miners, embittered by the extraordinary lengths the state was taking to fight the 

strike directed unrelenting violence towards their nemesis – the ‘scabs.’ The fissure had 

been seen to widen already in August1024 and the hatred and disdain radiating from the 

striking miners were in part met by those who wanted to work.1025 As the autumn 

merged into winter, communities and families were irrevocably broken. Last ditch 

attempts to show solidarity dwindled as they tried to shore up the hand of their 

representatives1026 who were in negotiations with the employers. Yet the stubborn 

defiance of the Yorkshire picket still resounded in the coalfields when they continued to 

defy the High Court who decreed that no more than six pickets could be present at 

South Yorkshire pits.1027 

In March 1985, a delegate conference of the NUM voted to return to work.1028 Violent 

conflictual contention did not end, instead it sought refuge in the bitter recriminations 

that afflicted the communities. Those that had broken the strike and returned to work 

were about to feel the wrath of those they had so badly let down,1029 elephants might 

never forget, but Yorkshiremen never forgive…1030 

The humiliation of defeat was not hidden by the spirit of defiance that some wanted to 

portray.1031 After the strike the mining industry went through further convulsions that 

saw the destruction of the industry and the NUM.1032 Mines were closed down,1033 and 

																																																													
1024John	Cunningham,	“The	small	signs	of	fissure	in	the	coal	face,”	The	Guardian,	August	17,	1984.	
1025A	striking	miner	discharged	his	shotgun	when	striking	miners	attacked	his	home	in	Rotherham,	
“Besieged	man	‘right	to	shoot,’”	The	Guardian,	August	21,	1984.	
1026Malcolm	Pithers,	“Pickets	swoop	on	key	mine,”	The	Guardian,	January	30,	1985.	
1027	“Pickets	defy	High	Court	judge	by	turning	up	in	force	at	mines,”	The	Guardian,	February	16,	1985.	
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Harper,	“Pit	strike	ends	in	defiance	and	tears,”	The	Guardian,	March	4,	1985.	
1029Graham	Hind,	“Miners’	home	attacked,”	The	Guardian,	April	14,	1984.	
1030Audrey	Gillan,	“Strikers’	hatred	and	mistrust	will	never	die,”	The	Guardian,	March	1,	2004;	Paul	
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1031John	Ezard,	“Spirit	of	defiance	in	face	of	defeat,”	The	Guardian,	March	5,	1985.	
1032The	Union	of	Democratic	Mineworkers	(UDM)	rivalled	the	NUM	based	on	the	rump	of	the	
Nottinghamshire	field.	These	miners	had	been	courted	and	protected	by	the	state	during	the	strike.	In	
1992,	the	leader	of	the	UDM	quit	over	the	alleged	betrayal	of	the	union	by	the	government	who	were	
determined	to	close	more	pits,	this	time	in	the	Notts	field,	see	Cella	Weston,	“UDM	leader	to	quit	over	
Government	‘betrayal,’”	The	Guardian,	October	21,	1992.	
1033Jane	McLoughlin	and	Paul	Hoyland,	“Miners	vote	for	closures	to	beat	benefits	deadline,”	The	
Guardian,	October	10,	1985;	Keith	Harper	and	Michael	Parkin,	“4,000	Yorkshire	pit	jobs	to	go,”	The	
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even though Yorkshire still had an appetite for a stoic defiance, it was futile.1034 Despite 

a temporary reprieve1035 some years later, the industry was destined for the scrapheap of 

industrial decline. Those that still survived literally had to confront death and serious 

injury down the pits where health and safety were sacrificed on the altar of privatisation 

or in the doctor’s surgeries where they were afflicted by numerous industrial 

diseases.1036  

But violence still moved apace, the focus shifted back to the inner-cities… 

4.11 	Inner-City	Troubles		
When the strike had ended, violent conflictual contention emerged once again in the 

streets of Leeds. In September 1986, gangs totaling around 40 youths clashed and petrol 

bombs were used.1037 It was so rapid that police reaction was unable to detain any 

culprits. The ethnic identity of those responsible was not raised, the only eyewitnesses 

seemed to come from the ethnic community. 

17-year-old Marcus Skellington from the Afro-Caribbean community was arrested on 

Sunday afternoon on the 21st June 1987. This was amidst a dispute between two 

families in Grange Terrace, Chapeltown, and the police were called out to intervene.1038 

By the 24th June, The Guardian reporter Andrew Rawnsley was penning: “Leeds police 

on standby after 2 days of violence.”1039 Allegations that Skellington had been beaten 

by the police after the arrest stoked the fires of resentment. Local youths had taken 

offence at the manner of his arrest and later started stoning the police and firebombing 

police cars. In the same article by Rawnsley he refers to many of the symptoms endemic 

to the Manningham disturbances that were later to breakout in 1995: a volatile 

confrontation with the police, a pathological hatred of the police, a socio-economic 
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environment characterised by deprivation and high levels of unemployment and distrust 

of elders who wanted to engage with the authorities.	Yet both Cedric Clarke, the city’s 

only black councillor and the senior police officer in Chapeltown, John Ellis, affirmed 

that the main issue was not a “racial problem.”1040 Clarke added his frustration: “I’ve 

had enormous problems with the younger people…”1041 because	of their unwillingness 

to engage with the authorities. The disturbances lasted at least 12 hours, there were 

approximately 70 youths involved at any one stage and the majority was aged 14-15.1042 

But confrontation between the police and ethnic minorities was not confined to Leeds. 

The Asian communities who had come to settle in many Northern towns started to 

become embroiled in violent confrontation. This was a reaction to what they saw as the 

threat from right-wing extremism and the role of the police in their communities. 

On the 24th June, 1989, a march by the British National Party (BNP)1043 tried to enter 

the Savile town area of Dewsbury, South of Leeds. They were supporting a number of 

white parents who had withdrawn their children from schools in the area, protesting at 

the rapid increase in Muslim children and the fact that their children would be a 

minority in the schools they were allocated.1044 The area had a high density of Muslims 

and the school catchment area obviously attracted children from the ethnic minorities. 

In reaction to the attempted incursion by the BNP, large numbers of Asian youths 

decided to take matters into their own hands. By the time violence had started to break 

out, the BNP had already exited the area. They targeted the Scarborough Pub, as patrons 

sat drinking inside the pub it was set alight, although the patrons escaped, the pub was 

burnt down. The ‘Battle of Dewsbury’ ensued and community relations were set back, 

some would say they have never recovered.1045 
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The ‘awakening’ of Asian youth arising from the Bradford 12 incident that the Bradford 

Commission had identified earlier, was invoked when the Satanic Verses controversy 

came to the fore. Presaging the Charlie Hebdo conflagration in 2014 was the collision 

between freedom of speech and the intricate sensibilities of the Muslim culture over the 

Satanic Verses.1046 Bradford and the Bradford Council of Mosques became the 

confluence of the condemnation of Salman Rushdie’s work.1047 Frustrated at getting 

little response from the publisher, the Muslim community decided to literally take 

matters into their own hands and symbolically burned the book in the middle of 

Bradford at a large demonstration that was broadcast worldwide.1048 There were 

dissenting voices however within the Muslim community that questioned the reaction of 

the local community and felt that the local leaders were not representing the youth in 

general.1049 The fact that this incident provoked such a deep-seated emotional reaction 

and attracted large numbers to the demonstrations organised might indicate that the 

large majority saw the book as an affront to their religion. 

On the 14th February 1989, Ayatollah Khomeni in Iran issued a fatwa against Rushdie. 

Lewis warned: “Henceforth, Bradford was perceived to be the epicentre of British 

Muslim anger and resistance to the novel, which persisted unabated for more than two 

years…Bradford, in the popular imagination, became a centre of Muslim 

‘fundamentalism,’ with the city a bridgehead in the West for the establishment of 

separatist, Islamic enclaves. For Muslim and non-Muslim alike, no city was more 

important in the construction of a British Muslim identity.”1050 

The Muslim community demanded action be taken and this was voiced in various 

generally peaceful demonstrations in Yorkshire on the 4.3.1989 in Keighley and 
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Sheffield, and on the 27.3.1989 in Dewsbury. Although there was disorder at a march in 

Halifax on the 2.3.1989 when nearly 100 youths caused trouble.1051  

Another demonstration was held in the Tyrls area in the centre of Bradford, on June 17th 

1989, attended by large numbers of Muslim youths. Congregating in the main square 

the youth listened to speakers such as Councillor Mohammed Riaz who proclaimed that 

unless the issues surrounding the Satanic Verses were not addressed then the action 

would be repeated elsewhere. The significance of the Rushdie affair for Bradford was 

not lost on the Bradford Commission who referred to it in their findings. They 

expressed it in epochal terms linking the flourishing sense of Islamic identity among 

Muslims, especially the young, to the Iranian revolution and its juxtaposition with 

people in Bradford exerting their Muslim identity.1052 More significantly they saw this 

occasion as a benchmark event when they stated: “This was probably the first occasion 

when people of Asian origin were involved in large-scale public action where there was 

no significant involvement of whites in support and or leadership of the events. It was 

also the first occasion when large numbers of young Muslim men and youths were 

involved in street action.”1053 However other reports paint a different picture.  

Groups of youths broke away from the protest, the ebb and flow of spontaneous violent 

outbursts could be seen. Missiles were thrown and at 14.00hrs riot police were 

summoned, this was some four hours after the protesters had started to assemble. At 

14.45hrs a reporter observed: “white youths start to taunt the demonstrators. The groups 

begin throwing stones and bottles at each other. Some white youths are hurt, others 

arrested. A policeman staggers as a demonstrator karate-kicks him in the face in Bridge 

Street.”1054	One report noted that around 300 broke away which turned into a ‘rampage’ 

around the city centre, pelting police with missiles, damaging property and fighting with 

white youths.1055 
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1055Simon	Hardy	and	Charles	Hymas,	“MP	calls	for	inquiry	into	breakaway	‘Rushdie’	riot,”	Yorkshire	Post,	
June	19,	1989.	
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At the rear of the crowd members of Bradford City’s football hooligan firm ‘The 

Ointment’1056 were hurling barbed invectives against the Muslim youths. As Paul 

Weller notes, shouting the name ‘Rushdie’1057 in itself was interpreted as an insult by 

the Muslim community. When this was coming from a group of white youths then the 

confrontation escalated. Antony Rowland1058 in a footnote, asserts that Muslims were 

kicked and punched by members of the hooligan firm. Given the numbers of Asian 

youths present and the forward panic surge towards the Ointment group then it was 

highly unlikely that the violent intent was one-sided. At least one young white passer-by 

was savagely beaten by 16 Asian youths.1059 An Assistant Chief Constable said: “there 

was no evidence to suggest the trouble was racial.”1060 

Bob Cryer,1061 present at the event felt that many youths had arrived at the 

demonstration intent on creating mayhem.1062 The police were criticised, once again the 

Asian youths saw differential policing when they felt they were the victim of over-

zealous policing. Local community leaders condemned the police.1063 The Bradford 

Commission’s conclusion was that the Satanic Verses episode “had a major impact in 

alienating young Muslim culture from the White establishment and particularly from the 

police.”1064  

Reactions from the white community did include physical retaliation. In July 1989, 

there were reports of white gangs attacking individual Muslims in the West Bowling 

area of Bradford. By the time the police arrived the white gang had apparently dispersed 
																																																													
1056For	background	on	this	football	firm	see	Kevin	McDonnell,	Getting	a	Nasty	Shock:	The	Bradford	
Ointment	Story	(Bradford:	Flashy	Blade	books,	2012).	
1057Paul	Weller,	Mirror	for	Our	Times:	‘The	Rushdie	Affair’	and	the	Future	of	Multiculturalism	(London:	
Continuum	International	Publishing,	2009),	30.		
1058Antony	Rowland,	Tony	Harrison	and	the	Holocaust	(Liverpool:	Liverpool	University	Press,	2001),	305.	
1059Tony	Harney	and	Bob	Walker,	“Wave	of	Rushdie	protests	on	way,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	June	17,	
1989.	
1060“Rampage	‘not	part	of	the	plan,’”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	19,	1989.		
1061Labour	MP	for	Keighley	and	Bradford	South.	After	his	untimely	death	in	1994	his	wife	became	MP	for	
the	area,	she	was	one	of	the	few	MPs	to	bring	attention	to	the	widespread	grooming	of	white	girls	by	
Asian	gangs.	She	was	resoundly	condemned	by	many	of	her	colleagues	and	local	ethnic	groups.	
1062ITN	news	17.6.1989.	Demonstrators	had	also	come	from	other	cities,	see	Robert	Schopen,	“Violence	
hits	Rushdie	Rally,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	19,	1989.	A	local	MP	also	said	he	had	evidence	that	Iranian	
students	might	have	been	instrumental	in	stirring	up	trouble,	see	Paul	Buck,	Title	Unknown,	Telegraph	&	
Argus,	June	22,	1989.	
1063“I	back	use	of	riot	gear:	My	officers	were	under	attack,	says	police	chief,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	
19,	1989.	The	title	of	the	article	was	embedded	in	police	strategy	when	it	came	to	Manningham	in	1995.	
1064Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	5.8.26.	The	ramifications	of	the	
Rushdie	affair	in	general	and	its	implications	for	the	British	Muslim	community	in	Bradford	is	drawn	out	
in	Yunas	Samad,	“Book	burning	and	race	relations:	Political	mobilisation	of	Bradford	Muslims,”	Journal	
of	Ethnic	and	Migration	Studies	18/4	(1992):	507-19.	
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but there were the remnants of a large group of Asian youths who refused to disperse 

when asked by the police. When one of them struck at the police car, further units were 

called into the area and they were confronted by 100 plus Muslim youths armed with 

sticks and stones. Missiles were thrown, cars were damaged but there were no arrests. 

Regulars at a local pub bemoaned that had they been white youths they would have 

been ‘banged up’ and they disputed that the white youths were responsible.1065 Attacks 

over subsequent weekends revealed some of the perpetrators had been white youths.  

Five were charged with public order offences and seven released on bail.1066 Leaders of 

the community on all sides attributed the escalation in attacks to the events in June and 

the overall deterioration in community relations arising from the Satanic Verses 

controversy.1067 

4.12 	Deadly	Football	Violence		
Residence in the second division had given more opportunities for those intent on 

violence to confront rival supporters. In 1984, there were major incidents at 

Huddersfield in October and Oxford in November involving Leeds fans.1068 Soon this 

was to turn to tragedy in one of the most serious incidents in football-related violence in 

England.  

Ex-police detective, Michael Layton graphically illustrates the events of the day, May 

11th, 1985 when Leeds fans visited St Andrews to face Birmingham city.1069 Police 

constable Steve Burrows noted: “When I took up position there were already several 

thousand Leeds fans in the ground and they were not happy. They had an awful 

reputation and lived up to it that afternoon.”1070 In the stadium both sets of fans were 

unable to confront each other, instead they both engaged with the police. In what can 

only be described as utter carnage, a young fan lost his life when a wall collapsed on 

																																																													
1065Martin	Wainwright,	“White	gang	attack	touches	raw	nerve	for	Muslims,”	The	Guardian,	July	11,	
1989.	
1066Martin	Wainwright,	“Hit-and-run	gangs	attack	city’s	Muslims,”	The	Guardian,	July	18,	1989.	
1067Ibid.	Also	see	Ramindar	Singh,	The	Struggle	for	Racial	Justice	from	Community	Relations	to	
Community	Cohesion:	The	Story	of	Bradford	1950-2002	(Bradford:	Print	Plus	UK,	2002),	43.	
1068Teeman	Levine	&	Co	Solicitors,	Representing	LUFC,	Submission	to	the	Enquiry,	14	June	1985,	SPG	44.	
(The	Papers	of	the	Popplewell	Inquiry	into	Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	Bradford	University).	
1069Michael	Layton	and	Robert	Endeacott,	Hunting	the	Hooligans	(Croydon:	Milo	Books,	2015).						
Chapter	2	has	the	title:	’The	Leeds	Riot.’	
1070Jeanette	Oldham,	“Police	recall	how	Zulu	Warriors	involved	in	riot	at	Leeds	match	that	left	500	
injured	and	innocent	teen	dead,”	Birmingham	Mail,	July	18,	2015.	
http://www.birminghammail.co.uk/news/midlands-news/police-recall-how-zulu-warriors-9684447	
(Accessed	September,	2015).	
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him during violent scenes.1071 This, together with the death of 56 fans at Valley Parade, 

Bradford, on the same day and the death of football fans at Heysel a few weeks later, 

resulted in draconian measures being introduced to curb football-related violence. 

CCTV had already been installed at Elland Road.1072 Increased security measures were 

set in place and these were introduced incrementally in most stadia. But this could only 

have limited effect since a lot of the violence was taking place outside the stadium and 

the game itself. Often it was spontaneous and unorganised,1073 at least relative to the 

subsequent developments the game was to see. Some commentators viewed the 

introduction of more effective control as having a demonstrably negative effect on the 

manifestations of football-related violence.1074   

Perhaps the events at Bradford on September the 20th 1986 showed that the Leeds fans 

were not willing to wake up to the new era in football. Getting to away games they 

avoided the main transport routes, hence the name of the firm – ‘Leeds Service Crew.’ 

These were the ‘casuals’ of the 1980’s, attired in fashionable clothing, not bedecked in 

their club’s colours. When they went to Odsal Stadium, the temporary stadium of 

Bradford City they wreaked havoc. The game had to be stopped as a fire engulfed a 

sales point. Violence erupted and over 60 were arrested.1075 The ban on Leeds away fans 

introduced after the Birmingham incident was relaxed for the game on police advice. A 

few days later the club was asking for the ban to be reinstated.1076  

The authorities took the Leeds fans head on during Operation Wild Boar when they 

arrested the main ringleaders of the Leeds Service Crew firm.1077 Some interesting 

issues arise with this case. First of all, there was the alleged linkage between the fans 

																																																													
1071David	Lacey,	“To	the	limits	of	courage	and	violence,”	The	Guardian,	May	13,	1985.		
1072The	first	trial	use	had	been	at	the	Leeds	v	Manchester	game	in	October	1975,	see	“High	spy	bid	to	
beat	soccer	hooligans,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	November	12,	1975.	
1073Jon	Garland	and	Michael	Rowe,	“The	‘English	Disease’-	Cured	or	in	Remission?”	Crime	Prevention	and	
Community	Safety:	An	International	Journal	1/4(1999):	43.	There	had	been	attempts	by	different	groups	
to	get	the	disparate	groups	of	fans	organised	by	printing	out	leaflets	and	directing	where	fans	should	go.	
This	was	superseded	by	some	leaflets	expressing	racist	opinions.			
1074Sarah	Boseley,	“Tough	tactics	‘breed	super-hooligans,”	The	Guardian,	May	17,	1988.	
1075Paul	Brown,	“Sixty	charged	after	Leeds	fans	start	fire	at	Bradford	ground,”	The	Guardian,	September	
22,	1986.		Already	in	May	rival	gangs	from	Bradford	and	Leeds	had	clashed	in	a	local	town,	“Gangs	battle	
in	town	centre,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	May	6,	1986.	
1076Robert	Armstrong,	“Leeds	call	for	FA	to	restore	ban	on	their	travelling	fans,”	The	Guardian,	
September	30,	1986.	
1077Angella	Johnson,	“Police	covert	operation	sends	‘Para	Army’	hooligans	to	gaol,”	The	Guardian,	June	
2,	1988.	This	was	in	reference	to	Para	Dave	who	had	been	a	paratrooper	in	the	British	Army.	Also	see:	
“Leeds	judge	gaols	‘best	hooligans	in	Britain,’”	The	Guardian,	July	2,	1988.	
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and racial hatred.1078 This had been broached in the Popplewell Inquiry when reference 

was made to “Bulldog,” a magazine published by the NF and the title of one article was: 

“If you’re not British stay away from Leeds.”1079 This racial issue will be returned to 

later. But of particular interest to this research, which reinforced the fractured nature of 

the fan groups made earlier and their tendency to turn on each other, was highlighted in 

an article by the Yorkshire Post reporting on Wild Boar. Detective Inspector Fitzmorris 

reported that undercover officers who had infiltrated the firm realised that: “there was 

no large organised group calling itself the Service Crew. Instead, what we found were 

gangs of between 30 and 50 operating independently. Often these gangs would turn in 

on themselves, and tribal violence would break out as the warring factions did battle 

over the city.”1080 The volatility of such a combination should not be underestimated 

and it worked to the advantage of the Leeds fans because it was difficult for the police 

to fully control such a fluid network. This would not have been the case had there been 

one unitary structure. Leeds was attracting fans far and wide and not just from 

Yorkshire who were attracted by their reputation.1081 Shrouded in the love of hate that 

its image portrayed, away days for Leeds fans brought a gathering of diverse groups 

from different regions intoxicated by the allure of violence that attended the fans. No 

sooner had they confronted rival supporters, they could without compunction turn on 

each other and this is another reason why the violence perpetrated by Leeds fans has 

been sustained for such a long time. Clearly the decade had been replete with numerous 

violent incidents in all three genres and in the next section reference is made to some of 

the key elements that emerged. 

4.13 	Commentary	
For a large percentage of the miners, when the 1984 strike began, they had no previous 

experience of picketing. Between 1974 and 1984 the numbers of miners had declined by 

																																																													
1078“Racial	hatred	–	the	Leeds	thugs’	common	denominator,”	Yorkshire	Post,	June	1,	1988.	
1079This	was	provided	as	evidence	in	a	submission	to	the	Popplewell	Inquiry	by	Searchlight	which	was	an	
antifascist	organisation.	Gerry	Gable,	Searchlight	Publishing	Ltd,	Submission	to	the	Enquiry,	June	20,	
1985,	SPG	181	(The	Papers	of	the	Popplewell	Inquiry	into	Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	Bradford	
University).	
1080“Chip-shop	blaze	which	spawned	Wild	Boar,”	Yorkshire	Post,	June	1,	1988.	
1081Leeds	attracted	large	numbers	from	the	Nordic	region	especially	Norway.	A	Swedish	man	who	
regularly	travelled	to	support	Leeds	was	amongst	those	arrested	at	the	disorder	at	Odsal	Stadium:	
“Soccer	trouble	‘planned	by	gangs,’”	The	Guardian,	September	23,	1986.	See	also	Martin	Wainwright,	
“Tough	reputation	dogs	Leeds	United,”	The	Guardian,	May	8,	1990.	
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over 100,000 from 253,000 to 139,000.1082 The conduits of collective memory were the 

fathers and grandfathers who had passed the traditions down through families and 

generations. That memory might have turned disastrous defeat into glorious victory, 

where “elements of history were decontextualised and reinterpreted as part of a 

communal legend of confrontation, creating an imaginary of internal solidarity and 

outside hostility.”1083 Yet the history of the NUM on a national level, certainly in the 

late 1970’s and early 1980’s was one of abject failure and division when it came to 

industrial confrontation.1084 Despite this, the trajectory of contention and conflict arched 

inexorably over the landscape of industrial relations leading up to the strike. Local 

disputes had flared up at Manvers colliery over meal times1085 and an overtime ban had 

already been imposed by the miners. But violent conflictual contention did not raise its 

head, although there was an undercurrent of hostility and mutual suspicion between 

employer and employee, the Yorkshire miners were at the helm of massive unofficial 

strike waves. There was a wide gulf between the national and local levels of the NUM 

and this was clearly seen in the Yorkshire fields.1086 Thus the Yorkshire area was 

essential to mobilising a national strike, because when it was announced that	

Cortonwood would be closed, the Yorkshire pits were already in the throes of long-

standing disputes. 

The very act of going on strike was steeped in a tradition of “violent unrest in response 

to violence experienced,”1087 but it was the violence experienced on the picket line 

during the 1984 strike that distilled the reaction and violence in the mindset of the 

																																																													
1082Department	for	Business,	Energy	&	Industrial	Strategy,	“Historical	coal	data:	coal	production,	
availability	and	consumption	1853	to	2015,”	Gov.UK.	https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-
sets/historical-coal-data-coal-production-availability-and-consumption-1853-to-2011	(Accessed	May,	
2013).	
1083Bettina	Schmidt	and	Ingo	Schröder,	Anthropology	of	Violence	and	Conflict	(London:	Routledge,	2001),	
11.	
1084There	was	a	massive	contraction	in	both	the	number	of	miners	and	working	pits	in	postwar	Britain,	
but	interestingly	an	increase	in	productivity.	The	Area	Incentive	Scheme	drove	a	wedge	between	the	
newer	and	older	fields.	Between	1981	and	1984	successive	ballots	for	strike	action	were	defeated.	
Golden	observes:	“The	NUM	battled	closures	in	the	80’s	but	had	repeatedly	acquiesced	despite	the	loss	
of	two	thirds	of	the	industry’s	pits	and	a	quarter	million	men	between	1957	and	1968.	Miriam.A.	
Golden,	Heroic	Defeats:	The	Politics	of	Job	Loss	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	1997),	84.	
1085“Before	undertaking	any	evening	recreation	the	Yorkshireman	always	has	an	ample	tea.”	A	
statement	taken	from:	The	Manchester	Guardian,	“The	Bradford	Riots,”	April	15,	1891.	Note	the	date.	
1086In	the	1983	ballot	on	pit	closures	which	was	defeated	there	were	39%	in	favour	of	a	strike,	in	
Yorkshire	it	was	54%.	Jonathon	Winterton	and	Ruth	Winterton,	Coal,	Crisis	and	Conflict:	The	1984-85	
Miners’	Strike	in	Yorkshire	(Manchester:	Manchester	University	Press,	1989),	57.	
1087Francois	Dubet,	“Juvenile	and	Urban	Violence,”	in	International	Handbook	of	Violence	Research,	ed.	
William	Heitmeyer	and	John	Hagan	(Netherlands:	Kluwer	Academic	Publishers,	2003),	940.	
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miners and communities involved in the strike. Their contentious repertoire was not 

derived from an extensive empirical base extending back beyond the 1984 strike where 

violent conflictual contention was not the raison d’etre of industrial disputes.1088 In fact 

success for the miners was based on relatively modest objectives: “the restoration of a 

system of negotiation and consultation to which they were accustomed and which they 

felt was being undermined in the early 1980’s. Coupled with this was a clear awareness 

that the future of their communities was at stake. The motivations underpinning strike 

action were therefore largely defensive.”1089 Although subsequent events were to show 

the failure in achieving those objectives, nothing could be further from their minds 

when they went to their pickets. 

By June 1984 despite the obstacles and hostility they had faced, the miners were still 

convinced of the righteousness of their cause and the assurance of success, if not at 

Orgreave that June then surely it would come later: “In the miners’ strike…the concrete 

and immediate issues were continually being overlain with the symbolic reverberations 

of the past, both the historical past of remembered struggles and the timeless past of 

‘tradition.’ Memories of earlier conflicts structured the strategy and tactics of the strike, 

and its progress was measured by analogy.”1090 After all, history had shown the path to 

pursue with symbolic strike victories in 1972 and 1974 that had brought the 

Conservative Government to its knees	and gave the miners a feeling of invincibility. 

Indeed, it is the contention of Scargill that success was temptingly close at Orgreave in 

the summer of 1984. He pointed out that the Orgreave plant was closed on the 27th May 

and the 18th June maintaining that “had picketing at Orgreave been increased the day 

after 18th June, I have no doubt that Orgreave - and Scunthorpe - would have faced 

immediate closure, forcing the government to settle the strike.”1091 Unlike at Saltley 

																																																													
1088Marco.	G.	Giugni,	“Was	it	Worth	the	Effort?	The	Outcomes	and	Consequences	of	Social	Movements,”	
Annual	Review	of	Sociology	24	(1998):	371-393,	who	points	out	there	is	contradictory	evidence	showing	
the	utility	of	violence	in	achieving	objectives.	
1089Andrew.	J.	Richards,	Miners	on	Strike:	Class	Solidarity	and	Division	in	Britain	(Oxford:	Berg,	1996),	
122.	See	also	Roy	A.	Church,	Quentin	Outram,	and	David	N.	Smith,	“The	Militancy	of	British	Miners,	
1893-1986:	Interdisciplinary	Problems	and	Perspectives,”	Journal	of	Interdisciplinary	History	xxII:	I	
/Summer	(1991):	49-66.		
1090Raphael	Samuel.,	Barbara	Bloomfield	and	Guy	Boanas.	The	Enemy	Within.	Pit	Villages	and	the	
Miners’	Strike	1984-5	(London:	Routledge	and	Kegan	Paul,	1986),	5.	
1091Arthur	Scargill,	“We	could	surrender	-	or	stand	and	fight,”	The	Guardian,	March	7,	2009.		
There	was	also	the	belief	by	the	miners	that	the	government,	addicted	to	economic	paradigms	of	
income	and	expenditure	would	balk	at	the	escalating	cost	of	the	strike,	Michael	Morris,	“Orgreave	
policing	‘could	cost	£1m,’”	The	Guardian,	June	2,	1984.	
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where picketing was increased at Scargill’s behest, the following day at Orgreave, the 

pickets were withdrawn by the Yorkshire NUM.  

The 1984 strike marked a pivotal shift to higher levels of violence on the picket line and 

in the mining communities. But was this a continuity of violence that extended further 

back in history beyond the strike?  

Looking back, many of the pickets at Orgreave will have been aware of the events at 

Hadfield steel works, Sheffield South Yorkshire in 1980. Six pickets were arrested on 

the 8th January, when as part of a nationwide campaign, workers were initially involved 

in a pay dispute with the British Steel Corporation (BSC).1092 Hadfields became the 

focus of attention, leading up to the 11th February when the first mass picket took place 

and there had been disorder and missile throwing at other locations up to this point. 

Until the 14th of February, mass picketing took place at the plant, which also included 

many from the NUM.1093 Despite the large numbers, Roger Geary maintains that there 

was no serious violence although 36 had been arrested and one police officer injured.1094 

The main characteristic of the disorder at the picket took the form of pushing and 

shoving, this was replicated on the 12th March when hundreds of pickets marched in 

South Yorkshire, this time there were 75 arrests.  

The value of Geary’s observation though lies in the historical associations that the 

miners and society at large have placed on the Saltley and the 1972/1974 strikes.1095 

Perhaps it was the symbolism of ‘success’ attached to these events that resonated with 

the miners? The names and dates were obscure, after all, Source O2 had no memory of 

Saltley Gate and he was in the middle of the disorder at Orgreave. Those on the picket 

were concerned with just one more push, one more shove and the government’s cards 

would come tumbling down, “even in those early days, people talked of being out ‘for 

as long as it takes.’”1096 This was the mindset day after day as the strike dragged on, in 

particular at Orgreave in May and June 1984, and this is where the contentious 
																																																													
1092Ian	MacGregor,	the	future	leader	of	the	NCB	during	the	1984-85	strike	was	the	chairman	of	the	BSC	
at	this	time.	
1093The	NUM	also	came	out	in	support	of	NHS	workers	in	1982.	
1094Roger	Geary,	Policing	Industrial	Disputes:	1893-1985	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	1985),	
90-91.	
1095Flying	pickets	were	first	used	in	1969,	in	the	midst	of	another	strike	call.	“Yorkshire	strike	call	over	pit	
closures,”	The	Guardian,	February	28,	1968.	This	tactic	was	used	extensively	in	Yorkshire.	Francis	
Beckett	and	David	Hencke,	Marching	to	the	Fault	Line:	The	1984	Miners’	Strike	and	the	Death	of	
Industrial	Britain	(London:	Constable	&	Robinson,	2009),	21.		
1096Huw	Benyon,	“The	Miners’	Strike	in	Easington,”	New	Left	Review	I/148	(1984):	107.		
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repertoire of the mass picket and the spiral down to violent conflictual contention was 

refined. Historical precedent acted on a macro level of strategic intent directing the 

value and location of mass picketing. But on the micro level, on the front line, the 

picket’s resort to stones and missiles was out of practical necessity, as Dave Logan put 

it: “'if they’re going to treat us like animals, we’ll behave like animals.”1097   

History still had a role to play, as Yorkshire miners surreptitiously crossed the county 

border into Nottinghamshire in the small hours of Monday March 12th, 1984 at the start 

of the strike, they were recreating the steps taken by their grandfathers. They were 

targeting Harworth Colliery in the Notts field.1098 The significance of this act drew upon 

the travails of 1936/1937 when the Spencer Union was in direct conflict with the 

Miners' Federation of Great Britain (MFGB). The former was seen as a ‘blackleg’ 

organisation supported by the colliery owners aimed at breaking the union. In the 

dispute for recognition, MFGB miners were involved in violent encounters, resulting in 

Mick Kane, branch president being sent to prison for riot.1099 The animosity between the 

Yorkshire and Nottinghamshire miners both in 1936 and 1984 was a clear manifestation 

of the inherent divisions within the mining industry and it was to deteriorate even 

further as the 1984 strike progressed. 

Parallels with history were brought out by Geary, who draws attention to the 1893 

Featherstone shootings in Yorkshire. These took place during the course of another 

miners’ strike and once again faced with all the instruments of the state, including the 

police, army and local magistrates the miners were confronted with insurmountable 

obstacles. Geary gives an excellent account of the events which unfortunately involved 

the shooting of two miners in September. The police were involved and they were 

supported by army detachments, who, without their rifles would be comparable to the 

riot police (PSU’s) in 1984. Miners laid siege to Lord Masham’s colliery, as they did in 

1984 at the Orgreave plant. Their demands were for a decent wage; the levels of poverty 

rampant in the coalfield. Anger propelled the miners to attack some of Masham’s 

employees who were ignoring their claims, perhaps similar to the scab lorry drivers 

entering Orgreave in 1984. Fearing a further escalation, troops were brought in. This 
																																																													
1097Daniel	May,	“Why	village	of	Orgreave	has	become	a	battlefield,”	The	Observer,	June	3,	1984.	
1098“Flying	picket	force	closes	Notts	pit,”	The	Guardian,	March	13,	1984.	
1099See	Francis	Beckett	and	David	Hencke,	Marching	to	the	Fault	Line:	The	1984	Miners’	Strike	and	the	
Death	of	Industrial	Britain	(London:	Constable	&	Robinson,	2009).	The	parallels	between	the	Spencer	
Union	in	the	1930’s	in	Nottinghamshire	and	the	Union	of	Democratic	Mineworkers	set	up	by	Notts	
miners	in	defiance	of	the	NUM	in	December	1984	were	not	lost	on	the	Yorkshire	miners.	
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only provoked the crowd further, resulting in stones being thrown and some property 

being destroyed, again parallels with Orgreave village in 1984. The crowd in excess of 

1,000 did not disperse and fearing further trouble the Riot Act was read by the local 

magistrate, too closely resembling Assistant Chief Constable Clements on his 

megaphone at Orgreave. The order was given to shoot and clearly there were echoes 

here of the police horse and short shield charges on the topside at Orgreave, 1984 and 

once again the state was not held responsible.1100   

It is understandable why Geary would see a regression back to 1893; clearly all the 

hallmarks were there to be seen. The grim reality of workers generally, let alone in the 

mining industry was laid bare during these times when union representation and health 

and safety were idealistic notions. On the 4th July, 1893 at Thornhill Collieries Comb 

Pit, 139 miners lost their lives in a fire and explosion. The wretched conditions of 

workers extended beyond the mining industry. In 1891, the Manningham Mills1101 strike 

and disturbances1102 in Bradford highlighted the pitiful circumstances of workers in the 

textile industry. Had Geary cast a wider net he might have taken into consideration the 

Chartist movement and the resulting clashes with authority between 1838 and 1848 

when Bradford was one of the major centres of confrontation.1103 

The tradition of conflictual contention was certainly apparent in the mining industry in 

Yorkshire in the twentieth-century. There were intermittent outbursts of violence but 

nothing that was sustained or on the scale of that seen in the 1984/1985 strike. The 

contentious repertoire of the pickets in that strike was born out of necessity; their 

collective memory was derived from the false illusion of victory in the 1970’s. To 

some, the success for the miners was the struggle itself: “It was one hell of a year, a year 

I would not wish on anyone (except Norman Tebbitt on his bike)…but I would also do 

it again, for the cause was a just one, not one of greed, and not a political one (well not 

																																																													
1100Papers	of	the	West	Riding	Solicitor,	“Featherstone	Riot,	1893,”	(West	Yorkshire	Archive	Service,	
Wakefield),	WRD1/37.		
1101Derek	Barker,	“The	Manningham	mills	strike,	1890-91:	low	wages,	good	water	and	no	unions,”	
Northern	History	1/1	(2013):	93-114.		
1102“The	Bradford	Riots,”	The	Manchester	Guardian,	April	15,	1891.	The	use	of	the	term	“riot”	was	an	
exaggeration	as	revealed	in	the	article.	The	Riot	Act	was	read,	military	units	deployed	but	there	was	not	
any	large-scale	violence	or	damage	to	property.	
1103D.	G.	Wright,	The	Chartist	Risings	in	Bradford	(Bradford:	Bradford	Local	Library,	1987).	The	
recalcitrant	inhabitants	showed	their	resolve	when	they	confronted,	assaulted	and	rescued	one	of	their	
leaders,	Isaac	Jefferson.	
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from our side) It was one of the working man, wanting a job, and some security for his 

family.”1104  

Both the miners and the police had engaged in gratuitous acts of violence. Putting to 

one side the causal factors or the justification for that violence, at least one party to the 

interaction, the police, had to act within prescribed legal frameworks. Nick Davies 

wrote an article that gave an insight into the changing police dynamic, the title is 

revealing: “‘Police make their own law’ in pit war.”1105 Later, Gareth Pierce, a lawyer 

representing some of the miners penned her observations in her article: “How they 

rewrote the law at Orgreave.”1106Already on a practical level, the establishment of 

Policewatch had been a reflection of the suspicions that the police were exceeding their 

authority and employing tactics and strategies that provoked rather than resolved the 

violence. They stated: “we are firmly of the view that a massive, overwhelming police 

presence, now common at picket line in Yorkshire and Derbyshire and the visible 

deployment of riot equipment, dogs and police horses is unjustified and 

provocative.”1107 

Questions began to be asked about the role of the police only a few years after the 

events at Orgreave.1108 In light of the revelations and the recent decision of the 

Hillsborough Inquiry,1109 there have been calls for an independent inquiry into what 

happened at Orgreave. The key point being that the same police force, South Yorkshire, 

were key players at both Orgreave and Hillsborough. Although in the former other 

police forces were also instrumental in the picket line violence, South Yorkshire was 

																																																													
1104Extract	taken	from	a	handwritten	diary	by	Pete	Richardson,	“Confessions	of	a	picket,”	(Sheffield	
Archives	692/V1/1-3),	187-207.	The	comments	in	brackets	are	taken	from	the	diary.	The	reference	
above	is	to	Norman	Tebitt,	a	leading	member	of	Thatcher’s	Government	who	reportedly	told	people	to	
“get	on	their	bike	to	search	for	work.”	
1105Nick	Davies,	“Police	make	their	own	law	in	pit	war,”	The	Observer,	June	24,	1984.	
1106Gareth	Pierce,	“How	they	rewrote	the	law	at	Orgreave,”	The	Guardian,	August	12,	1985.	
1107Sheffield	Policewatch,	Taking	liberties:	A	Sheffield	Policewatch	Report:	Policing	during	the	miners’	
strike	April-October	1984	(Sheffield	Archives	704/V3/1).	
1108Nikki	Knewstub,	“Call	for	inquiry	into	police	tactics	in	miners’	strike,”	The	Guardian,	June	21,	1991;	
David	Rose,	“Orgreave	police	bungled	–	secret	file,”	The	Observer,	June	23,	1991.	
1109In	April	1989,	96	Liverpool	fans	died	in	the	stadium.	Back	in	May	2015,	the	Independent	Police	
Complaints	Commission	rejected	calls	for	an	inquiry.	This	has	been	overshadowed	by	new	calls:	David	
Conn,	“Orgreave	inquiry	calls	grow	after	damning	Hillsborough	verdict	for	police,”	The	Guardian,	July	19,	
2016;	Daniel	Boffey,	“Retired	police	to	back	miners	over	1984	‘battle	of	Orgreave,’”	The	Guardian,	
October	1,	2016.	Interestingly,	already	back	in	1970	a	Leeds	fan	had	expressed	concerns	at	the	safety	of	
the	stadium	following	the	FA	Cup	Semi-Final	with	Manchester	United.	He	said:	“Please	I	implore	you	–	
the	directors	of	Wednesday	–	do	something	before	a	disaster	occurs.”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	
“Complaint	over	Soccer	ground,”	March	23,	1970.		
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responsible for the legal processing and charging of those arrested. Those calls for an 

inquiry into Orgreave were rebuffed by the Home secretary.1110  

Even if one accepts at times that the police transgressed their legal boundaries, where 

they operated within the legal framework and established social control methods to curb 

violence, they inadvertently led to the increased diffusion of violence. After the 18th 

June, the miners adapted their tactics employing fewer large-scale confrontations, 

although there were notable exceptions. Similarly, in their attempt to reduce football-

related violence in the stadiums they “played a part in displacing football hooliganism 

to railway stations, the streets in the immediate vicinity of grounds and city centres. 

And the growing sophistication of the measures employed by the police contributed to 

the emergence of ‘super hooligan groups such as...Leeds United Service Crew.’”1111  

When it came to urban riots involving different ethnic groups, the police were not 

absolved from blame. Riots in St Paul’s Bristol 1980, The Brixton (London), Toxteth 

(Liverpool), and Moss Side (Manchester) Riots in 1981, brought police operations 

under the spotlight. Michael Mansfield, QC representing some of the miners after 

Orgreave when interviewed said: “There has been since about 1981 groups of police 

officers in police support units training to incapacitate demonstrators…there were 

serious acts of violence by senior and junior police officers in charge of the police 

support units otherwise known as short shield police units that had never before been 

used before the 18th June, those units were out of control.”1112  

After the miner’s strike, violent conflictual contention engulfed other cities that 

involved the ethnic minorities: Brixton 1985, Handsworth (Birmingham) 1985 and the 

Broadwater Farm (London) riot 1985. In the latter, police officer PC Blakelock was 

hacked to death; he was not wearing riot gear. These disturbances over-shadowed the 

events taking place in Yorkshire involving the Asian and Afro-Caribbean communities, 

but not for long.  

																																																													
1110Alan	Travis,	“Government	rules	out	Orgreave	inquiry,”	The	Guardian,	October	31,	2016.	
1111Eric	Dunning,	Patrick	Murphy,	John	Williams,	Draft	Chapter	from	‘the	social	roots	of	football	hooligan	
violence,	Chapter	5,	1985	(Papers	of	the	Popplewell	Inquiry	into	Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	
Bradford	University,	1986),	39.	This	section	was	marked	as	“very	very	important”	in	the	original	
document.	
1112Michael	Mansfield	interview	by	Yvette	Vanson,	The	Battle	for	Orgreave	(Channel	4	Vanson	Wardle	
Production,	1985),	DVD.	
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Clearly a victim-like mindset was cast over the Leeds fans, miners and ethnic groups in 

Leeds and Bradford. Their insularity was assured when each of the groups saw 

themselves as being the subject of some form of injustice. Each group sought recourse 

in looking inwards that construed the ‘other’ in different guises as an affront and a 

threat to both their status and their continued existence. That affront quickly escalated to 

violent conflict contention as the two cases so far presented have shown. The volatility 

of the unfolding events in both cases shows a readiness of those involved to engage in 

violence. The Leeds fans confronted by an aggressive away support combined with a 

significant police presence were not deterred from engaging in wanton acts of violence. 

The miners confronted by overtly aggressive policing refused to submit and were 

resolute in their determination, even if this meant a recourse to violence. The Afro-

Caribbean communities during the 1970’s were starting to express in no uncertain terms 

their unwillingness to be subjected to police intervention in whatever form. By the 

1980’s their pursuit of violent conflictual contention had become a marked feature of 

community-police encounters. Meanwhile, invoking a contentious repertoire was 

certainly evolving in the Asian communities during the 1980’s but was not overtly 

demonstrated on the scale seen in Leeds with the Afro-Caribbean community. The 

Asian youths and elders saw institutional indifference in the latter’s inaction over the 

Rushdie affair and their unwarranted intervention in the form of the Bradford 12. Both 

incidents were undoubtedly causal factors in their willingness to confront the 

authorities, in particular the police, and assert that they were not satisfied with the status 

quo. 

But the awakening resort to violent conflictual contention was in the embryonic stages 

for each of the groups examined during the period covered thus far. The early 1970’s 

saw the formulation of a contentious repertoire for the Leeds fans, reacting to the 

violent intent of Manchester fans, only for Leeds fans to ascend to higher levels of 

violence in the 1980’s where they were the willing initiators of violence. The miners, 

with or without violent intent were involved in significant incidents of violent 

conflictual contention during the 1984/1985 strike. Yet preceding the strike they could 

only invoke a contentious repertoire that had seen significant victories in the 1970’s but 

had not seen a significant recourse to violence. Meanwhile, the ethnic communities, 

notably the Asian community in Bradford, were awakening in their resolve to express 

and articulate their rights on all levels of abstraction, be it political, social or economic. 
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And events in the 1990’s were to show that they were not prepared to relinquish those 

rights, even if it resulted in violent conflictual contention. 

As the decade turned, the violence continued… 

5 1990’s	

5.1 Violence	and	Despair		
The emergence of a new decade was characterised by further collective violence in the 

UK. In March, demonstrations against the introduction of the poll tax led to intense 

levels of violence on the 31st March in London.1113 Although the vanguard of the 

opposition to the tax was seen in the North of England and Scotland, neither of these 

regions witnessed the violence seen in London. Whilst in April, a riot broke out at 

Strangeways Prison in Manchester; nowhere seemed to be immune from the threat of 

violent conflictual contention. On the football terraces, it was unrelenting.	

Residence in the second division was to come to an end for Leeds in the 1989/1990 

season. On the final day, Leeds travelled to Bournemouth and so did thousands of their 

fans. Victory would have meant promotion. The game went well for Leeds; the fans 

celebrated and the violence ensued.1114 Large-scale disorder took place: there were 150 

arrests, 50 injuries and £40,000 worth of damage	and the fans had announced in no 

uncertain terms their return to top flight football.1115 Their impending return was raised 

in the House of Commons by David Waddington, MP, in a special parliamentary debate 

on violence at the game when he stated: “Leeds United fans have acquired for 

themselves a very bad reputation and that people are most fearful of what will happen 

next season.”1116  

																																																													
1113Also	known	as	the	“community	charge,”	it	targeted	the	number	of	people	in	a	property	and	was	seen	
to	have	a	disproportionate	impact	on	lower	income	families.	Thatcher	was	to	resign	later	in	the	year,	the	
opposition	to	the	poll	tax	was	seen	as	an	important	factor	in	her	demise.	
1114Thomas	Russell,	“Leeds	life	in	fans’	hands,”	The	Guardian,	August	23,	1990.	There	were	150	arrests,	
50	injuries	and	£40,000	worth	of	damage.	The	club	was	faced	with	sanctions	from	the	Fotball	
Association.	
1115This	event	was	held	up	as	one	of	the	reasons	why	England	was	not	allowed	to	compete	in	Europe	
after	a	ban	was	imposed	on	them	after	the	disaster	at	Heysel.	David	Lacey,	“Violence	rules	out	early	
return	to	Europe,”	The	Guardian,	May	7,	1990;	Hugh	McIlvanney,	“The	scar	on	soccer’s	face,”	The	
Observer,	May	13,	1990.	
1116Waddington	was	the	Secretary	of	State	for	the	Home	Department	at	the	time.	Debate	on	the	
violence	at	Bournemouth	May	5,	1990.	May	8,	1990	(House	of	Commons	Hansard).	
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Within two seasons Leeds had won the First Division,1117 Manchester United had been 

runners-up. Returning back to the top flight brought yet more encounters between Leeds 

and Manchester fans. In an article in October 1992, Michael Hickling commented: “two 

Australians, regular attenders at Melbourne Cricket Ground for Aussie rules football 

which is mayhem personified – went for the first time to see Leeds against Manchester 

United and several days later were still shaken at the hatred of the opposition they had 

witnessed.”1118 

But the travails and tribulations that attended Leeds fans were not at an end. After 

winning the league with Leeds, their star player Eric Cantona, was transferred to 

Manchester United. The bitterness between the two clubs endured. Symptomatic of this 

was the refusal of Leeds fans away at Blackburn, who refused to acknowledge the 

national minute of silence for the passing away of the Manchester United former 

manager, Matt Busby. They were widely castigated,1119 the hatred for Leeds went deep 

for many rival fans, including of course from the Manchester fans.1120 

After the Pilgrimage of Grace,1121 in the sixteenth century, Henry the VIII expunged the 

‘rebels’ who had dared to question his authority with deft aforefoot on the gallows or by 

being dispatched with the sword. The Conservative Government saw the miners as no 

less traitorous and the fate awaiting the mining communities was cruel and calculating. 

The subtitle in a newspaper report chillingly read: “Mining communities die silently as 

Tories extract a slow, permanent revenge.”1122 Their destiny was deprivation and 

																																																																																																																																																																																			
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm198990/cmhansrd/1990-05-08/Debate-1.html	(Accessed	
April,	2012).	
1117The	event	was	not	lost	on	many	observers	who	lamented	the	emergence	of	the	corporatisation	of	
the	sport	and	with	it	the	loss	of	the	soul	of	the	game,	Dave	Simpson,	The	Last	Champions:	Leeds	United	
and	the	Year	that	Football	Changed	Forever	(London:	Bantam	Press,	2012).	
1118Michael	Hickling,	“Fans	still	out	in	the	cold,”	Yorkshire	Post,	October	20,	1992.	The	focus	of	the	article	
was	on	the	rivalry	between	Leeds	and	Glasgow	Rangers	who,	as	champions	of	England	and	Scotland	
respectively	had	been	drawn	against	each	other	in	the	European	Cup.	Violence	was	averted	at	this	
fixture	as	a	result	of	banning	away	fans.	
1119“Leeds’	unsilent	yobs	let	off,”	The	Guardian,	January	25,	1994;	Paul	Wilson,	“Leeds	united	in	enmity	
and	envy	against	Manchester’s	finest,”	The	Guardian,	February	6,	1994.		
1120Magnus	Gardham,	“Red	card	for	fans:	Stop	hating	Leeds	says	Man	Utd	boss,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	
June	9,	1995.	
1121Although	the	rebellion	first	started	in	October	1536	in	Louth,	Lincolnshire,	the	Ridings	of	Yorkshire	
were	soon	the	focal	point	of	activity,	the	leader	being	Robert	Aske,	a	member	of	the	Yorkshire	gentry.	
The	short-lived	success	of	the	movement	culminated	in	the	submission	of	the	Kings’	forces	at	Pontefract	
in	Yorkshire.	Geoffrey	Moorhouse,	The	Pilgrimage	of	Grace	(London:	Phoenix	Paperback,	2002).	
1122“Pit	villages	sink	in	bitter	desperation,”	The	Observer,	June	13,	1993	looked	at	Rossington	and	
Bentley,	whilst	Royce	Turner,	“From	dream	to	despair,”	The	Guardian,	December	9,	1996	reported	on	
Barnsley.		
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poverty and no amount of regeneration programmes and reports1123 could hide the fact 

that with the death of the pit, the communities they once supported withered and 

decayed.1124 The traditional mining communities were transformed. The physical 

representation of the pits and coke works were literally demolished as landscape 

gardeners were brought in and the scars of industrial violence hidden by grass, trees and 

houses. Rotherham, the closest major urban centre to Orgreave reflected the grief 

gripping the mining communities.1125 Between 1989 and 1992 the number of recorded 

criminal offences rose by 54% in the area.1126 But the encounters with the ethnic 

minorities in Bradford and Leeds took centre stage. 

5.2 Chapeltown	July	1991	
On the 22nd July, police were reporting the culmination of a three-month crackdown on 

drug use and dealing in Leeds. They described the problem as the “tip of a killer 

iceberg,”1127 such that Garforth had the highest incidence of arrests which surprised the 

police as it was not seen as a deprived area. They identified those areas where the 

inhabitants had greater spending power were susceptible and they were able to access 

the areas where the dealers operated. A week later the YEP reported: “Mob goes on the 

rampage.”1128 Apparently a neighbourhood gang in Chapeltown had run out of alcohol 

at a party and started to loot a local Latvian Social Club and then an off-licence, an 

Asian-owned business was also targeted. This had lasted for a couple of hours, 

involving 50-100 youths, whilst earlier in the evening there had been an impasse 

between police and youths in Savile Park where nearly 100 youths were involved. The 

ethnic makeup of the youths was not revealed but the gang involved was described as a 

																																																													
1123Katy	Bennett,	Huw	Beynon	and	Ray	Hudson,	“Coalfields	regeneration,”	(Bristol:	Policy	Press	and	
Joseph	Rowntree	Foundation,	2000);	Department	for	Communities	and	Local	Government,	
“Regenerating	the	English	Coalfields	–	interim	evaluation	of	the	coalfield	regeneration	programmes,”	
(London:	Department	for	Communities	and	Local	Government,	2007);	Coalfield	Regeneration	Review	
Board,	“Review	of	Coalfields	Regeneration,”	(London:	Department	for	Communities	and	Local	
Government,	2010);		Richard	Crisp	et	al.,	“Regeneration	and	poverty:	evidence	and	policy	review,”	
(Sheffield	Hallam	University:	Centre	for	Regional	Economic	and	Social	Research,	2014).	
1124In	1999,	the	Yorkshire	region	was	at	the	bottom	of	all	Britain’s	economic	indicators,	Martin	
Wainwright,	“Reet	bad	state…”	The	Guardian,	February	3,	1999.	Before	the	strike	187,000	men	worked	
in	174	pits,	by	2004	only	12	deep	mines	were	in	operation,	see	Peter	Hetherington,	“Deep	scars	of	
battle,”	The	Guardian,	March	4,	2009.	The	privately-owned	UK	Coal	recently	closed	the	last	two	deep	
mines	at	Kellingley	in	Yorkshire	and	Thoresby	in	Nottinghamshire.	
1125Andrew	Moncur	and	Peter	Hildrew,	“Town	which	has	lost	its	industrial	heart,”	The	Guardian,	June	10,	
1987.	Chris	Arnot,	“Life	is	the	pits	in	dead-end	crescent,”	The	Observer,	July	2,	1995.	
1126David	McKie,	“The	trickledown	that	didn’t…,”	The	Guardian,	May	3,	1994.	
1127“Crackdown	on	drugs	epidemic,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	July	27,	1991.		
1128Mike	Hurst,	“Mob	goes	on	the	rampage,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	July,	29,	1991.		
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‘mystery terror gang’ with a penchant for West Indian rum, vodka and brandy and they 

liked cricket, the West Indies having just beaten England. They also left beer towels as a 

trademark calling card at the scenes of their destruction.1129  

5.3 Chapeltown,	Roundhay	Road/Harehills	Riots,	June/July	
1993	

Reminiscing after the Bradford riots in June 1995 that will be discussed below, 

journalist Jane Bower recounted a violent summer two years previously in July 1993 in 

the Roundhay Road district of Leeds.1130 Striking similarities were underscored and the 

choreography is almost a replication of what happened in Bradford: an Asian waiter was 

attacked on the 4th July and a community reaction that drew attention to the alleged 

mishandling and discrimination by West Yorkshire Police. The Asian waiter was 

seriously injured after clashes between Asian and Afro-Caribbean youths. On the 6th 

July, 300 Asian youths protesting at police failure to arrest anyone spilled over into 

minor violence with stoning taking place. On the 8th July, Asian community leaders 

were asking for calm between the Asian and Afro-Caribbean communities.1131 By the 

evening violence had broken out in Harehills, Leeds. Elders watched, unwilling to 

condone hundreds of youths who had blocked parts of the area, while missiles rained 

down on police lines. Abdul Kaliq of the Kashmir Social and Welfare Association 

asserted: “the community have made their point and the police took notice of that.”1132 

A temporary interlude was followed later by a standoff between youths and the police, 

interspersed with intense flare-ups of violence. The violence outlined against a haunting 

backdrop of Victorian houses once resplendent now disheveled, described by 

investigative journalist Nick Davies as like “Coronation Street in Harlem.”1133 A police 

spokesman believed some of those involved had come from outside the area to cause 

trouble.1134 

But violence had reared its ugly head only a few weeks before. After trying to arrest a 

robbery suspect in Chapeltown Road, police were attacked by over 30 youths. Two 

																																																													
1129Richard	Chew,	“Towel	gang	terror,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	July	29,	1991.	
1130Jane	Bower,	“Flashback	to	a	violent	summer	two	years	ago,”	Yorkshire	Post,	June	12,	1995.	
1131Sheron	Boyle,	“Police	urged	to	get	grip	on	feud,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	July	8,	1993.	
1132Jane	Bower,	“Street	Anger:	Stormy	scenes	as	police	quell	demo,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	July	9,	1993.	
1133Nick	Davies,	Dark	Heart,	The	Shocking	Truth	About	Hidden	Britain	(London:	Vintage,	1998),	40.	
Coronation	Street	is	a	British	soap	opera	first	shown	in	1960,	it	still	runs	today	and	is	one	of	the	most	
popular	programmes	for	viewers.	
1134Jane	Bower,	“Street	Anger:	Stormy	scenes	as	police	quell	demo,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	July	9,	1993.	
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police officers needed hospital treatment, one of the female officers said she was 

“shocked at the ferocity and hatred directed at her and her colleague.”1135 Leeds 

Councillor Taggart stressed that “the time has come to let these people know they are 

not above the law.”1136  

5.4 Chapeltown	1994	
When there was a power failure in the Chapeltown Road area during August, looting 

ensued. 50 Riot police were called in and fought groups of youths numbering 200. 

There were no police injuries although police cars were damaged.1137  

22 police officers were injured when youths rioted in Chapeltown on the 14th October, 

1994.1138 When two female police officers attempted to arrest a youth they were 

verbally abused by youths attending a club night. Finding themselves in a precarious 

situation, outnumbered and subject to racial taunting they called for reinforcements.1139 

In the next three hours, police reinforcements were confronted by up to 200 youths 

when they converged on a nearby community centre. “They were stoned with bottles, 

bricks, paving slabs and snooker balls. Concrete was hurled at police officers.”1140 

Several arrests were made and they were taken to the Bridewell police station in Leeds. 

Later, around 40 youths tried to access the station but were repulsed by the police.1141 

The configuration of the events seemed to be only too readily ingrained in the drama 

that subsequently consumed Bradford a few months later. The same invectives were 

directed towards the police for being ‘over the top,’ their use of dogs provoking an 

angry reaction.1142 

5.5 Bradford,	9-11th	June,	1995	–	Case	Study	
Intermittent outbreaks of violence marked Bradford leading up to the riots. A few days 

before the disorder on June 9th, 1995, there was a ‘mass fight’ in Lumb Lane, weapons 

																																																													
1135David	Bruce	and	Adrian	Troughton,	“I	have	never	been	so	scared,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	June	2,	
1993.	
1136David	Bruce	and	Adrian	Troughton,	“Police	take	on	gangs,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	June	2,	1993.	
1137“Shops	looted,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	August	22,	1994.	
1138David	Bruce,	“Police	hurt	in	Leeds	clashes,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	15,	1994.		
1139Vanessa	Bridge,	“Novice	police	officer	‘tried	to	mend	fences,’”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	April	25,	1996.	
1140Vanessa	Bridge,	“Abuse	against	police	erupted	into	violence,’”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	April	24,	1996.	
1141David	Bruce,	“Police	hurt	in	Leeds	clashes,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	15,	1994.			
1142Vanessa	Bridge	and	Rebecca	Rea,	“Riot	residents	accuse	police,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	17,	
1994.	
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were used, the causes and identity of those involved were unclear.1143 Earlier, 500 

demonstrators marched to protest at the human rights abuses in Kashmir. There were no 

violent incidents reported at this protest.1144 The Telegraph & Argus reported: “Gas 

attack at sale riot” on the 2nd of June in Wyke and Lidget Green. Disgruntled customers 

who felt the simple injustice of being sold poor quality products decided to take matters 

into their own hands and attacked the salesmen and their vehicles.1145 

Prior to the June disturbances, there was a perceptible increase in tension in the 

Manningham area arising from the vigilante campaign against prostitutes with some of 

them being attacked and “two weeks before the riots a café frequented by prostitutes in 

Lumb Lane was firebombed in a chilling foretaste of what was to come.”1146 

5.5.1 Friday	Evening		

A noisy game of football at the junction of Rosebery Road and Garfield Avenue 

attracted the attention of two police officers patrolling the area in their car.1147 The area 

had a high concentration of families with a Pakistani Muslim heritage, particularly from 

the Kashmiri region. The events and interpretations surrounding what subsequently 

happened on Garfield Avenue vary depending on whose version you consider.1148 They 

also show how the chameleon-like vicissitudes of suddenly imposed grievances merge 

back and forth from instigating the violence to self-defence.1149 

According to the police reports1150 eight Asian youths were playing football. As the 

police drove past they were the subject of vitriolic comments and obscene gestures. 

Source B11151 readily pointed out that the youths were provoking the situation, the 

instrumentality of their action was based on their certainty that they knew that their 
																																																													
1143Alun	Palmer,	“Witness	appeal	after	street	fight:	machete	and	glasses	used	in	pub	brawl,”	Telegraph	
&	Argus,	June	5,	1995.	
1144“End	the	Kashmir	carnage,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	3,	1995.	
1145Alun	Palmer	and	Catrina	Dick,	“Gas	attack	at	sale	riot,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	2,	1995.	By	the	2011	
census,	Pakistanis	represented	the	largest	group	in	the	Lidget	Green	area	of	Bradford;	City	of	Bradford	
MDC/Local	Trust,	“Scholemoor	&	Lidget	Green	Big	Local	Area.”	Back	in	1995	they	were	one	of	the	
largest	ethnic	groups.	
1146“Sparks	that	lit	the	fuse,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	November	20,	1996.	
1147PC	John	Cole	and	PC	Nicholas	Bamforth.	There	were	reports	that	a	white	neighbour	had	made	a	
complaint,	there	was	no	evidence	to	support	this.	Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	
1996:	section	4.7.1.	
1148Ibid.,	sections	4.7.4-15	has	two	versions;	the	police	and	the	onlookers.	
1149In	Appendix	12	is	a	map	showing	the	key	events	in	Bradford	that	weekend.	
1150Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.7.4.	
1151This	was	a	leading	member	of	the	Pakistani	community	who	was	present	as	an	observer	during	the	
events	of	the	weekend.	
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insults would lead to a reaction and if they did not, their distorted vision of some form 

of revenge, however minor, justified their actions. The latter was linked to the fact that 

two of the youths had already been arrested in the past and had run-ins with the two 

officers,1152 whom they held accountable for the punishments dispensed to them 

resulting from their previous misdemeanours. At the sight of the two officers, the youths 

were seething at what they felt were the previous injustices they had experienced at the 

hands of the police. Now, when they had a sympathetic audience in their teammates 

they could not give up the opportunity to express their defiance, thereby reasserting 

their masculinity and exact some small measure of revenge.  

The layout of the road meant that the officers could have driven away, but they decided 

not to and drove to speak with the youths about their behaviour and insults.1153 At this 

point when they neared the youths, the sequence of events is disputed. As the car drove 

up some alleged that one of the youths was hit by the car.1154 Different versions are 

highlighted in the following quotes: “the two policemen got out of the car and with 

intense amusement at what they had done, began laughing eyewitnesses said. They 

began harassing the youth and while his foot was still under their car they decided to 

arrest him. But another eyewitness, a white photographer saw it differently. His first 

impression was simply din and confusion, a patternless milling and two teenagers being 

dragged across the pavement and bundled inside the car.”1155 Meanwhile, in court 

testimony it was stated: “They were shouting and swearing at the officers and as the car 

approached one of the youths stood in the road waving his arms and beckoning the 

vehicle. The car stopped and the youth kicked it... When the officers got out to speak to 

him the rest of the group became aggressive and started threatening them. The youth 

																																																													
1152Source	B1	confirmed	this.	Of	the	two	officers	inside,	one	was	known	as	“steroid	man”	on	the	street	
and	he	had	a	reputation	as	a	virulent	racist,	see	Nik	Cohn,	“Aftershock,”	Guardian	Weekend,	July	15,	
1995.	
1153English	law	sometimes	moves	from	the	sublime	to	the	ridiculous.	National	newspapers	in	January	
2013	reported	that	the	word	“insulting”	was	to	be	dropped	from	Section	5	of	the	Public	Order	Act,	in	
order	to	stop	frivolous	cases	being	brought.	Such	cases	included	convicting	a	student	who	said	‘woof’	to	
a	dog	or	in	another	case	a	member	of	the	public	calling	a	police	horse	“gay.”	Nevertheless,	the	
expletives	directed	towards	the	police	that	Friday	night	would	have	been	in	contravention	of	the	Public	
Order	Act	even	after	the	amendment	had	been	made,	see	Christopher	Hope,	“Insulting	words	crime	
which	made	it	illegal	to	call	a	police	horse	‘gay’	is	to	be	changed,”	The	Telegraph,	January	14,	2013.	
1154Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.4.1,	stated	there	was	no	truth	
in	this	allegation.	
1155Kristen	Sparre,	Peacemaking	Journalism	at	a	Time	of	Community	Conflict:	The	
Bradford	Telegraph	&	Argus	and	the	Bradford	Riots	(Bradford	University:	Department	of	Peace	Studies,	
1998),	10.	
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allegedly told the officers that he would get his mates and kill them. Iqbal and the youth 

were then arrested but managed to free themselves.”1156  

At this point, the intangible grievance of wanting redress for the injustice of being 

punished by the two police officers in the past was transformed into tangible grievances 

in the present revolving around a series of violated principles. These principles were not 

only held by the youths but by the community at large, as the following reveals. 

When the police decided to arrest the youths, up to that point the youths had been 

initiating the hostile intent. Reliance here is not on the police and onlooker’s evidence 

but rather the information provided by Source B1 who expressly stated in a response to 

the question: “did the youths want trouble?” his reply was an unequivocal “yes.”1157 He 

further commented that they had a score to settle, they had been in trouble before so it 

was nothing new for them and the youths were provoking the police. 

Two youths were initially arrested, one of the youths had been physically aggressive,1158 

and the incident was attracting others to the scene where at least one was “inciting the 

gathering and aggressive group of 20 hostile youths to attack the officers.”1159 When 

faced with arrest, the bravado of aggression turned to self-defence and one of the 

youths, ran into his nearby house. The offices followed and on entering the property, the 

officers were faced with a family wanting to protect one of their own. Consequently, 

self-defence became a unifying grievance which the sister and brother tried to uphold in 

stopping the arresting officers. 

But self-defence quickly transformed back into aggressive hostility, so much so that 

fearing for their safety the police radioed for assistance. The fracas inside the house 

quickly turned to dominate the events and this centered on the alleged attack by the 

police on the sister, Rukhsana, who was in the house when the police entered and she 

had gone to her brother’s defence.1160 During this encounter she alleged that she was 

assaulted, as was her nine-month-old baby, her torn clothes were given as testament to 
																																																													
1156“Riots	began	with	minor	incident,	PC	tells	court,”	Yorkshire	Post,	September	26,	1995.	Javid	Iqbal	and	
Imran	Meharban	together	with	two	under-aged	youths	were	accused	of	being	instrumental	in	the	first	
confrontation	on	Garfield	Avenue.	
1157Some	were	not	surprised	that	at	least	three	of	those	arrested	had	found	themselves	in	trouble,	two	
certainly	had	the	reputation	of	trouble-makers.	Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	
1996:	sections	4.10.4	and	4.8.12.	
1158Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.7.7.	
1159Ibid.,	section	4.7.6.	
1160Ibid.,	section	4.7.9.	
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this action. Source B1 maintains that this was not accurate; that she had in fact assaulted 

the officers. The police officer also alleged that the brother in the house attacked 

him.1161 The confrontation spilled out onto the street where the sister allegedly tried to 

pull the police officers away whilst she was still holding the baby.1162 “PC John Cole 

said he then saw a youth, Meharban, run up to his colleague PC Nicholas Bamforth and 

punch him in the chest several times. He was behaving like a wild animal in the street 

he added.”1163 The versions of both the police and those arrested were dubious as 

reported in an article at the time by The Guardian Reporter Nik Cohn.1164 Yet regardless 

of which version is correct, the events soon escalated out of control. 

The brother of the youth that had originally run into the house was arrested and this was 

followed by a fourth youth. “PC Nicholas Bamforth told the court that after pulling the 

youth out of the house and into the back of the yard, he saw that a crowd of between 40 

and 60 people had gathered. They were calling us racist pigs he said, I was in complete 

fear for my safety.”1165 

The situation was now tainted by the violation of a sacrosanct principle in the Muslim 

religion, namely the alleged assault on a female. Source B1 emphasised the perception 

was now that the woman had gone naked, that metaphorically she had been unclothed 

by the police and that this was a fundamental insult for the Muslim community. One 

report noted that “women were pouring out of their homes, screaming and trying to 

intervene.”1166 One witness stressed: “they hit one of our women…the foot running over 

we can forgive as an accident, but not attacking a woman.”1167 Another remarked: “It is 

not about prostitution or unemployment…it’s all about the way two police officers 

treated one of our women.”1168 So the merging of self-defence into honour-related 

grievances can be seen to transpire with this incident, which pushed many over the 

brink: “a teenager involved in the riots said - what happened on Friday night with that 

																																																													
1161Ibid.,	section	4.7.5.	This	was	Javid	Iqbal,	see	“Police	pushed	woman	over,”	Yorkshire	Post,	October	5,	
1995.	
1162Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.7.9.	
1163“Riot	case	man	‘was	like	Wild	animal,’”	Yorkshire	Post,	September	27,	1995.	
1164Nik	Cohn,	“Aftershock,”	Guardian	Weekend,	July	15,	1995.	
1165“Riots	began	with	minor	incident,	PC	tells	court,”	Yorkshire	Post,	September	26,	1995.	
1166Nik	Cohn,	“Aftershock,”	Guardian	Weekend,	July	15,	1995.		
1167Martin	Wainwright,	“Street	kick	about	sparked	a	chain	action	of	anger,”	The	Guardian,	June	12,	1995:	
3.	
1168“Hope	amid	the	riot	and	the	rhetoric,”	The	Guardian,	June	17,	1995.	This	rumour	was	still	being	
promoted	in	the	court	hearings	in	October:	“Police	‘pushed	woman	over,’”	Yorkshire	Post,	October	5,	
1995.	
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woman really got to us and made people very angry.”1169 In fact the rumours spiraled 

out of control adding more fuel to the fire to such an extent that people believed a small 

girl had been knocked over by the police and killed.1170 Mohammed Taj, one of the 

Bradford Commission panel members, maintains that the contagion of these rumours 

was facilitated by the fact that there was extensive and severe mistrust of the police,1171 

based on a litany of previous confrontations and these will be discussed later. 

By 21.30hrs the first police reinforcements arrived, the commotion by this time had 

attracted a large group of onlookers of around 100.1172 The police stated that they were 

hostile and refused to disperse1173 and they had to draw their batons. The situation was 

exacerbated further when police reinforcements arrived that included dog handlers. 

Bringing dogs into the community which are seen as impure in the Muslim religion, 

only impinged further on the honour of the community.1174 This is perhaps yet another 

instance of the further escalation of violated principles experienced by the local 

community. Unfortunately, this action was allied to the fact that the very people who 

wanted to help the police, namely the elderly in the community, could not do so because 

they were prevented from coming out of their houses under threat of arrest by the police 

who were using dogs to control the situation.  

To the onlookers this all appeared like police heavy-handedness:1175 the waving of 

batons, the assault on the sister and the rapid deployment of extra police resources and 

their swift exit from the scene made the situation even worse. Members of the 

community “were offended about the undoubted hostility and in some cases, individual 

rudeness of the police towards them. The only communication initiated by the police 

was the repeated shouted instruction to go back inside.”1176 

																																																													
1169Paul	Wilkinson,	“Police	blame	cultural	gap	for	rioting,”	The	Times,	June	12,	1995.		
1170Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.9.3.	
1171Mohammed	Taj,	“A	‘Can	Do’	City,	Supplementary	Observations,	Comments	and	Recommendations	to	
the	Bradford	Commission	Report,”	(Bradford,	1996),	6.	
1172Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.7.8.		
1173Ibid.,	section	4.7.8.	
1174Ibid.,	section	4.8.19	described	this	as	an	“ominous”	development.	
1175“Flame	mobs	fight	police,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	10,	1995,	states:	“the	police	had	gone	too	far	in	
the	initial	incident.”		
1176Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.7.14.	Mohammed	Taj	mentions	
that	another	breakdown	making	matters	worse	was	the	repeated	calls	by	the	police	as	part	of	their	
public	disorder	training,	to	get	a	gap	between	themselves	and	the	crowd.	To	do	this	they	would	shout	
“back	off.”	Unfortunately,	in	the	heat	of	the	moment	this	was	misconstrued	as	“fuck	off.”	Mohammed	
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However, the stipendiary magistrate hearing the case made no criticism of the two 

police officers for approaching the group of young men in the first place.1177 Although 

he is critical of the symbolism attached to the police officers for approaching the group 

of young men in the first place: “two officers striding out across the street in full kit – 

vests, batons attached…might in our view have inflamed a situation in what was clearly 

already a sensitive area.’1178 Indeed the deployment of the new long-handled police 

batons in a public disorder situation might have appeared symbolic, given that such 

instruments were widely used in the Indian sub-continent. Now the police were using 

such symbols here with the Asian community, which was interpreted as differential 

policing directed towards the Asian community and was seen as threatening, as 

conceded by the Chief Constable of West Yorkshire.1179 

With no community restraint, the youths had a free licence and their sense of honour 

and masculinity was wrapped up in the fevered desire to ‘settle old scores.’ This was 

confirmed earlier by Source B1 who was quite dismissive of the youths observing that 

they wanted a confrontation with the police. Hence, by the time the police had secured 

the youths and extracted their colleagues and returned to the police station, the 

grievances held by the youth centred on “multiple injustices.”1180 The dishonouring of a 

female, the insult to masculinity combined with the concomitant need as a young man to 

stand up for his community had now become paramount concerns. This was also 

infused with a desire for retribution, for what had just happened and for a series of 

perceived injustices handed out to them by the police over a longer period of time. 

Thus, this ‘settling of old scores’ was upheld by the youth and Source B1 said that there 

had been regular skirmishes between youths and the police on a micro level, on the 

street corner, where the youths had been subject to what they saw as heavy-handed 

police tactics. This was clearly exemplified in the confrontation between the Asian 

youths and the police over the issue of prostitution. 

																																																																																																																																																																																			
Taj,	“A	‘Can	Do’	City,	Supplementary	Observations,	Comments	and	Recommendations	to	the	Bradford	
Commission	Report,”	(Bradford,	1996),	10.	
1177Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.8.4.		
1178Ibid.,	section	4.8.4.	
1179Keith	Hellawell	Chief	Constable	of	West	Yorkshire	defended	his	officers’	use	of	the	new	long-handled	
police	baton,	although	he	admitted	“maybe	in	the	community	some	people	believe	that	the	police	are	
being	threatening	by	the	use	of	that	equipment.”	Paul	Wilkinson,	“Police	blame	cultural	gap	for	rioting,”	
The	Times,	June	12,	1995.		
1180A	term	used	by	Source	B1.	
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Lumb Lane and the area of Manningham which became centre stage, were seen as the 

Red-Light district of Bradford. Only a few hours before, Maureen Stepan an 18-year- 

old prostitute had been found brutally murdered.1181 One is not suggesting that there is 

any link between this murder and the events as they unraveled,1182 although the 

Bradford Commission notes: “some of the local people thought that one of the two 

original policemen had been ‘winding up’ the local anti-prostitution patrols.”1183 The 

patrols had been set up by the local Asian community and the issue of prostitution had 

brought the police into direct conflict with the community at large. The police were seen 

to be not doing enough to address the issue, an issue that was seen by the locals as 

desecrating the community as a whole. So here again we see the confluence of violated 

principles because their sense of honour was encroached upon1184 and illegitimate 

inequality because of police inaction.1185 They saw it as illegitimate inequality because 

it afflicted their community and not white-dominated areas where the police were seen 

to be taking action. Consequently, young Asians had set up a network of vigilante 

groups to confront the prostitutes and the “apparent success of the patrols against the 

prostitutes had given some young men the idea that they could be stronger than the 

police.”1186 

Given that there was a murder investigation underway, one can only speculate that there 

was a heightened state of tension in both the police and the Asian community as to the 

circumstances surrounding the death. In fact, one newspaper reported that “the 

disturbances had been sparked because police turned a blind eye to the growing number 

of prostitutes in the area.”1187 This is perhaps going too far, but certainly the issue of 

prostitution was a causal factor in exacerbating the gulf between the Kashmiri 

community and the authorities. There was general dissatisfaction with the police, they 

felt the police were badly behaved and the local youths felt that this was their way of 

																																																													
1181“Mystery	of	vice	girl’s	last	hours,”	Yorkshire	Post,	June	12,	1995,	reports:	“she	had	plied	her	trade	in	
the	Lumb	lane	area	of	the	city	for	two	years,	but	had	begun	to	work	in	the	City	Road	and	Thornton	Road	
district	of	Bradford	two	months	ago,	following	pressure	from	vigilantes	to	move	on.”	
1182Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	“Police	arrest	10	after	clashes,”	June	10,	1995:	1.	“The	clashes	were	near	
where	self-appointed	vigilantes	have	been	trying	to	clear	the	streets	of	prostitutes,	pimps	and	
customers,	but	police	said	there	was	no	evidence	of	a	link.”	The	close	proximity	of	the	two	will	be	
examined	in	the	identity	section.	
1183Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.8.2.	
1184Ben	Fenton,	“Simmering	tensions	boiled	up	into	violence,”	Daily	Telegraph,	June	12,	1995.	
1185Anthony	O’Hear,	“The	real	lessons	of	the	Bradford	riots,”	Daily	Mail,	June	12,	1995.	
1186Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.11.7.	
1187“Mob	fury	at	riot	police,”	Yorkshire	on	Sunday,	June	11,	1995.					
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putting it ‘right.’ Within fifteen minutes of their arrival at Garfield Avenue the police, 

with the four arrested youths had left the scene in haste.1188  

5.5.2 Evening	at	Lawcroft	House		

Having seen their friends and in some cases relatives being arrested and shunted off by 

the police, many youths were clearly exasperated at the turn of events. Two groups 

decided to go to the police station at Lawcroft House on Oak lane;1189 one a group of 

youths, the other a group of elders. Both groups were indignant at the way their 

community had been treated and the youths were not going to stand idly by whilst their 

friends were incarcerated. At the same time, the elders went with a determination to let 

the police know that they were incensed at the treatment of their community.1190 By 

22.00hrs there was disorder in Oak Lane. By 22.30hrs there was a group of 

approximately 60 local men in front of Lawcroft House to protest at the police handling 

of the arrests.  

Lawcroft House was chosen as the focal point, not least because the Asian groups 

thought erroneously those arrested had been sent there and because of what it 

symbolised. “This station was designed as a fortress. Its stark and windowless bulk 

hung over Manningham like a boast of strength. Some 20,000 Asians lived under its 

walls most of them Kashmiri Muslims.”1191 It served to reinforce the negative views 

held by the local populace of the police, at the same time it also stigmatised the local 

community as being ‘the other’ that necessitated more oppressive measures of control. 

The illegitimacy of such a building was self-evident to the Asian community.1192 It is 

also interesting to note that the sense of occupation that the local community felt was to 

some extent reinforced by the media, the discourse presenting the image of the crowd as 

‘liberators’ and by definition the police as ‘despots.’1193 

When some elders of the community came from Lawcroft House after being invited by 

the police to try and calm the situation,1194 it became obvious that the prisoners would 

																																																													
1188Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.7.1-	3.	
1189Ibid.,	section	4.10.2,	the	youths	arrested	were	in	fact	taken	to	another	station	at	Central	Bridewell.	
1190Ibid.,	section	4.10.4.	
1191Nik	Cohn,	“Aftershock,”	Guardian	Weekend,	July	15,	1995.	
1192Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	6.18.1-2	
1193A	report	in	the	local	newspaper	used	the	term	“liberators”	to	describe	the	crowd	descending	on	
Lawcroft	House:	Jim	Appleby,	“The	city’s	week	of	shame,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	August	27,	1996.	
1194Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.10.6.	
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not be released1195 which only served to inflame the situation. Between 22.30 and 

22.45hrs there were 7 more arrests for public order offences but the police were unable 

to disperse the crowds.1196 Those arrested were paraded inadvertently in full glare of the 

elders who were in Lawcroft House when they were taken through the front entrance. 

This included some respected members1197 of the Asian community and this simply 

added insult to injury and made the bridging of consensus more remote. 

Undoubtedly those in the crowd felt that they were being treated unfairly by the police. 

There were rising expectations of the imminent release of the arrested, “we kept being 

told they'll be out in 15 minutes. Then 15 minutes went by, then another 15.”1198 

Certainly there was the feeling that	the police would not have treated the white 

community in the same way they were now treating the Asian community. This 

illegitimate inequality was magnified by the apparent unwillingness of the police to 

acquiesce to what the youths and elders felt were reasonable demands in releasing those 

who had been arrested. 

The crowd was being drip fed information1199 that had no substance in reality and they 

felt that their grievances were not being taken seriously. In addition, they interpreted 

these delays as part of a deliberate plan of action by the police.1200 Not only were the 

youth becoming annoyed at the police action but this seemed to infuse all members of 

the crowd. Even four councillors went to the police asking for explanations, but a 

preliminary agreement to release all those arrested soon floundered.1201 

Mistrust soon turned into distrust, “the turning point was…the confusion regarding the 

release of those who had been arrested...the first 4 had been sent to Central Bridewell 

(police station) which would not grant the release of the prisoners because they had to 

follow a set procedure which involved the original arresting officers being present.”1202  

																																																													
1195Ibid.,	section	4.10.8.	
1196Ibid.,	section	4.10.7.	
1197Ibid.,	section	4.10.7,	one	included	a	leading	member	of	the	community	who	had	been	angry	at	the	
treatment	of	his	elderly	father	in	Garfield	Avenue.	
1198Martin	Wainwright,	“Street	kick	about	sparked	a	chain	action	of	anger,”	The	Guardian,	June	12,	1995.			
1199Nighat	Taimuri,	“The	June	1995	Manningham	Riots:	Root	Causes	and	Future	Directions”	(M.A.	
Thesis.,	Bradford	University,	1996),	25.	
1200“Street	kick	about	sparked	a	chain	reaction	of	anger,”	The	Guardian,	June	12,	1995.	
1201Sumeet	Desai,	“Bad	policing	blamed	for	city’s	race	riots,”	India	Mail,	15-21	June,	1995.	
1202Nighat	Taimuri,	“The	June	1995	Manningham	Riots:	Root	Causes	and	Future	Directions”	(M.A.	
Thesis.,	Bradford	University,	1996),	25,	mentions	they	were	not	available	as	they	were	out	curbing	the	
riots.	
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It is important to acknowledge that, given the cultural roots of the community, when 

prisoners are kept in detention there is a likelihood of mistreatment and the repeated 

delays of impending release added to the sense of unease both at what the police had 

done and what they might be doing behind closed doors.1203 “The crowd became 

convinced that the police were deliberately delaying the process of charging and 

discharging on bail and tension rose.”1204 

Outside Lawcroft House the situation had deteriorated so badly and the levels of 

violence had become unmanageable that the Acting Superintendant had asked for a 

Force Emergency Response calling for assistance from all the forces in West Yorkshire. 

This had in fact been preceded by a request for more officers under the Standard Police 

Immediate Response System at 22.45hrs.1205 “West Yorkshire Police said the crowd 

began hurling missiles as the extra officers moved in.”1206  

The police were setting up cordons and they had decided to disperse the crowd in front 

of Lawcroft House which numbered approximately 300.1207 The imposition of a ‘blue 

line’ was part of the police strategy of containment. However, this was viewed as yet 

another example of illegitimate inequality in the differential police strategy because 

many Asians complained that only white people were allowed to pass this blue line.1208 

“By late Friday night the situation was out of control and the damage began as cars 

were set alight and businesses attacked.”1209 For instance, “BMW cars at nearby 

Andrews showroom were set alight,”1210 the symbolism of BMW and all that it 

projected was not lost on the youths. In riot gear, the police moved down Oak Lane, 

where they “appeared like aliens”1211 to many of the bystanders and the youths 

confronting them. Whilst essential for public order security, the use of riot gear as with 

the long-handled baton, reinforced the “…image of the police as racist and led to heated 

																																																													
1203Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.11.10.		
1204Andrew	Robinson,	Chris	Benfield,	Sarah	Neville,	“Charges	linked	to	riots	dropped,”	Yorkshire	Post,	
June	22,	1995.		
1205Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.12.3-4.	
1206“Police	arrest	10	after	clashes,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	June	10,	1995.	
1207“Two	days	that	left	£1m	trail	of	destruction,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	November	20,	1996.	
1208Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.12.6	and	Nighat	Taimuri,	“The	
June	1995	Manningham	Riots:	Root	Causes	and	Future	Directions”	(M.A.	Thesis.,	Bradford	University,	
1996),	23	and	28.	
1209“City	torn	by	anger:	locals	blame	police,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	June	12,	1995.	
1210“Flame	mobs	fight	police,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	10,	1995.				
1211Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.12.6.		
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arguments”1212 with bystanders and groups of youths. This was further aggravated by 

some police officers not having identification numbers on their uniforms which merely 

served yet again to reinforce the feeling in the community that they were “unimportant, 

even to the extent of normal rules of proper conduct being ignored by the police.”1213 

This illegitimacy of action by the police was seen as an affront by the Asian 

community. 

All the time, various missiles were arching over into the police lines. This dispersal of 

the crowd only meant break-away groups moving down side streets, one such group 

went down St Mary’s Road stoning windows as they rampaged.1214 

The police were able to breach the barricade constructed from pallets dragged from 

nearby shops that had been set up across Oak Lane.1215 This confrontation together with 

the crowd outside Lawcroft House a short distance away, were the epicentres for the 

criminal damage being committed and the main source from where the various missiles: 

bricks, stones, bottles were thrown. This missile throwing and criminal damage to 

property in the immediate vicinity had been going on since approximately 22.00hrs. 

This “battle raged for several hours between youngsters and the police until order was 

restored at around 04.00hrs.”1216 

Clearly Friday night had all the ingredients of self-defence and initiated hostility. The 

suddenly imposed grievance of being arrested manifested itself in the resistance of those 

who had been arrested, their incitement of other youths and their desire to escape. 

However, this soon transmuted back into outright hostility as they sought retaliation for 

the violation of principles and the sense of illegitimate inequality they perceived when 

their women, elders and community were seen to be either abused or ignored. 

5.5.3 Saturday	Morning		

Into the early hours of Saturday morning cars paraded the streets with music blaring 

from them which was combined with sporadic disorder lasting until approximately 

																																																													
1212Kristen	Sparre,	Peacemaking	Journalism	at	a	Time	of	Community	Conflict:	The	
Bradford	Telegraph	&	Argus	and	the	Bradford	Riots	(Bradford	University:	Department	of	Peace	Studies,	
1998),	25.							
1213Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.12.7.	
1214Ibid.,	section	4.12.5.	
1215Jim	Appleby,	“The	city’s	week	of	shame,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	August	27,	1996.	
1216“The	weekend’s	trail	of	destruction,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	12,	1995.					
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04.00hrs.1217 Just fifteen minutes earlier a car had pulled up outside Lawcroft House and 

the occupants had pulled out weapons from the car. Meanwhile, police cordons 

restricted movement of non-whites throughout the area.1218  

5.5.4 Saturday		

The heat from the Friday night clashes was still being felt in the afterglow on Saturday. 

The prisoners had been released but the charges not dropped. “By Saturday morning the 

rumour that the little girl had died in the Bradford Royal Infirmary was common.”1219 

The violated principles and the sense of illegitimate inequality they had experienced the 

previous night clearly led to a heightened sense of injustice held by the Asian 

community as a whole. The injustices they saw were further inflamed by what they 

perceived as the unequal treatment of their community taking place in the negotiations 

during the following day on Saturday. 

It was clear that on the Saturday the animosity towards the police was palpable amongst 

the Asian youth. “Among Bradford’s Asians…news, rumour and suspicion of injustice 

travel fast. Taj, Taj, Taj ran like a ripple …through a score of young Asian 

Bradfordians.”1220 The Asian community felt they had legitimate grievances that should 

be addressed by the authorities. Congregating on the Saturday to voice their protest was 

seen as an expression of their democratic right and a defence of their community.  

All day there was various posturing by the police and groups of youths. Police had been 

stationed in Oak Lane and outside Lawcroft House. Some stone throwing was directed 

at police cars1221 and there was a hostile standoff between the police and the youths. But 

everything seemed to hang in abeyance whilst the discussions that had started at 

14.00hrs between police and community representatives took place inside the police 

station. It was soon apparent however that “there was an irreconcilable difference 

																																																													
1217Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.12.5.		
1218Ibid.,	section	4.12.6.	
1219Ibid.,	section	4.9.3.	The	Commission	notes	that	the	rumours	had	“no	foundation	in	fact,”	but	that	is	
perhaps	missing	the	point,	because	the	Asian	community	certainly	thought	this	is	what	had	happened,	
see	sections	4.9.4	and	4.9.5	and	thereby	they	felt	justified	in	their	actions.	Even	after	the	riots	the	
papers	were	reporting	that	a	baby	and	three	children,	let	alone	a	woman	had	been	assaulted,	Beverley	
Aujla,	“Baby	was	hit	with	truncheon,	says	family,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	14,	1995.	
1220“Divided	loyalties,”	The	Guardian,	June	12,	1995.	‘Taj’	was	Taj	Muhammed,	a	respected	teacher	at	
Drummond	middle	school	in	Manningham,	who	was	among	those	arrested	on	Friday.	
1221Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.17.3.	
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between the agenda of the police and the agenda of the representatives.”1222 The 

discussions had been urgently convened by the police,1223 but fundamental 

disagreements over the rumours that had percolated when the disturbances had broken 

out, especially the indiscriminate hostility by the police towards a female in Garfield 

Avenue still remained. Criticism of ‘police heavy-handedness’ and institutional 

insensitivity when it came to Asian community issues1224 were recurrent themes.  

The perceived illegitimacy of the police was further reinforced by the police’s apparent 

prevarications over the dropping of charges against those arrested, and to the Asian 

youth, the police delays were seen as a deliberate tactic.1225 Inevitably the frustration of 

the community representatives came to a head when one Councillor and two youths, left 

the meeting at approximately 17.45hrs. This was followed by others from the meeting 

who announced to the crowd outside that little progress had been made. This prompted 

further stone throwing towards the police and vehicles accessing the building.1226 

It was also clear that the youth were angry towards the leaders of their community, 

whom they felt had no power as had been demonstrated in the lack of respect afforded 

to them by the police in the last twenty-four hours. Consequently, there “was 

widespread apprehension of more trouble to come…the young men therefore would 

take matters into their own hands. They were very angry.”1227 After all, they had taken 

matters into their own hands just a few hours ago. “Older heads called for restraint...but 

the street youths were no longer listening. Unlike the first night, the tv cameras and the 

national press were on hand…Everything was set for a riot and the youths obliged.”1228 

But the grievances held by the Asian youths soon mutated into a more disturbing 

direction whereby the “initial grievances over the allegedly heavy-handed arrest of two 

youths were sidelined on Saturday night.”1229 Infused with the various grievances was 

also the desire, held by some youths, simply to cause trouble. Source B1 believed there 

were criminal elements in the crowds and their sole intention was to create a scenario 
																																																													
1222Ibid.,	section	4.16.5.	
1223Ibid.,	section	4.16.1.	
1224Ibid.,	section	4.14.6-9.	
1225Nighat	Taimuri,	“The	June	1995	Manningham	Riots:	Root	Causes	and	Future	Directions”	(M.A.	
Thesis.,	Bradford	University,	1996),	25.	
1226Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.16.9.	
1227Ibid.,	section	4.15.1-2.	
1228Nik	Cohn,	“Aftershock,”	Guardian	Weekend,	July	15	1995.	The	Bradford	Commission	did	not	accept	
the	role	of	the	media	in	continuing	the	riots,	see	section	4.18.2.	
1229Martin	Wainwright,	“Police	blamed	for	city	riots,”	The	Guardian,	June	12,	1995.	
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where violence would flourish so they could create an opportunity to benefit from the 

chaos by looting and ransacking premises. Clearly to those youths involved there was a 

purpose to their action, however insidious or destructive their motives. “It is simply 

false to assume that non-political violence is not directed to the achievement of goals: 

extracting something of value from someone or achieving justice by punishing 

wrongdoing”1230 were seen as legitimate objectives. 

Prior to 19.00hrs, it was obvious that the milling around of large groups of youths 

especially in the vicinity of Lawcroft House at the top of Oak Lane engendered an 

atmosphere of growing tension.  That tension had been exacerbated by the failure of 

discussions between the police and community representatives and in anticipation of 

that failure in discussions, riot police were stationed outside Lawcroft House. The mere 

presence of such units inflamed what was already a sensitive situation. So, when the 

youths broke down a wall behind the pub opposite Lawcroft House they used the debris 

to throw at these targets, the “youths appeared to be planning the attack and had armed 

themselves with numerous petrol bombs.”1231 

5.5.5 Saturday	Night		

Already at 18.00hrs, the police were attempting to pre-empt any repeat of the previous 

night’s disturbances by vetting traffic coming into the city on approach roads.1232 But 

not only had the police been preparing for the worse, the youths had also. A report in 

the Yorkshire Post noted: “three youths allegedly found with equipment to make petrol 

bombs in their car boot.”1233  

The segregation policy of the police undoubtedly came in for criticism. Throughout the 

weekend, accusations of police racism had permeated and justified the actions of the 

Asian community. But it should be kept in mind that perhaps young Asian men “see any 

intervention by the police as to be motivated by suspicion at best and often by racial 

hostility. To them, brusqueness or even concealed nervousness by a police officer 
																																																													
1230Vincenzo	Ruggiero,	“Brigate	Rosse:	Political	violence,	criminology	and	social	movement	theory,”	
Crime,	Law	&	Social	Change	43	(2005):	291.	
1231Jo	Kearney	and	David	Harrison,	“200	riot	police	in	Bradford	pitched	battle,”	The	Observer,	11	June,	
1995.	
1232Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.18.22.	Mention	has	already	
been	made	of	the	aroused	sense	of	illegitimate	inequality	with	such	a	strategy	and	this	was	not	reduced	
but	rather	increased	on	Saturday	evening.		
1233Angela	Spencer,	Andrew	Vine,	Robin	Ackroyd,	“Riots	not	our	fault,	say	police,”	Yorkshire	Post,	June	
12,	1995.	
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would appear as the most apparent racism.”1234 Yet irrespective of whether there is 

evidence of police racism or not, reports at the time cautioned: “what is apparent is that 

the Bradford disturbances….reflect a sharpening belief among some of Britain's black 

and Asian communities that justice is in shorter supply for them than for white 

Britons.”1235 Moreover, many of the older members of the Kashmiri community 

accessed a colonial memory when the British ruled and their curtailment of dissent 

employed similar measures they were now seeing during the weekend. Unjustified 

detainment, colonial type equipment with long-handled batons and the use of police 

snatch squads that were employed when facing the Kashmiri youths were seen as 

unjustifiable and perhaps inflamed the situation.1236 

The attention of the protestors had from 19.00hrs been engaged in a face-to-face 

confrontation with the police outside Lawcroft House. Approximately 300 youths were 

involved which included erecting a barricade across Oak Lane, setting it on fire and 

throwing firebombs, stones and other debris.1237 When the police edged along Oak Lane 

they could not contain the crowd and the process of dispersal was initiated, 

consequently “officers were attacked by petrol bombs.”1238 Using whatever was 

available “the crowd tore down a brick wall and began pelting police before breaking 

off into different factions, some throwing petrol bombs at parked cars on Lumb Lane 

and Manningham Lane.”1239 As the police line moved forward and they tried to block 

off Oak Lane at both ends,1240 one observer recalled: “The dogs started going at the 

kids. They just went for the people.”1241 Another report states: “the police are setting 

dogs on 13- and 14- year olds. Teenagers are being pushed to the ground and 

beaten.”1242 Reports also noted: “200 police in riot gear bombarded with missiles”1243 

																																																													
1234Mohammed,	Taj,	“A	‘Can	Do’	City,	Supplementary	Observations,	Comments	and	Recommendations	to	
the	Bradford	Commission	Report,”	(Bradford,	1996),	6.		
1235“Hope	amid	the	riot	and	the	rhetoric,”	The	Guardian,	June	17	1995.	
1236Foundation	2000,	“Disturbances	in	Manningham	a	community	response:	The	Voices	Must	Be	Heard”	
(Bradford:	Foundation	2000,	1995),	9.	
1237Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.17.8-11.	
1238Jo	Kearney	and	David	Harrison,	“200	riot	police	in	Bradford	pitched	battle,”	The	Observer,	11	June,	
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1239Angela	Spencer,	Andrew	Vine,	Robin	Ackroyd,	“Riots	not	our	fault,	say	police,”	Yorkshire	Post,	June	
12,	1995.	
1240Kristen	Sparre,	Peacemaking	Journalism	at	a	Time	of	Community	Conflict:	The	
Bradford	Telegraph	&	Argus	and	the	Bradford	Riots	(Bradford	University:	Department	of	Peace	Studies,	
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1241Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.18.17.	
1242Jo	Kearney	and	David	Harrison,	“200	riot	police	in	Bradford	pitched	battle,”	The	Observer,	11	June,	
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desperately tried to take back control of the streets. One report outlined the following 

incident from an eyewitness: “the police were pushing the crowds down the street when 

a petrol bomb came sailing through the air. We saw it hit a policeman on the head and 

explode. He was wearing a helmet and staggered out of the flames and fell flat on his 

face. After that the police charged. There were rioters falling over, policemen swinging 

their truncheons and slipping and falling over themselves.”1244 

But the police dispersal tactics only made it more difficult for them to rein in the 

violence. “By 20.00hrs Oak Lane was sealed off but a pack of youths went on the 

rampage, destroying everything in their path, drinkers in pubs along White Abbey Road 

cowered in fear as everyone was attacked and motorists were singled out and 

beaten.”1245 The movement of the police line pushed the youths towards the city centre 

and further afield as noted into White Abbey Road and Whetley lane,1246 every pub was 

attacked along this route.1247 This pattern of dispersal was perhaps a natural progression 

from the focus on a hard target, namely Lawcroft House, to soft targets such as the 

garages, pubs, and shops in the area. “The sound of helicopters whirred overhead as 

police reinforcements were drafted in to deal with the escalating violence which resulted 

in areas of the city becoming a no-go zone.”1248  

Thus, the events from around 21.00hrs were characterised by a scattering of different 

groups prowling the streets engaged in extensive property damage and violence both 

threats and actual directed at car drivers, pedestrians and patrons of the public houses. 

At times running, at times walking, these groups ran through the streets looking for 

potential targets, the Bradford Commission authors described it as “shameful 

violence.”1249 As Norman Bettison, West Yorks Chief Constable observed: the youths 

																																																																																																																																																																																			
1243Angela	Spencer,	Andrew	Vine,	Robin	Ackroyd,	“Riots	not	our	fault,	say	police,”	Yorkshire	Post,	June	
12,	1995.	
1244Robin	Ackroyd,	“Cars	bear	the	brunt	of	mob’s	violence,”	Yorkshire	Post,	June	12,	1995.	
1245“Two	days	that	left	£1m	trail	of	destruction,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	November	20,	1996.	
1246Nighat	Taimuri,	“The	June	1995	Manningham	Riots:	Root	Causes	and	Future	Directions”	(M.A.	
Thesis.,	Bradford	University,	1996),	26.	
1247“Night	of	fear	then	back	to	business,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June,	12,	1995.	
1248“Mob	fury	at	riot	police,”	Yorkshire	on	Sunday,	June	11,	1995.			
1249Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.25.3.	
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“were playing a cat and mouse game’1250 with police. “The initiative on Saturday night 

passed to young people, including many who joined a wrecking spree.”1251 

Whilst disturbances were taking place on Oak Lane, other groups had been running 

through the labyrinth of back alleys. One group had got into Westgate having come 

down Whetley Hill and Carlisle Road. Their path of destruction included setting fire 

and overturning cars in the Citroen garage in Whetley Hill.1252 By approximately 

23.00hrs they had reached Westgate having already attacked six public houses.1253 

Looting had taken place along the route when they finally reached the city centre. 

Another group had moved along St Mary’s attacking the police with missiles and 

returned back to Oak Lane.1254 Earlier in the evening, this group together with the group 

that had gone down Whetley Hill, had attacked the Carlisle Hotel in Carlisle street. This 

had followed further attacks in Salt Street, Green Lane and Lumb Lane where a club, 

garage, cars and public houses were attacked. Petrol bombs had been thrown in 

Drewton Road1255 whilst the youths had attacked other property in Manningham Lane. 

The local paper reported: “a mob marched along Manningham Lane into the city centre 

destroying as they went.	Hundreds of thousands of pounds’ worth of damage was done 

along the two-mile stretch of road.”1256 At the same time yet another garage had been 

attacked in nearby Frizinghall causing serious fire damage,1257 overall the “rioting had 

left a trail of devastation across a large part of the city.”1258 

5.5.6 Sunday	Morning		

Parts of the city were more akin to a war zone with riot clad police desperately trying to 

restrain groups of youth totaling up to 700 according to some estimates.1259 One 

																																																													
1250Jo	Kearney	and	David	Harrison,	“200	riot	police	in	Bradford	pitched	battle,”	The	Observer,	11	June,	
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journalist remarked it “was the most frightening experience I have ever had as a 

journalist.”1260 

By 02.00hrs on Sunday morning, some semblance of calm had descended on the streets. 

This was punctuated by cars blaring out music parading around the streets in some eerie 

defiant ritual.1261 The fires were ebbing away, but the silhouettes of gutted buildings 

marked the horizon. In Oak Lane, from 21.30hrs the car showroom was attacked, the 

last firebomb attack being at 00.30hrs.1262 It had also been subject to the wrath of youths 

the previous night, looting did not take place just vandalism.   

5.5.7 Sunday		

On Sunday “…on a grassy knoll at the junction of a road filled with cars and onlookers 

a shifting crowd of 600 roared their approval as a ringleader called for violence.”1263 

The tense atmosphere was punctuated by “a few stones… thrown but the night passed 

quietly.”1264 Remarkably the tense stand-off was deflated by an unexpected occurrence: 

“By late evening a large group of youths were facing the police at the top 

of Oak Lane. The threat of violence was still in the air, and it seemed that 

each party was waiting for the other to make the first move. However, in 

the distance, there was a flicker of candles approaching Oak Lane from 

Roseberry Road. A group of 8 women, 4 Asian and 4 White were walking 

up Oak Lane, carrying candles and a banner, depicting the word “Peace” 

in English, Urdu and Arabic. The women were one group who had 

remained silent up until now regarding the whole affair. They were 

members of the Interfaith Women for Peace set up in Bradford over one 

year ago. They walked through the hundreds of youth and police, diverting 

the negative energy and drawing attention on themselves.”1265  

It effectively marked the end of the disturbances that had rocked the city that weekend. 
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It is undeniable that “there was widespread acceptance in Manningham …that wrong 

and illegal things had been done on the rioters’ side.”1266 In its wake, the disorder had 

seen two nights of violence in which half a million-pound worth of damage was done, 

all were victims eternal: the local economy, community relations and the 41arrested 

arising from the police enquiry.1267  

The police were widely castigated from all sections of the community, not least because 

of their alleged racism.1268 However, the Bradford Commission explicitly stressed that 

the disorder was the result of “antisocial” behaviour and they rejected the claims of 

police racism as “superficial” and “diversionary.”1269 Conversely, the non-state actors 

were not immune from the accusations of racism: “the very firm opinion of many of the 

people who spoke to us was that there was a racist element in the motivation of some of 

the violent protesters.”1270 They addressed their grievances by targeting the ‘other,’ 

whereby “the rioters picked out pubs, banks and shops bearing obviously Caucasian 

names to attack.”1271 Of the 102 premises attacked that weekend, 95 were white-owned, 

of the 66 vehicles damaged, 62 were not owned by Asians, in addition white victims 

were also singled out by the rioters.1272 

It is obvious though that both sides exhibited racism to some extent; the Asian youths 

saw the illegitimate inequality of the wealth of the white majority as a justifiable target. 

The violated principles they had experienced that were instrumental to the events on 

Friday, were quickly subsumed beneath the need for retribution and redress of the 

illegitimate inequality they undoubtedly felt: “for those leading the groups involved in 

the violence there was an opportunity to take on the police and also to express 
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frustrations at other, more prosperous elements of the Bradford population.”1273 

Nevertheless, there were still those who wanted to downplay the racial element.1274 

It is interesting to note that even after the decimation of a community over two days, 

some authors felt that the disorder was not a riot. For instance, Stacey Burlet and Helen 

Reid assert that it was a protest against police brutality and there were insufficient 

numbers meaning that the events “do not merit the description of ‘riot.’”1275 The fact 

that no one was prosecuted for the criminal offence of rioting might give credence to 

Burlet and Reid’s observations. However, as was emphasised by Source B1, the post- 

investigation process and outcome was “nobbled.”1276 This was symbolised by 

Mohammed Taj’s refusal to sign up to the Bradford Commission’s final report 

necessitating him to publish his own ‘dissenting’ report.  

Nevertheless, the events on the 9-11th June, 1995 in Bradford exuded all the 

characteristics laid down for violent conflictual contention defined in this research, as 

the local newspaper described at the time: “Rioters left a terrifying trail of destruction in 

a two-day orgy of violence.”1277  

The following Monday, Jason Bennetto, journalist for The Independent reported: “As 

the broken glass, burnt tyres and bricks were cleared away, a picture began to emerge 

yesterday of a community struggling to come to terms with itself and modern 

Britain.”1278 

5.5.8 Crowd	Composition		

The crowd pathology of those involved during the weekend of disturbances was 

composed primarily of Asian youths.1279 On the Friday this involved local Kashmiri 

youths1280 although there was a significant confluence of the anger held by all sectors of 

																																																													
1273Ibid.,	section	4.30.6.	
1274Mike	Priestley,	“Rebuilding	our	shattered	image,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	12,	1995.	
1275Stacey	Burlet	and	Helen	Reid,	“A	gendered	uprising:	political	representation	and	minority	ethnic	
communities,”	Ethnic	&	Racial	Studies	21/2	(1998):	270-287.	Bear	in	mind	a	previous	footnote	in	this	
chapter	where	it	was	defined	as	a	riot	in	accordance	with	the	Riot	Damages	Act	1886,	Bradford	
Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.2.1.	
1276To	influence	an	outcome	by	illegal	or	immoral	means.	
1277	“Two	days	that	left	£1m	trail	of	destruction,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	November	20,	1996.	
1278Jason	Bennetto,	“Volcano	of	tension	was	ready	to	erupt,”	The	Independent,	June	12,	1995.	
1279In	1995,	of	the	5,720	young	people	aged	between	9	and	19	living	in	the	Manningham	area,	4,178	had	
Pakistani	heritage,	Stacey	Burlet	and	Helen	Reid,	“A	gendered	uprising:	political	representation	and	
minority	ethnic	communities,”	Ethnic	&	Racial	Studies	21/2	(1998):	274.	
1280Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.29.3.	
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the community, both young and old when it came to the events on that night. Saturday 

saw an escalation in both numbers and Asian communities involved. All of those 

arrested came from the Bradford area with the exception of a small minority and they 

were Asian males aged between 15 and 37.1281 The numbers involved for the weekend 

include estimates from 60 to 100 on the Friday night with up to 700 youths being 

involved in the whole weekend.1282 A newspaper described the confrontation between 

Asian youth and police in the midst of a	large number of bystanders and media as a 

spectator sport, such that “the smashing up of the city centre on Saturday night by a 

crowd of young Asians, unchecked by the police, was a very public event.”1283 

The rapid escalation of the numbers involved and the events themselves were 

accentuated by two key factors: the close proximity in which the community lived with 

each other and the established informal network established prior to the weekend with 

the vigilante campaign against prostitutes in the area.  

Taj points out that the crowds were drawn into the street in the initial confrontation 

because the area was characterised by “densely packed and overcrowded housing, 

holding a community with a tradition of outdoor socialising.”1284 Thus the street 

environment presented a natural amphitheatre for all to witness the confrontation. When 

it went behind the scenes into the home of one of those arrested there was a sympathetic 

audience willing to take on board and legitimise the accusations made, even if they had 

not personally witnessed the events. As the focal point shifted from the scene of the 

initial arrests on Garfield Avenue to Oak Lane in front of Lawcroft House, then the 

capacity to attract further support to the crowds forming was helped by the fact that the 

area was always busy on Friday evenings. In addition, there were already in place, 

groups of pickets from the anti-prostitution campaign set up in the area by the local 

community who acted as a natural conduit for the diffusion of information. 

Such a conduit is inevitably sensitive to distortions in the flow and accuracy of the 

information conveyed. So much so that they reached what the Bradford Commission 

called “bizarre proportions,”1285 and in their hearing, they in fact refer to a respected 

																																																													
1281Ibid.,	section	4.29.4	and	5.	
1282Ibid.,	section	4.17.12-19	and	4.17.21.	
1283Alun	Palmer	et	al.,	“Flurry	of	calls	to	seek	out	the	truth,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	November	20,	1996.	
1284Mohammed	Taj,	“A	‘Can	Do’	City,	Supplementary	Observations,	Comments	and	Recommendations	to	
the	Bradford	Commission	Report,”	(Bradford,	1996),	6.	
1285Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.9.3.	
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member of the Asian community who stated that: “…what went through the Muslim 

community from household to household was that Muslim women were being attacked 

by the police.”1286 By Saturday morning there were rumours that a small child had been 

hospitalised and had subsequently died.1287 Thus when two women, both the sister and 

the mother together with a small child started shouting in Punjabi1288 at the police 

officers who had just entered their house in the initial skirmish, this quickly changed 

into alleged physical attacks on the females and was seen as a serious affront to the 

Kashmiri community. The crucial point here being that “among Bradford’s 

Asians…news, rumour and suspicion of injustice travel fast,”1289 and this was 

accelerated when local street communities such as Hanover Square in close vicinity to 

the disturbances was described as a “virtually intact Pathan village.”1290   

The significance of the anti-prostitution campaign should not be underestimated. This 

had included a variety of measures, some of which included intimidation towards the 

prostitutes.1291 It also resulted in a coherent network of communication in the 

community that allowed it to rapidly respond to situations. As reported to the Bradford 

Commission, there were over 500 people involved in the campaign,1292 and the 

Commission’s authors wrote: “we would be surprised if the success of the anti-

prostitution campaign, in the eyes of the young people who had been involved, was not 

also a factor in encouraging some youths to believe that the restrained protests of their 

elders against the police would prove once more to be inadequate, and that their direct 

action would again be successful.”1293 

Source B1, who was present when the disorders took place, asserted that there were 

multiple groups of young people, but there was no overall organisation for the whole 

																																																													
1286Ibid.,	section	4.9.3.	
1287Ibid.,	section	4.9.3.	
1288Ibid.,	section	4.7.9.	
1289“Divided	loyalties,”	The	Guardian,	June	12,	1995.	
1290Ibid.	
1291Preceding	the	riots,	the	area	of	Lumb	Lane	in	Manningham	had	been	popularised	in	a	drama	called	
the	“Band	of	Gold.”	The	writer	of	the	drama	during	her	research	noted	that	“by	day	some	Asians	are	
openly	hostile,	to	them	(the	prostitutes),	but	by	night	they	too	are	queueing	up	for	their	services.”	Kay	
Mellor,	“Riots	will	not	solve	the	oldest	vice	of	all,”	Daily	Mirror,	June	12,	1995.	In	March	1995,	a	
documentary	was	aired	on	Channel	4	called	the	“Manningham	Diaries”	looking	at	the	life	of	prostitutes	
in	the	area,	it	revealed	some	unpalatable	aspects	for	the	wider	community.	
1292Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	5.22.12.	
1293Ibid.,	section	4.11.12.	
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scenario and noted the spontaneity with which violence would periodically flare up.1294 

This was contradicted in some newspaper reports that the youths were in fact well 

organised.1295 It was also concluded by the Commission that “there were leaders of 

violence, but there was no central direction, although the leaders of the groups appear to 

have drawn on the well-known organisational procedures of the vigilante patrols and the 

Saturday disorders were certainly prepared for during that day.”1296  

5.5.9 My	Enemy	is	Your	Enemy		

The collective nature of the disturbance became apparent at the point when the sister of 

one of those who had been arrested said she had been accosted by the police. At that 

point, the police estimates were of 100 people in the street.1297 You had the synergy here 

between violated principles and crowd formation; the grievances of a few became the 

grievances of the many. “The anger which fuelled the protest that followed was partly 

fed, many claimed afterwards, by outrage at what seemed like an insult to a woman and 

her family with all that signifies in the tight knit families of an Asian community.”1298 

Furthermore,	the intangible grievances held by the arrested youths of wanting redress 

for the injustice of being punished by the two police officers both in the past and in the 

Garfield Avenue incident, was now transformed into tangible grievances revolving 

around a series of violated principles involving the violations of a female and child. 

These principles were not only held by the youths but by the community at large.	Their 

attempts at self-defence resulted in the convergence of other suddenly imposed 

grievances arising from the hostility of other family members who were not 

immediately threatened or attacked themselves, but who decided in support of their 

relatives and friends to confront the police. It was not according to community leader 

Arif Khan a race or religious issue but one that invoked defence of the community.1299 

																																																													
1294This	is	also	confirmed	by	the	Bradford	Congress,	ibid.,	section	4.28.5,	4.29.2.	
1295Paul	Wilkinson,	“Police	blame	cultural	gap	for	rioting,”	The	Times,	June	12,	1995.	
1296Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.29.2.	
1297Ibid.,	section	4.7.8,	this	is	the	police	version	of	events,	in	the	onlooker’s	version	the	number	
amounted	to	30-40,	see	section	4.7.14.	
1298Lucy	Ward,	and	Steven	Teale,	“A	time	bomb	just	waiting	to	go	off,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	14,	
1995.	
1299Alam	Khan,	“Frustrations	that	fuelled	the	riots,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	14,	1995.	
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The area provided a fertile ground for an efficient community grapevine1300 that 

stimulated a groundswell of supporters who gave a sympathetic ear to the grievances 

expressed. Factor in the apparent success of the patrols against prostitutes and this 

created a self-belief in the “young men the idea that they could be stronger than the 

police,”1301 and the result was a highly inflammable situation. As previously mentioned 

this became a very public event with lots of young people in the area, many were 

bystanders not involved in the violence. As the events played out as a theatrical 

performance, there was an implicit need for those throwing the missiles and attacking 

the police to uphold their masculinity and status in the youth community because they 

were centre stage. And, because this was in a public arena and encouraged by their 

success in the vigilante campaign they were not prepared to concede. 

Interestingly, it was not only peer group pressure exerted on those performing the 

damaging acts that acted as an accelerant. It was also “the anger of the responsible, 

respectable and law-abiding adults which continued to express itself outside Lawcroft 

House… in protest at what had happened to some of them, on their doorsteps, and 

which unintentionally encouraged many of the young men to express their anger 

violently.”1302 This encouragement is in sharp contrast to the impression conveyed 

throughout the Commission’s report that those involved in the disorder were 

distinguishable from those assembling in protest outside Lawcroft House.1303 

Undeniably in the initial stages people of all ages took part in the communal action,1304 

but it is unclear how the actions and words of certain leading members of the 

community could have resulted in anything other than a conflict environment in which 

violence could thrive. Coming into the crowd at 17.45hrs on the Saturday and voicing 

their frustrations, some of those involved in the negotiations with the police might have 

been perceived as provocative. 

5.5.10 	Neighbourhood	Collective	Solidarity?		

The strong sense of community was seen to be a characteristic feature held by the ethnic 

minority.1305 Source B1emphasised that there was a specific neighbourhood profile to 

																																																													
1300Martin	Wainwright,	“Street	kick	about	sparked	a	chain	action	of	anger,”	The	Guardian,	June	12,	1995.		
1301Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.11.7.	
1302Ibid.,	section	4.8.12.	
1303Ibid.,	section	4.10.4.		
1304Martin	Wainwright,	“Street	kick	about	sparked	a	chain	action	of	anger,”	The	Guardian,	June	12,	1995.	
1305“Riots	with	some	different	causes,”	The	Guardian,	June	12,	1995.		
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those involved in the disturbances, not only were they Asians but they were specifically 

Kashmiri Pakistanis from the Mirpur region. 

The arrival of the Pakistani community in Bradford quickly became self-sufficient, 

reinforcing the notion of segregation, especially in the residential areas of Manningham 

where there was a significant concentration of Mirpuri Pakistanis.1306 Whilst economic 

factors have had some influence on this development it only gives a partial insight into 

the solidarity and lack of integration experienced by the community resulting from both 

internal and external pressures. Such internal pressures were the need for newly arrived 

immigrants to find security in numbers and residential proximity that would alleviate 

the stress of cultural shock.1307 This resulted in some adverse characteristics. Research 

based on the 1991 census showed that for the Pakistani population of Bradford a large 

percentage were residing in areas defined as ghettos.1308 In addition, there were cultural 

traits that have served to reinforce the segregation: a culture that looks to a marriage 

caste system within its own community, gender rules that restrict women’s public 

morality and mortuary rites that sends the deceased back to their homeland.1309 Such 

traits are woven into a community where village and family connections are the primary 

centre points of identity.  

Cementing the Pakistani community together was the importance of clan or family 

loyalties. Kinship played an overriding role in all aspects of their social, economic and 

political existence. This manifested itself physically in the back-to-back terraces of 

Manningham and the large Victorian properties of the once wealthy area, where 

extended families clustered together and used their entrepreneurial expertise to set up 

small businesses to meet the needs of their community. But if we are to accept the 

Commission’s observations that “those involved in the disorder were not indissolubly 

joined to the crowds assembling in protest outside Lawcroft House,”1310 then how does 

																																																													
1306Bradford’s	Pakistani	community	dates	back	to	1941	when	a	group	of	Mirpuri	seamen	who	had	been	
stranded	in	Hull	were	sent	to	work	in	the	local	munitions	factory.	Their	success	attracted	others	from	
the	Mirpuri	area	of	Pakistan.	The	flow	of	immigrants	to	Bradford	increased	in	the	1950’s	and	1960’s	as	
the	demand	for	heavy	industries	grew.	UK	companies	recruited	via	Pakistani	newspapers.	
1307Muhammad	Anwar,	The	myth	of	return	–	Pakistanis	in	Britain	(London:	Heinemann,	1979),	11.	
1308Research	based	on	Ron	Johnston,	James	Forest	and	Michael	Poulsen,	“Are	there	Ethnic	
Enclaves/Ghettos	in	English	Cities?”	Urban	Studies	39/4	(2002):	600-1.	Their	definition	of	“ghetto”	being	
“areas	of	ethnic	concentration	in	which	substantial	proportions	of	at	least	one	group	are	segregated.”	
1309Philip	Lewis,	Islamic	Britain:	Religion,	Politics	and	Identity	among	British	Muslims	(London:	IB	Tauris,	
1994).		
1310Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.12.1.	
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this reconcile itself with the tight-knit community the authorities and some observers 

want to portray? 

To fully grasp the conundrum that is the collective identity of the ethnic minorities one 

has to first understand how they perceive themselves. So far this text has used multiple 

terms to describe those involved: Muslim, Mirpuri, Kashmiri, Asian, Pakistani etc. and 

this is one of the potential pitfalls of looking at identity when there is an abundance of 

different labels and categories used in the literature.1311 Those involved in the 

disturbances, as has already been mentioned, were from the Pakistani community of 

Bradford, in particular from the Mirpuri region of Kashmir.1312 This touches on the 

citizenship-identity debate which has characterised academic discussion.1313 It has also 

been reflected in the systemic tensions exhibited in the Pakistani community in general 

and Kashmiri community in particular. It is important to recognise “the first generation 

could be seen as naturalised citizens, and their citizenship identities are grounded in that 

experience, whereas the second and subsequent generations born in Britain feel that 

their citizenship is ascribed; it is their ‘natural right’ because they were born here (in the 

UK).”1314 Clearly the citizenship identities of the first-generation immigrants are 

perhaps weaker than younger generations. The latter see their British citizenship as a 

core component in their identity: “they are expressing and defending a British 

multicultural, multi-ethnic citizenship identity.”1315 However, if this is the case, the 

grievances stemming from the original confrontation on Garfield Avenue and their 

evolution throughout the weekend are in direct contradiction with the defence of a 

British citizenship portrayed in the previous quote. Hussain and Bagguely defend a 

																																																													
1311Add	in	legitimate	social	divisions	such	as	caste	and	tribal	dimensions	and	the	intricate	web	of	
relationships	and	categories	multiplies	significantly.	The	Bradford	Congress,	ibid.,	section	5.10	discussed	
the	problematical	nature	of	even	using	the	term	“community”	which	they	described	as	being	“tedious.”		
1312In	fact,	when	interviewing	Source	B1	in	an	environment	where	all	of	his	colleagues	were	from	
Pakistan	he	felt	that	it	showed	respect	and	honour	if	he	were	to	be	addressed	as	Kashmiri	as	opposed	to	
Pakistani.	This	was	perhaps	a	reflection	of	the	sensitive	political	situation	Kashmir	is	faced	with	in	the	
conflict	between	Pakistan	and	India.	Describing	the	community	itself	as	“Asian”	has	been	criticised	as	
being	analytically	untenable	because	of	the	broader	pan-ethnic	connotations	it	implies.	See	Paul	
Bagguley	and	Yasmin	Hussain,	“Citizenship,	Ethnicity	and	Identity:	British	Pakistanis	after	the	2001	
‘Riots,’”	Sociology	39/3	(2005):	412.	
1313Engin.	F.	Isin	and	Patricia.	K.	Wood,	Citizenship	and	Identity	(London:	Sage,	1999).	
1314Paul	Bagguley	and	Yasmin	Hussain,	“Citizenship,	Ethnicity	and	Identity:	British	Pakistanis	after	the	
2001	‘Riots,’”	Sociology	39/3	(2005):	411,	“Naturalised”	citizens	are	those	whose	right	to	come	to	Britain	
is	due	to	their	birth	in	the	former	empire.	Another	term	used	is	“Denizens,”	that	is	one	having	certain	
rights	but	not	having	significant	political	representation	see	Stephen	Castles	and	Alastair	Davidson,	
Citizenship	and	Migration:	Globalization	and	the	politics	of	belonging	(London:	Routledge,	2000).		
1315Paul	Bagguley	and	Yasmin	Hussain,	“Citizenship,	Ethnicity	and	Identity:	British	Pakistanis	after	the	
2001	‘Riots,’”	Sociology	39/3	(2005):	411.		
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possible contradiction here that “the younger generations regard themselves as citizens 

of Britain, but many have also come to see themselves as members of religious, racial, 

ethnic and linguistic groups. The belief in the basic conflict between citizenship and 

identity arises from a specific conception of each, citizenship as universal and identity 

as particular.”1316 

Although Arif Khan noted previously that this was not a race or religious issue, 

certainly the parameters imposed by the Muslim faith on their community demanded 

redress for the perceived transgressions of the police and reaffirmed their Muslim 

identity however obliquely. This was confirmed by Source B1, who pointed out that 

those involved in the events that weekend saw themselves first and foremost as 

Muslims. The fact that the community had come together, especially with respect to the 

campaign against prostitution, showed that the “youth were completely in step with 

their tradition and culture.”1317 This self-reliance, which had been a hallmark of the 

community, was now taken to the extreme of youths taking on the role of protectors of 

the community, and as Source B1 maintained, they felt that they were the ones who had 

the obligation and the right to seek remedy for the injustices they perceived. 

Therefore, not only were there fractures discernible in the generation divide but also in 

the conceptual understanding of citizenship and identity. Add to these questions of 

ethnicity and religion and once again the degree of complexity increases. As with so 

many aspects of studying collective identity it is important to appreciate the associated 

limitations and complex nuances of the discourse and concepts in the field. Manning 

Nash points out: “‘ethnicity’ and ‘ethnic group’ are among the most complicated, 

volatile and emotionally charged words and ideas in the lexicon of Social Science.”1318 

Indeed Nash sees religious allegiance as one element of ethnic identity. But as has 

already been pointed out, Source B1 was emphatic that the collective identity of those 

involved that weekend was “Muslim.” Jacobson in her research into the sources of 

identity among young second-generation British Pakistanis makes the essential point 
																																																													
1316Ibid.,	414.	
1317Ben	Fenton,	“Simmering	tensions	boiled	up	into	violence,”	Daily	Telegraph,	June	12,	1995.	
1318Manning	Nash,	The	Cauldron	of	Ethnicity	in	the	Modern	World	(University	of	Chicago:	Chicago,	1989),	
1.	The	complexity	associated	with	the	study	of	identity	is	pointed	out	by	Macey	when	she	states:	“The	
processes	involved	in	minority	ethnic	identity	construction	and	maintenance	are	complex,	involving	
ethnic,	religious,	gender,	generational	and	socio-economic	influences	which	intersect	and	interact	with	
each	other	(and	wider	social	structures)	in	dialectical	formation.”	Marie	Macey,	“Class,	gender	and	
religious	influences	on	changing	patterns	of	Pakistani	Muslim	male	violence	in	Bradford,”	Ethnic	&	Racial	
Studies	99/22	(1999):	852.	
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that “the special significance of religion lies in the fact that Islam, by and large, is 

central to their sense of who they are…in contrast their ethnicity, that is the fact of their 

belonging to a minority, is generally perceived to be a more peripheral aspect of their 

sense of identity.”1319 

Regardless of whether religion or ethnicity is central or peripheral to their sense of 

identity, their identity has been ingratiated with an insular nature that has been seen as 

desirable from within the Pakistani community. The economic motivations of the first- 

generation immigrants propelled them to search for increased economic rewards. This 

allowed them to “keep emotionally apart from the wider society and to play the role of 

the ‘outsider.’”1320 To work hard arduous hours and live under frugal and somewhat 

harsh conditions in order to save money so that they could send it back to their 

dependents in what they saw as their ‘homeland’ of Kashmir. Source B1 made the point 

that this flight of capital reflected an unwillingness on the part of the first-generation 

Kashmiris at least to even consider steps towards integration. As a result, they built up a 

sense of emotional dissonance vis-à-vis the out groups, whereby pre-existing ethnic and 

religious characteristics they evolved prior to their settling in the UK were utilised to 

help them come to terms with the impacts of living in a different, albeit alien society. 

Badr Dahya terms this “emotional aloofness” and “expedient rationality”1321 which 

come together to bind the community around kinship ties, religion, language, customs, 

dress etc. The point here is that “in Bradford…the self-sufficiency of such communities, 

their cultural distance, and what can be perceived as exclusivity, can become factors 

exacerbating if not causing conflict at local level.”1322 These words were quite prophetic 

in light of the subsequent events on that June weekend. Given the interplay between 

religion and ethnicity within the Pakistani community, in combination with strong 

cultural, social and economic pressures, this undoubtedly led to fractures both within 

the community and their relations with wider society. 

Up to 1995, the widely-held perception of Asian communities in general, was that they 

were hardworking, respectful of authority and family oriented. “A major turning point 

																																																													
1319Jessica	Jacobson,	“Religion	and	ethnicity:	dual	and	alternative	sources	of	identity	among	young	
British	Pakistanis,”	Ethnic	and	Racial	Studies	20/2	(1997):	239.	
1320Badr	Dahya,	“South	Asians	as	Economic	Migrants	in	Britain,”	Ethnic	and	Racial	Studies	11/4	(1988):	
442.		
1321Ibid.,	444.	
1322Diane	Theresa	Hendrick,	“Community	Relations,	Conflict	Resolution	and	Prevention	–	An	exploration	
with	special	reference	to	the	Muslim	Community	in	Bradford”	(PhD	diss.,	Bradford	University	1994),	104.	
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was the disturbances in the Manningham area of Bradford during the summer of 1995. 

The disturbances marked a change, as until then, the Pakistani community had remained 

on the whole closed to the ‘outside.’”1323 The events of the weekend shattered any 

illusions of this placid and peaceful community. It was too easy for society to keep such 

communities in the background. On the factory floor this was seen with the diligent 

workers of the first generation who kept a low non-confrontational profile. As 

commentators elucidated: “we have too easily taken the view that since an Asian 

community is ethnically homogenous it therefore has a single, coherent point of 

view…perhaps that was fair enough in the fifties. In those days, Bradford was by 

definition a place of opportunity for a Pakistani immigrant, mill work may have been 

arduous but at least everyone had a job and this provided a sense of solidarity and 

common identity.”1324 However, economic restructuring and the harsh reality of profit 

maximisation in the late 1970’s and 1980’s soon had an adverse impact. 

5.5.11 	Economic	Realities	

The Pakistani community has always been linked with the textile industry and “chain 

migration and high birth rates have nevertheless built up a substantial population of 

Pakistani origin in the city”1325 which for many years was an international centre of the 

woolen industry. However, the demise of the textile industry had a devastating effect on 

all communities in Bradford.1326 Immigrant communities that had been encouraged to 

seek employment were now redundant in the face of outsourcing overseas and intense 

competition from abroad. The strive towards short-term economic benefit by the owners 

of capital had led to long-term social costs that now had to be met by society at large. 

Business leaders closed mills and washed their hands of any obligations they had to the 

communities from which it had derived massive profits.1327  

																																																													
1323Ikhlaq	Din,	The	New	British:	the	impact	of	culture	and	community	on	young	Pakistanis	(Surrey:	
Ashgate	Publishing	Ltd,	2006),	2.	
1324“The	fuse	that	lit	Bradford,”	Yorkshire	Post,	June	12,	1995.	
1325David	McEvoy,	“Ethnic	Residential	Segregation	in	the	United	Kingdom	by	Age	Group:	The	Case	of	
Bradford,”	Cosmopolitan	Civil	Societies	Journal	1/1	(2009):	17.	
1326White	women,	who	one	of	the	mainstays	of	the	industry	both	before	and	during	the	influx	of	high	
levels	of	immigration	felt	the	impact	of	these	structural	changes.	According	to	Kabir,	approximately	80%	
of	the	total	textile	jobs	were	lost	between	1960-1990.	Nahid.A.	Kabir,	Young	British	Muslims:	Identity,	
Culture,	Politics	and	the	Media	(Edinburgh:	Edinburgh	University	Press,	2010),	39.	
1327With	the	onslaught	of	Thatcherism,	many	urban	areas	bore	the	brunt	of	extensive	reforms	in	public	
services.	A	leading	Conservative	pressure	group,	the	Monday	Club	issued	a	leaflet:	“Civil	War	in	
Bradford?”	see	Paul	Routledge,	“Tension	hits	Bradford’s	revolution,”	The	Guardian,	March	5,	1989.	
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Combined with economic decline was the increase in social and economic deprivation, 

with Tariq Modood et al.1328 observing that the Pakistani community was especially 

economically disadvantaged. Only two years before the disturbances, Bradford 

Metropolitan Council had commissioned research into areas in the Bradford district 

with indicators of multiple stress. Concentrations of multiple stress were identified, one 

of which was the Manningham area and overall, 53.2% of Pakistani residents were 

residing in an area of multiple stress.1329 The report was conducted ostensibly to guide 

the council in budget allocations to specific target areas. Of the seventeen measures of 

poverty, Bradford had higher levels of poverty in fifteen when compared to England as 

a whole.1330 In September 1993 a report was compiled that identified many of the socio-

political-economic and cultural challenges in the Manningham area.1331 

5.5.12 	Communities	Isolated	

The textile industry had built working-class bridges between the white and Asian 

workers, “but with its collapse, each community was forced to turn inwards on to 

itself.”1332 The gulf between the white and Asian communities increased exponentially. 

No longer were workers on the shop floor able to sensitise themselves to each other’s 

culture. Simple cultural traits such as differences in sense of humour were now 

construed as barbed racism and not just Northern banter. On the work floor the Asians 

and whites could give as good as they got in their verbal exchanges and mutual respect 

grew. However, in the streets with unemployment, the word was replaced by suspicion 

and consequently mutual hatred grew. As Mohammed Ajeeb pointed out: “the truth is 

Asian youth has lost all meaningful contact with the white community they are in 

deadlock, acting and reacting in isolation.”1333 The widening gulf between the white and 

Asian communities only served to reinforce racial and religious stereotypes that 

provided ammunition for those groups on both sides that had no desire to work within a 

																																																													
1328Tariq	Modood	et	al.,	Ethnic	minorities	in	Britain-diversity	and	disadvantage	(London:	PSI,	1997).	
1329Research	Section	of	the	Strategic	Management	Unit,	Areas	of	Stress	within	Bradford	District.	A	Report	
from	the	1991	Census	and	other	sources	(Bradford	Metropolitan	Council:	Chief	Executive’s	Office,	1993),	
19.		
1330Ibid.,	13.	
1331Community	Development	Foundation,	Manningham/Girlington-Community	Resource	Study	
(Bradford:	Bradford	Metropolitan	Council	&	Bradford	Task	Force	Directorate	of	Housing	and	
Environmental	Protection,	1993).	
1332Arun	Kundnani	et	al.,	“From	Oldham	to	Bradford:	the	violence	of	the	violated,”	Race	&	Class	43	
(2001):	106.	
1333Nik	Cohn,	“Aftershock,”	Guardian	Weekend,	July	15,	1995.	Ajeeb	was	the	first	Asian	Lord	Mayor	of	
Bradford.	
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pluralistic society. The social dislocation in the communities was taking a heavy toll, 

especially with the young Asians. As Herman Ouseley, Chairman of the Commission 

for Racial Equality acknowledged at the time: “there is the danger of the emergence of 

two nations who are not aware of each other.”1334 

The public and transportation sectors simply could not take up the over-supply of labour 

in the market. Public transport already had large numbers of immigrant workers, 

especially drivers and these sectors were faced with massive restructuring in the face of 

privatisation and new economic models. The competition for scarce resources 

exacerbated the sense of bitterness and resentment held in both Asian and white 

communities. Symptomatic of both Pakistani and white working-class estates were 

problems of “social stigmatisation, low educational achievements, unpleasant housing 

and urban amenities, elevated health and drug-abuse problems and pathology of social 

rejection.”1335  

Yet Source B1 was highly critical of the Muslim communities, particularly their attitude 

towards education. He referred to a Professor of education whom he met and had 

commented on the remarkable ability of Pakistani children to rote learn and recite the 

Koran. Yet the English linguistic and communicative competence of many children was 

poor.1336 All children have the potential to learn, but he felt there was an excessive 

burden placed on children to meet the needs of their traditional values and he saw these 

as misplaced priorities that merely served to exacerbate the problems and isolation 

experienced by the Pakistani community. 

5.5.13 	Politics	

There is no doubt the Asian communities in general, were subject to systemic levels of 

deprivation and economic hardship from which the rest of society could not ignore. This 

led in part to the call from the 1980’s onwards for more political representation in the 

																																																													
1334“Hope	amid	the	riot	and	the	rhetoric,”	The	Guardian,	June	17,	1995.		
1335Ash	Amin,	“Unruly	Strangers?	The	2001	Urban	Riots	in	Britain,”	International	Journal	of	Urban	and	
Regional	Research	27/2	(2003):	461.	
1336This	was	a	key	point	raised	by	Webster	who	saw	the	growing	linguistic	divide	within	the	community	
between	the	Elders	and	the	youth.	Colin	Webster,	“The	Construction	of	British	‘Asian’	Criminality,”	
International	Journal	of	the	Sociology	of	Law	25	(1997):	84.	More	recently,	the	Casey	Review	identified	
significant	problems	for	women	in	Bradford	who	could	not	speak	English:	Louise	Casey,	The	Casey	
Review,	A	review	into	opportunity	and	integration	(London:	OGL,	2016).	
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-casey-review-a-review-into-opportunity-and-
integration	(Accessed	December	12,	2016).	
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town halls leading to what Ash Amin calls a “new class of ethnic representation,”	where 

community leaders would be “the surrogate voice for their own ethnically-defined 

fiefdoms.”1337 Yet power often has unintended consequences and this led Amin to 

observe that “the result was the subtle retreat from a politics of combating racism and 

economic and social inequality to a politics of ethnic recognition and ethnic cultural 

preservation (around mosques, special schools etc.) which kept the Asian patriarchs in 

place and the local authorities one remove from addressing the problems of social 

exclusion and deprivation in the Asian community.”1338 Source B1 who has extensive 

experience in Asian community politics mentioned that the Muslim communities are 

notoriously bad at representing their own interests. Factionalism is rife, and he quoted 

the old adage that “if you have two Pakistanis in a room you’ll have three 

organisations.” The multiplicity of community, religious and cultural organisations 

prevented the communities having a coherent and forceful voice about their own most 

pressing interests, leading Mohammad Taj to note that it was sad to see a lot of leading 

community figures wanting to be “big fish in small ponds” rather than mere contributors 

to a more unified representation.1339 The intrigues following the ethnic minorities and 

their involvement in local politics were laid bare in the Bradford West and Toller Ward 

corruption investigation by the Labour party. Family and kinship ties were seen to have 

had a corrosive effect on the democratic process.1340 

5.5.14 	Generational	Impacts		

These developments had a massive effect on the generational differences in the Asian 

community. The first generation was passive, looking for economic advancement and 

they got it; the second generation still believed that passive engagement was still the 

best policy whilst trying to get more political and social representation.1341 “By the 

1990’s, a new generation of young Asians, born and bred in Britain, was coming of age 

in the Northern towns, unwilling to accept the second-class status foisted on their 
																																																													
1337Ash	Amin,	“Unruly	Strangers?	The	2001	Urban	Riots	in	Britain,”	International	Journal	of	Urban	and	
Regional	Research	27/2	(2003):	462.	
1338Ibid.,	462.	
1339Mohammed	Taj,	“A	‘Can	Do’	City,	Supplementary	Observations,	Comments	and	Recommendations	to	
the	Bradford	Commission	Report,”	(Bradford,	1996),	7.	This	was	not	always	through	legitimate	means,	
for	instance	the	use	of	illegal	payments	to	play	one	section	of	the	community	against	the	other,	see	
“Kickback	claims	in	Labour	heartland,”	Yorkshire	Post,	May	17,	1995.		
1340There	were	allegations	that	Labour	party	members	switched	side	and	campaigned	for	the	opposition	
even	though	they	were	sponsored	by	the	Labour	party.	“Labour	election	probe	launched,”	Telegraph	&	
Argus,	June	1,	1995	and	Jim	Greenhalf,	“The	battle	for	Bradford	West,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	1,	1995.	
1341One	notable	exception	to	this	was	the	protest	over	the	Satanic	Verses.	
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elders.”1342 That unwillingness was typified by Kashmiri youth that recoiled at the 

thought of being an underclass and being subject to the perceived injustices of economic 

exploitation that had befallen their parents. 

Their fathers and grandfathers had faced unemployment and welfare dependency, which 

had been the inevitable outcome of changes in economic and corporate strategy that 

pursued growth and the wealth of the few at the expense of the many. Having seen a 

community leadership ingratiating itself with the existing power structures that seemed 

to be doing nothing to alleviate the squalid conditions in which they lived, only served 

to distance the third-generation youths from their elders.  

When it came to Bradford, all of these elements were seen to be intensified and the 

cumulative effect of these together with white flight, the presence of sheltered housing 

and differential birth rates resulted in the Manningham area having a disproportionate 

number of young people of Asian origin.1343  

The collective effect of all these pressures on the bonds tying the community resulted in 

the informal control that had been historically exerted by the parents on their youth 

being fundamentally weakened.1344 This resulted in a state of affairs whereby the Asian 

parent culture “has been unable to address, accommodate or engage with the social and 

cultural experiences of large sectors of its young people, caught as they are between 

essentialist and fixed notions of cultural tradition and the realities of Muslim cultural 

flux and experimentation.”1345 Despite the widening gulf between the generations there 

was a recurrent theme in the reports at the time that tried to reaffirm the bonds between 

the youth and their parents, leading Professor James O’Connel from the Department of 

Peace Studies at Bradford University to note “that today’s teenagers are not as distanced 

																																																													
1342Arun	Kundnani	et	al.,	“From	Oldham	to	Bradford:	the	violence	of	the	violated,”	Race	&	Class	43	
(2001):	108.	
1343Mohammed	Taj,	“A	‘Can	Do’	City,	Supplementary	Observations,	Comments	and	Recommendations	to	
the	Bradford	Commission	Report,”	(Bradford,	1996),	5.	The	1991	Census	was	the	first	to	include	an	
explicit	ethnic	question,	see	Roger	Ballard,	“Negotiating	Race	and	Ethnicity:	Exploring	the	Implications	of	
the	1991	Census,”	Patterns	of	Prejudice	30/3	(1996):	3-33.	The	Areas	of	Stress	Report	from	1993	
identified	the	Manningham	area	as	having	one	of	the	highest	levels	of	unemployment,	overcrowding	
and	one	of	the	highest	concentrations	of	families	with	children	but	no	wage	earner	in	the	family.	See	
Research	Section	of	the	Strategic	Management	Unit,	Areas	of	Stress	within	Bradford	District.	A	Report	
from	the	1991	Census	and	other	sources	(Bradford	Metropolitan	Council:	Chief	Executive’s	Office,	1993).	
1344Rob	Mawby,	J.	W.	McCulloch,	I.	D.	Batta,	“Crime	Amongst	Asian	Juveniles	in	Bradford,”	International	
Journal	of	the	Sociology	of	Law	7	(1979):	297-306.		
1345Colin	Webster,	“The	Construction	of	British	‘Asian’	Criminality,”	International	Journal	of	the	Sociology	
of	Law	25	(1997):	79.	
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from the elders’ culture as they might appear.”1346 This was reflected in the anti-

prostitution campaign, and although they might have pursued controversial tactics in 

this case, they were doing so because “like their parents, family values were central to 

them.”1347 It is undeniable that the youth still had strong ties with their families, even 

those who were in constant trouble with the police, such as those on that first night, still 

found refuge in the closely knit neighbourhoods of Manningham. Yet the 

aforementioned article added the caveat: “But unlike their parents, they are more likely 

to act defiantly to defend their rights and what is theirs,”1348 even if that defence was in 

direct contradiction with the very institutions and principles that allowed them to 

express and have those rights in the first place. For the Pakistani youth of Manningham, 

this defence meant going beyond the threshold of behaviour that was acceptable to both 

their parents and society at large. This led observers at the time to point out: “the young 

people are out of step with the strict principles of their parents…	they are refusing to 

follow their parents, choosing instead a life in no-man’s land.”1349 The youth were 

caught between two monoliths; the restrictive and oppressive parental culture and the 

liberal ‘freedoms’ of British society.1350 

The tragedy of the division between generations in the community was vividly 

conveyed by an eyewitness to the events in June: “I was out there at about midnight and 

saw the cars burning and great crowds of people…There were distraught fathers looking 

for their sons, other people looking for members of their families amidst the 

confusion.”1351 Certainly there was a growing divergence between the Pakistani 

community and other communities as well as within the kinship ties holding the 

community together, but the weekend was testament also to a greater challenge to the 

older community leaders who did not have the tools or insight on how to deal with this 

new threat.1352 They knew it existed, as Masoud Shajareh, Chairman of the Human 

Rights Committee of the Muslim Parliament recognised “the younger generation feels 

																																																													
1346Lucy	Ward	and	Steven	Teale,	“A	time	bomb	just	waiting	to	go	off,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	14,	1995.		
1347Ibid.	
1348Ibid.	
1349Tony	Harney,	“Young	Asians	here	are	living	in	a	no-man’s	land,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	June	12,	
1995.		
1350Verity	Saifullah	Khan,	“The	Pakistanis:	Mirpuri	Villagers	at	Home	and	in	Bradford,”	in	Between	Two	
Cultures:	Migrants	and	Minorities	in	Britain,	ed.	James.	L.	Watson	(Oxford:	Basil	Blackwell,	1977).	
1351“Flame	mobs	fight	police,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	10,	1995.			
1352“Bradford’s	culture	clash,”	The	Independent,	June	12,	1995.		
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alienated and angry.”1353 In the face of such hostility, the weekend showed the 

impotence of the elders trying to restrain the escalating violence that was breaking their 

community apart. Assistant Chief Constable Norman Bettison remarked that the “local 

Asian community appeared to be at odds with itself; the part of the community that is 

taking on the police is rising up against their elders as much as anyone else.”1354  

5.5.15 	Moral	Panic	from	Within		

The fractures in the Pakistani community to some extent created a moral panic within 

the community. The impact of outside influences that were seen to be abhorrent to their 

moral codes such as prostitution needed to be addressed, in part because the older 

generations did not want their families to be exposed to the flaws in the society that 

surrounded them.1355 Such influences “undermined their traditional values, subverted 

their family life and heightened the inescapable inter-generational tensions within the 

Muslim community.”1356 But it needs to be realised that the pressures on the community 

came from widely divergent sources: from within based on inter-generational conflict, 

from above on the need to impose and defend a specific concept of religion and from 

without, a wider society that had become increasingly alien and whose values were seen 

to be detrimental to the core foundations of the Pakistani community. “Predictably this 

has generated a climate of moral panic. Since the family is vital to the success and 

survival of the Asian petit bourgeoisie, the moral threat to the family is also an 

economic threat.”1357 Keep in mind that the primary motivations driving the first and 

second generations were in achieving economic independence, with the purpose 

according to Source B1, of repatriating the funds they had earned with their family back 

in Kashmir. Their intention was to earn some money, send it back to Mirpur, buy a plot 

of land and build a house; they did not hold a long-term vision of residing and investing 

in the UK. Consequently, there was enormous pressure brought upon both the families 

who felt a moral and economic responsibility not only for their relatives in the UK but 

also their extended families back in Pakistan. Their failure would have dire 

consequences for many beyond their immediate family in the UK. 

																																																													
1353Lawrence	Donegan,	“Muslim	leaders	warn	of	other	cities	on	the	verge	of	violence	as	police	give	up,”	
The	Guardian,	June	12,	1995.	
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As for the youth, what you saw emerging was a Pakistani youth community structure 

based on contradiction. There was a distorted interpretation of cultural and religious 

codes by the youth that could not be reconciled with their allegiance to their Pakistani 

roots and Muslim identity. This was dramatically exhibited on a daily basis with the 

treatment of women. On the one hand, you had young men reproducing the fashion and 

attitudes of “disenchanted urban American youth gangs,”1358 getting involved with 

“discos, drink, drugs and white women.”1359 On the other, was the imposition of a strict 

religious regime of subordination that they expected Pakistani women to unequivocally 

obey. This led Marie Macey to observe that young Pakistani males have developed an 

identity with a “high level of contradiction – a contradiction that is highly functional in 

its facilitation of dual standards, hypocrisy and legitimation, which are used as 

resources to maintain power over women.”1360  

5.5.16 	Criminality		

“What went out of the window this weekend was the notion that Asians are reasonably 

content with their circumstances,”1361 but the warning signs had been around in full 

sight. The convergence of these multifaceted pressures and tensions during the weekend 

should not have been totally unexpected had the systemic problems facing the youth and 

the manifestation of these problems in Bradford been publicly discussed and reported in 

the media and raised consistently in academic and political discourse, they were not.1362 

Local council strategy or one should say lack of it, was based on the presumption that as 

with other immigrant groups, the Kashmiris would go the way of previous groups and 

would eventually integrate into wider society or would return from whence they 

came.1363 As Gordon Moore, Chief Executive of Bradford Council said ten years earlier 

“I suppose we thought in our stubborn Yorkshire way that we’d coped with the Poles, 

Ukrainians, and the German Jews. They hadn’t been a problem so why should the 

Asians be any different? ...We used to think we had good race relations when in fact we 

																																																													
1358Mohammed	Taj,	“A	‘Can	Do’	City,	Supplementary	Observations,	Comments	and	Recommendations	to	
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had no race relations at all.”1364 It was soon apparent that to some young Asians the last 

thing they had in mind was integrating or returning from whence their fathers came. 

Claire Alexander in 2000 talked about the “new folk devil” encapsulated in the Muslim 

gangs that seemed to be yet another blight on the British social landscape. But her 

observations stemmed back to key events in the 1990’s. She states that “the ongoing 

criminalisation of Asian youth, and especially Muslim youth can be traced in recent 

years to two significant events – the murder of Richard Everitt in 1994 and the riots in 

Bradford (in1995).”1365 

The problem is that the folk devil she talked about in 2000 had already been emerging 

in the streets of Bradford for several years. Jim Greenhalf, a local journalist commented 

in specific reference to Manningham: “gang violence was a cancer…and getting worse 

all the time.”1366 Colin Webster researched Asian criminality over the period 1988-1995 

and identified the escalation in self-defence or vigilante groups that were set up in 

reaction to perceived instances of racial attacks. This also coincided with a 

reconfiguration and re-framing of Asian youth as the ‘new folk devil,’ where they were 

no longer seen as the victims, but rather the perpetrators of street disorder and crime.1367 

During his research period it was shown that the number of Asian attacks on whites had 

in fact increased, with 40% of whites reporting in the survey that they had been victims 

of Asian attacks as opposed to 33% of Asians stating that they had been victims. The 

Bradford Commission reported that in its investigations many white people had 

expressed concern at the threat of Asian gangs.1368 Subsequent research into Pakistani 

Gangs in Bradford referred to the 1995 riots when one girl stated: “To everyone living 

in the community knew that gangs of boys got together and started the riots. It didn’t 
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just like that [sic] but was planned. That’s why the police couldn’t cope with what was 

happening on the first day.”1369 

The multiple levels of deprivation had bestowed a way of life whose basic precept was 

one of survival. To do this, Source B1 indicated that at a very young age the youth grew 

up into unemployment and relied on state handouts or ended up using and selling drugs. 

At the time, drugs were a very big issue that was seen to be connected with the 

Manningham area. Reports at the time were explicitly associating criminal activity with 

the local community: “we know there are Asians among the pimps controlling the 

prostitutes in Lumb Lane.”1370 Thus, on the one hand, you had the professed outrage at 

the transgressions of the dangers of white society and the consequent emergence and 

justification for vigilante groups extolling self-defence. On the other, you had Asian 

gangs inextricably linked to the drug dealing, with a local councillor, Bridget Maguire 

noting: “there is a lot of quite violent fighting between youths in the area, a lot of drugs 

and a lot of unemployment…it’s easy for these desperate young men to get involved in 

crime.”1371 Add to this incendiary mixture the heightened tensions arising from forced 

arranged marriages which also brought young males into conflict1372 with the 

authorities, together with the inherent contradictions outlined above and you have a 

community in conflict with both itself and mainstream society. If the only point of 

contact between the police and the youths was in confrontational situations, then on that 

Friday and Saturday night many of the young people saw the opportunity to settle old 

scores. It brought large numbers of youths together and they certainly found strength in 

numbers, “there were…pre-existing gangs, who took the opportunity to join in a contest 

with the police, and to express their antisocial feelings, for once being all on the same 

side instead of against each other.”1373 

The Asian youth in contact with the police did feel that they were the subject at times of 

excessive policing and that they felt they were the scapegoats for society’s ills.1374 But 

as Macey highlights, the actions of the youths cannot be simply reduced to the common 
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denominator of their action as a “response to racism.”1375A point reaffirmed by a local 

councillor, Mohammed Ajeeb who stated: “I know a lot of them will claim to be victims 

of racism, but they are the third generation. They were brought up here and speak the 

language. I don’t think they are facing the same discrimination as my generation 

did.”1376 

The gangs were replacing the parents as the arbiters of social action and non-conformity 

to societal standards. The gang culture evolving in Bradford during the early 1990’s 

presaged the uncomfortable observations by Barbara Wilding, one of Britain’s senior 

police officers when she wrote in 2008: “In many of our larger cities, in areas of 

extreme deprivation, there are almost feral groups of very angry young people…tribal 

loyalty has replaced family loyalty and gang culture based on violence and drugs is a 

way of life.”1377 

The network of contacts through family, religious and criminal affiliation served as a 

magnet for others attracted to the disorder unfolding that summer’s weekend. The 

events on Friday were localised, attracting the youth from the Kashmiri community. 

This was not the case on the Saturday when it attracted people from outside the 

immediate locality; from other parts of Bradford and some cities in West and South 

Yorkshire. They had been drawn to the area because they had friends/relatives1378 in the 

immediate vicinity and if they did not, the incident had lured those sympathetic to their 

claims, in particular those who saw the actions of the police as being unjust. The events 

one sees today with Muslims going to Syria to join ISIS or yesterday going to Bosnia, 

was exhibited in the motivations for many young Muslims coming from outside the area 

to help defend their brothers, albeit on a far less grander scale in Bradford. Source B1 

makes the claim that a lot of youths felt they had a duty to go and assist other Muslims 

who were seen as being unfairly treated, especially when there was the perceived 

violation of a woman by the police.  

Perhaps in an effort to deflect the inevitable criticisms that would be directed at the 

Kashmiri community, reports were circulated that outside agitators had infiltrated the 

																																																													
1375Marie	Macey,	“Class,	gender	and	religious	influences	on	changing	patterns	of	Pakistani	Muslim	male	
violence	in	Bradford,”	Ethnic	&	Racial	Studies	22/5	(1999):	845-866.	
1376Jim	Greenhalf,	“What	we	hope	the	riot	report	says,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	November	19,	1996.	
1377Ian	Burrell,	“How	gangs	have	taken	the	place	of	parents	in	urban	ghettoes,”	The	Independent,	August	
10,	2011.	
1378Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.17.1.		
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ranks of youths on the Saturday night. That included members of the Socialist Workers 

Party1379 and “there were a lot of people from other parts of the city and organised 

criminals came in from outside Leeds to hijack the protest.”1380 It is not doubted that 

there were people from other cities, but they represented only a small proportion of 

those involved in the disorder, even on the Saturday night. Some of the reports1381 in the 

newspapers conveyed the impression that despite all that had happened, the Kashmiri 

community was incapable of causing such mayhem and if they did it was a result of 

outside influences, a local reporter stating: “the violence was carefully and callously 

channeled by the fanaticism of outsiders,”1382 and “was controlled from outside.”1383 

This inability to face up to the problems at all levels of the community left the youth 

unfettered to pursue their anger and sense of injustice along a more insidious and 

destructive path. 

5.5.17 	Fundamentalism		

Those involved included youths both from within and without the Kashmiri community. 

The bonds tying the group were complex and contradictory, but one sinister influence 

that has not been so far mentioned is the shadow and the coalescing influence of 

fundamentalism. 

After the 1962 Immigration Act, Muslim communities stabilised and did not give the 

appearance of communities in a state of transition. Families were able to set down their 

roots and by the 1970’s religious leaders had been able to get the community to express 

overtly their Islamic foundations. Mosques, halal butchers, specialised religious schools, 

traditional dress codes were all promoted. This overt expression of Islam when 

combined with a theology that “offers no systematic formulations of the status of being 

a minority,”1384 resulted in a Kashmiri community that searched for retrenchment and 

																																																													
1379“Agitators	always	ready	to	hijack	a	grievance,”	Yorkshire	Post,	June	13,	1995.	
1380“Outside	mobs	blamed	for	weekend	trouble,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	12,	1995.	
1381“City	torn	by	anger:	locals	blame	police,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	June	12,	1995;	“Divided	loyalties,”	
The	Guardian,	June	12,	1995;	“Outside	mobs	blamed	for	weekend	trouble,”	June	12,	Telegraph	&	Argus,	
1995.	
1382Tony	Harney,	“Young	Asians	here	are	living	in	a	no-man’s	land,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	June	12,	
1995.	
1383Tony	Harney,	“We	must	talk	peace,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	June	12,	1995.	
1384Philip	Lewis,	Islamic	Britain:	Religion,	Politics	and	Identity	among	British	Muslims	(London:	IB	Tauris,	
1994),	52.	This	relates	to	the	concept	of	Dar	al-Kufr:	“In	determining	a	land	as	Dar	al-Islam	or	Dar	al-Kufr	
it	is	neither	the	land	itself	nor	its	inhabitants	that	are	important,	rather	it	is	the	laws	and	the	security.	So	
if	its	laws	are	Islamic	and	its	security	is	maintained	by	Muslims	then	it	is	Dar	al-Islam.	When	its	laws	are	
the	laws	of	Kufr	(disbelief)	and	its	security	is	not	maintained	by	Muslims	then	it	is	Dar	al-Kufr.	The	term	
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isolation from wider society. Although it is a gross over generalisation to suggest that 

all members of the Kashmiri community strove for these attributes. Indeed, the notion 

of a ‘Muslim community’ as a unitary whole is, in fact, fragile given the plethora of 

identities in the Muslim world1385 as specified earlier. 

On a very simplistic level the inherent tensions with the Kashmiri youth were explicitly 

seen, as has already been referred to, in their adoption of ‘gangsta fashion.’ Fuse this to 

the systemic contradictions observed and one can trace the evolvement of an embryonic 

gang culture within a cultural and religious environment that was at odds on virtually all 

levels with the dominant Western secular society. But Liaqat Hussain, a member of the 

Council of Mosques cautioned: “to see all of Bradford’s Asian youth as bereft of 

cultural direction was simplistic and wrong…one section of the youth are stronger in 

faith, in practical terms, than their parents, more committed to Islam while another 

section, much smaller, has become Westernised.”1386 Becoming “stronger in faith” for 

some youths meant blindly adopting all the traits of Islam, even those that distorted the 

religion for its own sinister purposes. The Bradford Commission noted that there was 

evidence that those involved in the campaign against the prostitutes in Manningham and 

the events on the Saturday night were reinforced with extremist elements.1387 Hamas 

slogans1388 were painted on some walls in the area, whilst the extremist group “Hizb ut-

Tahrir” (Party of Liberation) encouraged striking at mainstream society as well as 

criticising Muslim elders for not adopting their strict interpretation of Islam.1389 One 

Asian councillor summed up the situation:  

“A very dangerous current of ‘counter racism’ is developing among the 

Asian youth. It is a combination of religious bigotry and intolerance on 

																																																																																																																																																																																			
Dar	al-Harb	(land	of	war)	is	synonymous	with	Dar	al-Kufr	as	in	origin	the	aim	of	Islam	is	to	spread	to	all	
lands	until	it,	the	Islamic	state,	encompasses	the	whole	globe.”	
http://islamicsystem.blogspot.fi/2005/12/clarifying-meaning-of-dar-al-kufr-dar.html	(Accessed	October,	
2011).	
1385Marta	Bolognani,	“Islam,	Ethnography	and	Politics:	Methodological	Issues	in	Researching	amongst	
West	Yorkshire	Paksitani’s	in	2005,”	International	Journal	of	Social	Research	Methodology	10/4	(2007):	
288.	See	also	Philip	Lewis,	Islamic	Britain:	Religion,	Politics	and	Identity	among	British	Muslims	(London:	
IB	Tauris,	1994),	75.	
1386Ben	Fenton,	“Simmering	tensions	boiled	up	into	violence,”	Daily	Telegraph,	June	12,	1995.	
1387Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	5.25.	
1388Tony	Harney,	“Young	Asians	here	are	living	in	a	no-man’s	land,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	June	12,	
1995.	
1389Meetings	by	the	group	in	the	immediate	aftermath	of	the	riots	put	the	blame	squarely	on	“freedom	
and	democracy	being	adopted	by	Muslims	and	Non-Muslims,”	see	“Anger	at	claims	made	by	Islamic	
group,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	20,	1995.	
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one hand and challenging White racists, on the other…high on rhetoric, 

attacking anything that moves, seeing Zionists/Christians/sold out 

Muslims conspiracy in everything, unfortunately this is gaining ground 

among Asian youths. These fringe religious groups have been agitating the 

youth for some time and played a significant role in the disturbance.”1390 

According to newspaper reports the extremist group had been flooding the streets 

during the riots.1391 Across from the burned-out shells of cars on Andrews Brothers car 

forecourt “HAMAS” adorned the wall.1392 

5.5.18 	The	Targets	

Macey identified that many young men had become “susceptible to the influence of 

extremist variants of Islam which actively encourage violence,”1393 and that violence 

was promoted that weekend with a gang culture that suspended inter-group rivalry in 

pursuit of retribution. Retribution was sought against those in uniform who the youths 

felt was instrumental in the injustices they had perceived that weekend. Retribution also 

against those symbols seen to represent a wider culture that in their 

fundamentalist/isolationist perspective they felt was alien and threatening. The targets 

chosen for retribution illuminate the impact of extremist variants on those involved in 

the disturbances, they were not randomly selected but carefully targeted, even public 

houses frequented by Asians were exempt from attention.1394 It was the non-Pakistani 

owned premises that were targeted and interestingly, the Bradford Commission 

explicitly referred to the fact that it was an opportunity to vent their anger at the more 

prosperous segments of Bradford’s population.1395 Certainly the large car showrooms 

and their expensive cars might have been associated with some notion of the ‘affluent 

other.’ But many of the small non-Asian shop holders were clearly not prosperous, the 

																																																													
1390Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	5.25.1.	
1391Gary	Finn,	“City	Muslims	oppose	group	of	radicals,”	Yorkshire	Post,	July	26,	1995.	
1392Jim	Greenhalf,	“The	generation	caught	between	two	cultures,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	12,	1995.	
1393Marie	Macey,	“Class,	gender	and	religious	influences	on	changing	patterns	of	Pakistani	Muslim	male	
violence	in	Bradford,”	Ethnic	&	Racial	Studies,	22/5	(1999):	857.		
1394Tony	Harney,	“Young	Asians	here	are	living	in	a	no-man’s	land,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	June	12,	
1995.	
1395Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.30.6.	The	attacks	on	property	
also	included	Sikh	owned	premises,	this	ethnic	group	were	seen	to	have	integrated	more	successfully	
into	British	society,	see	Mohammed	Taj,	“A	‘Can	Do’	City,	Supplementary	Observations,	Comments	and	
Recommendations	to	the	Bradford	Commission	Report,”	(Bradford,	1996),	7.	Source	B1	also	added	that	
the	religious	and	cultural	control	of	women	in	Muslim	families	was	not	seen	in	the	Sikh	community	and	
consequently	their	potential	for	income	generation	was	increased.			
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differentiating factor was that their names, hanging over the shops, were non-Asian and 

therefore deserving of attack.1396 The odious label of ‘racist’ was certainly used by the 

Kashmiri community that weekend when they viewed the actions of the police. The 

same label, however, could also be applied to those youths running amok through the 

streets of Bradford where a shop keeper’s name became a symbol that was despised and 

was reminiscent of a bygone age that unfortunately was being rekindled. 

5.5.19 	Territoriality		

The matrix of contradictions, grievances and identity dynamics all came to a shattering 

climax that weekend. No one was immune from some level of criticism: from the elders 

who openly flaunted their lack of respect for authority in front of Lawcroft House, to the 

youth invoking extremist views and actions that undermined any semblance of 

authority. Given the obvious disdain many of the rioters felt about the symbols of 

authority and wider society, it was a primordial instinct; the defence of territory that was 

a key catalyst for the disorder. These were not disaffected youth aimlessly running riot 

in the streets of Bradford. The mere defence of territory in itself highlights the 

purposive nature of the actions of the youths that weekend and categorising the riots as 

a “reaction to police racism might well be over-simplified.”1397 

Webster’s research problematised the traditional notion of racism and victims in such a 

way that no longer was the white community seen as the aggressor.1398 Rather, 

incursions by whites into Asian areas were replaced by the perceived establishment of 

Asian territorialism1399 in which ‘no-go zones’ were defended by vigilante and self-

defence groups. Macey provides an alternative analysis of the 1995 disturbances, 

relying on submissions provided by several young Pakistanis she states:  

“the situation was constructed by rival gangs around battles for control of 

territory, drugs and prostitution with the aim of making Manningham a 

																																																													
1396Hindu	shop	premises	were	also	attacked,	leading	the	Hindu	community	to	disavow	any	connection	
with	the	riots,	forcing	community	leaders	to	lament	that	not	enough	attention	was	being	drawn	to	the	
racial	dimension	of	the	attacks,	reference	Tony	Earnshaw,	“Hindus	say	they	had	no	part	in	flare-up,”	
Yorkshire	Post,	June	13,	1995.	
1397Marie	Macey,	“Class,	gender	and	religious	influences	on	changing	patterns	of	Pakistani	Muslim	male	
violence	in	Bradford,”	Ethnic	&	Racial	Studies	22/5	(1999):	851.		
1398Colin	Webster,	“The	Construction	of	British	‘Asian’	Criminality,”	International	Journal	of	the	Sociology	
of	Law	25	(1997):	75.	
1399This	development	was	not	restricted	to	Bradford	but	extended	to	other	immigrant	areas,	see	Michael	
Keith,	“Shouts	of	the	Street:	Identity	and	Spaces	of	Authenticity,”	Social	Identities	1/2	(1995):	297-316.	
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‘no-go’ area for the police. When asked about racial harassment by the 

police, the women reacted with amusement. One of them said: ‘Well, they 

would, wouldn't they? After all, they know it's these lads who're doing the 

dealing.’ Another stated that ‘the lads’ had planned to accuse the police of 

racism because they had found this an effective weapon against authority 

in the past.”1400 

The defence of territory was buttressed by “the art of cramming”1401 in the Manningham 

area in which there was a high density of Kashmiris within a relatively confined space. 

Urban planning had not taken into account the rapidly expanding immigrant population 

that was now exerting pressure on the area to absorb the number of residents. But the 

perception of being under ‘siege’ was not the sole prerogative of the Asian 

communities. The influx of immigrants into the city had resulted in “white flight”1402 

with the whites exiting the areas in fear of residential property values declining and the 

increased perception that Asian self-defence was linked to street disorder and 

criminality. As a result, white and Asian enclaves were being carved out in the urban 

landscape, “the geography of the balkanised Northern towns became a chessboard of 

mutually exclusive areas.”1403 Within these areas the community strived to be self- 

sufficient and to supply as many of the services necessary for the community “and this 

geographical separation emphasises the 'otherness' of the Muslim community from the 

white majority.”1404 

Source B1 indicated that there was a concept of “defence of territory” because lots of 

young people said that it was their area and that they were not going to allow the police 

to violate the community, to them it was a territorial issue. The simple fact of the matter 

he said was that the dynamics of Manningham are different to the rest of Bradford. He 

felt it would not happen in another part of Bradford because Manningham is the only 

area with a huge concentration of mainly Kashmiris from Mirpur and the surrounding 

villages. They come from a similar area of Pakistan and they grew up together and they 

know each other, so they are either related to each other through family connections or 

																																																													
1400Marie	Macey,	“Class,	gender	and	religious	influences	on	changing	patterns	of	Pakistani	Muslim	male	
violence	in	Bradford,”	Ethnic	&	Racial	Studies	22/5	(1999):	851.			
1401Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	5.11.6.		
1402Samia	Rahman,	“Segregation	in	Bradford,”	The	Guardian,	December	21,	2009.	
1403Arun	Kundnani	et	al.,	From	Oldham	to	Bradford:	the	violence	of	the	violated,	Race	&	Class	43	(2001):	
107.	
1404Anthony.	D.	Smith,	National	Identity	(London:	Penguin,	1991),	20.	
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they are friends with them in school or they had gone to the same mosques, there were a 

lot of interconnections. That interconnectedness gave them a solidarity and community 

spirit perhaps seen lacking in other communities. It also provided an established 

network that had the potential to rapidly mobilise supporting adherents who would 

come to the aid of their neighbours in times of distress. 

The term ‘no-go’ zone was used above, but this is just one concept amongst several 

such as “‘territorialism’, ‘neighbourhoods’, ‘ethnoscapes’ and ‘no-go' zones that 

contribute to the diversity of how urban spaces become identified and personified along 

ethnic and cultural lines.”1405 Manningham had become associated with the Kashmiri 

community, but the peripheral areas such as the City Centre and along Bradford Road 

towards the neighbouring urbanised area of Shipley were spaces that were now 

contested as the Asian community in general started to expand. The term “no-go” zone 

was frequently heard by The Guardian reporter Nik Cohn when researching his article. 

A leading industrialist is quoted as saying: “I grew up in Manningham, it used to be the 

most magnificent area…when I look at what it's become, a no-go area, it breaks your 

heart.”1406 Perhaps knowledge of specific “no-go” zones might reduce levels of racial 

harassment and conflict because local residents would know where to avoid.1407 The 

question then becomes whether or not in a democratic society such a state of affairs 

should be tolerated by either citizens or institutions? Certainly, in theory it would be 

seen as repulsive, in practice however, survival in the streets might demand a local 

knowledge of where to frequent and where to avoid and Manningham had all the 

hallmarks of a community under siege from both within and without. 

The male dominated nature of the disorder has received attention from feminist authors 

who see the defence of space in Manningham by Asian youth as the natural expression 

																																																													
1405Muzammil	Quraishi,	“The	Racial	Construction	of	Urban	Spaces	in	Britain	and	Pakistan,”	Asian	Journal	
of	Criminology	3/2	(2008):	160.	
1406Nik	Cohn,	“Aftershock,”	Guardian	Weekend,	July	15,	1995.	Manningham	has	a	beautiful	park,	
housing	a	museum	gallery	in	addition	to	open	green	spaces	for	recreation.	There	are	Victorian	houses	
that	used	to	be	the	residences	of	the	industrial	elite	who	owned	the	nearby	industrial	building	complex.	
By	the	1990’s,	these	gems	of	British	culture	and	tradition	were	surrounded	by	dilapidated	and	filthy	
housing	stock.	The	latter	descriptors	are	used	by	Mohammed	Taj,	“A	‘Can	Do’	City,	Supplementary	
Observations,	Comments	and	Recommendations	to	the	Bradford	Commission	Report,”	(Bradford,	1996),	
4.	
1407Colin	Webster,	Youth	crime,	victimization	and	harassment.	The	Keighley	Crime	Survey	(Bradford	and	
Ilkley	Community	College:	Research	Paper	Community	Studies	no.7,	Centre	for	Research,	Department	of	
Applied	and	Community	Studies,	1994),	45.	
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of masculinity.1408 Obviously, this was set up	in defence against alleged incursions by 

prostitutes and pimps, yet on that weekend it escalated into violent conflictual 

contention directed at all the symbols the Kashmiri community deemed to be alien and 

intrusive. But this included not only defence of territory, but retribution, when the 

youths went outside their ‘defensive territory’ and encroached into other spaces such as 

the city centre and away from Oak Lane that were not immediately associated with the 

Kashmiri community. 

Mention has already been made of the symbolism attached to Lawcroft House, but this 

takes on more prominence when one factors in defence of territory and masculinity. It 

was insulting for the male youths that a white institutional enclave was strategically 

placed in the heart of their community.  

The police maintained there was no link1409 between the close proximity of the clashes 

and the vigilante anti-prostitution patrols trying to clear their streets. But surely the 

close proximity both in terms of temporality and space must suggest that the opposite 

conclusions be drawn. The organisational framework set up to confront the prostitutes 

provided a natural resource structure to repel the external transgression of the police 

when they violated the home of one of their sisters. The rapid reaction and the ability to 

mobilise so many within such a short time frame must have required, as has already 

been stated, the pre-existence of an organisational and communication network that was 

based both on the natural demographics of the area and the formalised structure offered 

by the vigilante campaign.1410 

Professor Ken Roberts of Liverpool University was quoted at the time as stating that 

“whenever you get riots…it is carried out by people who feel they have nothing to lose, 

who don’t have a stake in society.”1411 Perhaps to Roberts the physical conditions of 

areas like Manningham might give the impression that local inhabitants simply did not 

care about their surroundings or respect wider society. But to the people living there 

																																																													
1408Stacey	Burlet	and	Helen	Reid,	“A	gendered	uprising:	political	representation	and	minority	ethnic	
communities,”	Ethnic	&	Racial	Studies	21/2	(1998):	276.	See	also	Beatrix	Campbell,	Goliath:	Britain’s	
dangerous	places	(London:	Methuen,	1993).	
1409“Police	arrest	10	after	clashes,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	June	10,	1995.	
1410There	was	a	reluctant	admission	by	the	police	that	whilst	there	was	no	link	they	could	not	ignore	the	
fact	that	some	of	those	involved	in	the	riots	were	also	participants	in	the	vigilante	campaign.	Alun	
Palmer,	“Police	deny	claims	they	‘bashed’	Asian	youths,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	12,	1995.	
1411Lucy	Ward	and	Steven	Teale,	“A	time	bomb	just	waiting	to	go	off,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	14,	1995.		
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“the street is both a state of consciousness and a locus of meaning.”1412Any ‘defence of 

territory’ is a defence of that consciousness and that meaning inculcated in the people 

living in those streets and it has been a natural instinct of human beings from time 

immemorial to defend their territory. The fact that they were prepared to go to extreme 

lengths to address their grievances and seek redress must surely indicate that to those 

youths on the barricades and rampaging through the streets they did have a stake in 

society. But their conception of what that ‘stake’ actually represented was perhaps 

based on a distorted subservience to their own local needs, perceptions of threat and 

territorial integrity that brought them into repeated conflict with the police.  

A sympathetic voice remarked: “it is hardly surprising that Muslims living in inner city 

areas have been campaigning against the invasion of their social space by the unsavoury 

features of the wider culture.”1413 They were not willing to relinquish their control over 

the moral and geographical space they occupied. This led relentlessly to the perception 

of police action as discriminatory and the reassertion of their peer group, kinship and 

ethnic religious identities that portrayed the ‘other’ as unjust oppressors.1414 Combine 

these facets with the divisive contradictions within the Kashmiri community and the 

grievances and identity formations raised thus far, then this perhaps did not bode well 

for peaceful coexistence between the Kashmiri youth and their neighbours. Six years 

later the Manningham area was engulfed in more intense levels of violence… 

5.6 Violence	on	the	Streets	
In the afterglow of the dying embers of the Bradford riot that June weekend in 1995, 

The Times observed “Let the riots serve as warning that all is not as placid in Bradford 

as we thought it was…The next fires must be quietened before they rage beyond 

control.”1415 They were not and once again the focus reverted back to Leeds. In 

executing search warrants in Hyde Park in July, 1995, the police clashed with up to 150 

youths who were indignant at the police actions. A pub was burnt down, petrol bombs 

																																																													
1412Michael	Keith,	“Shouts	of	the	Street:	Identity	and	Spaces	of	Authenticity,”	Social	Identities	1/2	
(1995):	309.	
1413“Bradford’s	culture	clash,”	The	Independent,	June	12,	1995.	
1414Ian	Vine,	“Bradford’s	1995	Riots	in	Retrospect:	Muslim	Youth	and	Cultural	Alienation”	(paper	
presented	at	the	MOSAIC’97	Conference,	University	of	Bath,	July	14-17	1997).	
1415“Bradford,	England,	After	a	riot,	the	time	for	reflection,”	The	Times,	June	13,	1995.	Local	leaders	
were	warning	of	impending	violence	to	follow:	“Fears	grow	of	more	violence,”	Yorkshire	Post,	June	14,	
1995.	
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thrown and damage to property. A community leader said the area did not suffer from 

racial tensions.1416 

On the weekend of 4-5th November 1995,1417 fifty-plus Asian youths were in 

confrontation with the police in the Bowling area of Bradford, four were arrested. The 

local white residents were critical of the police accusing them of covering up the 

incident and fearful of taking action against the Asian youths for fear of provoking a re-

run of the Manningham disturbance. Local councillors described the incident as a “one-

off,” whilst local residents said “the council was deluding itself by trumpeting about 

racial calm in the area,”1418 they noted only non-Asian premises had been targeted. 

Four days before Christmas 1995, rival gangs of Asian and Afro-Carribbean youths 

numbering at least 60 were involved in violent confrontation.1419 The embittered 

relations between these two ethnic groups had been a tributary in the seemingly never 

ending flow of violence in both Leeds and Bradford. Research by the left-wing think 

tank the Institute for Public Policy Research (IPPR) in one of the largest surveys of 

racial attitudes found that there was a strong racist streak detected amongst the Asian 

community.1420 The animosity periodically deteriorated into intense violence; it was 

later to lead to deaths. 

One year later the Bradford Commission published its findings on the 1995 riots and 

virtually all parts of the community were critical.1421 The city seemed to be in a state of 

paralysis, but Leeds was immune to the lessons to be learnt because it erupted in 

violence in May 1997. Once again, the police in pursuit of drug dealers in Chapeltown 

were confronted by large groups of youths. Petrol bombs and stoning of the police 

ensued, numerous cars were set ablaze. The ethnic identity of the rioters was not 

reported.1422 Drugs however were involved, as the initial police operation stemmed from 

the arrest of two women carrying drugs. Some local residents were not convinced that 

																																																													
1416Jonathan	Foster,	“Leeds	riot	blamed	on	police	crime	crackdown,”	The	Independent,	July	12,	1995.		
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1420Kamal	Ahmed,	“Survey	reveals	strong	racist	streak	in	Asians,”	The	Guardian,	February	5,	1997.	
1421Esther	Leach,	“City	vents	anger	at	Bradford	riot	report,”	The	Independent,	November	21,	1996.	
1422David	Bruce,	“Drugs	flare-up,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	May	15,	1997;	Peter	Hetherington,	“Young	
drug	dealers	blamed	for	Leeds	riots,”	The	Guardian,	May	19,	1997.	
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the socio-economic factors were a contributory element: “there’s work if they want it, 

but they don’t because all they are interested in is drugs.”1423  

1998 saw the ritual confrontation on bonfire night; this time it was Bradford. Near the 

site of the Manningham riots in 1995, 80 youths at different stages in the evening threw 

missiles at the police, damaged property and cars were set on fire. One observer 

maintained that it was getting worse every year in Oak Lane; another commented that 

the issue of gang rivalries was a key causal factor.1424 

One year later violence once again reared its ugly head on bonfire night in Bradford, in 

the West Bowling and Manchester Road districts.1425 Cars were damaged, stones were 

thrown and 18 arrests were made, a further 6 later on.1426 Again there was no 

identification of the ethnic composition of the groups, although a later report noted that 

local residents were critical of the stance taken by police. They felt that they had not 

done enough and that the authority’s constant defence that these were isolated events 

was indefensible and that police were “frightened to intervene during the disorder for 

fear of being racist.”1427 Subsequent reports showed that the criticism was not accepted 

by the police and that no one would be charged after the bonfire violence.1428	

Meanwhile, the 1990’s saw high levels of security imposed on football rituals, some 

argued that football violence rather than being cured had in fact gone into remission.1429 

But violence was never far away when it came to being a Leeds fan. In 1998, statistics 

from the National Criminal Intelligence Service branded Leeds as having the worst 

behaved fans in the Premiership. The most serious trouble in the 1997/1998 season had 

come in their encounters with Manchester United.1430 The statistics in Appendix 13 bear 

testament to the unruly elements found in Leeds’s ranks. It is worth bearing mind as 

with all statistics, but in particular those pertaining to football-related violence, that the 

																																																													
1423Barry	Hugill,	“Three	reasons	to	riot:	Drugs,	drugs,	drugs,”	The	Observer,	May	18,	1997.	
1424Joanne	Earp,	Nick	Oldham	and	Olwen	Vasey,	“You	young	fools,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	November	6,	
1998.	In	February	1998,	Bradford	was	awarded	£9	million	from	the	Government’s	regeneration	budget	
for	the	Manningham	area.	Olwen	Vasey,	“High	hopes	as	bid	goes	in	for	£12m,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	
January	21,	1998.	
1425Joanne	Earp,	“Search	begins	for	traffic	‘terrorists,’”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	November	11,	1999.	
1426“Six	more	held	after	Bonfire	Night	fracas,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	November	17,	1999.	
1427“Bonfire	night	policing	protest,”	Yorkshire	Post,	November	25,	1999.	
1428Drew	Kendell,	“No	inquiry	over	bonfire	violence,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	February	3,	2000.	
1429Jon	Garland	and	Michael	Rowe,	“The	‘English	Disease’-	Cured	or	in	Remission?”	Crime	Prevention	and	
Community	Safety:	An	International	Journal	1/4	(1999):	35-47.	
1430Enda	Brady	and	Paul	Robinson,	“United	top	of	trouble	league,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	August	7,	
1998.	
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amount of violence not reported to the authorities is quite staggering.1431 Even still, the 

Yorkshire Evening Post was reporting that Leeds still had the worst fans.1432	

5.7 Commentary	
Stephen Humphries notes that even in the inter-war years, street football led gangs into 

repeated run-ins with the police, with the latter often “petty and brutal”1433 in their 

treatment of those on the street. This often provoked a reaction but invariably did not 

escalate into violent conflictual contention. The police were seen as an unfortunate 

intrusion into the working-class community and revenge was often taken out on the 

children of the police officers and not the police themselves.1434 But Humphries was 

quite astute when he saw that such resistance was riddled with contradictions and 

inconsistencies, because the “anger and bitterness were often misdirected into divisive 

intra-class conflict, notably territorial gang rivalry and racism. And even when gang 

resentment assumed a more class-conscious form, hostility was frequently aimed at 

local and personal targets,”1435 which would include businesses or local employers. 

Thus, the spark that was the street football on that June night in Manningham, 1995, had 

reverberated across many street corners in many cities spanning England over a very 

long period of time. The difference was the ethnic makeup of those involved and a 

newly founded self-confidence built on the precedents set by other ethnic communities 

and their own success at confronting authority. 

Until the outbreak of violence in June 1995, Bradford did not have the periodical 

recurrence of ethnic violence that had up until then characterised Leeds. There was not 

the spectre of a previous violent interlude that they could invoke for validation and 

reaffirmation of their actions. “Individuals and groups fit their own lives into narratives 

that engage collective memories,”1436 but in the case of the Mirpuri youth in Bradford 

																																																													
1431Even	as	far	back	as	the	1970’s	there	were	warning	signs,	something	that	academics	such	as	Peter	
Marsh	were	oblivious	to,	see	David	Lacey,	“The	amount	of	unreported	violence	is	alarming,”	The	
Guardian,	March	13,	1978.	
1432“Worst	Fans,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	August	7,	1998.	
1433Stephen	Humphries,	Hooligans	or	Rebels:	An	Oral	History	of	Working-Class	Childhood	and	Youth	
1889-1939	(Oxford:	Basil	Blackwell,	1981),	203.	
1434Revenge	of	course	is	symptomatic	of	many	societies	and	revenge-motivaed	delinquency	amongst	
youth	groups	is	prevelant,	see	Janne	Kivivuori,	Jukka	Savolainen	and	Mikko	Aaltonen,	“The	revenge	
motive	in	delinquency.	Prevalence	and	predictors,”	Acta	Sociologca	56/1	(2016):	69-84.	
1435Stephen	Humphries,	Hooligans	or	Rebels:	An	Oral	History	of	Working-Class	Childhood	and	Youth	
1889-1939	(Oxford:	Basil	Blackwell,	1981),	208.	
1436Sandra.	K.	Gill,	“Recalling	a	Difficult	Past:	Whites’	Memories	of	Birmingham,”	Gettysburg	College	
Sociological	Inquiry	82/1	(2012):	30.	
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there was no collective memory or history of violent conflictual contention, there was 

not a contentious repertoire that was well defined or accessible, at least within the 

confines of Bradford. It is impossible to ascertain whether or not those running through 

the streets in Bradford 1995 had been involved in any of the previous events outlined 

above. One can only speculate that some might have been involved in the disturbances 

in the Tyrls in June 1989 at the Satanic Verses demonstration. If they had not been 

involved personally, then undoubtedly within their peer and family network they will 

have known people who had been present and also involved. The same could also be 

said of their awareness of the disturbances that had blighted Leeds, certainly the 1993 

and earlier disturbances.1437 

Although there was not a history of collective violence in Bradford, prior to 1995 there 

had been an inexorable build-up of pressure and the formulation of a collective identity 

that increasingly sort refuge, first in the rhetoric of violence and then in its enactment. 

Referring to the work of Maurice Halbwechs and his work into collective memory, 

Sandra Gill notes: “memory arises within the individual, yet it is the group that defines 

what is remembered. Individuals view experiences as worth remembering if they are 

relevant to groups in which they are immersed”1438 and the controversy surrounding the 

Satanic Verses was searingly relevant because it impacted on the Muslim community as 

a whole.1439 One journalist penned that “the poison leaching into community relations 

from the Rushdie affair was vividly shown in Bradford.”1440 Community relations never 

really recovered from the episode and the fractures in Bradford became ever deeper and 

emotional. 

This impact was facilitated by a discourse and identity that increasingly upheld Islamic 

religious attributes which were derived from a sense of humiliation and discrimination 

that they had to endure during the Honeyford Affair1441 and to some extent the Halal 

																																																													
1437The	violence	in	1969	had	led	to	many	Asian	families	leaving	Leeds	and	moving	to	Bradford,	see	
“Pakistani	leader	talks	of	‘impeccable’	Leeds	record,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	July	28,	1969.	
1438Ibid.,	32.		
1439The	fatwa	invoked	by	Khomeni	was	by	an	Iranian	state	fixed	in	Shiite	theology,	the	large	majority	of	
Muslims	in	Bradford	were	Sunni,	a	point	not	missed	by	the	Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	
Report,	1996:	section	5.8.21.	
1440Martin	Wainwright,	“White	gang	attack	touches	raw	nerve	for	Muslims,”	The	Guardian,	July	11,	
1989.	
1441Diane	Theresa	Hendrick,	“Community	Relations,	Conflict	Resolution	and	Prevention	–	An	exploration	
with	special	reference	to	the	Muslim	Community	in	Bradford”	(PhD	diss.,	Bradford	University,	1994),	147.		
Ray	Honeyford	was	a	local	headmaster	who	raised	concerns	that	the	social	identity	of	ethnic	groups	was	
being	promoted	at	the	expense	of	social	integration.	He	wrote	an	article	in	the	Salisbury	Review	1984	
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Meat1442 and bussing1443 disputes. This was linked to the emergence of a sense of 

grievance that manifested itself in: “Hostility, hatred, racism, lawlessness, rampant 

aggression and obscurantism: each of these seemed to have its field-day in Bradford in 

the fall-out from the controversy over Satanic Verses. The affair acted as a trigger, 

releasing otherwise pent-up emotions. They were often the ugliest emotions in the 

human repertoire.”1444  

Whilst the Mirpuri youth of Bradford could not access a contentious repertoire derived 

from their own previous altercations with ‘the other’ in Bradford, they could 

nevertheless vicariously access other instances of violent conflictual contention from 

within the region and internationally. In August 1990, the first Gulf War flared up, the 

deployment of US troops in Saudi Arabia and the West’s preoccupation with oil 

provoked further suspicions and a resolve to question Western motives. In 1992, the 

Bosnian war saw the assault on Muslim communities and armed struggle. The 

inspiration and the justification for a call to arms were gaining momentum in the 

Islamic world. Factor in the strident promotion of facets of Islam in Bradford itself, 

from meal provision to education on the local level and one sees the emergence of a 

collective identity in the city based on challenge and introversion.1445 

																																																																																																																																																																																			
and	was	roundly	criticised	at	the	time.	An	obituary	to	his	death	in	2012	asserted	that	developments	in	
the	UK	had	vindicated	his	reservations,	see	Leo	Mckinstry,	“Farewell	to	a	martyr	to	political	correctness:	
Bradford	headmaster	Ray	Honeyford	-	hounded	for	warning	of	the	perils	of	multiculturalism	-	dies	a	
saddened	but	vindicated	man,”	Daily	Mail,	February	10,	2012.	Although	the	right-wing	bias	of	the	Daily	
Mail	should	be	recognised,	the	significance	of	Honeyford	should	not	be	ignored,	Nielsen	sees	it	as	“the	
first	major	public	campaigning	victory	for	any	Muslim	community	in	Britain,”	Jorgen	Nielsen,	Muslims	in	
Western	Europe	(Edinburgh:	Edinburgh	University	Press,	1992),	58.	Preceding	this	episode	was	an	
incident	in	1972	when	parents	at	Earl	Cowper	School	in	Chapeltown	were	in	conflict	with	their	local	
headmaster,	90%	were	black	children	who	were	kept	away	from	school,	see	“Coloured	pupils	in	school	
row,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	June,	25,	1973.	
1442Asian	pressure	groups	were	successful	in	getting	the	local	education	authority	to	provide	Halal	meat	
and	then	defeating	the	council	who	were	seen	to	be	reluctant	to	support	this	measure.	They	threatened	
to	have	over	3,000	demonstrators	at	the	full	council	meeting.	“Halal	meat	goes	ahead-just	to	make	
sure,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	February	8,	1984.	
1443Asian	children	were	being	bussed	from	their	home	areas	in	the	city	to	suburbs	to	enhance	the	‘ethnic	
balance’	and	to	open	up	contact	with	white	communities.	The	Asian	parents	were	hostile	to	this	and	it	
was	revoked	in	1979.	See	Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	5.8.9.	
1444David.	G.	Bowen,	“Bradford	and	the	Satanic	Verse,”	in	The	Satanic	Verses:	Bradford	Responds,	ed.	
David.	G.	Bowen	(Ilkley	West	Yorkshire:	Bradford	Ilkley	Community	College,	1992),	12.		
1445“So	why	did	it	happen	here?”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	November	20,	1996.	
In	the	early	1990’s	the	Lillycroft	Road	area	was	the	place	where	the	Muslim	Parliament	of	Great	Britain	
had	its	inaugural	meeting.	This	organisation	supported	the	proposition	that	Muslims	in	the	UK	should	be	
ruled	by	separate	Islamic	laws.	
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Downstream from Bradford following the contours of the River Aire, the contentious 

repertoire of the ethnic communities in Leeds had been established. The essential point 

being, that “actions are to a large degree affected by the outcomes of actions 

experienced in the past, either directly or vicariously”1446 and the events in Leeds had 

certainly provided an unfortunate precedent. Other than the encounter in the Tyrls in 

June 1989, the experience of the Mirpuri youth of violent conflictual contention was 

severely limited. One can only speculate what impact the catalogue of disorder in Leeds 

had on the Bradford youth. The mutually held antipathy and antagonism of the Asian 

and Afro-Caribbean communities towards each other is well documented,1447 but the 

patterns of bitterness and disorder set on the streets of Leeds will not have been lost on 

the Bradford youth. As Bradford academic Nighat Taimuri pointed out: “the young 

Mirpuri working class have been radicalised by years of discrimination. Their local 

activism is reactionary.”1448 The images and reports of Afro-Caribbean youths being 

arrested for no apparent reason1449 other than being in the wrong place at the wrong time 

must have resonated with those Asian youths who felt harassed and victimised by police 

tactics.  

The confrontation in the Tyrls had provoked dismay amongst the Asian youth about the 

differential police tactics when compared to other community stakeholders. It was the 

Asian youth who the police had restrained, in contrast, the youths from the “Ointment” 

had not been detained in the Tyrls. It further solidified a perception of the police as 

embodying a discriminatory disposition towards the ethnic groups. The Asians saw a 

willingness of the Afro-Caribbean youth to unite around a sense of grievance that saw 

injustice engraved in the establishment. This had been supplanted in Leeds by an Asian 

community that saw an attack on Abid Hussain in July 1993 in Leeds as an attack on the 

community. Now there was an Asian youth emboldened with a heightened sense of 

religious awareness together with a suspicion of the values espoused by the host culture 

that propelled them towards confrontation: “even riots, however spontaneous in origin, 

draw on repertoires such as rituals which are familiar in a given culture, rituals which 
																																																													
1446Brian.L.	Pitcher,	Robert.L.	Hamblin	and	Jerry.L.L.	Miller,	“The	Diffusion	of	Collective	Violence,”	
American	Sociological	Review	43/1	(1978):	23.	
1447Winston	James,	“Migration,	Racism	and	Identity	Formation:	The	Caribbean	Experience	in	Britain,”	in	
Inside	Babylon:	The	Caribbean	Diaspora	in	Britain,	ed.	Winston	James	and	Clive	Harris	(London:	Verso,	
1993),	207-231.	
1448Nighat	Taimuri,	“The	June	1995	Manningham	Riots:	Root	Causes	and	Future	Directions”	(M.A.	Thesis,	
Bradford	University,	1996),	19.	
1449The	arrest	sparking	off	the	1987	Chapeltown	riots	stands	out	here.	
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both legitimate popular action by presenting it as a procession or pilgrimage and also 

make it more persuasive by giving it dramatic form.”1450 

The gender and age profile together with the temporal feature of peak times of 

confrontation during the summer months1451 and those having taken place on or around 

Bonfire night (November), were noticeable similarities between Bradford 1995 and 

many of the previous incidents in Leeds. 

The territorial characteristics of Manningham were similar to those found in 

Chapeltown and the Roundhay Road areas of Leeds; they were “jigsaw suburbs of long 

faded gentility.”1452 The walls daubed with respective fiefdoms or invectives against 

authority, be it local gangs or “Hamas.” The areas had attracted large numbers of 

immigrants1453 forced into tightly-knit communal enclaves. This, in turn, nurtured a 

mentality that forced the Asian and Afro-Caribbean youth into a position where “he is 

saying ok you won’t let me out of the ghetto so it is going to be MY ghetto! It belongs 

to the coloured community, not the whites.”1454 

Undeniably the multiple levels of deprivation were a key contextual factor. Although 

one local MP noted after the October 1994 disorder in Chapeltown that millions of 

pounds had been invested in the area.1455 The same level of investment had not been 

directed towards Manningham and this was reflected in the youth’s perception of their 

major concerns with the area being the lack of youth facilities. Their second major issue 

was that of drugs.1456 In combination with prostitution these elements combined to 

evoke a colonial siege mentality, both from within and without. A reservoir of cheap, 

																																																													
1450Peter	Burke,	History	and	Social	Theory	(Cambridge:	Polity	Press,	2005),	94.	
1451This	confirmed	the	reports	of	the	National	Advisory	Commission	on	Civil	Disorders	(NACCD),	1968	
referred	to	in	Clark	McPhail	and	Ronald.	T.	Wohlstein,	“Individual	and	Collective	Behaviours	Within	
Gatherings,	Demonstrations	and	Riots,”	Annual	Review	of	Sociology	9	(1983):	579-600.		
1452Derek	Naylor,	“In	a	bonfire’s	ashes	–	the	days	of	hope	of	a	suburb,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	
November	12,	1975.	
1453Obvious	historical	parallels	here	with	America,	see:	Daniel.	J.	Myers,	“Racial	Rioting	in	the	1960’s:	An	
Event	History	Analysis	of	local	Conditions,”	American	Sociological	Review	62/February	(1997):	97.	
Although	a	report	by	the	Runnymede	Trust	indicated	that	72%	of	immigrants	in	Bradford	owned	their	
own	homes,	in	comparison	with	57.3%	of	the	whites,”	quoted	in	the	“Where	coloureds	top	house	
league,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	November	11,	1975.	
1454Upper	case	used	by	the	reporter	in	the	quote.	Derek	Naylor,	“That	bloody	bonfire	could	explode	on	
us	all,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	November	11,	1975.	
1455Vanessa	Bridge	and	Rebecca	Rea,	“Riot	residents	accuse	police,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	17,	
1994.		
1456Management	Team,	A	survey	of	the	perceptions	of	young	people	and	resources	in	the	riot	area	
(Bradford:	Bradford	Council,	1995),	Appendix	2.	This	survey	formed	a	component	of	the	later	Bradford	
Congress,	Bradford	Commission	Report	in	1996.	
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non-unionised labour was accessible by business. This was easily exploited when they 

could get work and ensured that the cycle of poverty was concentrated in these areas.1457 

The ability and opportunities for self-development became even more remote for these 

groups with the emergence of Thatcherism in the late 1970’s. Given the rampant 

criminal issues of the neighbourhoods it was inevitable that this would attract police 

attention and the increased likelihood of confrontations with the local youth. But Derek 

Naylor, Yorkshire Evening Post reporter makes an interesting observation: “There are 

several ingredients in the racial firework which smoulders the years round – appalling 

housing conditions, unemployment and – the real gunpowder – the burden of a massive 

inferiority complex which some West Indian teenagers carry log-like on their 

shoulders.”1458 That burden weighed as much on the shoulders of the Asian youth who 

felt they were assailed from all quarters: from institutions seen as hostile, from a society 

that they felt did not afford them their just rights and opportunities and for which they 

sought refuge on the street corner. 

To the communities, their living conditions, however intolerable was one thing, but 

when they perceived a sense of injustice, be it the unwarranted presence of police in the 

area to the arrest or assault of one of their own, then this was an affront to their honour 

and respect. It was as much evident in Manningham in 1995 as it was in Leeds that the 

confrontation was “about justice from the officer on the street up to the judges,”1459 and 

as one community leader lamented: “we feel it is failing us and our communities.”1460 

This was played out in a recurrent nightly performance on street corners with the police 

patrols and a gangland culture that proliferated. The ability to mobilise large numbers of 

youths was founded on the complex interlace of gang structures and the close proximity 

in which they operated. They were the perennial ‘victims’ it was always ‘the other’ that 

had pushed them into the corner and they had no alternative but to react.1461 That 

reaction proved to be violent in Manningham in 1995, it had been a violence invoked by 

Asian groups in Roundhay Road in 1993 and it was the latter who had unlocked the 

																																																													
1457The	conditions	in	which	they	lived	and	the	attendant	anger	it	provoked	was	brought	out	in	an	article	
that	interviewed	two	leading	female	members	of	the	community,	the	title	says	it	all:	“The	colony	within:	
A	quiet	unrest	that	could	lead	to	black	revolution,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	June	27,	1973.	
1458Derek	Naylor,	“In	a	bonfire’s	ashes-	the	days	of	hope	of	a	suburb,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	November	
12,	1975.	
1459Jane	Bower,	“Flashback	to	a	violent	summer	two	years	ago,”	Yorkshire	Post,	June	12,	1995.	
1460Ibid.	
1461Martin	Wainwright,	“Police	blamed	for	city	riots,”	The	Guardian,	June	12,	1995.	See	also	“Outside	
mobs	blamed	for	weekend	trouble,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	12,	1995.	
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contentious repertoire already cultivated by the youth in the Afro-Caribbean community 

of Leeds over the previous decade. 

But why was there recourse to violent conflictual contention? After all, arrayed against 

them were the police, the establishment, the media and the white majority who 

presented a formidable opposition. One would accept that “the more common collective 

violence is in a society, the more likely it is that some individuals will find it rewarding 

and hence be prepared to engage in it in the future.”1462 There is the love of violence in 

itself, but had the previous cases of violent conflictual contention contributed to this 

enhanced propensity for violence? 

There were 41 arrests arising from the 1995 Manningham disturbances. Those arrested 

in front of Lawcroft House were not charged.1463 In all, 16 were charged with various 

offences ranging from arson, assault, breach of the peace, conspiracy to cause 

explosions, possessing an offensive weapon and offences against the 1986 Public Order 

Act. The courts dismissed several cases and the Crown Prosecution Service did not 

further pursue some cases. “The only custodial sentences were one of 12 months’ 

imprisonment for robbery and three of detention in a Young Offenders’ Institution.”1464 

As for the sanctions imposed arising from the other encounters, they had demonstrated 

their anger at the Satanic Verses and symbolically burnt the book and there were 50 

arrests1465 at the confrontation in the Tyrls in Bradford in June 1989. By the evening all 

those arrested had been released.1466 The Bradford 12’s plea of self-defence was 

accepted by the court and they were set free. The Asian community had been successful 

in confronting Honeyford, overturning the bussing issue and getting halal meat 

introduced in schools.  

Seven were charged after the October 1994 disturbances in Chapeltown. By 1996 when 

it came to court, 3 adults and two 16-year-olds adults faced charges of violent disorder, 

which they all denied.1467 Although the police were accused of ‘gross injustices’ with 

																																																													
1462Ted	Gurr,	Why	Men	Rebel	(Princeton:	Princeton	University	Press,	1970),	172.	
1463“Charges	linked	to	riots	dropped,”	Yorkshire	Post,	June	22,	1995	and	“Police	evidence	collapses	‘like	
pack	of	cards’	as	four	cleared	over	arrests	which	started	rioting,”	Yorkshire	Post,	October	7,	1995.	
1464Bradford	Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	section	4.24.5.	
1465Tony	Harney	and	Bob	Walker,	“Wave	of	Rushdie	protests	on	way,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	June	17,	
1989.	
1466Robert	Schopen	et	al.,	“Afternoon	of	mayhem,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	19,	1989.	
1467Vanessa	Bridge,	“Novice	police	officer	‘tried	to	mend	fences,’”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	April	25,	1996.	
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allegations that in the midst of the confusion they had arrested innocent people not 

connected with the gangs.1468 

There were no arrests or charges brought against those in the 1993 Chapeltown/ 

Harehills confrontation involving the Asian community.1469 In the July 1991 disorder in 

Chapeltown, there were no arrests made.1470  

There were no charges or arrests at the 1989 Dewsbury disorder when Asians had burnt 

down a pub. The Chapeltown disturbances in June 1987 saw only the juvenile in the 

initial altercation being arrested. No other youths were arrested, three adults were 

charged with obstructing the police and one with disorderly conduct, they were all 

bailed.1471 

In the aftermath of the 1981 riots numerous youths were arrested and punished, some of 

the bomb makers were sent to prison, Malcolm Bouch was sent for four years, whilst 

Michael Fahy was sent for two years, the latter were seen as ringleaders encouraging the 

crowd to riot.1472 In Bradford, 68 had been arrested, 11 in Halifax and 45 in 

Huddersfield. Those engaged in the disturbances in these three cities in that weekend 

were mainly white.1473 

The 1976 Chapeltown news declared “Verdicts a Victory,”1474 when those arrested were 

found not guilty after the 1975 riots.  

In what was described as Leeds’s white problem, when white youths retaliated against 

the slaying of a white youth in Burley, 1969, the local newspaper reported: “Six men 

who brought nationwide shame and dishonour to Leeds were sent to prison yesterday 

																																																													
1468“Police	arrested	innocents	at	riot,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	October	18,	1994.	
1469One	man	had	been	arrested	for	assaulting	Abid	Hussain	the	Asian	waiter	who	was	injured,	see	Jane	
Bower.	“Street	Anger:	Stormy	scenes	as	police	quell	demo,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	July	9,	1993.	
1470Mike	Hurst,	“Mob	goes	on	the	rampage,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	July,	29,	1991.	In	a	later	report,	13	
had	been	charged	with	handling	stolen	property	arising	from	the	events,	in	the	same	article	Asian	
leaders	were	critical	of	the	police	response.	See	Nigel	Scott,	“Police	under	fire	over	mob	violence,”	
Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	September	21,	1991.	
1471David	Bruce	and	David	Rowley,	“Trouble	breaks	out	in	Chapeltown,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	June	22,	
1987.	
1472“Chapeltown	bomb	man	is	jailed,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	December	17,	1981.	
1473“Violence	on	our	doorsteps	–	150	arrested,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	July	13,	1981.	
1474Max	Farrar,	“Losing	It	or	Finding	It?”	Parallax	18/2	(2012):	73.	
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for their part in recent racial disturbances in the city.”1475 Prison was their outcome, for 

six of them they were sentenced to more than eight years in prison. 

Obviously, the criminal legal system deals with the merits of each individual case, but 

the acquittal of so many on different occasions raises an uncomfortable question: Was 

there sustained police corruption and /or incompetence and the fabrication of evidence 

in confrontations with the ethnic minorities? The police were certainly ham-fisted in far 

too many cases and this was characterised by a belligerent attitude that was entrenched 

in the byways of Yorkshire.1476 It was a truculence that locals had seen as natural, but 

when this was mixed into the cocktail of ethnic sensibilities and religious sensitivity 

then belligerence was perceived as racism and racism provokes a reaction.1477  

Perhaps there was the unwillingness of the Crown Prosecution Service and the courts, 

for whatever reason, to pursue those involved. Why the latter would want to do this one 

can only surmise. Perhaps there was an aversion by those in authority to stigmatise and 

stereotype the youth from the ethnic minorities; “race hate stays out of inner city’s 

trouble” wrote one journalist.1478 Long observed: “It can be suggested that the press 

constructed the non-racial element of the riots in keeping with its established strategy of 

denial.”1479 There was the recurrent theme of this denial in many newspaper reports and 

statements by community leaders.1480 The ethnic minorities at times were averse to 

using the racial label, instead diverting attention to more objective and less controversial 

factors, for instance, Arif Khan stated that the Manningham Riots were “not a race or a 

religion thing.”1481 But the courts are above and beyond the prevarications of the media. 

																																																													
1475“Prison	for	six	who	‘shamed’	Leeds,”	The	Guardian,	October	1,	1969.		The	same	number	were	locked	
up	in	1985	when	white	youths	were	found	guilty	of	a	racist	attack	in	which	50	youths	had	attacked	Asian	
property	in	Keighley:	“6	locked	up	for	racist	attack,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	December	6,	1985.	
1476The	title	is	revealing:	Alun	Palmer,	“Police	deny	claims	they	‘bashed’	Asian	youths,”	Telegraph	&	
Argus,	June	12,	1995.	
1477Interestingly	research	by	Mawby	and	Batta	covering	the	mid-1970’s	found	that	75%	of	Pakistani	
youth	were	more	likely	to	be	cautioned	as	opposed	to	being	prosecuted	(for	the	Indian	group	it	was	
50%)	and	their	research	did	show	a	high	proportion	of	crimes	against	the	person	committed	by	the	
Pakistani	group.	Rob	Mawby	and	I.D.	Batta,	Asians	and	crime:	the	Bradford	experience	(Southall:	Scope	
Communication	for	the	National	Association	of	Asian	Youth,	1980),	47.	
1478“Title	Unknown,”	Yorkshire	Post,	July	13	1981.	
1479Lisa	Jane	Long,	“Revolution	and	Bloodshed:	Representations	of	African	Caribbeans	in	the	Leeds	press	
1968-1989,”	(M.A.	Thesis.,	University	of	Huddersfield,	2010),	79.	
1480The	Bradford	Commission	referred	to	a	report	conducted	by	the	Transport	and	General	Workers	
Union	on	research	that	it	carried	out	on	assaults	on	bus	workers	in	1995.	This	year	saw	the	highest	
number	of	assaults,	far	outstripping	any	other	Yorkshire	region.	The	vast	majority	of	drivers	in	the	
Bradford	area	were	Asian,	the	report	concluded	there	was	no	obvious	connection	to	race.	Bradford	
Congress,	The	Bradford	Commission	Report,	1996:	sections	5.21.8-9.	
1481Alam	Khan,	“Frustrations	that	fuelled	the	riots,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	14,	1995.	
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Violent conflictual contention is not hidden; it is a public performance and is subject to 

rigorous legal codification. It is impossible to hide the ethnic composition of those 

involved. The newspapers might have tried to couch the actions within the context of 

urban decay and the blight the communities experienced on a daily basis. This was 

certainly a notable feature of the reporting in the Manningham riots and the 1981 

Chapeltown riots, but these are irrelevant mitigating circumstances for the courts. The 

contrast between the police and the judiciary was alluded to in a Foundation 2000 

Report into the riots. The authors presented a hard-hitting critique of the police drawing 

attention to the over-zealous policing that alienated the local community, but they noted 

a disjuncture when it came to the judiciary whom they acknowledged were being more 

sensitive to different community needs.1482 

Maybe there was the perception by those involved in violent conflictual contention that 

the sanctions they would face would be negligent or minimal, based on what had 

happened in previous encounters. If so, then resorting to this strategy is perhaps 

understandable because it was a remarkably successful strategy to the extent that they 

were able to confront the police without significant sanctions imposed. This is only 

conjecture, but the acquittal of the ethnic youths and the apparent lack of sanctions 

imposed on numerous occasions might vindicate their widely-held accusations that 

there was institutionalised racism in the police ranks. However, this accusation might 

have limited veracity when applied to the courts.  

There were repeated reports after multiple incidents of ‘outsiders’ intervening and 

stirring up trouble. At the same time, there seemed to be a widely-held belief among 

academic and community leaders that the lack of police sensitivity, overreaction, socio-

economic conditions, the everyday travails of existence in British society somehow 

legitimated the actions of the youths.1483 They seemed to be absolved from 

responsibility. This should be placed within an overall context of immigrant relations 

with the authorities and institutions of the host society. Even in the recent government 

review into integration in Britain by Dame Louise Casey she explicitly recognises that 

too many leaders in society in all parts of Britain have not confronted the issues facing 

immigrant communities resulting in problems “being ducked, swept under the carpet or 
																																																													
1482Foundation	2000,	“Disturbances	in	Manningham	a	community	response:	The	Voices	Must	Be	Heard,”	
(Bradford:	Foundation	2000,	1995),	26.	This	was	a	non-governmental	organisation.	
1483This	is	striking	in	the	following:	Lucy	Ward	and	Steven	Teale,	“A	timebomb	just	waiting	to	go	off,”	
Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	13,	1995.	
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allowed to fester.”1484 She pointedly acknowledges those communities with 

concentrations of people with Pakistani heritage will find her review hard to read, her 

justification being that only by “fully acknowledging what is happening can we set 

about resolving these problems.”1485 The problems faced and the issues dealt with in 

present-day Britain are certainly a reflection of the pressures existent in yesteryear, all 

stakeholders are and were culpable, and the constant cycle of blame continues. 

In a thought-provoking article, local Bradford reporter Jim Greenhalf incisively pointed 

out that the 1995 riots signaled the death knell to political correctness in Bradford. He 

warned that the “consequences will be very bad”1486 if this did not take place. In 

addition, he ominously noted: “I gather that the police have been aware of the growing 

number of gangs of young Asians in Manningham Lane, Lumb Lane, in the University 

ward in general. Up to now they have had a softly-softly approach to policing. Volatile 

young Muslims are simply unused to seeing a heavy police presence in say Oak Lane, 

except in the case of an accident or robbery. But there are many people who feel that 

these young men, like all other sections of the community, have to accept that territorial 

claims to particular areas of Bradford have no place in a democratic city.”1487 Such 

observations were all the more remarkable at the time, when they seemed to question 

the sensitivities of the newspaper to local issues involving the ethnic minorities. 

But was anyone listening to Greenhalf? Clearly the perpetuation of problems into 2016 

with the ethnic communities would indicate that there has been a paralysis in British 

society for perhaps too long. Burlet and Reid decried that the disorder in Manningham 

was not a riot. Marsh downplayed the impact of football violence and Geary relegated 

the history of industrial action to bluff and bluster on the picket line before 1984. If we 

take these commentators and juxtapose them with the general inaction of the political, 

media, academic and business elite that Casey sets out, then the inexorable advance to 

the threat of, or actuality of higher levels of violence was inevitable as the next chapter 

testifies.  

																																																													
1484Louise	Casey,	The	Casey	Review,	A	review	into	opportunity	and	integration	(London:	OGL,	2016),	6.	
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-casey-review-a-review-into-opportunity-and-
integration	(Accessed	December	12,	2016).	
1485Ibid.,	5.	
1486Jim	Greenhalf,	“The	generation	caught	between	two	cultures,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	12,	1995.	
1487Ibid.	
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Clearly the back alleys of Manningham, the pits of Yorkshire or the housing estates of 

Leeds in the late twentieth-century succumbed to the same fatalistic characteristics 

bequeathed by Victorian England as set out by Hattersley in the introduction. They did 

not suffer fools gladly; to come face-to-face with disrespect and aggression from the 

other was to be rebuffed in no uncertain manner. Theirs was a taciturnity that at times 

sought refuge in violence even in the knowledge that the futility of action was couched 

in a grim reality that they followed a hopeless path.  

But there was one noticeable departure the 1995 riots exhibited when compared to the 

previous cases of ethnic disorder and it is worth bearing in mind Dunning et al.’s 

observation: “as societies…become more complex…this growing complexity generates 

new patterns of tension and conflict, so these newly emerging patterns of relationships 

are associated with the development of forms of social disorder which reflect, in part, 

previously established patterns of disorder, but which also have emergent properties of 

their own.”1488 This was manifest in the malignant development in the Manningham 

disorder of the encroachment into Bradford City Centre and adjoining areas by groups 

of youths on the Saturday night. With the sole purpose of targeted looting and causing 

physical and personal damage; this was no longer a ‘reaction,’ a ‘defence of territory.’  

6 Still	the	enemy	within?	
When reduced to specific genres of violent conflictual contention: football, ethnic or 

work-related, the lineage of such genres of violence leading up to and including the 

cases themselves was certainly constrained. To only focus on the continuity of violence 

leading up to the cases and end the research culminating in an appraisal of the cases 

themselves would be mistaken. Through the research process it became clear that an 

insight into the historicity of collective violence in Yorkshire could only be achieved if 

the cases were positioned not only on the pathways of violence leading to the cases 

themselves but also on the pathways leading from the cases. Only through this 

conceptualisation can one firmly fix the cases within their historical lineage as either the 

‘cul de sacs’ of violence or the ‘gateways’ to more violence. This chapter looks at the 

violence terrain that has emerged in the post-2000 period because it is vital for 

understanding the extent to which collective violence has evolved in Yorkshire.  
																																																													
1488Eric	Dunning	et	al.,	“Violent	Disorders	in	Twentieth-Century	Britain,”	in	The	Crowd	in	Contemporary	
Britain,	ed.	George	Gaskell	and	Robert	Benewick	(London:	Sage,	1987),	22.		
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The study of violence has oscillated between conceptual extremes. On the one side, it is 

seen as beyond redemption immersed in a fluidity1489 of definition that confounds 

attempts at demarcation. Conversely, violence is seen as adhering to certain logics that 

can be traced over time and space and can be explored by examining micro processes 

and their contextualisation within broader spatial and temporal structures.1490 This 

research has veered towards the latter perspective, developing a concept of violent 

conflictual contention with a focus on specific local conditions surrounding the three 

cases in Yorkshire.  

Not everyone has been dismayed with the challenges presented by the study of violence. 

For example, there have been attempts to broaden the appeal and institutionalise the 

study of violence with the establishment of databases and projects1491 to more fully 

comprehend the phenomenon, although it still has a long way to go. 

Yet some would advocate that violence is declining,	after all the statistics1492 verify the 

trend that increased levels in democratisation leads to declines in collective violence, so 

is there really a problem with peacetime violence? To the person in the street nothing 

could be further from the truth, as Robert Muchembled points out there might be a 

decline in violence but there has been an explosion in youth violence in fractured 

cities1493 and the areas examined in this research have not been immune from this trend.  

																																																													
1489Elizabeth.	A.	Stanko,	“Introduction:	conceptualising	the	meanings	of	violence,”	in	The	Meanings	of	
Violence,	ed.	Elizabeth.	A.	Stanko	(Routledge:	Oxon,	2003),	3.	
1490Jutta	Bakonyi	and	Berit	Bliesemann	de	Guevara,	“The	Mosaic	of	Violence	–	An	Introduction,”	in	A	
Micro-Sociology	of	Violence:	Deciphering	patterns	and	dynamics	of	collective	violence,	ed.	Jutta	Bakonyi	
and	Berit	Bliesemann	de	Guevara	(Routledge:	London,	2012).	
1491See	Randolph	Roth	et	al.,	“The	Historical	Violence	Database:	A	Collaborative	Research	Project	on	the	
History	of	Violent	Crime,	Violent	Death	and	Collective	Violence,”	Historical	Methods	41/2	(2008):	81-97;	
Bert	Klandermans,	“Between	Rituals	and	Riots:	The	Dynamics	of	Street	Demonstrations.	Special	Issue	on	
the	Dynamics	of	Street	Demonstrations,”	Mobilization	17/3	(2012);	Klandermans	refers	to	an	
interdisciplinary	team	of	international	scholars	set	up	to	collect	data	on	street	demonstrations.	The	
theoretical	foundation	of	this	project	was	reported	by	Stekelenberg	in	her	assessment	of	the	‘Caught	in	
the	Act	of	Protest:	Contextualising	Contestation’	project:	Jacquelien	van	Stekelenburg	et	al.,	
“Contextualising	Contestation:	Framework,	Design	and	Data,”	Mobilization	17/3	(2012):	249-262.	
1492David.	R.	Mansley,	Collective	Violence,	Democracy	and	Protest	Policing	(Routledge:	Oxon,	2014);	
Office	for	National	Statistics,	Crime	Survey	for	England	and	Wales	(1/2015).		
1493Robert	Muchembled,	A	History	of	Violence:	From	the	End	of	the	Middle	Ages	to	the	Present	(Polity	
Press:	Cambridge,	2012).	See	also	Rodger	Patrick,	A	Tangled	Web:	Why	you	can’t	believe	crime	statistics	
(Civitas:	London,	2014).		
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Singh makes the point that Bradford was portrayed “as a city of conflict, always on the 

brink of explosion.”1494 Yet the Mirpuri youth could only access a vicarious reservoir of 

anger in a contentious repertoire that had flowed inexorably in the neighbouring city 

district of Chapeltown, Leeds. This was from another ethnic group that was 

marginalised and isolated by forces from without but also from within. There had been 

intermittent outbursts involving the Asian community both in Leeds and Bradford 

before the 1995 riots but this had not been accorded an extensive tradition of violent 

conflict contention. For the Mirpuri youths, the contextualisation of violent conflictual 

contention was found in the recesses of an undercurrent of conflict that saturated the 

foundations of society leading up to the events in June 1995. Prior to that date, the 

aspirations of Mirpuri youth were increasingly disenfranchised from the wider 

community, both from elder members of their community and wider white-dominated 

society. They had built an enclave in which they sought solace in contradictions. A 

culture, increasingly fractious, dismissing out of hand the host society and all its travails 

such as prostitution. A youth torn between the search for a radical identity and the 

attraction of street credibility in the promotion of a gang-based identity that came into 

increasing conflict with the authorities.  

The miners on that field of Orgreave could only access a repository of violent 

conflictual contention that flowed back to the start of the strike. This was only a few 

months earlier, but one in which miners had already lost their lives and the 

confrontations between picket and police had become increasingly strained and violent. 

There had been violent conflictual contention some years before at Hadfield during the 

steel strike and Saltley Gate in 1972 but these were certainly not on the scale seen 

manifest in the 1984/1985 miners’ strike. The miners were engrossed in an epic conflict 

that stretched generations, which had ebbed and flowed between bluff and bluster and at 

times spilled over into acrimonious conflict leading to episodes of workplace 

dissension. A workforce assailed from all quarters and an employer bereft of all 

compassion that abrogated any respect for established work procedures.  

Yet in both cases, the Mirpuri youth and the miners, there was not an extensive tradition 

of violent conflictual contention associated with ethnic and workplace confrontations. 

The only group that could access a reasonable contentious repertoire that centred on 

																																																													
1494Ramindar	Singh,	The	struggle	for	racial	justice	from	community	relations	to	community	cohesion:	the	
story	of	Bradford	1950-2002	(Bradford:	Print	Plus	UK,	2002),	37.	
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violent conflictual contention was the Leeds fans in their ritual encounters with 

Manchester United. But even this only extended some six years prior. Perhaps the ethos 

of being a Leeds supporter in their violent fan culture had emerged from the ashes of 

other youth subcultures of the early 1960’s.  

If one adopts William Gamson’s stipulation asserted earlier in the paper, that previous 

‘success’ in former violent encounters can act as a catalyst for an increased penchant for 

violence in the future, then where was the ‘success’ in previous encounters examined in 

the contentious repertoire of those groups involved? If it was there, it was limited and 

not readily apparent to outside observers. ‘Success’ for the groups concerned was 

reducible to the presumption that action would either alleviate the grievance felt or at 

the very least explicitly demonstrate to others that they as the aggrieved party were not 

prepared to tolerate the injustice they construed. That they were deserving of respect 

and were willing to assert their rights, even if this resulted in confronting overwhelming 

forces or being subjugated. They did not have to access a contentious repertoire, it was 

irrelevant, because at those points in time when the violent conflictual contention 

erupted in the cases, the grievances felt, wrapped up in the injustices they determined 

were inscribed ahead of time in their primitive social being.1495 A primitive social being 

that even saw grievances and a sense of injustice in his/her own neighbour’s street let 

alone those outside bodies who dared to violate their ‘inner sanctum’ of community and 

territorial integrity. They were satiated in their attribution of blame to the ‘other’ who 

they viewed as immoral or unjust and were worthy of retribution.1496 Their emotional 

reaction to the injustice1497 immersed in violence was an extension of this ‘primitive 

social being.’ This injustice swirled around suddenly imposed grievances that 

converged on violent conflictual contention in their invocation of violence or in 

combination with the violation of principles and/or the promulgation of illegitimate 

inequality. They formed an “intrinsic appeal…affirming the self by harming someone 

who has threatened one’s own self-image. This is the reward mechanism that is 

																																																													
1495Bettina	Schmidt	and	Ingo	Schröder,	Anthropology	of	Violence	and	Conflict	(London:	Routledge,	2001),	
29.	
1496See	Margaret.	A.	Zahn,	Henry	H	Brownstein,	Shelly	L	Jackson,	Violence	From	Theory	to	Research	(New	
York:	LexisNexis,	2004),	77.	
1497Tom.	R.	Tyler	et	al.,	Social	Justice	in	a	Diverse	Society	(Boulder:	Westview	Press,	1997),	162.	
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associated with violent reactions to perceived insult, challenged masculinity or 

injustice.”1498 

But there was something more sinister about the significance of the cases. In terms of 

the genre of disorder they represented, be it ethnic, industrial or sports-related they 

provided significant insights that disturbingly foreshadowed the outpouring of more 

brutal and more violent episodes of violent conflictual contention that was to 

subsequently disfigure the Yorkshire landscape. Teresa Beck incisively observed: “Like 

a stone falling into water to create spreading ripples that may change the lines in the 

sand on a distant shore, violence transcends the moment of inflicted harm and comes to 

be inscribed into the structure of society itself.”1499 

The metaphors of ‘fluidity,’ ‘ripples,’ ‘totality,’ were used earlier in the paper to 

elaborate the possibility of events merging and transmuting into a greater ‘totality.’ To 

Beck, this ‘totality’ might be some intangible as opposed to tangible conceptual 

representation of violence in society itself which denotes the very essence of what that 

society represents. This ‘totality’ can only be discerned if the focus now finally turns to 

those events that have taken place since the cases took place, to see how the cases of 

violent conflictual contention have mutated to become inscribed into the structure of 

society itself. Rather than representing the culmination of violent conflictual contention 

in their respective genres of violence, the three cases might, in fact, represent the 

epicentres of violence from which the ripples of acute violent confrontation came to 

radiate. 

6.1 Bradford	Violence	Intensifies	
The ripples were soon to be felt on the streets of Bradford. Seven police officers were 

injured in July 2000 when upwards of 50 youths attacked police. In the same article a 

litany of violent incidents involving the use of guns was laid bare in the Manningham 

and West Bowling districts of Bradford which had large numbers of immigrants 

residing.1500 One of these included the murder of Dexter Coleman from the Afro-

Caribbean community in Bradford. Carloads of Asian youths, 20 to 30 in number, 

																																																													
1498Manuel	Eisner,	“The	Uses	of	Violence:	An	Examination	of	Some	Cross-Cutting	Issues,”	International	
Journal	of	Conflict	and	Violence	3/1	(2009):	53.	
1499Teresa	Koloma	Beck,	“The	Eye	of	the	Beholder:	Violence	as	a	Social	Process,”	International	Journal	of	
Conflict	and	Violence	5/2	(2011):	348.	
1500Hannah	Start,	“Grim	chapter	in	city’s	troubled	recent	past,”	Yorkshire	Post,	April	17,	2001.	
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wielding machetes and swords attacked the café in Manningham where Dexter and his 

friends were drinking.1501 July saw sporadic violence between rival groups. In the same 

article, one young Afro-Caribbean youth lamented that the Asian community was 

getting preferential treatment when it came to investment and housing schemes. At the 

same time, Azhar Khan a senior community worker claimed: “It’s nothing to do with 

race.”1502 

In April 2001, a Hindu wedding at the local Coach House pub in the Lidget Green area 

of Bradford was the scene of major disorder. A group of 30-40 white youths was 

initially involved with some individual Asians. Insults were traded and an Asian man 

had to run in fear of being attacked. A local Asian takeaway was then attacked with 

windows smashed.1503 In retaliation large groups of Asian youths came into the streets, 

the white youths had already dispersed but the Asian youths proceeded to run amok 

through the area causing £750,000 worth of damage and confronting over 200 police. 

Shops were looted and cars burned, this went on for several hours. Early reports noted 

that it was not a racial incident;1504 local Asians denied any involvement.1505 Some 

reports suggested that there was an extreme right-wing element in the white group and 

this had fuelled rumours in the Asian communities.1506 A Hindu owned chemist shop 

was smashed and the owner described the mob as “Muslim thugs.”1507 Whilst members 

of the Ukrainian Social Club were attacked by Asian youths, a spokesman bemoaned 

that they had just built a new sports club “…and ever since then we’ve had stone 

throwing by Asian youths.”1508 The police denied there was a regular problem in the 

area.1509 

																																																													
1501Oliver	Burkeman,	“Gang	wars	fuel	race	fears	in	Bradford,”	The	Observer,	August	19,	2000.	
1502Ibid.	
1503Sarah	Walsh,	“Three	held	after	night	of	violence,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	April	16,	2001.	
1504Ben	Taylor	and	Adam	Powell,	“Flames	of	hatred	return	in	£750,000	mob	rampage,”	Daily	Mail	April	
17,	2001;	Paul	Wilkinson,	“Seven-hour	riot	not	racial	say	police,”	The	Times,	April	17,	2001.	
1505Paul	Stokes,	“Clash	triggers	night	of	riots,”	The	Telegraph,	April	17,	2001.	
1506Martin	Wainwright,	“Pubs	and	cars	wrecked	in	Bradford,”	The	Guardian,	April	17,	2001;	Andrew	
Robinson,	“Police	hunt	riot	skinheads,”	Yorkshire	Post,	April	17,	2001.	
1507Martin	Wainwright,	“Police	net	closes	on	city	rioters,”	The	Guardian,	April	18,	2001.	In	the	article,	
there	was	the	admission	that	there	might	be	a	racial	element.	
1508Ian	Manley,	“Ukrainian	group	is	living	in	fear,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	April	18,	2001.	
1509Ibid.		
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Further reports claimed that a gang of soccer thugs, either supporters of Bradford City 

or Leeds United had started the trouble.1510 Parallels can clearly be seen here with the 

trouble in the Tyrls in the centre of Bradford during the Satanic Verses controversy. 

Richard Pendlebury summed up the intricacies of the situation when he wrote an article 

with the subheading: “Whites against Asians, Asians against Whites, Moslems against 

Hindus. What really happened in this week’s Bradford riot and how it wasn’t 

reported.”1511 

The pendulum of violence was to swing back to Leeds later in the year when on the 5th 

June, local youths took umbrage at the arrest of an Asian man. Over 100 youths took 

part in the rioting that lasted several hours, both Asians and Afro-Caribbean youths 

were involved although the majority of the 22 arrested were from the Asian 

community.1512 They were warned that they faced imprisonment, but in the intervening 

period between the events in June in Harehills and the court hearings, Bradford had 

descended once again into bloody confrontation and the patience of the judiciary was to 

come to a sudden and abrupt halt.  

July 7th 2001 exploded in bloody detail in Bradford. Banned from marching in Bradford, 

National Front members had congregated in local pubs, such as Addison’s bar, in the 

centre.1513 A rival Anti-Nazi League demonstration nearby resulted in sporadic clashes 

between the two groups and two white men were stabbed.1514 Police tactics resulted in 

spreading the violence from the centre, up Westgate towards Manningham. In the 

Manningham district, intense levels of violence raged between Asian youths and the 

police. Burning barricades were erected with the police subject to a hailstorm of stones, 

concrete and bottles that rained down on them. Estimates put the number of youths at 

around 1000 and the racial complexion to the riots was no longer downplayed by the 

media.1515 The spectre of racial targeting once again reared into focus, with white-

owned businesses bearing the brunt of the rioter’s anger. Paul Bagguley and Yasmin 

																																																													
1510Andrew	Robinson,	“Soccer	gang	is	suspected	of	triggering	violent	riots,”	Yorkshire	Post,	April	19,	
2001;	Drew	Kendall,	“Trouble	started	by	football	fans,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	April	20,	2001.	
1511Richard	Pendlebury,	“The	truth	about	that	race	riot,”	Daily	Mail,	April	21,	2001.	
1512“Harehills	riot	mob	warned	they	face	jail,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	January	10,	2002.	
1513Bujra	identifies	members	of	the	Bradford	Ointment	Football	hooligan	firm	as	members	of	these	
groups	see	Janet.	M.	Bujra	and	Jenny	Pearce,	Saturday	night	and	Sunday	morning:	the	2001	Bradford	
riot	and	beyond	(Skipton:	Vertical	Editions,	2011).	
1514Danielle	Demetriou,	“Two	stabbed	as	race	riot	flares	in	Bradford,”	The	Telegraph,	July	8,	2001.	
1515Paul	Harris,	“Bradford	under	siege	after	day	of	race	riots,”	The	Observer,	July	8,	2001.	
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Hussein provide numerous insights into the disorder.1516 The parallels with 1995 were 

menacingly repeated: the alleged role of ‘outsiders,’ the preferential treatment given to 

whites, the ebb and flow through the side streets as the police and rioters confronted 

each other. David Waddington applied the Flashpoints model to the riots and 

highlighted some of the key problems in violence research.1517  

The riot differed from the 1995 disorder in several respects. Firstly, the scale was 

greater and the damage done more extensive, hence the reason why the disorder is more 

widely documented and researched than the 1995 riots. Hundreds of police were 

involved, and many hundreds were injured.1518 Millions of pounds’ worth of damage 

was caused. On the second night, gangs of white youths retaliated by attacking Asian 

properties but this was relatively minor compared to the damage done the previous 

night.1519 The reaction of the authorities was also markedly different, especially in the 

courts. 

In the aftermath of the riots, mugshots of those suspected of taking part in the riots were 

displayed in the media glare of national and local newspapers. Operation Wheel was set 

in motion to apprehend the culprits.1520 256 people were charged and in contrast with 

the 1995 riots, 178 were charged with riot, 170 of whom were convicted.1521 When the 

sentences were handed down the Asian community recoiled in shock at the severity of 

the punishments. Appeals based on the same defence that the Bradford 12 had 

successfully used years before that they were acting in self-defence and out of fear1522 

were dismissed.1523 

																																																													
1516Paul	Bagguley	and	Yasmin	Hussain,	“The	Bradford	Riot	of	2001:	A	Preliminary	Analysis,”	(paper	
presented	at	the	Alternative	Futures	and	popular	Protest	Conference,	Manchester	Metropolitan	
University,	April	22-24,	2003).	Paul	Bagguley	and	Yasmin	Hussain,	Riotous	Citizens:	Ethnic	conflict	in	
Multicultural	Britain	(Aldershot:	Ashgate,	2008).	
1517David	Waddington,	“Applying	the	flashpoints	model	of	public	disorder	to	the	2001	Bradford	riot,”	
British	Journal	of	Criminology	50	(2010):	342-359.		
1518Paul	Stokes,	“We	were	overwhelmed,	say	Bradford	riot	police,”	The	Telegraph,	July	9,	2001.	
1519David	Ward	and	Patrick	Wintour,	“Crackdown	to	quell	race	riots,”	The	Guardian,	July	9,	2001.	
1520Steve	Wright,	“Riot’s	wheel	of	justice	turns	full	circle	at	last,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	November	10,	2005.	
1521Alan	Carling	et	al.,	Fair	Justice	for	all?	The	Response	of	the	Criminal	Justice	System	to	the	Bradford	
Disturbances	of	July	2001	(Bradford	University:	Programme	for	a	Peaceful	City,	2004).	
1522Vikram	Dodd,	“Bradford	riot	sentences	‘too	harsh,’”	The	Guardian,	January	30,	2003.	
1523The	authorities	later	showed	to	be	in	self-congratulatory	mood	see	“Judge	Gullick:	We	got	it	right,”	
Telegraph	&	Argus,	November	10,	2005.	
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A year after the riots, a Guardian reporter returned but he saw no difference in the “ugly 

side of Bradford.”1524 There were a multiplicity of reports1525 and studies into the causal 

factors behind the riots. The inability of the academic community to truly comprehend 

the dynamic process in Bradford was laid bare in their disagreements over the existence 

or some would say mythical existence of segregation in the city.1526 In an interesting 

admission, Waddington recognises that Bagguley and Hussain are in part correct when 

they propose that “there is no obvious link between structural factors…(social 

segregation, high unemployment, deprivation, disadvantage and political 

powerlessness) and the propensity to riot.”1527 But these academic debates were 

superseded and languished in the background when violent conflictual contention 

became more lethal. 

On 7th July 2005, four suicide bombers exploded their devices in London, three were 

sons of Pakistani immigrants born and raised in Beeston, Leeds, the fourth originally 

from Jamaica lived in Huddersfield, Yorkshire.1528 Discussions on segregation, 

alienation, polarisation were meaningless, the path to terrorism had been taken and 

considerations of security unfortunately took priority.  

																																																													
1524Paul	Harris,	“Riot	city	reaches	boiling	point,”	The	Observer,	June	30,	2002.	
1525Herman	Ouseley,	Community	Pride	not	prejudice:	making	diversity	work	in	Bradford	(Bradford:	
Bradford	Vision,	2001).	This	was	being	finalised	as	the	riots	erupted.	John	Denham,	Building	Cohesive	
Communities:	A	Report	of	the	Ministerial	Group	on	Public	Order	and	Community	Cohesion	(Home	Office:	
London,	2002);	Ted	Cantle,	Community	Cohesion:	A	Report	of	the	Independent	Review	Team	(London:	
Home	Office,	2001).	
1526Ludi	Simpson,	“Statistics	of	Racial	Segregation:	Measures,	Evidence	and	Policy,”	Urban	Studies	41/3	
(2004):	661-681;	Ron	Johnston,	Michael	Poulsen	and	James	Forrest,	“On	the	Measurement	and	Meaning	
of	Residential	Segregation:	A	Response	to	Simpson,”	Urban	Studies	42/7	(2005):	1221-1227;		Ron	
Johnston,	Deborah	Wilson	and	Simon	Burgess,	“Ethnic	segregation	and	educational	performance	at	
secondary	school	in	Bradford	and	Leicester,”	Environment	and	Planning	39	(2007):	609-629;		Alan	
Carling,	“The	Curious	Case	of	the	Mis-claimed	Myth	Claims:	Ethnic	Segregation,	Polarisation	and	the	
Future	of	Bradford,”	Urban	Studies	45/3	(2008):	553-589;	Ludi	Simpson,	Charles	Husband	and	Yunis	
Alam,	“Comment:	Recognising	Complexity,	Challenging	Pessimism:	The	Case	of	Bradford’s	Urban	
Dynamics,”	Urban	Studies	46/9	(2009):	1995-200;	David	Mc	Evoy,	“Ethnic	Residential	Segregation	in	the	
United	Kingdom	by	Age	Group:	the	Case	of	Bradford,”	Cosmopolitan	Civil	Societies	Journal	1/1	(2009):	
15-38.	
1527David	Waddington,	“Applying	the	Flashpoints	Model	of	Public	Disorder	to	the	2001	Bradford	Riot,”	
British	Journal	of	Criminology	50	(2010):	353.	
1528There	were	four	bombers	which	on	the	face	of	it	precludes	the	incident	from	coming	within	the	
remit	of	this	paper’s	definition	of	violent	conflictual	contention.	However,	subsequent	investigations	
revealed	that	some	of	the	bombers	had	visited	Pakistan	and	were	part	of	a	network	connected	with	Al	
Qaeda.	The	latter	in	fact	claimed	responsibility	although	this	was	disputed.	See	House	of	Commons,	
Report	of	the	Official	Account	of	the	Bombings	in	London	on	7th	July	2005	(London:	The	Stationery	Office,	
2006	HC	1087).	The	widow	of	one	of	the	bombers,	Samantha	Lewthwaite,	has	been	called	the	‘White	
Widow,’	she	is	suspected	of	taking	part	in	the	Nairobi	Westgate	Shopping	Centre	massacre	in	September	
2013,	see	Joanne	Douglas,	“Widow	of	Huddersfield	bomber	involved	with	Isis,”	The	Huddersfield	Daily	
Examiner,	September	28,	2014.	
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The descent to terrorism was there for all to see on the walls of Manningham during the 

1995 riots. The grievances and injustice fixed in the actions of the youths that weekend 

was carved indelibly in the traumas that were to follow. The tremors of violent 

conflictual contention became ever more violent in the wake of the 1995 disturbances, 

climaxing with the disorder that was seen in 2001. Whilst the massacre in 2005 arose 

perhaps because no one asked the right questions and no one certainly provided the 

right answers. Community worker Manawar Jan- Khan was one of the few who 

recognised the deep-seated grievances held by the Asian community,1529 but no one was 

listening to him, in part because the label of ‘fundamentalist’ stained his stark warnings. 

In 2003, he was proclaiming the “right to riot”1530 and by 2015, David Cameron was 

blaming segregation in Bradford for the spread of extremism.1531 

The post-2001 period in Bradford was not blighted by violent conflictual contention that 

tainted the public spaces of Bradford or Leeds to any significant degree.1532 Police 

security operations and the possible sanctions faced by potential perpetrators might have 

had a deterrent effect. Equally, one can only speculate that the confrontations during the 

summer months or Bonfire night in November did not allow the youths sufficient 

opportunity to vent their anger. Consequently, their recourse to violence was either 

appeased or it was dispersed underground into more inaccessible depths. Violence did 

break out at the demonstration by the English Defence League (EDL)1533 in Bradford in 

2010, but the presence of significant police resources was able to thwart any spiral 

towards the level of violence that had been seen when the right-wing had visited the city 

in previous years.1534 During August 2011 the Tottenham riots spilled over into many 

cities and Leeds teetered on the edge when Gavin Clarke, a leading member of the Afro-

Caribbean community was shot dead by Afzal Arif.1535 But violence did not ensue, the 

region passed relatively unscathed which might have been testament to the elimination 

																																																													
1529Manawar	Jan-Khan,	“Bradford	must	face	reality:	Our	people	won’t	put	up	with	this	treatment	any	
longer,”	The	Guardian,	July	12,	2001.		
1530Manawar	Jan-Khan,	“The	right	to	riot?”	Community	Development	Journal	38/1	(2003):	32-42.	
1531Rob	Merrick,	“Prime	Minister	blames	Bradford	‘segregation’	for	spread	of	far	right	and	Islamist	
extremists,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	July	20,	2015.	
1532There	were	violent	confrontations	at	the	Leeds	festival	but	these	subsided	when	the	venue	was	
changed,	see	Martin	Wainwright,	“Stately	venue	for	Leeds	festival	after	2002	riot,”	The	Guardian,	
February	21,	2003.	
1533A	group	set	up	to	oppose	what	they	saw	as	the	‘threat’	from	certain	aspects	of	Islam	in	the	UK.	
1534Patrick	Sawyer,	“Riot	police	tackle	missiles	at	English	Defence	League	protest	in	Bradford,”	The	
Telegraph,	August	28,	2010.	
1535Helen	Clifton,	“How	Leeds	avoided	the	worst	of	the	riots,”	The	Guardian,	July	2,	2012.	
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of violent conflictual contention and more optimism on the streets of Bradford and 

Leeds. Nothing could have been further from the truth. 

It may not have been played out on the streets, but violent conflictual contention had in 

fact descended into the darkest recesses. It had gone underground, drugs had always 

been a problem and gang-related violence was getting more attention.1536 Police 

Operation Stalebank completed in Bradford in 2015 targeting drug dealers prosecuted 

115, of these 77 were of self-defined Asian ethnicity.1537 Inextricably linked to the 

flourishing drug trade and related gang profiles has been the perpetuation of appalling 

levels of poverty and health-related issues.1538 In 2009 the local paper reported that 

Bradford was one of the most deprived cities in the region.1539 In 2011 the Local Health 

Profile for Bradford showed that children were bearing the brunt of poverty.1540 By 

2014 deprivation was still higher than the national average with 30,700 children living 

in poverty.1541 

The burden of being a child born in Bradford was not that only of poverty and health 

but also being the cruel victims of violence. Definitional parameters have value and 

when this research first started, its applicability to the legacy of collective violence in 

Yorkshire was patently obvious. However, over recent years, violent conflictual 

contention in the region has mutated and overt displays of public disorder on the streets 

have diminished. This may in part vindicate some of the observations in the violence 

section of this paper, (2.1.3), that the act of violence is so elusive as to defy any 

containment within definitional parameters, even at a local level. The passage of time 

means that players change, interactional dynamics evolve, vested interests transform 

																																																													
1536Jo	Goodey,	“The	Criminalisation	of	British	Asian	Youth:	research	from	Bradford	and	Sheffield,”	
Journal	of	Youth	Studies	4/4	(2001):	429-450;	Ikhlaq	Din	and	Cedric	Cullingford,	“Pakistani	Gangs	in	
Bradford,”	The	Police	Journal	79	(2006):	258-278;	Marta	Bolognani,	Crime	and	Muslim	Britain:	Race,	
Culture	and	the	Politics	of	Criminology	among	British	Pakistanis	(London:	Tauris	Academic,	2009).	Her	
first	chapter	is	titled:	“The	taboo	of	Criminological	Research	amongst	Minority	Ethnic	Groups,”	and	
chapter	3	has	Bradford	as	a	case	study.	
1537West	Yorkshire	Police,	Freedom	of	Information:	1458/15	(October	15,	2015).	
1538Although	in	2007	the	Office	for	National	Statistics	in	one	of	their	surveys	identified	that	20%	of	the	
workforce	did	not	want	a	job	and	that	26%	had	been	economically	inactive	having	never	secured	a	job,	
Rob	Lowson,	“A	fifth	of	Bradford	district	doesn’t	want	to	work	claims	new	survey,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	
December	9,	2013.	
1539Tanya	O’Rourke,	“Poverty	next	to	wealth	in	our	divided	district,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	June	25,	2009,	
showed	41%	of	electoral	wards	were	among	the	most	deprived	in	the	city.	
1540Claire	Lomax	and	Jo	Winrow,	“Children	bearing	brunt	in	bleak	state	of	our	health,”	Telegraph	&	
Argus,	June	29,	2011.		
1541Public	Health	England,	Bradford	Health	Profile	2015.	Claire	Wilde,	“In	Bradford,	33,000	children	are	
living	in	poverty	and	at	risk	of	going	hungry,	new	report	warns,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	December	14,	2015.	
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and abstract academic definitions, static in time are unable to accommodate the fluidity 

of violence. This again draws attention to the discussion in part 2 of this research on the 

relative virtues of promoting definitional parameters of violence as opposed to 

recognising the historicity of violence specified in time and place. 

The inherent tension in conceptualising violence is born out by recent developments in 

how violence has become manifest in the region. The framework of ‘violent conflictual 

contention’ presented in part 2, if retained and applied to violence in the region over the 

last few years would fail to take within its remit the widespread sexual abuse of young 

girls by specific groups of men, primarily of Pakistani origin, within the Yorkshire 

heartlands. A Police Freedom of Information request for the Bradford district showed 

that for the offence category 19C, rape of a female aged 16 and over, 36% of 

perpetrators had Asian heritage. For category 19D, rape of a female under the age of 16, 

then those of Asian heritage accounted for 55% of offences. Whilst for the category 

20A, sexual assault on a female aged 13 and over it was 41%.1542 Violence had trawled 

the depths of depravity and this was now afflicting the region1543 But the framework of 

violent conflictual contention presented in part 2 refers to the act taking place within the 

domain of public disorder. Although the sexual abuse is organised, it involves groups of 

Pakistani males coordinating their actions and complies with all the other elements set 

down by the framework of violent conflictual contention, this ‘new’1544 manifestation of 

violence is not in a public forum. Not only have the contours of violence changed but 

																																																													
1542West	Yorkshire	Police,	Freedom	of	Information:	1461/15	(October	8,	2015).	The	figures	apply	to	the	
period	1/2009-8/2015.	The	latest	population	figures	show	in	June	2015,	that	20.3%	of	the	Bradford	
population	was	of	Pakistani	ethnic	origin;	the	largest	proportion	in	England.	City	of	Bradford	MDC,	
“Population,”	https://www.bradford.gov.uk/open-data/our-datasets/population/	(Accessed	November,	
2015).	
1543“15	charged	in	connection	with	alleged	rape	and	sexual	abuse	of	girl	after	police	investigation,”	
Telegraph	&	Argus,	May	26,	2015;	Jenifer	Loweth,	“Ten	men	guilty	of	rape	in	schoolgirl	sex	attack,”	
Telegraph	&	Argus,	December	18,	2015.		
1544The	warning	signs	were	to	be	seen	for	many	years;	Mawby	and	Batta	identified	that	93.3%	of	all	
victims	of	sex	crimes	committed	by	Asians	were	in	fact	non-Asian.	Rob	Mawby	and	I.D.	Batta,	Asians	and	
crime:	the	Bradford	experience	(Southall:	Scope	Communication	for	the	National	Association	of	Asian	
Youth,	1980),	46.	In	1985	a	probe	into	child	sex	abuse	was	launched	by	Bradford’s	Social	Services,	see	
Jim	Greenhalf,	“Council	probe	on	child	abuse,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	December	7,	1985.	In	1996,	the	
charity,	Barnardo’s,	had	conducted	a	project	in	Bradford	and	found	that	children	were	being	raped	and	
tortured.	Maggie	O’Kane,	“Girls	aged	12	‘fed	to	paedophiles,’”	The	Guardian,	August	21,	1996.	In	the	
latter	two	reports,	the	background	identity	of	the	perpetrators	involved	was	not	discussed.	
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the theoretical lens of analysis would have to be perpetually modified to keep abreast of 

the constant state of flux that infuses collective violence.1545  

Perhaps the tension between the historicity of violence on a local level cannot be 

reconciled with the conceptual attributes of violent conflictual contention promoted in 

the frame of reference of this research. Does this mean that the original postulates of the 

research in formulating what was an essentialist approach to the concept of violence are 

compromised? Absolutely, but as mentioned previously, it is not the answers provided 

but the questions set that vindicate the research endeavour and sustain the social 

sciences. This research has certainly raised more questions, one of which is how to 

reconcile the historicity of specific acts of violence with a comprehensive conceptual 

appreciation of the phenomena. In this way, the research is turning full circle back to the 

discussion set down in chapter two when Randall Collins felt that a general theory of 

violence was not yet realised but that “we may be at the end of the beginning.” But this 

assumes one can demarcate between the end and the beginning. However, a more 

suitable analogy would be with the Penrose Steps or “impossible staircase,” developed 

by Lionel and Roger Penrose.1546 Whereby the researcher having just worn the path to 

the summit and is satisfied that he/she has found the answers only turns at the apex and 

realises that another path presents itself and the descent or ascent provides a new path to 

pursue and new questions to formulate. This perhaps reflects the path of violent research 

and the unfolding conceptual realisations and limitations it imposes.  

6.2 Mining	Decay	
In July 2014, a gang of South Yorkshire heroin and cocaine dealers was imprisoned as	a 

result of Operation Catchall, the target areas were Rotherham and Sheffield. No one 

should have been surprised. Already back in 2002 there were warnings, The Guardian 

ran an article: “Heroin fills void when pits collapsed: ‘modern plague hitting villages 

which have had pride removed.’”1547 The significance of this development is that 

violent conflictual contention on the picket line in the glare of the public mutated into 

																																																													
1545The	legacy	of	violence	continues	to	erode	society,	see	Julie	Tickner,	“Two	thirds	of	West	Yorkshire	
Police	child	sex	investigations	are	in	Bradford,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	September	12,	2014;	“Keighley	
grooming	case:	‘Arrogant’	Asian	gang	of	12	jailed	for	130	years,”	Yorkshire	Post,	February	8,	2016.	
1546Lionel.	S.	Penrose	and	Roger	Penrose,	“Impossible	Objects:	A	Special	Type	of	Visual	Illusion,”	British	
Journal	of	Psychology	49/1	(1959):	31-33.	
1547MP	John	Mann	had	raised	the	issue	of	an	epidemic	in	his	constituency,	see	Martin	Wainwright,	
“Heroin	fills	void	left	when	pits	collapsed,”	The	Guardian,	September	21,	2002.	
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something more pernicious in the back alleys and front rooms of the stark terraces of 

once proud communities. Hand in hand with drugs was the emergence of child sexual 

exploitation, and similar disturbing parallels can be made with the developments in 

Bradford outlined above, only this time it was in Rotherham.  

The NUM and the miners had imposed a closed set community ethos in which hard 

work down the pits and hard play in the pubs and union clubs both contained and 

instilled a set of moral values and norms that they passed from generation to generation. 

The collapse of these values in the shadow of their defeat in the strike, together with the 

influx of immigrant groups into low-cost housing areas made vacant by miners moving 

away, changed the communities	irreparably. In a landmark report	by Alexis Jay 

published 21st August, 2014 into Child Sexual Exploitation1548 she found gangs of Asian 

men, primarily of Pakistani heritage had been systematically abusing and exploiting 

young girls over many years. They had set up a network coordinating their acts in which 

children were systematically raped and abused, some 1400 victims were identified. She 

noted that previous reports that linked child sexual exploitation and drugs, guns and 

gangland criminality in the area had been ignored. She identified an institutional 

paralysis at all levels that was afraid to investigate the matter for fear of disturbing 

political and cultural sensibilities when it came to the ethnic communities.  

Orgreave did not represent the pinnacle of violent conflictual contention.	As with 

Bradford, it foretold of more violent episodes. In fact, both cases acted as an accelerant. 

This is perhaps the key realisation when it comes to violence, such that once introduced 

into the narrative of relations it festers and mutates. The more intense the episode of 

violence the more intense the reverberations are felt, sooner or later. In its wake, 

nothing is the same, memories become distorted, the violence may abate but often this 

is transient as violence has the capacity to be perpetual. To truly understand the 

historicity of the cases presented and how they have impacted on the people of 

Yorkshire, then presenting an insight into the post-case events becomes a categorical 

imperative.   

Orgreave and Bradford were accelerants of violence for different reasons and herein lies 

the enigma that is violence. Failure on the 18th at Orgreave only fed into the resolve for 

																																																													
1548Alexis	Jay,	Independent	Inquiry	into	Child	Sexual	Exploitation	in	Rotherham	1997-2013	(Rotherham:	
Rotherham	Metropolitan	Borough	Council,	2014).	
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further and heightened violence when the strike began to falter amidst the return to work 

by the scab workers. The bitterness of humiliation on the 18th rankled in the 

communities and the picket line became ever more abrasive. The resolve of defeat was 

to propel the miners and communities to more violent confrontations. In so doing they 

sealed their own fate and ensured the decimation not only of their industry but their 

communities, from whence the fissures opened to be filled by a different violent 

realisation. 

As for Bradford, the ethnic sensibilities were stimulated further when the Pakistani 

community could see that their resort to confrontation, both peaceful and violent were 

remarkably successful strategies. Non-violent confrontation had resulted in Local 

Authorities acquiescing to their demands on a variety of issues. The 1995 riot had 

concentrated minds and temporarily raised pertinent issues related to the ethnic 

communities that all was not well. But those involved in the riots had not been subject 

to any significant sanctions, the community and the area were able to attract increased 

Central Government investment. Success gave an impetus to their demands and the 

resolve to articulate further and in more strident terms that their way of life, their 

symbols, their values, their religion which was intrinsic to who they were, should be left 

sacrosanct by wider society. This was also reflected in a growing self-confidence by 

Asian youth who were now willing to stand up to outside influences and institutions that 

they saw as more and more alien. Post-1995 the encounters between Pakistani youth 

and police and Pakistani youth and other ethnic groups became more bitter and more 

protracted culminating in the 2001 riots, but the violence did not stop. 

Both cases were overshadowed by further violent interludes. They opened the door for 

those communities to ascend to higher levels of violence. In response, the state actors 

imposed measures of social control that effectively curtailed, at least in the short term, 

any subsequent public displays that would be allowed to descend to violent conflictual 

contention. In so doing, whilst they may have closed the door to overt public displays of 

violence, they may have inadvertently opened the door to more insidious forms of 

covert violence. This certainly provides an interesting, although tentative supposition, 

that could form the basis for future investigation. 

But what about the Leeds fans, how did the terrace and street violence reveal itself?  
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6.3 Fan	Fatalities	
As with the Bradford and Orgreave cases, the 1975 Leeds case preceded another event 

that was greater in scale and ferocity. The police had been asking questions and had 

been setting up more control measures but to no avail. The match against Manchester 

City in the FA Cup has already been referred to, and violence followed Leeds fans. 

Since the 2001/2002 Leeds has ranked as number one in either the total number of 

arrests or banning orders in their division.1549 

The new century saw Leeds fans once again brought into the public glare. It is unclear 

how many were involved, although six were arrested and charged when Leeds players 

on a night out in Leeds violently attacked a young Asian youth in January 2000.1550 But 

things went from bad to worse that year. At the time, Leeds had one of the most 

attractive sides in the country and they were competing in Europe. In the Uefa Cup 

semi-final against Galatasaray in Turkey, April 2000, two Leeds fans were stabbed to 

death amidst violent scenes in the centre of Istanbul.1551 In the return match at Elland 

Road there was disorder at the match1552 and when Turkey met England in an 

international match at Sunderland two years later, a large contingent of Leeds fans went 

to the game intent on revenge. The major confrontations were with police who 

intervened to separate the fans, there were 105 people held during the disturbances.1553 

In 2002 at a cup tie with Cardiff in Wales, Leeds was defeated by the lower division 

team. Although there was not widespread disorder due to the security operation in place, 

the Leeds fans were subject to a hail of vehemence and missiles from the Cardiff 

fans.1554 Aggrieved at the way they had been treated, when Cardiff visited Leeds a few 

																																																													
1549See	Appendix	13.	Banning	orders	can	be	imposed	on	fans	preventing	them	from	attending	matches,	
other	conditions	may	also	be	applied.	Exceptions	were	the	2003/2004	and	2011/2012	periods	when	
they	came	second	both	in	their	division	and	nationally.		
1550Daniel	Taylor,	“Leeds	will	stand	by	arrested	pair,”	The	Guardian,	January	20,	2000;	“Leeds	players	
deny	assault,”	The	Guardian,	January	30,	2001;	Martin	Wainwright,	“Leeds	players	used	shocking	
violence	on	student,	court	told,”	The	Guardian,	February	13,	2001.	Read	also:	Tony	Blackshaw	and	Tim	
Crabbe,	“Leeds	on	trial:	soap	opera,	performativity	and	the	racialisation	of	sports-related	violence,”	
Patterns	of	Prejudice	39/3	(2005):	327-342.	
1551Chris	Morris,	“Leeds	fans	die	in	Istanbul,”	The	Guardian,	April	6,	2000.	
1552Martin	Wainwright,	“Leeds	fans	charged	after	violence,”	The	Guardian,	April	22,	2000.	
1553Paul	Kelso,	“Intelligence	hailed	as	key	to	foiling	violence,”	The	Guardian,	April	4,	2003.		
1554Patrick	Slaughter,	“A	day	out	with	the	‘old	boys,”	in	British	Football	and	Social	Exclusion,	ed.	Stephen	
Wagg	(London:	Routledge,	2004),	55-72.		
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years later after Leeds had been relegated, violent conflictual contention broke out and 

18 were arrested, 4 police officers were injured.1555 

On the field, they were still seen as ‘Dirty Leeds.’1556 Factor in financial meltdown for 

the club during the new millennium when they were relegated1557 and being savagely 

punished with one of the heaviest points deduction in football history,1558 then being a 

Leeds fan must surely carry a health warning, it also reinforced the victim-like mindset 

that has been all pervading.1559 

Being relegated to the old third division in 2007/2008 and stranded in that league and 

the Championship1560 ever since has brought few encounters between Leeds and 

Manchester United. The latter have ascended the heights of football and when Leeds 

were drawn to meet Manchester in the FA cup third round at Old Trafford in January 

2009, fears arose of impending violence. But sweeping powers given to the police 

nullified any large-scale violence. Under Section 27 of the Violent Crime Reduction 

Act, 2006, a number of Leeds fans were ‘expelled’ from the vicinity of the ground. 

Leeds against all the odds went on to win the game. Another cup encounter in 

September 2011 saw Manchester travel to Leeds. Manchester’s manager, Sir Alex 

Ferguson described his team’s stay in Leeds as like a “scene from Zulu.”1561 Four 

months later the police issued pictures of youths wanted after clashes that had taken 

place and Police Superintendant Francis noted: “Our officers witnessed some appalling 

behaviour. It was shocking to see people of all ages taking part in violence.”1562 

																																																													
1555Joanne	Ginley,	“Court	told	of	rampage	by	soccer	fans,”	Yorkshire	Post,	June	29,	2005.	Geoff	Fox,	
“Yobs	turned	on	police	after	Elland	Road	clash,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	June	30,	2005.	
1556In	the	2002/2003	season,	they	committed	the	most	number	of	fouls:	“26%	of	United’s	games	kicked	
off	at	3pm	on	a	Saturday	and	Leeds…”	The	Guardian,	August	11,	2003.	
1557Kevin	Mitchell,	“How	Leeds	lost	it,”	The	Observer,	March	10,	2002.	Daniel	Taylor,	“Leeds	in	danger	of	
sinking	without	trace,”	The	Guardian,	October	20,	2003.	
1558Shaun	Best,	“Leeds	United	and	football’s	super	creditors,”	Soccer	&	Society	11/5	(2010):	659-667.	
1559In	2015,	the	new	chairman	of	Leeds	was	banned	for	a	period	of	time	for	irregularities	in	a	financial	
transaction	in	Italy.	Many	Leeds	fans	saw	this	as	yet	another	example	of	the	injustice	inflicted	on	the	
club,	especially	when	they	felt	other	foreign	nationals	who	were	chairmen	of	rival	clubs	were	not	
afforded	the	same	level	of	scrutiny.	
1560The	old	second	division.	
1561Zulu	refers	to	the	film	and	the	historical	encounter	between	British	redcoats	and	Zulu	warriors	in	
South	Africa	at	Rorke’s	Drift	in	1879,	see	Chris	Wheeler,	“Ferguson:	Our	stay	in	Leeds	was	like	scene	
from	Zulu,”	Daily	Mail,	September	23,	2011.		
1562“Caught	on	camera:	Police	urge	fans	to	turn	in	soccer	thugs	from	Leeds	-	Manchester	clash,”	
Yorkshire	Post,	January	5,	2012.	Manchester	fans	were	chanting	about	the	death	of	the	Leeds	fans	in	
Istanbul,	Leeds	fans	were	chanting	about	the	Munich	air	disaster	in	1958.	
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Undoubtedly the opportunity for violent conflictual contention on the scale seen in the 

1970’s has been curtailed by enhanced powers given to the police and their clampdown 

on emerging signs of violence at matches. But the shadow of violence glares 

unnervingly wherever Leeds fans travel.1563 They see themselves perhaps as the victims’ 

eternal, subjugated by the authorities and reviled by other fans. Even when they have 

not been in the top flight of football there is still a loathing of Leeds United. World 

Soccer Talk website ran an article in 2013: “We all Hate Leeds. That’s Why the Premier 

League Needs Them.”1564 They quoted a Leeds fan: “To be completely honest with you, 

I think we kind of enjoy being hated. It’s the kind of backs to the wall, us against the 

world mentality we’ve been built on, so you just learn to accept its part of being a Leeds 

fan and laugh at the clubs who hate you for no particular reason.”1565 Despite being out 

of the top league for several years, Leeds was the most hated team in the country.1566 

Less than one year earlier, The Guardian ran an article: “It’s not that Leeds are 

paranoid, it’s that everybody hates them.”1567 

To forgive and forget is not in the repertoire of Leeds fans; an injustice felt is an 

injustice met, sooner or later.1568 What is unnerving is how fertile society still is in 

allowing for football-related violence to emerge. Leeds has been shown to have a 

violent following and how this will be realised in the future is speculative. In the two 

other cases, violent conflictual contention has sunk to the depths of depravity in their 

communities. But there have already been worrying indications that all is not well in the 

ranks of Leeds supporters.1569 Leeds has had a disturbing reputation as painted in this 

research. Linked to this has been a malignancy of racism1570 that has attached itself to 

																																																													
1563“Leeds	United	supporters	named	as	worst	offending	football	fans	when	travelling	on	trains,”	The	
Telegraph,	March	30,	2015;	James	Orr,	“Leeds	United	fans	arrested	after	violence	breaks	out	during	pre-
season	friendly	against	Eintracht	Frankfurt	in	Austria,”	The	Independent,	July	22,	2015.	
1564Peter	Quinn,	“We	all	Hate	Leeds.	That’s	Why	the	Premier	League	Needs	Them,”	October	17,	2013.	
http://worldsoccertalk.com/2013/10/17/we-all-hate-leeds-thats-why-the-premier-league-needs-them/	
(Accessed	January,	2014).	
1565Ibid.			
1566“Football	fans	united	in	hating	Leeds,”	Daily	Mirror,	August	9,	2008.		
1567Richard	Williams,	“It's	not	that	Leeds	are	paranoid,	it's	that	everybody	hates	them,”	The	Guardian,	
May	1,	2007;	Blake	Welton,	“Why	do	most	supporters	hate	Leeds	United?”	Huddersfield	Examiner,	
September	6,	2016.	
1568Even	in	May	2015,	a	local	paper	had	the	apt	title	of	an	article,	see	Phil	Hay,	“Leeds	United:	Whites	
still	smarting	from	Euro	final	injustices,”	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	May	28,	2015.	The	final	of	course	took	
place	in	1974.	
1569ITV	Report,	“Leeds	fans	ranked	top	three	in	racism	cases	list,”	March	24,	2015.			
1570Nick	Lowles,	“Far	out	with	the	far	Right,”	in	Hooligan	Wars,	ed.	Mark	Perryman	(Edinburgh:	
Mainstream	Publishing,	2001),	112,	asserts	that	Leeds	was	regarded	as	one	of	the	worst	grounds	to	visit:	
“the	threatening	atmosphere	of	Elland	Road,	with	Nazi	salutes	and	racist	songs,”	up	to	the	1990’s.	See	
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the fans.1571 In the past this was often linked to far-right groups such as Combat 18 or 

the BNP.1572 These groups have reached their nadir to be replaced in part by the EDL. 

Whilst this latter group has gone into decline it has attracted large numbers from the 

football firm fraternity. Violent conflictual contention is now effectively controlled on 

the terraces but increased control measures may have inadvertently lead to its 

manifestation in other locales and other groups as revealed in the ranks of the EDL and 

the emergence of other splinter groups.1573 Europe is in a state of flux, the threat of 

extremism in both religious and political guises is an increasingly uncomfortable 

characteristic.1574 Where unshackled by the state it can lead to destructive ends	and 

existing groups with a predisposition for violence have become involved in serious 

violent conflictual contention on the political level in some European countries.1575 So 

far the size and impact are not as evident in the United Kingdom as it is on the 

continent, although as noted previously, football fans were involved in altercations with 

the ethnic minorities in Bradford on different occasions. 

The paper now turns to concluding comments on some of the grievance and identity 

factors raised in the research thus far. 

7 Grievance	Overview	
Within the grievance framework, the division between suddenly imposed grievances, 

violated principle and illegitimate inequality certainly had its limitations. There was 

																																																																																																																																																																																			
also	Nick	Varley,	Park	Life	(Harmondsworth:	Penguin,	1999)	who	recollected	his	visits	to	Elland	Road	and	
the	way	in	which	the	crowd	reveled	in	their	racial	abuse	of	opposing	players.		
1571The	club	has	taken	repeated	and	sustained	action	to	deal	with	the	issue.	Paul	Thomas,	“Marching	on	
Together?	Football	fans	taking	a	stand	against	racism,”	in	Sport	and	Challenges	to	Racism,	ed.	Jonathan	
Long	and	Karl	Spracklen	(Basingstoke:	Palgrave	and	Macmillan,	2011),	185-198.	An	interesting	article	on	
the	subject	is	Steve	Greenfield	and	Guy	Osborn,	“When	the	Whites	Go	Marching	In?	Racism	and	
resistance	in	English	Football,”	Marquette	Sports	Law	Review	6/2	(1996):	315-335.	
1572Duncan	Campbell,	“BNP	keeps	link	with	violent	neo-Nazis,”	The	Guardian,	October	26,	1994.	Combat	
18	was	an	extremist	group	involved	in	attacks	on	ethnic	groups,	it	was	active	in	Leeds.	
1573Jane	Simon,	“Angry,	White	and	proud:	Where	the	English	Defence	League	meets	Anjem	Choudray,”	
Daily	Mirror,	January	14,	2015.			
1574Daniel	Boffey,	“Whitehall	fears	Russian	hooligans	had	Kremlin	links,”	The	Guardian,	June	18,	2016;	
Sally	Guyoncourt,	“Linz	clashes:	Football	supporters	in	mass	brawl	with	refugees	in	Austria,”	The	
Independent,	September	11,	2016.	Interestingly,	this	newspaper	was	one	of	the	few	to	report	the	
incident	in	Austria.	
1575RT	News,	“Football	ultras	attack	anti-government	protesters	in	eastern	Ukraine,”	April	27,	2014;	
James.	M.	Dorsey,	“Pitched	Battles:	The	role	of	Ultra	Soccer	Fans	in	the	Arab	Spring,”	Mobilization,	17/4	
(2012):	411-418;	Alberto	Testa	and	Gary	Armstrong,	Football,	Fascism	and	Fandom:	The	Ultras	of	Italian	
Football	(London:	A&C	Black,	2010);	Josef	Smolik,	“Football	hooliganism	from	the	standpoint	of	
extremism,”	Central	European	Political	Studies	Review	Autumn	(2004).		
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overlap between the three, at times they were not mutually exclusive and did occur 

either in juxtaposition with each other or sequentially. Such problems were alluded to 

by Heather Schuereman in her work linking injustice to crimes1576 and by Bert 

Klandermans.1577 Although they were useful categories for the purposes of this paper in 

providing descriptive markers for investigating the cases of violent conflictual 

contention, there were problems in demarcation and they need to be recognised.  

7.1 Primordial	Man		
The violent acts seen in the cases were not sophisticated; they involved the striking of 

punches and/or kicks and the recurrent use of throwing missiles. The latter was used 

extensively in all the cases and whilst it was habitual, it might also have been 

attributable to the nature of social control that was imposed. The police presence was 

high profile, in all of the cases they deviated from normal practice by introducing either 

new tactics or new instruments of social control. In Bradford, they introduced new style 

batons, whilst in Orgreave the use of proactive police tactics, implemented for the first 

time, reflected the edicts set down in the Public Order Manual drawn up by the 

Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO). At Elland Road, the ground was one of 

the first in the country to use CCTV cameras and the segregation of rival followers was 

imposed. The recourse by the police for an increased propensity to introduce different 

means of social control perhaps needs to be set within a framework of the move towards 

paramilitarism in the British police force. The issue was discussed extensively in the 

1980’s and 1990’s in the light of the violence seen on the picket lines and inner-city 

riots.1578 Yet although differential forms of social control were enacted by the police in 

																																																													
1576Heather.	L.	Scheureman,	“The	relationship	between	injustice	and	crime:	A	general	strain	theory	
approach,”	Journal	of	Criminal	Justice	41	(2013):	375-385.	
1577Bert	Klandermans,	“How	Group	Identification	Helps	to	Overcome	the	Dilemma	of	Collective	Action,”	
The	American	Behavioral	Scientist	45/5	(2002):	889.	Drury	also	notes	some	of	the	problems,	John	Drury	
et	al.,	“The	phenomenology	of	empowerment	in	collective	action,”	British	Journal	of	Social	Psychology	
44	(2005):	310.	
1578Peter.	A.	J.	Waddington,	“Towards	Paramilitarism?	Dilemmas	in	policing	civil	disorder,”	British	
Journal	of	Criminology	27/1	(1987):	37-46.	Waddington	was	subsequently	drawn	into	a	debate	on	the	
relative	virtues	of	the	approach	with	Tony	Jefferson,	see	Peter.	A.	J.	Waddington,	“The	case	against	
paramilitary	policing	considered,”	British	Journal	of	Criminology	33/3	(1993):	353-373;	Tony	Jefferson,	
“Pondering	Paramilitarism,	A	question	of	standpoints,”	British	Journal	of	Criminology	33/3	(1993):	374-
381.	
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all three cases, violence broke out confirming Nassauer’s observation that policing 

strategy “is not the only explanatory factor for violence.”1579 

The favoured modus operandi by all of the groups was throwing a wide variety of 

miscellaneous objects. Throwing a stone or bottle is indiscriminate, its intended target is 

not always assured, as at Orgreave when several miners were hit by various objects. But 

the throwing of stones is the resort of the ‘poor,’ it enabled them to gain limited access 

to their target and allowed them to compensate for their material deficiencies. In 

Bradford, moltov cocktails and lumps of cement were to hand. At Orgreave, milk 

bottles, wall stones and discarded metal from the local scrapyard were used. The Leeds 

fans were able to cannibalise the debris from the roadworks where the M62/M1 

motorway was being constructed. The use of missiles undulated through each of the 

events. These were interspersed by instances of forward panic when groups surged 

forward hurling what came to hand, at times able to engage in face-to-face altercations, 

then to disengage, waver and then retreat. They would then reassemble and the cycle 

would be repeated.  

After the first encounters the groups could have dispersed, they did not, instead they 

kept coming back time and again so something must have been propelling them 

forward. Perhaps they enjoyed the sensation of thrill seeking, although this was not 

possible to ascertain from all the cases except the Leeds case where this was 

apparent.1580 If they did not enjoy the sensation then something else must have been 

sending them down that hill at Orgreave or to Lawcroft House. Perhaps the sense of 

empowerment the groups derived from their numbers overtook them and caused them to 

act in a destructive manner. The intoxication of being in a group should not be 

underestimated and the group baying in opposition at their perceived ‘enemies’ might 

easily lead to further contagion or emergent norms that pursue a violent course.  

Conversely, the number of police officers present may have been a catalyst for violence 

in all three cases. Winterton sees the ratio of police to pickets as instrumental in the 

aggressiveness of the police present.1581 Whether they were aggressive or not, the mere 

																																																													
1579Anne	Nassauer,	“From	Hate	to	Collective	Violence:	Research	and	Practical	Implications,”	Journal	of	
Hate	Studies	9	(2010):	206.	
1580Gordon.	W.	Russell,	“Sport	riots:	A	social	psychological	review,”	Aggression	and	Violent	Behavior	9	
(2004):	353-378,	develops	this	further.	
1581Jonathon	Winterton	and	Ruth	Winterton,	Coal,	Crisis	and	Conflict:	The	1984-85	Miners’	Strike	in	
Yorkshire	(Manchester:	Manchester	University	Press,	1989),	162.	
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presence of large numbers of police was certainly provocative to the Kashmiri youth. As 

for the Leeds fans, the large numbers present could not curtail the levels of violence 

witnessed. If one takes out the police from the equation or reduces the numbers 

involved would the likelihood of public disorder have been reduced or exacerbated? As 

West Yorkshire Chief Constable, Keith Hellawell noted after the first night of 

disturbances in Bradford 1995, the police initially took a low-profile after advice from 

community leaders, but that clearly did not work with an escalation in violence.1582 

Another approach when looking at the role of the police might be to appreciate the 

police disposition and perceptions towards the crowds forming. Saari notes that 

“polarity” between the police and the crowd is dependent to some degree on whether the 

police sees the crowd as “easy,” “ordinary,” “difficult” or “deviant.”1583 Without access 

to the pre-disposition of the police prior to the event it is impossible to make any 

substantial conclusions, yet undoubtedly the Leeds fans, miners and Kashmiri youths 

when gathering would not have been construed as “easy” or “ordinary.” In all three 

cases, the police adopted a pro-active approach that perhaps ran counter to the assertions 

made by Della Porta and Reiter that “soft policing” was a characteristic feature of the 

1980’s and 1990’s in Western Democracies.1584 

Clearly there were grievances that preceded the violent conflictual contention and 

brought them to Lawcroft House, Orgreave and Elland Road, but once there, confronted 

with the police, scabs or Manchester fans their actions revealed a mindset that was 

finalistic because it was purposive to their survival in that environ: “Their actions were 

imbued with automatic and immediate responses mediated by very strong, negative 
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(2006):	1-26.	
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Policing	Protest,	eds	Donatella	Della	Porta	and	Herbert	Reiter	(Minneapolis:	Univeristy	of	Minnesota	
Press,	1998),	1-32.			
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emotions such as hate or anger which was the result of the perception of being the 

innocent victim of some damage, injustice or wrong.”1585 

The groups felt they were ‘right,’ the injustices they faced were deserving of violent 

sanction. The slight felt by the Kashmiri youth when their women and elders were 

manhandled or ignored: the miners unable to express their right to picket or engage with 

the scabs or the brazen arrogance of Manchester fans walking through the streets of 

Leeds were injustices that needed addressing. These are what Scheureman calls 

“interactional injustices in real time” because they violated the miners, Mirpuri youths, 

and Leeds fans view of themselves as being ‘sacred.’1586 This, in turn, unlocked the 

emotions of hate and/or anger thus creating a desire for pre-emptive or reactive 

violence. But if this violation is at the heart of interactional injustice then this needs an 

explicit recognition of the role of the ‘other,’ and this recognition of the interactional 

approach is demanded by many researchers.1587 Certainly this research has recognised 

the role of the ‘other,’ though the focus, despite the attendant limitations has been on the 

groups of Leeds fans, miners and Kashmiri youths, their point of view, their grievances, 

their identity. But one cannot ignore the instrumental role of the police in both the 

creation and distillation of the reactive and pre-emptive forms of violence seen in the 

cases presented. 
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of	2001:	A	Preliminary	Analysis”	(paper	presented	at	the	Alternative	Futures	and	popular	Protest	
Conference,	Manchester	Metropolitan	University,	April	22-24,	2003),	3.	In	fact	this	echoes	the	call	made	
by	Stott	and	Reicher	that	the	role	of	the	police	in	the	development	of	events	has	been	marginalised,	see	
Clifford	Stott	and	Stephen	Reicher,	“Crowd	Action	as	Intergroup	Process:	Introducing	the	Police	
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address	this	issue,	see	David	Waddington,	Policing	Public	Disorder,	Theory	and	Practice	(Cullompton:	
Willan	Publishing,	2007).	And	of	course,	Collins	who	also	called	for	a	micro	interactional	approach:	
Randall	Collins,	Violence:	A	Micro-Sociological	Theory	(Princeton:	Princeton	University	Press,	2008).	
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7.2 Suddenly	Imposed	Grievances	
Despite the attempts by some observers, including this author, to portray some of the 

cases as being choreographed as a pitched battle, the reality was that ‘guerilla’ tactics 

were the order of the day. The amorphous mass splintered into smaller subunits 

dispersed over an area wider than the one around which the participants had 

symbolically gathered, with hit and run being the preferred tactic, this was asymmetrical 

urban warfare. Here the subject and the act itself shifted abruptly back and forth 

between the extremes of victim and perpetrator and between pre-emptive initiated 

violence and self-defence.  

Within the microcosm of Garfield Avenue, the shift between pre-emptive violence and 

self-defence was rapid; within fifteen minutes, depending on whose version one accepts. 

Standoffs at barricades, interspersed by missiles being thrown were punctuated by 

police advances and arrests. The pre-emptive assaults on Lawcroft House with bottle 

and stone throwing by youths were confronted by police lines moving forward. This 

dispersal shifted the initiative to the youths who roamed the streets, to them they were 

acting in self-defence and the collateral damage arising from their subsequent damage to 

premises was the inevitable result of what they saw as police aggression. The sequence 

was repeated on the Saturday, the significant difference being the advance of youths 

into the city centre outside Manningham. The violent conflictual contention on both 

Friday and Saturday unfolded, with pre-emptive assaults by the youths throwing 

missiles when they assembled in front of Lawcroft House. To the youths though, they 

were acting in self-defence. As the conflagration intensified it became impossible to 

delimit between what was a pre-emptive assault and what was an act of self-defence. 

They merged imperceptibly together into a simple brutality. The suddenly imposed 

grievances arising from perceived police discrimination and heavy-handedness distilled 

into a loathing of the police, especially when outside Lawcroft House the police 

employed multiple tactics of containment, dispersal and arrest. But as Mohammed Taj, 

Commission panel member points out: “it is evident that, in a very real sense, the 

culprits were the rioters themselves. No one made them throw stones or bottles, start 

fires, damage property or cars, intimidate or injure their fellow citizens.”1588 

																																																													
1588Mohammed	Taj,	“A	‘Can	Do’	City,	Supplementary	Observations,	Comments	and	Recommendations	to	
the	Bradford	Commission	Report,”	(Bradford,	1996),	6.	
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Looking at the witness statements presented by the miners at Orgreave there was a 

recurrent theme of denying or castigating others for throwing missiles. The fact that it 

happened was undeniable, the extent though is debatable. In the early morning, pre-

emptive assaults by the miners on plant property had taken place. Missiles had been 

thrown at the police lines before the riot shields were called up. When a bottle smashed 

in front of the police it is common sense that they would want to protect themselves.  

It is also patently obvious that when faced with the ritualistic picket line push the police 

would want to protect themselves. The ritualistic picket shove was not for the faint-

hearted. The initial charge, smashing into the shields, the shouts and invectives must 

have been intimidating. But when the police boots cracked miners’shins out of the sight 

of camera and the truncheon was stabbed forward, then the suddenly imposed 

grievances mutated into self-defence. The picket line shove was less than a minute, but 

even within the blink of an eye, grievances take hold and the injustice of police violence 

takes precedence. When kicks to the shins were replaced by police horse charges and 

colonial style snatch squads deployed to intimidate and arrest, then the volatility of 

suddenly imposed grievances became dispersed over the fields and the futility of the 

missile throwing became apparent. They were symbolic tokens of resistance; all 

semblance of dignity had been stripped from the miners. The throwing of the missile 

was totally indiscriminate and certainly, in the early morning, it was from persons that 

had not experienced or witnessed gratuitous acts of violence thus far on that day. This 

soon transformed to self-defence when the police advanced and by the time it had 

reached the village it was pure survival for the miners. But as on the fields, so it was in 

the narrow streets of the village. As the police advanced and then recoiled to 

consolidate, the miners would imitate the shifting flow. At first tentatively moving 

forwards, all the time missiles being thrown, the crescendo increasing behind barricades 

with stakes jaggedly pointing forward, erected to stop the police horse advance into the 

village. This was the epitome of self-defence. The grievances the miners had brought to 

the fields of Orgreave were insignificant compared to those suddenly imposed 

grievances experienced that day.  

The actual acts of violence that erupted on that October day in Leeds were totally 

spontaneous but totally expected. The suddenly imposed grievances imposed that 

morning when Manchester fans entered the city revolved around self-defence for many 

Leeds fans. By later on in the morning and certainly by the afternoon the Leeds fans 
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were the instigators of much of the violence. To many Leeds fans engaged in the 

violence, even if they had not been attacked or threatened beforehand, the pre-emptive 

violence they would inflict was not gratuitous or indiscriminate. Rather they saw it as an 

act of self-defence; if they did not hit first then they would be hit. The events in the 

morning had reaffirmed the violent intent of Manchester fans. The suddenly imposed 

grievances emerging that day alone were enough in the eyes of the Leeds fans to 

warrant retribution. Michel Wieviorka notes that “today’s aggressors were often 

yesterday’s victims,”1589 yet in the case of the Leeds fans the time frame was greatly 

reduced. More importantly, Wieviorka adds that this transformation of the subject and 

their appreciation of changing grievances “can also take the form of a logic of 

vengeance. This logic is much more conscious and is often legitimate in cultural terms, 

or even part of an endless cycle in which every vendetta leads to another.”1590 

There is the saying that ‘revenge is a dish best served cold,’ in other words before 

seeking revenge one should wait until enough time has elapsed from the original 

insult/offence before one seeks redress from the target. Nothing could be farther from 

the truth when it came to those groups examined in this paper. “Violent behavior is 

often motivated by a desire for retribution and/or justice when a person has a 

grievance,”1591 and they sought immediate redress for the injustices they felt or 

perceived. The suddenly imposed grievances felt in the morning by the Leeds fans were 

redressed by the afternoon. The Kashmiri youths were already looking for redress 

within an hour of the confrontation on Garfield Avenue by marching to Lawcroft 

House. The miners sought redress as soon as the horses came charging.1592   

The litany of suddenly imposed grievances ranged from the sublime to the ridiculous. 

But to the groups examined in this research, such grievances were of value and were 

worthy of defending or addressing. This reaffirms the disclaimer of Peter Joyce and 

David Waddington when they reiterate that disorder arising from flashpoint(s) is related 

																																																													
1589Michel	Wieviorka,	Violence:	A	New	Approach	(London:	Sage,	2009),	58.	
1590Ibid.,	58.	
1591Margaret.	A.	Zahn,	Henry.	H.	Brownstein,	Shelly.	L.	Jackson,	Violence	From	Theory	to	Research	(New	
York:	LexisNexis,	2004),	77.	
1592See	Schumann	for	an	interesting	discussion	on	the	paradox	of	revenge	which	highlights	that	
responses	to	injustice	are	not	automatic	and	that	victims	undertake	a	relative	cost/benefit	analysis.	
Clearly	the	players	in	these	cases	did	not	prescribe	to	such	contemplation.	Karina	Schumann	and	
Michael	Ross,	“The	benefits,	Costs	and	Paradox	of	Revenge,”	Social	and	Personality	Psychology	Compass	
4/12	(2010):	1193-1205.	
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to the sense of injustice widely felt within that community and for which immediate 

redress is justified.1593  

7.3 Violated	Principles	
As for the violated principles exhibited, there were significant examples emerging from 

the cases that were interconnected to the suddenly imposed grievances. Either these 

immediately preceded the onset of violence, appeared subsequent to the initial onset of 

violence punctuating at different intervals the events or presided uncomfortably 

throughout all of the unfolding events that day. The violated principles centred around 

rituals and rights seen as important by the different groups. Their value is that they can 

“sustain certain emotions, such as anger at injustice”1594 and at the very least dramatise 

that injustice. At the same time, they “serve	as a means of … discharging distressing 

emotions, generating emotional energy, building solidarity and affirming identity.”1595 

This was certainly observed on the streets of Yorkshire. 

In Bradford, violent conflictual contention had already manifested itself on Garfield 

Avenue in the initial confrontation between the police and the youths and then the 

community. The violation of principles swirled around the sanctity of the Muslim 

women and the police intrusion into the community combined with tactics that offended 

their beliefs. When the youths/elders reached Lawcroft House they felt they had the 

democratic right to protest and voice their concerns about the events in their 

community. The same perception prevailed the following day, irrespective of what had 

happened the previous night. They were invoking their citizen rights to protest and 

when they assumed this persona they felt it was an inalienable right for them to express 

their dissatisfaction. When they decided to embroil this with their deep-seated ethnic 

and religious attributes, then the right to protest was subsumed under grievances that 

were imbued with an additional layer of complexity. The interpretation of the right to 

protest then became distorted. The associated grievances emanating from violated 

principles, interpreted both prior to the protest outside Lawcroft House and in the 

																																																													
1593Peter	Joyce,	The	politics	of	protest:	extra-parliamentary	politics	in	Britain	since	1970	(Hampshire:	
Palgrave	Macmillan,	2002),	10;	David	Waddington,	Contemporary	Issues	in	Public	Disorder:	A	
Comparative	and	Historical	Approach	(London:	Routledge	1992),	207.	
1594Ron	Aminzade	and	Doug	McAdam,	“Emotions	and	Contentious	Politics,”	in	Silence	and	Voice	in	the	
Study	of	Contentious	Politics,	ed.	Ronald	Aminzade	et	al.,	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	
2001),	41.		
1595Ibid.,	41.			
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subsequent protest in front of the police building soon came to dominate and infect the 

confrontation. 

The immutable right to picket was engrained in the miners’ DNA. But this was denied 

them by the police: “they told you, you couldn’t stop here, you couldn’t stand there you 

had to move here and you had to move there. They tried to get you penned in and the 

lads were trying to get out into the open.”1596 During and after the strike there was 

significant legal wrangling over the right to picket and how the law permitted or 

constrained that right.1597 Yet this was irrelevant to the miners, they believed in the 

moral, ethical, economic, cultural and social virtues of their argument and legal niceties 

were seen as the extension of state control by other means. After all, what other 

alternative did the miners have? Faced with the obliteration of their livelihood and 

communities, the amount of restraint the miners showed was remarkable. Picketing was 

not only an act of defiance but it was also a social activity1598 and at Orgreave that was 

being deprived. Inexorably the state was stripping away the last vestiges of dignity the 

miners had. As Policewatch observer, Ankie Hoogevelt bemoans: “I…have seen the 

slow unfolding of this joint drama on the one hand a police strategy which increasingly 

distorts and finally removes the purpose of picketing altogether, in the process reducing 

the pickets to the status of sheep; on the other hand, and in tandem, a deepening 

humiliation among the pickets, which finally erupts in violence.”1599 

Many researchers have framed football-related violence within a highly ritualistic 

setting:	the chanting, dress code, the emerging fan interaction etc.1600 In fact this was 

described earlier in the text with reference to instances of forward panic and the back 

and forth swaying of groups between assault and withdrawal. There was a ritualistic 

dimension to the violent processes common to all three cases. But when it came to those 

Leeds fans intent on violence that day, this needs to be tempered by the realisation that 

“the fan cultures of particular football clubs ‘share ritual elements,’ but at the same time 

each fan culture exhibits distinct forms of prescribed formal ritual behaviour and 
																																																													
1596Gary	Hargreaves,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	361/453.	
1597The	Journal	of	Law	and	Society	devoted	a	special	edition	to	the	legal	aspects	of	the	strike,	Volume	
12/3	(1985).	The	former	head	of	industrial	relations	for	the	NUM	wrote	his	PhD	on	the	legal	and	
industrial	dimensions	of	the	strike:	Michael	Clapham,	“The	1984-85	miners’	strike	and	British	industrial	
relations”	(PhD	diss.,	Bradford	University,	1990).	
1598Ankie	Hoogevelt,	“Tactics	that	turned	sheep	into	wolves,”	Sheffield	Telegraph,	June	5,	1984.	
1599Ibid.	
1600Desmond	Morris,	The	Soccer	Tribe	(Jonathan	Cape:	London,	1981).	
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symbolism.”1601 For the Manchester fan, regardless of age or gender, entering Leeds 

meant facing the menace that shrouded the city. The ritual of violence was stamped 

indelibly in the labyrinth of nearby streets, byways and the stadium itself, especially if 

they happened to encroach on revered areas that were off-limits to Manchester fans. 

Leeds on a Saturday was associated with violence. The basic principle held by Leeds 

fans was ‘violate my territorial integrity and there will be repercussions.’ Source L2 put 

it more brutally: “any Manchester fucker coming to Leeds was a legit1602 target, I hated 

the scum.”  

But the football match at Leeds in 1975 was on the cusp of radical change. Off the field, 

Leeds was at the forefront of increased measures of social control introduced to combat 

football violence. The ritual of going to Elland Road with the knowledge that violence 

would be present was starting to ebb away. On the field, the ritual of going to watch 

Leeds play and win and be at the pinnacle of the sport was entering a period of decline 

as the defeat to Manchester was to testify. But that game against Manchester United, 

although it was not the last one to witness large-scale violence it was the high mark of 

the ritual of violence when it came to league games. As for cup games, they were a 

different story as Manchester fans were to find out when City came to Leeds.1603 

An interesting dimension that arises from all three cases examined is the incompatibility 

between the perceived rights of the groups involved and the changing legal codes. 

Griffith in his landmark work on the politics of the judiciary examines how the state 

used the legal apparatus to limit the impact of picketing by restraining access to 

secondary sites, limiting the number of pickets allowed to picket and also the ability of 

the government to sequester union funds.1604 All were seen as the abrogation of the 

inalienable rights that miners felt entitled to and instilled in them a resentment of the 

authorities.1605 This unwarranted development was highlighted by Nick Davies in an 

																																																													
1601Ramon	Spaaij,	Understanding	Football	Hooliganism,	A	Comparison	of	Six	Western	European	Football	
Clubs	(Amsterdam:	Vossiuspers	UvA,	2006),	32.	
1602legitimate	
1603As	specified	earlier,	the	most	arrests	at	a	Leeds	game	in	the	1970’s	was	the	FA	cup	game	on	the	
26.2.1977	against	Manchester	City	when	there	were	96	arrests.		
1604John.	A.	Griffith,	Politics	of	the	Judiciary	(London:	Harper	Collins,	1997).	
1605Robert	East,	Helen	Power,	Philip.	A.	Thomas,	“The	Death	of	Mass	Picketing,”	Journal	of	Law	and	
Society	12/3	(1985):	305-319;	Nick	Davies,	“Yorkshire	miners	challenge	court	rulings	on	bail,”	The	
Observer,	October	7,	1984;	Gerry.	A.	Danby,	“The	Use	and	Abuse	of	Rights,”	Journal	of	Law	and	Society	
12/3	(1985):	375-384.			
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interesting article entitled: “‘Police make their own law’ in pit war.”1606 As a 

consequence the strike saw various manifestations of the miners utilising different 

tactics to nullify the changing legal landscape and police tactics.  

The Leeds fans were constantly clashing with the changing dynamic of the legal codes 

that were introduced to rein in the violence. The effect was not only seen in curbing the 

fans but also had an impact on the clubs themselves. Those fans involved in disorder 

were often fined or subjected to short prison sentences. The club was fined after the 

pitch invasion against West Bromwich Albion in 1971. It was castigated after the events 

in Paris at the European Championships and became the first club to be banned from 

Europe. The fans and club, together with other fan groups from different clubs were the 

subject of more attention from the authorities.1607 As already mentioned, sanctions were 

imposed after crowd disorder at games against Manchester City in 19781608 and 

Bradford City in 1986.1609 After the Bradford fire and the tragedy at Heysel involving 

Liverpool fans, more stringent controls were imposed on football fans.1610 The 

consequence of such action was to lead directly to the emergence of the ‘firms’ culture 

with organised levels of violence	that Leicester University researchers asserted was 

directly related to increased police measures.1611 As with the miners, the Leeds fans 

were drawn into a game of cat and mouse with the authorities who were using and 

adapting legal codes to curb their activities.1612  

Police strategy clearly had unintended consequences as revealed in their actions in 

Manningham in 1995. But attention by the police has been construed at times as being 

unwarranted and insensitive and was certainly seen in the 1981 riots that spread 

throughout the country.1613 As previously mentioned, disturbances took place in 

																																																													
1606Nick	Davies,	“‘Police	make	their	own	law’	in	pit	war,”	The	Observer,	June	24,	1984.	
1607“Howell	tackles	football	hooligans,”	The	Guardian,	August	6,	1974.	Howell	was	the	Minister	for	Sport.	
1608Patrick	Barclay,	“Leeds	decision	today,”	The	Guardian,	January	27,	1978.	
1609David	Lacey,	“Leeds	away	ban	must	be	reinstated,”	The	Guardian,	September	22,	1986.		
1610Ian	Taylor,	“Putting	the	Boot	Into	a	Working-Class	Sport:	British	Soccer	After	Bradford	and	Brussels,”	
Sociology	of	Sport	Journal	4	(1987):	171-191.		
1611Eric	Dunning,	Patrick	Murphy	and	John	Williams,	The	Roots	of	Football	Hooliganism:	An	Historical	and	
Sociological	Study	(London:	Routledge,	1988),	248.	Even	controls	on	alcohol	consumption	such	as	
section	7	of	the	Sporting	Events	(Control	of	Alcohol	etc.)	Act	1985,	had	a	limited	effect,	as	many	of	those	
in	the	firms	did	not	need	alcohol	to	propel	them	towards	violence.	
1612A	recent	work	highlights	the	legal	responses	to	football	violence	throughout	Europe,	see	Anastassia	
Tsoukala,	Geoff	Pearson	and	Peter.T.M.	Coenen,	Legal	Responses	to	Football	“Hooliganism”	in	Europe	
(The	Hague:	Asser	Press,	2016).	
1613“Riot	gangs	on	rampage	again,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	July	10,	1981.	
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Bradford and notably in Leeds.1614 The Sus laws1615 realised in such police operations as 

Swamp 81 referred to earlier, were seen to be unfairly directed towards the ethnic 

communities. Such works by Gilroy (1987) and Lea and Young (1982)1616 have 

identified the police activities as being important causal factors. Even when the 

legislative focus has attempted to address deficiencies in police strategy or tried at re-

allignments in the legal codes1617 it has been sometimes met with suspicion by the 

ethnic communities, as was the case with the reaction to the publication of the Bradford 

Commission report after the 1995 riots. But the Bradford Commission was not a public 

inquiry set up by the government and the unwillingness of the authorities to examine 

further the causal and contextual factors of public disorder was evident.1618 

7.4 Illegitimate	Inequality		
The illegitimate inequality experienced by the ethnic minorities was evident even before 

the encounter on the 9th June. Prostitution was not rife in white-dominated areas but it 

was in Manningham. When the police were seen to be adopting a passive strategy 

dealing with the issue this was seen as unfair. The perception was that had the problem 

blighted the more affluent areas of the city where the whites prevailed then such a 

strategy would not have been considered. With the acrimony on Garfield Avenue 

escalating, the differential treatment dispensed by the police was seen to be not 

commensurate with the Kashmiri’s perception of citizen equality and respect for 

minority rights. When dogs were deployed immediately, this was an affront to their 

religion. When their women were allegedly manhandled this was an insult against the 

sanctity of the female gender. When the police used long-handled batons, the 

community asked why did they not use them with the white youths? When the police 

used containment strategies and only allowed access for white citizens this was 

discriminatory. When the police wore riot gear, why did they not do that at football 

matches where the likelihood of violence was high? When the elders were ignored and 

the police prevaricated, these only confirmed there was one strategy for the ethnic 

																																																													
1614“Violence	hits	W.	Yorks,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	July	13,	1981.	
1615Stop	and	search	powers	given	to	the	police.	
1616Paul	Gilroy,	There	ain't	no	black	in	the	union	jack	(London:	Hutchinson,	1987).	John	Lea	and	Jock	
Young,	“Urban	violence	and	political	marginalisation:	the	riots	in	Britain:	summer	1981,”	Critical	Social	
Policy	1/3	(1981):	59-69.	
1617For	example,	the	report	into	the	1981	riots	by	Lord	Scarman	and	the	inquiry	into	the	Broadwater	
Farm	disturbances	by	Lord	Gifford,	the	report	published	in	1986.	
1618Drew	Kendell,	“No	inquiry	over	bonfire	violence,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	February	3,	2000.	
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minorities and another for the white majority. All these were seen as exemplars of a 

differential police strategy that discriminated against the Kashmiri community and 

afforded them a second-class justice. 

To the Pakistani community, Lawcroft House, the white-owned businesses and Sikh-

owned premises symbolised the illegitimate inequality they felt. These symbols 

reinforced a system that they felt repressed and exploited them in their own backyard. If 

the police were going to treat them differently compared to other sectors of society then 

they were going to address these issues, the opportunity came that weekend in June. 

The obduracy of the miner going to that picket line at Orgreave was revealed by 

Anthony Howe when he said: “in spite of all the incidents I had seen at Orgreave, I 

continued to go because I believed it was my right.”1619 So here you had the ritual of 

picketing couched in the sanctity of a right they felt was absolute and this was being 

assailed by the perceived illegitimacy of the police and the law in their attempt to both 

annul the effectiveness of the picket at the same time destroy their union. This was 

played out on every picket line where the returning miners, protected by the state 

received preferential treatment and yet here were men who put their lives on the line 

when they went down the pit and yet they were seen as the enemy within. The police 

were resourced, well-funded and getting vast increases in salaries were confronting 

miners, struggling for their livelihoods. Illegitimate inequality overshadowed their 

interactions. 

The inequality of favourable treatment for the scabs irked many miners, so when those 

lorries entered the plant at Orgreave, they represented everything that was rotten with 

the state: exploitation, individualism, authoritarianism. The differential police treatment 

the Kashmiri youth were to experience a few years later had already scarred industrial 

relations at Orgreave when the police support units rushed on to the fields.  

It might be rather simplistic, but the crux of the illegitimate inequality the Leeds fans 

felt was driven by a jealousy of the Manchester fans. Success on the field for Leeds had 

brought ridicule and suspicion, they had been the most successful club for many years, 

they were the team to beat in English and European football and they so very nearly 

were the champions of Europe. Now in 1975, you had a Manchester team who had just 

																																																													
1619Anthony	Howe,	Defendant’s	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	2,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	
Appeal	January	1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	32/478.	
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been promoted from a lower division and yet they got all the plaudits. Everything 

related to Manchester was seen as glorious by the media and football world, everything 

connected to Leeds was associated with disdain. It was this inequality of treatment, the 

lingering perception that Leeds, regardless of how good a team or how well behaved 

their supporters, they would always be impugned with some barbed comment or simply 

dismissed as ‘Dirty Leeds.’  

It was vexing for many Leeds fans that Manchester could gather so many supporters 

from up and down the land, despite their lacklustre performance on the field, it was a 

bitter pill for many Leeds fans. They could never match their Lancashire rivals in terms 

of numbers, so they compensated for this by a recourse to violence that set them apart 

from many other clubs. 

Tyler et al. looked at how people fused together grievances and feelings of injustice. 

Referring to the work of James Tedeschi they saw the process moving from the 

recognition of an injury, attributing blame, feeling anger and then pursuing a 

grievance.1620 But this procedural straightjacket cannot be applied to all instances of 

contention and there is no guarantee that violence will ensue. Certainly, the suddenly 

imposed grievances meandering through the cases of violent conflictual contention had 

an undertow of violated principles and illegitimate inequality that served to both justify 

and sustain the level of violence. Nevertheless, the problems of conceptualisation 

emerged in the distinction between violated principles and illegitimate inequality, after 

all an infringement on equality is a violation of principle. Perhaps fusing the two 

together would provide a more functional approach when it comes to assessing specific 

acts of violence. The utility of introducing the dimension of illegitimate inequality may 

be seen when the bounded nature of the cases is pushed outwards to capture a wider 

temporal, geographical and societal understanding than that provided by the violence 

condensed into hours and minutes.  

Perhaps the descent to violence by the Kashmiris, miners and Leeds fans was as much 

to do with who they were, their identity, and not only the substance of the grievances 

themselves. The composition of grievances and identity formations was toxic. Journalist 

Chris Maume undiplomatically ties the strands of this chapter together and might give 

an indication of what to expect when he notes that the “Yorkshireman’s ability to bear 

																																																													
1620Tom.	R.	Tyler	et	al.,	Social	Justice	in	a	Diverse	Society	(Boulder:	Westview	Press,	1997),	161.		
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grudges for all eternity; … a refusal to acknowledge any other point of view, an innate 

belief in his own infallibility and the superiority of tykes as a breed.”1621 It is to the 

tykes that the paper now turns. 

8 Identity	Overview	
If a sense of injustice is to promote some form of action, then it needs to be shared. Yet 

the study of collective identity opens up a Pandora’s Box of competing claims and 

counterclaims. There are an infinite variety of motivations, mutual goal objectives and 

empathetic attractions that merge together to form a collective identity1622 and these 

certainly transcend the boundaries of this research. As Dennis Sandole et al. point out: 

“identities are complex, historically bound, socially constructed, and thus ever 

moving,”1623 

To avoid the potential pitfalls of opening the multifaceted dimensions of identity 

analysis, one could adopt the same approach that Paul Bagguley and Yasmin Hussain 

employed in their research into the Bradford riots by resisting the temptation to impose 

a common collective identity on the crowd. Their rationale being that there was not a 

common identity to be found, rather they see various aggregations of groups involved in 

various stages of action that is “inexplicable in terms of many current theoretical models 

of the behaviour of violent crowds.”1624 From a theoretical standpoint, the term 

‘identity’ is seen as conceptually unsatisfactory because it “conveys too strongly the 

idea of the permanence of a subject,”1625 when there is in fact a certain fragility in 

identity formation and recognition. This was emphasised at the outset when discussing 

the limitations of ‘Yorkshire particularism.’ 

Whilst one does recognise the problems looking at collective identity, the viewpoint 

obviously taken in this research is that in instances of violent conflictual contention, 

identity does matter. In instances of extreme violence such as inter-communal genocide 
																																																													
1621Chris	Maume,	“Do	we	need	Yorkshiremen?”	The	Independent,	June,	24,	1996.	
1622Tarrow,	Power	in	Movement:	Social	Movements	and	Contentious	Politics	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	
University	Press,	1998),	6.		
1623Dennis.	J.	D.	Sandole	et	al.,	Handbook	of	Conflict	Analysis	and	Resolution	(Abingdon:	Routledge,	
2008),	19.	
1624Although	this	was	in	reference	to	the	Bradford	riots	in	2001,	the	five-year	interlude	did	not	see	any	
fundamental	paradigmatic	shifts	in	theories	of	crowd	behavior.	See	Paul	Bagguley	and	Yasmin	Hussain,	
Riotous	Citizens,	Ethnic	Conflict	in	Multicultural	Britain	(Aldershot:	Ashgate.	2008),	176.	
1625Alberto	Melucci,	Challenging	Codes:	Collective	Action	in	the	Information	Age	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	
University	Press,	1996),	72.		
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“identity can kill and kill with abandon.”1626 Even on lower levels of aggregation, 

identity has the capacity to kill or injure, thus “understanding how identities impact 

conflict and conflict processes, and the ways they are constructed within conflicts, 

informs us about the emergence, escalation and potential transformation of social 

conflicts.”1627 It is impossible to examine all the complex varieties of collective identity, 

but crowd pathology was examined which addresses the question of who was there, the 

numbers involved and mode of networking. In addition, the degree of group solidarity 

or potential lack thereof was also considered. Finally, the degree to which those 

involved were seen as folk devils of their time and how this related to considerations of 

defence of territory were also studied. This is obviously not exhaustive, but such 

indicators provided an insight into some of the main elements of collective identity. 

8.1 Problems	with	the	Theory		
No one from any of the three cases was charged or found guilty of ‘riot.’ Yet public 

disorder certainly did take place and undoubtedly all three examples exuded 

characteristics commensurate with the concept of violent conflictual contention set out 

in this paper. They were public, they inflicted significant levels of damage and injury 

relative to other examples of collective violence in their genre. This micro-level 

perspective revealed the complex array of contradictions surrounding such acts making 

it almost impossible to identify who cast the metaphorical first stone and accurately 

penetrate the haze of chaos that inevitably followed in their wake.1628 Even getting 

accurate figures on the numbers involved was problematical and was dependent on the 

version considered. In all three cases, the non-state actors emphasised the numbers they 

faced and perhaps saw this as a legitimation of their own actions: the miners faced with 

an occupying police force, the Leeds fans confronted by the mobilisation of Manchester 

fans even within their own hinterland or the Kashmiris seeing the heavy-handed police 

incursion. Interlinked with this was the perceived threat engendered by the groups 

themselves that they felt the police justified their own actions. This was certainly the 

																																																													
1626Amartya	Sen,	Identity	and	Violence:	the	illusion	of	destiny	(London:	Norton	&	Company	Ltd,	2006),	1.	
1627Dennis.	J.D.	Sandole	et	al.,	Handbook	of	Conflict	Analysis	and	Resolution	(Abingdon:	Routledge,	
2008),	19.			
1628“In	attempting	to	judge	what	‘really’	happened	during	incidents	of	inter-group	conflict	and	whose	
actions	were	most	to	blame,	any	independent	assessor	who	was	not	actually	present	(and	truly	neutral	
between	the	groups)	has	an	almost	impossible	task.”	Ian	Vine,	“Bradford’s	1995	Riots	in	Retrospect:	
Muslim	Youth	and	Cultural	Alienation”	(paper	presented	at	the	MOSAIC’97	Conference,	University	of	
Bath,	July	14-17	1997).	
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case at Orgreave where they promoted a vision of many thousands of pickets when in 

fact this was simply not the case.  

What became evident and this was problematised throughout the research is that the 

demarcation lines between the grievances held and the identity features portrayed did 

not always fit into neat categories. At times, there was a fusion whereby the grievances 

reinforced the identity at the same time the identity justified the grievances, their 

interrelationship was indivisible. This provided significant theoretical and practical 

problems in dissecting the interrelationship between the two and this is one area that 

would be deserving of future attention. 

Often the actor involved regressed from one subject to another, from victim to 

perpetrator or vice versa. This confirms Michel Wieviorka’s assertion that as violence 

envelops those involved “it quickly becomes unstable; it is a phenomenon which is 

always susceptible to change, always difficult for its actors to control and to maintain at 

a level desired for strategic, instrumental reasons...This is why the actors of violence in 

some instances present an image which is subject to profound transformations.”1629  

The singular act of the violence was ensnared with a complex array of grievances and 

identities that extended beyond the brutality of the act itself. Of course, such a 

description is conditioned by the realisation that it is almost impossible to accurately 

demarcate the shifting sands of grievance and identity formation in collective violence. 

There are often insuperable obstacles set before the researcher as discussed earlier in the 

paper and these became evident and more profound as the research unfolded.  

In section 2.2.8 reference was made to the different types of “subject” as defined by 

Wieviorka. In a recent work, he acknowledges that these subject types in the violent 

encounter can “become incorporated or intertwined or yet again fade into one 

another.”1630 That is why actors of violence, as stated earlier may become subject to 

profound transformations, “between the first tentative, hesitant moments of an action 

which is apparently controlled and the furious barbarous totally inhuman outburst of a 

violence which knows no limits.”1631 In the cases looked at here, the rapid transmutation 

of both subject and act was concentrated and magnified within the few hours in which 
																																																													
1629Michel	Wieviorka,	“The	sociological	analysis	of	violence:	new	perspectives,”	The	Sociological	Review	
62/S2	(2014):	61	
1630Ibid.,	61.	
1631Ibid.,	61.	
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the violence erupted. This makes the task of researching violence all the more 

demanding for the researcher. Despite the attendant problems of description and 

analysis some key elements could be discerned in the cases.  

8.2 Home	and	Work	
Throughout the interviews, an interesting theme emerged. In the Leeds and Orgreave 

cases there were affectionate recollections of the strict discipline their parents imposed. 

There seemed to be the ominous undercurrent of violence in their homes and at times it 

was used when they stepped out of line. The miners had a closed community and justice 

was handed out by not only their own fathers but the fathers of the mates they went to 

school with. The Leeds interviews revealed discipline at home that was, to say the least 

harsh, they also recollected the punishments handed out at school. As for those youths 

in Bradford, the discipline of the Muslim household inside the home was for many years 

highly revered, discipline was assured and “their identification with family, ethnic 

community and the worldwide umma of the Islamic faith remained essentially unified 

and secure.”1632 It was this predominance of a culture of “quasi-violence”1633 at home 

that was one of the striking features of those involved in the cases. When they stepped 

outside of the home it took on another dimension. 

This quasi-violence should not be equated with any one socio-economic class, although 

there has been the temptation to do this. Eric Dunning, Patrick Murphy and Ivan 

Waddington used the term “rough” to describe those involved in football-related 

violence.1634 Armstrong and Harris saw this label as demeaning. They saw that to relate 

the term “rough” to a social class is at the very least questionable and loaded. Those 

involved in all the cases reflected different socio-economic profiles. The Kashmiri 

youths clearly had large numbers of unemployed in their ranks. The miners, after the 

1972 strike were one of the highest paid group of workers in the UK. The Leeds fans 

were predominantly employed in manual or semi-professional occupations. The point 

is, quasi-violence was inculcated in those communities as a way of life “that valorized 

																																																													
1632Ian	Vine,	“Bradford’s	1995	Riots	in	Retrospect:	Muslim	Youth	and	Cultural	Alienation”	(Paper	
presented	at	the	MOSAIC’97	Conference,	University	of	Bath,	July	14-17,	1997),	15.	
1633Gerry.	P.	T.	Finn,	“Football	Violence:	A	Societal	Psychological	Perspective,”	in	Football,	Violence	and	
Social	Identity,	ed.	Richard	Giulianotti,	Norman	Bonney	and	Mike	Hepworth	(London:	Routledge,	1994),	
87-122.	
1634Eric	Dunning,	Patrick	Murphy	and	Ivan	Waddington,	“Hooliganism:	some	critical	notes,”	Sociological	
Review	39/3	(1991):	474.	
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and helped to produce and reproduce assertively aggressive and physically violent 

expressions of masculinity.”1635 This masculinity was founded on the notions of respect 

and honour manifest in the demarcation of their physical and conceptual communities 

and it was the intrusions by the ‘other’ on their perceived right to respect and honour 

that was one of the key causal factors behind the outbursts of violence. 

8.3 Deserving	Respect			
All of the cases were public displays; they were face-saving activities that were in the 

glare of the in-group, out-group and public at large.1636 Upholding the honour of the 

sister allegedly assaulted in Garfield Avenue was essential to the community’s notion of 

masculinity. If they could not defend their women, then how could they defend 

themselves?1637 The sense of emasculation for the Kashmiri males must have been 

profound. It was compounded even further when the elders were seen to be afforded no 

respect and perceived as both weak and powerless in being unable to get the youths 

released from custody and rein in the groups of youths outside. 

Denial of the right to picket was more than just a legal assault by the state it was an 

attack on the very essence of being a miner. That right was engraved in the masculinity 

of the miner, they had proved their masculinity going down the pit, they now had to 

prove it on the picket line. When that right was threatened, they knew that without being 

effective pickets and getting access to the scabs would mean the end of their union and 

by extension their own emasculation. Factor into this the fuming sense of injustice at the 

sight of other miners being dragged through police lines with the triumphalism of the 

police and the massed ranks preventing them from getting to the scabs then this became 

a lethal combination. To meet the injustices, they only had recourse to the physical 
																																																													
1635Ibid.,	474.		
1636The	importance	of	group	membership	for	social	identity	was	posited	in	Social	Identity	Theory.	Vine	
applied	the	theory	to	the	Manningham	disturbances	in	1995:	Ian	Vine,	“Bradford’s	1995	Riots	in	
Retrospect:	Muslim	Youth	and	Cultural	Alienation”	(Paper	presented	at	the	MOSAIC’97	Conference,	
University	of	Bath,	July	14-17,	1997).	The	theory	has	been	applied	to	riots	in	other	British	cities,	for	
example:	Stephen.	D.	Reicher,	“The	St	Pauls’	Riot:	An	exploration	of	the	Limits	of	Crowd	Action	in	Terms	
of	Social	Identity	Model,”	European	Journal	of	Social	Psychology	14	(1984):	1-24.	
1637Bohstedt	identified	the	important	role	of	women	in	English	riots:	John	Bohstedt,	“Gender,	Household	
and	Community	Politics:	Women	in	English	Riots	1790-1810,”	Past	and	Present	120/1	(1988):	88-122.	In	
the	Bradford	case,	the	role	played	by	the	sister	of	the	youth	arrested	was	pivotal	in	the	unfolding	drama.	
At	Orgreave	and	Leeds	the	role	of	women	was	not	relevant.	However,	as	stated	earlier,	women	were	
integral	to	the	continuation	of	the	strike,	the	whole	experience	was	emancipating	for	many:	Audrey	
Gillan,	“I	was	told	I	was	thick.	The	strike	taught	me	I	wasn’t,”	The	Guardian,	May	10,	2004.	For	the	Leeds	
fans,	as	Source	L1	noted	many	of	the	girls	were	attracted	to	those	who	had	built	their	reputation	on	the	
terraces.	
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strength that had served them so well down the pit. Turning back down the hill after the 

first horse charge and the second one and facing up to the encroachments in the village 

was utter madness, as they were the ones getting hurt and yet they persisted. Standing 

up and confronting the police was their attempt at regaining some semblance of dignity 

after this had been stripped from them on the picket line. When they built the barricades 

in the village or when they threw the stones they felt they were showing their defiance 

and by extension reaffirming their respect from others, however misjudged that may 

have been. Although it is perhaps their own self-respect they were trying to reaffirm. 

The strike was to last for many more months, the miners still went to the picket lines 

and still tried to get at the returning workers, but whether they got respect was another 

thing, they were after all the modern day folk devils. 

The right to respect was essential to an understanding of the Leeds fans that October 

day. They felt their team deserved respect on the field and they demanded respect off 

the field. That respect was harvested through a masculine aggression that elevated the 

desire for violence to a status and level of prestige that was valued in their group and 

other rival groups. This was built upon the levels of quasi-violence experienced in their 

own communities at large. The relationship of masculinity to football violence has been 

widely researched,1638 the point is “physical violence is a central means for asserting 

one’s superiority over the opponent and demonstrating one’s ‘hard’ masculinity.”1639  

The simple reality for many of those involved in the violence was that it was essential 

for survival. To survive at school or on the street, the projection of masculinity was a 

precondition of existence. To show weakness was painful, not only physically, it often 

meant a shaming ritual of being demoted in the eyes of the in-group or exposing it as a 

weakness for the out-group to exploit. Taking on a rival group and showing one’s 

prowess infused the perpetrator of violence with a sense of honour and prestige, after 

all,	“honour can only be legitimately claimed through challenging, or responding to the 

challenge of, an equal.”1640 Despite all the invectives levelled at Manchester, they had 

some of the most violent fans and for the Leeds fans to confront them would give them 

																																																													
1638Eric	Dunning,	Patrick	Murphy	and	John	Williams,	The	Roots	of	Football	Hooliganism:	An	Historical	and	
Sociological	Study	(London:	Routledge,	1988);	Aage	Radmann,	“Hooligans:	nice	guys	or	the	last	alpha	
males?	A	study	of	football	supporters’	self	image,”	Soccer	and	Society	14/4	(2014):	548-563.	
1639Ramon	Spaaij,	Understanding	Football	Hooliganism,	A	Comparison	of	Six	Western	European	Football	
Clubs	(Amsterdam:	Vossiuspers	UvA,	2006),	43.	
1640Pierre	Bourdieu,	Outline	of	a	theory	of	practice	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	1977),	105.	
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prestige. The metaphorical ‘blood’ they spilt would endow them with the strength of 

their fallen rival thus making them stronger and more powerful. Their masculinity 

would be affirmed by taking on Manchester United which would not be the case if it 

was Oxford United or some lower division team.  

8.4 Folk	Devils		
Folk devils seen from without are often reflected in folk devils from within.1641 Related 

to the injustice(s) felt is the attribution of blame.1642 In Bradford it was initially “steroid 

man,” the police officer embroiled in the altercation on Garfield Avenue.1643 This then 

spilt over into acrimony towards all the police as they entered the Kashmiri 

neighbourhood, extracted their colleagues and withdrew to Lawcroft House. The police 

had become the folk devil for the Kashmiris.  

There was a moral panic in the Kashmiri community as they saw their youth drift 

towards both western excesses and ideals that represented the antithesis of their 

community-held values. At the same time, there was an imperceptible drift towards 

fundamentalism that was not discouraged, because to do so would intrude on the 

multicultural rights of the Kashmiri community. The knee-jerk reaction of the first 

generation was to become ever more insular;1644 to look to solutions within their ranks, 

for example in their fight against prostitution. Consequently, no-go zones were 

perceived by other communities,1645 gang-related violence related to drugs seemed to 

flourish: “Hamas” scrawled on walls. Add to this a network of vigilante groups directed 

towards confronting prostitution with no accountability to wider society and the folk 

devil loomed large in Manningham. When the Asian youths rampaged through their 

own streets they turned on their neighbours and vented their anger in no uncertain 
																																																													
1641There	is	the	‘‘…tendency	to	perceive	malevolence	or	malice	in	the	actions	of	others,	even	when	it	
doesn’t	exist.’’	Robert	Barron	and	Deborah	Richardson,	Human	Aggression	(New	York:	Plenum	Press:	
1994),	212.		These	are	particular	others	and	this	is	pursued	in	the	theory	of	hostile	attributional	bias.	
1642Margaret.	A.	Zahn,	Henry.	H.	Brownstein,	Shelly.	L.	Jackson,	Violence	From	Theory	to	Research	(New	
York:	LexisNexis,	2004),	78.		
1643See	section	5.5.1.	
1644Putnam	has	formulated	the	“constrict	claim,”	which	is	based	on	the	observation	that:	“people	living	
in	ethnically	diverse	settings	appear	to	‘hunker	down’	–	that	is,	to	pull	in	like	a	turtle.”	Robert.	D.	
Putnam,	“E	Pluribus	Unum:	Diversity	and	Community	in	the	Twenty-first	Century.	The	2006	Johan	Skytte	
Prize	Lecture,”	Scandinavian	Political	Studies	30/2	(2007):	149.	The	uncomfortable	implications	arising	
from	his	research	have	been	widely	discussed,	see	for	example	Tom	van	der	Meer	and	Jochem	Tolsma,	
“Ethnic	Diversity	and	Its	Effects	on	Social	Cohesion,”	Annual	Review	of	Sociology	40	(2014):	459–78.			
1645“Although	Pakistani	segregation	levels	are	high	they	are	significantly	lower	than	those	from	the	
Bangladeshi’s,”	see	Carl	Peach,	“Does	Britain	Have	Ghettos?”	Transactions	of	the	Institute	of	British	
Geographers	21/1	(1996):	233.		
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terms. To them, the police and the white-owned businesses were indivisible, they were 

the folk devils. 

The hateful scabs who were exploiting the hardship experienced by the miners, were 

seen as the mercenaries of Thatcher’s new world order. “The depth of feeling expressed 

against a ‘scab’ in a mining community is not easily understood by an outsider, and is 

shocking in its intensity,”1646 and once protected by the instruments of the state, the 

mercenaries and state officials became detested alike. The scab was the miners’ folk 

devil; the miner was the state’s folk devil. The whole edifice of the state was mobilised 

to eradicate the NUM. The media played an integral role in portraying the miner as the 

modern folk devil. When they showed repeated footage night after night of miners 

throwing missiles at the police ranks then it became all too easy for the government and 

the police to condemn the miners and take whatever steps they felt necessary to confront 

this threat.  

Clearly the miners did not help themselves; the missile throwing certainly alienated the 

public. Attached to the NUM cause were left-wing groups, some seen as extreme and 

led by leaders holding radical left-wing views. To most of the ordinary miners they did 

not care about the political allegiance, they just knew that the leadership had their best 

interests at heart. After all, the union had been the surrogate parent looking after the 

welfare of its members for many years and it was assumed this would continue. They 

saw the media painting a picture that was demonstrably at odds with their experiences 

on the picket line. They saw their entitlements to benefits being slashed and every part 

of their existence being assailed, is it any wonder that they turned inwards to the union 

and their own communities for solace and those from without were seen with suspicion? 

While Manchester was playing the beautiful game and sowing dissension and division 

by attracting support from Yorkshire and reveling in the belief that they were the 

biggest and the best both on and off the pitch, the Leeds fans had multiple folk devils in 

the form of every rival club. But it was Manchester United who was ‘thee’ folk devil for 

most Leeds supporters; they hated them with a passion. That passion was fueled by a 

loathing directed towards those Yorkshire Reds who had turned their back on Leeds, 

their county and by definition their heritage. 

																																																													
1646John	Lloyd,	Understanding	the	Miners’	Strike	(London:	Fabian	Society,	Number	504,	1985),	33.		
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But in the late 1960’s and 1970’s there was a moral panic in British society concerning 

the football folk devil.1647 To some extent all fans during this period were tainted with 

the same brush, the conditions at grounds were pre-historic and they were treated with 

contempt by the authorities and club owners. But some groups of fans attracted more 

disapprobation than others; one of those was Leeds. Yet the Leeds fans thrived on this 

perception, it became a self-fulfilling prophecy that the shadow of violence emerged 

wherever the Leeds fans visited. They were reviled throughout the land and they loved 

it. Their reputation as being one of the most violent set of fans was enhanced and their 

status as one of the worst grounds to visit was approved. Even such fans as Manchester 

United or Chelsea or West Ham which had fierce reputations were not beyond 

redemption, but Leeds was, both on and off the field. 

8.5 A	Yorkshireman’s	View	
Yet there is a distinct trait that can be detected in the folk devils of the cases and that is 

a sense of pessimism enshrined in a victim-like mentality that seemed to transcend any 

other characteristic. It is undoubted that the groups saw themselves as victims, as 

Canetti notes: “one of the most striking traits of the inner life of a crowd is the feeling 

of being persecuted, a peculiar angry sensitiveness and irritability directed against those 

it has once and forever nominated as enemies.”1648 They seemed to see their actions as 

being justifiable as a form of self-defence and because they construed the ‘other’ as 

always representing a threat, their victim mentality reinforced their group identity.1649 

This is cogently set out by Jack Binns who states: “Yorkshiremen might be abused 

abroad, but the more common the slander the stronger the sense of common identity.” 
1650 By definition they were the underdog in the cases and in a way, it should have been 

expected that they adopted this frame of mind. But regardless of the resources arrayed 

against them and regardless of the pessimism that shrouded them, they still stood up and 

stubbornly addressed those injustices that they were faced with. This was encapsulated 

																																																													
1647Eric	Dunning,	Patrick	Murphy	and	John	Williams,	The	Roots	of	Football	Hooliganism:	An	Historical	and	
Sociological	Study	(London:	Routledge,	1988);	Stuart	Hall,	“The	treatment	of	football	hooliganism	in	the	
Press,”	in	Hooliganism:	the	wider	context,	ed.	Roger	Ingham	(London:	Inter-action,	1978).	
1648Elias	Canetti,	Crowds	and	Power	(Noonday	Press:	New	York,	1991),	22.	
1649“the	negative	impact	of	perceiving	oneself	to	be	victim	of	discrimination	can	be	alleviated	by	higher	
ingroup	identification…these	examples	of	people	identifying	with	groups	as	a	way	of	dealing	with	threat	
suggest	that	for	such	perceivers	the	in	group	must	be	seen	as	a	source	of	strength.”	See	
Richard.	J.	Crisp	et	al.,	“Seeing	Red	or	Feeling	Blue:	Differentiated	Intergroup	Emotions	and	Ingroup	
Identification	in	Soccer	Fans,”	Group	Process	and	Intergroup	Relations	10/1	(2007):	14.	
1650Jack	Binns,	Yorkshire	in	the	Seventeenth	Century	(Pickering:	Blackthorn,	2007),	11.	
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in the Mori Poll taken at the start of the miners’ strike which showed that the miners 

were pessimistic about the achievement of their goals. And yet they were prepared to go 

day after day to the picket line, in all weathers, to fight the injustice directed towards 

them. The words of Source O2 were illuminating:  

“At the start it was basically to protect the community and their way of 

life, towards the back end of the strike after seeing what I’d seen it did 

politicise me, think about a bigger agenda and why we were being 

hammered. Then you started talking to yer dad and all the lads in the club 

and you get the 72-74 history. And then you realise…this were a political 

decision: ‘we’re nailing them, we’re having them.’ Which I suppose made 

you think that it was a futile gesture to fight, which I personally think was 

right because it was the only thing we could’ve done, but whether we had 

the ability to succeed I don’t know.” 

To some extent there existed a degree of fraternalistic deprivation,1651 there was not a 

perception of material or financial disadvantage but rather a deficit gap when it came to 

the recognition of the right to be respected. This realised itself in the perennial view by 

the Yorkshireman as the ‘eternal victim’ and that the ‘other’ should be attributed the 

blame for this state of affairs.1652 The Kashmiri youth, miners and Leeds fans saw 

victimhood on every street corner, be it the police, other communities or institutions and 

taking on the mantle of victim not only justified the defence of the self but also the 

defence of the community and by extension the defence of territory.  

8.6 	Territoriality	
Thomas Jordan sees territoriality as the desire of a subject to “delimit a territory within 

which the subject believes that it has a legitimate claim to define rules…The territory is 

usually associated with a sense of familiarity, attachment and safety.” He also 

determines that the subject may “identify with a territory in the sense that the 

																																																													
1651“members	of	a	group	compare	the	situation	of	their	group	to	that	of	other	groups	or	to	its	own	
status	in	the	past.	In	all	cases,	comparison	yields	the	feeling	that	one’s	group	is	not	receiving	the	
rewards	or	recognition	it	deserves.”	Bert	Klandermans,	The	Social	Psychology	of	Protest	(Oxford:	
Blackwell,	1997),	18	
1652Major	asserts:	“the	more	that	groups	embrace	an	ideology	that	blames	the	system,	rather	than	
personal	deficiencies,	the	more	likely	[they	are]	to	question	the	legitimacy,”	of	the	system.	Brenda	
Major,	“From	Social	Inequality	to	Personal	Entitlement:	The	Role	of	Social	Comparisons,	legitimacy	
Appraisals	and	Group	Membership,”	Advances	in	Experimental	Psychology	26	(1994):	336.	
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association with a particular territory (neighbourhood, city, country) is regarded as a 

central aspect of the individual’s self-definition.”1653 Consequently the physical 

boundaries take on added importance “because the parties experience the geographical 

boundaries as the boundary between order and chaos, safety and threat.”1654 He finally 

concludes that territorial behaviour in conflicts is often motivated by a defence of 

individual and collective interests. Earlier, Sewell had talked in terms of space in 

contentious politics1655 and this has been subsequently applied by Navickas to the North 

of England.1656 However, there are dissenting voices questioning the validity of space as 

a unit of analysis, especially its symbolic characteristics.1657 Yet the media reporting 

associated with the three cases and their unfolding events highlighted the significance of 

the locales to those involved: be it a police station, cokeworks or football stadium. 

The close proximity in which the Kashmiri community resided reinforced the collective 

identity of that group. Their cramming into dense parts of the city allowed them to 

evolve a strong attachment to the area. But this was overshadowed literally by the 

presence of Lawcroft House, that was an affront to their integrity and a daily reminder 

that they were under occupation. Attach to this the unofficial lines of demarcation 

between their territory and the white communities and other ethnic groups and the 

suspicion and associated animosity increased accordingly. They might have lived in 

squalor, they might have had a siege mentality, but where they lived was theirs, and the 

unwarranted encroachment by the police into Garfield Avenue and subsequently into 

one of their houses was an unacceptable breach. The suddenly imposed grievances this 

foisted immediately severed community-police relations. The violation of revered 

principles of respect and the illegitimate use of force by instruments of the state that 

were seen both as distant and threatening led inexorably to violent conflictual 

contention.1658 

																																																													
1653Thomas	Jordan,	“The	Uses	of	Territories	in	Conflicts:	A	psychological	perspective,”	The	Online	Journal	
of	Peace	and	Conflict	Research	1/2(1998):	4.	http://www.perspectus.se/tjordan/Uses.pdf	(Accessed	
April,	2012).	
1654Ibid.,	19.	
1655William.	H.	Sewell,	“Space	in	Contentious	Politics,”	in	Silence	and	Voice	in	the	Study	of	Contentious	
Politics,	ed.	Ronald	Aminzade	et	al.,	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	University	Press,	2001),	51-89.	
1656Katrina	Navickas,	Protest	and	the	Politics	of	Space	and	Place,	1789-1848	(Manchester:	Manchester	
University	Press,	2016).	
1657Leif	Jerram,	“Space:	a	useless	category	for	historical	analysis?”	History	and	Theory	52/3	(2013):	400-
419.	
1658Quraishi	provides	a	useful	discussion	on	the	relationship	between	urban	space,	ethnicity	and	
criminology	in	Muzammil	Quraishi,	“The	Racial	Construction	of	Urban	Spaces	in	Britain	
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Yorkshire was the focal point of the miners’ strike and for there to be a scab operation 

down the road in Orgreave was the ultimate insult for many miners. This was 

exacerbated by the large-scale police presence in Yorkshire, supported by outside police 

forces that had no affinity with the local communities. The police had taken the 

initiative by locking down Nottingham which was still working and preventing access 

to picketing miners. But they had done more, they had taken the fight to the heartland of 

the strike,1659 this was a purposeful strategy that involved the mobilisation of massive 

police and security forces.1660 As a result, the mining communities and operations in 

Yorkshire were under the yoke of occupation. Orgreave was a symbol of that 

occupation and as with any people faced with the injustice of occupation they can either 

acquiesce or rebel. The police and the scabs were acting with impunity and riding 

roughshod over all before them, someone had to stand up to them and the gauntlet was 

thrown down at Orgreave.  

Elland Road to its fans, as with every other football ground to their fans was a symbolic 

representation of the local community which it served. It transcended the physical by 

evoking a symbolic forum upon which the ritual of fan rivalry could be played out.1661  

But for the Leeds fans that symbolism extended to the city centre itself and the transport 

arteries that fed it. For the Manchester fan to step from the bus, train or car into Leeds 

was both an insult and a threat. The Manchester fans knew precisely what they were 

doing and this incursion ensured that whatever the Leeds fans did, even if there had 

been no prior violent contact, the latter could justify their action by asserting this was 

defence of territory and thus legitimised any and all violence as acts of self-defence. It 

was up to the home fans to take the initiative; the away fans had taken the first step it 

was now up to the Leeds fans to show their mettle. Defence of territory meant not only 
																																																																																																																																																																																			
and	Pakistan,”	Asian	Journal	of	Crminology	3/2	(2008):	159-171.	
1659As	mentioned	earlier,	this	was	an	explicit	strategy	advocated	by	the	head	of	the	National	Coal	Board,	
see	Ian	MacGregor,	The	Enemies	Within:	The	Story	of	the	Miners’	Strike,	1984-5	(London:	Harper	Collins,	
1986).		
1660Milne’s	work	is	the	oft	quoted	reference	on	this	subject:	Seamus	Milne,	The	Enemy	Within:	The	
Secret	War	Against	the	Miners	(London:	Verso,	1994).	Milne	is	head	of	Strategy	and	Communications	for	
the	Labour	Party	on	leave	from	the	Guardian,	he	is	seen	as	instrumental	behind	the	changes	in	the	party	
and	the	ascendency	of	Corbyn.	In	December	2014	documents	released	from	the	National	Archives	give	
reference	to	the	use	of	the	secret	services	in	conjunction	with	the	sequestration	proceedings	taking	
place	against	the	NUM:	Prime	Minister’s	Office	Files,	Letter	from	Sir	Robert	Armstrong,	Secretary	of	the	
Cabinet	and	Head	of	the	Home	Civil	Service,	February	1,	1985,	PREM	19/1579	(National	Archives:	Kew,	
December	2014):	pdf	237-240.		
1661See	for	example	Alessandro	Dal	Lago	and	Rocco	De	Biasi,	“Italian	football	fans:	Culture	and	
organisation,”	in	Football,	Violence	and	Social	Identity,	ed.		Richard	Giulianotti,	Norman	Bonney	and	
Mike	Hepworth	(London:	Routledge,	1994),	73-89.		
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the defence of Elland Road, but the city centre. Do not forget, week in week out 

Yorkshire Reds congregated at the bus and train station to go to Old Trafford where 

their numbers were afforded ample protection by the police. When the 11th October 

came and the long line of Manchester fans snaked towards Elland Road and back to the 

train station, then on that day, red as a colour was not tolerated on the streets of Leeds.  

The intrusion by the ‘other’ into areas considered to be their own had been violated in 

all of the cases and this “territorial offence”1662 was deserving of sanction and Geoffrey 

Pearson sums this up: 

“in violent rituals of territoriality, for example, what is often thought of as 

the utter primitivity and animality of ‘unsocialised’ aggression is 

invariably directed against culturally prescribed targets – scapegoats and 

‘outsiders’ of different kinds, so that violence is marshaled in the service 

of some version of community, brotherhood and belonging which is 

thereby confirmed and celebrated. Viewed in this light, culture is to be 

seen not so much as a control upon violence but as an ‘incitement’ to 

violence…it defines, promotes, organises and channels violence.”1663 

His observations are insightful for this research, because in all three cases and many of 

the historical examples involving the three genres of violence, those involved elevated 

the role of ‘outsiders’ in legitimising their actions. Lawcroft House epitomising police 

colonial oppression, Orgreave Coke Works a landmark of police occupation and Elland 

Road invaded by the Manchester fans were differentiated landscapes marked with 

cultural symbolism of febrile loathing, hatred and the excess of violence. Certainly, 

within the ranks of the miners, the SWP for example and the Kashmiris with outsiders 

from other cities, were groups that pursued an agenda that was directed towards 

confrontation. Or perhaps the promotion of the ‘outsider’ was there to deflect the 

excesses of violence pursued by the different groupings. But if the defence of territory 

was wrapped up in the injustices that were perpetrated by the ‘other,’ precisely which 

territory, which community were they actually defending?  

																																																													
1662This	term	is	used	by	Erving	Goffman,	Relations	in	Public:	Micro-Studies	of	the	Public	Order	(New	York:	
Basic	Books,	1971).	The	application	of	this	concept	is	to	be	seen	in	the	following:	Lilian	Mathieu,	“The	
Spatial	Dynamics	of	the	1968	French	Demonstrations,”	Mobilization	13/1	(2008):	83-97.	
1663Geoffrey	Pearson,	Hooligan	a	history	of	respectable	fears	(Hampshire:	Macmillan,	1983),	227.	
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8.7 Tykes		
A tyke can be defined as: “A mongrel dog, a cheeky mischievous child, an unpleasant 

rough ill-mannered person.”1664 To some from outside of Yorkshire these might be apt 

descriptors. All of these descriptors could be used in conjunction with the 

Yorkshireman, at least those covered in this research. But the reference to a mongrel 

dog is surprisingly the most apt. A mongrel dog on the streets has allegiance to no one 

other than themselves, they roam in packs. Every day is a fight for survival. It is looked 

down from all and sundry. It has no pedigree and bears that mark with pride, after all no 

one else will put it on a pedestal. It marks out its territory and turns on other dogs that 

have the misfortune to stray into its street and is shunned by those whom it encounters 

in other streets. Scratch the surface and the mongrel dog roamed unashamedly amongst 

the ranks of the groups discussed in this paper.1665  

There are some notable features of this analogy with the mongrel dog roaming in packs. 

One striking feature is the lack of leadership and overall organisation exhibited by the 

groups. Even in the more highly orchestrated encounter, that of Orgreave,	the leadership 

lacked any coordination1666 and where it tried to emerge as in Bradford it was ignored. 

There was no central organisation on the day by any of the groups in any of the cases. 

To talk in terms of a ‘unitary crowd’ would not be a reflection of what was happening in 

the streets. Rather here were groups of men and youths, be it on the streets of Bradford, 

Leeds or the fields of Orgreave who were reduced to lamenting, hunting or war 

packs.1667 In one moment they were initiating the violence, in another reacting in self-

defence or evading confrontation. The packs were effortlessly changing their form from 

one to another, a basic unit of a primitive society. In tune with that primitive notion, 

																																																													
1664http://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/tyke		
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/tyke?searchDictCode=all	(Accessed,	2013).	
1665This	perspective	should	not	be	confused	with	the	Gary	Marx	reference	to	the	“Le	Bon-Reagan	mad	
dog	view	of	collective	action.”	Those	involved	in	the	cases	were	not	mad	dogs,	to	them	there	was	always	
an	instrumentality	and	justification	for	their	violence.	Gary.T.	Marx,	“Issueless	riots,”	Annals	of	the	
American	Academy	of	Political	and	Social	Science	391	(1970):	23.	
1666Winterton	states	this	was	the	result	of	the	division	between	the	national	and	local	level	of	the	NUM	
and	there	was	reluctance	on	the	part	of	the	local	mining	leadership	to	expose	themselves	to	arrest	by	
the	police	snatch	squads	who	would	use	the	strategy	of	decapitating	the	leadership	to	disperse	the	
crowd.	Jonathon	Winterton	and	Ruth	Winterton,	Coal,	Crisis	and	Conflict:	The	1984-85	Miners’	Strike	in	
Yorkshire	(Manchester:	Manchester	University	Press,	1989),	97.	
1667A	fourth	pack	is	the	“increase	pack.”	Elias	Canetti,	Crowds	and	Power	(New	York:	Noonday	Press,	
1991).	
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they were also riven with division from within and that reflected their community at 

large.  

The Kashmiri youth, the other Asian groups and the elders saw the injustices on 

Garfield Avenue and outside Lawcroft House in the same frame. The miners, regardless 

of where they came from saw the same injustices manifest on the fields of Orgreave. 

The Leeds fans formulated the same grievances as they sought retribution. And yes, 

they all felt empowered by their numbers and self-defence was the order of the day. But 

who were amongst the police forces that the miners were fighting against on the picket 

line? Answer: police forces from Yorkshire. Who were amongst the Manchester fans 

that the Leeds fans were fighting on the terraces and backstreets of Leeds? Answer: the 

Yorkshire Reds. Which properties did the Kashmiri youth attack in their rampage? 

Answer: white business owners in and around their community. If one changes Binn’s 

quote earlier to reflect the violent conflictual contention in the cases it becomes: 

“Yorkshiremen might be abused abroad, but the more common the slander the more 

they turn on each other.” 

The communities they were defending were delineated around the streets and schools 

they had frequented with their friends, not the ‘common category’ imposed on them by 

the ‘other.’ The Kashmiri youth was at war with itself trying to reconcile the divergent 

demands of citizenship and identity. They accessed citizenship and identity to meet their 

own needs and not those of society. They might have been subservient at home but once 

outside the front door that subservience was replaced by a virulent youthful angst. This 

set them on a collision course with their elders and with all those symbols of the ‘other’ 

that they saw as the source of their grievances. This included a discriminatory police 

force, a white community with which they shared a mutual hatred and distrust and was 

exemplified in their precise targeting of non-Kashmiri business premises during that 

June weekend. In fact, the Bradford Commission Report was heavily criticised for “its 

tendency to treat the minority ethnic community as homogenous as if it were complete, 

consistent, undivided and, more significant, ‘other’ than the rest of Bradford.”1668 But it 

was Keith Hellawell, Chief Constable of West Yorkshire who shrewdly pointed out: 

“you have this tremendous powder keg within them (the Asian youth) which they vent 

																																																													
1668Cedric	Cullingford	and	Ikhlaq	Din,	Ethnicity	and	Englishness:	personal	identities	in	a	minority	
community	(Newcastle:	Cambridge	Scholars	Publishing,	2006).	
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on the police, they are also venting on their own community.”1669 In a subsequent 

editorial, in the immediate afterglow when the embers of violence were hot, the 

Yorkshire Post drew attention to the feuding and ill feeling between the different ethnic 

clans.1670 But as time elapsed the unwillingness to raise questions became evident when 

another newspaper declared the “riots were not racial.”1671 

On the Orgreave fields you had the miners, their primary target were the scab drivers. 

Source O3 speculated that the scab drivers were from local haulage companies and 

probably used local labour, although the markings on the side of the lorries were 

obscured and the cab windows darkened and protected to stop identification of the 

drivers. On the field itself, the miners congregated around their own colliery mates and 

whilst there was no friction between the different colliery groups, there is no doubt that 

the Area Incentive Scheme had sown seeds of suspicion and dissension in the miners’ 

ranks. For now, at least, any disagreements they had were left in abeyance, but the 

union and the mining communities were fractured. Nottinghamshire was still working, 

scab working miners were on the horizon and they were never to be reconciled. 

There was certainly vehemence directed towards those who were throwing the missiles 

at Orgreave and as already mentioned this must have come from the miners’ ranks. The 

missile throwing could not be entirely attributed to groups that Source O2 called 

“Trotsky’s.” There was also an intense dislike of some of the left-wing splinter groups 

such as the SWP that ingratiated themselves amongst the ranks of miners.1672 There was 

even more scorn poured on those miners who were seen to be ‘free riders.’ These were 

the miners who were not at the front of the picket charge, but who had come along to 

earn their picket money and sat	begrudgingly in the rear harangued by Scargill to go to 

the front. Source O2 mentioned one of his relatives who only went to “have his cosy sit 

down for a couple of hours for his picketing money.” 

At Orgreave there was a complex matrix of fault lines: there were the stone throwers 

who were chastised, there were the left-wing agitators who fermented division. There 

																																																													
1669Paul	Wilkinson,	“Police	blame	cultural	gap	for	rioting,”	The	Times,	June	12,	1995.	
1670“Editorial,”	Yorkshire	Post,	June	12,	1995.	
1671Jim	Appleby,	“The	city’s	week	of	shame,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	August	27,	1996.	
1672Reports	from	a	prior	confrontation	at	Orgreave	highlights	this	point	when	Errol	Palmer,	a	local	picket	
was	reported	to	have	said:	“‘there	are	many	here	who	are	not	miners’…he	alleged	that	the	peaceful	
pickets	and	demonstrators	had	been	infiltrated	by	left-wing	groups,	some	of	whom	had	been	banned	
from	a	local	miners’	welfare	club.”	Michael	Morris,	“Fire,	wire	and	telegraph	poles	face	horses,	dogs	and	
shields,”	The	Guardian,	May	31,	1984.	
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were those who did the shoving and there were those who held back. There were those 

who stood and fought and there were those who ran. But the research by Percy-Smith 

and Hillyard was revealing when they identified the brutality of Yorkshire police 

officers towards the Yorkshire miners.1673 At Orgreave, the West and South Yorkshire 

police forces were active in arresting the miners. They accounted for the largest number 

of arresting officers giving witness statements,1674 and they were at the forefront of the 

police brutality the miners alleged took place.  

At Leeds in 1975 there was no concerted leadership or organisation. On the Kop, 

various ‘hardmen’ who had earned their reputation in their local groups brought their 

acolytes to merge into one fluid mass. Yes, they were united on the terraces but they 

roamed erratically and independently through the streets outside the ground. They 

despised the Yorkshire Reds who baited the Leeds fans by their mere presence. And 

when the game was over and the pubs opened, the baiting was directed at each other.  

Perhaps Bagguely and Hussein1675 were right when they dismissed the notion of a 

collective identity in favour of an agglomeration of smaller enclaves. This was 

obviously drawn from Alberto Melucci’s deconstruction of collective identity when he 

noted: “Collective identity takes the form of a field containing a system of vectors in 

tension. These vectors constantly seek to establish an equilibrium between the various 

axes of collective action and between identification declared by the actor and the 

identification given by the rest of the society.”1676 However, what these observers do not 

sufficiently recognise is that these enclaves, when reduced in size it made the transition 

effortless from friend to foe. The homogenous group they wanted to present and that 

imposed by the ‘other’ was to all intents and purposes a facade. At various levels of 

abstraction, be it interstreet, intergroup, intergang, interschool, intercommunity, 

interinstitutional, the edifice that was Yorkshire, in respect to the three cases in this 

																																																													
1673Janie	Percy-Smith	and	Paddy	Hillyard,	“Miners	in	the	Arms	of	the	Law:	A	Statistical	Analysis,”	Journal	
of	Law	and	Society	12/3	(1985):	347-348.		
1674See	Appendix	9	based	on	data	from	Volume	2	in	which	miners	were	able	to	give	their	responses	to	
police	statements	and	where	the	witness	statements	of	police	officers	were	consistently	reported.	
Defendant’s	Statements,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	2,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	Appeal,	January	
1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign).	
1675Paul	Bagguley	and	Yasmin	Hussain,	Riotous	Citizens,	Ethnic	Conflict	in	Multicultural	Britain	(Aldershot:	
Ashgate,	2008),	176.	
1676Alberto	Melucci,	Challenging	Codes:	Collective	Action	in	the	Information	Age	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	
University	Press,	1996),	76.	
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paper, was riddled with contradiction and the fractures created brought to the fore a 

viciousness that resulted in groups turning on each other.  

Lewis Coser brings in a useful dimension in his analogue with the “heretic” and the 

“renegade.” A heretic is defined as “someone who believes or teaches something that 

goes against accepted or official beliefs.”1677 In essence “the heretic proposes 

alternatives where the group wants no alternative to exist.”1678 In Manningham the 

prevailing culture centered on the Kashmiri community, whilst the pubs, nightclubs, 

off-licences were all preserves of the white culture and they presented an alternative 

which the Kashmiris did not want to exist in their communities.1679 The same applied to 

the scab drivers at Orgreave, this was Yorkshire, heartland of the NUM and the spectre 

of fellow workers breaking the picket line was an ignominy that could and would not be 

tolerated by the miners. In parallel, on the fields of Orgreave the perception of heretics 

was supplanted by that of the renegades when they looked at the blue lines drawn up in 

front. The Yorkshire police had transferred their allegiance to the state and were 

showing their loyalty to the state by engaging in its defence. They had severed their ties 

with the local communites. To the miners, the police had become the renegades, thus 

the miner had to “fight the renegade with all its might since he threatens symbolically, if 

not in fact, its existence as an ongoing concern.”1680 Meanwhile, the Yorkshire Reds had 

abandoned those values of allegiance to territory, of loyalty, they were the renegades 

writ large: “Renegadism signified and symbolised a desertion of those standards of the 

group considered vital to its wellbeing, if not to its actual existence.”1681 They 

threatened the very existence of Leeds United, after all if you came from Yorkshire and 

could not support a Yorkshire team, even a very successful one, then there was no 

possibility that the team could survive, let alone prosper. By seeing the ‘other’ as 

heretics or renegedes, the depth of animosity the different groups were able to access 

both accentuated and legitimised their resort to violence. 

																																																													
1677	http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/heretic	(Accessed	May,	2013).		
1678Lewis	Coser,	The	functions	of	social	conflict	(Toronto:	The	Free	Trade	Press,	1969),	70.		
1679The	targeting	strategy	in	public	disorder	is	discussed	in:	Richard.	A.	Berk	and	Howard.	E.	Aldrich,	
“Patterns	of	vandalism	during	civil	disorders	as	an	indicator	of	selection	of	targets,”	American	
Sociological	Review	37	(1972):	533-547;	Peter	Baudains,	Alex	Braithwaite	and	Shane.	D.	Johnson,	“Target	
choice	during	extreme	events:	A	discrete	spatial	choice	model	of	the	2011	London	Riots,”	Criminology	
51/2	(2013):	251-285.	
1680Lewis	Coser,	The	functions	of	social	conflict	(Toronto:	The	Free	Trade	Press,	1969),	69.	
1681Ibid.,	69.		
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“All Yorkshiremen are from Yorkshire, but some are more ‘Yorkshire’ than others,”1682 

does convey the inbuilt fissures woven into the Yorkshire landscape. These fissures are 

in part grounded on the “narcissism of minor differences” between “neighbours who 

harbor the most persistent grievances against each other.”1683 People who ostensibly 

come from the same community or neighbour communities are in fact riven by minor 

differences that have the capacity to crystalise into conflict and sometimes violence.1684 

It must be recognised that there are influences other than the narcissism of minor 

differences that might push those involved towards conflict and violence.1685 But the 

internal fractures in the Yorkshire communities denoted here, seem to lend themselves 

to the notion of the narcissism of minor differences not least because “the more 

difference diminishes, the more primitive states of mind erupt, including the twinned 

illusion of omnipotence and helplessness. The immediate corollary of narcissistic 

eruption is violence…”1686 This primitive connotation reverberates through the 

Kashmiri youth, miners and Leeds fans and it is perhaps not surprising that their 

struggle for the right to address the injustices they perceived should result in violence. 

Some would see this as the last resort of barbarism: “There are so many legal 

precautions against violence, and our upbringing is directed towards so weakening our 

tendencies towards violence, that we are instinctively inclined to think that any act of 

violence is a manifestation of a return to barbarism.”1687 Perhaps their resort to violence 

was barbaric, but these were proud people who saw themselves as the victims and the 

																																																													
1682This	was	the	title	of	an	article	by	Thomas	Fletcher	and	whilst	the	article	did	not	deal	with	violence	or	
any	of	the	cases	looked	at	herein	its	appropriacy	is	clear:	Thomas	Fletcher,	“All	Yorkshiremen	are	from	
Yorkshire,	but	some	are	more	‘Yorkshire’	than	others:	British	Asians	and	the	myths	of	Yorkshire	cricket,”	
Sport	in	Society	15/2	(2012):	227-245.	
1683Karl	Figlio,	“The	dread	of	sameness:	social	hatred	and	Freud’s	‘narcissism	of	minor	differences,’”	in	
Psychoanalysis	and	Politics,	Exclusion	and	the	Politics	of	Representation,	ed.	Lene	Austad	(London:	
Karnac	Books,	2012),	7.	
1684It	needs	to	be	stressed	that	it	does	not	always	lead	to	violence:	Anton	Blok,	“The	Narcissism	of	Minor	
Differences,”	European	Journal	of	Social	Theory	1/1	(1998):	49.	This	theory	has	been	applied	to	conflict	
in	general	by	Michael	Ignatieff,	The	Warrior’s	Honor:	Ethnic	War	and	the	Modern	Conscience	(New	York:	
Henry	Holt,	1997)	and	referred	to	football	violence	specifically	by	Ramon	Spaaij,	Understanding	Football	
Hooliganism,	A	Comparison	of	Six	Western	European	Football	Clubs	(Amsterdam:	Vossiuspers	UvA,	
2006),	36.	
1685One	is	considering	here	the	obvious	power	relations,	economic	and	political	dimensions.	See	Pål	
Kolstø	“The	‘Narcissism	of	Minor	Differences’-Theory:	Can	it	Explain	Ethnic	Conflict?”	Filozofija	i	Društvo	
Philosophy	and	Society,	Belgrade	2	(2007):	153-171,	who	gives	an	overview	of	the	relative	advantages	
and	limitations	of	this	theory.	
1686Karl	Figlio,	“The	dread	of	sameness:	social	hatred	and	Freud’s	‘narcissism	of	minor	differences,’”	in	
Psychoanalysis	and	Politics,	Exclusion	and	the	Politics	of	Representation,	ed.	Lene	Austad	(London:	
Karnac	Books,	2012),	10.	
1687Georges	Sorel,	Reflections	on	Violence	(London:	Collier-Macmillan,	1950),	180.	
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inroads by the ‘other’ that questioned or threatened their very existence. Their resistance 

and their willingness to fight may denote them more accurately as “primitive rebels.”1688 

8.8 Primitive	and	Proud		
All of the cases examined here draw upon, to differing degrees, elements of Eric 

Hobsbawm’s representation of the “primitive rebel” although none of the cases strictly 

fit into any one category he presents. The concepts of “outlaw,” “social banditry” and 

the “mob” intermingle with the ethnic group, miners and football fans. The problem is 

that Hobsbawm’s determination of these categories is based upon their interaction with 

the political and economic development of society and their power relations.  

The same problem is encountered if Charles Tilly’s conceptualisations are used. For 

instance, he might have seen the Leeds fans fighting against the first signs of the 

corporatisation and securitisation of their sport glorified by Manchester United who was 

one of the first exemplars of this transformation. This would be his concept of 

“primitive conflict” whereby the Leeds fans were trying to hold a defined position in the 

existing power relations. As for the miners, struggling against a capitalist economy that 

was dehumanising and exploitative, he might have couched this in terms of a form of 

“reactionary conflict” involving a group losing its position of power. Whilst the 

Kashmiri youth might have been rebelling against the imposition of a citizenship that 

they found alien and this could be conceptualised by what he saw as a “modern 

conflict” involving a group trying to acquire power.1689  

If one is to apply a framework of power relations to these interactions, then where was 

the power residing in the non-state actors? They had very limited operational and 

leadership structures that relied on informal structures of communication and almost 

non-existent decision making structures. Only in the case of the miners and the 

leadership role of Arthur Scargill can there be discerned any organisational structure. In 

this case, it proved crucial in fomenting the group members and bringing different 

groups together, but even then, on the 18th June for example, they had very little control 

or impact on the unfolding events. In opposition, the police in all three cases employed 

tactics and strategies that demanded close operational control and relied on an efficient 

																																																													
1688Eric	Hobsbawm,	Primitive	Rebels	(Manchester:	Manchester	University	Press,	1959).	
1689Charles	Tilly,	“Collective	Violence	in	European	Perspective,”	(CRSO	Working	Paper	178,	Center	for	
Research	on	Societal	Organisation:	University	of	Michigan,	1978),	45.		
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organisational and leadership structure, which one would expect. This may have 

resulted in an escalation in the violence, but they had the resources to deal with this 

eventuality. Perhaps the obduracy one sees in the non-state ranks was seen in equal 

measure in the ranks of the police, and that was an undercurrent theme in all the cases 

and would be worthy of further research. Whilst the police had the reality of power, the 

non-state actors held the illusion of power. They only had recourse to the primitive 

visualisation of violence and injustice in front of them; it was the only recourse that the 

‘powerless’ had. They also had a contentious repertoire to access, but this was severely 

constrained in both time and place.  

But the grievances of those on the front line in the cases of violent conflictual 

contention examined herein did not explicitly uphold or promulgate notions of power or 

at the very least they were indirectly related to the grievances encountered.1690 Rather, 

these groups were concerned with survival. A collective belief invoked in confronting 

the injustices that impacted on their masculinity, honour and their world view that was 

insular and inward looking. Theirs was a resort to retribution to address the injustices 

that had been imposed upon them, after all “revenge is associated with a culture of 

honour, which emphasises pride in manhood, masculine courage, assertiveness, physical 

strength”1691 and revenge was an indelible feature of all the cases. 

These were primitive societies, where the bonds of kinship or tribal solidarity combined 

with a defence of territory were saturated with a conservatism that was all pervasive 

leading to the use of violence that was reactionary by nature. They were “commonly 

reacting to some change which they regarded as depriving them of rights they had once 

enjoyed; they were backward looking.”1692 Irrespective of whether looking backward to 

protecting the honour of their womenfolk, or the right to picket or to the right to express 

their fighting prowess, these rights might seem insignificant or outdated to others, but to 

those groups they were important. The rapidity of change in advanced industrial and 

																																																													
1690Tilly	would	be	scathing	in	the	preoccupation	with	the	“underdog”	in	this	research	because	it	“ends	up	
suggesting	that	collective	violence	is	an	expression	of	underdog	experience	alone,”	see	Charles	Tilly,	
“Collective	Violence	in	European	Perspective,”	(CRSO	Working	Paper	178,	Center	for	Research	on	
Societal	Organisation:	University	of	Michigan,	1978),	56.		
1691Manuel	Eisner,	“The	Long-Term	Development	of	Violence:	Empirical	Findings	and	Theoretical	
Approaches	to	Interpretation,”	in	International	Handbook	of	Violence	Research,	ed.	William	Heitmeyer	
and	John	Hagan	(Netherlands:	Kluwer	Academic,	2003),	50.	
1692Charles	Tilly,	“Collective	Violence	in	European	Perspective,”	(CRSO	Working	Paper	178,	Center	for	
Research	on	Societal	Organisation:	University	of	Michigan,	1978),	16.			
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digital societies does not always correlate with significant shifts in norms and values or 

the way of life in local communities.  

The intractability of the Yorkshireman in the face of change is revealed in the following 

quote by a Yorkshire miner: “I’ve worked in places before the pit. In factories and such 

like. It was all ‘do this’ ‘do that’ sort of thing. The good thing about the pit was that you 

could tell the gaffa to ‘fuck off’ and get away with it. You weren’t under the screw all 

the time. If it’s going to be like that it won’t be worth having.”1693 

When the taint of violence rears its head in the narcissism of minor differences between 

similar or related groups then Hobsbawm places such traits on the extreme spectrum of 

the “outlaw” where “a man fought with and for his kin…against another kin.”1694 When 

the Manningham shop front windows were broken by their own community, when 

Source O2 lamented the divisions in his mining family or when Yorkshire Reds fought 

Yorkshire Whites these were symptomatic of communities ill at ease with themselves 

and with their neighbours. Pierre Clastres elevates the inherent suspicion and antipathy 

that resonates with primitive tribal communities, when he states:  

“Primitive communities maintain a certain distance between each other, 

both literally and figuratively: between each band or village there are their 

respective territories, allowing each group to keep its distance…The 

hypothesis of friendship of all with all contradicts each community’s 

profound, essential desire to maintain and deploy its being as single 

totality, that is, its irreducible difference in relation to all other groups, 

including neighbors, friends, and allies.”1695 

The difference of course here is that one is dealing with the primitive tribalism seen on 

the streets of Yorkshire and not Hobsbawm’s Corsicans or Clastres’ South American 

Indians.  

To call the groups in this research “outlaws” seems a bit dated, but strictly speaking 

they were as they had broken the law, irrespective of whether they felt they had the 

moral and ethical right to do so. Thus, adjectives such as “outlaw,” “pack,” “primitive” 

																																																													
1693Huw	Benyon,	“Authority	and	Change	in	the	Coalfields,”	Journal	of	law	and	Society	12/3	(1985):	401.	
1694Eric	Hobsbawm,	Primitive	Rebels	(Manchester:	Manchester	University	Press,	1959),	4.	
1695Pierre	Clastres,	The	Archaeology	of	violence:	War	in	Primitive	Societies	(New	York:	Semiotext(e),	
1994),	157.	
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and “reactionary” come to the fore when distilling the grievance and identity formations 

in these cases of violent conflictual contention. These observations should not be 

construed in such a way that one is disparaging those involved, for it is Sir Bernard 

Ingham, Chief Press Secretary to Margaret Thatcher who sums up the essence of the 

Yorkshireman and illuminates the qualities that have come to underpin the descriptors 

thus far presented: “They don't come much more angular, taciturn, private, single-

minded, stubborn, opinionated, more gallows-humoured, determined or industrious than 

true Pennine people.”1696 But their directness and brutality are best summed up by the 

observation that “the Yorkshire man would stab you in the throat not the back and that’s 

a far better way to be, up front.”1697 

9 Violence	Incarnate	
One striking facet that arises from this study of Yorkshire is that once released, violent 

conflictual contention moved imperceptibly through the veins of the communities from 

whence it grew, reaffirming the earlier observations of Teresa Beck. It was constantly 

searching for cracks to appear, like a cancerous growth it became more intractable and 

more insidious, vicious and destructive. Violent conflictual contention continues to 

mutate: the capacity for human beings to reach the depths of depravity is infinite, 

imposing striking demands on both the conceptual and practical challenges faced by the 

researcher of violence.  

This research first set out many years ago, on looking at these cases as individual 

representations of collective violence that had blighted recent Yorkshire history. 

Choosing the cases was justified because each one epitomised gratuitous acts of 

violence that had been notable both in terms of their scale and their apparent impact on 

both local and national levels. Consequently, dissecting the unfolding events, the 

grievances and identity factors of the non-state actors in each case was a legitimate 

although demanding exercise. However, the key conclusion if you fuse the cases 

together, ignoring the genre they represented or their individual historical time frame, 

but rather focus on violent conflictual contention as a conceptual representation, is that 

Yorkshire history in the period covered was infected by significant and perpetual levels 

																																																													
1696Bernard	Ingham,	“Essence	of	Yorkshire,”	Telegraph	&	Argus,	October	25,	1999.	
1697Karl	Witty	and	Alan	White,	“Yorkshire	Man	Manual:	Consultation	Study,”	(Leeds	Metropolitan	
University:	Centre	for	Men’s	Health,	2009),	5.		
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of violence. Merging the cases together presents a topography of violence that 

converges around a ‘totality’ that transcends the festering scars each of these cases 

represented. This ‘totality’ served to reinforce the perception of the truculent, primitive 

Yorkshireman as a person all too ready to find refuge in violence to resolve their 

grievances. The ‘totality’ was not some tangible outcome, a new group, a new 

movement; these were torn asunder on the shards of fractured communities. Rather it 

was the adoration of violence, a sense of being from Yorkshire, tempered in the brutal 

reality of a people that looked inward, tribalistic, forever concerned with their grim 

reality and oblivious and resistant to the forces of change that they disdained.  

Theirs was a propensity for violence inscribed in their social being, from their home to 

their workplace to public places, where their political allegiance, if it existed and their 

character were often “undetermined, ambiguous or even ostensibly ‘conservative.’”1698 

In this sense they “looked backwards”1699 and the primitiveness of their social existence 

was laid bare in the streets amidst the chaos and brutality of public disorder. Theirs was 

“a desire for immediate control over the conditions of existence and to claims to 

independence from the system, a system that they saw as alien and threatening.”1700 

Perhaps the ‘totality’ can be seen as a conceptualisation of violence that conforms to 

Pauli Kettunen’s search for conceptual as opposed to causal relations between 

phenomena.1701 The cases in themselves were exemplars of violence, but taken 

individually they did not exude the true concept or extent of violence in Yorkshire. The 

occurrence of one case did not feed into the causality of another. They were 

independent phenomena, but by transcending the boundaries of the case events and 

drawing in the continuities of violence leading up to the cases and then immersing them 

in the flow of violence that has radiated since, the tributaries of violence that the cases 

represent converge to form a concept or intangible totality of violence that is more 

sinister and more destructive than any tangible representation.  

																																																													
1698Eric	Hobsbawm,	Primitive	Rebels	(Manchester:	Manchester	University	Press,	1959),	2.	
1699Ibid.,	108.	
1700Alberto	Melucci,	Challenging	Codes:	Collective	Action	in	the	Information	Age	(Cambridge:	Cambridge	
University	Press,	1996),	102.	
1701Risto	Alapuro	discusses	Pauli	Kettunen’s	conceptualisation	of	history	in	Heidi	Haggren,	Johanna	
Rainio-Niemi	and	Jussi	Vauhkonen’s	work	on	the	different	approaches	to	social	science	history.	See	Risto	
Alapuro,	“Pauli	Kettunen,	history	and	sociology,”	in	The	Multi-layered	Historicity	of	the	Present,	ed.	Heidi	
Haggren,	Johanna	Rainio-Niemi	and	Jussi	Vauhkonen	(Helsinki:	Unigrafia,	2013),	52.	
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Each of the cases foreshadowed the onset of more significant levels of violence. The 

grievances, the injustices were there for all to see, but no one was asking the right 

questions. Either through fear or ignorance the rest of society presided in their own 

comfort zone whilst violence was incarnate in the streets and byways of Yorkshire.  

By demarking the outer contours of violent conflictual contention, the grievances in the 

three cases were drawn. From whence came the bitter profile of an identity, riven with 

fractures and yet born of a self-belief in the virtuosity of their cause. Factor in a limited 

contentious repertoire that added sustenance to their victimhood, stained with injustices 

they saw as unjustifiable and you come across communities who were being assailed on 

all fronts and their only recourse, in their eyes, was to violent conflictual contention. 

The last words were to be left to former politician Roy Hattersley who strikes a final 

incisive chord when he states: 

“Yorkshire is an idea not a place…Yorkshire represented a set of 

particular values-the compulsive desire to compete and the obsessive need 

to win, a certainty in the righteousness of every favoured cause and the 

truculent skepticism about other people’s convictions, an absolute faith in 

the eventual triumph of industry and the ultimate victory of thrift, the 

unrestrained aggression that gets men knocked down and the determined 

pride that makes them stand up again, the belief in the importance of self-

improvement and the propriety of self-confidence, a weakness for mock 

piety and false sentiment and, above all else, a strong suspicion that the 

tender virtues are not really virtues at all.”1702 

But the last words can be left to David Cameron, and whilst this is galling for this 

author he touched on the essence that is the Yorkshireman when he recently observed: 

“We just thought people in Yorkshire hated everyone else, we didn’t realise they hated 

each other so much.”1703 

																																																													
1702Roy	Hattersley,	Goodbye	to	Yorkshire	(Camelot	Press:	Southampton,	1976),	14.		
1703Helen	Pidd,	“David	Cameron	wasn't	rude	about	Yorkshire	-	he	was	right,”	The	Guardian,	September	
11,	2015.	Recent	research	based	on	admissions	to	hospital	emergency	departments	by	Cardiff	University	
Violence	Research	Group	showed	that	“Northerners”	are	much	more	likely	to	be	injured	in	violent	
attacks	than	their	Southern	counterparts	indicating	the	higher	propensity	of	violence	in	the	North	of	the	
country.	David	Barrett,	“Northerners	more	likely	to	become	victims	of	violent	crime	than	Southerners,	
says	report,”	The	Telegraph,	January	13,	2016;	Vaseekaran	Sivarajasingam	et	al.,	“Trends	in	violence	in	
England	and	Wales	2010-2014,”	Journal	of	Epidemiology	&	Community	Health	December	(2015):	1-6.	
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1705The	sources	wanted	their	identity	made	confidential.	Some	were	known	personally	to	the	
researcher.	Various	communications,	means	the	meetings	took	place	in	pubs,	worker’s	canteens,	on	the	
coach	to	and	from	football	games	or	at	a	football	match,	which	were	not	conducive	to	using	recording	
equipment.	Reliance	at	times	had	to	be	made	on	written	notes	and	the	telephone.	
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11 Appendix	1	The	U.K.		
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Yorkshire.1706 

 

 

	

	

	

	

																																																													
1706The	historic	county	of	Yorkshire	lasted	for	hundreds	of	years.	It	covered	a	vast	area	in	the	North	of	
England,	historically	based	on	three	ridings	that	existed	until	local	government	reforms	in	1974.	After	
which	some	areas	were	transferred	to	Lancashire	and	others	formed	part	of	the	new	county	of	
Humberside.	Today,	Yorkshire	still	exists,	somewhat	smaller	than	the	historic	county	of	Yorkshire,	but	
still	remains	the	largest	county	in	England.	Covering	an	area	of	over	11,000	km2	and	a	population	in	
excess	of	five	million,	it	has	its	first	reference	as	a	county	name	in	the	Anglo-Saxon	Chronicle	in	1065.	
The	Roman	emperor	Constantine	was	made	Emperor	whilst	on	a	visit	to	the	region	in	306	A.D.	Already	
in	865	A.D.	the	county	had	been	conquered	by	the	Danes,	establishing	the	Kingdom	of	Jorvik,	centred	on	
modern	day	York.	This	served	as	the	capital	of	Danelaw	that	covered	much	of	northern	England.	The	
wealth	and	economy	of	the	region	has	been	derived	from	its	topographical	and	geological	features.	The	
woolen	industry	located	near	the	main	river	arteries	such	as	the	River	Aire	led	to	the	expansion	of	
Bradford	and	Leeds	as	leading	textile	centres.	The	coal	deposits	in	South	Yorkshire	saw	Sheffield	and	the	
locality	expand	as	leading	coal	mining	areas.	There	are	significant	urban	centres	yet	the	region	has	some	
of	the	most	beautiful	scenery.	This	has	inspired	some	of	the	most	notable	artists	and	authors,	including	
the	Bronte	sisters,	James	Heriott	and	David	Hockney.	
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12 Appendix	2	Questionnaire	on	Soccer	Hooliganism1707	
QUESTIONS		 Team	

Managers		
Players	
	
	

Boards	of	
Directors	

Supporters’	
Clubs	

Sun	Newspaper	
Questionnaire	

Is	hooliganism	
amongst	fans	
increasing?	(%	
saying	Yes)	

82	 86.5	 72	 81	 90	

Is	the	problem	today	
serious	or	much	
exaggerated	(%	
saying	Serious)	

76	 59	 63	 60	 89	

Are	disturbances	on	
terraces	and	field	
related?	(%	saying	
Yes)	

52	 54	 54.5	 45	 73	

Is	drunkenness	on	
the	increase	at	
matches?	(%	saying	
Yes)	

18	 23	 22	 12	 28	

Does	standard	of	
refereeing	influence	
crowd	behaviour	?	
(%	saying	Yes)	

88	 86	 85	 96	 80	

Other	factors	
causing	hooliganism:	
overcrowding	

6	
	
	

4.5	
	
	

9	 12	 40	

Other	factors	
causing	hooliganism:	
poor	facilities	

9	 14	 12	 17	 37	

Other	factors	
causing	hooliganism:	
support	losing	team	

73	 73	 50	 43	 67	

Other	factors	
causing	hooliganism:	
support	winning	
team	

36	 14	 10	 21.5	 28	

Other	factors	
causing	hooliganism:	
needle	match	

45	 77.5	 44	 31	 63	

Is	hooliganism	
related	to	vandalism	
generally?	(%	saying	
Yes)	

91	 77.5	 88	 86	 78	

Are	methods	of	
dealing	with	
hooligans	adequate?	
(%	saying	No)	

82	 82	 85	 83	 88	

Is	hooliganism	a	
threat	to	the	future	
of	football?	(%	
saying	Yes)	

45	 50	 47	 69	 76	

 

 

																																																													
1707G.	Dickens,	et	al.,	Birmingham	Research	Group,	Bristol:	John	Wright	and	Sons,	Soccer	Hooliganism:	A	
preliminary	report	to	Mr.	D.	Howell,	Minister	of	Sport,	1968,	SPG	196	(Papers	of	the	Popplewell	Inquiry	
into	Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	Bradford	University,	1986).	
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13 Appendix	3	Map	of	Key	Events	In	and	Around	Elland	Road,	
Leeds	

Timeline	(Those	underlined	marked	on	the	following	maps)	

1. Around 08.00 Manchester fans start arriving in Leeds city centre. Some went directly 
to the ground. 

2. Main departure points for the Manchester fans: Vicar Lane, York Street, Wellington 
Street and the Central Railway Station. These were the flashpoints at which there was 
the stand off between the Manchester and Leeds fans, at times violence erupted. 

3. Throughout the morning Manchester fans arriving. Sporadic confrontations and 
violence kicking off throughout the centre. 

4. Around 14.00, Saturday Train Specials arriving at Leeds Central Station.  
Disembarking and passing through the dark arches on to Neville Street towards the 
ground. 

5. Leeds fans back up and run down Swinegate, passed the Cock of the North and 
across Bridge End. Catching up with the Manchester fans at Holbeck Park fighting 
breaks out. 

6. Potential hotspots around the ground: chip shop opposite the South Stand, around the 
old Souvenir Shop or around the bar in the nearby greyhound track. 

7. In the ground, Manchester fans are in the South Stand and part of the Lowfields. In 
the latter zone, there are two lines of police and stewards trying to separate baying rival 
fans. Sporadic violence erupts here as in other areas of the stadium occupied by the 
Leeds fans. 

8. After the game, intense sporadic skirmishes explode and damage to buildings along 
the route taken by the Manchester fans returning to the station. Sites include Wesley 
Street, Cemetery Hill, Ingram Road, Euston Terrace, Colenso Street, Cross Princess 
Street and the Ring Road.  

9. Early evening, fights breaking out in and around the Central Station also Duncan 
Street. 

Early evening comes along, violence continues in the centre. 
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In	the	City	Centre	

	

	

	

	

Elland	Road	Stadium	Plan	

 Manchester Fans 

A     Gelderd End/The Kop. 

B      The old Scratching Shed. 

C      This area was kept empty during the game. 

D      Two lines of police and stewards separating the Leeds and Manchester fans.                

E       Lowfields Road Stand. 
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Around	Elland	Road	
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14 Appendix	4	Profile	of	Some	of	Those	Arrested	at	the	
Game1708		

NAME AGE OCCUPATION 
Allison, Christopher 18 Apprentice Plumber 
Birrane, Michael 22 Electrician 
Chapman, Robert 21 Unemployed 
Costello, John 17 Apprentice painter 
Cowe, William 18 Painter 
Dodd, John 18 Apprentice Engineer 
Findlay, Gordon 21 Pattern Maker 
Gibbins, Glenn 21  
Hamnett, Frances 20 Pipe Fitter 
Hanley, Martin 17 Body Builder 
Holliday, Martin 18 Unemployed 
Howman, Graham 17 Apprentice 

Shipwright 
Ibbitson, Peter 18 Painter 
Jack, Peter 18 Labourer 
King, John 20 Machine Operator 
Marsden, Anthony 17  
McEniry, Charles 18  
Metcalf, Robin  Welder 
Needham, David 25 Driver 
Nicholson, Brian 18 Miner 
O’Donnell, Eamon 17 Clerk 
Pinder, Lee 18 Clerk 
Richardson, Nigel 17  
Richmond, Clive 19 Apprentice Joiner 
Rowland, Richard 17 Trainee Accountant 
Streng, Barry 20 Unemployed 
Sutcliff, Nicholas 17  
Whitehead, Allan 25 Driver 
 

In the table, there are only 28 arrests. The media did not report on all of the court cases 
and the court themselves did not retain the files on the cases.1709 

 

																																																													
1708Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	“Seven	hours	of	fear	gripped	city	–	Court	told,”	October	28,	1975;	Yorkshire	
Evening	Post,	“£75	Fine	for	youth	in	’kicking	team,’”	October	28,	1975;	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	“£2000	
fines	on	fans	who	brought	fear,”	October,	29,	1975;	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	“Chanting	United	fan	made	
V	sign,”	November	18,	1975;	Yorkshire	Evening	Post,	“Fans	in	clash-	£100	fine,”	November	14,	1995.	
1709Carl	Kenneally,	Archivist	West	Yorkshire	Archive	Service,	Leeds,	email	correspondence	9.7.2013.	
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15 Appendix	5	Arrests	at	Elland	Road	–	League	Games	1970	–
19791710		

1970/71	 	
Date	 Team	 																														Arrests	 Score	
	 	 Adults	in	ER	 Adults	

outside	ER	
				Juveniles	 	

17.10.70	 Manchester	
United	

24	 	 17	 2-2	(D)	

26.12.70	 Newcastle	
United	

11	 	 12	 3-0	(W)	

17.4.71	 West	
Bromwich	
Albion1711	

16	 	 4	 1-2	(L)	

28.11.70	 Manchester	
City	

10	 	 5	 1-0	(W)	

Total	arrests	for	season:	 104	 	 70	 	
By	the	end	of	the	season:	Runners	Up	League	Division	1.	

1971/72	 	 	
Date	 Team	 																								Arrests	 Score	 Category	
	 	 Adults	in	

ER	
Adults	
outside	
ER	

				Juveniles	 	 	

19.2.72	 Manchester	
United	

19	 	 11	 5-1	(W)	 A+	

16.10.71	 Manchester	
City	

4	 	 11	 3-0	(W)	 A+	

22.1.72	 Sheffield	
United	

9	 	 2	 1-0	(W)	 A+	

6.11.71	 Leicester	
City	

8	 	 1	 2-1	(W)	 A	

Total	arrests	for	season:	 114	 	 87	 	 	
FA	CUP	Liverpool	 19	 	 13	 2-0	(W)	 A+	
FA	CUP	Tottenham	
Hotspur	

19	 	 5	 2-1	(W)	 A+	

Runners	Up	League	Division	1	

	

																																																													
1710Top	four	games	per	season.	Oliver	Popplewell.	Attendance	and	Arrest	Figures	Leeds	United,	4/85	
(Bradford	University:	The	Papers	of	the	Popplewell	Inquiry	into	Crowd	Safety	at	Sports	Grounds,	1986).	
Category	refers	to	the	risk	category	of	the	game	in	terms	of	potential	for	disorder	allocated	by	the	
police,	A+	was	the	highest	risk,	this	was	then	changed	to	A++	in	1975.	
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1972/73	 	 	
Date	 Team	 																									Arrests	 Score	 Category	
	 	 Adults	in	

ER	
Adults	
outside	ER	

				Juveniles	 	 	

26.12.72	 Newcastle	
United	

15	 	 10	 1-0	(W)	 A+	

6.1.73	 Tottenham	
Hotspur	

12	 	 6	 2-1	(W)	 A	

9.12.72	 West	Ham	 9	 	 9	 1-0	(W)	 A	
11.11.72	 Sheffield	

United	
9	 	 7	 2-1	(W)	 A+	

Total	arrests	for	season:	 138	 	 109	 	 	
FA	CUP	West	Bromwich	
Albion	

10	 	 9	 2-0	(W)	 A+	

3rd	League	Divison	1.	

1973/74	 	 	
Date	 Team	 																								Arrests	 Score	 Category	
	 	 Adults	in	

ER	
Adults	
outside	
ER	

				Juveniles	 	 	

22.9.73	 Manchester	
United	

46	 	 19	 0-0	(D)	 A+	

2.3.74	 Newcastle	
United	

12	 	 7	 1-1	(D)	 A+	

20.10.73	 Liverpool	 6	 	 11	 1-0	(W)	 A	
9.3.74	 Manchester	

City	
5	 	 10	 1-0	(W)	 A	

Total	arrests	for	season:	 153	 	 83	 	 	
League	Division	1	Champions.	

1974/75	 	 	
Date	 Team	 																						Arrests	 Score	 Category	
	 	 Adults	in	

ER	
Adults	
outside	
ER	

				Juveniles	 	 	

29.3.75	 Newcastle	
United	

16	 	 12	 1-1	(D)	 A+	

16.11.74	 Middlesbrough	 6	 	 19	 2-2	(D)	 A	
15.3.75	 Everton	 12	 	 5	 0-0	(D)	 A+	
5.4.75	 Liverpool	 10	 	 3	 0-2	(L)	 A+	
Total	arrests	for	season:	 168	 	 105	 	 	
FA	CUP	Cardiff	City	 24	 	 10	 4-1	(W)	 B	
FA	CUP	Wimbledon	 23	 	 11	 1-0	(W)	 B	
9th	League	Division	1.	(Manchester	United	in	the	2nd	Division).	
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1975/76	 	 	
Date	 Team	 																								Arrests	 Score	 Category	
	 	 Adults	in	

ER	
Adults	
outside	
ER	

				Juveniles	 	 	

11.10.75	 Manchester	
United	

32	 49	 10	 1-2	(L)	 A++	

8.11.75	 Newcastle	
United	

24	 	 12	 3-0	(W)	 A+	

29.11.75	 Everton	 26	 	 2	 5-2	(W)	 A+	
17.4.76	 Manchester	

City	
19	 	 5	 2-1	(W)	 A+	

Total	arrests	for	season:	 203	 54	 67	 	 	
5th	League	Division	1.	

1976/77	 	 	
Date	 Team	 																									Arrests	 Score	 Category	
	 	 Adults	in	

ER	
Adults	
outside	
ER	

				Juveniles	 	 	

2.10.76	 Manchester	
United	

35	 33	 13	 0-2	(L)	 A++	

18.9.76	 Newcastle	
United	

26	 11	 10	 2-2	(D)	 A+	

21.8.76	 West	
Bromwich	
Albion	

31	 7	 3	 2-2	(D)	 A	

9.4.77	 Sunderland	 29	 	 2	 1-1	(D)	 A+	
Total	arrests	for	season:	 230	 126	 65	 	 	
FA	CUP	Manchester	City	 30	 59	 7	 1-0	(W)	 A+	
10th	League	Division	1.	

1977/78	 	 	
Date	 Team	 																						Arrests	 Score	 Category	
	 	 Adults	in	

ER	
Adults	
outside	
ER	

				Juveniles	 	 	

24.9.77	 Manchester	
United	

33	 16	 5	 1-1	(D)	 A++	

15.10.77	 Liverpool	 27	 11	 5	 1-2	(L)	 A+	
18.3.78	 Middlesbrough	 33	 	 5	 5-0	(W)	 A+	
19.11.77	 Nottingham	

Forest	
18	 4	 3	 1-0	(W)	 A+	

Total	arrests	for	season:	 222	 52	 67	 	 	
FA	CUP	Manchester	City	 23	 5	 9	 1-2(L)	 A+	
9th	League	Division	1.	
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1978/79	 	 	
Date	 Team	 																						Arrests	 Score	 Category	
	 	 Adults	in	

ER	
Adults	
outside	
ER	

				Juveniles	 	 	

23.12.78	 Middlesbrough	 18	 	 6	 3-1	(W)	 A	
13.1.79	 Manchester	

City	
6	 12	 2	 1-1	(D)	 A+	

11.11.78	 Arsenal	 15	 	 2	 0-1	(L)	 B	
16.9.78	 Tottenham	

Hotspur	
16	 	 1	 1-2	(L)	 A+	

Total	arrests	for	season:	 109	 18	 25	 	 	
5th	League	Division	1.	

1979	 	 	
Date	 Team	 																								Arrests	 Score	 Category	
	 	 Adults	in	

ER	
Adults	
outside	
ER	

				Juveniles	 	 	

29.9.79	 Manchester	
City	

25	 5	 3	 1-2	(L)	 A+	

15.9.79	 Liverpool	 19	 11	 1	 1-1	(D)	 A+	
20.10.79	 Tottenham	

Hotspur	
11	 	 2	 1-2	(L)	 B	

Total	arrests	for	season:	 181	 102	 24	 	 	
11th	League	Division	1.	

Top three teams where arrests were made: Manchester United: 352, Newcastle United: 
178, Manchester City: 118 (excluding the cup games). 
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16 Appendix	6	Sheffield	Policewatch	Form1712	
	

		SHEFFIELD	POLICEWATCH	
														INCIDENT	REPORT	FORM	

	
1.	Brief	report	of	incident	observed:	Date/Time/Place.	Please	be	as	
precise	as	possible.	
	
	
2.	Names,	numbers,	car	registration	of	any	police	or	car	involved.	
	
	
3.	Names/identity/place	of	work/address	of	members	of	public	
involved	in	incident.	
	
	
4.	Did	you	speak	to	any	police	officer	YES/NO.	
	
	
5.	Names	and	addresses	of	two	witnesses.	
 
 
 

	
	

	

	

	

																																																													
1712Sheffield	Policewatch.	SY704	(Sheffield	Archives).	
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17 Appendix	7	NALGO	Guide	to	Pickets	1713	
	
1.		Picketing	and	Secondary	Picketing	are	NOT	illegal,	you	cannot	be	arrested	just	for	
picketing.	
2.	The	1980	and	1982	Employment	Act	makes	certain	forms	of	picketing	‘unlawful’	which	
means	that	your	Union	may	be	sued	in	the	Court	or	an	injunction	sought	to	stop	it.	
3.	You	have	a	right	to	picket.	
4.	There	is	no	law	which	limits	the	numbers	of	pickets	to	six.	This	is	a	guide	issued	by	Tory	
Ministers	and	is	not	the	law.	
5.	PICKETS	CAN:	
-	talk	to	other	workers	to	persuade	them	to	strike	
-	talk	to	suppliers	of	goods	and	services	to	persuade	then	to	stop	carrying	out	their	normal	
functions	
-	hand	out	leaflets	explaining	their	cause	
-	move	freely	from	one	place	to	another	
6.	CRIMINAL	OFFENCE	
-	using	threatening	behavior	
-	using	or	threatening	to	use	violence	
-	using	intimidating	words	or	behaviour	
-	obstructing	the	public	highway	
-	carrying	an	offensive	weapon	
-	causing	criminal	damage	
-	causing	a	breach	of	the	peace	
-	acting	in	a	manner	which	is	reasonably	likely	to	lead	to	a	breach	of	the	peace	
-	obstructing	a	police	officer	on	duty	
7.	PICKET	ORGANISATION	
-	there	is	no	obligation	for	there	to	be	a	Union	Official	on	a	picket.	Your	Union	may	prefer	it	
but	the	police	cannot	insist	on	it	
-	there	is	no	need	to	wear	an	‘Official	Picket’	badge	
-	there	is	no	need	to	have	an	‘Official	Picket’	sign	
8.	IF	ARRESTED	OR	STOPPED	BY	THE	POLICE	
-	say	Nothing	that	may	be	used	against	you	
-	show	your	NUM	document	on	the	back	of	this	paper	
-	do	not	respond	to	Police	violence	
-	call	your	NUM	office	and	request	help	
-	fill	in	an	accident	report	and	obtain	a	witness	
	
REMEMBER	
-	Picketing	is	your	trade	union	right	and	is	not	illegal	
-	keep	your	cool	and	your	head,	don’t	be	provoked	
-	report	Police	actions	
-	don’t	let	the	Police	browbeat	you,	stand	your	ground	and	argue	your	rights	to	move	freely	
and	to	picket	
 
 
	

																																																													
1713National	and	Local	Government	Officers	Association,	Advice	for	Picketing	Miners,	MS84/MW/3/3/	
(Manchester,	Peoples	History	Museum:	Martin	Walker	papers).		
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18 Appendix	8	Draft	Log	of	Contemporaneous	Events	at	
Orgreave1714	

51/334 DRAFT LOG running contemporaneously with events as they unfold (from the 
police use of the first person plural pronoun: ‘until we deploy…’) 

03.00 Some 40-50 Welsh pickets at bottom gate pulling stones from wall and throwing 
into works and abusing workforce. 

06.45 There are 2000 pickets at Orgreave. 

07.00 The convoy has entered S.Yorks. 

07.25 There are hundreds of pickets at the back of the coking plant. 

07.32 Please stop convoy until we deploy more PSU’s. 

07.40 There are some pickets in the plant at the rear of the premises throwing stones. 
We have deployed shield units. 

07.40 There are some 3500 pickets at Orgreave there are between 500-1000 in the back 
of the plant. 

TNK1715 Arthur Scargill is at Orgreave. 

08.06 Convoys entering the plant. 

08.10 The whole convoy is in a few minor problems encountered. 

08.18 Jack Taylor the Yorkshire NUM leader is in poplar way with 2 coaches full of 
miners. He appears to be organising them. 

08.22 Jack Taylor and 200 pickets are now lining the road on the recreation side of 
Poplar Way. 

08.24 Supt. Pratt – I require further PSU’s at Orgreave. 

08.28 We are taking a hell of a pasting now. I need all the PSU’s you can get. 

08.29 There is stoning now on Poplar Way. 

08.30 Arthur Scargill is topside. Jack Taylor is in Poplar Way. 

08.31 Pickets have broken through and are inside the plant at the bottomside. 

08.47 All licensed premises in the Orgreave area are to be closed at lunchtime. 

																																																													
1714Author	unknown,	Draft	Log,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Counsel	Bundle	1,	Court	of	Appeal	January	1991	
(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	51/334.	The	nature	of	this	document	would	indicate	that	
this	log	was	kept	by	some	central	police	co-ordination	unit.	
1715Time	Not	Known.	
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08.50 There are 4 police officers and 6 pickets in R/Ham hospital being treated at this 
time. 

TNK Can you ask for a situation report outside. 

09.20 Convoy to roll. 

09.24 The first lorry is out. 

09.28 All convoy is out. 

09.32 The convoy is now onto the M1. No problems. 

09.40 Injury report from hosp. 4 Pol Officers, 9 Pickets (3 prisoners). 

10.05 Convoy handed over to Humberside. 

10.15 There is a generator type vehicle pushed over in Long Lane at Treeton. It is 
causing obstruction. Can arrangements be made to remove. 

10.15 Injury report, 7 police, 15 pickets. 

11.00 All licensed premises within 2 miles radius of Orgreave closed by order of Court 
from supplying liquor until 17.00 hrs. 

11.30 On the railway at the Handsworh side of the coking plant there is a lot of rubble 
and a crowd of people milling around. Can you inform the BT.Pol. 

11.35 We have picked up the convoy. 

TNK    About 50-60 pickets are going down the railway line and into the field behind 
the police command block. 

12.43 Henning Vanning reports the theft of an oxygen and gas cylinder from his 
premises this morning by pickets. 

13.00 Update of casualties. 

13.00 The convoy is now leaving. 

13.15 There are a number of miners making their way into the city centre. 

13.20 Require further assistance in city centre. 

13.40 Convoy has left S.Yorks. 
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Key Events (Shown on the following maps) 
 
Key to events/locations 
 
A= Bottomside 
B= Middle Holding Area (Sheep pen) 
C= Main Entrance 
D= Topside 
E= Sub Station 
F= Railway Bridge 
G=Asda 
 
Bottomside 
 
1. Pickets kettled in recreation ground. 
2. Approximately 8.25-9.25; stoning by pickets, arrests take place. 
3. Approximately 11.00; PSU’s enter recreation ground, further arrests. 
 
Middle Holding Area/Topside 
 
4. Approximately 07.00; build up of pickets. 
5. Approximately 07.40-08.31; pickets enter plant. 
6. Approximately 07.20; pickets blocking the road, by 07.50 they are corralled in the 
middle holding and some moved down to Poplar Way. 
7. Pickets arriving from 06.00 on topside, approximately 07.20 missiles thrown. 
8. Approximately 07.50; shields brought out in front of police ranks. 
9. Approximately 08.00; first shove by pickets as convoy arrives. 
10. Approximately 08.10; first police horse advance followed at approximately 08.30-
08.40 second horse advance followed by PSU’s. 
11. Approximately 11.00; police move up topside with PSU’s in a three-step advance. 
12. Several arrests around the sub station and pickets flee down embankment. 
13. Pickets run across the railway bridge, police following up. 
 
Village 
 
14. Pickets retaliate throwing missiles at the advancing police. 
15. Police set up a cordon at the bridge. 
16. Scargill injured at approximately 11.30. 
17. Police advance into the village up to Number 31 Highfield Lane. 
18. Pickets throwing missiles. 
19. Advance by police horse up to the crossroads of Highfield Lane and Orgreave Lane. 
Withdraw approximately 12.00 followed by pickets up to the scrap yard. Barricades 
established. 
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Bottomside	

	

Middle	Holding	Area/Topside	

	

Village	
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19 Appendix	9	Defence	Legal	Counsel:	List	of	Defendants1716	
and	Arresting	Officers.	

 
 
TS=Topside 
BS=Bottomside 
R=Riot 
UA=Unlawful assembly 
CD=Criminal Damage 
	
DEFENDANT		 PIT	 TIME	 PLACE	OF	

ARREST	
CHARGE	 COMMENTS	

Wilkinson,	C.P		 YORKS	 7.55	 TS	 R+UA	 	
McLauchlan,	
W		

SCOTS	 8.00	 TS	 Assault,	
Riot+UA	

Note	that	in	fact	
arrested	at	10.18	

Davies,	D,	M		 WALES	 8.20	 TS	 R+UA	 	
Selwood,	H.	P	 WALES	 8.30	 TS	 R+UA	 	
Burchell,	M	 WALES	 8.40	 TS	 R	 	
Lisle,	G.	L	 DURHAM	 8.35	 TS	 R	 	
Morrison,	W.D	 SCOTS	 8.35	 TS	 R	 	
Mullins,	D	 WALES	 -	 TS	 R	 	
Blezard,	N	 YORKS	 8.35	 TS	 R	 	
Broomhead,	R	 YORKS	 8.35	 TS	 R	 Truncheoned	by	

PC	Martin	
Lingard,	W	 YORKS	 8.35	 TS	 R	 Truncheoned	by	

PC	Martin	
James,	P	 WALES	 8.35	 TS	 R	 With	

Broomhead+Linga
rd	

Briscoe,	A	 YORKS	 8.35	 TS	by	
Copse	

R	 Going	to	defence	
of	Broomhead	

Hopkinson,	P.C	 YORKS	 8.35	 TS	by	Copse	 R	 	
Aldridge,	R	 YORKS	 8.35	 	 R	 	
Rochester,	J	 DURHAM	 8.35	 	 R	 	
Plant,	R.	E	 DERBYS	 8.35	 TS	 R	 	
Pinder,	C.M	 DERBYS	 8.35	 TS	 R	 Known	as	Maurice	
Sergeant,	A.	G	 YORKS	 8.35	 	 R	 	
Dixon,	M.M	 DURHAM	 9.25	 TS	road	 R	 	
Robson,	J.	J	 DURHAM	 9.25	 TS	road	 R	 	
Wilson,	J	 NOTTS	 9.25	 TS	road	 R	 	
Richardson,R.F	 DURHAM	 9.35	 TS	road	 R	 	
Gillan,	W.C	 YORKS	 9.30	 TS	 R	 	
Kennedy,	D	 DURHAM	 9.30	 TS	 R	 	
Leigh,	A.C	 YORKS	 9.30	 TS	 R	 	

																																																													
1716Author	Unknown,	Number	14	Lists	of	Defendants	Arrested,	Times	and	Places	of	Arrest,	18	June	1984,	
Sheffield	Crown	Court	1985	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign).	
http://otjc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/14.Lists-of-Defendants-Arrested-Times-and-Places-of-
Arrest.pdf	(This	does	not	include	all	of	the	defendants).	
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Clark,	M	 YORKS	 9.30		 TS	road	 R	 	
Jackson,	B	 YORKS	 11.20	 TS	substation	 R	 	
Hargreaves,	G	 YORKS	 11.20	 TS	substation	 R	 	
Fisher,	D.M	 YORKS	 11.23	 TS	substation	 R	 	
Foulds,	G	 SCOTS	 11.20	 TS	substation	 R	 	
Bell,	D	 SCOTS	 11.25	 TS	substation	 R	 	
Barber,	E	 NOTTS	 11.20	 TS	nr	substat	 R	 	
Thompson,	J.	S	 DERBYS	 11.20	 TS	nr	substat	 R	 	
Lawson,	H.	R	 SCOTS	 11.20	 TS	bridge	 R	 	
Forster,	G	 DURHAM	 -	 	 R	 	
Moore,	D	 YORKS	 11.20	 TS	bridge	 R	 	
Donaldson,	I	 DERBYS	 11.20	 TS	scrap	yard	 R	 	
Riley,	W	 YORKS	 11.20	 TS	funeralpar	 R	 	
Moreland,	B	 DURHAM	 -	 	 R	 	
Denton,	D	 NOTTS	 11.20	 TS	scrap	yard	 R	 	
Goodfellow,	D	 YORKS	 11.20	 	 R	 	
Wysocki,	S	 NOTTS	 11.20	 TS	bungalow	 R	 	
Newbigging,	E	 SCOTS	 11.20	 TS	bungalow	 R	 	
O’Brian,	J	 WALES	 11.00	 -	 R	 	
Baxendale,	G	 NOTTS	 11.20	 TS	terraces	 R	 	
Crichlow,	A	 YORKS	 11.20	 	 R	 	
Coston,	D	 DURHAM	 -	 	 R	 	
Wood,	C	 DERBYS	 11.30	 	 R	 	
Wood,	G	 DURHAM	 -	 	 R	 	
Greenaway,	W	 WALES	 -	 	 R	 	
Marshall,	K	 YORKS	 11.30	 TS	icecream	 R	 	
Greaves,	R	 YORKS	 12.30	 	 R	 	
Waddington,	C	 SCOTS	 12.08	 	 R	 	
Green,	A	 YORKS	 8.25	 BS	 UA	+	TB	 	
Dodd,	M	 YORKS	 8.25	 BS	 UA	+	TB	 	
Reeder,	T	 YORKS	 8.25	 BS	 UA+TB	 	
Littlewood,	C	 YORKS	 8.35	 BS	 UA+TB	 600	pickets	break	

through	to	poplar	way.	
Pushes	lamppost,	road	
blocked	with	stones	
arrested	8.50	when	
ambulances	go	through	

Marshall,	C	 YORKS	 8.35	 BS	 CD+UA	 As	above	
Booth,	K	 YORKS	 8.50	 BS	 UA+TB	 Ambulances	go	through	

and	horses	stoned.	
Booth	throws	stones	at	
horses		

Joyce,	T	 YORKS	 8.50	 BS	 UA+TH	 As	above	
Mabey,	D	 WALES	 8.35	 BS	 	 600	pickets	break	

through	road	block	near	
bottom	gate.	Stone	wall	
opposite	plant.	Pushes	
wall	down.	Smashes	
windscreen	of	police	car,	
arrested	8.50.	

Toomer,	B	 YORKS	 8.55	 BS	 UA	 	
Want,	K	 YORKS	 8.50	 BS	 UA	sect	5	 500	pickets	in	road	to	

north	of	main	entrance	
towards	Poplar	Way.	
Scuffle	at	Poplar	Way	
junct.	
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Norris,	J	 YORKS	 8.45	 BS	 UA	sect	5	 Pickets	merge	in	field,	
pushes	officer	down	

Rhodes,	M	 YORKS	 8.45	 BS	 UA	sect	5	 	
Turnbull,	P	 YORKS	 8.45	 BS	 UA	sect5	 	
Asquith,	G	 YORKS	 8.45	 BS	 UA	sect	5	 	
Jones,	B	 WALES	 8.45	 BS	 UA	sect	5	 	
Stanton,	M	 WALES	 8.45	 BS	 UA	sect	5	 	
Freeman,	P	 YORKS	 8.50	 BS	 UA	sect	5	 Police	move	behind	

ambulances.	Freeman	
throws	missile	at	
mounted	horses.	Pickets	
push	up	Highfield	Lane,	
block	road,	demolish	
boundary	wall.	

Holmes,	E	 YORKS	 8.55	 BS	 UA	+	CD	 Holmes	pushes	wall	+	
smashes	transit		

Cawthorne,	P	 YORKS	 9.25	 BS	 UA	sect	5	 Push	at	Poplar	Way	
when	coking	lorries	
come	through	

Robertson,	B	 YORKS	 9.25	 BS	 UA	sect	5	 As	above	
Holmes,	C	 YORKS	 9.25	 BS	 UA	sect	5	 As	above	
Horne,	K	 YORKS	 9.25	 BS	 UA	sect	5		 As	above	
Ferguson,	W	 YORKS	 9.25	 BS	 UA	sect	5	 As	above	
Stevenson,	M	 DURHAM	 9.25	 BS	 UA	sect	5	 As	above	
Keating,	D	 YORKS	 9.25	 BS	 UA	sect	5	 As	above	
	
TOTAL:	79	

PIT	 NUMBER	ARRESTED	 TOPSIDE	 BOTTOMSIDE	
YORKS	 41	 20	 21	
DURHAM	 11	 10	 1	
WALES	 10	 7	 3	
SCOTS	 7	 7	 0	
NOTTS	 5	 5	 0	
DERBYS	 5	 5	 0	
	

Arresting	Officers.1717	

POLICE	OFFICER	 FORCE	
Neild,	R.H.	(PC	2683)	 South	Yorks	
Dynes,	R.	(PC	2405)	 South	Yorks	
Dodson,	R.M.	(PC	2751)	 West	Midlands	
Vendy,	C.F.D.	(PC	8788)	 West	Midlands	
Goucher,	B.	(PC	7877)	 West	Midlands	

																																																													
1717	Defendant’s	Statements.	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	1,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	Appeal,	January	
1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign).	
http://otjc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Defendants-Statements-Volume-1.pdf	
Defendant’s	Statements.	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Volume	2,	Counsel	Bundle,	Court	of	Appeal,	January	
1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign).	
http://otjc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Defendants-Statements-Volume-2.pdf	
This	does	not	represent	all	the	arresting	officers;	some	witness	statements	did	not	identify	the	police	
force.		
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William,	S.J.	(PC	8974)	 West	Midlands	
Naismith	(PC	161)	 Lincs	
Priestly,	(PC	518)	 Lincs	
Akers	(PC	1008)	 South	Yorks	
Marshall,	I.K.	(PC	2715)	 South	Yorks	
Sanderson,	P.A.	(PC	2705)	 South	Yorks	
Jackson	(PC	2865)	 West	Yorks	
Hopwood,	S.	(PC	4322)	 West	Yorks	
Robson,	P.J.	(PC	3270)	 West	Yorks	
Fenton,	P.	(PC	2711)	 West	Yorks	
Fryer,	K.	(PC	A2783)	 West	Midlands	
Deeley,	P.	(PC	3545)	 West	Midlands	
Thomason,	R.B.	(PC	2738)	 West	Midlands	
Howell,	D.	(PC	195)	 South	Yorks	
Allott,	M.	(PC	317)	 South	Yorks	
Stacey,	W.G.	(PC	3445D)	 Merseyside	
Ham,	A.R.	(PC	3416D)	 Merseyside	
Dickinson,	W.P.J.	(PC	4263)	 West	Yorks	
Griffiths,	I.	(PC	3056)	 West	Yorks	
Gray,	G.	(N/A)	 Merseyside	
Holmes.	(PC	456)	 West	Yorks	
Grundy.	(PC	3650)	 West	Yorks	
Coleman,	C.	(PC	1257)	 Lincs	
Norris,	P.E.	(PC	5909)	 West	Midlands	
Abson,	R.P.	(PC	2246)	 West	Midlands	
Herball,	S.	(PC	5158C)	 Merseyside	
Warr,	J.	(PC	3771)	 West	Midlands	
Taylor.	(Insp)	 Northumbria	
Doras.	(PC	5642)	 West	Midlands	
Bird,	R.	(PC	5000)	 West	Midlands	
McLaughlin,	C.J.	(PC	4441F)	 Merseyside	
Bennett,	A.	(Insp)	 Merseyside	
Browning,	F.R.	(PC	4139C)	 Merseyside	
Stannard,	P.	(PC	6686)	 Merseyside	
Barnes.	(n/a)	 Merseyside	
White,	D.	(PC	1400)		 West	Yorks	
Tedder,	M.J.	(PC	2579)	 West	Yorks	
Ketland,	P.	(PC	9377)	 West	Midlands	
Onions,	C.	(Sgt	5131)	 West	Midlands	
Kay,	P.	(PC	199)	 Lincs	
Johnson,	S.	(PC	218)	 Tyne	&	Wear	
Young,	G.D.	(Sgt	2444)	 West	Yorks	
Leyton,	G.D.	(PC	4371)	 West	Yorks	
Young,	G.D.	(Sgt)	 West	Yorks	
Myers,	D.R.	(PC	1987)	 West	Yorks	
Taylor,	B.L.	(PC	1082)	 West	Yorks	
Simpson,	R.M.	(Insp)	 South	Yorks	
McIver,	D.	(PC	1453)	 Herts	
Pearson,	G.J.	(PC	1591)	 Herts	
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Bevan,	G.L.	(n/a)		 West	Midlands	
Newman,	D.	(n/a)	 West	Midlands	
Proud,	I.	(PC	1184)	 Durham	
McElvaney,	K.S.	(PC	2281)	 Durham	
Tolley,	N.	(PC	1402)	 West	Midlands	
Mulhall,	A.T.	(PC	8682)	 West	Midlands	
Valente,	E.	(PC	6567D)	 Merseyside	
Yates,	B.	(Sgt	4698D)	 Merseyside	
West,	K.	(PC	2452)	 South	Yorks	
Fairclough,	S.J.	(PC	1535)	 South	Yorks	
Pearson,	K.G.	(PC	5665)	 West	Midlands	
Skelton	J.	(PC	9479)	 West	Midlands	
Kelsey,	K.	(PC	3356)	 West	Midlands	
	

POLICE	FORCE	OF	ARRESTING	OFFICERS	 NUMBER	
Yorkshire	 25	
West	Midlands	 21	
Merseyside	 9	
Other		 9	
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20 Appendix	10	Statement	by	Witness	–	Mr.	Toseland1718	
	
WITNESS	STATEMENT:	R.G	TOSELAND,	31	HIGHFIELD	LANE	RESIDENT		
“Returning	home	at	about	10.45…	at	that	time	there	were	hundreds	of	people	standing	about	
outside	my	home	on	both	sides	of	the	road.		
	
I	had	been	home	about	10	minutes	when	I	saw	through	my	living	room	window	that	a	number	
of	the	men	outside	were	running	back	up	the	hill	towards	Rotherham	Road.	I	would	estimate	
that	about	20	minutes	later	the	crowd	of	men	walked	back	towards	the	Coking	Plant	and	
were	chanting	‘Here	we	go.’	The	crowd	of	people	were	spread	across	the	road	as	they	went	
towards	the	Plant	and	I	saw	no	Police	Officers	at	that	time.		
		
It	was	apparent	to	me	that	there	was	a	confrontation	taking	place	between	the	pickets	and	
the	Police	some	distance	away	from	my	home,	towards	the	railway	bridge,	which	is	about	120	
yards	from	my	front	door.	I	could	not	see	the	Police	at	that	time,	but	I	saw	a	number	of	men	
picking	up	stones,	collecting	ammunition	to	throw	in	their	direction.	All	of	a	sudden	the	men	
were	shouting	and	ran	up	the	hill	past	my	house	towards	Rotherham	Road.	I	looked	in	the	
direction	of	the	Coking	Plant	and	saw	a	line	of	Policemen	across	the	road	about	20	yards	
towards	the	railway	bridge.	
	
Another	20	or	so	minutes	later,	the	crowd	of	men	returned	and	I	saw	them	throwing	stones,	
house	bricks	and	various	other	missiles	towards	the	Policemen.	The	crowd	of	men	were	
standing	directly	in	front	of	my	living	room	window.	The	road	was	completely	blocked	by	the	
men	and	a	great	many	of	them	were	throwing	missiles	towards	the	police.	
The	line	of	policemen	advanced	and	took	up	a	position	immediately	in	front	of	my	living	room	
window.	The	whole	of	the	time	as	this	was	going	on	missiles	were	being	thrown	thick	and	fast	
into	the	ranks	of	the	policemen…	
	
I	should	say	that	the	stones	were	being	thrown	from	at	least	ten	minutes	and	the	road	in	front	
of	my	house	was	littered	with	broken	glass	and	other	debris.	
	
The	front	line	of	policemen	were	across	the	full	width	of	the	road	and	were	standing	behind	
plastic	riot	shields	with	another	two	or	three	lines	of	policemen	behind	them.	I	saw	that	the	
front	line	of	Policemen	were	raising	the	riot	shields	into	the	air	as	protection	against	the	
numerous	missiles	being	lobbed’	over	their	heads.	I	saw	one	of	the	front	policemen,	having	
raised	his	shield	in	the	air,	being	struck	about	his	middle	with	a	missile.	That	policeman	fell	to	
the	ground.”	
	
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
	

																																																													
1718R.G.	Toseland,	Witness	Statement,	Orgreave	Trial	Papers,	Counsel	Bundle	1,	Court	of	Appeal	January	
1991	(Orgreave	Truth	and	Justice	Campaign),	pdf	245-249/334.	
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21 Appendix	11	SWP	Leaflet1719	
	

 

																																																													
1719Socialist	Worker,	Political	Leaflet,	Picket	Orgeave	November,	1984,	EVT/MINESTRIKE	(Miners’	Strike	
Collection,	Working	Class	Movement	Library,	Salford).	
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22 Appendix	12	Key	Events	and	Map,	Bradford	9-11th	June,	
1995		

Friday Evening (Key events shown on the following map): 

1. Just before 21.21 confrontation on Garfield Avenue between police patrol and youths. 

Friday Night: 

2. 22.30-22.45: 7 more arrests for public order offences in the vicinity of Lawcroft 
House, but police unable to disperse the crowd. 

3. 22.00: Large crowd outside Lawcroft House. Criminal damage being committed in 
Oak Lane a short distance from Lawcroft House.  

22.30: Fire started in the middle of Oak Lane, missile thrown.  

22.45: Standard police immediate response system requesting assistance from nearby 
divisions. When they arrived, they were deployed outside Lawcroft House. Missiles 
continued.  

Barricade set up across Oak Lane. 

Before midnight serious disorder in Oak Lane, car salesroom attacked – white-owned 
BMW garage, firebombs and missiles used.  

Just before midnight situation so bad that the acting superintendant asked for a force 
emergency response, calling for assistance from all other West Yorkshire forces. 

23.00: Police to be deployed in riot gear.  

Saturday Early Morning: 

4. After midnight, police cleared Oak Lane, approximately 100+ crowd in front of 
Lawcroft House. A group broke off and went down St. Mary’s Road stoning windows. 

Sporadic disorder, police cordons set up.  

Saturday 10th June: 

14.00: Discussions between police and community representatives.  

Saturday Afternoon: Sporadic stone throwing at police/cars.  

17.45: Meeting broke down in Lawcroft House. More stoning of police/vehicles 
accessing Lawcroft House. 

Riot police stationed in front of Lawcroft House. 
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Saturday Evening/Night: 

5. 19.00: Groups of youths outside Lawcroft House. A wall behind the pub opposite 
Lawcroft House higher up on Lilycroft Road demolished to use as ammunition to throw 
at police. 

6. 19.30: Part of the crowd ran off into Oak Lane then turned to face the police as the 
latter moved in line down Oak Lane pushing the youths into White Abbey Road and 
Whetley lane. 

19.30-21.00: Barricade erected across Oak Lane and set on fire. Petrol bombs and 
stones thrown. Petrol bomb attacks on Lumb Lane and Manningham Lane. 

21.00: Onwards, further damage in Oak Lane and near to Lawcroft House. 

7. 21.00: Onwards, Frizinghall Garage attacked. Attack on Oak Lane garage. 

8. 21.00: Large group broke into Manningham Lane. 

9. Firebomb at junction with Drewton Road. 

10. Group moved along backstreets to Lumb Lane, damage done here to garage and 
pubs. 

Group travelled via Green Lane and Salt Street into Carlisle Road, attacked Carlisle 
Hotel, shops and offices. 

21.45: Split into two groups (A) and (B). 

21.45-22.50: Group (A) went along Carlisle Road to Whetley Hill then to Westgate. 

11. Group (A) attacked the Citroen garage on Whetley Hill. Attacked six pubs including 
the Woolpack at 22.30. 

12. 23.00: (A) had reached Westgate. 

13. 21.45: Group (B) went via St Mary’s Road back to Oak Lane throwing missiles at 
police. 

Sunday Morning: 

14. 00.30: Last attack on Oak Lane garage. 

02.00: Cars blaring music.  

Sunday 11th June: 

Sunday Evening: Some stone throwing outside Lawcroft House 

Stand Off. 

23.30: Women Peace March.  
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MAP	

											Lawcroft	House	

Scale:	

0																		200m	
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23 Appendix	13	Home	Office	Statistics	Football	Arrests	&	
Banning	Orders1720	

SEASON	 ARRESTS	 POSITION	
RELATIVE	
TO	THEIR	
DIVISION	

POSITION	
RELATIVE	
TO	THE	
COUNTRY	

BANNING	
ORDERS	

POSITION	
RELATIVE	
TO	THEIR	
DIVISION	

POSITION	
RELATIVE	
TO	THE	
COUNTRY	

1999/20001721	
Premiership	

116	 3rd	 4th	 N/A	 	 	

2001/2002	
Premiership	

90	 6th	 9th	 71	 1st	 3rd	

2002/2003	
Premiership	

107	 9th	 N/A	 62	 1st	 4th	

2003/2004	
Premiership	

N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 78	 3rd	 6th	

2004/2005	
Championship	

161	 1st	 3rd	 128	 1st	 2nd	

2005/2006	
Championship	

76	 3rd	 10th	 115	 1st	 1st	

2006/2007	
Championship	

115	 2nd	 N/A	 118	 1st	 1st	

2007/2008	League	
One	

156	 1st	 2nd	 152	 1st	 1st	

2008/2009	League	
One	

127	 1st	 6th	 162	 1st	 1st	

2009/20101722	
League	
One/Championship	

85	 1st	 3rd	 152	 N/A	 1st	

2010/20111723	
Championship	

149	 1st	 2nd	 106	 2nd	 2nd	

2011/20121724	
Championship	

62	 2nd	 6th	 91	 2nd	 4th	

2012/20131725	
Championship	

101	 1st	 3rd	 72	 1st	 3rd	

2013/2014	
Championship	

91	 1st	 2nd	 52	 3rd	 6th	

	

 

 

 

																																																													
1720https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/football-banning-orders	(Accessed	January,	2015).	
1721Vivek	Chaudhary,	“Football	hooligans	raise	their	game:	League	table	of	arrests,”	The	Guardian,	
August	14,	2000.	
1722Statistics	reporting	period	unclear,	elements	taken	from	the	2009/10	and	2010/11	seasons.	
1723Statistics	reporting	period	unclear,	elements	taken	from	the	2010/11	and	2011/12	seasons.	
1724Statistics	reporting	period	unclear,	elements	taken	from	the	2011/12	and	2012/13	seasons.	
1725Statistics	reporting	period	changed	yet	again.	
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